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C H A P T E R  I

General Process of Renewal and 
Deification

W  have seen what constitutes the divine life of grace which our 
Lord Jesus Christ brought us from heaven. W e have seen the loftiest 
operations o f this life and the various means of increasing it in each 
member o f the Savior and in the whole mystical body of His Church.

W e now come to study, as far as is possible, the marvelous history 
of the deification of the individual, or rather, the process o f the 
growth of the divine germ of grace in each Christian soul. If we 
know the amplitude of grace, we shall be able to augment it as we 
ought, endeavoring with ali our strength ultimately to remove the 
obstacles which impede it or render its working difficult and taking 
care that in critical periods we do not fail through carelessness or 
weakness. Continually growing in charity, w e shall be able to con
tribute efficaciously to the formation of the mystical body as a 
whole.

N ow  that we know the gift o f God, we are obliged to desire Him 
wholeheartedly and to beg incessantly that it be given to us to drink 
o f the mysterious living water * 1 which irrigates and makes fruitful

1 John 4:10: "If thou didst know the gift of God, and who He is that saith to 
thee, Give me to drink; thou perhaps wouldst have asked of Him, and He would 
have given tiiee living water.”

Way of Perfectiori, chaps. 19-21: “ Why do you suppose, daughters, that I have 
tried, as people say, to describe the end of the battle before it has bcgAn and to 
point to its reward by telling you about the blessing which comes from dtinking of 
the hcavenly source of this living water? 1 have done this so that you may not be 
distressed at the trials and annoyances of the road, and may tread it with courage 
and not grow weary; . . . Remember, the Lord invites us ali; and, since He is 
Truth Itself, we cannot doubt Him. If His invitation were not a general one, He

3
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THE MYSTICAL EVOLUTION

the gardcn of our hearts.2 N o w  that we have found the hidden mysti- 
cal treasure, we must prepare ourselves to exchange for it ali the 
goods of this world.3 Since we have been enriched with the divine 
talents, it is our duty to cultivate them, to put them to good use, and 
to negotiate with them in order to make them increase both for the 
Service o f our Master and for the profit o f our souls.4 For that rea- 
son, we must ask Him to give us prudence in all things and to fili us 
with His Spirit of wisdom by which we shall be able worthily to 
appreciate His gifts.5 6 In order to use these gifts well it is expedient

would not have said: ‘I will give you to drink!’ He might have said: ‘Come, all of 
you, for after all you will lose nothing by coming; and 1 will give drink to those 
whom 1 think fit for it.’ But, as He said we were all to come, without making this 
condition, I feel sure that none will fail to receive this living water unless they 
cannot keep to the path. . . . His mercy is so great that Hc has forbidden none to 
strive to come and drink of this fountain of life. Blessed be He forever! VVhat 
good reasons there would have been for His forbidding me!

“But as He did not order me to cease from drinking when I had begun to do 
so, . . . it is certain that He will forbid no one to come; indeed, He calls us pub- 
licly, and in a loud voice to do so. Yet, as He is so good, He does not force us to 
drink, but enables those who wish to follow Him to drink in many ways so that 
none may lack comfort or die of thirst. . . . From this rich spring flow many 
streams—some large, others small, and also little pools for children, which they 
find quite large enough, for the sight of a great deal of water would frighten them: 
by children, 1 mean those who are in the eaily stagcs.

“As 1 say, it is most important—all-important, indeed,—that they should begin 
well by making an earnest and most determined resolve not to halt until they 
reach their goal, whatever may come, whatever may happen to them, however 
hard they may have to labour, whoever may complain of them, whether they reach 
their goal or die on the road or have no heart to confront the trials which they 
meet, whether the very world dissolves before them. . . . By taking this road we 
gain such precious treasures that it is no wonder if the cost secms to us a high one. 
The time will come when we shall realize that all we have paid has been nothing 
at all by comparison with the greatness of our prize.”

2 Ecclus. 24:42 f.: “ I said: I will water my garden of plants, and I will water 
abundantly the fruits of my meadow. And behold my brook bccame a great river, 
and my river came near to a sea.”

3 Cf. Matt. 13:44-46.
4 Matt. 25:14-30. Mary of Agreda, Mystical City of God, Bk. 1, Part I, 20: “These 

favors and benefits of the Almighty are of such a nature, that the more they are 
understood and made secure, so much the more will they excite care and solicitude 
for their preservation and for the avoidance of any offence of their Author. . . . 
As they are seen to belong to such a high Master, to whom they can revert to be 
distributed according to his pleasure, a most deep-felt solicitude filis the soul lest 
it lose again what is thus freely given. 1  he soul therefore begins to work with great
diligence in order to preserve them and to multiply the talcnt (Matt. 25:15) since 
it undcrstands that to be the onlv means of keeping the deposit and of fulfilling the 
object for which they were given, namely, to make them bear fruit and to con
tribute to the glory of the Creator.”

6 Wisd. 7:7-14: “Wherefore 1 wished, and understanding was given me: and I 
called upon God, and the spirit of wisdom came upon me. And I preferred her

4
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RENEWAL AND DEIFICATION

that we know what is meant by “ good traffic”  and that we take carc 
that our “ lamp shall not be put out in the night.”  e

W e rnust, then, study tbe process of development of the precious 
seed of divine grace and see what careful attention it requires in each 
particular instance. W e must learn how to prepare and cultivate the 
field of our heart wherein this seed is sown. W e must root out every 
kind of evil weed so that it will not suffocate the good piant of grace 
and we must cultivate it carefully so that it w ill grow prosperously.

S piritu al  R e n e w a l  and M ortification

The entire process of the supernatural life consists in ridding our- 
selves of the old man with all his acts and clothing ourselves with the 
new .* 6 7 The old man is the fallen and degenerate Adam; the new man 
is Jesus Christ, Son of G od and our Savior, the perfect man, the 
principle of our supernatural life and the restorer of humanity.8 The 
old man in us is nature vitiated by the sin of Adam and the countless 
defects which it has accumulated, leaving it so misshapen, so prone 
to evil, so assailed by wicked propensities, that it feels itself inca- 
pable of fulfilling even the natural law. T he new man in us is nature 
regenerated, rectified, enriched, and reanimated by the Spirit of 
Jesus Christ.

Our spiritual progress consists in acquiring the most perfect pu- 
rity of heart and the most complere submission and docility to the 
motions and influxes of the H oly Ghost which prompt and inspire 
us with the sentiments of our Savior and impress His divine image 
on us. If we do not resist Him by our indocility, nor choke and im- 
pede His action by the impurity of our w orldly desires, He will re- 
new the face of our earth and will transform us from glory to glory.

The ideal of the Christian, then, is to dispossess himself of self in 
order to reproduce the living image of the new man; to act in all 
things as a true son of God, living and working according to His 
Spirit and following His motion and direction without the least

before kingdoms and thrones, and esteemed riches nothing in comparison of her. 
. . . For she is an infinite treasure to men, which they that use, become the friends 
of God, being commended for the gift of discipline.”

6 Prov. 31:18.
» Cf. Coi. 3:9 f.
8 Rom. j :  12; 6:6-12; I Cor. 15:15-49; Eph. 4:23 f.

5
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THE MYSTICAL EVOLUTION

resistance. The Christian vvill manifest himself the more a true son 
of God as he is more animated by His Spirit.9

But to arrive at this true and glorious liberty of the sons of God, it 
is necessary to break the heavy chains of the evil inclinations which 
enslave us, to root out all vices and sinful habits, and to tame and re- 
strain completely our rebellious and disordered passions. W e must 
watch over the most hidden movements and sentiments of our hearts, 
rectify all that is crooked, resist ali suggestions of evil, and smother 
the concupiscence of self-love, so that we shall have no other desires 
or interests than those of Jesus Christ.10 B y  lovingly uniting our- 
selves to Him in a perfect conformity of wills, we shall be trans- 
formed and made one with Him, living entirely in His Spirit.11 W hen 
the Spirit of our Lord reigns in us, we shall enjoy full and perfect 
liberty. U bi Spiritus Domini, ibi libertas.12

From this we can understand how great and laborious must be our 
preparation for the w ay of the Lord 13 which leads to a most loving 
union with God and the perfect manifestation of His life within us.

He is purity itself and sanctity by His essence; He is absolute 
honesty and simplicity. But as for us, “ from the sole of the foot unto 
the top of the head, there is no soundness therein.”  14 Everything in 
us is more or less stained by original sin, by hereditary vices which 
have been accumulated, and more cspecially by personal sins which, 
however light they may be, contaminate and pervert the soul.15

9 Cf. Rom. 8:14.
10 Blessed Henry Suso, Union, chap. 2: “A  man who is fully resigned must spurn 

the frivolities and phantasies of creaturcs and scek only to impress Jesus Christ on 
his heart and be transformed into His Divinity. He who is dead to self and lives 
the life of Jesus Christ, takes all things for good and desires that each thing be 
placed in its proper order. He who is recollccted, readily notes his own defects in 
the light of Truth. He knows the disordered love which can bind creatures and 
the attachments which prevent them from seeking perfection. When God interiorly 
chides him, he humbles himself with docility and realizes that as yet he is not free 
of creatures or of self. . . . If a man seeks to be recollccted and to be united with 
Truth, he must be raised above the life of the senses to be transformed in God. He 
must see if there be any obstaclc which comes between God and himself and if 
he find none, he will rejoice in the divine essence in the light of that union and 
because of it he will forget all things else. The more he separates himself from 
self and creatures, the more united to God will he live and the more happy will 
he be.”

11 Cf. 1 Cor. 6:17.
12 Cf. II Cor. 3:17.
la Isa. 40; Matt. 3:3: “Prepare ye the way of the Lord.”
14 Isa. 1 :6.
16 Prov. 8:36.

6
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RENEWAL AND DEIFICATION
It is to be admitted that, as the physiologists say, with every vi- 

cious or disordcred act, there is set up an “ evil organization o f neu- 
rons”  and there is formed a “ circuit” which tends automatically to 
reproduce itself later, even independent of the will. W ith the repeti- 
tion of bad actions, those evil “ organizations”  are strengthened and 
they finally become hereditary. So it is that by the evil deeds of our 
progenitors, and more especially by our own evil acts, the ravages of 
original sin are aggravated and the wave of evil is strengthened and 
increased.10 H ow ever light many of those acts may seem, when 
considered as havinjr accumulated their effects for thousands ofC?
years, we can understand how true it is that there is nothing 
healthy in us. Disorderly tendencies have been rooted in the very 
depths of our being and there is not in our whole organism the 
smallest sensitive or motor element which is not in some w ay con- 
taminated. Moreover, the vices of the body extend beyond the 
body itself and are felt in the very potencies of the soul, if, indeed, 
they are not already rooted in those potencies, as happens in the 
case of voluntary faults.

It is necessary to exercise extreme violence in order to purify, 
simplify, and sanctify our entire being and to renew and direct 
that complicated maze according to the simple divine norms by 
which the senses and appetites are subject to reason and this, in 
turn, to the divine Spirit so that our union with God is perfect. 
O nly in this w ay can our being be rectified, corrected, and brought 
back to its normal status, to a position where it can be enriched and 
transformed.

This mortification is not a killing, but a healing; a rectification 
and a renewal. I f  our nature were completely healthy and well bal- 
anced, it would spontaneously submit to the superior norm which 
ennoblcs it, just as ali the physical cnergies in a perfect organism are 
subjected to the plan of life: organic life to sensitive life, and this lat- 
ter to rational life. But when there is an imperfection of any 
kind, the inferior powers readily become insubordinate and in- 
stead of the relative autonomy which they enjoy, they tend to 
absolute sovereignty and even tyranny. Therefore it is neces
sary to keep these lower powers in subjection so that they w ill ob- 
serve right order.

16 See our vvork, La Providenda y la Evolucion, I, 145-50.

7
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THE MYSTICAL EVOLUTION

W hencver the inferior appetites of a man become insubordinate 
and act contrary to reason (and this usually occurs by the very 
fact that reason itself seeks to be completely autonomous), then 
that man must do violence to himself and even to reason itself, 
by submitting it to faith,17 so that in ali things the Spirit of God 
may reign anew.18

The rationalists, although they call themselves reformed Chris- 
tians, do not understand the privation and violence done to nature, 
for they live in a dream world of pure naturalism. As a resuit, they 
seek always to justify human nature as if it possessed the same in- 
tegrity now as it did when it first came forth from the hand of 
God. But if they would even slightly examine human nature as 
we now possess it, they would find in it innumerable disorderly 
and uncontrolled tendencies which are more animal than human. 
T h ey  would then learn the necessity o f self-violence if a man is 
to live not only as a Christian but even as a true man.19

17 See II Cor. 10:3-6: “For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according 
to the flesh. For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty to God 
unto the pulling down of fortifications, destroying counsels, and every height that 
exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and bringing into captivity every 
understanding unto the obedience of Christ; and having in readiness to revenge ali 
disobedience, when your obedience shall be fulfilled.”

18 Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, III, 1, art. 2: “To be able to conceive how 
requisite purity of heart is to us, it would be necessary fully to comprehend the 
natural corruption of the human heart. There is in us a very depth of malice, 
which we do not perceive, because we never seriously examine our own interior. 
If we did, we should find therein a multitude of desires and irregular appetites for 
the honours, the pleasures, and the comforts of the world unceasingly fermenting 
in our heart.

“W e are so full of false ideas and erroneous judgments, of disorderly affections, 
passions, and malice, that we should stand confounded at ourselves, could we see 
ourselves such as we are. Let us imagine a muddy well, from which water is con- 
tinually being drawn: at first, what comes up is scarcely anything but mud; but 
by dint of drawing, the well is gradually cleansed, and the water becomes purer, 
until at last it is as ciear as crystal. In like manner, by labouring incessantly to purge 
our soul, the ground of it becomes gradually cleared, and God manifests his pres- 
ence by powerful and marvelous enects which he works in the soul, and through 
it, for the good of others.

“When the heart is thoroughly cleansed, God filis the soul and all its powers, 
the memory, the understanding, and the will, with his holy presence and love. 
Thus purity of heart leads to union with God, and no one ordinarily attains thereto 
by other means.”

19 Fonsegrive, Le Catholicisme et Ia religion, pp. 19-21: “In spite of mortification, 
there need be no fear that the Catholic ideal will atrophy us or diminish our life. 
However much men may say that we expect the ideal to be realized much later 
and that meanwhile we seize only the shadow, the fact of the matter is that all 
must mortify themselves in one way or another. They must do this whether they

8
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RENEWAL AND DEIFICATION

I f  these unlawful tendencies were subjected to reason, then 
reason ltself, which is made to feel its weakness, deficiency, and 
irregularity in many things, would, for its own good, cease to as- 
pire to a chimerical and destructive independence and would joy- 
fu lly accept the infallible norms of the supreme Reason. A s it 
approached to G od and became more and more enlightened, it 
would discover in itself thousands of other imperfections and im- 
purities o f which it was not aware formerly. It would realize that, 
short of absolute sanctity, no creature is sufficiently pure. It would 
see the necessity for G od to purify reason with the fire of His 
power and to fortify  it with the strength of Elis Spirit of renewal. 
Therefore nature as it is in itself, cannot be canonized.

That to which we do violence in our nature is not the basically 
good structure which came from the hands of God, but those 
disorderly tendencies which have been connaturalized by human 
faults. Once these tendencies are under control, the natural life is 
purified to such an extent that it can be developed without offer- 
ing any resistance to the Spirit and without impeding the growth 
of the supernatural life. W e do not seek to destroy or bury the 
natural gifts which we have received from God, but we do seek 
to restore them to their primitive purity so that they may be bet- 
ter developed at the same time that, transformed by grace, they 
are raised to a divine order to produce fruits of life eternal.20

will or no, for the simple reason that it is impossible for us to satisfy all our de- 
sires, tendencies, and caprices. Therefore all moralists admit that there must be 
a struggle against the passions and that in order to attain interior silence, which is 
a necessary condition for true life, one must flee the world and the clamor of the 
senses. The freethinker, E. Clay, shows in his Alternative, that ‘there is no remedy 
other than to choose between becoming a man or remaining a beast.’ But one 
cannot restrain the beast and live like a man if there is no suffering. It is only on 
the rocky summit of Calvary that one picks the perfect flower of humanity. The 
way of the Cross is the only way which leads to true life.

‘‘Sabatier condemns mortification as ‘an inferior and reprehensible formula of 
moral discipline.’ Therefore the new  disciples of Jesus correct the plan of the 
divine Master who, by word and example, recommended mortification. If a doctor 
can prescribe fasting in order to facilitate the physiological functions, why is this 
also not fitting or necessary for the spiritual functions? And if a doctor prescribes 
many painful remedies, why cannot the soul command similar remedies for the 
body, if they are useful or necessary to reduce it to obedience and to make it docile 
to the spirit?” See also Rodriguez, Ejercicio de Perfeccion, II, i, 9.

20 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, I, 9: “Thou, O my Lord, dost not exact of me, 
or of any of Thy other spouses, that we should annihilate ourselves to the extent 
of destroying the natural gifts which we possess. These belong to Thee, who hast

9
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THE MYSTICAL EVOLUTION

The first step that we must take in our renewal is that of do- 
ing violence to ourselves in order to renounce ali disordered tastes 
and appetites. W e must subject and m ortify our senses so that they 
will not lead us to evil, and w e must castigate our body and re
duce it to submission so that it will not covet anything contrary to 
the spirit. In this w ay alone can we truly begin the spiritual way.

This continual mortification, so despised and disdained by 
w orldly persons today and iittle appreciated by those who pre- 
sume to be spiritual but believe that by mortification they are 
acting contrary to life, is absolutely indispensable if we are to re- 
form and correct ourselves. In order to root out our evil habits and 
disordered inclinations, in order to purify and reintegrate our na
ture so that it may live healthily as G od created it and not be 
vitiated as it is through sin, mortification is o f prime importance. 
This self-violence will completely choke the seed of evil so that 
it cannot fructify and thus smother the good. B y destroying the 
seed of concupiscence, it will frce us from the slavery of sin.21 
Mortification cultivates the soil of our heart so that the divine seed 
grows therein without hindrance and produces abundant fruit. 
Finally, mortification Controls and subjugates our bodies with all 
their sensitive faculties so that they resist not, but are obedient to 
reason, and reason itself is so directed that it is entirely submissive 
to the Spirit.

Only thus shall we avoid saddening the H oly Ghost who dwells 
in us. W e shall, rather, obey Him in all things and cooperate with 
His every operation and all His loving inspirations until we have 
been totally renewed. Far from perishing because of mortifica
tion, our nature will become revivified in health and purity and 
enriched with grace. For G od does not wish to kill us, but to

givcn them to us. Thou hast given to one, two talents; to another, three; to yet 
another, five (Matt. 25). It is foolishness to restrain our natural gifts, for they can 
be of Service to us in Thy honor and glory.”

St. Teresa, Book of the Foundations, chap. 6: “From this we must Iearn that 
anything which gets the better of us to such an extent that we think our reason 
is not free must be considered suspicious, for in that way we shall never gain free- 
dom of spirit, one of the marks of which is that we can find God in all things even 
while we are thinking of them. Anything other than this is spiritual bondage, and, 
apart from the harm which it does' to the body, it constrains the soul and retards 
its growth.”

21 Rom. 6:6: “ . . . that the body of sin may be destroyed, to the end that we 
may serve sin no longer.”

IO
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RENEWAL AND DEIFICATION

vivify  us. He desires not the death of the sinner, but that he should 
be converted and live. It was for that reason that H e sent His 
Son “ to seek and save that which was lost.”  22 Although mortifica- 
tion outwardly appears painful and bitter, actually it is joyful, con- 
soling, delightful, and filled with ineffable delights.

It matters little that the w orldly and the carnal do not understand 
these things nor wish to understand them. Those who are spiritual 
understand them very well. The presumptuous wisdom of the 
w orldly ones is pure stupidity and is inimical to God, for it is im- 
possible to please God by living according to the flesh. Carnal 
prudence is death, but that of the Spirit is life and peace. There- 
fore, if we live according to the flesh, we shall surely die; but if, 
in obedience to the Spirit, we m ortify the inclinations of the flesh, 
we shall live.23

This, indeed, is the teaching of St. Paul in his Epistle to the 
Romans, when he writes:

For they that are according to the flesh, mind the things that are of 
the flesh; but they that are according to the spirit, mind the things that 
are of the spirit. For the wisdom of the flesh is death; but the wisdom of 
the Spirit is life and peace. Because the wisdom of the flesh is an enemy 
to God; for it is not subject to the law of God, neither can it be. And they 
who are in the flesh, cannot please God. But you are not in the flesh, but 
in the Spirit, if so be that the Spirit of God dwell in you. Now if any man 
have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of His. And if Christ be in you, 
the body indeed is dead, because of sin; but the spirit liveth, because of 
justification. And if the Spirit of him that raised up Jesus from the dead, 
dwell in you; He that raised up Jesus Christ from the dead, shall quicken 
also your mortal bodies, because of His Spirit that dwelleth in you.24

T o  cure a corporal infirmity, doctors prescribe diets and purges 
and distasteful medicines and even the use of iron and fire. So also 
“ he that loveth his life shall lose it, and he that hateth his life in

22 Luke 19:10.
23 Bacuez, Manuel biblique, no. 587: “Contrary to the flesh, the spirit signifies 

the superior part of the soul insofar as it is animated by the spirit of God and shares 
in His dispositions (Roin. 8:4-10; 1 Cor. 2:4; 6 :17; 14 :14-15; Gal. 3:3; 5:16; 6:8). 
The spirit should reign over the inferior part; it should rectify and perfect it. . . , 
to be its light, its reins, its directive power, its rule. The spirit should assimilate 
the inferior part to itself in such a way that it appears to be the very saine nature 
and one thing with it.”

24 Rom. 8:5-13.
11
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this world, keepeth it unto life eternal,”  for, “ unless the grain of 
wheat falling into the ground die, itself remaineth alone. But if it 
die, it bringeth forth much fruit.”  25

If mortification and the continual watch over self seem to be 
and actually are difficult at the start, later on and little by little 
they become easy and even delightful with the help of grace. 
Grace makes the rough smooth, the heavy light, the bitter sweet, 
the difficult easy. Those who already have some experience in 
these things know that the yoke of the Lord is sweet and His 
burden light (Matt. 1 1 : 1 3 ) .

The important thing is to begin at once with resolution and 
courage. T he kingdom of G od suffers violence and the violent 
carry it aw ay.26 If one seeks it above all things else, with ardor

26 John 12:25, 24. Tauler, Institutions, chap. 22: “The seed cannot be converted 
into a tree, nor the flower into fruit unless first they die. . . . The more the flower 
withers, fades away and dies, the more does the fruit appear and prosper. So also, 
he who diligently denies himself and dies to self and all things and remains dead 
to them, begins to exist more truly, more essentially and more fruitfully in God.”

Weiss, Apologie, IX, 9: “Without mortification there can be no lasting fire, no 
consolation, no devotion. There will be no strength in time of temptation nor any 
victory in the actual struggle. Without mortification there is neither stability nor 
progress. Mortification is the death of the passions, the remedy for sinful pleasure, 
the stroke applied to the root of evil. It is the nourishment of zeal, the unction of 
prayer, the way of union with God. Leam to esteem and practice mortification 
and very soon you will witness the change which God has wrought in you. . . . 
Each step to perfection cost the saints a painful fight, and they bought at a great 
price every one of the consolations which they derived from their union with 
God.”

St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, III, 12: “Thou givest us nothing without effort 
on our part, O Lord! To find Thee, it is necessary to seek Thee with great exertion 
(Prov. 8). Thou hast promised us life on the condition that we consent to die. . . . 
Just as Thou didst sacrifice Thyself to give us salvation, so also Thou dost desire 
that man, after T h y example, should be willing to immolate himself in body and 
soul in order to fulfill Thy loving and all-powerful will. As regards the nudity of 
our heart and spirit, we can do nothing but stammer. . . . Yet this is a prodigy of 
grace, which we would make known, were we but able. It is an inestimable treasure 
to which all the riches of the world cannot be compared. Hc who finds this treas
ure, though humanly speaking he may be impoverished, despoiled, and deprived of 
all things, supernaturally possesses the fullness of wisdom and knowledge and all 
the gifts of God” (Isa. 33).

For the worldly, these things are all enigmas and foolishness. “Who is wise, and he 
shall understand these things? prudent, and he shall know these things: for the ways 
of the Lord are right, and the just shall walk in them: but the transgressors shall fall 
in them” (Osee 14:10).

26 Matt. 11 :12 . St. Catherine de Ricci (Life by Marchesi, chap. 24) once saw a 
large meadow in which there was situated a most beautiful fountain and in this 
meadow our Lord had His throne, surrounded by many angels and saints. The 
angels and saints urged St. Catherine’s rcligious to approach the divine Spouse who 
lovingly called them. But to reach Him, they had to cross a pool of deep water, 
and this caused them to be much afraid. Nevertheless the more valiant, at the first
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and with love, then he w ill see that with it come all things else in 
addition.27

The more we work at our abnegation and annihilation, the more 
progress shall we make in the spiritual w ay. Advancement con- 
sists in emptying and purifying our hearts to let them be taken over 
by the divine Spirit who must effect our renewal and transforma- 
tion. He is communicated and works perfectly only when He 
finds a heart that is empty and clean and that does not close its 
door through the inflation of self-love, a heart that does not ob
struet His indwelling by its vices and impurities nor resist Him 
by reason of its earthly attachments and inordinate inclinations. 
Therefore the first lesson which must be learned in the school of 
Christ is: “ If any man will come after Me, let him deny himself, 
and take up his cross daily, and follow M e.” 28

sign from the Lord, thinking of nothing but His pleasure, threw themselves into 
the water. Though it cost them no little effort and they seemed many times on the 
verge of drovvning, they finally succeeded in Crossing over and were very joyful, 
beautiful, and crowned with flowers. Then the most holy Virgin presented them to 
her divine Son, who took them for His own with great love.

The other religious, bcing cowardly, entered the pool only with great difficulty 
and needed much help and persuasion from the saints. Yet these also, with great 
effort, finally emerged beautiful like the others, although they were crowned not 
with flowers but with thorns.

Since St. Catherine was astonished at this vision, the Lord deigned to explain it 
by saying that, to arrive at the happiness of His glory, it is necessary to pass through 
the waters of great tribulations. Those who, through love of Him, endure all pa- 
tiently, although they seem on the point of drowning in the pool, emerge crowned 
with flowers. Their very efforts are changed to flowers because such souls do not 
count them as painful. But those who enter the pool by force are crowned with 
thorns because they considered their tribulations painful and difAcult.

“ In regard to sacrifices,” said the Cure of Ars, “ it is only the first step that is dif- 
ficult.”

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, II, I, i, art. 2: “ Consider two religious: one who 
from the very first gives himself up to God, and resolves to spare nothing to secure 
his sanctificationi another, who walks at a slow pace and has not the courage to rise 
superior to more than half his difficulties. Compare the life of the one with the life 
of the other—I say the whole life, and not a mere portion of it—and you will find 
that the lukewarm will have suffered much more than the fervent. Destruction and 
unhappiness in their ivays, says the royal prophet, speaking of those cowardly souls 
who do not give themselves up generously to God; and the way of peace they have 
not ktiown" (Ps. 13:3).

27 “ In the Gospel the first thing that I commanded to be sought,” said the Savior 
to St. Gertrude, “ is the kingdom of God and His justice (Luke 12 :3 1) ; that is, in
terior progress. I did not say that it is necessary secondly to seek exterior progress, 
but I have promised to give it in addition. Would that all who desire to become 
friends of God, and especially religious, would consider the importance of these 
words.”

28 Luke 9:23.
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W c must, on the one hand, do extreme violence to ourselves in 
order to resist evil inclinations and to root out ali our vices; on the 
otlier hand, we must resign ourselves to the will of God, joyfu lly 
accepting ali those little crosses that He sends to us each day. 
These crosses are like so many different medicines by which He 
heals the wounds of our souls; so many lessons by which He en- 
lightens our understanding and protects us from the snares of the 
world, sweetly teaching us how to practice perfectly the ordinary 
virtues and preparing us for the extraordinary ones.29 The cross, 
then, is our salvation and our light, our life and resurrection.

If  we are attentive to G od ’s action on us, which is the expres- 
sion o f His holy will in our regard, and to the voice o f His Spirit 
which is continually speaking to us in the depth of our hearts, 
telling us what is most fitting for us to do or omit at each moment, 
we can faithfully follow in the footsteps of the Savior who was 
Himself led and guided in all things by the divine Spirit. W e shall 
thus be able to imitate His example and to leam of Him meekness 
and humility of heart. B y  embracing our daily crosses lovingly, 
we shall accompany Him on the w ay to Calvary where the wrork 
of our reparation will be fu lly realized.30

W e must accompany Jesus Christ in His sufferings if we are 
to rise with Him to a new and glorious life wherein we shall be 
able to enjoy the things that are above.31 W e must be “ always 
bearing about in our body the mortification of Jesus, that the life 
also of Jesus may be made manifest in our bodies.”  32 This mani- 
festation o f Christ’s life in our body will take place when the body

29 Interior Castle, seventh mansions, chap. 4: “I told you elsewhere that the devii 
sometimes puts ambitious desires into our hearts, so that, instcad of setting our hand 
to the work which lies nearest to us, and thus serving Our Lord in ways within our 
power, we may rest content with having desired the impossible.”

30 “I desire to instruet vou by M y example,” said our Lord to St. Catherine of 
Siena (Life, I, t r), “and to teach you how to triumph by the way of the Cross. If 
you wish to make yourself strong against the enemy, take the Cross as your safe- 
guard. . . . Embrace pains and afflictions. Do not be content with enduring them 
patiently, but embrace them with love, for they are veritable treasures. He who 
suffers them the better for M y sake, becomes more like unto Me. . . . "Iherefore, 
beloved daughter, in imitation of Me, look upon sweet things as bitter and bitter 
things as sweet, and be assured that in this way you will always be strong.”

31 Coi. 3:1 f.: “Therefore, if you be risen with Christ, seek the things that are 
above; where Christ is sitting at the right hand of God. Mind the things that are 
above, not the things that are upon the earth. For you are dead; and your life is hid 
with Christ in God.”

32 See II Cor. 4:10.
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is entirely pure and holy. Hence the rigorous fasts, the rough hair- 
shirts, the painful disciplines, the arduous vigils, and all the other 
austerities by which penitent souls purify themselves of their faults 
and root out their evil inclinations. Such souls fu lly realize that, 
as they formerly yielded their members as slaves o f uncleanness 
and iniquity unto iniquity, so now they must yield their members 
as slaves of justice unto sanctification.83

It is in the school of Christian mortification and abncgation that 
one learns the Science of the saints, and this Science is nothing other 
than “ the fo lly  of the Cross.” The crucified Christ, who was a 
scandal to the Jew s and a stumbling block to the Gentiles, is to 
the chosen ones the very power and wisdom of G od.34 He who 
follows Jesus Christ in all His sufferings, does not walk in dark- 
ness, but has the light of life.35

Thus, abnegation and mortification lead directly to illumina- 
tion and vivification. The Science of salvation, the prudence of 
the spirit, the knowledge of eternal truths, and heavenly wisdom 
are not found “ in the land of them that live in delights.”  30 Those 
who are w orldly do not understand this rigorous mortification. 
But those who are truly spiritual and are able to evaluate things 
precisely, not only understand it but practice it with such ardor 
that usually they need to be restrained rather than stimulated. 
T h ey  are accustomed to conceive such a hatred for the corruptible 
body which is a load upon the soul and presseth down the mind 37 
and they would castigate it so rigorously that, if their directors did 
not restrain them or the Spirit of counsel did not assist them, they 
would endanger their health and incapacitate themselves for divine 
Service.

On the other hand, they discover such enchantments in the 
interior life that in order to feel and enjoy them fully they would 
wish to die completely to the ordinary life of the senses. That 
is their whole ambition: to suffer or to die. For this reason they 
scrutinize the movements of the heart most diligently to see if 
there is any vice to be purged or any affection to be rooted out.

33 Rom. 6:19-22.
34 See I Cor. 1:18-24.
35 John 8:12.
36Job 28:13.
87 Wisd. 9:15.
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T h ey keep a striet watch over their most secret inclinations in 
order to do violence to self and absolutely to deny themselves 
whatever is not fu lly  in accord with the divine will. Thus they 
are perpetually dying to self that they may live only for God.

B y  a total abnegation of self they m ortify their passions and 
keep them under subjection. In the measure that they despoil them
selves of the “ old man”  with all his works and concomitant w orldly 
and egoistic affections and cares, they become resplendent with 
the image of the new and heavenly man. Ultimately they reach 
the point where they rise with Him and begin a new life with its 
conversation always in heaven.38

B y reason of the sensible fervor which God usually communi- 
cates to generous souls at the start, they begin to have a loathing 
and disgust for everything earthly and they aspire only to the 
divine. T h ey find delight in prayer, the frequent reception of the 
sacraments, spiritual conversations and pious reading, and the ten- 
der devotions which Christian piety suggests. W hen not occu- 
pied in such practices they busy themselves in works of charity 
and m ercy or in other activities proper to the Service of God.

W orldly conversations and anything that breathes forth a mun
dane air is unbearable to them. T h ey  practice good works with 
such zeal, fervor, and facility and they make such progress in 
virtue that they seem already to have reached the pinnacle of sanc- 
tity and to live there as deified souls. This actually happens on 
those rare occasions when souls have from the very start attained 
to true negation of self, complete death to themselves in all things, 
and a striet vigilance over the hidden life of the interior; that is 
to say, when such souls have reached perfect purity o f heart, 
fidelity to grace, and docility to the impulses of the H oly Ghost.

Progressive P urification

St. John of the Cross States 39 that those souls are very few  who 
in the beginning journey with such a high degree of perfection. The

38 St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogue, I, ij: “By ridding itself of the old man and 
his works (Coi. 3), the soul arrives at a state where it has no knowledge of its own 
existence except in complete abnegation of its own will. The will of God alone 
directs all the activities of its being and in all things the divine will is, as it were, 
the very breath of its life.”

38 Dark Night of the Soul, Bk. I, chap. 2.
16
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common occurrence is that soiils possess for a long time certain 
affections which they have not yet renounced. These fixations 
cause them to live under tyranny and violence and prevent them 
from following perfectly the inspirations of the H oly Ghost. As 
a resuit, they are exposed to the commission of many imperfec- 
tions in ali that they do. In spite of their diligence, there remain 
certain secret vices, very difficult to recognize and even more 
difficult to eradicate without higher lights and powers. Yet, as 
long as they possess these vices it is impossible for them to make 
any notable progress. From this foliows the fixed condition in 
which so many souls remain because they do not abandon them- 
selves completely to the action of God. From this also follows the 
retrogression of those who positively resist G od by reason of their 
voluntary attachments.40

If the divine Renewer does not build the house of our hearts, 
destroying in it all that is fragile and badly constructed to restore 
it by His own operations, if He does not consume ali our impuri- 
ties with the fire of His charity and enrich us with His gifts, then 
we shall labor in vain to build an edifice to His liking. N or will 
He carry this work to completion if we do not abandon ourselves 
blindly to His hands so that He can destroy and rebuild accord- 
ing to His pleasure. He who does not completely abandon him- 
self, however much the exterior fervor which he manifests and 
however great the virtues which he practices, is as yet far from 
arriving at true sanctity.41 A ll that he may accomplish by his pen-

40 St. Catherine of Genoa, loc. cit.: “When God takes possession of our hearts, 
He wants them to be undivided. Being possessed of a holy jealousy for His omnipo- 
tent sovereignty, He will not tolerate that any creature be given the least particle 
of that which belongs to Him alone.” See St. Catherine of Siena, Life, III, 4.

Fenelon, Sentences de piet e: “The divine sanctity desires to possess our whole 
heart without anything lacking, and He considers as His declared enemies all those 
who possess a divided heart. He pcrmits them to make use of creatures but never 
to have an attachment for creatures. It is never so necessary to be abandoned to 
God as when He seems to abandon us. W e receive His light and consolation when 
He gives it, but we must never attach ourselves to these things humanly. When 
we are submerged in the night of pure faith, we must suffer ourselves to be car- 
ried and we must lovingly endure the agony.”

41 Grou, Manuel, p. 24: "Sanctity is begun with our efforts, aided by grace; it is 
terminated and perfected by the divine operation. Man strives to build the edifice as 
much as he can, but since there is something human in this edifice, God destroys the 
work of man to replace it with His own, and the creature is forced to cease work- 
ing. Man no longer works, but he suffers, for it is God who works. No violence is 
done, however, when man suffers this activity. This purely passive state is undoubt-

17
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anccs, voluntary privations, and good works is as nothing when 
compared with what God desires and demands in the perfect union. 
H ow ever great the active purgations, they are but superficial, for 
the disorder in human nature penetrates to its very marrow.

If a fervent soul seems to scale the heights of sanctity from the 
very first moment, it does not on that account cease to be stili a 
child in virtue. The virtues of such a soul, although they appear 
to be most beautiful, are stili very tender; they lack firmness and 
must be strengthened b y  tribulation. The soul’s evil inclinations 
are covered over, but not rooted out, and its good works are vitiated 
by the many imperfections that are inadvertently committed. If 
such a soul served God with great fervor, it is because o f the sensible 
gifts by which He attracted it and because in serving Him and 
sacrificing itself for Him, the soul found more consolation than 
in ali the things of earth.

As a resuit, the soul presumptuously aspires to heroic works 
which are far superior to its powers while it neglects its obliga- 
tions or does not accept its ordinary crosses. The soul is stili full 
o f affections that separate it from God and make it seek self in 
everything, thus causing inquietude, impatience, lack of conform- 
ity, peevishness, and feigned emulation. Because of its sensible 
fervor, the soul presumes that it possesses something of itself and 
even prefers itself over more advanced souls who give no signs of 
such fervor.

That such a soul may be corrected in regard to those hidden 
vices which impede its progress, the divine Doctor must discover 
them and, placing His hand in the wounds, make the soul feel them 
keenly. He does this mercifully when He sees that the soul is 
strong enough to endure such a painful cure. W hen the soul loses

edly painful beyond compare. While man was working alone, he was moved by 
his own power, he depended on his own activity, and satisfied his self-Iove by at- 
tributing to himself a good share of the victory. But now God works alone and 
deprives the soul of ali power of activity. The soul sees that it is God who works in 
it and that of itself it can do nothing at ali, nor can it appropriate anything to itself. 
Further, the activity of God at that stage consists, in the estimation of the soul, in 
destroying and tearing down, despoiling it and reducing it to perfect nakedness. 
He demands nothing from the soul except submission to this total spoliation. . . . 
Oh how great and how difficult a work is this destruction, this annihilation of the 
creature! How great a struggle it is for years and years! . . . How much valor is 
required to carry to completion this war against self and even more to let oneself 
be crushed under the omnipotent hand of G o d!”

18
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ull interest in the world because of the sensible favors granted it 
and fixes its affections on the things of God, then God usually takes 
avvay all those pleasures and gifts so that the soul w ill learn to seek 
Him disinterestedly and to love Him for His own sake and not 
because of His gifts.42

That the soul may realize this more keenly and not dare to pre- 
sume upon itself, God makes it feel the weight o f its own weak- 
ness and nothingness. T o  this end He permits or even disposes that 
the soul should be tempted and tested in a thousand ways. He does 
this so that the soul may learn through experience, be well es- 
tablished in humility, and through its struggles be strengthened in 
virtue in order truly to triumph over its evil tendencies.43 During 
the time of sensible fervor these evil tendencies were dormant 
but they were not destroyed. Then when the sensible fervor dis- 
appears and these inclinations are aroused by the enemy, they are 
once more let loose and manifest themselves as being more uncon- 
trolled and more furious than ever. The soul which formerly thought 
itself to be something now suddenly finds itself on the very edge 
of the abyss. It is confused and terrified and, if it does not wish to

42 At this stage, a special type of abnegation is required. As Lallemant says (op. 
cit., III, 2, art. 6): “Self-abnegation in the case of beginners consists in withdrawing 
from the occasions of sin, in mortifying their passions, their own will and private 
judgment. In those who have made some progress in the spiritual life, it consists 
in not attaching themselves to the gifts of God. For although we acknowledge that 
we hold everything from God, we nevertheless act as if the graces which are the 
gift of his pure mercy, were our own by nature; as if we could keep and possess 
them in the same manner as we possess the presents which we have received from 
the liberality of men; which is false.

“ God, in order to prevent this appropriation of his graces, sometimes withdraws 
them, and takes from us that facility in the practice of virtues which he had given 
us; so that we shall seem to ourselves to have become again proud or sensual, and 
shall experience as much difficulty in humbling and mortifying ourselves as we 
felt at the beginning. But God acts thus only for our good; we must not interfere 
with him; he has his own work to do at present, and we have to learn to endure the 
operation of his hand. Ut simus patientes divina.

“ He deprives us of his consolations and of sensible devotion in prayer and in 
our other exercises, to try our fidclity, and to place us in that perfect nudity of 
spirit in which those souls ought to be which the Holy Spirit would fili with his 
gifts. All that we have to do on our part is to keep our heart as pure as possible; 
carefully avoiding the least faults, and for the rest giving ourselves up wholly to 
God, and submitting to all the dispensations of his providence.”

43Ecclus. 34:9 f.; “ VVhat doth he know, that hath not been tried? . . . He that 
hath no experience, knoweth little.” But the soul that has been tempted and proved 
can say with Jeremias (3 1:18 ): “Thou hast chastised me, and I was instructed.” 
“From above He hath sent fire into my bones, and hath chastised me” (Lam. 1 :13 ) .

19
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succumb, it must struggle and do extreme violence to self. It must 
now relinquish ali self-confidence and place ali its trust in G od.44 
T he soul now realizes clearly the insignificance of its powers and, 
if it is to be faithful, it can do nothing but continually resort to 
prayer to implore divine aid.

Even greater trials await these poor souls at this period. T hey 
find their most cruel martyrdom in those things in which they 
form erly found their consolation and in which they now expected 
to find a remedy for their condition.45 Everything now is disgust- 
ing, arid, obscure, and difficult. It seems that God has completely 
abandoned the soul and cast it from His presence. Temptations 
grow stronger instead of diminishing. T o  add to the soul’s con- 
fusion, it suffers torments of scruples and weakness and, instead of 
consolation and help, it finds on ali sides nothing but disdain, per- 
secution, scoffing, and calumny. Everything seems to converge to 
separate the soul from the path of righteousness.

The soul’s most faithful friends turn against it and become evil 
advisers. Even its director seems at times to disconcert it, and all 
jo y  is turned into sorrow. If such souls are not truly faithful, mag- 
nanimous, and generous, they will be disposed, amid the many 
difficulties that accumulate in ever greater numbers, to follow the

44 Grou, Manuel, p. 40: “ In the beginning, when the soul experiences the sensible 
effects of grace and seems to be full of lights and power, it is natural that it should 
deem itself capable of doing and suffering all things for God. In this state the soul 
petitions Him for stili greater crosses and humiliations, believing itself strong 
enough for anything. This type of presumption, born as it is from a lack of expe- 
rience and a mental attitude which erroneously produces an awareness of grace, is 
not displeasing to God when the soul is simple and upright. For then the soul does 
not fuliy realize what it is doing nor is it guilty of vain self-complacency. But He is 
always desirous of curing the soul of this high opinion which it has of itself. For 
that reason He withdraws from it all sensible graces and abandons it, as it were, 
to its own powers. In this state, the soul feels nothing but disgust and repugnance 
and it encounters obstacles and difficulties on all sides. Where formerly it consid- 
ered itself equal to even the greatest dangers, it now succumbs even to light ones. 
A  glance, a gesture, a little word is sufficient to disconcert it. Therefore the soul 
passes to the opposite extreme: it fears everything, it lacks confidence, and it is 
convinced that it can never successfully overcome anything. . . . God keeps the 
soul in this condition until, after repeated experiences, it is convinced of its inca- 
pacity for any kind of good and its necessity of leaning on no one or nothing but 
Him.”

St. John of the Cross says that those who are not so simple and fervent are in 
more danger and are more exposed to commit grave faults.

45 Well may the soul in this condition say with Job (30:20-26): “I cry to thee, 
and Thou hearest me not: . . . Thou art changed to be cruel toward me. . . . I 
expected good things, and evils are come upon me.”

2 0
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cvil counselors who would dissuade them from  perseverance in 
prayer by saying that such is not for them. Then by specious pre- 
tcxts the soul will actually begin to abandon prayer and renounce 
ali communication and fellowship with G od and may even desert 
I lim altogether and return to mundane pleasures.

But G od “ gave him strong conflict,”  not that he might be 
vanquished, but “ that he might overcome, and know that wisdom 
is mightier than ali”  (W isd. 10 : 1 2) .  Therefore He does not per- 
mit us to be tempted more than vve can stand through His grace. 
He measures these trials according to the strength of each soul and 
He sends these afflictions only after the soul is sufficiently detached 
from the world.46 If, in spite of that fact, the soul weakens, this 
is because it does not seek God with ali sincerity and is not resolved 
to deny itself in all things. W hat God desires is that the soul should 
see profoundly into itself and, recognizing its own nothingness, 
should abandon itself without reserve and lean always on His lov- 
ing providence.

Thus the faithful and persevering soul will derive profit even 
from the faults which it then commits through carelessness or weak- 
ness. These very faults will excite it to strive with greater dili- 
gence for the attainment o f perfect purity of heart and to live in 
total abandonment to the hands of God.

But those souls that do not possess such generosity and, although 
they desire to be considered as spiritual, give themselves to G od 
only in half measures, those souls that are actually seeking only 
themselves and flee from everything painful in the divine Service, 
will find in all things the weight of their own miseries.47 Turn- 
ing to look back, after they have put their hand to the plow, they

46 Dark Night of the Soul, Bk. I, chap. 8: “T o  recollected persons this commonly 
happens sooner after their beginnings than to others, inasmuch as they are freer 
from occasions of backsliding, and their desires turn more quickly from the things 
of the world, which is what is needful if they are to bcgm to enter this blessed 
night of sense. Ordinarily no great time passes after their beginnings before they 
begin to enter this night of sense; and the great majority of them do in fact enter 
it, for they will generally be seen to fall into these aridities.”

47 “ He who gives himself to God only in half a measure,” says Mother Mary of 
the Queen of the Apostles, “is in the worse state. . . . W e should aspire to noth- 
ing other than the peace which consists in the true union of our will to that of God. 
Here, and only here, shall we find true happiness. Here, suffering is made sweet.” 
This conformity to the divine dispositions enables us to look at all things through 
rose-colored glasses, and we should petition God for these glasses because they 
have the power to sweeten sufferings without depriving them of their merit.
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render tliemselves incapable of passing from this world to the king- 
dom of heaven. T h ey  lead a semi-mundane life and, by fleeing 
thc aridity of praycr, they dedicate themselves solely to exterior 
works. T h ey  live a life that is lukewarm and they scarcely ever 
attempt to purify their hearts and to merit thereby entrance into 
the intimate div-ine fellowship. T h ey  are ruled by self-love, and 
their devotion is false. Unfortunately many such souls abound, to 
the discredit of true virtue. T h ey  are an unceasing and painful mar- 
tyrdom to pious souls, because these they continually plague by their 
envy and also by their criticism. JVloreover they give themselves the 
airs of consummate masters when they are not even good disci- 
ples.

A P P E N D IX

I .  P U R IT Y  OF H E A R T  AND D o C IL IT Y  TO TH E H o L Y  G h OST

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , 2, art. 1:

The two elcments of the spiritual life are the cleansing of the heart and 
the direction of the Holy Spirit. These are the two poles of all spirit- 
uality. By these two ways we arrive at perfection according to the degree 
of purity we have attained, and in proportion to the fidelity with which 
we have cooperated with the movements of the Holy Spirit and followed 
his guidance.

Our perfection depcnds wholly on this fidelity, and we may say that 
the sum of the spiritual life consists in observing the ways and the move
ments of the Spirit of God in our soul, and in fortifying our will in the 
resolutiori of following them employing for this purpose all the exercises 
of prayer, spiritual rcading, the sacraments, the practice of virtues and 
good works. . . .

The end to which we ought to aspire, after having for a long time 
exercised ourselves in purity of heart, is to be so possessed and governed 
by the Holy Spirit that he alone shall direct all our powers and all our 
senses, and regulate all our movements, interior and exterior, while we, 
on our part, make a complete surrender of ourselves, by a spiritual re- 
nunciation of our own will and our own satisfaction. We shall thus no 
longer live in ourselves, but in Jesus Christ, by a faithful correspondence 
with the operations of his divine Spirit, and by a perfect subjection of 
all our rcbellious inclinations to the power of his grace.
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2. O r d in a r y  C rosses; T e m p o r a l  and  E t e r n a l  H a p p in e ss

Caussade, Abandonm ent to Divine Providence, I, section 9:

I believe that if those souls that tend towards sanctity were instructed 
as to the conduct they ought to follow, they would be spared a good deal 
of trouble. I speak as much of people in the world as of others. If they 
could realize the merit concealed in the actions of each moment of the 
day; I mean in each of the daily duties of their state of life, and if they 
could be persuaded that sanctity is founded on that to which they give 
no heed as being altogether irrelevant, they would indeed be happy. If, 
besides, they understood that to attain the utmost height of perfection, 
the safest and surest way is to accept the crosses sent them by Providence 
at every moment, that the true philosopher’s stone is submission to the 
will of God which changes into divine gold ali their occupations, 
troubles, and sufferings, what consolation would be theirs! What courage 
would they not derive from the thought that to acquire the friendship 
of God, and to arrive at eternal glory, they had but to do what they were 
doing, but to suffer what they were suffering, and that what they wasted 
and counted as nothing would suffice to enable them to arrive at eminent 
sanctity: far more so than extraordinary States and wonderful works. O 
my God! how much I long to be the missionary of Your holy will, and 
to teach ali men that there is nothing more easy, more attainable, more 
within reach, and in the power of everyone, than sanctity. How I wish 
that I could make them understand that just as the good and the bad thief 
had the same things to do and to suffer; so also two persons, one of whom 
is worldly and the other leading an interior and wholly spiritual life have 
ncither of them, anything different to do or suffer; but that one is sancti- 
fied and attains eternal happiness by submission to Your holy will in those 
very things by which the other is damned because he does them to please 
himself, or endures them with reluctance and rebellion. . . . Oh! ali you 
that read this, it will cost you no more then to do what you are doing, to 
suffer what you are suffering, only act and suffer in a holy manner. It is 
the heart that must be changed. When I say heart, I mean will. Sanctity, 
then, consists in willing all that God wills for us. Yes! sanctity of heart is 
a simple “ fiat,”  a conformity of will with the will of God. . . . What 
could be more easy?

St. Alphonsus Liguori reminds us that we must all suffer in this 
world, but that he who suffers patiently, suffers less and is saved, 
whereas he who suffers impatiently, suffers more and is condemned. 
T he Ven. Mariana of Jesus telis us that, once embraced, the cross
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is not so heavy. H e who flees from one cross, says St. Philip Neri, 
will later find a greater one. Those who patiently endure tribula- 
tions live in heaven; those who do not, live in hell.

3. T h e  V oice of C o n sc ien c e ; F id e l it y  in  L it t l e  M atters 

Grou, Manuel, p. 1 2 : •

That which we call the voice of conscience is the voice of God Him- 
self which advises, reprimands, illumines, and directs us. Our duty is to 
be attentive to it and follow it. It cannot be heard amid tumuit and dissi- 
pation, but only in solitude, peace, and the silence of the passions and the 
imagination. The greatest step forward that a soul can take toward per- 
fection is to habituate itself to be attentive to the divine voice, taking 
care to keep itself at peace and to avoid all dissipation. The soul must for 
a long time direct its particular examination and daily prayer to this end, 
endeavoring solely to be in the divine presence and to speak to God, not 
from the mouth, but from the heart, striving to hear His words.

In another place, Father Grou adds (pp. 9 8 -10 2):

In God’s eyes nothing is small. . . . Some particular thing that may 
seem small to us, can have such influence that our perfection, or even 
our salvation, depends upon it. God attaches His graces to whatever He 
pleases, and we cannot know the consequences, good or evil, of an aedon 
that to us seems to be of little importance. We are ignorant of the graces 
which that action will obtain for us if we perform it or of the graces we 
shall lose by not performing it. In such uncertainty, the only solution is 
most perfect fidelity. Great deeds and opportunities for great deeds 
rarely present themselves; but smaller deeds are met at every tum. 1  here- 
fore, if we wait only for great deeds, when shall we show God our love?
. . . Moreover, the desire to do or suffer great things is almost always 
an illusion of self-love. . . . The soul that yearns for heavy crosses, fails 
before the more ordinary ones that are presented. Let us desire nothing 
and let us choose nothing, but let us take all things as God sends them to 
us. . . . Self-love is readily admitted in great works. . . . This danger 
is not usually present in small deeds, and therefore in them it is easier to 
preserve humility, for in small acts there is no reason why a person should 
be compared or preferred to anybody else. Without a doubt, the practice 
of these deeds will more surely and more propcrly lead us, unconsciously, 
to perfection, which consists in dying completely to self. . . . These 
little deeds destroy self-love without the soul’s being aware of the strokes 
they inflict. . . . Deliberately to refuse God anything under the pretext
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that it is of no avail in itself, is to be lacking in love in regard to an essen- 
bal point; it is to renounce intimate familiarity and union with Him. . . . 
( lod does not permit the creature to take lightly the fact of pleasing or 
ilispleasing Him in the smallest thing.

4. T he W ise F oolishness of th e  C ross 

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , 4, art. 1:

There is a folly which is true wisdom before God. To love poverty, 
contempt, crosses, persecutions; this is to be a fool according to the 
world’s esteem. And yet the wisdom which is a gift of the Holy Spirit 
is nothing else but this same folly which has a taste only for what our 
l.ord and the saints dclightcd in. Now Jesus Christ, in everything that he 
touched during his mortal life, as poverty, abjection, the cross, left a 
sweet odour, a dclicious savour; but few souls have their senses suffi- 
ciently purificd to pcrceive this odour and to taste this savour, which are 
altogether supernatural. The saints have ntn to the odour of these oint- 
ments (Cant. 1:3).  . . .

How unlike are the judgements of God to the judgements of men! 
Divine wisdom is a folly in the judgement of men and human wisdom is 
folly in the judgement of God. It is for us to see to which of these two 
judgements we will conform our own. One or the other we must take as 
the rule of our actions.

If we have a taste for praises and honours, so far we are fools; and the 
more relish we have for being esteemed and honoured, the more foolish 
we are. As, on the contrary, the more love we have for humiliation and 
the cross, the wiser we are.

It is monstrous that even in religion there should be found persons 
who have no taste for anything but what makes them of importance in 
the eyes of the world; who do ali their actions, for the twenty or thirty 
years of their religious life, only that they may attain some end which 
they have in view; who scarcely feel either joy or sadness except with 
reference thereto, or at least are more affected by that than by anything 
else. As for all that regards God and perfecdon, it is insipid to them; they 
feel no relish for it.

This is a fearful state, and worthy of being deplored with tears of 
blood. For of what perfection are such religious capable? And w’hat fruit 
can they gather from their labours among others? But what confusion 
will be theirs at the hour of death, when it shall be disclosed to them that, 
during the whole course of their life, they have neither sought nor 
relished anything but show and vanity, like people of the world. Let
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such persons bc cver so melancholy, only utter a word which gives them 
a hope of some advancement, however false it may be, and you will 
instantly sce a change come over their countenance, and their heart ex- 
pand with joy as at the news of some great success.

For the rest, as they have no taste for devotion, they treat its practices 
as follies, the amusement of weak minds, and not only guide their con- 
duct by these erroneous principies of an earthly and devilish wisdom, but 
communicate their sentiments also to others, teaching them maxims al- 
together contrary to those of our Lord and the Gospel, the rigour of 
which they try to soften by forced interpretations that fall in w’ith the 
inclinations of corrupt nature; supporting themselves by other passages 
of Scripture ili understood, on which they build their own ruin; as for 
example, curam habe de bono nomine, be careful of your reputation; 
corporalis exercitatio ad modicum valet, bodily exercise is profitable to 
little; rationabile obsequium vestrum, let your service to God be a reason- 
able service.

Blessed H enry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, chap. 4:

Renounce ali pleasure and satisfaction of the senses, avoid all curiosity 
of eyes and ears, do that w hich is repugnant to thee, for My love will 
make it sweet and agreeable to thee. Continually deny thy body every 
gratification; take pleasure or rest in nothing but i\le; bear the defects of 
others with meekness and humility; love all contempt, combat thy appe- 
tites, trample and destroy all thy desires. Such are the lessons which are 
leamed in the school of Wisdom and which are read in the open book of 
M y crucified Body.

Tauler, Institutions, chap. 2 3:

For love of God we learn to embrace the lowliest manner of life. But 
also, many there are who disdain this lovvly life. Therefore, the friends 
of God, out of the love they bear Him, must restore it. They must show 
it in their garments, in their appearance and all their actions. They must 
endeavor to make shine forth in all things nothing but true humility and 
perfect contempt of the world.

Huby, Alaximes, 5;

Perfect mortification should make me exteriorly deaf, blind, and 
dumb; interiorly, insensible to everything that does not concern the 
glory of God. . . . He who thus flees from the world of the senses walks 
by day, because he advances in the life of grace, which is a life of spirit 
and light. But those who follow the senses are submerged more and more
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m night and darkness. . . .  It is necessary to take upon oneself the pain- 
ful task of departing from the senses since this is an easier task than to 
lollow them, and the farthcr a person departs from the senses, the less 
painful becomes this task.

“ The w ay of penance and of M y commandments,”  said our Lord 
to St. Catherine of Siena (Life,  I, 9), “ seems at first hard and pain- 
I ul, but as one advances, it bccomes swect and easy. In the w ay of 
evil, on the contrary, the beginnings are delightful, but later come 
pain and danger.”  Confessioris of St. Augustine, I, 12: “ Thou hast 
commanded it, and so it truly is, that one’s inordinate affection 
should be bitter to him.”

5. N e c e ssit y  of C o n tin u a l  D eath  to S e l f  in  O rder 
to L ive  in  G od

Blessed Henry Suso, Disciplina spiritualis, III:

Those who abandon themselves to God with the firm will of serving 
I Iim, ought to examine carefully every crevice of their hearts to see 
whether they possess any hidden affections or any disordered attach- 
ments for creatures. If they should find any, they must renounce them 
and be purified at once. . . .  A thousand times a day they should renew 
their resolution to renounce themselves and all creatures, for in this re- 
nunciation and in this death to self lies true perfection. There are some 
souls that, after forty years spent in doing great works in the Service of 
God . . . consider that they have arrived at perfection, but when they 
take up the exercises of the spiritual life, they find that they are as far 
from perfection as they werc in the beginning. Hence it is not enough 
to die to self only once, but this death to self must be continually re- 
newed until the end of life. No one ever dies so completely to self and 
to the world that there does not remain sometlung more in which he can 
yet deny and mortify himself. Therefore they are in error who believe 
that in this life they can arrive at a disintcrestedness that is so complete 
that they no longer need to mortify themselves. The greater the progress 
a servant of God makes in this task of dying to self, so much the more 
should we endeavor to secure this sort of death so as to be continually 
dying to self. How many there are who, after having abandoned them
selves to God, tum back to self in a deplorable manner and appropriate 
to self what does not belong to them!
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Lallemant, op. cit., IV , 4, art. 3:

You will sometimes see persons who say they practice the prayer of 
simple regard, or take the divine perfections for the subject of their 
meditations, and yet are full of the grossest errors and imperfections, 
because they have attempted too high a flight before they have purified 
their heart. But teli them what you think of this, and they get angry, 
believing themselves already highly spiritual, and consider you but little 
enlightened in mystical theology; so that, after ali, they must be sent back 
to the first elements of the spiritual life, that is to say, to keeping watch 
over their hearts, as at the verv beginning, if they are to make any prog- 
ress.

St. Bernard, In Cant., sermo 58, 10: “ W ho will deem himself so 
clean that there now remains nothing more to be purified? In- 
deed, the pruning is scarcely finished when already new sprouts 
appear. . . .  You will always find something else to purify and 
prune in yourself. N o  matter how great your progress, you de- 
ceive yourself if you think that you are dead to ali your vices.”

6. I m p e r fe c t io n s  and  A t t a c h m e n t s  in  B e g in n e r s  

Dark N ight o f the Soul, Bk. I, chaps. 1 and 2:

The loving mother is like the grace of God, for, as soon as the soul is 
regenerated by its new warmth and fervour for the Service of God, He 
treats it in the same way; He makes it find spiritual milk, sweet and de- 
lectable, in all the things of God, without any labor of its own, and also 
great pleasure in spiritual exercises, for here God is giving to it the breast 
of His tender love, evcn as to a tender child.

Therefore, such a soul finds its delight in spcnding long periods—per- 
chance whole nights—in prayer; penances are its pleasures; fasts its joys, 
and its consolations are to make use of the sacraments and commune of 
Divine things. In the which things spiritual persons . . . commonly find 
themselves, speaking spiritually, very weak and imperfect. For since they 
are moved to these things and to these spiritual exercises by the consola- 
tion and pleasure that they find in them, and since, too, they have not 
been prepared for them by the practice of earnest striving in the virtues, 
they have many faults and imperfections with respect to these spiritual 
actions of theirs; for, after all, everyone’s actions correspond to the 
habit of perfection attained by him. . . .
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As these beginners feel thcmselves to be very fervent and diligent in 

spiritual things and devout exercises, from this prosperity . . . there 
often comes to them, through their imperfcctions, a certain kind of 
sccret pride, whence they come to have some degree of satisfaction with 
their works and with themselves. And hence there comes to them like- 
wise a certain desire, which is somewhat vain, and at times very vain, to 
speak of spiritual things before others, and sometimes even to teach such 
things rather than to learn them. They condcmn others in their heart 
when they see that they have not the kind of devotion which they them
selves desire; and sometimes they even say this in words, resembling 
hcrcin the Pharisee, who boasted of himself, praising God for his own 
good works and despising the publican.

In these persons the devii often increases the fervour that they have 
and the desire to perform these and other works more frequently, so 
that their pride and presumption may grow greater. . . . And such a 
degree of cvil are some of these persons wont to reach that they would 
have none appear good save themselves; and thus, in deed and word, 
whenever the opportunity occurs, they condemn them and slander them, 
beholding the mote in their brother’s eye and not considering the beam 
which is in their own. . . .

Sometimes, too, when their spiritual masters . . .  do not approve of 
their spirit and behaviour . . . , they consider that they do not under- 
stand them, or that, they are themselves not spiritual. And so they im- 
mediately desire and contrive to find some one else who will fit in with 
their tastes; . . . Prcsuming thus, they are wont to resolve much and 
accomplish very little. . . .

And sometimes they seclt another confessor to teli the wrongs that 
they have done, so that their own confessor shall think they have done 
nothing wrong at ali, but only good; and thus they always take pleasure 
in telling him what is good, and sometimes in such terms as make it appear 
to be greater than it is, . . .

Some of these beginners, too, make little of their faults, and at other 
times become over-sad when they see themselves fall into them, thinking 
themselves to have been saints already. . . . They dislike praising others 
and love to be praised themselves. . . .

From these imperfcctions some souls go on to develop many very 
grave ones, which do them great hami. But some have fewer and some 
more, and some, only the first motions thereof or little further; . . . For 
this reason, . . . God leads into the dark night those whom He desires 
to purify from ali these imperfections so that He may bring them further 
onward.
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7. A ba n d o n m en t  to th e  H ands of G od

Caussade, A bandonment to D ivine Frovidence, II, 4, sect. 3:

Witli God, the more one seems to lose the more one gains. The more 
I Ic strikes off of what is natural, the more He gives of what is super- 
natural. He is loved at first for His gifts, but when these are no longer 
perceptible He is at last loved for Himself. It is by the apparent with- 
drawal of these sensible gifts that He prepares the way for that great gift 
which is the most precious and the most extensive of ali, since it embraces 
all others. Souls which have once and for all submitted themselves to the 
divine action, ought to interpret everything favourably. Yes, everything! 
even the loss of the most excellent directors, and the want of confidence 
they cannot help feeling in those who offer themselves for that post.

St. Catherine of Siena, Letters, no. 55:

God permits us to be tempted in order to test our virtues and to in- 
crease His grace in us. He sends us temptations, not that we may be over- 
come, but that we may come forth the victors, depending always, not on 
our own strength, but on the divine help, saying with the Apostle, I can 
do all things in Christ crucified who dwells in me and strengthens me. 
Thus, the devii is confounded and conquered and the arms by which he 
is vanquished are the complete despoliation of one’s own will and the 
putting on of God, judging that all that He permits is for our own good. 
There is nothing that can harm the soul except one’s own will.

Mother M ary of the Queen of the Apostles says: “ M any times 
our Lord sends us affliction in order that we may learn not to afHict 
ourselves. W hen He sees that He has obtained from us what He 
desired and that through the means given us by Him we now rest 
in Him through the complete abandonment of self into His hands, 
He then grants us what we desire. There is nothing like never 
w orrying about anything, for we possess Him who can do all things 
and who loves us so much that He attends to all our needs and re- 
wards our abandonment into His hands by giving us much more 
than w e could even desire.”

Says another very experienced person:

Our Lord has a particular method of testing which He uses on those 
souls who would reach the perfection to which they are called. He does 
not ask activity, labor, or sacrifice, but He asks only voluntary accept-
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nnce of whatever He sends them. The soul seldom sees the divine plan, 
hut it accepts wholeheartedly, in spite of humiliations, disdain, sacrifices, 
or anything else . . . the fulfillment of the will of God and nothing 
more. When God sees that the soul has this disposition, . . . He never 
dcmands the fulfillment of the sacrifice which is sought for, since the 
sacrifice has already been accepted wholeheartedly, God detains the 
soul and does not let it proceed any further with its work. God does not 
require the completion of the sacrifice, but perfect submission to His 
dccrees.

“ That which gladdens Me,” said our Lord to St. Catherine of 
Siena (Life,  I, i i ), “ is not seeing you suffer, but seeing your will 
to endure it.”

8. T hose W ho A r e  F a l s e l y  D evout

Grou, Mamiel, p. 6: “ Nothing is more common than that phari- 
saical justice which is the capital enemy of all good souls. Those 
falsely just persons who crucified Christ continue to crucify Him 
daily in the persons of their faithful followers. As soon as a per- 
son truly abandons himself to God and dedicates himself to the 
interior life, he can be certain that he will draw upon himself first 
of all the envy and criticism and later the calumniations and persecu- 
lions of those who are falsely devout.”

Blessed Raymond says of St. Catherine of Siena (Life,  III, 6), 
ihat she was scarcely ever able to perform in public any exercise 
of piety without arousing calumny and drawing on herself perse- 
cution from those who should have defended and revered her. 
But he adds that no one should be astonished at this, for religious 
who have destroyed all self-love are bound to be victims o f the 
most bitter envy by persons in the world, although this envy is 
often disguised.

T h e  P rocess of Il l u m in a t io n , U n io n ,
AND TRAN SFO RM ATIO N

Many are called to the paths of God to follow  Jesus, who is 
the way, the truth, and the life; but few  are numbered among those 
chosen or elect souls who follow Him to the point of illumina
tion or total renewal. T he reason for this fact is that those souls
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arc very rare who remain steadfast in trials, who truly deny them- 
sclvcs and reduce their passions to silence. Yet this quality is neces- 
sary if rliey are to hear with profit to themselves the voice o f the 
Rcdcenier, to understand clearly His vvords o f eternal life, and 
to resolve sincerely to embrace their cross so that they can with all 
fidelity follow His bloody footprints.48

Fewer stili arc those souls that prescind cntircly frorn the deceit 
of human judsjments and appcarances and totally renounce their 
own tastes and affections in order to follow the inspirations and 
movements of the H oly Ghost with all docility. 1 he few  valiant 
souls that do deny themselves and, by total abandonment to the 
divine dispositions, accept with resignation the crosses which God 
sends them and remain steadfast in foilowing Him who is the light 
o f the world, although they may considcr that they are groping 
in the dark and are half dead, do not walk in darkness, but possess 
the light of life. As they approach more closely to God, they are 
illumined and vivified and are protected against the power of 
death.49

B y the very fact that they are much tempted and afflicted, they 
are at pains to maintain a careful watch over themselves and to 
pray unceasingly lest they fall into temptation. Their spirit is pre- 
pared for anything, however much their flesh is enfeebled.50 W hen 
trials beset them, they pray more earnestly lest they weaken. In 
spite of all the aridity, temptations, and distaste which they ex- 
perience in their prayers, and even though they are unable to 
meditate or read or arouse any affections, stili they persevere in 
raising their eyes to heaven, whence their help must come.51 This 
mute and insensible prayer which comes from the very depth of 
their tortured souls is most efficacious before Him who hears even 
the most secret desires of the heart. Souls that thus confide in Him 
will walk secure in all things under the shelter of His wings and 
they w ill emerge triumphant from every trial.

T he faithful followers of Christ never abandon their customary

48 Matt. 10:38: “And he that taketh not up his cross, and followeth Me, is not 
worthy of Me.” See also, Dark Night of the Soul, I, chap. 1 1 ;  The Living Flame, 
canticle 2; Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 6.

49 Ps. 33:6; Mich. 7:8.
00 See Luke 22:43.
61 See Ps. 120:1.
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prayer and, although they may have lost ali light and sensible fer
vor, they prolong their prayer ratlier than abbreviate it. T h ey  are 
accustomed to remain before G od with their loving gaze fixed 
stcadfastly upon Him, never taking the eyes o f their heart from 
I lim even in the midst of great occupations. In the darkness and 
silcnce o f all their faculties they begin to perceive a niost delicate 
light which vivifies them, comforts them, and leads them in such 
a vvay that their hearts are ahvays where their only treasure is. 
So they are continually loving and always listening to what the 
I .ord speaks within them.02 And it is prcciscly in order to speak to 
their hearts that I le  puts them in that mystical solitude.53

Like faithful sheep of Christ, they hear His voice and they know 
and follow Him, and He deigns to manifest Himself clearly to them 
u lien they are in danger.54 A t other times they sense His sweet 
presence although He does not disclose Himself to them, but their 
heart sees Him standing behind the wall and is captivated with 
love.55

Sometimes He passes through the darkness like a briglit light 
which dissipates the shadows and discloses to them beauties never 
before known to mortals. He ravishes them with this beauty, al- 
ihough they must once more be enveloped in obscurity. Sometimes 
tlie illumination and attraction are so delicate and sudden that 
muils can explain nothing more than the salutary effects which they 
icceive with those favors. On other occasions this illumination is 
so ciear that it is impossible to doubt that it was His love and noth
ing else which so charmed and captivated them and at the same 
moment consoled, reanimated, and changed them entirely.

Thus the soul is encouraged to remain firm in its trials, for it 
sccs how profitable they are, and it steadfastly resolves not to 
nbandon prayer for any reason whatever. And when the soul, by 
means of that subtle light which was given it, finds itself ^gain inca- 
pacitated for meditation and unable to arouse its tender affections as 
ii did formerly, then it realizes its own nothingness and weakness. 
Ii understands now that the only thing it can and ought to do is to

Ps. 84:9.
1111 Osee 2:14.
** John 10:27; 14:21.

Cant. 2:9.
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be actcd upon and molded by the divine Artist. B y  this abandon- 
mcnt its disposes itself for whatever God wishes to work in it, 
without attempting to resist or disturb the mysterious and salutary 
divine operation by its own useless efforts.

Letting itself be carried along by the soft breathing of the Spirit, 
the soul begins to go out from itself “ in darkness and secure”  that 
it may ascend “ by the secret ladder disguised.”  Then it sees that 
this scarcely perceptible spiritual light which attracted it is becom- 
ing brighter and that it increases in the measure that the soul 
quenches the light of the senses. The soul sees that the night of 
the senses is truly a light filled with pleasures.58 In the darkness 
which form erly seemed so dreadful to the soul its only good was 
hidden from it; but now all the shadows have vanished in a mo- 
ment, and night is turned into the clearest day wherein the Sun 
o f justice deigns to show forth His splendors.

Then it is that the soul is illumined, renewed, and, as it were, 
transformed. It finds itself freed from the earthly attachments that 
form erly held it fast. N o w  it is entirely dispossessed o f self and 
united with all its mind to that divine Beauty for whom it yearned 
so ardently. Filled with happiness and with an ineffable and most 
pure jo y  which have no counterpart in this world, the soul con- 
siders well spent all the labors and trials which have merited such 
a blessing for it. If there were any danger of losing all this for even 
a moment, the soul would not hesitate to undertake all the labors 
in the world to regain it. N o w  it understands how, for the good of 
the faithful, G od attaches labor to His commandments 57 and that 
in reality His yoke is sweet and His burden lig h t58 for those who 
love Him.

T he soul sees that the cross is its salvation and that its sufferings 
cannot be compared with the consolations which follow. Such suf
ferings are like the sleep o f night wherein, in spite of the con- 
comitant terrors, one’s powers are restored; whereas the joys of 
the Lord are like the reality of day. W hen the soul awakes from its 
“ sleep,”  it cannot help but adnrtre and rejoice at the marvels God 
has worked in it. Therefore it blesses that happy night which

66 Ps. 138: I I .
67 Ps. 93:20.
58 Matt. 11:30.
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brought it such blessings and it exclaims with St. John of the Cross: 
“ Oh, night that guided me, Oh, night more lovely than the dawn, 
( )h, night that joined Beloved with lover, Lover transformed in 
ihe beloved!”  59

But the soul’s transformation is stili very incomplete and almost 
cntirely in the stages o f first beginnings. T he transformation thus 
far pertains almost solely to the intellect which, since it is the most 
healthy faculty we possess, is the first to be sufficiently purified 
so as to be captivated and possessed by God. It is illumined by 
bcing united to the divine Truth. Therefore, when the principal 
phases of active and passive purification have been passed, the in- 
rcllect enters fu lly into the state of ciear and distinet illumination, 
where form erly, in the night of the senses, it was very dark and 
confused. B y  means of this illumination, it is prepared for, initiated 
into, and begins to feel the mystical union and even to some extent, 
the deifying transformation.

The manifest illumination o f the understanding, whereby the 
intellect remains absorbed in the contemplation o f the divine Beauty 
and is possessed by it, is what constitutes the first grade of the 
mystical union. In other words, it is the first type of prayer in 
which the soul realizes clearly what has been infused into it super- 
naturally, and therefore it is called infused recollection. W hen the 
soul least suspects or least strives for them, it is favored with certain 
lights so lo fty that it could never in its whole life attain them by its 
own powers, no matter how it might labor in its meditations. W hen 
the understanding is thus captivated, it is purified more and more by 
the lights it receives. In this w ay it is disposed to receive an illumina
tion more intense and more frequent until finally its illumination 
will be almost ceaseless.

B y these lights the will is attracted and purified so that it, too, is 
enraptured by the supreme Good and is united to God in the prayer 
of quiet, or what is called simply quietude. In this state the soul 
sweetly reposes on the object o f its love and is consumed in the 
possession and love of the only one worthy of all its desires and affec- 
tions. This is the second grade of mystical union.

Once the will is captive, little by little the sensitive faculties are 
attracted also. Form erly they were incapable o f much good and

69 Dark Night of the Soul, prologue.
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thcy sought only their respective objects, thereby molesting the 
soul or disturbing its repose, although they did not distract it to such 
an extcnt that they impeded it. But now the spiritual jo y  redounds 
even to these sensitive faculties and they, in their own w ay, are cap- 
turcd and subdued. Thus all the faculties of the soul come to a point 
where they are united with G od and they feel the divine contact. 
N o w  the soul fu lly realizes that it is not itself that works, but God 
works in and through it. The soul recognizes that it no longer has 
any other desire nor does it actually desire anything but God. This 
is the third degree of the mystical union and, because of its excel- 
lence, it is called simply the prayer of union, because here the soul’s 
entire activity is in full accord with the divine activity with which 
the soul seems to be identified.';<' 1  his is the highest point attainable 
b y  the simple union of conformity, the conforming union of wills, 
which has not yet reached the innermost transformation.

W hen the conforming union is not very intense, the sensitive 
faculties are only stupefied, but their use is not altogether lost. T h ey 
can stili to some extent perceive their respective objects and even be 
engaged on them if the will permits. A t times the intellect, too, ac- 
companies the operations of the sense faculties, and therefore it is 
possible for a person to be occupicd in holy works while his soul con
tinues in the intimate union of wills. It is in this w ay that the con
templative life is joined to the active life.

W hen the conforming union is very intense, the sensitive faculties 
wither away because they cannot endure such light and such heat. 
The use of these faculties vanishes, and the body remains as if dead; 
therefore it does not impcde the soul in its enjoyment of the in- 
effable delights which inundate it or the marvelous lights which are 
then communicated to it. This constitutes the full or ecstatic union 
whereby the soul is disposed to undergo the total renewal and trans
formation.

Here, amid ecstasies and raptures, is where the soul begins to feel 
those delicate divine touches which are so strong and penetrating 
that they hurt and wound most grievously in order to heal and re-

60 Sauve, Etats mystiques, p. 71: “The soul is no longer divided, as formerly, be- 
tween the will, which is pledged to God, and the intellect, the memory, and the 
imagination, which plagued the will with their distractions and movements. The 
soul is now cornpletely united with Him in all its faculties. Hencc, the nante union, 
a union pure and simple, which is attributed to this state.”
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new the soul. These mysterious touches, with their consequent 
wounds of love, cause both life and death at once since they produce 
unbearable anguish together with an ineffable delight which is 
proper to glory. I hey are the touches of eternal life which destroy 
all that is earthly and makc the soul die to the pleasures of the world 
in order to live a divine life in Christ. It could well be said of the 
souls that experience these things: “ For you are dead; and your life 
is hid with Christ in G od .”  81 Their life is now so exalted that no 
language can describe it. M any times they themselves do not fu lly 
realize the wonderful secrcts which they feel and experience, to 
their great astonishment and self-contempt.02

Such souls come to realize clearly not only that God is working 
in them, but also that He is living in them, and this very intimately. 
It is not they who live now, but Jesus Christ lives in them. Therefore 
God becomes their all in all while they, completely annihilated, at 
once painfully and sweetly, and unable to describe or even to under- 
stand what is happening, pcrisli in the abyss of the divine immen- 
sity.63

That this transformation may be complete, these souls must sub- 
mit to another trial which is even more terrible and beyond compare 
with anything they have already endured. Each stage o f illumina- 
tion and union exacts new purgations the more beneficial as they are 
the more delicate and painful. The faithful soul accepts them all 
promptly, knowing the great profit that is to be found therein. In 
the midst of its sufferings, it abounds in joy. It desires nothing so 
much as to arrive at complete denial of self in order to become one 
with Christ in all the sacred mysteries of His life, passion, and death.

If up to this point the soul accompanied Christ in His passion, 
now, in order to pass from the simple conforming union to the trans- 
forming union, it must accompany Him in the very agony of the

*' Coi. 3:3.
62 Mary of the Queen of the Apostlcs: “Death and life were given me at the same 

lime for my happiness. Nothing and everything. What a contrast! 1 know not how 
10 explain it. . . . It is bolh delight and suffering, but not like anything in this 
lile. . . . This sensation without fecling, what language could express it?”

03 Mary of the Queen of the Apostlcs: “ If I know not where I am, if my soul is 
lost in this annihilation, then what is there that I can say? If this cruel nothingncss 
<ills me with agony, if there is nothing to which it can be comparcd, then how can 
my tongue speak? Everything within is done by God, but He works in such a hid- 
den manner that however much I may desire to speak of it, I cannot.”
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Cross. It must undergo the mystical death and burial with Him in 
ordcr to inerit the resurrection with Him to a new life, to ascend into 
hcavcn, and to see clearly the Light of God which no one can see 
without dying.64 The soul suffers this death and burial during the 
night of the spirit where, in total abandonment by creatures and 
even by God Himself, it must endure the rooting out and destruc- 
tion of the deepest inclinations of self-love and the last vestiges of 
the earthly man.

In that state the intellect suffers a terrible obscurity in the abyss of 
the great divine darkness. T he will loses its absolute dominion, and 
the whole natural being is dispirited and annihilated that it may be 
refashioned. Nature is exasperated on seeing this horrible destruc- 
tion. But when the soul, amid indescribable agony, dies to ali things 
and is, as it were, annihilated, then it comes forth totally renewed 
and revivified. It becomes something entirely different, with a life, 
thoughts, and sentiments that are not human, but divine and proper 
to a son o f God.

Such are the wonderful mysteries of the transforming union 
which begins in the mystical espousal and terminares in the mystical 
marriage wherein this union becomes stable and perpetual. In this 
latter state the soul, indissolubly united and made one with the incar
nate W ord, vividly bears His divine image and seems to be Jesus 
Christ Himself, the Son of the living God, living on earth. This is 
the ideal which is attainable by all truly Christian souls: the deifying 
transformation.

M any persons, as we have said, hold the supernatural in great 
aversion because they see it so disfigured and debased by certain au- 
thors. Yet, if these same persons would proceed in good faith and 
would not harden their hearts, it would suffice to see the super
natural order incarnate and living in privileged souls, to convince 
them of its divine beauty and to impel them to glorify the Father of 
lights from whom such magnificent gifts proceed. It would suffice 
also for them to hear those privileged souls speak the language of 
heaven, to see the graces which shine forth in them and especially 
that prodigious light by which, with no other books than the cruci- 
fix, such souls astonish and disconcert the greatest masters. It would 
suffice for them, flnally, to converse with those privileged souls so

64 Exod. 33:20.
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i liat, possessing a love for truth, they themselves may come to recog- 
nize the divine splendor and become inflamed with the zeal for G od 
which devours the saintly souls.

When, through perfect fidelity to grace and complete resignation 
during the most difficult trials of the night of the spirit, the soul has 
arrived at that disposition of mind which is necessar.y for permanent 
iinion, then, through the celebration of an indissoluble marriage 
with the W ord of God, it is permitted to live in perpetual fellowship 
with the three divine persons who continually disclose to the soul 
ihcir infinite delights and thus entirely captivate it. N o w  the alter- 
nating phases of darkness and light totally disappear and, by means 
of that irrevocable pact and most excellent revelation, the soul is 
confirmed in grace and its salvation is assured. Indeed it enjoys even 
now, to a certain extent, the eternal Light. This Light does not 
weaken the soul as it did formerly, and instead of depriving it of the 
use of the senses, as happened when these were not yet purified, it 
si rengthens them so that they can operate perfectly and the soul can 
laithfully fulfill the ordinary duties of life even while it is engulfed 
m God. So it is that even in the midst of great labors, those who have 
rcached this happy state preserve a more or less ciear view  of the 
I loly Trin ity with whom they converse continually. Although 
ihcir hands may be busily engaged in some work or other or their 
tongue may be speaking for the good of their neighbor, yet their 
hcart is always in heaven. A t every free moment they recollect 
i hemselves in order to enjoy a clearer vision. This vision, as we have 
said, does not cause them to neglect their obligations, for, even with- 
out thinking of them, they hasten to fulfill them at the proper time 
and with the utmost promptness and dexterity.

A  similar facility for being occupied in exterior works without 
licing distracted b y  them is usually acquired after the simple union. 
Indeed the soul sometimes enjoys a keener appreciation of the pres- 
cnce o f G od at such times than it would by praying in secret. W here 
formerly these souls lived a very secluded life through fear of their 
ovvn weakness, they now feel impelled to sacrifice their sweet soli- 
i ude in order to occupy themselves for the good o f their neighbor.85 
1 le who moves them to such activity, also preserves them from dissi- 
pation and danger.

*6 Cant. j : i .
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During the process of illuminatiori and union a great many phe- 
nomena are evident; such as mystical sleep, spiritual intoxication, 
ecstasies, raptures, wounds o f love, painful flights of the spirit, and 
so on. B y  these phenomena the soul is enlightened, fortified, re- 
nevved, and totally inflamed by the fire of charity. It is no longer 
able to contain its ardor and violent impulses. But vvhen the soul is 
completely transformed and spiritualized, it receives other lofty 
Communications, none of which pass to the exterior.86

Illumination is effected by a series of illustrations and inspirations 
by which the soul inadvertently and even instinctively learns the 
Science of salvation. M any times these confused instructions are 
clarified by certain distinet supernatural words and visions, either 
sensible (when more suitable to the condition of the soul) or purely 
intellectual. B y  one w ay  or other, G od instructs the soul in ali that 
it needs to know at the same time that He filis it with vigor and con- 
solation. Thus the soul is animated and strengthened to proceed 
even in the midst of the greatest difHculties, for one divine word is 
sufficient to banish all fears as if by magic and to flood the soul with 
invincible fortitude. Therefore these favors, if well used and re- 
ceived with humility and disinterestedness, are most profitable and 
most w orthy of our gratitude. Yet, at times, when these favors are 
sensible, the soul can easily abuse them by becoming too much at-

60 Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , 4, 1: “A  soul which, by mortification, is 
thoroughly cured of its passions, and by purity of heart is established in a state 
of perfect health, is admitted to a wondcrful knowledge of God, and discovcrs 
things so great, that it loscs its power of acting through its senses. Hence proceed 
raptures and ecstasies, which indicate, however, by the impression which they 
produce in those who have them, that they are not altogcther purificd or accus- 
tomed to extraordinary graces; for in proportion as a soul purifies itself, the mind 
becomcs stronger and more capable of bearing divine operations without emotion 
or suspension of the senses, as in the cases of our Lord and the Blcssed Virgin, the 
Apostlcs, and certain other saints, whose minds were continually occupicd with the 
most sublime contemplations, United with wondcrful interior transports, but with
out there being anything apparent externally in the way of raptures and ecstasies.”

Dark Night of the Soul, II, 1: The Communications receivcd by those who have 
not vet arrived at the transforming union “cannot be very strong or very intense 
or very spiritual, as is required for Divine union with God, by reason of the wcak- 
ness and corruption of the sensual nature which has a part in them. Ilcnce arise the 
raptures and tranccs and dislocations of the bones which always happen when the 
Communications are not purely spiritual—that is, are not given to the spirit alone, 
as are those of the perfect who are purificd by the second night of the spirit, and 
in whom these raptures and torments of the body no longer exist, since they are 
enjoying liberty of spirit, and their senses are now neither clouded nor transported.”
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tached to them and thus incapacitate itself for any profit or even ex- 
pose itself to fall into lamentable illusions.

For that reason the purely intellectual Communications are gen- 
crally more desirable and more profitable because they do not lend 
themselves so easily to excessive attachment, vanity, or illusion. 
VVithout the noise o f external or internal words and vvithout the ac- 
tual appearance of forms or figures, the intellect alone hears or sees 
with great clarity and distinctness certain truths which are so exalted 
that language cannot express them. These truths completely surpass 
ali the truths portrayed by the syinbols of human language.67 The 
soul is greatly illumined by these Communications and it even per- 
ceives material objects more faithfully than if it were to touch them 
or see them with its own eyes. Sometimes, b y  means of a single all- 
inclusive and most simple idea which it receives, the soul receives wis- 
dom instantaneously. The intellectual Communications, then, are 
more efficacious of themselves than are the sensible ones and they are 
also more certain, because neither nature nor the devii can produce 
them.

This is the w ay the sons of G od are instructed, directed, com- 
forted, and advised by God Himself. This is how the Spirit of truth, 
who dwells in such souls, inflames them and consumes them with 
divine love as H e teaches them all truth.88 In this w ay also does He

67 Dark Night of the Soul, II, 17: “For, as that inward wisdom is so simple, so 
general and so spiritual that it has not entered into the understanding enwrapped 
or clad in any form or image subject to sense, it follows that sense and imagination 
. . . cannot account for it or imagine it, so as to say anything concerning it, al- 
though the soul be clearly aware that it is experiencing and partaking of that rare 
and delectable wisdom.”

68 Surin, Catechisme, II, 7: “ In the perfect life, God inflames souls with His love 
and shows them His essence and divine goodncss in the center of their hearts and 
manifests His attributes to them. In this way He enkindles in them a blazing fire 
which sweetly consumes them. The heavenly Spouse dcsires to show them His 
beauty and His riches, touching them now with one, now with another. He thus 
shows them His various perfections: His power, His immensity, His majesty, His 
sweetness, and all the other excellences of His divine being. As a resuit the soul is 
so amazed and so consumed with love that it lives as if in a perpetual ecstasy. These 
touches of grace are so penetrating that they leave the soul perfectly instructed and 
taught by the Spouse Himself. The soul now knows, not by hearing, but by expe- 
rience, how sweet is the Lord. At times the soul arrives at a state which is nothing 
less than a continual awareness of the goodness of God and an unceasing joy in 
His riches. This state the saints commonly call the spiritual nuptials.”

“ It is certain,”  writes Blessed Osanna (Letters, no. 2), “ that when I was only six 
years of age God infused in my soul such a light that whatever I saw or heard was
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give continual testimony that Jesus Christ is truth itse lf* 69 and that 
this truth can be found only in His holy Church.

On seeing in the Church so many illiterate souls suddenly trans- 
formcd by the prodigious light which they receive in contemplation 
and filled with a superior Science by which they confound even the 
most learned men, who could sincerely deny that the finger of God 
is present there in some way? W ith the greatest facility, accuracy, 
and precision these souls speak of the most abstruse theological ques- 
tions, although they have never studied theology and perhaps have 
never heeded such things. Meanwhile the greatest theologians, who 
have studied such matters all their life and are extremely careful in 
measuring their words, fall into confusion and inexactitude. W ho is 
it that gives those souls such light and such marvelous assurance? 70

W hat causes even more astonishment is to see the sublime powers 
which such souls possess and how they struggle with the impossible 
in attempting to express themselves when obcdience commands

represented in my mind as God Himself, and this with such understanding, savor, 
affection, and divine svveetness, that frequently my spirit was totally absorbed in 
Christ. I became prompt and solicitous in holy prayer and mcditation, in absti- 
nences, vigils, penances, and works of piety, confessions, Communions, tears, and 
spiritual reading, without any human creature needcd to teach me these things. . . . 
Once my soul was affected in such a manncr that it saw a great brightness which 
was not that of the sun or of any ordinary light, and 1 knew who was the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Ghost. O great God! there is no human language that can 
speak about or explain this.”

The Venerable Mother Alary of Jesus, who was accustomed to spend long hours 
before the Blessed Sacrament, has said: “There 1 found tranquillity and the life of 
my soul. This intimate converse with our Lord made my life lightsome because I 
spoke to Him of everything and 1 asked His advice about everything, even the 
most minute things. He was my Lord and at the same time my fricnd and universal 
counsellor. Many graces did He grant me and some of them so extraordinary that 
I could scarcely believe them. The consolations with which He floodcd my soul 
were such that 1 passed whole hours without even thinking of how or whcre I 
was. . . . Thcn did my most loving divine Spouse reveal to me His grandeur, holi- 
ness, omnipotence, justice, and mercy and the purity which He requires of souls 
who are consecrated to Him.”

69 See John 6:45; 14:26; 15:26 f.; 16 :13; I John 5:6.
',0 The Imitation of Christ, III, 31: “There is a great difference between the wis- 

dom of an illuminated and devout man and the knowledge of a learned and studious 
cleric. The doctrine which proceeds from above, from the divine influence, is much 
more noble than that which is laboriously acquired by human diligcnce.” 

Marin-Sola, “Raciocinio y  Progreso Dogmatico,” La Cicncia Tomista, March, 
1920, pp. 169 f.: “ He who possesses sanctifying grace, together with the virtues and 
gifts, possesses and bears within himself, after the fashion of a nature, the very ob- 
ject from which the enunciations of faith proceed and conccrning which they 
treat; that object from which flows all dogmatic progress. . . . The believer, and
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i liem to say something about what they perceive in that abyss o f the 
divine essence. T h ey  see the truth clearly; they know the truth, but 
ilicy cannot express it. A ll known words are futile and even the 
loftiest expressions horrify them as if these expressions were blas- 
phcmous. Concepts increase, but the tongue is paralyzed. And when 
ilicse souls see the impossibility o f saying what in itself cannot be 
spoken, they have recourse to pure negation, saying: “ This is nothing 
i liat we may imagine it to be, nor is it this or that. It is not even any- 
thing that we may suspect, and neither men nor angels can speak of 
ir.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno said that she would challenge anyone 
lo try to express these things. The reality surpasses anything that 
one could think or say. It is ever new, yet ever changing; at all 
limes admirable and unutterable. Contemplating this reality in 
ilcnce and loving it ineffably, they enjoy even now an anticipated 

glory.
1'hose who believe that the life of mystics is gloom y and sad, filled 

with sensible obscurities and strewn with crosses, do not know what 
n ue happiness is. Those very crosses, carried for love of Him who 
i unsecrated them by His Blood, are sweeter than all earthly delights.

tvin more so the saint, possesses a new sense. . . . The gifts of wisdom, under- 
M mding, and knowledge especially are« . . . second natures which are engrafted on 
ili.it which today we would call the subconsciousness of our being, and by means 
ni i liem we are able to perceive, judge, and develop connaturally and intui- 
lively . . . those supernatural truths which the speculative theologian in no way 
pnccives . . . through study. . . . So it frequently happens that, even before
i.prculative theology has deduced or, indeed, even suspected a certain dogmatic con- 
i lusion or development, the holy soul . . . will already have sensed and seen that 
conclusion.”

I ather Marin-Sola proves this statement by numerous texts which he cites from 
Si rhomas wherein the latter explains how through the gift of wisdom one is able 
Iu judge most accurately by means of a certain connaturality, experience, and taste 
■ >l divine things. “Through the gift of wisdom a man is united to the highest causes 
and transformcd into their likeness . . . and thus from within himself he judges 
mlicr things”  (In III Sent., dist. 34, q. 1, a.2). “The gift of wisdom leads to a certain 
di iform contemplation and it makes explicit the articles which faith holds obscurely 
,n i ording to the human mode of understanding” (ibid., dist. 35, a. 1, sol. 1, ad 1).

|ohn of Jcsus-Mary, Escuela de oracion, tr. 9, 8: “The theologian who realizes 
lli.it any man who is in the grace of God possesses many infuscd habits in the in
ii Meet which are inseparable from grace and which serve either for the penetration 
ni divine things . . . or for divine contemplation, will have the basis of theological 
liiiovvledge whercby he can judge that sublime interior knowledge and the divine 

ivors which the Lord communicates to pure souls through the most noble gift of 
wisdom which enlightens the intellect and inflames the will.”
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Thase apparent obscurities which are encountered in the vestibule 
of the divine Light, become brighter and more exhilarating than any 
Iniman fight. The indescribable consolations and the wonderful illu- 
minations that are intcrwoven arnid the many trials and are more 
and more prolongcd, can be compared to no earthly joy nor to all 
earthly joys together, for they are preludes to eternal glory.71 Even 
to enjoy them for one moment, such souls would consider as well 
spent all the labors and privations which must be suffercd in this 
life. 1 he sorrows of the mysries are seasoned vvith joys so profound 
and indescribable that the soul would not trade these sorrows for 
any earthly consolation. Earthly suffering, on the other hand, is 
filled with unniitigated bitterness.72 If the crosses which are the lot 
of every soul are not carried out of love of Christ, there is nothing 
that can sweeten them. Likewise all joys that are not based upon 
G od soon becomc bitter and terminate in weeping.73

The just man lives happy and consoled in the midst of his trials 
and sufferings, and in all his tribulations he abounds in joy. For he 
knows and in his own w ay fecis and experiences that a momentary 
affliction can produce an immense incrcase of glory. Thcrefore, 
serene and joyful, he awaits death and looks upon it, not as a sorrow- 
ful dissolutiori, but as a true transfiguration; as the long-awaitcd 
manifestation of the glory of the sons of God. Until that time, glory 
is covercd with the vcil of mortal flesh. Prccious to God is the death 
of I Iis saints!

71 “ If blind and scnsual men,”  said St. Catlicrine of Sicna during one of her
ecstasics (Life), “ could cxpcriencc the dclights of the charity with which Thou 
liast inflamcd tnv heart, they would no longcr scck earthly pleasurcs, but, eager 
and thirsty, they would hasten to qucnch their thirst in the fountain of Thy sweet- 
ness.”

72 “ Know thou, and sec that it is an evil and a bitter thing for thec, to have left 
the I.ord thy God” (Jer. 3:19).

Palaphox, Varon de demos, Exhortationi “Since you nrast suffer in your tem- 
poral labors, make these works spiritual. Suffer for God, and then you will find 
happiness. Whatevcr you suffer with a holy dispositiori is a crown; without that 
dispositiori, it is a torment. . . . W hat are the afflictioris of the spiritual life, but 
dclights that do not pali? . . . The spiritual man does not consider his days more 
painful, but more dclightful than the days of the lost and dissolute man. In the 
life of the spirit, suffering is not suffering, but joy.”
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A P P E N D IX

I. CoNTINUAL AND U n CONSCIOUS P rAYER

Grou, Manuel, pp. 224!.:

It is a mistake to suppose that thcre is no prayer othcr than that explicit 
and formulated prayer which \ve are conscious of. And a person does 
not waste time when he is engagcd in that type of prayer, even though 
he is unable to notice or feel anything. God, says David, hears the prepa- 
ration of our heart. Even before our prayer is expressed in words or 
formulated in our thoughts, it is alrcady in the presence of God because 
of the ardent desires of our will which as yet have not become the objects 
of our reflection. St. Anthony said that the best prayer is that which is 
made without any reflection. It is this excellent type of prayer that can 
be continued without interruption and without bcing vitiated by self- 
love.

Therefore unceasing prayer is not diflicult. If it is rare, that is because 
many hearts are not well disposed and are not sufficiently gencrous and 
faithful so as to persevere in it. No one enters into this state of prayer 
until he has totally abandoncd himself to God. Howevcr, a few souls thus 
give themselves without rcscrve, for in the vcry act of giving, therc are 
usually somc secret reservations of self-love which manifest themselves 
later. When the giving of sclf is complete and sincere, God rewards it 
immediately by giving Himself in rcturn. Ile  establishes Himself in the 
heart and there He fashions that continuous prayer which consists in 
peace, recollcction, and attention to God within us, even in the midst of 
ordinary occupations. 1 his recollcction is scnsible in the beginning; it 
is enjoyed and rccognizcd. Later on, it becomcs entircly spiritual and is 
|>ossesscd without onc’s sensing it, and if onc should grieve at losing the 
former swcet awareness and consolation, that is because of self-love.

2. A r t if ic e s  of D iv in e  L o ve; C o n fid en t  A ban d o n m en t

AND Sl.EEP OF THE FAITHFUL S oUL

Caussade, Abcmdomncnt to Divine Providence, III, 3:

The afflictions which the soul is made to endure are but loving artifices 
of God which will, one day, give it grent joy. Souls that walk in light 
sing the canticles of the light; those that walk in darkness sing the songs 
of the darkness. . . . When God appears angry the soul trcmbles; when 
1 le threatens it is terrified. The divine operation must be allowcd to
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devclop, for, with the evil it carries a remedy; so continue to weep and 
to trcmblc; let rcstlcssness and agony invade your souls, make no effort 
to free yourselves from these divine terrors, these heavenly troubles, but 
opcn your hcarts to receive these little streams from that immense sea of 
sorrows which God bore in his most holy soul. So proceed in sorrow for 
as long as grace requires, and that same grace will gradually dry your 
tears. Darkness will disappear before the radiance of the sun, springtime 
will come with its flowers, and the resuit of your abandonment will be 
seen in the admirable beauty of the divine action. . . .  It is at the mo- 
ment of, and just after the awakening that holy souls, returning to them- 
selves, and with full right to judge, can never tire of admiring and 
praising the tact, the inventions and refinements of loving deception 
practised by the divine Spouse. They understand how impenetrable are 
His ways, how impossible it is to guess His enigmas, to find out His 
disguises, or to receive consolation whcn it is His will to spread terror 
and alarm. . . .

The bride sleeps through the bustle of industries, and of human 
actions, and in spite of the sneers of sceptics. In her sleep she will sigh 
and tremble; in her dreams she will pursue and seek her Spouse, who dis
guises Himself to deceive her.

Let her dream; her fears are only born of the night, and of sleep. Whcn 
the Spouse has exercised her beloved soul, and shown forth in it what can 
only be expressed by Him, He will develop the resuit of these dreams and 
will awaken it at the right time.

3. T h e  S e c r e t  of A dvan cin g  M u ch  in  a S hort T im e

Tauler relates that when a certain holy lady was asked about the 
means by which she had arrived at such perfection, she humbly 
replied:

First, whenever I saw that I was seeking myself in anything, I immedi- 
ately checked myself; secondly, I never defended myself against any
thing that was falscly said of me, but I made certain that I myself always 
spoke the truth; thirdly, I was always scrupulous in observing poverty 
and I denied myself all creature consolation; fourthly, I always fled from 
honors, but when any abuse came to me, I stood firm; fifthly, there never 
came to me any sufferings, sorrows, or trials but I desired greater ones, 
even when I judged myself undeserving of them; sixthly, I never dis- 
puted any light or truth infused in me by God, but I resigned myself to 
it and I never took complacence in the gifts themselves but only in the 
Giver of all things; seventhly, I continually impelled myself with great
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love toward that supreme Good which is God; eighthly, whenever I saw 
anyone do or say anything contrary to the truth, and saw the damagc 
which was caused, I corrected and reproved these defects with pure love; 
ninthly, after having entered on the way of salvation, I never tumed my 
eyes back to look at changeable creaturcs; tenthly, both within and with- 
out mysclf I have most strenuously practiced evcry virtue. I have lived 
both beneath heaven and in heaven, amid the angels and saints, like an 
upright man in his own family. As often as I rccollect myself, I find 
within me the image of the sovereign Trinity and I realize that we are 
one with God. This knowledge is no less in me than the knowledge of 
my members.

And when some persons advised lier to treat herself with less sever- 
ity, so that her weakened body would not impede the spirit, she an- 
swered: “ God does not permit it. . . . It is most right for me to 
follow my Lord Jesus Christ until death in all poverty, misery, 
hunger, thirst, cold, heat, suffering, and ignominy” (Institutions, 
ch ap .24).

“ The end of perfection,”  Tauler continues in chapter 25, “ is to 
unite the soul and all its potencies with G od .”  Therefore, everyone 
must strive to eradicate from his soul any affection that wrould sep
arate it from Him and thus, the soul must be preserved in true purity. 
The Christian must cleanse his imasjination of vain fancies and lift his 
mind to contemplation. He must preserve his will from w orldly cares 
and exercise it in fervent and holy acts of love for the supreme good. 
He should not be attached to any creature, and whatever kind of 
goods he may possess, whether spiritual or temporal,

let him maintain them in true poverty of spirit. In addition to this, let 
him keep his memory raised on high and fixed on that highest, essential, 
and uncreated Good in such wise that his whole soul and all its faculties 
and powers being recollected in God, he will be one spirit with Him and 
through divine affection he will sweetly sleep in the divine sweetness 
and in that intimate quiet he will hear what the Lord says to him. Then 
later, when he sees that God wishes to lead him to even more intimate 
and lofty things, leaving bchind all his particular considerations and 
exercises, he will pass, in an excess of mind, to the obscurity of a learned 
silence. There he will be led more speedily by God to a realization of his 
own nothingness and a better understanding of creatures in that super- 
substantial, unflagging, and paternal light in which God most truly
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abidcs. . . . The principal reason why so few arrive at this happy state 
is tliat they do not persevere in seeking it. The majority of them spend 
much time and effort with but little fruit. They pass many years uselessly 
without any spiritual profit whatever and miserably neglecting this in- 
comparable good.

4. C o m p e n d iu m  of t h e  S p ir it u a l  L ife

H enry Suso, Union, chap. 7:

Here, in a few words, are the steps through which the soul must pass 
to arrive at union with God. One must, above ali, be purified of his vices 
and he must generously withdraw himself from all the pleasures of the 
world, in order to attach himself to God by constant prayer, isolation 
from all creatures, and the pious exercises by which he continually sub- 

Jects the flesh to the spirit. He must also offer himself generously and 
valiantly to the sorrows and innumerable trials which may come to him 
from God or creatures. Then, he must impress on his heart the passion 
of Christ crucified; he must engrave on his heart the sweetness of His 
evangelical precepts, His profound humility, and the purity of His life 
in order to love and imitate Him in these things.

It is only in the company of Jesus that the soul can progress rapidly 
and arrive at the unitive way. When it enters upon this way, it must cease 
all exterior activity, it must bury itself in peaceful silence and it must 
resign itself to God in all things in order to die entirely to self and its own 
desires and wish only for those things which give honor to Jesus Christ 
and His Father and to have the deepest affection for all men, be they 
friends or enemies. The soul which in the beginning was engaged in the 
active life and was fully absorbed in its exterior senses, leaves these opera- 
tions and applies itself to interior activities by a simple contemplation in 
which the spirit little by little arrives at abandonment of the natural 
faculties of intellect and will. Then it begins to experience a super- 
natural and divine assistance which leads it to a more elevated perfection. 
Its spirit is free of all self-love and all the natural activity of its intellect 
and will.

In this perfect state the soul is freed of the weight of its iinperfections 
and is raised by divine grace to an interior light where it incessantly 
enjoys an abundance of celestial consolations. It learns and understands 
with wisdom and exeeutes with prudence all that reason and God com- 
mand. Then the spirit is raised stili more above time and space to a sweet 
and loving contemplation of God. This is not the highest state because 
the soul is as yet stili distinet from God and it knows creatures in their
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particular natures. He who knows how to extricate himself even more 
from self and to penetrate God even more intimately, experiences a 
divine rapture . . . through a superior grace which draws his created 
spirit to the Uncreatcd Spirit. . . .

In this condition the soul no longer knows forms, or images, or multi- 
plicity. It finds itsclf in ignorancc and forgetfulness of self and ali 
creatures because now it ncithcr secs nor understands nor fecis anything 
othcr than God. Thus, without any effort it is attracted to God alone 
and is fused in Him through grace. It is elevated above self and absorbed 
and buried in the abyss of the divinity where it enjoys ali the delights of 
beatitude. But, alas, all my words are nothing more than figures and 
images which are so disproportionate to this sublime, mystcrious, and 
incomparable union that they differ from it as does the light of the sun 
from the darkness of night.

5. T he T u r e e  W a y s

Thomas of Jesus, Tr. Oracion Mental, chap. 6: “ For God to 
assimilate a soul to Himself, I le  first rids it of dissimilarities, which 
are sins, purging it by contrition; then He makes it like to Himself, 
adorning it with the perfection of the virtues; and once it is made 
like to Himself, He unites and transforms it into Him self.”  In con- 
form ity with thcse threc grades, St. Bonaventure mentions three op- 
erations of grace which he calls: strcngth of virtue; splendor of 
truth; and fervor of charity. T o  the purgative w ay pertain the pur- 
gation and perfecting of the senses; to the illuminative w ay, the 
purging and perfecting of rcason; to the unitive way, the purging 
and perfecting of the spirit or mind, which is the superior part of 
the soul. The end of the purgative w ay is purity of heart; that of the 
illuminative way, truth; that of the unitive way, love. The purgative 
w ay is attributcd to the Father, to whom is attributed power and jus- 
tice; the illuminative w ay is attributed to the Son, first, bccause He 
is the Wisdoni of the Father, and secondly, because this w ay con- 
sists principally in the imitation of Christ; the unitive w ay is at
tributed to the I Ioly Ghost, whose proper effect is the ardor and fire 
of charity. In the purgative w ay man understands himself; in the 
illuminative, he understands G od; in the unitive, he strives to be 
united and transformed in God. A ll these exercises are reduced to 
three points, says St. Bonaventure: W ho is God? W ho am I? H ow  
can we bccome united through love?
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The Purgative Way
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W e  have just completed a general review of the entire process of 
the mystical evolution as it is experienced by the individual Christian. 
Let us now see in greater detail what we have already touched upon 
in that brief survey. Let us follow this progressive renewal step by 
step and discover how it leads to perfect illumination and the full 
deifying union and transformation.

PuRIFICATION AND MoRTIFICATION

Our purification consists in cleansing our hearts from ali stain of 
sin, in making satisfaction for our faults, and in rooting out ali evil 
inclinations, banishing with them anything that may hinder us in the 
right practice of the virtues or impede in us the operations of grace 
and the Communications of the H oly Ghost. Consequently we must 
m ortify ourselves to destroy or rectify our depraved affections. W e 
must deny ourselves in all things and completely renounce self, 
which is filled with vices, weaknesses, and snares, that we may be re- 
newed by the virtue, strength, and fortitude of God, who frees us 
from our bondage.

I .  H U M IL IT Y , THE BASIS OF SANCTITY

In order to construet the edifice of true and solid sanctity, we 
must lay the foundation of a profound and sincere humility. This is 
effected primarily by the destruction of pernicious self-love, which 
corrodes and vitiates everything and deceives and blinds us in all 
things, making us think we are something, when actually we are
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nothing (Gal. 6 :3 ). Because of self-love we rely on our own knowl- 
edge, strength, and virtue without any more title to those things 
than our own ignorance, weakness, and misery. Further, self-love 
causes us to scek, unconsciously perhaps, our own selves, even when 
we think we are seeking only the glory of God.

Since God resists the proud and gives His grace only to the 
humble,1 it follows that, because of our hidden presumption, we 
continually place obstacles to the loving action of the H oly Ghost, 
who seeks to raise a spiritual edifice on our “ nothingness”  by creat- 
ing in us a pure heart and by re-creating us in Jesus Christ in good 
works. W e need, then, to recognize our own nothingness so that 
He may become our ali and fili our emptiness with His plenitude.2 
T o  hold ourselves in high esteem is to withdraw froin Him even 
while He dwells in us, not only as our Comforter, but also as our 
Lord and Vivifier. Such action on our part grieves and oppresses 
Him, and our resistance makes Him abandon us. If He, the Spirit of 
truth who came to sanctify us in that truth which is the word of 
G od ,3 is to dwell in us and work in our souls according to His pleas- 
ure, He must find our dwelling place free and empty. W e shall 
empty ourselves by recognizing our own nothingness on which He, 
the fullness of being, must work, and by proceeding in all things 
according to that conviction.4 * * Realizing that in the spiritual life we

1 See I Pet. 5:5; Jas. 4:6; Prov. 3:34.
2 St. Augustine, Confessioris, IV , 12: “ Descend that you may ascend and may 

ascend even to God, for you fall away from Him by rising against Him.”
3 John 15:26; 17:17.
* “You must know, My daughter,”  said our Lord to St. Catherine of Siena {Life, 

I, X ), “vvhat you are and what I am. . . . You are that which is not, and I am He 
who is. If your soul is permeated with this truth, the enemy will never ensnare you. 
You will triumph over all his wiles, you will do nothing contrary to M y command- 
ments, and you will readily acquire grace, truth, and peace.”

“When the soul,” says St. Catherine (Letter 46), “ realizes that of itself it is noth
ing and that it works like one who is not when it does what is evil, then does it 
become humble bcfore God and every other creature. Knowing that everything 
comes to it through the divine liberality, it is filled with such goodness and justice 
that, through love of Him and hatred of self, it seeks to take vengeance on itself 
and it desires also that all other creatures should do the same to it. . . . One who 
is submerged in this love no longer sees himself, or his sufferings, or adverts to the 
injuries that are done to him. He attends only to the glory of God and the salva- 
tion of souls. Deeming himself unworthy of divine delights and consolations, when 
God visits him he says with St. Peter: ‘Depart from me, O Lord, for I am a sinful 
man.’ Then Jesus Christ unites Himself more perfectly with that soul and makes it 
a fisher of men.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visiones e instructiones, chap. 63: “ It is on humility
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can do absolutely nothing without Him who is our life and our 
strength and that with Him we can do ali things, w e should likewise 
rcali/.c tlic nccessity of abandoning ourselves to Him without reserve. 
Doing tliat, we shall in no w ay resist His loving operation in us, but 
but we shall always cooperate with the fervor and energy which He 
communicates to us.

Therefore, when the soul begins to feci within itself an immense 
emptiness which cannot be filled by any created thing (because God 
alone can fili it), it then truly begins to abandon itself to the hands 
o f the divine Guest. This spiritual emptiness is the point of departure 
for marvelous advances in the mystical life. Sincere humility is now 
a pledge of the love o f God, for it is the image of His truth, the fruit 
of His Spirit o f fear and knowledge and counsel and wisdoin.5 Thus 
this admirable virtue captivates and attracts the divine eyes.* 8

Chat you must build your foundations; and in it you must fix your roots, as members 
joined to the Head by a true and natural unity, if you wish to find peace for vour 
souls. . . . The condition for peace is humility. . . . This humilitv is a marvelous 
and brilliant light which opens the eyes of the soul to its own nothingness and the 
immensity of God. The more you realize His immense goodness, the more will 
you understand your own nothingness; and the better you see your own nothing
ness and nudity, the greater the praise of the Ineffable which will resound in your 
hearts. Humility contemplates divine goodness and makes flow from God the 
graces which blossom forth into virtues. The first of these virtues is the love of 
God and of neighbor, and it is the light of humility which is the origin of that love. 
Perceiving its own nothingness and sceing how God inclines Himself toward such 
nothingness and unites Himself to it, the soul is inflamed, transformed, and it 
adores. . . . When I seek the source of this silence, I find it in that double abyss 
where the divine immensity is brought face to face with the nothingness of man. 
And the light of that double abyss is humility. Humility, light, silence; what way 
leads you to them except that one alreadv indicated? You will attain it by prayer, 
by fervent, pure, and continuous prayer, by prayer which springs from the heart.”

Indeed, it is in prayer that we know both ourselves and God. There we see what 
is lacking in our conformity with Him and we leam to ask Him for and truly to 
seek a remedy for our weakness. “ He who knows what he lacks,” says St. Augus
tine, “has already made great progress.” So also St. Gregory the Great asserts that 
“the first step of progress consists in alienating ourselves from self in order to ad- 
vance to God.”

8 “Humility,”  says Ven. Mariana of Jesus, “ is never foolishness, just as pride is 
never circumspect.”

Gal. 6:3: “For if any man think himself to be something, whereas he is nothing, 
he deceiveth himself.”

* Interior Castle, sixth mansions, chap. 10: “ I was wondering once why Our Lord 
so dearly loved this virtue of humility; and ali of a sudden—without, I believe, my 
having previously thought of it—the following reason came into my mind: that is, 
because God is Sovereign Truth and to be humble is to walk in truth, for it is abso- 
lutely true to say that we have no good thing in ourselves, but onlv misery and 
nothingness; and anyone who fails to understand this is walking in falsehood. He 
who best understands it is most pleasing to Sovereign Truth because he is walking 
in truth.”
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Since perfect union with the divine will is the norm of our spiritual 
life and the sure guide of its progress, we ought to renounce ali self- 
interest, personal advancement, human viewpoints, personal ca- 
prices, tastes, and comforts, and our own will. W e must have no 
other desire, no other affection, no other wish than those of the 
divine w ill.7

I le  who has accomplished this much has already almost totally 
succeeded, for it is by this means that souls are possessed completely 
by the divine Spirit and receive wings of an eagle to fly without 
tiring, to soar high without falling away and without growing 
w eary.8 T he condition for not falling back in this path is simply to 
progress. The w ay not to become discouraged is to look ahead to 
what yet remains and not to look back on what has been accom
plished. The w ay not to become fatigued is to press forward, doing 
violence to self without taking any rest along the way.

2. NECESSITY OF ABNEGATION AND MORTIFICATION

N ot to progress is to fall back.9 Thcrefore, in addition to the ab- 
negation of self-love by which we never view things according to

7 Hubv, Maximes, spir., I: “One rcaches God by self-annihilation. This will kecp 
you so lowly that you will not find or even seek to find yourself. In the measure 
in which you strip yourself of all that is not God, you will be filled with God. . . . 
The practice of perfect self-annihilation consists in dying entirely to ourselves and 
to all our own proper activities in order to give place to God so that Hc may live 
and work in us. . . . O rich nothingness! The more a soul annihilates itsclf, the 
more precious does it become. . . . The less it possesses of things human, the 
more does it possess of the divine.”

“When a man seeks himself,” says the Imitation (III, 5), “then love falleth away.”
8 Isa. 40:31: “ But tliey that liope in the Lord shall renew their strength, they shall 

take wings as eagles, they shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint.”
St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, 111, 2: “Consider well, M v daughter, these words 

of the Holy Ghost,” said the eternal Father to this saint. “They signify that on this 
ladder it is casicr and less bothersome to run and fly with great spced than to walk 
slowdy, bccause in the spiritual way thcre is nothing more tiring than heaviness and 
sloth. The grace of the Holy Ghost brooks no delay. As one of My servants (St. 
Ambrose) has said, ‘The grace of the Holy Ghost knowrs no delay in the exertion 
of great effort.’ . . . Those who run (and Oh, how rare they are!) are completely 
dead to self . . . and are in perfect conformity with My will. They find Me with
out even appcaring to search for Mc because all their affections are concentrated
on Me............The rapidity of an earthly race is in proportion to the vitality of the
runner; but in the spiritual race the opposite is true, for the race is the swifter as 
the runner is more dead. But this death is true life which leads the runner to My 
bosom.”

0 In this road tow'ard God one must never be detained on any point, nor look 
back, nor consider that what has been traverscd is sufficient to make one a perfect 
traveler. He who aets this way regresses, as happens to a boat which is going against 
the current. He who looks back at what has been accomplished will become listless
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our own tastes and desires, w e should strive to practice always the 
abncgation of our own will, realizing that the peak of perfection lies 
in doing all things in accordance with the divine will. In this w ay 
we shall advance with determination along the paths of God, not 
measuring difficulties or afflictions. He who always does the will of 
the heavenly Father will enter into and will be great in the kingdom 
of heaven (Matt. 7 :2 1 ;  12 :50 ).

Since all our inclinations are opposed to the sacrifice of self-love 
and our own will (for all our inclinations are more or less disordered 
and vitiated), we must m ortify and deny them all without exception. 
A n y thread of the slightest attachment to self which remains in us 
and keeps us bound to earth is sufficient to keep us from soaring up 
into the heavens. If we do not break that thread, it may just as well 
be a rope. Hence we must m ortify all our passions and inclinations 
which are manifestly disordered; we must exercise perpetual vigil- 
ance over the subjection o f our internal and external senses; and, 
finally, we must make use of corporal austerities, which are so hate- 
ful to the worldly and so beloved by the saints.

H ow  ardently the saints sought these austerities; crucifying their 
bodies with fastings, vigils, hairshirts, disciplines, and other rigors! 
W ith exquisite dexterity and dissimulation they succeeded in re- 
straining the body, holding it in check by this rein of mortification, 
so that they never coveted anything contrary to the Spirit but were 
docile to Him in all things. T h ey denicd themselves even things that 
are lawful, as long as such things were not necessary for life or 
health, and by this means they conquered and dominated the body

and will forget the great distance which must yet be traveled. He who considers 
himself already perfect will fall away from that state in which he is, no matter how 
lofty.

“ He who does not grow and advance,”  says St. Catherine of Siena (Letter 122), 
“declines and turns back.” “The interior life,” says Tauler (Institutions, chap. 34), 
“ does not admit of repose or laziness.” “The virtue of man here below,” says Weiss 
(A pol., X, 18), “has an object but not an end (Bernard, Epist., 254, 2). Therefore 
no one is perfect if he does not desire to become more perfect. . . . The perfect 
wayfarers are those only who continually advance (St. Augustine, Nat. et grat., 12, 
13). Our perfection here on earth consists in continual progress. W e must never 
stop. Nothing created remains the same. Only God can say: ‘For I am the Lord, 
and I change not.’ In us, however, change forms a part of our very nature (St. 
Augustine, Nat. boni, I; St. Thomas, Ia, q. 9, a. 2). We change, therefore, for better 
or for worse, either we advance or we retrogress. As soon as anyone stops advanc- 
ing, he falis back” (St. Leo, Serm. 60, 8; St. Augustine, Serm. 169, 18; Ps. 69:18; St. 
Bernard, Epist., 254, 4; 385, 1; 35, 2).
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so that it did not seek after those things which are unlawful. Thus the 
saints were purified, rectified, and confirmed in virtue at the same 
time that they offered to G od a pleasing expiatory and propitiatory 
sacrifice. Their souls were tempered and refined in the furnace of 
suffering and they became worthy, holy, pleasing victims, capable 
of knowing by experience what is in each instance the holy will of 
G od.10 Therefore all the masters of the spiritual life advise that souls 
should never put themselves under a director who is opposed to cor- 
poral penances, because such a director will judge according to the 
flesh and not according to the spirit.11

It is true that external mortification is not the most essential nor 
must it always be used with the selfsame asperity. Since it is ordained 
to interior mortification, it should be applied in a measure that will 
contribute to the fomentation and growth of interior mortification 
and never in such a w ay that it will impede it. Therefore they do 
wrong who spend all their efforts in killing themselves with austeri- 
ties as if by that means alone they can become perfect. W hat hap- 
pens in such cases is that these very austerities become a pabulum 
of vanity, and souls are thus incapacitated for any good work. 
Thinking themselves better than anyone else, actually they are full 
of pride, impatience, and envy. As a resuit, instead of advancing, 
they fall back and become increasingly worse. Such is the state of

10 Wisd. 3:6-8: “As gold in the furnace He hath proved them, and as a victim of 
a holocaust He hath received them. . . . The just shall shine . . . They shall judge 
nations.”

Bellamy, La vie sumaturelle, p. 1 1 : “By means of suffering we naturally lcarn 
generosity and sacrifice, because it puts into play all the springs of the will after 
having repressed them. . . . Suffering tempers souls for the combats of life. In 
itself it is a test, although it can also be a chastisement. It perfects virtue at the 
same time that it expiates crime. To suppose, as Baius did, that it is necessarily of 
an expiatory character is to falsify its nature and its function.”

11 St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, III, 10: “The body that is purified by suf- 
ferings will not use pleasures except in perfect conformity with the divine will. 
Little by little the life of the senses will be eliminatcd and the imperfections which 
formerly accompanied one’s eating, drinking, sleeping, working, and recreation 
will be replaced by a severe and absolute renunciation. When the soul arrives at 
its terminus, after having laborcd hard as a faithful servant (Matt. 23), it will mani- 
fest itself as a victim consumed by sacrifice. It will be transfigured by this continual 
immolation which identifies the soul as well as the body with the Victim of Cal- 
vary. It will be submerged, to a certain cxtent, in the Blood of the victim, which 
Blood itself was made to flow from mortification and was converted into a hath of 
innocence. It will tranquilly await that supreme hour in which it will be united to 
God forever, while the body in the tomb keeps watch for its happy resurrec- 
tion.”
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those poor deluded ones who abandon the end for the means.12
Though these things are but means, they do not on that account 

cease to be ever indispensable, if w ell regulated, for obtaining the 
end. A  weak or infirm body, a body w ell under control or oppressed 
with labors, will require much few er austerities than an easy-going, 
robust, indomitable, or badly controllcd body. Y'et the few  austeri
ties performed can be so weak and spiritless that they frequently be- 
come an impediment or a source of vainglory. But as health permits 
and as there is need for it, w e must all make use of austerities and 
even begin through them. H e who does not subject an indomitable 
body will labor in vain to quiet the internal appetites whose unlaw- 
ful tendencies are less perceptible but more difficult to dominate.13

Therefore all the saints, who judged according to the spirit, em- 
braced austerities with great ardor. T h ey  were impellcd to do so by 
that salutary fear which is the beginning of wisdom.14 In penitential 
practices they saw a means of satisfying for past faults and o f avoid- 
ing future ones, thus to prepare themselves for the divine union.15 
B y  means of austerities they began to conquer self, to purify and

12 St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 173: “God does not desire that penance be any- 
thing more than an instrumcnt. I have seen many pcnitents who were neithcr pa
tient nor obedient because they endcavored to kill the body but not the will. 1  his 
is a resuit of indiscretion and the performance of penance according to their own 
will and not in conformity with the judgment of othcrs. Imprudently, they wish to 
measure all bodies by the same ineasure, and if these others seek to depart from 
this measure, they resist them with harshness. Possessing such a perverse will, in the 
time of trial, temptation, or injury, they show themselves more flaccid than straw. 
All this, because in their mortifications they did not seek to restrain their passions.”

13 Blesscd Henry Suso, Union, chap. 2: “ He who mortifies nature and kecps it 
within its lawful bounds will soon be able to rule it as he wishes and will be able to 
perform external works rightly and without vacillating. But he who dissipates him- 
self on temporal things will never be able to do anything well. Purity and virtue 
perfect and enrich nature.”

14 See Prov. 1:7 ; Ecclus. 1:16 ; Ps. 110:10 .
15 The first grade of the purgative way, says Father Tornas of Jesus (Tr. oracion. 

ment., chap. 7), is to dcplore one’s own misery and to implore divine mercy; to 
have sorrow and repentance for past sins and to ask God’s pardon. VVhen contri- 
tion is perfect, there follows from it a profound knowledge and depreciation of 
self by which a man, “ if he were able, would like to destroy himself in order to 
atone for his offenses against God. . . . He treats himself as an enemy, not con- 
doning anything in himself, whether his own tastes or pleasure or even his own 
honor, when it is not in accord with the divine law. He wages war on all things 
within himself, niortifying all his wicked and sinister inclinations.” From this self- 
knowledge and depreciation follows the sccond grade or step, which is self-annihi- 
lation; and from this the third, which is love and gratitude to our Redeemer and 
an ardent desire to imitate Him, and by this the soul enters fully into the illumina- 
tive way.
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rcctify vitiated nature, to root out all evil habits, and to impiant 
virtues in their place. In a word, they denied themselves all thosc 
things tliat are displeasing to God that they might perform more 
faithfully whatever is pleasing to Him, however difficult it may be. 
Living, not according to the tastes and pleasures of the world, but 
according to those of God, they dispose themselves to foster the 
growth of the supernatural life as nruch as possible rather than to 
smother it. As they realized more and more clearly how much their 
faults and imperfections displeased God, they were the more in- 
flamed with an ardent dcsire to appease divine justice. W ith their 
own hands they took vengeance on faults committed and they 
offered themselves as an expiatory sacrifice to make amends to the 
supreme Goodness. So, in the measure that their love increased, new 
desires were born to make rcparation for their weak cooperation 
with the Beloved and to suppress completely anything that might 
cause them to offend him again.18

If low ly souls have not yet received sufficient lights of counsel and 
discretion, are, because of this burning desire, prone to go to extremes 
in austerities and thereby gravely injure their health and render 
themselves incapable of anything else. This will happen even more 
readily if such souls seek to carry out penitential practices without 
being attentive to the obedience which should moderate them.17 But

16 St. Catherinc of Sicna, Life, I, io: “Tlic love of God naturally engenders a 
hatred for sin. VVhcn the soul pcrccivcs the gcrm of sin in its sensitive faculties and 
even that it has its roots thcre, it cannot hclp but liate it and exert itself, not to 
dcstroy the sensitive powcrs, but to annihilate the vice that is in them. But the soul 
cannot do this without great labors and mortifications. . . . O my sons! acquire 
this holy hatred of sclf. . . . This hatred will make you humble; it will give you 
paticnce in your labors, moderation in your prosperity, circumspcction in your 
conduct. It will make you beloved by God and men. . . . Unfortunate is the soul 
that does not possess this holy hatred! For where it does not reign, thcre is, instead, 
the reign of self-lovc which is the cause of all sin and the sourcc of all vices!”

17 St. Brigid (Revelations, IV, 2) received the following counsels from the lips 
of the virgin and martyr, St. Incz: “Be faithful; do not rctrogress and do not ad- 
vance more than is fitting to your state. In the desire to imitate others, you must 
not attempt to do that which surpasses your power, for God wishes you to observe 
moderation and discretion in all things. The cnemy will sometimes suggest that 
you fast more than you are able or that you aspire to the impossible so that, 
prompted through shamc to continue that which was badly bcgun, you will the 
more quickly fail through your own wcakness. Hccd the advice of those who 
possess fear of the l.ord and then you will not seek to pass for what you are not 
nor covet those things which you are unable to do. Sonic souls fall into the error 
of thinking that by their own powcrs they can attain heaven and that by their own 
works they can worthily atone for their sins.”
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if sonis are faithful and docile, they will quickly acquire the neces- 
sary prudcnce and will realize that God commands us to m ortify 
ourselves, not to kill ourselves but to v iv ify  ourselves, destroying 
the seeds of corruption and death and renewing the seeds of life. 
For that reason such souls much prefer interior mortification be- 
cause, besides not occasioning dangers to health or being a source of 
vanity, everything in it is an aid to spiritual renewal.18

3 . THE FRUITS OF ACTIVE PURGATION

W hen the soul has reached the stage o f renewal wherein it ex- 
periences a change of life, mortification of its interior and exterior 
senses, and renunciation o f all w orldly vanities; when it has con- 
quered self by mortification and the sincere acceptance of its cross 
whereon it crucifies every sinful inclination and the whole body of 
sin in order truly to follow Christ; it begins to taste the fruits of 
these first victories. It experiences such fervor, consolation, sweet- 
ness, and delight that they render insipid and bitter all earthly fruits. 
The reason for this is that, in order the better to extricate the soul 
from the things of earth, “ the Father of mercies and the G od of all 
consolations”  treats it like a delicate child and draws it to Himself 
with the gentle bonds o f a tender and delightful love. For when the 
soul tastes the exquisite savor of the things of God, it will have 
nothing but loathing, repugnance, disgust, and horror for all mun
dane tastes.19

Like a little child caressed by God, the soul then begins to see to 
some extent and to feel through experience how truly happy are the 
poor in spirit, who have their treasure and their heart in G od alone; 
the meek, who, after the fashion o f the divine Master, strive to sub- 
ject themselves and be masters of self; the peacemakers, who receive 
the peace sent from heaven, a peace wherein the H oly Ghost abides, 
testifying to them that they are the sons of G od; the merciful, who

18 Rom. 8:2: “For the law of the spirit of life, in Christ Jesus, hath delivered me 
from the law of sin and of death.”

19 St. Augustine, Confessioris, IX, 1: “ How delightful did it instantly become for 
me to lack the delights of vanities! It became a joy to me to be deprived of those 
very things which formerly I had feared to lose. Thou, O true and supreme De
light, didst cast them from me; Thou didst cast them forth and in their place Thou 
didst enter in, more sweet than any other pleasure. . . . Then was my mind freed 
from gnawing cares . . . and childlike, I prattled to Thee, my light, my wealth, 
my salvation, my Lord and my God.”
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find the divine m ercy; those who hunger and thirst after justice, who 
are satiated in the fountain of divine life which makes all other 
things b itter;20 those who weep and suffer unjust persecution, for 
they now receive the consolations of the kingdom; and especially 
the pure of heart, because, seeing God, they lack nothing. If worldly 
souls would but know how delicious are the fruits of the cross and 
how sweet it is to taste in secret the divine gift! H ow  quickly they 
would abandon their miserable pastimes and how they would hasten 
to exchange these for the inestimable treasures hidden in the beati- 
tudes!

4. TH E W A Y OF TH E CROSS

That this happiness may be lasting and continually perfected and 
increased, it is necessary to understand once and for all and faith- 
fully to put into practice the basic and all-embracing lesson of the 
followers of Christ: “ If any man will come after Me, let him deny 
himself, and take up his cross daily, and follow  M e.”  21 In this con- 
tinual self-denial for the purpose o f following the motions of the 
Spirit of Jesus in all things which perfect docility is contained all 
progress in the spiritual life. He who is faithful in this self-denial will 
make great advances in a short time. But he who is not faithful, how- 
ever much he may labor in great tasks, w ill proceed very slowly, if 
indeed he does not remain stationary or even retrogress. The Imita- 
tion of Christ contains this same teaching: “ T he progress that thou 
shalt make will be in proportion to the violence done to self.”  He 
who never does violence to self cannot, because of the enormity of 
his own weakness, avoid falling.22

20 John 4:13 f.: “Whosoever drinketh of this water, shall thirst again; but he that 
shall drink of the water that I will give him, shall not thirst forever; but the water 
that I will give him, shall become in him a fountain of water, springing up unto life 
everlasting.”

21 Luke 9:23.
22 Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, 7: “ I would, then, that I could convince spiritual 

persons that this road to God consists not in a multiplicity of meditations nor in 
ways or mcthods of such, nor in consolations, although these things may in their 
own way be necessary to beginners; but that it consists only in the one thing that is 
needful, which is the ability to deny oneself truly, according to that which is with- 
out and to that which is within, giving oneself up to suffering for Christ’s sake, and 
to total annihilation. For the soul that thus demes itsclf will achieve this suffering 
and annihilation, and more also, and will likewise find more than suffering and 
annihilation therein. And if a soul be found wanting in this exercise, which is the 
sum and root of the virtues, all its other methods are so much wandering about in
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On the other hand, according as \ve do violence to ourselves to 
corrcct our imperfections, we shall place ourselves in the hands of 
the divine Spirit so that He may work in us according to His own 
good pleasure and may bring to abundant fruition in us all manncr of 
virtues and good works. Our rectitude and purity of intention will 
be of the sanie measure as our abnegation. T he intensity of our self- 
abnegation will likewise detcrmine the degree in which we “ walk 
w orthy of the vocation in which [we] are called, with all humility 
and mildness, with patience, supporting one another in charity, 
careful to keep the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. One 
body and one Spirit; . . . that henceforth we be no more children 
tossed to and fro, and carried about with every wind of doctrine 
. . . but doing the truth in charity, we may in all things grow up in 
Him who is the head, even Christ: a3 from whom the whole body 
. . . maketh increase of the body, unto the edifying of itself in 
charity. . . . [Thus are we] renewed in the spirit of [our] mind:

a maze, and profiting not at all, although its mcditations and Communications may 
bc as lofty as tliosc of the angels. For progress comes not save througli the imitation 
of Christ.”

St. Augustine, Mctmtal, chap. 16: “The kingdoni of heaven suffers the violence 
of bcing conqucred by our good works. . . .  It demands nothing less prccious than 
voursclf; and whatever you are, that is what it must cost you. . . . Christ delivered 
Himsclf up in order to conquer you and to win you for the kingdom of God the 
Father . . . so you also ought to ahandon yoursclf to God so that you may be 
His kingdom; so that sin will not rcign in your rnortal body, but the Spirit of the 
Lord.”

Tauler, histitutions, chap. 14: “As vou separate yoursclf from all things, so in 
that measure, and no more or no less, will God abide with all Flis riches in the depth 
of your soul. But if you dwell in yoursclf, then God will live apart from you. 
Whatever you have or whatever you can possess, dispose of it by means of your 
abnegation. In that wav and in no other will you cnjoy true peace.”

Imitation: “ My son, vou must give all for all and keep nothing of thy own” (III, 
27). "You cannot possess pcrfect libertv unlcss you deny yourself wholly” (III, 42).

“Alake the firm resolution,” savs La Figucra (Suma espiritual, III, 1) , “ of taking 
the bitter as swcct and the swect as bitter and then you will see what great peace 
you will possess.” “ It is ncccssary,” says Ven. Sistcr Barbara (Vida, p. 445), “ to hate 
self in order to be lovcd better; to blind oncsclf in order to see better; to rc- 
nouncc liberty to gain frecdom; to ahandon richcs to bccome lich; to suffer to 
avoid pain; to wage constant war in order to live in peace.”

23Lallemant, Spiritttal Doctrine, III, 1, art. 2: “The shortest and the surest way 
of attaining to perfectiori, is to study purity of heart rather than the cxcrcise of the 
virtues, because God is ready to bestow all manncr of graccs upon us, provided we 
put no obstacles in their way. Now it is by purifving our heart that we ciear away 
everything which hinders the work of God. When all impediments are removed, 
it is inconceivable what wondcrful effects God produces in the soul.”
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and [we] put on the new man, who according to G od is created in 
justice and holiness of truth”  (Eph. 4 :1-2 4 , passim).

It is in this w ay that we hasten aiong the path to evangelical per- 
fcction, ascending from virtue to virtue, to become perfect as the 
heavenly Father is perfect and to be able to see God on His holy 
mountain. But this attainment demands extreme purity which we 
could never acquire even with all our own powers. It must be pro- 
duced in us by the fire o f the Spirit of renewal.

APPENDIX

1. A n n ih ilatio n  and In crease  

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, IV , 2 3:

Humility is like a magnct by which the soul attracts God to itself. 
When God sees that the soul’s knowledge of its own nothingness makes 
it lose its own being, so to speak, He communicates to it a most noble 
and most perfect being; a being, in a certain sense, without beginning or 
end, a being entirely divine which, as Thou hast said, O Lord, is none 
other than T hy own. He who is united to God is made one spirit with 
Him; not, certainly, by an identity of nature, but by the union of wills. 
The soul united thus to Thee has no other knowledge and no other will 
than T h y own. It works with Thee without perceiving that it works 
also in itself so that everything the soul does seems to it to come from 
Thee rather than from itself, although T hy concursus puts it into action. 
But its workings belong more to Thee than to the soul itself because 
Thou art its beginning, its middle, and its end. It is T h y grace and Thy 
love which principally work in the soul, but never without the soul. 
When the soul reaches this degree of humility it is content with its own 
nothingness which Thou dost increase to make it T h y habitual mansion. 
But the soul that does not possess this annihilation cannot aspire to the 
divine union, for since God is essentially happy in Himself and is in need 
of nothing, if He were to be united to a soul which is not totally annihi- 
lated, Ple would seem to have a need for something. In the creation of the 
universe, God workcd with nothing, and that nothingness was sup- 
planted by creatures to which He desired to unite Himself, giving them 
being and a participation in Himself, according to their capacities. In 
the same way, if He is to unite Himself anew with a soul and bestow His
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favors upon it, it is necessary that Ele find in that soul nothingness. . . - 
God is so pleascd vvith a soul thus annihilatcd that He remains continually 
united to it and bv this union Ele communicatos Elis divine perfectioris 
to it as far as the creature is capable.

St. Catherine of Siena, Life,  I, io:

The soul which perccives its own nothingness and realizes that all its 
good is in its Creator, abandons itself to Him so perfcctly and so sub
merges itsclf in God that all its activitv is directed bv Him and exerciscd 
on Him. This union of iovc, which increases from day to dav, transforms 
the soul into God in such a way that it can have no other thoughts, no 
other desires, no otiicr love but His. It loses all rccollcction of self and 
sees nothing but God. It takes no account of self or other creatures except 
in relation to Him. . . . This is the lawful love which cannot mislead 
us because then the soul follows the divine will and desires nothing and 
does nothing outside of God.

2. A dvantages of A n n ih ila tio n  and A bnegatio n

Blcssed H enry Suso, Union, chap. 2: “EIc who wishes to gain all 
must annihilate himself and detach himsclf from self and all things. 
H appy the man who perseveres in this w ay! W ith what ease he w ill 
be raised to celestial things!”  The same Blessed Suso says in his Dis
ciplina spiritualis, I:

Who could ever explain the inestimable treasures which are contained 
in this intimate conviction of our own nothingness? . . . One year 
passed in this state of self-annihilation is of more value than fifty years of 
a religious life made dissipate and sterile because of the ignorance of self. 
Of what avail are pcnances, scourgings, fastings on bread and water, 
studies, pilgrimages, and all the other exterior works without this interior 
conviction that you are not (non smn) ? This is the quickcst way to at- 
tain heaven.

Blosius, Inst., chap. 2:

On this holy consideration and conviction of his own nothingness de- 
pends a man’s whole sanctity. . . . Without the unceasing and diligent 
practice of mortification and abnegation it is impossible to advance in 
any way. In true and total mortification is found the true and joyful 
way. He who is continually dying to self is continually beginning to 
live a new life in God. Nothing more pleasing can be offered to God than
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resignation of one’s own will; else is more esteemed by men. . . . The 
soul will not perfectly perceive God in its dcpths until everything dis- 
orderly within it has perished. This mortification is indeed difficult and 
arduous in the beginning, but, if the soul perseveres in it manfully, then, 
with God’s help, it becomes extremely easy and supremely delightful.

Grou, Manuel, p. 163:

The habit of self-denial and death to self becomes more and more easy 
and at the end of a certain period of time, one marvels at seeing that now 
there is hardly any effort, where formerly this practice seemed intoler- 
able and terrifying. Our own pride is the reason why it is so difficult to 
bear with scorn, calumny, and humiliation. . . . Hence it is our pride 
that agitates us, makes us indignant, and renders our life bitter and un- 
bearable. If we work seriously to annihilate self and give no heed to pride 
and self-love, but wholeheartedly accept the little contradictions we en- 
counter, then little by little we shall cease to be disturbed by what is 
thought or said of us or the way we are treated.

P a s s iv e  P u r g a t io n

Since w e find that we are so seriously wounded and vitiated and 
since our evil is so extensive and deep-rooted that it penetrates the 
most intimate depths of our nature, it follows that all our mortifica- 
tions and abnegations are not sufficient o f themselves to “ purge out 
the old leaven . . . of malice and wickedness”  and convert us into 
“ the unleavened bread of sincerity and truth.”  24 N or can they cure 
our vices, root out our evil inclinations, put in order all those things 
that are disordered, and restore us to our primitive rectitude and 
purity. In addition to our practice of mortifications we must aban- 
don ourselves unreservedly to the divine action so that the fire 
of the H oly Ghost may purify and renew us to the extern that is 
necessary for perfect union with God.

T he purgations we need most are those which will penetrate to 
the very depth of the soul and will reach everything within us that 
is unclean so that the disorder of sin can be entirely removed. These 
purgations must be as varied and as forceful as our evil inclinations 
are numerous and strong; they must be the more violent and painful 
as the seriousness and number o f our own faults are greater; and,

241 Cor. 5:7 f.
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finally, they must be so much the more probing and penetrating as 
the root of evil is the more profound. Since our evil inclinations and 
onr lack of rectitude and purity are deeply rooted and hidden, our 
own efforts, diligence, mortifications, and every imaginable penance 
will not suffice nor can they ever suffice to re-establish in us that 
rectitude and purity and to root out those evil inclinations. W e are 
stili unable to realize the enormity of our evil and for that reason we 
cannot as yet discover an apt remedy for it.

It is readily seen, then, how far they have deviated from the truth 
who attempt by their own efforts and witb rcliance on no one else to 
re-establish right order and to arrive at perfection. W hat they suc- 
ceed in doing is to augment their disorder by closing their eyes to 
evil and to be filled with presumption and haughtiness.

Even in those things which appear to us to be very pure, righteous, 
and holy, we are guilty of a thousand inadvertent imperfections 
which we could never discover without sorne superior light. Much 
less are we able to correct them, unless some superior power comes 
to our aid. Since nothing vitiated or stained can be joined to supreme 
purity, holiness, and justice, without degenerating, smothering, and 
being repugnant to it, to arrive at perfect union and divine perfec
tion it is necessary that God Himself have a hand in the work of our 
purification and rehabilitation.

I .  DIVERSITY AND ORDER OF PASSIVE PURGATIONS

A li the mortifications and active purgations which we practice 
would serve us poorly indeed if God did not perfcct and complete 
them with the passive purgations to which, in His mercy, H e sub- 
jccts us. Thcse passive purgations reach down into the very depth of 
our soul and there they discover and correct innum erale faults and 
imperfections which we oursclves would never notice, much less 
remedy. God mercifully conceals such things from fervent souls so 
that they will not be overwhelmed or discouraged. He discloses 
these imperfections only by degrees and in the measure needful to 
purify souls and subject them to new trials.25

25 St. Cathcrine of Gcnoa, Dialogues, III, 8: “When permeated with the senti- 
ments of pure love, the soul is so delicate and sensitive that it cannot tolerate even 
the shadow of a defect. The sight of the slightest imperfection is as insupportable 
to the soul as hell itself. Therefore, God hides from it the evil inclinations to which 
man is subject, for if the soul could see clearly the state of depravation to which sin
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The passive purgations are divided into sensible and spiritual, ac- 
cording as they refer principally to the body and sensitive nature, 
subjecting it to reason, or to the depth of the soul and the ra- 
tional life, subjecting it to the Spirit. T he sensible purgations, in 
part, usuaily precede and accompany illumination, as illumination 
itself partly precedes and partly accompanies perfect union.20 Spirit
ual purgations begin in full after the imperfect or conforming union 
and they always precede the perfect or transforming union of the 
mystical marriage. W e should note that the three ways, called pur
gative, illuminative, and unitive, which are bettcr called three phases 
or sections of the path to perfection, are not at all mutually exclusive. 
Rather they overlap and intermingle, although at each moment one 
of the three predominates.

2 . PU R IT Y OF HF.ART AND ILLU M IN ATIO N

Those who, with Rousseau, lanient that God Himself did not 
deign to spcak to thein as I le did to the prophcts would certainly 
never have dreamed of the difiicult trials to which those prophcts 
had to subjcct themselves and be subjected in order to be able fruit- 
fully to hear the voice of God.-'7 N o one can see God, or even hear 
1 Iis voice, unless he dies to self.2S

T o  be illumined, a soul must advance toward God in sanctity and 
purity of life; to approach Him, one must remove one’s shoes as 
Moses did; that is, rid oneself of base affections for the world. But 
it is not enough to be purged of the gross inclinations of the “ animal 
man.”  T o  hear the voice of God in the depth of our conscience and * 26 27 28

had reduced it, it would become discouraged. God makes known to the soul its 
weaknesses not all at once, but one at a time and the horror which thev excite in 
the light of divine justice makes the soul cry out many times with the Psalmist: ‘Be 
pleased, O Lord, to delivcr me: look down, O Lord, to help me’ (Ps. 39:14). If they 
belicved that they had contracted the slightest stain, even involuntarily, they would 
never tire of purifying thcmsclves with the most austere pcnances.”

26 Weiss, A polope, X, :8: ‘T h e  illumination which we are trcating here is not 
only that of the intcllect, but that of the whole man.” Sin constitutes darkness, 
propcrly so called, and true light is the light of justice. He who is separated from 
God cannot know himself, nor can he know the path which lcads to pcace; and 
as long as he does not advance toward God, he rcmains in darkness (St. Gregory 
the Grcat, Moralia, V , 12 f.; XI, 58; XXIX , 32). 'The more our charity incrcascs, 
the more also do the lights of our intcllect increasc (St. Gregory Nazianzen, Oratio, 
4°. 5>-

27 See Wisd. 1:3-5.
28 See Exod. 33:20.
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to rcccivc thc divine lights as we ought, we need the utmost recol- 
lection and attention and a superhuman simplicity and purity.29 God 
carrics rlic soul to solitude in order to speak to its heart30 and the 
soul must be altogether pure and simple, recollected and attentive, 
if it is to hear and understand the divine language. It must flee from 
the mundane noise o f creatures, from all tumuit of the passions and 
vain w orldly cares and even from itself, by stripping its imagination 
and memory of all human recollection and thought, if it wishes to 
perceive that soft whisper of the divine Spirit who speaks to us the 
word spoken in private.31 A t the same time the soul must have a right 
intention, and its eyes must be so clean and candid that everything is 
transparent to it. There must not be the slightest duplicity which 
causes the soul to fall back upon itself and attribute to itself any- 
thing that God speaks and works in it. This would be to have an 
evil eye, the oculus nequam  of self-love which vitiates and per- 
verts everything, making all things dark,32 whereas with a simple 
eye, all things are illuminated.33

T he profound recollection and the extreme purity, rectitude, 
and simplicity which are necessary if we are to be inundated in 
the divine light and able to recognize our impcrfections, can only 
be the work of God in us. He alone, possessing those pcrfections 
by Elis essence, can communicate them to us in the required meas- 
ure.34

29 lmitation of Christ, Bk. II, chap. 4: “ Simplicity must be in the intention; purity 
in the affcction. Simplicity tends to God; purity clasps Him and tastes Him. . . . 
If your heart be right, thcn every creature will be to you a mirror of life and a book 
of holy doctrine. . . . A pure heart pierces heaven and hell.”

30 Osee 2:14.
31 Job 4:12.
32 Once St. Catherine of Siena asked the Lord why He no longer familiarly com- 

municated with men and He answered that it was because men no longer possess 
sufficient simplicity. Instead, they appropriate to thcmselves the lights and gifts 
which He has given them. Instead of listcning to Him, tlieir Master, they want 
Him to listcn to them as a disciple.

3:1 Sce Alatt. 6:22 f.; Luke 11:34-36 Without perfect simplicity and sincerity in 
all things it is impossible to advance in the ways of the Lord. The Spirit of Wisdom 
flees from the least dcception (Wisd. 1:5), and He communicates His sccrets only 
to the simple (Prov. 3:32; 11:20). Therefore, “he that walketh sincercly, walketh 
confidently”  (ibid., 10:9; 28:18); hut he whose “heart is divided . . . shall perish” 
(Osee 10:2). “ A douhle minded man is inconstant in all his ways” (Jas. 1:8), hut 
“the simplicity of the just shall guidc them” (Prov. 11 :3 ) .

34 “The soul desirous of possessing purity,”  said our Lord to St. JVlagdalen of 
Pazzi (CEuvres, II, 15), “must he totally dead and separated from self. It must have 
no understanding, knowledge, or will of its own; that is, it must not understand or
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B y  means of that communicated light, the soul discovers that of 
itself it is nothing but an abyss of evil, of nothingness, obscurity 
and miseries, and that if it possesses anything of good, it is ali due 
to the divine mercy. The soul is tlien inflamed with the lively de- 
sire of being united forever with that supreme Good who is the 
source of ali perfections and who contains in Himself all the treas- 
ures of light and goodness, of wisdoin and beauty. A t the same 
time the soul sees itself full of countless faults and imperfections 
which form erly it did not perceive or which may have seemed 
to it to be very insignificant, simply because it did not have eyes 
to see them or because they were small only in comparison with 
what we term grave faults. Yet in themselves these faults are truly 
enormous in the presence of infinite holiness and they cannot but 
impede that union which is so much desired. The soul sees itself 
filled with personal views and self-interest; and all its intentions, 
however pure, simple, and sincere they may appear, are uncon- 
sciously enveloped in the deceits of self-love.

The soul now realizes that to acquire absolute simplicity and 
to be sufficiently purified so that it can be united with absolute 
sanctity and justice, a terrible purgation is necessary, either in this 
life or in the next.35 The ardent eagerness of the soul to be united 
with God at once and to be freed from the miseries that afflict 
it and of the defects which are so displeasing to God, makes the 
soul exclaim with fervor: “ Prove me, O Lord, and try me; burn * 85

know or wish to know anything but what I wish. It must complctcly lose its own 
being and be reclothed, as much as is possible, in Mine. It must die to sclf to live 
only in Me who am its Creator and its God. Souls of this tvpe are rightly called 
angels on carth because of their great purity, for they possess this virtue in the 
most perfect and most sublime degree that it is possible to attain in this life.”

85 St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, chap. 8: “God enabled me to see that on 
His part, He never closes the gates of hcaven to anyone and all those who desire 
to enter, do enter . . . ; but His divine Essence is of so great a puritv and so in- 
comprehensible that the soul which has within itself the slightest spcck of imper- 
fection would rathcr be cast into a thousand hells than be presented bcfore such 
holy majesty. Therefore, sceing that Purgatory was establishcd by God for the 
purification of souls of their stains, the soul is happy to be placed therein and it 
deems it the greatest mercy to find that means of destroying the obstacle which 
prevents it from flinging itself into the divine embrace. Purgatory is such a state that 
no human tongue can fittingly speak of it, nor can any spirit comprchend it. I know 
only that in its intcnsity of suftering it is equal to hell itself and yet any soul that 
has the slightest stain accepts this suffering as a great act of God’s mercy and it 
reckons as nothing all that it suffers when compared to the sorrow caused by those 
stains which prevent it from following the impulses of its love.”
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m y rcins and my heart. And see if  there be in me the w ay of 
iniquity: and lcad me in the eternal w ay.”  38 Thus the soul joy- 
fully submits to all the trials which the heavenly Father sends it. 
And if, in the midst of these trials, it finds itself weakening, then 
it tries to resign itself, to have recourse to prayer, and to say: “ T h y  
will, not mine, be done. Flallowed be T h y  blessed name. T h y  king- 
dom come.”

Taking courage and being inflamed with new desires of puri- 
fication, it says: “ Wash me yet more from m y iniquity, and cleanse 
me from m y sin.”  37 “ Thou shalt wash me, and I shall be made whiter 
than snow.”  38 “ Create a clean heart in me and renew a right spirit 
within m y bowels. Cast me not away from T h y  face; and take not 
T h y  holy spirit from me.”  30 T he soul sees, as did St. Catherine of 
Siena, that we cannot have fire without blood, nor blood without 
fire.40 That is, we cannot have ardent charity without the spirit of 
sacrifice, nor can we have true abnegation without fervent charity. 
T o  be filled with a love which is as strong as death and which destroys 
all servile fear, one needs to be permeated with the consideration and 
imitation o f the sufferings of Christ whose precious blood blotted out 
our iniquities, reconciled us to God, and gave us the power to tri- 
umph over all our enemies.41

36 Ps. 25:2; 138:23 f.
87 Ps. 50:4.
38 Ps. 50:9.
38 Ps. 50:12 f.
40 Letter 52.
41 St. Catherine of Siena, Letters: “God re-created us through grace in His Blood. 

In that Blood we find the font of His mercy; in that Blood, clemency; in that Blood, 
fire; and in that Blood, piety. By that Blood is justice rendered for our sins, by that 
Blood is our hardness softened. Bitter things are made sweet and the greatest and 
heavicst of burdcns are made light. Since virtues are maturcd in this Blood, the 
soul is inebriated and inundated in this Blood for the honor of God” (Letter 57).

When we have bcen “ inflamed with the love of virtue, we desire to give blood 
for Blood and life for Life. By virtue of this Blood all our iniquities will be de- 
stroyed and removed and there is nothing that can then impede or dcstroy our 
joy. This Blood will enable us to bear and suffer all pains with holy patience until, 
like St. Paul, we glory in our tribulations, desiring to be conformed with Christ 
crucified and to put on His opprobrium for the honor of God and the salvation of 
souls. O how happy is that soul which sweetly passes over this tempestuous sea and 
the afflictions of the world with vigilance, humility, and constant prayer, inflamed 
with fire, inebriated with holy desires, and submerged in the Blood of Christ cruci
fied! Through this Blood we shall receive at the end of our life the fruit of our 
labors. This Blood removes all suffering and gives delight; it deprives man of self 
and makes him approach to God. . . .  In that state, man does not feel fatigue be- 
cause he is dead to self-will and even in this life he enjoys the plcdge and glory of
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Before the soul arrives at these ardcnt Iongings and these pure 
and fervent desires for new purgations, which are terrible and very 
painful, it must first be comforted and purified by lights, rewards, 
consolations, and sensible fervors proportionate to its habitual state. 
As yet it is not in a position to expericnce those lights which are en- 
tircly spiritual. The soul must also take great pains to secure purity 
of heart so that, through the salutary bathing in that blood which 
purifies, invigorates, and renews, its palate will be rectified in 
such a w ay that it will be able to appreciate the sweetness of the 
Cross. Thus, more and more it gains a taste for thimrs divine and 
an aversion for the things of earth. The eyes of its understanding 
are enlightened to discover and admire the divine wonders and 
the infinite treasures of the knowledge and wisdom which are hid- 
den in Jesus Christ.* 42

eternity. He possessos peace and quiet because he has rid himsclf of the enemy who 
wages constant war. Ilence, we sliould constantly be mindful of that Blood which 
flowed with the fire of love. . . . The soul then enjoys here on earth eternal life. 
It sees that it has received, not by anv right, but through grace, the life of the Blood, 
by conforming its will with the sweet will of God” (Lctter 58).

“ I desire that you be submerged in the Blood of the Son of God and inflamed 
with the fire of divine charity, for here all servile fear is lost and there remains 
only reverential fear. What can the devii, the world and its slaves do to one who 
possesses this love without measure which has as its object the Blood of Christ 
crucificd? Nothing, surely. Rather, those things are instruments to test and increase 
our virtue. . . . Secking pain, the soul finds delight; sccking dclight, it finds pain. 
It is far better for us to be inundated in the Blood of Christ and in It to kill, with
out any nicrcy, our perverse wills and thus preserve a free heart before God. Then 
will our joy be increased and we shall labor without tiring. We shall feci no suf- 
fering at any obedience that is placed on us, but only dclight, for nothing can then 
separate us from Christ. Rather, obedience then makcs us acquire patience and has- 
ten more quickly to embrace the Cross. . . . O how delightful it would be to be 
persecuted for Christ crucificd! In this do I wish you to find your dclight: in what- 
ever way that God shall send you crosses and sufrerings, not to select them accord- 
ing to your own good pleasure, but according to the manner and pleasure of Him 
who sends them to you. This is the way which the saints followed” (Letter 60).

42 See Coi. 2:2-3; Eph. 1:17-20; 3:19.
St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 65: “O glorious Blood which gives us life, which 

makes the invisible visible, which manifests to us the divine mercy, washing away 
the sin of disobedience by the obedience of the Word of G o d!”

Blessed Henry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, chaps. 1, 2, 3, passivi: “ If you wish to know 
and contemplate M y Divinitv, begin now to know and love Me in the torments of 
M y sorrowful Passion. . . . N o one can attain to the grandeurs of M y Divinity, 
save through the humiliations of My humanity. He who thinks to elevate himself 
without the aid of M y Blood, no matter how great his powers, falis most miserably 
into the darkness of ignorance. The luminous gate which you seek is M y blood- 
stained humanity. . . . Do not fear that you will faint along the way of M y Cross. 
T o  him who loves God wholeheartedly, the Cross seems so light, so easy, so bear-
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3. TH E PEACE OF TH E SONS OF GOD

W hen, through exterior and interior mortification, perpetual 
guard over the senses, and vigilance over its most intimate move- 
ments and affections, the soul seems already to have gained con- 
trol o f the passions which enslave us and when God Himself is 
comforting and purifying the soul with certain lights and sensible 
fervors, then, as has been said, the soul is almost led to believe that 
it has accomplished everything and has at last arrived at true per- 
fection. It begins to experience to some degree the ineffable de- 
lights of the peace and glorious liberty o f the sons of God. It has 
learned through experience that this liberty consists precisely in 
breaking the bonds of the passions and of conforming to the in- 
fallible norm of righteousness, which is the divine will. Filled with 
joy, it exclaims with St. Augustine: “ T o  serve God is to reign.”

In this happy peace which just souls en joy, they live now as true 
citizens of the peaceful kingdom wherein God treats them as His 
blessed sons, heaping favors upon them and desiring to give them 
joy. “ He will do the will of them that fear Him: and He will hear 
their prayer.”  Their very penances and austerities become taste- 
ful by reason of the sweet consolations they bring and the lov- 
ing and fervent longings they awaken. Each time they conquer 
self out of love of God, they enjoy the fruit of the most difficult 
victory, which is supremacy over self. For each obsta cie which 
they remove, the divine Paraclete enkindles in them new flames of 
charity 43 and proposes in their hearts the steps of firm resolutions by

able that he is never tempted to abandon it. No one is so comforted as he who 
shares My Cross, for M y delights are poured forth in abundance on the soul that 
drinks of the chalice of M y bitterness. If the bark is rough, the fruit is delicious 
and one does not notice the suffering, when one thinks of the reward. . . . He 
who begins to fight with Me, is alreadv almost victorious.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions, chap. 47: “ ‘I am He who takes away the sins 
of the world. . . . This Blood which you see is the bath of true purification. . . . 
This Heart is your true dwelling place. Do not fear, My sons, to manifest by word 
and action this truth of My way and My life which the evil ones fight against, for 
I shall always be with you to aid and succour you.’ . . .  I saw that this purification 
had three grades: the easy avoidance of evil, the joyful practice of good, and the 
ultimate transformation of the soul in God. In each grade the soul receives a singu- 
lar beauty. The beauty of the third grade, however, is ineffable. It can only be said 
that the soul is lost from view in the pure abyss which is Jesus Christ and all that 
can be seen is Him, either suffering or being glorificd in the soul.”

43 Dark Night of the Soul, I, chap. 1 1 : “This enkindling of love is not as a rule felt 
at first, . . . by reason of the impurity of human nature. . . . Yet sometimes, nev-
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which, with new and more ardent longings and renewed strength, 
they ascend from virtue to virtue until they see God in Sion.44

Then when they behold the works of the Lord and the won- 
ders He has done upon the earth,45 tasting and knowing by ex- 
perience how sweet is the Lord, they will understand only that 
man is blessed who hopes in Him.40 Holding in horror all the pleas- 
ures of the world, which form erly seemed so pleasant to them, 
they find their delight in searching for the one and only Beloved 
and faithful Lover of their souls who purifies them and beautifies

ertheless, there soon begins to make itself felt a certain ycarning toward God; and 
the more this increases, the more is the souL affectioned, and enkindled in love 
toward God, without knowing or understanding how and whence this love and 
affection came to it, but from time to time seeing this flame and this enkindling 
grow so grcatly within it that it desires God with ycarning of love; even as David,
. . . said of himself in these words, namely: Bccause my heart was enkindled . . . 
my reins also were changed: that is, my desires for sensnal affections were changed.
. . . And I, he says, was dissolved in nothing and annihilated, and I knew not; for, 
as we have said, without knowing the way whcreby it goes, the soul finds itself 
annihilated with respect to all things above and below which were accustomed to 
please it; and it finds itself enamoured, without knowing how. And because at 
times the enkindling of love in the spirit grows greater, the yeamings for God 
become so great in the soul that the very bones seem to be dried up by this thirst.
. . . This thirst David had and felt, when he said: M y soul thirsted for the living 
God. . . . Of this thirst, since it is living, we may say that it kills. . . . But it must 
be noted that, as I began to say just now, this love is not as a rule felt at first, but 
only the dryness and emptiness are felt whereof we are speaking. Then in place of 
this love which afterwards becomes gradually enkindled, what the soul experiences 
in the midst of these aridities and emptinesses of the faculties is an habitual care 
and solicitude with respect to God, together with grief and fear that it is not 
serving Him. But it is a sacrifice which is not a little pleasing to God that the soul 
should go about afflicted and solicitous for His love. This solicitude and care lcad 
the soul into that secret contemplation, until, the senses (that is, the sensual part) 
having in course of time been in some degree purged of the natural affections and 
powers by means of the aridities which it causes within them, this Divine love be
gins to be enkindled in the spirit.”

The Living Flame, stanza 3: “ In the first place, it must be noted that these cav- 
erns of the faculties, when they are not empty and purged and cleansed from all 
creature affection, are not conscious of their great emptiness, which is due to their 
profound capacity. . . . But, when they are empty and clean, the hunger and thirst 
and yearning of their spiritual sense become intolerable. . . . And this great feel- 
ing of pain commonly occurs towards the close of the illumination and purification 
of the soul, ere it attains to union, wherein it has final satisfaction. For, when the 
spiritual appetite is empty and purged, . . . then the suffering caused by this emp
tiness and thirst is worse than death, especially when the soul is vouchsafed some 
foresight or glimpse of the Divine ray and this is not communicated to it. It is 
souls in this condition that suffer with impatient love, so that they cannot remain 
long without either receiving or dying.”

44 See Ps. 83:6-8.
45 Ps. 45:9.
46 Ps. 33:9.
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them with Ilis  virtues, living in solitudc where they can always 
cnjoy rhat most sweet Good alone and without witnesses.47 When 
thcy fccl His ineffable touches of love and His divine caresses, they 
are impatient to correspond with them and they begin before time 
to sing the loving canticle of the spouse who already possesses his 
soul in perfect calm and peace. G od desires that these souls should 
tlien begin to taste the twclve fruits of His Spirit and to some cxtent 
enjoy the beatitudes.48

4. TRIALS OF TH E FA IT H FU L SOUL

These sensible fervors and premature rewards are not usually of 
long duration. The zealous Lover o f souls desires them to be in- 
comparably purer so that He can communicate Himself to them 
fully and without reserve. T o  achieve this purification, H e sub- 
mits them to hard tests of fidelity and He tries the rightness of 
intention by which they love Him. He makes them pass through 
fire and water and suffer other strenuous purgations in order to 
erase and destroy the impurities of self-love which prevent them 
from arriving at the desired refreshment (Ps. 6 5 :12 ) .

47 St. Augustine, Meditations, chaps. 32-34: “M y God, true and most perfect life, 
from whom, through whorn, and in whom live all things which truly live; . . . to 
separate ourselvcs from Thee is to fall, to tum to Thee is to be lifted up, and to re- 
main in Thee is to be firm and secure; no one lcaves Thee but he is dcceivcd, no one 
seeks Thee but he is instructed, no one finds Thee but he is purified. To know Thee 
is to live, to serve Thee is to reign, to glorify Thee is joy and salvation to the soul. 
. . .  I humbly besccch Thee that Thou root out of my soul all its vices and piant in 
it all the holy virtues. . . . Grant me . . . purity of hcart and joy of soul so that 
loving Thee perfectly and praising Thee in a fitting manner, I may know, taste, 
and experience how sweet Thou art.”

48Cant. 1:3 ; 2:3. Grou, Manuel, pp. 46-47: “Souls that fully abandon thcm- 
sclves to God, offering Him their whole hcart and in no way motivated by self- 
love or self-interest, begin, from the first moment of their conversion, to taste how 
good God is and how favorably He receives the sincerely repentant sinner. . . . 
But this peace which the soul experiences in the beginning is nothing in comparison 
with that which Jesus Christ promiscs it even in this life if it remains faithful and 
generous. The consummation of the spiritual life is immediate union with God; 
not only a union, but a transformation and unity—the cxpression of the adorable 
unity which reigns in the three divine persons. Jesus Christ said exactly that in His 
last prayer, for His chosen ones, which was addressed to His heavenly Father. . . . 
The Apocalypse expresses the intimate familiarity of this fellowship between God 
and the soul in the following words: ‘I shall sup with him and he with Me.’ . . . 
The food of the soul wil! be the very same as that by which God is nourished. God 
will pass into His creature, and the creature will pass into God, and they will have 
one and the same principlc of life. Hence the soul already begins to cnjoy here be- 
low and under the veil of faith what He promised to it. . . . This communication 
is such that even the soul which actually experiences it does not understand it nor 
can it ever understand it.”
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That soul which pants for God with so sweet a Jove and seeks 
Him with yearnings so ardent, which seems even now to practicc 
the Christian virtues to a heroic dcgree and to progress along the 
path of perfection with gigantic strides, so rapidly, indeed, that it 
seems not to walk, but to fly, does not truly fly  because as yet 
wings have not been given it. Rather, it is carried in arms like 
a child which is fondled and led on by caresses. It must travel very 
far to be perfect, for it is stili weak in virtue. As yet its delicate 
stomach cannot endure the solid food o f the perfect man: great 
tribulations suffered alone and without any consolation except the 
pure and disinterested love of God.

The consolations and sensible fervors in which the soul abounds 
and by which all things are made easy for it are the milk of infancy 
with which God soothes and attracts it to Himsclf so that it may 
cultivate a love for the things o f His divine Service and a horror 
and nausea for the vile and deceptive delights of the world.49 There- 
fore, if the soul has fled from earthly pleasures and has sought God 
with great ardor, this was owing in great measure, although the 
soul itself may not realize it, to the fact that in divine things it 
found more and more consolation.50 It was with a subtle and dis- 
guised self-Iove ihat it was seeking itself and its own tastes, for it 
loved God not purely for Himsclf, but because of His gifts.51 The

49 St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 106: “ I desire to see you become a manly man
and not a child that stili needs the milk of consolation, because a child is not capa- 
ble of fighting for God. He who is stili a victim of self-lovc finds no delight in 
auything other than the milk of his own spiritual and tempora] consolations and he 
finds his pleasure with others like himself. But when he has become a man and has 
put away delicacy and self-love, he eats bread with the mouth of holy desire, chew- 
ing it with the teeth of hate and love, in such wisc that the harder it is, the greater 
delight does he find in it. Being strong, he seeks the company of the strong . . ,
he runs with them to battle and he finds his delight in nothing other than fighting 
for trurh, being glorified with St. Paul in suffering many tribulations because of 
it. . . . Alen such as these shine forth with the wounds of Jesus Christ. Following 
His doctrine, they are on the tempestuous sea, but they alwavs have courage and 
in bitterness they find great delights. The more they are despised by the world, the 
more perfectly are they recollccted and United to God. The more persecuted by 
lies, the more they rejoice in the truth. Suffering hunger, nakedncss, injuries and 
rebuffs, the more perfectly are they nourished by the heavenly food, clothed with 
the fire of charity, and libcrated from the nakedness of self-love, which deprives 
them of all virtue. So they find their glory in ignominy and disdain.”

50 Cant. 1:1-3 .
61 Blosius, lnstitutions, chap. 12, sec. 3: “The ascetic must not seek his own con

solation in the gifts of God, but only the divine glory. . . . He should be always 
prepared to be deprived of the counsels which God grants him. Yet, he must never 
reject or impede God’s gifts, but receive them with humility and gratitude, ud
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vcry fncility wliich the soul found in the things of G od and in 
thc practice of virtue was at times an inducement to hidden pre- 
sumption by which it considered itself something, if, indeed, it did 
not cvcn strive to be preferrcd above others who are more perfect 
and who serve G od with greater effort and more merit although 
perhaps they do not enjoy those fervors.

However, when souls are sufficiently detached from the world 
through such fervors and are drawn to the divine Service and made 
to realize that it is good for them to adhere to God and put their 
hope in the Lord (Es. 72:28), they usually lose all those fervors so 
that they can begin to love the Lord with a love that is more pure, 
firm, and sincere. God in His piety is hidden from them then and 
they must seek Him alone and without any sensible attraction. 
That they may seek Him more earnestly and serve Him through 
pure love and not through any self-interest, He lets them walk, as 
it were, on foot, alone, obscurely, and without any clearly-defined 
route.52 Yet even in this state, G od is attracting them in a hidden 
manner and He holds them by the hand so that they do not fall.53

In the face of this unexpected change, they are astonished and 
disconcerted and they know not what to do. T h ey now find it 
difficult and troublesome to advance even a single step, where 
form erly they ran and almost flew, but they do not realize that 
even at that time they were carried in the arms of another. The 
beautiful and radiant light which shone in their souls is now suc- 
ceeded by heavy darkness; ardent fervor gives place to glacial 
frigidity. Everything becomes difficult; even the most simple and 
pleasant things gradually become repugnant and loathsome. N ow  
there is only coldness, reluctance, and aversion for what form erly 
was so delightful. T h ey  have a feeling for nothing, and everything 
seems insupportable to them and, if they withdraw into themselves, 
they find themselves even more insufferable than the many hard- 
ships and contradictions outside. In the midst of that darkness, * 82 83

miring the divine goodness which gives such favors to one so unworthy. . . . He 
should also take care that by excessive austerities assumed at his own good pleasure, 
he does not place an obstacle to grace and the operation of God.”

82 Cant. 3:1 f.
83 St. Gertrude, Revelationes, III, 18: “ I would that my chosen ones be convinced 

of the fact that they please me most when they serve Me at their own expense; that 
is, when, lacking the savor of devotion, they persevere faithfully in their prayers 
and good works, trusting in My piety to accept them. There are many who even 
with fervor and consolations, lose merit and do not advance.”
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which becomes more and more dense, and that increasing aridity 
and difficulty for good, the only things that stand out are the ugli- 
ness of their evil inclinations and the disorder of their passions, 
which seem so unruly that one would think they had never been 
controlled. T h ey  do not attempt to give a reason for what is tak- 
ing place in themselves. It is highly disconcerting for them to see 
themselves fall so suddenly from the high state in which they had 
thought themselves to be, down to the patent misery and disgrace 
in which they now find themselves.

T h ey  fear that ali their lofty perfection may have been an illu- 
sion or a deceit o f the enemy; that they have aspired to a life to 
which they were not called; that God rejects them as unworthy; 
and that now no remedy can be found for their evils. T h ey con- 
tinually torment themselves with fears and gloomy thoughts. H ow - 
ever much they reflect, they cannot understand the reason for this 
abandonment and the severity with which God is treating them. 
Just when they begin to serve and love Him earnestly, He buries 
them in oblivion and abandons them to their own wreakness! T hey 
fear lest they may have offended Him without adverting to it 
and they repeatedly and scrupulously examine their consciences to 
see in what w ay they may have done so. Even when they cannot 
find anything definite, they find themselves in such confusion 
amid the disorder of their evil inclinations that they think they 
have consented to ali of them, that they are living in sin, and that 
they are justly reprobated.

But the secret love of G od upholds them so that they do not fall 
into despair. T h ey  desire to turn back to Him most earnestly, but 
they find themselves without strength or energy for anything and 
all ways seem closed to them. Prayer, even that which is most 
direct, and in which form erly they found great delight, now seems 
impossible to them. T h ey  go to it as to a martyrdom for they can 
no longer find therein any holy thought or feel any affection that 
will sustain them. Rather, they find themselves more tempted and 
confused than ever. W ell might the soul then lament with the 
Prophet of sorrows:

How hath the Lord covered with obscurity the daughter of Sion . . . 
how hath He cast down from heaven to the earth the glorious one of 
Israel. . . . I am the man that sees my poverty by the rod of His indigna-
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tion. I Ic hnth Icd mc, and brought me into darkness, and not into light.
. . , Hc hath compassed me with gall and labor . . . He hath made my 
fcttcrs licavy. Yea, and when I cry, and entreat, He hath shut out my 
prayer. He hath shut up my ways with square stones, He hath turned my 
patiis upside down. . . .  I am made a derision to ali my people, their 
song ali the day long. . . . My end and my hope is pcrished from the 
Lord. Remember my poverty, and transgression, the wormwood, and 
the gall. I will be mindful and remember, and my soul shall languish 
within me. . . . The Lord is my portion, said my soul: therefore will I 
wait for Him. The Lord is good to them that hope in Him, to the Soul 
that seeketh Him. It is good to wait with silence for the salvation of 
God. . . .  [1] shall sit solitary and hold [my] peace: because [I have] 
taken it up upon [myself]. . . .  For the Lord will not cast off forever.
. . . Thou hast set a cloud before Thee, that our prayer may not pass 
through.54

T h ey  must continue to exert themselves; to trust from day to 
day, with their mouth placed in the dust and their tongue stuck 
to their palate. T h ey must resign themselves to the w ill of God 
and await His mercy. And he who perseveres to the end, cry- 
ing out from his heart, since he cannot do so with his tongue, that 
one will be saved. In silence and hope is all his strength.

T e r r i b l e  C r is is  a n d  S e g r e g a t io n

If there is no one to direct these afflicted souls with great pru- 
dence during these trials and to animate them with charity or if 
the souls themselves are not faithful and generous, there is danger 
that little by little and under specious pretexts they will abandon 
the only recourse which is open to them: prayer.55 Because of the 
hardship which they experience, instead of believing prayer to be 
more meritorious as it is harder, and more necessary as tempta- 
tion is stronger, they easily persuade themselves that this exercise 
is not for them and that it serves only to make them offend God 
more.56 So it is that many miserable souls abandon prayer little

64 Lnm. 2 :1; 3:1-44; passim.
65 Palaphox, Varon de deseos, Introd.: “ If the soul is lacking in prayer, which is 

the fuel of divine love, it can readily pass from the interior life to an exterior one; 
from the exterior, to laxity; and from laxity, to death.”

156 St. Catherine of Siena, Life, I, 1 1 :  “Those who are not on their guard, aban
don spiritual exercises when they find themselves deprived of the ordinary con-
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by little in order to devote themselves to other exercises which arc 
less burdensome. Ultimately they become dissipated and they losc 
that sccret affection which continually preoccupies them and at- 
tracts them to God.

T hey well know or they should know now (although they may 
not fully understand this intimate divine operation) that the Lord 
is calling them to a more perfect life, to a life that is more interior 
and more mortified. T h ey know, too, that they will be guilty before 
Him if they harden their hearts and are deaf to that sweet and 
insistent call.* 57 Thcrefore, if they resist Him or if they do not heed 
the mysterious inner voice which calls them so insistently, they 
cannot be excused. Because they have tempted God, they will be 
excludcd from that divine and delightful tranquillity wherewith 
H e lives with them.58

This is the terrible crisis wherein is decided the fate of so many 
souls that have not only been called to serve G od but that have had 
the good fortune to enjoy the sweetness of His fellowship and to 
sit at His tablc. M any there are who wish to accompany Jesus in 
His triumphs and His consolations, but not in His sufferings. 
Such souls quickly lose sight of Him. T h ey join the crovvd which 
follows Him out o f sheer curiosity and are prone to acclaim Him 
or to jeer Him or to be ashamed of Him and abandon Him. FIow- 
ever much they may bless and praise Him at certain times, He will 
not give Ilim self to such souls in an intimate manner because He 
knows the inconstancy and deceitfulness of their hearts.59

T h ey  must suffer with Him if they wish to be glorified with 
Him. T h ey must accompany Him in ali His ways if they wish to 
enjoy the intimacy of His compnny. T h ey  must take up His yoke 
if they wish to find rest and they must lovingly cmbrace their daily 
crosses, following Him with resolution and perseverance so that

solations. . . .  In this way, many falter and cause Satan to rejoice. For Satan dcsircs 
nothing other than to dcprivc them of the wcapons of Jesus Christ which mnkc 
sonis invincible. VVhen the Christian feels himself weakening, he must continue his 
exercises and even prolong thein instead of abandoning them.”

57 The soul of a ccrtain lady once appeared to the Ven. Francesca of the Blcsscd 
Sacrament, begging prayers, and amidst great lamentation she told the rnystic that 
she was now in a great purgatory because she had not responded to the sincere de 
sire which she had had to become a rcligious.”

58 See Ps. 94 :11; Hcb. 3:12-19 ; 4 :1 - 1 1 ;  Matt. 11:29.
59 John 2:24.
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thcy may walk not now in darkness but may always have the light 
o f lifc. T h cy  must tread the narrow path of mortification and 
abncgation and enter through the narrow gate o f total self- 
renunciation in order to live fu lly  in Jesus Christ.

Those who wish to walk “ not by the wild, difficult, and dan- 
gerous paths, but on the highway, the level and beaten track,” 
thinking that very certainly they are “ avoiding singularity 60 and 
are following the ordinary path which is followed by the m ajority,” 
walk blindly to their own perdition, for the wide and well- 
traveled path leads to ruin. Therefore does the Lord command 
us to enter by the narrow gate.61 He who does not resolve to en
ter by that gate, cannot complain at not finding mystical 
rest.62

I .  TH E SM A L L N U M B E R  OF SOULS THAT SURVIVE THIS CRISIS

“ H ow  narrow is the gate, and strait is the w ay that leadeth to 
life: and few  there are that find it!”  03 Jesus Ilim self is that gate and 
that w ay. Those who enter by Him are saved; they find the abun- 
dance, the amplitude, and the liberty of the sons of God and they 
shall know the secrets of the Father.64 But he who is resolved to 
follow Him, must deny himself and must take up his cross and die 
to ali things for Him and His gospel. Fle who dies will find true 
life; but he who does not, will perish.05 “ He that loveth his life 
shall lose it; and he that hateth his life in this world, keepeth it

60 This “singularity,”  which consists in bcing faithful in all things, aithough other 
souls are not so, is iiidispcnsable for pleasing God, however much it may displease 
the dissolute who brand it as an oddity. Therefore, St. Bernard says that no one 
but the “singular” can be a saint, for there is nothing more rare than true sanctity. 
The singularity that is to be censored is that which is a departure from the law to 
follow one’s own caprice.

81 Matt. 7: 13.
82 Huby, Maximes, no. 15: “The road is wide which leads to sin, for one travels 

by that road by giving full licensc to the senses and to nature. But the road which 
leads to perfection is narrow becausc one cannot walk by it save through mortifica
tion of the senses and violencc done to the natural inclinations. . . . But the wide 
road of sensual liccnse leads to slavery, obscurity, and misery. . . . On the con- 
trary, by the narrow path of mortification one arrives at a vast, bright, and delight- 
ful region. This is the state of perfection where the soul, frecd from the bonds of 
the senses and strong and invincible against all its enemies, lives with God in a holy 
liberty and in the abundance of true and lasting goods.”

63 Matt. 7:14.
64 See John 10:9; 14:6.
85 See Mark 8:34-35.
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miro life eternal.”  60 Therefore he who does not accept his cross 
and follow the Savior valiantly, is not w orthy of Him.67 He who 
does not renounce ali his attachments eannot be a true disciple of 
Jesus Christ.68

So it is that many devout souls gladly hear the word of God but 
lack the generosity required to practice it as He demands. As a 
resuit they are cast out or at least excluded from the intimacy of 
ihc divine fellowship. T h ey  lead a life that is always lukewarm 
and listless, serving G od as slaves out of pure fear or as mercenaries, 
motivated by self-interest rather than by love as His own sons.09 
These weak souls, possessing but little faith and less generosity, in- 
terested in self and filled with self-love, who serve God for hu- 
man ends and seek themselves in ali that they do; those who lack 
the magnanimity and stability proper to sincere love and fervor, 
when they see that from ali appearances the ways to God are 
closed to them, do not w eary themselves by calling to Him or by 
suffering repulses. T h ey  amuse themselves with trifles in the at- 
tcmpt to do His will if, indeed, they do not go off like the prodigal 
son, into a far region and completely forget the paternal horne.70

0R John 12:25.
67 See Matt. 10:38.
6S See Luke 14:33.
09 St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 38: “The soul which walks in servile fear is per- 

fcct in none of its works. In whatever state such a soul may be, it begins to fall 
away in little things as well as in great things and it never reaches perfection in 
anything that it begins to do. O how dangerous is this fear! It cuts off the arms of 
holy desire, it blinds a man so that he can neither know nor see the truth because 
his love proceeds from the blindness of self-love.”

St. Bernard, explaining the canticle of Ezechiel (Serm. 3, de div., no. 9), distin- 
guishes three classes of the faithful or three States in the soul’s progress: that of 
servants, who are motivated principally by fear; that of the mercenaries, who seek 
their own interests; and that of sons, who are motivated by the love of God and 
desire only His glory and praise. “The servant says: ‘I shall go to the gates of hell’ ; 
the mercenary, i  shall not see the Lord God’; the son, ‘We shall sing our psalms.’ ” 
To the sons, the Fathcr will reveal His truth which is hidden from the servants and 
the mercenaries. “The father shall make thy truth known to the children” (Isa. 
38:19). “It is not made known to the servant because the servant does not know 
what his master does. The mercenary eannot contemplate this truth because he 
seeks only his own interests. It is revealed only to the sons because they have no 
other wish than that of the Father. . . . To the servant is revealed the power; to 
the mercenary, the happiness; and to the son, the truth.”

70 St. Augustine, Confessions, V , 2: “ Where did they go w'hen they fled from 
Thy presence? Where can they go that Thou canst not find them? But they fled 
that titey might not see Thee and yet ali the time they were seen by Thee and bciltu 
blinded, they stumbled upon Thee, for Thou forsakest none of the things whii.Ti
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T licy  do not realize that love is unconquerable and never faint- 
hearted; it is inflamed by its very difficulties. T h ey  forget also that 
humble and persevering prayer which pierces the clouds obtains 
all tliings.* 71 T h ey  are easily persuaded that God no longer wishes 
to hcar their prayers, when actually He desires that they persist 
in their loving call so that H e can open the gate to them and that 
they should continue their pleas so that H e can enrich them with 
His gifts.72 T h ey  say that this w ay of prayer is not for them— as 
if, indeed, it were not for all the faithful!— and thinking that it has 
no merit when performed amid such dryness, they gradually aban- 
don it until, lacking the power which sustains them and the secret 
attraction which draws them to divine things, they recall the flesh- 
pots of Egypt and, embroiled as they are in their own weakness, 
they are once more assailed by passions and torn by their personal 
attachments and the pleasures of the world. T h ey quickly pass 
from what is lawful to what is unlawful until they become worse 
than they were before and they manifest to all that, looking back 
over their shoulders, they are not w orthy of the kingdom of heaven.

H ow  many souls are lost in this crisis or, at least, are incapaci- 
tated for making any further progress and arriving at the grade 
of perfection to which the Lord has called them! H ow  many re- 
ligious, who passed a good part of their novitiate with great fer
vor, become unsuited for the spiritual life as soon as they begin 
to experience dryness! Instead of making progress by drawing from 
that aridity the profit which God desires, they fall into a lamenta- 
ble state of lukewarmness and dissipation. Such souls are com- 
pletely governed by the standards of human prudence and they 
pay no heed to the prudence of the Spirit whose voice they con- 
tinually throttle with serious danger of falling into grave faults.

Living in such a state of carelessness, if they are slow to turn to 
God with their whole heart, resolved to follow His holy inspira- 
tions and to provide themselves with the oil o f charity, they are 
likely to discover, as did the foolish virgins, that the doors are

Thou hast made. . . . Let them turn back and seck Thee, for Thou art there within 
their hearts. They lament their vvanderings which have been so painful to them. 
Tenderly wilt Thou dry their tears, tliat they may weep even more and rejoice in 
their weeping.”

71 Ecclus. 35:21.
72 Alatt. 7:7.
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closed, and they w ill hear the words: “ I know you not.” If at Iast 
they are admitted to the nuptials of the Lamb, it will be only by 
dint of much entreaty and of suffering other trials painful beyond 
compare; much more difficult than they would have suffered had 
they persevered.73

Other souls, more sagacious, seeing the danger to which they 
expose themselves when they imprudently begin to seek consola- 
tion from creatures, take themselves in hand and, truly repentant, 
strengthen their weakness, humble themselves, confound self, en- 
liven their faith and confidence and say to the Lord with St. Peter: 
“ T o  whom shall we go? Thou hast the words of eternal life.”  Be- 
ing utterly void o f confidence in themselves, they become en- 
couraged to seek divine aid, watching and praying lest they again 
enter into temptation. As long as they persevere in this, they are 
well secured. But if they falter the slightest bit, then immediately 
the enemy suggests to them that they should seek some solace when 
they weaken and, abandoning those pious exercises which now ap- 
pear so repugnant to them, they begin again to fall away until once 
more they realize their danger and recognize his snares.74

2 . NF.CESSITY OF A GOOD DIRECTOR

Thus many souls pass their lives alternately between firmness 
and slackness, between fervor and lukewarmness. A t one moment 
they resolve to follow the Savior on the road to Calvary; at the 
next, they turn their back on Him completely and deliver them
selves over to the world.

Those who are fortunate enough to have a good director who is 
zealous and intelligent and who will teach them how to remain in 
silence before our Lord with only a loving glance and an earnest 
desire of pleasing Him (for they are unable to meditate or ask for 
anything or give expression to their affections), will, if they are 
docile, gradually overcome the obstaclcs by means o f his coun-

73 Cf. Luke 13:24-27; 14:24.
74 St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 60: “The demon wants nothing more than to 

separate us from holy prayer, either through self-compassion and regard for our 
body or through sloth or fatigue of spirit. For none of these reasons must we ccase 
this holy exercise, but we must conqucr our weakness by reflecting on the good- 
ness of God. . . . Hide yourselves, my sons, in the wounds of Christ crucificd; 
love one another for Christ crucified and do not fear that anything will conquci 
you. For you do all things in Him who lives in you and strengthens you.”
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scis and cncouragements and w ill happily pass through this ter- 
ri!)lc pcriod o f trials. W ithout such a director they are exposed to 
grcat dangcr.75

But if the spiritual director is a blind man seeking to lead the 
blind, as unfortunately happens often, then he will do nothing but 
lead them to the abyss, talking to them of “ scruples”  and advising 
them to leavc off prayer when actually that is their only refuge. 
A t other times he will oblige them to meditate when it is altogether 
impossible for them to do so because God has placed them in an
other state of prayer which is so much the more elevated as it is 
more subtle and hidden from the senses. The only thing that 
would resuit from such souls being forced to meditate would be 
to dissipate them more, to increase their aridity and distaste, and 
to smother the voice of the H oly Ghost. Yet, if such souls are 
faithful to God and persevere as they ought, serving Him with 
love and ever taking care to walk in I lis  swect presence and to 
be docile to His inspirations, Ele will then take them by the hand 
lest they fall and He will supply exceedingly for the defects of 
the director so that in spite of the director and the many dangers, 
the soul will soon emerge victorious. Souls must flee from a bad 
director and discreetly ignore him. If they cannot find another 
director, it is better for them, as St. Teresa says, to remain with
out one, to trust in God who has pcrmitted such a thing, rather 
than to be guided by a blind man.76

M any poor directors neither feel nor know nor wish to know 
the things of the spirit. T h ey have a crass ignorance of the ways 
of God, a habitual imprudence and rashness, a lack of zeal,— or 
sometimes, an excess of zeal— and base and earthly viewpoints. 
According to Father Godinez,77 these shortcomings in directors

76 Dark Night of the Soul, I, io: “These souls tum back at such a time if there is 
none who understands them; they abandon the road or lose courage; or, at the least, 
they are hindered from going farther by the great trouble which they take in ad- 
vancing along the road of meditation and reasoning. . . . But this trouble that they 
are taking is quite useless, for God is now leading them by another road, which is 
that of contcmplation, and is very different from the first; for the one is of medita
tion and reasoning, and the other belongs neither to imagination nor yet to rea
soning.”

76 Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , 4, 3: “ It is a great misfortune for a soul 
towards which God has great designs, to fall into the hands of a director who is 
guided only by human prudence, and has more policy than unction.”

77 Teologia Mistica, VII, 1.
8z
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are responsible for the failure of the great majority, the ninety- 
nine percent, o f the souls that, when they find themselves in this 
state of dryness, instead o f passing completely to the state of con- 
templation to which G od insistently calls them, sadly fall from 
their first fervor into a habitual lukewarmness or even return to 
a w orldly life. Other souls remain for a long time in these trials, 
with a great deal of labor but scarcely any fruit, because in good 
faith they follow rash advice and try to meditate as they did in the 
beginning. As a resuit, they consistently resist the H oly Ghost who 
wishes to place them in that secret contemplation.

3. THE VALIAN T AND TH E COWARDLY

There are other souls who, without abandoning the good w ay 
or ceasing to have recourse to prayer whenever they are able, re
main in it in silence when they see that the Spirit asks that of them. 
T h ey  seek to supply for that which excessive aridity prevents 
them from doing, making use o f pious readings and other holy 
occupations and follovving prudent counsel until they recover the 
light and can turn again with great animation to their prayer.78 
But the more valiant souls, far from weakening in times o f their 
aridity or temptations, try  to prolong their prayers as far as health 
permits, as did Jesus in the Garden. Confused at seeing clearly their 
own nothingness and weakness, they realize that then more than 
ever they must watch and pray lest they enter into temptation. 
In their own mortal agony they remember that of the Lord and 
they strive to follow  faithfully in His footsteps and to serve Him 
in all that pleases Him, “ with help and without help.”  T h ey pro- 
test truly that they seek Him alone and not His gifts, much less 
themselves, and in exchange for pleasing Him and not offending 
Him, they would happily spencT their whole life in this martyr- 
dom or in any other that H e may send to them. Once their in- 
tention is rectified and they are firmly established in faith and 
humility and totally distrustful of self, they place all their con- 
fidence in God. The more He seems to close the gate to them, the 
greater the insistence with which they seek Him, trusting in I Iis

78 See St. Teresa, Life, chap. 37; Interior Castle, V I, chap. 1; Bartholomcw of tlie 
Martyrs, Comp. myst. doctr., chap. 18.
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infinite m ercy and crying out unceasingly: “ Lord, save us; we 
perish!”

Thus they always wait for the only one who can save them from 
pusillanimity of spirit and a storm.79 T h ey  arouse themselves to 
wait for Him, knowing that Fle w ill not keep them waiting very 
long: “ If it make any delay, wait for it: for it shall surely come, 
and it shall not be slack.”  80 As they live by faith, their interior as- 
pirations and holy desires are a continuous and efficacious prayer 
which conquers ali.81 Souls that are so resolute and generous, that 
serve God so earnestly and with such a sincere and pure love, are 
not long in finding Ffim, for already they possess FFim within them
selves. In a short time they arrive at a lo fty sanctity.

Here, then, is where the segregation o f souls takes place and 
where their faith, love, fidelity, and stability are tested. It is at this 
period that some souls are rejected as unprofitable because they 
have turned their eyes back to the world. Other souls continue to 
serve God but with much lukewarmness and listlessness and, if 
they do not incrcase their fervor, they w ill be vomited out.S2 Stili 
others serve Him with a certain fervor but without completely 
renouncing themselves for they stili harbor earthly affections and 
an excessive love for pastimes which dissipate them and even put 
them in serious danger. T he gcnerality of those who at one time 
were devout enough and even passed for good Christians or very 
observant religious now live carelessly and indifferently. T o  flee 
from dryness and the difficulties which they experience in prayer, 
they are content with the very least, with what obedience im- 
poses on them. Even the little time which they actually devote

79 Ps. 54:9.
80 Hab. 2:3; Heb. 10:37.
81 St. Catherine of Siena, Dialogue, II, 66: “The holy desire of the soul is a con

stant prayer and all the more so when it is animated by charity for God and one s 
neighbor. . . . But at certain times those affections must be raised to Me by an 
actual devotion. And know, daughter, that the soul which perseveres in humble and 
faithful prayer attains all virtues. . . . Under no circumstances must the exercise 
of prayer be discarded or discontinued bccause of contradictions, distractions, and 
temptations which may be found therein. The eneniy provokes such things in an 
effort to impede the soul, astutely suggesting that such prayer is useless and urging 
the soul to abandon it as something troublcsome, thus to be deprived of that weapon 
which is so powerful against all stratagems. O how beneficiai to the soul and how 
pleasing to Me is that prayer which the soul lovingly maltes by considering My 
goodness and its own baseness!”

82 Apoc. 3:16.
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to prayer is spent mostly in reading. According to their liking, 
they would dedicate themselves almost entirely to an active life. 
T h ey  abandon themselves to exterior works; they do not observe 
silence or control their senses or maintain the rccollection which 
is necessary to walk in the presence of God and to heed the mo- 
tions, inspirations, and operations of the divine Spirit. In a word, 
they live a life that is more and more dissipated.83 N ot to pray wcll is 
to be unable to live w ell.84 Such souls seldom try to enter into 
themselves for fear of their own misery and, not wishing to know 
themselves, they are unable to remedy their miseries. Since they 
stille the impulses of the renewing Spirit, their piety is ultimately 
reduced to a monotonous routine of set formulas and, since they 
do not struggle ceaselessly to acquire perfect purity of heart, their 
eyes are never sufficiently clcansed so that they can see the splendor 
of the Sun of justice.85 Since they do not persevere in seeking God 
in solitude, they cannot hear the voice of His eternal W ord or dis- 
cover the mysteries of His kingdom which are within us.S0 There-

83 J:is. 1:26: “And if any man think himself to bc religious, not bridling his tongue, 
but deceiving his own heart, that man’s rcligion is vain.”

84 St. Augustine, Servio 90: "H e knows how to live rightly, who knows how to 
prav rightly.”

85 Lallemant, Spiritt/al Doctrine, V , 2, art. 1: “The exterior life of religious era- 
plovcd in the Service of their neighbour is most imperfect, and even perilous, unless 
it be accompanied with the interior life; and they who are engaged in thesc kinds 
of offices of charity and zeal, unless they join thereto exercises of interior recol- 
lection, will never make anv notable progress in pcrfection. . . . They will do 
things that appear great in the eyes of the world. They will preach; they will 
labour in missions; they will traverse seas, and expose themselves to danger of death, 
and to the fatigues attendant on the longest journeys, for the salvation of their 
neighbour. but with all this they will never make much progress in the purgative 
life. The acts of virtue they perform will procecd partly from grace and partly 
from nature. Thev will never do such as are purelv supcrnatural, and under spe- 
cious pretexts self-love will alwavs make them follow' their own inclinations and 
do their own will. They will fall continually into their ordinary faults and imper- 
fcctions, and will be in great danger of being lost; for as they are occupied in any- 
thing but discovering the irregularities of their heart, they never think of purging 
it; so that it is continually filling with sins and miseries, which gradually enfeeble 
the strength of the soul, and end at last in entirely stifling devotion and the Spirit 
of God.

“Secondly, they will never attain to the perfcction of the illuminative life, which 
consists in discovering in all things the will of God; for it is only interior men who 
can discern it in everything. M y superiors, my rules, the duties of my state, may 
indccd direct me in regard to the exterior, and indicate to me what God desires 
me to do at such a time and in such a place; but they cannot teach me the way in 
which God wills that I should do it.”

86 St. Augustine, Confessioris, IV , 1 1 :  “Do not become foolish, my soul, in scek 
ing after vanity, the tumultuous noise of which deafens the ears of thy heart. I Iced
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fore, however much they think that they work for the glory of 
God, and whatever great exterior Services they perform for His 
Church, they cannot enter into the intimate Communications which 
1 Ic reserves for His faithful sons who, to please Him in all things, 
remain at His side and heed His every inspiration. Here is the rea- 
son why so many Christians of exemplary life and so many religious 
who seem to be exemplary never enter into true contemplation: 
they are not truly interior souls and they do not abandon them- 
selves to G od entirely.* 87 Although the Lord gently says to all: 
“ Enter ye in at the narrow gate that leadeth to life,”  88 few  
succeed in finding it, for the simple reason that they are few  who 
persevere in doing violence to self. Yet this violence is necessary 
if they are to follow Him faithfully along the narrow path of the 
Cross and to be illumined by Him so as to see Him who is full of 
grace and truth.

According to the degree of fidelity and constancy with which

the etcrnal Word who calls for you to return to Him, for in Him is your rest, 
where love is never forsakcn unless you first forsake His love.”

87 Way of Perfectiori, chap. X V I: ‘i f  wc do not give ourselves to His Majesty 
as resolutely as He gives Himself to us. He will be doing more than enough for us 
if He leaves us in mental praycr and from time to time visits us as He would visit 
servants in His vineyard. But these others are His beloved children, whom He 
would never want to banish from His side; and, as they have no desire to leave 
Him, He never does so. He seats them at His table, and feeds them with His own 
food. . . Chap. 32: “ Unless we make a total surrender of our will to the Lord, 
and put ourselves in His hands so that He may do in all things what is best for us; 
in accordance with His will, He will never allow us to drjnk of [this water]. This 
is the perfect contemplation of which you asked me to write to you.”

Life, chap. XI: “But so niggardly and so slow are we in giving ourselves wholly 
to God that we do not prepare ourselves as wc should to receive that precious thing 
which it is His Majesty’s will that we should enjoy only at a great price. I am quite 
ciear that there is nothing on earth with which so great a blcssing can be purchased; 
but if we did what we could to obtain it, if we cherished no attachment to earthly 
things, and if all our cares and all our intercourse were centered in heaven, I be- 
lieve there is no doubt that this blcssing would be given us very speedily.”

Those who follow their own inclinations and use the excuse that they must work 
in the fields or sonie other pretext for not accepting the divine invitation, will be 
excluded from the mystical supper and in their place will be admitted the blind and 
the crippled.

Imitation of Christ, II, 1: “ Lcarn to contemn exterior things and to give thysclf 
to interior things, and you will see the kingdom of God come to you.” Book III, 
chap. 31: “This is the reason why there are found so few contemplatives, because 
few there are who know how to sequester themsclves entirely from perishable 
creatures. . . . Many are found who desire contemplation, but they do not prac- 
tise those things which are required for its attainment.”

88 See Matt. 7:13 f. Luke 13:24: “Strive to enter by the narrow gate; for many, 
I say to you, shall seek to enter, and shall not be able.”
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they deny themselves in order to follow Jesus Christ, abandon- 
ing themselves without reserve to the will of the Father and walk- 
ing always in His presence with a pure heart which ever seeks to 
please Him more, the few  souls that persevere in this narrovv w ay 
are tempted and fortified, rectified and made secure, illumined and 
inspircd, and their hearts are expanded to do and to suffer for the 
glory of God. Following His inspirations with fidelity, they come 
to enjoy His familiarity and His favors and they can then run and 
even fly along His mysterious paths to the very summit of the holy 
mountain.89

4. GRATUITOUS SF.LECTION OF ASCETICS AND CO N TEM PLATIVES

A t the very beginning, G od himself usually makes a gratuitous 
selection from among the valiant souls that cooperate with His 
graces. Some of them He selects to reach almost to the conform- 
ing union by walking or running along the ordinary paths of the 
ascetical w ay which are trod by ali his servants. T h ey  strive to be 
faithful in the practice of virtue and are strengthened in discursive 
prayer or meditation with which is mingled something o f affective 
prayer and that of loving vision. For this reason, this phase manifests 
itself as a transition or an ascetico-mystical state.

"Lallcm ant, Spiritwtl Doctrme, VII, 4, art. 8: “Whcn God places a soul in this 
state of mystical darkness, and strips it thus of its first lights, He enlargcs its under- 
standing and its will, rendering them capable of performing acts of eminent per- 
fection.

“T o  arrive at this degree, there is need of a generous virtue, a faithful corre- 
spondcnce with grace, a complete detachment from sclf, and an unrescrved sur- 
render of ourselves to God: and as we are excecdingly pusillanimous, there are 
but very few who have courage enough to reach this point, and fewer stili who ad- 
vance further, because men cannot make up their mind to strip themselves per- 
fectly of creatures.”

Grou, Manuel, pp. 168 f “VVhen God wishcs to c\act great sacrifices from a 
soul, He gives it a great generosity and He enlargcs the heart so that it sees and 
feels how much He deserves. . . .  It then clcarly realizes that as yct it has done 
nothing for God and it conccives an immense desire to sacrifice everything for 
Him. Since whatever it docs or suffers is not worthv of so exalted a Majesrv, the 
soul pleads that He be glorified in it in any way that it plcascs Him, and to this end 
the soul abandons itself to Him without reserve. Then its heart is enlarged and, 
as much as is possible to any creature, it is made apt for the great designs of God. 
The yoke of the precepts and even of the counsels, which seem so heavy and bur- 
densome to the ordinary Christian, seem to this soul swect and light. Surprised that 
God should require so small a thing of it, the soul would wish to do a thousand times 
more for love of Him.”

David experienced this when he said: “ I ran along the path of T h y command- 
ments when Thou enlarged my heart.”
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Othcr souls I le desires to carry in His arms or under the breath- 
ing of the Spirit so that they arrive more quickly at a higher place 
and rhcy soon fly  with the wings of contemplation through the 
lofty regions of the mystical life. Y et H e quickly withdraws this 
favor if they do not make good use of it.

Basically, sanctification will be identical in both, fo r it consists 
in the interior renewal; 90 in stripping off the old man with his 
deeds and putting on the n e w ;91 being filled with knowledge of 
His will, in ali spiritual wisdom and understanding, bearing fruit 
in every good work and growing in the knowledge of G od.92 But 
this knowledge of God becomes much clearer and more perfect 
in the mystics who in one w ay or another feel and experience at 
times the admirable mysteries of their purification, renewal, and 
illumination, and the progress of their union with God.

In true ascetics, or those esteemed as such, who dedicate them- 
selves by preference and even sometimes excessively to the active 
life without discarding prayer and recollection, these interior trials 
which cleanse and test them are not usually so painful and arduous. 
The darkness is not very obscure and, if they persevere in it, there 
usually appears some ray of light which encourages them to con
tinue their meditations, to find new vigor, and to withdraw them- 
selves from sensible consolations in order to seek G od for Himself 
alone and not for His gifts. T h ey  are gradually purified b y  this 
alternating light and darkness. T h ey  are strengthened in virtue and 
they grow  in the knowledge and charity of God which translates 
itself to the exterior in every sort of good works. B y  these works 
such souls exert a salutary influence on the society in which they 
live.

T h ey  do not feel or know directly the presence of the consol- 
ing Spirit who animates them, but they know Him only through 
His fruits: the effects and changes which they evidence in them- 
selves. T h ey  see that they have been made into something else, 
but they do not know how. Ultimately and with great difficulty 
they arrive at a certain type of union. T h ey  are possessed by Him 
and enlightened by His precious gifts o f understanding and wis-

90Eph. 4:24.
01 Coi. 3:9 f.
92 lbid., 1:9 f.
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dom and they begin to discover the hidden glory of the sons of 
God. N o w  they enter fu lly into the mystical life which is proper 
to perfect Christians.

If it happens that such souls do not enter the mystical state, this 
is certainly their own fault. T h ey  did not proceed with the neces- 
sary fervor or with the fidelity which is required. T h ey were more 
mindful of their own prudence than of the divine lights, without 
which it is impossible to arrive at the truc illumination proper to 
more advanced souls, and it is even more impossible to reach the 
unitive state.

A P P E N D IX

i .  P o o r  S p i r it u a l  D ir e c t o r s

T he following words of St. John of the Cross (Living  Fiam  e of 
L ove, stanza 3, pp. 18 9 -9 1) are well w orthy of much considera
tioni

These spiritual directors such as we have been describing fail to under- 
stand souls that have attained to this solitary and quiet contemplation, 
bccause they thcmselves have not arrivcd so far, nor learned what it 
means to lea ve behind the discursive rcasoning of meditations, as I have 
said, and they think that these souls are idle. And therefore they disturb 
and impedc the peace of this quiet and hushed contemplation which God 
has been giving their pcnitcnts by His own power, and they cause them 
to follow the road of mcditation and imaginative reasoning and make 
them pcrform interior acts, wherein the aforementioned souls find great 
repugnance, aridity and distraction, since they would fain remain in 
their holy rest and their quiet and peaceful state of recollection. . . . 
The penitents, however, are unable to do as they did previously, and can 
enter into none of these things, for the time for them has now passed and 
they belong no more to their proper path; but the penitents are doubly 
disturbed and believe that they are going to perdition. . . .

Such persons have no knowledge of what is meant by spiritualify. 
They offer a great insuit and great irreverence to God, by laying their 
coarse hands where God is working. For it has cost Him dearly to bring 
these souls to this place and Hc greatly esteems having brought them to 
this solitude and emptiness of their faculties and operations, that He may 
speak to their hearts, which is what He ever desires. He has Himsclf 
taken them by the hand, and He Himself reigns in their souls in abun
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dant pcncc and quietness, causing the natural acts of their faculties to fail 
whcrcwith thcy toilcd ali night and wrought nothing. And He has 
brought pcacc to their spirits without the work and opei-ation of sense, 
for ncither sense nor any act thereof is capable of receiving spirit.

I Iow prccious in His sight is this tranquillity or slumbering or with- 
drawal of sense can be clearly seen in that adjuration, so notable and 
effective, that He utters in the Songs, where He says: I adjure you, 
daughters of Jerusalem, by the goats and harts of the fields, that ye 
awaken not my beloved nor cause her to wake until she please (Cant. 
3:5). . . . But these spiritual directors will not let the soul have repose 
or quiet, but demand that it shall continually labour and work, that it 
may leave no room for God to work, and that that which He is working 
may be undone and wiped out through the operation of the soul. They 
have become as the little foxes which tear down the flowering vine of 
the soul (Cant. 2 :15 ) ; for which reason the Lord complains through 
Isaias, saying: Ye have eaten up J\'ly vineyard (Isa. 3:14).

But, it may possibly be said, these directors err with good intent, 
through insufficiency of knowledge. This, however, does not excuse 
them for the advice which they are rash enough to give without first 
leaming to understand either the way that the soul is taking or its spirit. 
Not understanding this, they are laying their coarse hands upon things 
that they understand not, instead of leaving them for those who are able 
to understand them; for it is a thing of no small weight, and no slight 
crime, to cause the soul to lose inestimable blessings and sometimes to 
leave it completely confused by rash counsel. And thus one who rashly 
errs, being under an obligation to give reliable advice—as is every man, 
whatever his office—shall not go unpunished, by reason of the harm that 
he has done. For the business of God has to be undertaken with great 
circumspection, and with eyes wide open, most of ali in a case of such 
great importance and a business so sublime as is the business of these souls, 
where a man may bring them almost infinite gain if the advice he gives 
be good and almost infinite loss if it be mistaken.

The saint is even more severe in his censuring of those “ zealous”  
directors who will not permit souls to seek from others the lights 
which these directors themselves lack. H e continues ( i b i d pp. 

i9i - 94):
But if you will stili maintain that you have some excuse, though for 

myself I can see none, you will at least be unable to say that there is any 
excuse for one who, in his treatment of a soul, never allows it to go out 
of his jurisdiction, for certain vain reasons and intentions which he best
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knows. Such a person will not go unpunished, for it is certain that, if 
that soul is to make progress by going forward on the spiritual road, 
. . .  it will of necessity require instructiori of a higher ltind and a deepcr 
spirituality than that of such a director. . . .  Is it possible that you 
yourself can perform all these offices, and considcr yourself so consum
mate a master that this soul shall never need any other? And supposing 
that you have sufficient experience to direct some one soul, . . .  it is 
surely impossible for you to have sufficient experience for the direction 
of all those whom you refuse to allow to go out of your hands; for . . . 
there shall hardly be found a single spirit who can walk even half the way 
which is suitable for another. . . .  You yourself tyrannize over souls, 
. . . so that you not only strive that they may not leave you, but, wffiat 
is worse, if any one of them should at some time have gone to talk with 
another director, . . . or if God should lead him in order to teach him 
something which you have not taught him, you behave to him (I say it 
not without shame) like a husband who is jealous of his wife; nor is your 
jealousy even due to desire for the honour of God, . . . : it is due only 
to your own pride and presumption. . . . Spiritual directors, then, 
ought to give these souls freedom, . . . since they knowr not by what 
means God desires such a soul to make progress, especially when the 
penitent dislikes the instruction that he is receiving, which is a sign that 
it is of no profit to him, either because God is leading him on farther, or 
by another way than that by which his director has been leading him, or 
because the director himself has changed his way of dealing with his 
penitents. The director, in such a case, should himself advise a change.

St. Peter of Alcantara said to St. Teresa: “ One should speak of 
the perfection of life only with those who live it, because ordinarily 
one has knowledge and experience only of those things which he 
actually does.”  St. Teresa herself observes in her L ife  (chap. 30): 
“ For if the Lord brings anyone to this state He will find no pleas- 
ure or comfort equal to that of meeting with another whom he 
believes He has brought along the first part of the same road.”

2 . H u M AN  P r UDENCE AND TH E W a Y S OF TH E S p IRIT

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , 2, art. 2:

There are but few perfect souls, because there are but few who follow 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit. The reason why we are so slow in arriv- 
ing at perfection, or never arrive at it at all, is, that in almost everything 
we are led by nature and human views. We follow but little, if at all, the
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guidance of the Holy Spirit, to whom it belongs to enlighten, direct, 
and animate.

The generality of religious, even of the good and virtuous, follow in 
tlic guidance of their own conduct, and in the direction of others, only 
reason and common sense; and in this many of them excel. The rule is a 
good one, but it is not sufficient in order to arrive at Christian perfection.

Such persons are guided ordinarily by the general opinion of those 
amongst whom they live; and as the latter are imperfect, although their 
life is not irregular, seeing that the number of the pcrfect is very small, 
they never attain to the sublime ways of the Spirit; they live like the 
generality, and their method of directing others is imperfect.

The Holy Spirit waits some time for them to enter into their own 
interior, and observing therein the operations of grace and those of 
nature, to dispose themselves to follow his guidance. But if they abuse the 
time and the favour he vouchsafes them, he abandons them at last to 
themselves, and leaves them in that darkness and that ignorance of their 
own interior which they have loved, and in which they henceforth live, 
amidst great perils to their salvation.

We may say with truth that there are but very few who persevere con- 
stantly in the ways of God. Many wander from them perpetually; the 
Holy Spirit calls them back by his inspirations; but as they are intract- 
able, full of themselves, attached to their own opinions, puffed up with 
their own wisdom, they do not readily let themselves be guided. They 
enter but seldom in the ways of God’s designs, and make no stay therein. 
. . . Thus they make but little progress, and are surprised by death, 
having taken but twenty steps where they might have taken ten thou- 
sand, had they abandoned themselves to the guidance of the Holy Spirit.

On the other hand, truly interior persons who are guided by the light 
of the Spirit of God, . . . proceed at a giant’s pace, and fly, so to say, in 
the ways of grace.

Fenelon, Sent. de pie te:

When a Christian is not as yet fully converted, he must be urged al- 
ways to be circumspect; but after his conversion, the fear is that he may 
be too circumspect and then he must be urged to have that practical 
wisdom of which the Apostle speaks. If then he wishcs to advance on the 
path to God, he must lose himself in order to find himsclf, gaining con- 
trol over that prudence which serves as an aid to distrustful nature. He 
must drain the bitter chalice of the folly of the Cross, which is at times a 
martyrdom for those generous souls that are not destined to shed their 
blood. The suppression of those distracting and selfish returns to self
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gives the soul inexplicable peace and Iiberty which are proper to true 
simplicity. . . . Such a soul condescends in everything and is unmindful 
of what others may think of it, although in charity it is always careful to 
avoid scandal. It does everything as bcst it can and with a calm attention, 
with no preoccupation as to the outcome. It neither judges itself nor fears 
to be judged. Let us aspire to such simplicity. . . . And the farther we 
are from it, the more we need to seek it. The majority of Christians are 
not even sincere, much less, simple. . . . They dissimulate to their 
neighbors and even deceive themselves. See also St. Francis de Sales, 
Directorio, chaps. 26 f.

3. H o w  W e  O ught to S e e k  G od 

Tauler, Institutions, chap. 34:

We must seek God in our heart, feel His presence, and confide in Him. 
Whenever a soul finds itself to be so destitute of the divine presence that 
it can in no way feel it, it does not rest until it has merited the experience 
of it. It detracts not a little from a virtuous man if for even one short hour 
he does not experience within himself the presence of God. . . . But as 
long as he keeps it fixed in his mind, he travels with absolute confidence 
and he does ali things well. Without God, a man will never have security 
in anything or at any time. Many times the Lord is wont to hide Himself 
and if at such times we seek consolation in sorne other quarter and are 
not mindful of His Majesty, He withdraws stili farther and takes away 
for a longcr time the sweetness of His presence and gives us but very 
little consolation. He alone, then, must be sought and solicited, and he 
who looks at other things does not seek God. Further, one must not seek 
principally Flis gifts, or graces, or any other pleasant thing . . . ; but 
Himself, being totally submerged in His good will. In this way we shall 
succeed in having Him ever present to us and we shall constantly feel His 
presence. The interior life does not permit repose and slothfulness. All 
other arts at some time or other seek rest and cessation, but this art or 
heavenly knowledge demands all of a man’s time. . . .  It does not allow 
man to seek self but it requires that he should seek God alone who is 
present in every thing and time and place, in the least as well as in the 
greatest.

4. W h y  T h ere  A re  S o F ew  C hosen O n es

Blessed H enry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, chaps. 8 -13 :

Many are called to contemplation but how few there are who nrc 
chosen! . . . You must realize that many times when I visit souls, I iim
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rejectcd hy thcm and trcated as a stranger. But to those who love Me, I 
not only come with efFusive tendemess, but also remain with thcm 
and dwcll in thcm, inaking them M y secrct abode. But none note this, 
savc tlic fcw who live in solitude, withdrawn from the things of the 
world, and with thcir hearts placed on Me in order to know M y desires 
and to follow them out.

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , 2, art. 1:

Few persons attain the graces which God has destined for them, or, 
when they have lost them, succeed afterwards in repairing the loss. The 
majority lack the necessary courage to conquer themselves, and the 
fidelity to trade with advantage in the gifts of God.

When we enter on the path of virtue, we walk at first in darkness; 
but if we follow the leading of grace faithfully and perseveringly, we 
shall infallibly attain a great light both for our own guidance and for 
that of others.

We wish to become saints in a day; we have not patience to await the 
ordinary course of grace. This proceeds from our pride and cowardice. 
Let us only be faithful in cooperating w ith the graces which God offers 
us, and he will not fail to lead us to the fulfilment of his designs.

St. John of the Cross, in the Prologue of his Dcirk N ight of the 
Soni, States that there are very few  who suffer and persevere in 
entering by the narrow gate and along the narrow path which leads 
to the life of which our Savior speaks in the Gospel. The narrow 
gate is the night o f the senses in which the soul is despoiled and 
denuded in order to enter by that gate and later to travel along the 
narrow path which is the night of the spirit. This latter path, since 
it is so narrow, obscure, and terrifying, is traveled by very few , but 
its blessings are also greater.
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The Dawn of Contemplation
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\Y/
V Y  H E N  God wills to introduce souls into the secret w ay of 

contemplation, first of all He usually increases the trials whereby 
those souls are purified and prepared for it. The passive purga- 
tions of mystics in the first hour are usually more terrible and more 
prolonged than in other servants of G od who remain for a long 
time in the status of ascetics. Consequcntly mystics will at times 
find themselves more prone to refuse these purgations. T hey be- 
come discouraged and think themselves unworthy of the bless- 
ings which they could thereby obtain or, because of a lack of faith, 
resignation, and valor, they will not obtain from them all the fruit 
they could. Hence Ecclesiasticus admonishes us (6 :18 -2 9 ): “ M y 
son, from thy youth receive instruction, and even to thy gray 
hairs thou shalt find wisdom. . . . H ow  very unpleasant is wis- 
dom to the unlearncd, and the unwise will not continue with her.
. . . Search for her, and she shall be made known to thee, and 
when thou hast gottcn her, let her not go: for in the latter end thou 
shalt find rest in her, and she shall be turned to thy jo y .”

T h e  N igh t  of th e  S e n ses

Since God intends to carry those souls in His arms so that they 
may be completely movcd and guided by His divine Spirit, He 
seeks first of all to beautify them, caress them, and make them 
docile so that they will offer not the slightest resistance. A s He 
elevates them stili higher, H e makes them fu lly realize their own 
nothingness and weakness so that, when they see themselves flying,
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thcy will nor faltcr and will nevcr dare to presume anything of them- 
selvcs. Finally, since He intends to inundate them completely in the 
divine lights by which they begin even in this world to see and ex- 
perience to some degree the mysteries of the kingdom, H e must first 
purify their eyes from all earthly dross and the illusions of weak 
human light which would prevent their perceiving the most pure 
brilliancy of the divine light. Therefore H e first blinds them so that 
afterward they may see better. Inferior lights must disappear or be 
covered over if souls are to see the shimmering lights o f heaven.

G od subjects these souls to an obscurity or darkness which is 
dreadful and prolonged, thus disposing them to be able later to per- 
ceive the delicate irradiations with which He will gradually en- 
lighten them. In this darkness they learn by experience that they 
can see nothing aright with their own reaspn. As a resuit, they will 
follow in blind and perfect obedience the one who authoritatively 
directs and governs them and they w ill be more prompt in follow- 
ing the direction and rules of the H o ly  Ghost. From this follows the 
great need they have o f a zealous director who is well versed in 
things mystical. B y  following his prudent counsel, they are able to 
advance profitably. But if they attempt to guide themselves in any
thing, they immediately stumble and make mistakes.

I .  TH E SURE GUIDANCE OF FAITH

These souls readily learn to rely solely on the divine promises. 
T h ey  accustom themselves to look at things only by the obscure 
light o f faith and little by little they begin to distinguish its subtle 
rays with more clarity. Then they observe that they can be guided 
with all security if they attend to that pallid light “ as to a light that 
shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in 
your hearts.”  1

Guided by faith and scarcely adverting to it, though they think 
themselves in darkness, they never falter, while others who are 
filled with pompous Science often stumble.2 Thus it often happens 
that many persons in good faith deceive themselves into thinking 
some things licit when actually they are not so; but these souls, in the 
midst of their darkness, possess such perspicacity that they never

1 II Pet. 1:19.
2 Ecclus. 37:18.
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permit themselves to be led astray by the illusions of others. In spitc 
o f their extreme docility, in the face of dangerous counsel they rc- 
main immovable, saying: It is not lawful.

It is the Spirit of knowledge, understanding, and counsel who 
governs them and, although He manifests Himself obscurely, actu- 
ally He is “ holy, one, manifold, subtile, eloquent, active, undefiled, 
sure, sweet, loving that which is good, quick, . . . gentle, kind, 
steadfast, assured, secure, . . . intelligible, pure.”  3 He animates, 
comforts, and directs them so that they remain firm amid the dread- 
ful darkness and live in resignation. D ying amid terrible agonies in 
great desolation and dryness of spirit, they are ever resolved to bear 
with valor and love all the trials which the Beloved wishes to send.4 
W ith complete trust, they abandon themselves to the hands of the 
divine Artist that He may purify and clcanse them, cut, fashion, and 
polish them according to Elis taste, for they are living stones des- 
tined to fit perfectly in place in the heavenly Jerusalem. Instead of 
offering resistance to this process, the souls themselves cooperate as 
far as they are able in the marvelous work of their burnishment.5

3 Wisd. 7:22 f.
4 St. Catherine of Siena, Lctter 34: “ Our Divine Master knows well what we 

need; and He wishes nothing clse but our sanctification. All that He sends and 
permits is for our good; that is to say, either for the purgation of our sins or for 
our growth in perfection and grace.”

Jas. 1 :12 : “ Blesscd is the man that endureth temptation; for when he hath been 
proved, he shall receive the Crown of life.”

8 All of us are obliged to burnish and fashion oursclvcs after the pattern of the 
supreme cornerstone. Shortly after St. Rose of Lima had been clothed in the Do- 
miniean habit, our Lord sliowed her this work in a marvelous vision. He presented 
Himself to her to be espoused with her, but He came in the guise of a sculptor and 
He charged her to fashion certain blocks of marblc. Since she was not able to per- 
form such an arduous task, she excuscd herself to Him by saying that she knew 
very well how to sew and spin, but to sculpture stones, she was not able. “Do you 
think,”  Christ asked her, “that you are the only one who is commanded to occupy 
yourself in such rude labor?” Thcn He showed her an inuncnse workshop wliere 
a great multitude of young wonten was employcd at the sanie task. With great 
ease and zeal they were wiclding, not a nccdlc, but a chiscl and hammer. That their 
work niight be accclcratcd that their stones might corne forth more brilliant, they 
watered them with rnany tcars. Sonic of the stones were yet to be finished, but 
others were sculpturcd with such finesse and delicacy that not the slightest defect 
could be seen in them. In the ntidst of such lowlv labor the young women were 
decked out in their best finery but, instead of being soilcd with dust, they were 
resplendent with supernatural bcauty.

We are those hard stones, fillcd with impurities and roughness, which must be 
worked and polished with great care. All of us are called to the same task of work- 
ing and watering with our swear and tears this unpolishcd stone of our nature in 
order to change it into a masterpiece in which the image of Jcsus Christ shines forth 
perfectly.
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2 . CONSTANCY IN  TRIALS AND SPIRITU A L DRYNESS

Far from becoming discouraged and listless because of the dry- 
ncss and difficulties which they experience in their good works, 
these souls arouse themselves to beg and plead for help from the 
bottom of their hearts. I f  they cannot even do this, because their 
tongues have stuck to the roof of their mouths,6 or if they are not 
even able to breathe a sigh, then they wait, silent and resigned, with 
the eyes of their hearts fixed upon the Savior. In this state they are 
like a sick man before the doctor who is able to heal him, lilce the poor 
man before the rich man, like the slave in the hands o f his master. 
Thus do they remain, with their eyes fixed on the Lord until H e has 
compassion on them.7 T h ey  never tum  away from Him, however 
long He takes to hear them, for they know that it is in Him alone 
they can find their remedy. T h e y  take no notice of contempt or 
hardships, but with Job they resolutely say: “ Although He should 
kill me, I w ill trust in Him .”  8 Silent and resigned, they wait, for 
they know  their strength will be in silence and in hope.9 T h ey  are 
dumb and they are humbled and they keep silence from good things, 
and their sorrow is renewed.10

W ho can describe the agonies and fears which souls endure in 
that condition? W ho can understand the extreme bitterness of their 
suffering? T h ey  seek God continually and with all the strength of 
their afflicted souls and they think that H e hides Himself from them 
in anger. W here form erly they found all their delight in prayer, 
they now find prayer a most terrible martyrdom and they must 
do great violence to themselves to go to it. But they do this violence 
and go to prayer, because otherwise they would be hopelessly lost. 
T h ey  dispose themselves for meditation as usual and they find 
nothing but obscurity. N ot a single idea occurs to them, nor any 
good thought. Instead, they are tormented by many horrible ideas of 
blasphemy, despair, and every kind of evil which is suggested to 
them by the enemy. Y et they persevere in their vigil, praying with

6 Lam. 4:4.
T Ps. 122.
8 Job 13:15.
9 Isa. 30:15.
i°P s. 38:3.
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the desires o f their heart and making use of the means at hand to 
recollect themselves and to overcome the encmy.11

T hey make use of spiritual reading, and this sometimes gives them 
temporary consolation. But as soon as they close the book, they 
forget all that they have read. It is impossible for them to think 
discursively; reason is blinded and incapacitated. However much 
they conccntrate on what they read, they neither understand what 
they are reading nor even know what they are doing.12

Then, if they are able, they cry out and sigh, thus unburdening 
their hearts with tender affections and sorrowful laments in which 
they find great relief. But sometimes they cannot do even this. The 
land of their hearts is so arid that it brings forth no affection; they 
are completely dry and they are able to say or feel nothing. T h ey 
must therefore resign themselves to live in silence as long as God 
wishes, praying and sighing only in their hearts. T h ey must remain 
in that loving gaze and attend to the mysterious work which He is 
secretly realizing in them, being confident that He will never aban- 
don them.13

“ Poulain, The Qraces of Interior Prayer, III, chap. 16, p. 214: “In order to 
shorten our time of trial wc must, on the contrary, guard our recollection care- 
fully, and pray insistently for deliverance. . . . Unhappily, it is found to be very 
difficult to ask to be cured of aridity; for it paralyzes and makes us incapable of 
every kind of petition. The devii, on his side, also dissuades you from it. He wishes 
to keep you in this state of suffering and darkness, and also in tepidity and dissipa- 
tion, if he can do so. He trembles lest you should enter into the mystical 
union.”

12 From this it will be seen how grievously Father Hahn erred when he stated 
that the obscurities experienced by St. Teresa and her inability, at times, to under
stand what she was reading, were signs of hysteria. How irreverently he spoke 
when he called her "patroncss of hysterics” ! With good reason was his work, Phe- 
nomena hyster. et revel., placed on the Index. In this book he makes the most out- 
rageous statements, attributing these supernatural phenomena proper to the night 
of the senses (which in one way or another took place in all the saints) to nervous 
unbalance. Cf. Joly, Psychology of the Saints. Although souls are at this time in- 
capacitated for prayer, the same thing is not true of other activities.

13 T o  accelerate the work of the Holy Ghost, souls in this condition should ap- 
proach the two great means of renewal and purification which the blood of Chnst 
offers us in the sacraments of the Eucharist and penance. In the former they daily 
receive new life and new vigor; in the latter they find the mystical “ fountain open 
to the house of David and to the inhabitants of Jerusalem” in which the sinner is 
cleansed and washcd from all the impurities which the soul contracts as long as it 
is vitiated with the blood of the old Adam and of Eve (Zach. 13 :1) .

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, II, chap. 6, art. 3: “ For the oftener we confess, 
the more we purify oursclves, the grace proper to this sacrament being purity of 
conscience. Thus, every confession, besides the increase of habitual grace and of 
the gifts, imparts also a frcsh sacramental grace, that is to say, a new title to rc-
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W hat most afflicts souls at this time is the fear that their aridity 
may l>c culpable and a suspicion that their no longer feeling any 
consolation in the things of God may be owing to their negligence 
and the indifference and coldness with which they serve H im .* 14 
T h ey  do not realizc that the loving unrest and watchful solicitude 
in which they live are an effect of love and not of indifference and 
that their aridity, pertinacious without reason, is one of the signs 
that they are now beginning to enjoy a superior type o f prayer in 
which sensible affections have no place. A  terrible thing it would be 
if such dryness did not cause longing for God and love of retire- 
ment, but only indifference to good and the inclination to seek 
human consolations.15

ceive from God both actual graces and the aids necessary for emancipating our- 
sclves more and more from sin.”

They should also try to kccp ever in mind the sufferings of the Savior, in order 
to animate themsclves to follow in His footstcps. B y associating themselves with 
Him, thev will reccive from His precious blood the energies to persevere and the 
purity which they necd. “Although M y justice can never condone sin,”  said eternal 
Wisdom to Blessed Hcnry Suso (chap. 20), “yet by meditating on M y passion and 
bv applying to themsclves the merits thercin contained, souls can in a short time 
free themsclves of all faults and deserved sufferings and arrive at such a grade of 
purity that at death they are able to pass directly to heaven without passing through 
purgatory. Thus you see what great fruits are to be derived through meditation on 
My passion.”

Souls should resign themselves, then, and persevere, watching and praying, trust- 
ing that God will soon give them peace or whatever is fitting. “By true resignation 
in a comfortless affliction,”  says Taulcr (Institutioni, chap. 1 1 ) ,  “even though it 
may not last for more than an hour, a soul can attain a higher grade of perfecdon 
than by persevering in good works for a year. . . . If in the prayer which you 
offer to God as your cross, you do not find the strength which you desire, do not 
be distraught. Persevere faithfully in it because the Lord desires to purify even 
more the vessel of your heart before pouring into it the precious balm of His di
vine consolations.”

La Figucra, Summa espiritual, tr. 3: “ Let Me do what I wish, and I will give thee 
to enjoy at each hour and moment the manna which is most befitting to thee, if 
with humility and resignation you desire to receive it. . . . On arriving at this 
supreme abandonment to M y will and plcasure, immediately and without knowing 
how, your soul will be so submerged and absorbed in the abyss of M y divinity, 
that it will swoon away at My presence.”

14 Thus they exclaim with St. Bcrnard: “God has departed in anger from His 
servant. Hence the sterility of mv soul and the lack of devotion which afflicts me. 
How dry my heart has become! It is coagulated like milk; like carth without rain. 
It cannot even shed tears of compunction, so hard has it become! I no longer find 
delight in the Psalms nor do I gain any profit from reading, any delight in prayer, 
or any fruits from meditation, as was formerly the case. What has become of that 
rapture of spirit, that serenity of soul, and that peace and joy in the Holy Ghost?” 
(Sermo $4 in Cant., no. 8.)

15 Dark Night of the Soul, I, IX : “Ordinarily the memory is centered upon God, 
with painful care and solicitude, thinking that it is not serving God, but is back- 
sliding. . . . And in such a case it is evidenr that this lack of sweetncss and this
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3. SIGNS OF TH E CAEL TO CONTEM PLATION

The true signs that G od is calling a soul to contemplarion are 
these: ( 1 )  the obscurity and dryness which incapacitate the soul 
for meditation, in which it formerly found light and comfort, and 
which prevent it from discursive prayer and any feeling of affec- 
tion; (2) the horror which the soul has for any kind of distraction or 
dissipation so that neither these two imperfections nor an excessive 
liberty of the senses can be offered as culpable sources of aridity; 
(3) far from seeking relief in any forni of legitimate recreation, the 
soul is more and more desirous o f recollection and solitude. Secretly 
drawn to it by God through loving anxiety and painful solicitude, 
the soul is unable to rid itself of this yearning and anxious resolu- 
tion. As a resuit, the recreations which it cannot avoid serve only 
to increase its sadness and its love of retirement, to which it feels it
self drawn by a certain hidden force. (4) It experiences in its heart a 
great emptiness in regard to ali things; for human things, because 
they disgust it; for divine things, because the soul is deprived o f ali 
lights and sensible affections and is not yet capable of feeling and 
enjoying things purely spiritual. Yet, though it cannot feel them, 
the soul is attracted to divine things by an invisible power. From 
this comes that perpetual yearning which keeps the soul restless and 
makes it seek a sure and safe guide.

This yearning, this restless desire, this continual impulse toward 
God, together with that peaceful, simple, and loving gaze by which 
the soul seeks to remain perpetually in the divine presence, without 
thinking of anything in particular but loving in silence and attend- 
ing to G od ’s action, these are a certain sign that the soul has been 
called to contemplation. And that soul will soon experience con- 
templation very clearly if it takes care not to stifle those impulses, 
but to encourage them by continual recollection, frequent self- 
examination, and ardent aspirations.18 16

aridity come not from weakness and lukewarmness; for it is the nature of luke- 
warmness not to care greatly or to have any inward solicitude for the things of 
God.”

16 TauIer, Institutiom, chap. 22: “Persist in this interior captivity and abandon- 
ment, diligently taking care that you desire nothing at ali without necessity; not 
leaving the house needlessly, not thinking on vain things, and speaking only whcn 
necessary. Attend to all thy projects and works with extreme care and learn wluit 
God expects of thee and in what manner. Let your prayer be continual, neither 
adding to it nor shortening it; in a word, Thy will be done. . . . Abandon all solici-
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On npplying irsclf to prayer, the soul is able to think of nothing 
in parricular, but in the midst of its great emptiness it possesses a 
general, vague, and loving gaze which holds it absorbed without its 
rcali/.ing wlvat is happening to it. This gaze filis the soul with very 
salutary cffects which are as strong as they are imperceptible.17 
W ithout even lmowing it, the soul is already in the state of true in- 
fuscd contemplation.

N ow  is aroused that thought, that obscure and delicate light 
which serves as a guide and to which the soul must attend unceas- 
ingly if it does not wish to lose it. It increases this light as best it can 
by its continuous presence in God. It perseveres in prayer, sighing 
and waiting, and is never repulsed by aridity or refusals. If the soul 
acts otherwise, the light by which it was guided will be extinguished 
immediately and then, should the soul wish to knock again, it will be 
a long time before it is heard, if, indeed, the doors are not closed to it 
forever.

Therefore the soul must pray with magnanimity and persever- 
ance, conforming to the divine will in all things, indifferent to both

tude, both interior and exterior, and be careful that in celebrating a perpetual Sab- 
bath to the Lord thy God, vou place no obstacle to His divine Majesty which 
would prevent Him from perfecting His work in thee. If it is necessary to perform 
any exterior work, take care at the sanie time to maintain a watchfui presence in 
God.”

Blosius, Inst. spir., chaps. 3, 4, 5, passim: “The ascetic should unceasingly seek to 
acquire a holy introspcction. He should avoid the vagaries of the mind because 
otherwise it would be impossible to arrive at union with God. . . . Let him direct 
himself to God, not with violence, but peaccfully, simplv, and lovinglv. VVhen he 
is accustomed to this exercise, he will see that it is not difficult and ultimately he 
will succeed in attending to God and divine things with as much facility as he lives 
and breathes. Let him see God as present in all his parts, but especiallv in the cen- 
ter of his soul, where He remains hidden from the senses, for He is truly a hidden 
God (Isa. 45:15). The ascetic should never abandon this exercise because of in- 
capacity or the difficulty which it causes in a beginner. . . . Let him niake himself 
apt for this introversion, and make use of frequent ardent ejaculations. . . . The 
assiduous use of aspirations and ejaculatory prayers, together with true mortifica- 
tion and abnegation, is a most certain guide which quickly and easily lcads to per- 
fection and the mystical divine union.”

17 Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 14: “But here it must be made ciear that 
this general knowledge whereof we are speaking is at times so subtle and delicate, 
particularly when it is most pure and simple and pcrfect, most spiritual and most 
interior, that, although the soul be occupied therein, it can neither realize it nor 
perceive it. This is most frequently the case when we can say that it is in itself 
most ciear, perfect and simple; . . . unusually pure and far removed from other 
particular kinds of knowledge and intelligence, which the understanding or the 
senses might fasten upon.”
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consolation and suffering, and seeking nothing other than to please 
G od .18 So, faithful souls exclaim without ceasing, from the depths of 
an afflicted heart: “ T h y  will, not mine, be done, O Lord. Teach me 
T h y  w ays.”  Even in their greatest sufferings, instead of seeking hu- 
man consolation, they bury themselves in their hearts in order to 
purify themselves more and more, saying with the Psalmist: “ M y 
soul refused to be comforted: I remembered God, and was de- 
lighted, and was exercised, and m y spirit swooned away. . . . 
And I meditated in the night with m y own heart: and I was exer
cised and I swept m y spirit.”  19

4 . SPIRITU AL SILEN CE AND M Y ST IC A L SLEEP

W hen faithful souls find themselves totally abandoned, arid, cold, 
mute, lacking affection, and unable to give vent to a single sigh, 
they raise their dim and darkened eyes to heaven and, directed by 
the obscure light of faith, they await m ercy in silence.20 A s they 
wait, sweetly enraptured and forgetful o f ali things, speaking not a 
word nor hearing nor seeing anything at all, they find themselves in 
a deep and profound silence which is at times changed into a myste- 
rious sleep. Sometimes they pass entire hours in this condition, but 
to them it does not seem long because they experience a special at- 
traction for that state.

In the midst of the obscurity and silence which prevents them

18 Jas. 5 :13 : “Is any of you sad? Let him pray. Is he cheerful in mind? Let him
sing.”

18 Ps. 76:4-7.
20Tauler, Institutions, chap. 8: “The more simple, pure, and naked in faith, so 

much the more praiseworthy, noble, and meritorious it is. This faith merits that 
God Himself in Himself, in His divine Essence, should be manifested to the soul 
in many wonderful ways.”

Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 15: “ Hence it clearly follows that, when the 
soul has completely purified and voided itself of all forms and images that can be 
apprehended, it will remain in this pure and simple light, being transformed 
therein into a state of perfection. For, though this light never fails in the soul, it 
is not infused into it because of the creature forms and veils wherewith the soul 
is veiled and embarrassed; but if these impcdiments and these veils were wholly 
removed . . . , the soul would then find itself in a condition of pure detachment 
and poverty of spirit, and, being simple and pure, would be transformed into sim
ple and pure Wisdom, which is the Son of God. For the enamoured soul finds that 
that which is natural has failed it, and it is then imbued with that which is Divine, 
both naturally and supernaturally, so that there may be no vacuum in its nature.”

This refers, as St. John of the Cross says at the beginning of the chapter, to the 
progressives whom God is beginning to bring into the supernatural knowledge of 
contemplation.
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from sccing nnything concretely or in detail, if they do not see a 
suddcn brilliant flash of light which momentarily dissipates the 
darkncss and filis them with ineffable consolations, at least they see 
somcthing which they cannot describe: a tenuous, wavering, and 
most subtle light which enables them to know how greatly they are 
indcbted to G od and how necessary it is that they be resigned if 
they are to reap the copious fruits of all thcse trials. W ithout dis- 
closing anything in detail, this light leaves them perfectly instructed 
regarding the fulfillment o f their duties and, though it seems to be a 
very tenuous light, it inflames them with zcal for the glory of God 
and the welfare of souls. Hence, although these souls were fearful of 
losing time and of having actually been aslcep, they soon realize 
from the effects o f this sleep that actually they were never more 
vigilant or more active. T h ey  have come forth from that sleep re- 
animated, possessing greater valor for the fulfillment o f the divine 
will in all things.

A fter the prolonged phases o f obscurity and spiritual silence, this 
is the first mystical sleep o f the obscure night of the senses. In it, 
souls are fortified; they receive new vigor and life and are prepared 
for the coming of the dawn. T h e y  are disposed for the endurance of 
the terrible trials which yet await them in this prolonged obscurity 
amid the dreads and fears of the night.21

F u r t h e r  T r ia l s  a n d  C o n t r a d ic t io n s

A s souls progrcss in illumination and union and as they become 
stronger, so also are usually increased the trials whereby they are 
purified of all stains and traces o f the dust of earth. But since these 
souls are now more powerful and better instructed in the Science of 
the saints, they do not w alk with such faltering steps nor are they 
so likely to perish, to wander off, or to fall as they were in the be- 
ginning. Stili, the enemy obstinately pursues them, now disturbing 
them with suggestions of mistrust, now plaguing them with vain 
presumptions or deceitful promises. Likewise the world lures them 
with its false delights or stigmatizes them with ridicule and disdain 
and condemns them by every type of the specious reasoning of 
carnal prudence. Even their own passions are let loose and manifest 

21 Cant. 3:8.
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themselves now more lively and agitated than ever before. But the 
greater the danger, so much the more do these souls, amid heartfelt 
sighs and with their eyes firmly fixed on the light o f faith, cry out 
from their lacerated heart: “ Lord, save us, we perish!”  22

I .  TEM PTATIO NS, CONTRADICTIONS, AND DERISION

A t times the most wise divine Doctor, instead of extending- to 
them His merciful hand, permits these souls in the midst of their tor- 
ment to walk or creep along by themselves and even to stumble and 
falter. I le  does this so that they may better realize their own weak- 
ness and misery. Sometimes He even lets them suffer a little fall, al- 
though He secretly holds them by the hand so that their hurt will 
be light and will work to their greater profit, for “ we know that for 
those who love God all things work together unto good.” 23 Then 
He quickens their faith so that they see and realize how abominable 
are even the slightest faults committed against so holy and lovable a 
God. Again, H e sometimes permits others to look upon them with 
penetrating gaze and to censure them unmercifully for defects or 
carelessness, and in this w ay these souls learn truly to despise them
selves, for they know that they are treated as they deserve. Souls 
see themselves better when their failings are known and censured 
by all.24

W hen souls are thus confoundcd, they are confirmed in true self- 
knowledge and taught to place their hope in God alone. Far from 
being dismayed, as are the presumptuous or the timid, they are in- 
flamed with a purer love o f the supreme Good whom they have 
offended and they burn with an ardent desire to make amends and 
to please Him. Therefore the more angry He appears, the more they 
reverence and love Him with a sincere filial love, grieving over their 
faults and cultivating a holy hatred for themselves for having acted 
so evilly and having becn so despicable. T o  make as much satisfac- 
tion as they can, they castigate themselves with more arduous pen- 
ances and they joyfu lly accept every kind o f scorn and ridicule,

22 Matt. 8:25.
23 Rom. 8:28.
2i St. Augustine, Confessions, IX, chap. 8: “Just as friends corrupt us by their 

adulation, so frequently our enemies correet us by their criticisms. But Thou, <) 
Lord, dost repay them according to the will and intention which they had, and 
not according to what Thou hast effected through them.”
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contrudictions, calumnies, and persecutions which come to them in 
nbundancc, though they know not how or whence. W hatever be- 
falls thcm, they deem it small when compared with the great desire 
they luvc of atoning to God and repairing the evil they have done.

Thus they acquire that true interior peace in which, instead of 
flecing labors and contempt, they desire them and seek them as 
eagerly as a miser seeks a treasure.25 But they should not w eary 
themselves in seeking such things; it is better for them to accept with 
complete resignation all the crosses that Providence sends them. 
T h ey  will find these in abundance, even where they least expect 
them.26 Because of their fervent desire to fulfill faithfully all their 
obligations and because of their particular psychological state of 
recollection in God, they may sometimes be inadvertently careless, 
forgetful of certain details, and, perhaps, even commit certain faults 
which they cannot correct, no matter how strenuously they try. 
These things are an abundant source of complaint and severe repri- 
mands and cause souls to suffer keenly, for they judge themselves 
culpable but find that they are helpless to remedy their light im- 
perfections. The eagerness to correct them does nothing but aggra
vate those very imperfections.

W hat is most important at this stage is that souls be not dismayed. 
T h ey must be made to realize that the work of perfection is not the 
work of a day, but of a lifetime. It is not to be attained bare-handed, 
but through humility, patience, perseverance in prayer, and trust in 
G od .27 Hence, as long as they feel themselves incapable, they should

25 Imitation of Christ, III, chap. 25: “If thou arrive at complete contempt of self, 
then shalt thou enjoy peace in abundance.”

20 Scc II Tim., 3:12: “And all that will live godly in Christ Jesus, shall suffer per- 
sccution.”  The Lord Himself, says the Imitation (III, 3), is the “onc who tests all 
devout souls.”

Lalleniant, Spiritual Doctrine, V , II, art. 1: “Whoever is resolvcd to lead an in
terior life, and to be really spiritual and a man of prayer, must expect that when he 
has reached a certain point, peoplc will cry out against him; he will have adver
sarios, and other contradictions; but in the end God will give him peace, and will 
make everything tum out to his profit and the advancement of his soul.”

See Taulcr, Institutions, chap. 11.
27 Dark Night of the Soul, I, chap. 5: “There are others who are vexed with 

themselves when they observe their own imperfcctncss, and displav an impatience 
that is not humility; so impatient arc they about this that they would fain be saints 
in a day. Many of these persons purpose to accomplish a great deal and make grand 
resolutions; yet, as they are not humble and have no misgivings about themselves, 
the more resolutions they make, the greater is their fall and the greater their an- 
noyance, since they have not the patience to wait for that which God will give
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increase their magnanimity ali the more and trust entirely in Him 
who is waiting for them to realize their own nothingness, to aban- 
don themselves without reserve into His arms, and to make Him 
their ali, for this cannot be done without their cooperation.* 28

W hat most afflicts these souls is their fear of guilt and not the 
harsh treatment they receive. Indeed they rejoice in the latter; not 
because they dare to glory in their infirmities (see II Cor. 12 :9) 
which they endure for Christ (for they do not deem themselves 
worthy of such an honor), but because at last they see themselves 
treated as they deserve and recognized for what they truly are. 
W ith such simplicity and without taking account of themselves, they

them vvhen it pleases Him; . . . Some souls, on the other hand, are so patient in 
this matter of the progress which they desire, that God would gladly see them 
less so.”

28 Grou, Marmel, p. 106: “The holiest souls are not necessarily those who com- 
mit the fcwest faulrs, but those who are the most valiant, the most gencrous, and 
who love to do the greatest violence to themselves. . . . Spiritual masters teli us 
that God sometimes permits the greatest saints to fall into certain defects which, 
no matter how hard they try, they are unable to corrcct. He does this preciselv to 
make them realize their own weakness and to show them what they would be 
without grace. In this way, also, He prevents them from becoming proud because 
of the favors they have reccived. . . . The child who falis down when he tries to 
walk alone, returns to his mother with greater affection and lcams not to strav 
from her. . . . When God asks anything of us, we must not refuse Him under the 
pretext of the many faults wc would commit in performing it. It is better to do the 
good imperfectly, rather than omit it altogether.”

Therefore we should not be upset or too sad over the faults that we are unable 
to correct, as are the presumptuous who are disturbed and dismayed at secing their 
own weakness, but we should draw new strength from our weakness so that we 
will not aggravate our faults by greater ones. True humilitv is peaceful and trust- 
ing. It gently places in God all the confidence which we cannot place in ourselvcs.

“When I find that I have committed certain inadvertent faults,”  says a soul wcll 
expericnced in these things, “ I rise up again with great facility and with the in- 
tention of dying rather than fall into that fault again. On such occasions I never 
feel any disturbance or dejection because I know that our Lord is most kind toward 
this type of fault. I firmly bclieve that a loving countenance and a peaceful and 
joyful attitude move Him more than one of extreme anguish, which sometimes 
hides a good deal of self-love.” Says our Lord in Espinas dei alma (Dial. IV ): 
“Leam to draw humility from your faults, and not bitterness and distress. For vou 
give Me more pain and offend Me more by the disturbance with which you suffer 
these faults than by the faults themselves.”

St. Teresa, Life, chap. 30: “ For, though the soul is conscious of its own wreteh- 
edness and it distresses us to see what we are and our wickcdncss seems to us to be 
of the worst possible kind . . . and we feel it very dceply, yet genuine humility 
does not produce inward turmoil, nor does it cause unrest in the soul, or bring it 
darkness or aridity; on the contrary, it cheers it and produces in it the opposite 
effects—quietness, sweetness and light. . . .  In that other humility, which is the 
work of the devii, the soul has not light enough to do anything good and thinks of 
God as of one who is always wielding fire and sword.”
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triumph over al! their enemies, they disconcert the calculations of 
carnal prudence, and they draw upon themselves the sympathy and 
even ilie admiration and applause o f many sincere souls.29

But this is itself another difficult trial, for such souls find the great- 
cst torment in being esteemed and praised. Deference to themselves 
horrifies them because they consider it a sacrilegious theft when 
anyone attributes to them any good thing. T h ey ltnow very well 
that, if they possess anything of good, it has been given them by 
God and to Him should go the acknowledgment.30

In this w ay souls acquire a sincere and solid humility and not that 
superficial virtue which was theirs in the beginning. N o w  they are 
truly purified of the stain o f all self-esteem and they are well estab- 
lished in all virtue, especially the virtues of meekness and modesty. 
T h ey  have become like Him who is meek and humble o f heart. Tak- 
ing up His yoke, they w ill find rest for their soul.31

2 . INTERIOR STRUGGLF.S

This phase of their development is followed by the formidable 
interior struggle which they must continually wage in order to keep 
their passions in subjection. A t this time their passions seem indomi- 
table and irrepressible. Yet rarely is this struggle outwardly mani- 
fested, even by the slightest change of countenance. Even under the 
greatest afflictions they do not alter, and one would never suspect 
their interior struggles. Indeed, looking upon these persons and 
seeing them so peaceful, affable, tender, wearing a modest smile on 
their lips (never gloomy as are those of fictitious virtue), one would 
think that they are at least very insensible.

The truth of the matter is that, far from being insensible, such 
souls possess a sensibility more delicate and exquisite than that of 
anyone else. God Himself quickens this sensibility in them so that

29 Caussade, Abandonment to Divine Providcnce, II, 6: “ I fear more my own ac- 
tion and that of my friends than that of my enemies. There is no prudence so great 
as that which offers no resistance to enemies, and which opposes to them only a 
simple abandonment [to God]. This is to run before the wind, and as there is noth- 
ing else to be done, to keep quiet and peaceful. There is nothing that is more en- 
tirely opposed to worldly prudence than simplicity; it turns aside all schemes 
without comprehcnding them, without so much as a thought about them. The 
divine action makes the soul take such just measures as to surprise those who want 
to take it by surprise themselves.”

30Sce Interior Castle, VI, i ;  Hansen, Vida de Sta. Rosa de Lima, I, 8.
31 Matt. 11:29.
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they know how to conquer self, to resist themselves always, and to 
subdue their evil inclinations by combating them and tearing thcm 
out by the roots. Their least little faults arouse their anger. So, Sister 
Barbara of St. Dominic (1868) wrote to her confessor: “ If I were 
to give vent to this feeling of fierceness, I would at any minute tear 
m y sisters to pieces.”  And yet, her own sisters considered her very 
passive because she gave no sign of her dreadful interior and exterior 
trials.32

The repeated victories which they win over themselves and 
which are as glorious as they are difficult do not cause these souls to 
become proud but, rather, confounded. T h ey  regard only the work 
and the danger and not the merit. Through a holy fear of G od 
which keeps thcm meek, modest, and humble, and by watching over 
themselves with the firm resolution to practice ali the virtues well, 
they make a strong beginning in true wisdom. Since they know 
themselves intimately and despise themselves as they deserve, the 
eyes of their heart are illumined and cleansed (Eph. 1 : 1 8)  and they 
can see how lovable God is. Then do they begin to love Him truly 
with a pure, sincere, and disinterested love.

Thus does God work upon these privileged souls and purify them 
in ordcr to make them w orthy confidants of the mysteries of His 
love. Being a pure and jealous Lover, He cannot tolerate the least 
stain in them nor any affection which is not directed to Himself.33 
Therefore, before He communicates Himself fu lly to them, He tries 
them in the crucible of temptation and subjects them to the rack of 
trials and contradictions so that they may come forth pure and radi
ant, like gold and diamonds which have been worked upon and 
cleaned of ali dross.34 The higher the degree of sanctity to which

82 St. Teresa, in speaking of these terrible struggles, says that not all souls are 
able to dissimulate their sufferings. At times they suffer such bitter interior afflic- 
tion that they brealt forth into impatience, etc.

83 St. Augustine, Confessioris, X, 29: “ He loves Thee little, O Lord, who, together 
with Thee, loves anything else which he does not love on account of Thee.”

34 St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, circa fin.: “W e know very well that the 
good and great God, before admitting any soul into His presence, destroys in it 
everything hunian and totally purifies it so that it is transformed into Himself and 
deified.”

Fenelon, Sentim. de piete: “O adorable holiness of my God, how rigorous Thou 
art! Thou dost not recognize Thy own as long as they liave the smallest opposition 
to Thy own purity. Beckoning them with one hand, by means of the love which 
Thou dost instil into their hcarts to attract them to Thyself, with the other hand 
Thou dost restrain them with the rigors of T h y justice. These souls love Thee,
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He destines the soul, or the more delicate the mission which H e de- 
sires to entrust to it, the more varied and rigorous will be these 
trials.85

T h e purgation resulting from the voluntary penances and austeri- 
ties which souls embrace when in their first fervor as well as that 
effected by the martyrdom which they undergo in the period of 
desolation and aridity and by which they seek to placate the divine 
wrath and castigate themselves for their sins, are as nothing when 
compared to that which God yet demands o f them. He himself, ap- 
plying His hand to the wound, subjects souls to a treatment which 
H e alone knows how to perform, the “ bath o f blood and fire”  which 
St. Catherine of Siena speaks of in her Letters (52). He subjects 
them to the entire series of passive purgations in which they feel as 
if they were in a huge press, constrained on every side so that they 
are unable to breathe. T h ey  cannot find the slightest relief and they 
know not whence their remedy will come. Their suffering is so 
intense that it seems to them they are no longer on the raclt, but in 
the very hell of sorrow.* 36

Lord, and yet Thou desirest that they suffer. Their supplication alters not a bit the 
love which Thou dost bear them, nor does the love they bear for Thee diminish 
the suffering which Thou dost send them. How holy and how lovable Thou art, 
O divine Heart! Who could exist in the presence of a God so pure and holy! Yet 
this is that selfsame sanctity which sees the saints on earth afflicted with infirmities, 
sufferings, and persecutions, and, although He recognizes them as His own, He 
looks upon them with an unalterable peace. He is always able to alleviate their pains, 
but many times He refuses to do so. His magnanimous heart finds no better way of 
expressing His love than to subject His friends to these hardships.”

85 Palaphox, Varon de deseos, III, 8: “It will also happen to many souls that they 
will endure no conflict for months, or even years, at a time. But when they are most 
careless or even, so they think, most fervent, a conflict will break forth which is 
so bloody and cruel that these souls will seem to be back in the first stages. . . . 
Although it will be strange to them at the beginning, they will feel great valor if 
they have served God truly in their past life. . . . A li the steps which the soul has 
taken in time of peace by means of its exercises, were but dispositions and defenses 
which have prepared for the outbreak of the war which now attacks them. . . . 
God permits this war on souls for the very useful effects which will follow: humil- 
ity, proof by trial, exercise in spiritual things, mortification, retirement and wateh- 
ing, reward and perfection.”

36 Ps. 30 :11: “For my life is wasted with grief: and my years in sighs.”
Interior Castle, V I, 1: “Oh, Jesus! How sad it is to see a soul thus forsaken, and 

how little, as 1 have said, can it gain from any earthly consolationi . . . If she 
prays, she might as well not be doing so at all—I mean for ali the comfort it will 
bring her, for interiorly she is incapable of receiving any comfort, nor, even when 
her prayer is vocal, can she understand what she is saying; while mental prayer is 
at such a time certainly impossible—her faculties are not capable of it. Solitude is 
stili worse for her, though it is also torture for her to be in anyone’s company or
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Although this sorrow affects principally the sensitive part of thc 
soul, there is actually no interior or exterior pain which these souls 
do not suffer. T o  their aridity, distaste, obscurity, and mortal agony 
are added infirrnities, calumnies, and persecutions.37 T h ey are aban- 
doned by good souls and even by their faithful friends; they either 
lack experienced guides or suffer manifest opposition from their 
spiritual directors who, instead of encouraging and pacifying them, 
begin to fili them with despondency and terror by telling them that 
they have been deceived.38 Every imaginable horror suddenly rains 
down upon them when they least expect it. T h ey  suffer a fright- 
ful and prolonged martyrdom for God, but scarcely anyone knows 
it or compassionates them.39

to be spoken to; and so, despite all her efforts to conceal the fact, she becomes out- 
wardly upset and despondent, to a very noticeable extent. Is it credible that she 
will be able to say what is the matter witli her? The thing is inexpressible, for this 
distress and oppression are spiritual troubles and cannot be given a name. The best 
medicine—I do not say for renioving the trouble, for I know of none for that, but 
for enabling the soul to endure it—is to occupy oneself with external affairs and 
works of charity and to hope in God’s mercy, which never fails those who hope in 
Him.”

37 Blessed Henry Suso, Life, chap. 23: “ Until now, you have scourged yourself 
with your own hands and you have ceased doing so when you took compassion on 
yourself. But from this time on, I shall put you in the hands of others who will mal- 
tr£at you and you will be helpless to defend yourself. They will make you carry a 
cross that is much more painful, a cross bristling with points of iron which will 
bring torment to your shoulders. Until todav, you have been praised and admired 
for your voluntary mortifications; but in the future, even in the midst of your suf- 
ferings, you will be jeered, mocked, and ridiculed so that in this way you may be 
truly annihilated.”

38 When the Venerable Francesca of the Blessed Sacrament found herself in this 
condition, unable to communicate to anyone the things pertaining to her soul, her 
holy mother, St. Teresa, appeared to her and told her: “ You would suffer much 
more, daughter, if you did communicate these things. It was for that reason that 
I suffered a great deal. For, however much men may know, they cannot know how 
generous God is in communicating Himself to His creatures.”

30 Blessed Henry Suso, Disc. spir., IV : “ Up to a certain point these interior suf- 
ferings cause those who persevere to be counted among the martyrs and to enjoy 
the prerogatives of martyrs. But the servants of God would much prcfer to give 
their life’s blood at once for Jesus Christ rather than suffer these interior tempta- 
tions and trials for months or even years.”

St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, III, 10: “This magnificent work is proper to 
holy love; no other love can efFect it. But if it were given to you, O men, to know 
the tortures through which humanity passcs during these indescribable trials, you 
would not hesitate to state that it is impossible to endure so much. . . . These sor- 
rows are evident but rather than Iook at them, you prefer not to bclieve them be- 
cause you are afraid to try to measure their greatness. . . . You are unwilling to 
endure them because they are suffered in silence and solely for the love of God.”

St. Teresa, Life, chap. 11 : “ I know how grievous such trials are and I think they 
need more courage than do many others in the world. But it has becomc ciear to
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AII this scandalizes the w orldly ones because they are unable to 
undcrsrand ir. It is fo lly  to the world, and the world cannot under- 
stand it. Ilut this suffering is the currency used along the path of the 
spirit, for “ through many tribulations we must enter the kingdom of 
G od”  (Acts 14 :2 1 ) .  W orldly souls will ask w hy the Lord should 
send such trials to souls that are faithful and that truly love Him. 
I le  sends them, first, the better to show His love for them, because 
those whom He loves more, He makes more like unto Himself in 
His sufferings so that they may also be like to Him in glory.40 
Secondly, He sends them this suffering so that they can purify them-

me that, even in this life, God does not fail to recompense them highly; . . . for 
it is quite certain that a single one of those hours in which the Lord has granted me 
to taste of Himself has seemed to me later a recompense for all the afflictions which 
I have endured over a long period while keeping up the practice of prayer. I be- 
lieve myself that often in the early stages, and again later, it is the Lord’s will to 
give us these tortures, . . .  in order to test His lovers . . . before He trusts them 
with His great treasures. I believe it is for our good that His Majesty is pleased to 
lead us in this way so that we may have a ciear understanding of our worthlessness; 
for the favours which come later are of such great dignity that before He grants us 
them He wishes us to know by experience how miserable we are, lest what hap- 
pened to Lucifer happen to us also.”

40 Blessed Angela de Foligno, op. cit., chap. 50: “VVhat is the path trod by the 
chosen ones? It is the path of tribulation. . . .  I understood the order and reason 
for these things. . . .  I saw how sufferings are changed into works of grace. This 
is not understood by the beginner, but later it is recognized. I saw the path to 
eternal life which is common to the elect, and there is no other way. Those who 
are invited to drink of the chalice of the Lord are those who seek to do the will 
of the Father. . . . Hence, for these sons, the bitterness of tribulation is changed 
into grace, sweetness, and love, because they feel how valuable are their tears. They 
are oppressed, but are not disturbed, because the greater the tribulation they suffer, 
the more they experience God and so much does their joy increase. If a man feels 
anxiety at the beginning of his penance, I know that joy awaits him after he has 
advanced.”

St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 64: “If we would consider the great blessings which 
come to us as a resuit of our sufferings during the journey of this life, we would 
run the course of life to death without ever fleeing any kind of pain. Many are the 
benefits which come to us when we are aflficted. The one benefit is that in this way 
we are conformed to Jesus Christ. What greater treasure could a soul possess than 
to be clothed in His opprobrium and suffering? The other is that we are thus puri- 
fied of our sins and defects in order to grow in grace and preserve that treasure 
unto life eternal.”

Tauler, Institutions, chap. 1 1 :  “If God sometimes hesitates to send you adversi- 
ties, it is not because of your own goodness and strength, but because He knows 
how unworthy you are to be a soldier of Christ.”

“Everyone knows,” said our Lord to St. Rose of Lima, “ that grace follows tribu
lation; they know that without the weight of affliction, they cannot arrive at the 
summit of grace and that their gifts increase in the measure of their labors. Do not 
be mistaken or deceived; this is the only stairs to paradise. There is no other way, 
save by the Cross, by which one can reach heaven”  (Hansen, Vida, I, chap. 18).
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selves, know themselves, be illumined, and disposed for full union 
and transformation.41

3 . SOURCES OF STRENGTH

During the period when these souls seemed to be so fervent, theirs 
was a sensible fervor. Besides being changeable and unable to with- 
stand desolations, sensible fervor is an impediment to the peaceful 
and intimate action of G od because it is impetuous and disordered. 
T o  experience the purely spiritual light, souls must be emptied of 
all sensible light just as later on they must be reduced to darkness in 
regard to all created light, however spiritual, in order to withstand 
the most pure uncreated Light. Hence those two terrible nights, 
that o f the senses and that of the spirit.4- 

W ith the disappearance of sensible light, sensible consolations 
must also vanish, so that the mysterious touches of the H oly Ghost 
can be felt. Therefore the Lord said to His disciples that, unless they 
were deprived of His visible presence, they could not receive the

41 Weiss, Apologie, IX, 6: “W e deceive ourselves and do ourselves great harm 
if we think that it was easv for the saints to rid their veins of the corrupt blood of 
Adam, to withdraw from the World exteriorly and intcriorly, and to opcn to them
selves the road to eternal life. We often imagine that the saints were such from 
their very birth or that they achieved the place they occupy in heaven without 
any efforts. . . . On the contrary, as St. Paul says with great sorrow: ‘Unhappy 
man that I am; who shall deliver me from the body of this death?’ (Rom. 7:24.) 
No one has ever seen the extent of that hard struggle which extcnds ‘unto the divi- 
sion of the soul and the spirit, of the joints also and the marrow’ (Hcb. 4 :12). . . . 
God calls all men, the saints as well as ourselves, to the serious struggle. To all He 
sends work, saying: ‘Separate the precious from the vile’ (Jer. 15:19) so that your 
life may become ‘more precious than gold which is tried by the fire’ (I Pet. 1 :7 ) .”

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEumes, III, 8: “God prefers a soul transformed by sor
row to a soul transformed by love, although it is true that the sorrow experienced 
by the soul at the sight of the divine afflictions cannot be other than love which, 
absolutely speaking, is more perfect. By means of sorrow the soul is greatly exer- 
cised in the love of neighbor and it becomes resplendent with zeal for the salvation 
of souls. This makes it weep for the sins of others and be consumed with a desire 
for their salvation. The Word also prefers the work of sorrow to that of love be
cause the first is a type of martyrdom through which souls are made like the cru- 
cified Savior. . . . Love is undoubtedly more plcasing, but since we are in this 
world to purify ourselves, the time is to be spent, not in joy, but in weeping and 
suffering for God.”

42 Dark Night of the Soul, I, 8: “And thus the one night or purgation will be 
sensual, wherein the soul is purgcd according to sense, which is subdued to the 
spirit; and the other is a night or purgation which is spiritual; wherein the soul is 
purgcd and strippcd according to the spirit, and subdued and made ready for the 
union of love with God.”
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divine Consoler.43 B y  means o f His withdrawal, their tender and 
afTectionatc love was purified and spiritualized so that they could 
undergo without failure the trials they had yet to suffer and they 
could experience the profound mysteries of the Divinity directly 
or, at least, through the holy humanity which was then invisible.44

During their darkness and aridity and with the help of the tenu- 
ous spiritual light which they unconsciously receive, souls are able 
to discover and correct innumerable imperfections which they had 
not perceived during their sensible fervor. Only thus can they 
acquire true humility and the requisite purity.45 In addition to 
self-love which manifests itself in their desire for gifts and divine con- 
solations and prevents them from arriving at true union, they usu- 
ally possess a hidden presumption, together with a certain regard for 
themselves and their superficial virtues and an attachment to their 
own judgments and their own will. A li of this renders true progress 
difficult (for true progress consists in the total abandonment of self 
to the action of G od ), and leads them to ruin, for it causes them to 
resist the H oly Ghost.46 This is what happens to many deluded

48 John 16:7: “But I teli you the truth: it is expedient to you that I go: for if I 
go not, the Paraclete will not come to you; but if 1 go, I will send Him to you.”

44 “ If it was expedient that I withdraw from M y apostles,” said our Lord to 
Blessed Henry Suso (Eternal Wisdom, X ), “the better to dispose them for the re- 
ception of the Holy Ghost, how much more harmful will be association with men?
. . . Their fickle love and useless conversations weaken the fervor of religious 
life.”  In his Disciplina spiritualis, Suso says: “AU the powers, labors, precepts, and 
examples of Jesus Christ were ordained to teach His disciples how to be interior 
men and to keep their souls pure so that the light of truth might shine forth in 
them. When He saw that the apostles, in their imperfection, were seeking after the 
extemal man and were thus rendering themselves incapable of seeking the supreme 
Good, He was obliged to leave them and deprive them of His corporeal presence. 
This fact ought to rid us of all uncertainty and make us understand how, in a cer
tain sense, eternal Wisdom Himself, by His human presence, was an obstacle to 
the perfection of those who were so attached to Him. With even more reason can 
we say that the creatures of this world wiU prevent the servants of God from ar
riving at perfection in the spiritual life.”

Blessed John of Avila, Espiritu Santo, I: “ The H oly Ghost will not come until 
you have rid yourself of all excessive love of creatures, for He wishes to be with 
you alone.”

46 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, V , 12: “ O purity! Purity! It is nothing other 
than humility in action. There never was and never will be humility without purity, 
nor purity without humility.”

46 St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, chap. 1 1 :  “ In spite of having risen to the 
life of grace, the soul remains so stained and self-centered that, in order to retum 
to the primitive state in which it was created by God, it needs no less than aU those 
divine operations of which we have spoken.”
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souls that remain full of pride even after great penances. T h ey  aban- 
don the yoke of obedience and perish miserably.

When scnsible fervor ceases and souls experience a deathly aridity; 
when they see themselves surrounded by nothing but dangers, 
difficulties, defects, temptations, and evil inclinations; when they 
find themselves the victims of many fears and filled with darkness, 
lacking the ability to do anything at ali: then it is that they truly 
learn to distrust themselves, to seek someone who can guide them, 
and to implore divine aid with true humility. N o longer do they 
appropriate to themselves the lights and favors they have received 
from the Lord.47 N ow  ali their hope lies in perseverance in prayer, 
cost what it may. If they lessen their prayer or if they are too much 
distracted by external things, however good these things may be in 
themselves or however lofty the intention with which they are 
done, then these souls are much exposed to be lost and to extinguish 
that invisible light which was leading them on to solitude, there to 
experience the motion of the H oly Ghost. But if  they let themselves 
be guided by the mysterious force which moves them on to recol- 
lection, they will be so strengthened that they w ill never fall away.

H ow  can souls sustain all these trials without weakening? “ I can 
do all things in Him who strengtheneth me.”  48 “ For when I am 
weak, then am I powerful.”  49 W ith great ardor they hasten to seek 
aid from Him who alone can give it to them. In profound recollec- 
tion they are filled with valor and even with joy. He who calls them 
to solitude, does so to console them, strengthen them, and enrich 
them. There, either secretly or manifestly, He speaks to their hearts 
the words of life and nourishment.50 Then, in the measure that their

47 La Figuera, Simia espirit., I, 5: “Do not take temptations as punishments, for 
they are not always so, and when they are, they must be taken as inercies. By means 
of temptations, our Lord obliges souls to come to Him to seek His help, to recog- 
nize their danger, to do penance, to realize that they live in the midst of enemies, 
and a thousand other blessings which our Lord is able to draw out of these tempta
tions. Hence, the Holy Ghost says: ‘He who has not been tempted, what does he 
know?’ ”

lmitation, I, 13; II, 1: “Often we do not know what we can do, but temptations 
show us what we are. . . .  In temptations and tribulations it is proved what prog- 
ress a man is making, and there also is the greater merit and virtue is the more evi- 
dent. . . . How will your patience be crowned, if you meet with no adversities?”

49 Phil. 4:13.
49II Cor. 12:10.
40 Osee 2:14.
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labors increase, their consolations are also increased.51Amid the 
grcatcst tribulations, they remain serene and confident, overflowing 
with joy B-‘ and desiring to suffer even more for G od.53

Such desires are never satiated, but are quickened with new fuel 
and, when souls thus fortified seem to weaken under the weighty 
burden of their labors and the waters of tribulation have risen to 
their chins, then they cry out: “ W ho then shall separate us from the 
love of Christ? . . . But in ali these things we overcome, because 
of Him that hath loved us.”  54

In great afflictions and temptations, when they see themselves 
weakening and lacking any power, they hasten to satiate and re- 
animate themselves in the fountain of living water where they drink 
of the torrents of grace and strength. T h ey  hurry to the Eucharist, 
the sacrament of love, the center of the mystical life, wherein the 
most sweet Savior gives Himself to them as sustenance, life, and 
power for the soul. The fortitude which they receive in that divine 
food enables them to travel without any rest, night and day, to the 
holy mountain of G od .55

Through their own revivification they know by experience that 
he who worthily partakes of this bread will live forever, for he will 
live in Jesus and through Jesus, as Jesus Himself lives through the 
Father.58 Therefore in all their tribulations and needs they hurry 
with eager desires to the sacred tabernacle as to their secure refuge. 
There they find protection against their enemies, relief from all 
their evils and pains, strength and power to conquer themselves, to 
despoil themselves totally of the old man, and to be reclothed in the 
new.5T

51 See II Cor. 1:5.
62 II Cor. 7:4.
63 St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, I, 15: “ By reason of its generous efforts never 

to deny God any type of sacrifice, the soul overflows with joy, after the fashion of 
St. Paul, in the rnidst of its sufferings. It realizes very well that by means of those 
sufferings it is purified of the stains of the flesh and the spirit and that, for the glory 
of God, it has bcgun to be adorned in the ornamcnts of the Spouse.”

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, (Euvres, I, 17: “The soul desirous of following the Lord 
may have to endure great sufferings. But these sufferings, however great they may 
be, bring it fewer pains than consolations.”

54 Rom. 8:35, 37.
55 III Kings 19:8.
36 John 6:58.
67 Bellamy, op. cit., p. 236: “The Church knows very well that without Com- 

munion it is morally impossible to conserve the supernatural life indefinitely, just
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Thus fortified and filled with confidence, they wait vvithout vacil- 
lation or fear for rhe only one who can save them. If it should bc 
necessary, thcy will wait a year, two years, five years, and somc- 
times even twenty years. This prolonged waiting, though it afflicts 
them and is so grievous,58 does not prevent them from saying: “ Yet 
after the darkness, I wait for the light.”  69 T he light of understand- 
ing which strengthens and directs them amid the obscurities of faith 
gradually increases in splendor. W hat form erly seemed to them so 
tenuous and delicate, now filis them with almost incredible clarity, 
in the measure that their natural reason is purified of its gross in
ferior lights. Visibly enriched with the sublime gifts of wisdom and 
undcrstanding, they see that those apparent darknesses of divine 
origin were in reality torrents o f true light which enlighten and 
dazzle wcak eyes but which to healthy eyes appear a thousand times 
clearer than the midday light. T hey see that the mysterious whisper- 
ing which they perceived in their silence was the sweet voice of the 
Beloved who invites them to a most intimate concourse.90 T hey 
now realize that their refreshing sleep was a sublime reality which 
filled them with life and was the soul’s rest in the divine arms. N ow  
they know that night is illumined to a most ciear day, that the dark
ness of God is His own light and in it are found ineffable delights.01

as without corporal food we cannot preserve the life of the body for very long. 
All life requires regular nourishment, not only for its nomial expansion, but also 
for its simple conservation. If the life of the body needs material bread, the divine 
life of the soul also needs some other kind of nourishment proportionate to its na
ture; that is, a divine food.”

Therefore, although the precept of the Church commands no more than the 
paschal Communion, the desire of the Church, as formulated by the Council of 
Trent (Session XXII, can. 6) and later on by Pope Pius X, is that all the faithful 
should strive to receive Communion daily.

Tauler, Institutions, chap. 38: “Of all the exercises which one can perform, there 
is none judged to be so excellent, so divine, so certain and secure for attaining the 
supreme Good and for attaining intimate union with God as to receive frequently 
and dcvoutly the most holy Sacrament. . . . No place else is there to be found 
such copious grace as here, where the senses and the faculties of the soul are recol- 
lectcd and united bv the power and efficacy of the bodily prescnce of our Lord, 
Jesus Christ. . . . Those espccially who are most inclined to extemal things and 
disposed to inany falis are raised up and brought to an appreciation of interior 
things, they are thereby rid of all temporal impediments, they are inflamed with 
heavenly desires, and, by the divine dwelling which God takes up in them, they are 
fortified for celestial things.”

08 Prov. 13:12.
69 Job 17:12.
60 Cant. 2:10-14.
81 Ps. 138:11 f.
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Thcn, with the help of these gifts and through the obscure light of 
faith, tlicy discover the focus of the eternal light.

So, at the dawn of a new day and the manifestation of the morn- 
ing star to their intellect, that star for which they have eagerly 
waitcd, these souls are filled with new life, ardor, joy, and heavenly 
delights which, though lasting but for a moment, make them con- 
sider as well spent ali the efforts they have made. T h ey  are con- 
vinced now that all the pleasures of the world taken together are 
nothing more than a vile and miserable shadow when compared 
with those of heaven.62 Thus are souls reanimated for suffering and 
for working and they will accomplish marvels of virtue by means 
of their divine powers.

A P P E N D IX

x. C h aracteristics  of P e r f e c t  P r a y e r  

Blessed Angela o f Foligno, op. cit., chap. 62:

The law of prayer is the law of unity. Prayer demands the entire man 
and not merely a part of him. It claims the whole heart and, if only a 
portion is given, a man achieves nothing. . . . He must give his all if 
he wishes to en joy the fruit of this tree, because temptations beset a 
divided heart. Pray, and pray assiduously. The more you pray, the more 
enlightened will you be and the more profound, the more sublime, and 
more evident will be your contemplation of the supreme Good. The 
more sublime and profound this contemplation, the more ardent will be 
your love; the more ardent your love, the more delightful your joy and 
the more extensive your comprehension. Then will increase your inner 
capacity for comprehension; you will arrive at the plenitude of light and 
will receive that knowledge which, by nature alone, you were not capa- 
ble of—the secrets which were beyond your capacity. . . . Do you 
wish to receive the Holy Ghost? Thcn pray. The apostles were praying 
when He descended upon them. . . .  It is prayer that frees us from 
the enemy, illumines and purifies us, and unites us to God. Prayer is the 
manifestation of God and of men. This manifestation is the perfect 
humility which is found in the knowledge of God. . . . T okn ow G od ’s 
allness and man’s nothingness; that is perfection. . . . If you are de-

62 St. Teresa, Life, X, X I: “When a soul is in its early stages of growth and God 
grants it this favour, it really thinks there is nothing more left for it to desire and 
it counts itself well recompensed for all the Service it has done Him. . . . Blessed 
are their labours, which even here, in this life, have such abundant recompense.”
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prived of the grace of sensible fervor, be as assiduous in prayer and 
activity as you were in the days of great fervor. . . . The sacrifice most 
perfect and most pleasing in the divine eyes is to follow the same path 
with the help of His grace, even when this grace ceases to be ardent. . . . 
If, through your own fault (as happens most of the time) or through 
any plan of the eternal mercy which disposes you for the most sublime 
things, you lose that sensible fervor, be steadfast in prayer, in watching, 
and in charity. If tribulation or temptation comes upon you with its 
purifying power, persevere and do not weaken; resist, combat, and 
triumph by dint of importunity and violence. God will bring back ardor 
to your soul; do your part, which He will make His own. Violent prayer, 
which a person draws forth from his torn and lacerated bowels, is most 
powerful before God. Persevere in prayer, and you will begin to feel 
God’s presence more fully than ever before. . . . Empty yourself; let 
Him take over all of you, and He wrill give you a great light which will 
enable you to see yourself and see Him.

St. Catherine o f Siena, Life , III, 4:

A soul cannot truly possess God if it does not give Him its entire heart, 
without division of affections. And it cannot give its whole heart to God 
without the help of humble prayer in which it recognizes very clearly 
its own nothingness. It must give itself over to prayer until it has been 
acquired as a habit. By continual prayer, virtues grow and are fortifled; 
without it, they weaken and disappear.

2. P r a y e r  and th e  M y st ic a l  L if e

St. Francis de Sales, L ove of G od , V I, 1:

Prayer and mystical theology are one and the same thing. . . . Specu
lative theology makes learned men and doctors; mystical theology makes 
ardent lovers of God. . . .  It is called mystical because its communica- 
tion is secret and nothing is spoken in it, save from heart to heart by a 
certain communication which cannot be transferred to others who do 
not possess it. . . . Mystical theology and prayer are nothing other than 
a conversation in which the soul is lovingly communicating wdth God, 
speaking to His lovable goodness in order to be united and joined to Him.

3. I m p o r ta n t  C o u n sels

La Figuera, Suma espiritual, I, 6:

The soul u'anders much in the path of prayer if it does not begin to 
walk in it completely free of all self-interest. . . . God’s way is to give
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I limsclf without measure to those who do not seek gifts and consola- 
tions in scrving Him. . . . Let the soul enter the Service of God with a 
fimi resolution not to have any likes or dislikes . . . for the first fervors 
will not cndure. . . . Such a soul will make progress only by struggling 
against sensuality. . . . But it should take care not to expect to root 
out in two days the bitter and deep roots of its appetites. . . . Such dar- 
ing presumption makes the soul discontinue many of the things which it 
has begun. It cannot fly along the way when it has no wings, but it must 
walk, step by step, according to the powers it possesses. . . .  It must 
leam to walk with faltering steps and must not give up; because if it does 
not yet have this art, which is the most difficult, it places itself in great 
dangcr. . . . What the soul must learn at this stage is to beg pardon 
without being admircd or embittered or dismayed; but it must have 
humility and compunction, and must lift its spirits as best it can. . . . 
Let the soul advance according to God’s measure, without pressing for- 
ward or lingering in any excrcise, no matter how holy it may be. . . . 
Let it be steadfast in its spiritual exercises and esteem them highly. . . . 
It should value whatever devotions will help it to love God more and 
beware of that presumptuous spirit which says that in devotion there is 
to be found no solid virtue. . . .  In making the resolution to serve God 
perfectly, one must not be ashamed to show it . . .  no matter what his 
equals may say. . . . They may laugh, but he truly serves God.

4. C ea se less  S tru ggles

St. Francis de Sales, T he Devout L ife , I, chap. 5:

Ordinary purifying and healing, be it of the body or the soul, is only 
effected little by little, going on by degrees, with pain and labor. . . . 
The soul which rises from sin to devotion is compared to the dawn of 
morning which drives not away the darkness instantaneously, but by 
degrees. . . . Courage and patience are necessary in this enterprise. 
Alas, how much are those souls to be pitied who, having exercised them- 
selves a little in devotion and seeing themselves the subject of many im- 
perfections, begin to be troubled, disquieted, and discouraged, almost 
letting their hearts yield to the temptation of abandoning everything 
and returning back! . . . The exercise of cleansing the soul can end only 
with life itself. We must not, then, be troubled by our imperfections, 
for perfection consists in combatting them, and we cannot combat them 
without seeing them nor overcome them without encountering them. 
Our victory lies, not in not feeling them, but in not consenting to them. 
To be disturbed by them is not to consent to them. Indeed, it is neces-
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sary for the exercise of our humility that somctimes we should be 
wounded in the spiritual combat; but we are never conquered unless we 
lose either our life or our courage. . . . “ Dcliver me, O Lord,” said 
David (Ps. 54:9), “ from cowardice and faint-heartedness.” It is a great 
advantage for us in this war if by flghting always, we can always be con- 
querors.

5. D e sir e  for C onsolations

Blosius, Inst., chap. 7:

We can certainly ask God for consolations and sensible fervor, espe- 
cially at the beginning of the spiritual life, so that, tasting the sw7eetness 
of divine grace, we shall better and more promptly renounce ali vices and 
attach ourselves to Him as our supreme Good. Yet there is a certain im- 
perfection in so doing which is prejudicial to lawful abnegation. . . . 
We must at any cost let God work in us and let Him give to us w hat He 
wishes, when He wishes, and how He wishes.

Rodrfguez, Ejercicio de perfeccion, I, 8, chap. 24:

Spiritual delights are vcry good and profitable if we know how to use 
them well. Therefore, when the Lord grants them, they should be re- 
ceived w'ith gratitude. But if one seeks these consolations and desires 
them only for the satisfaction which they afford, for the delight and 
pleasure which the soul experiences in them, then that is a vice and dis- 
ordered self-love; . . .  it is the vice of spiritual gluttony.

Hoyos, Vida, p. 329:

The Lord gave me to understand that it was not displeasing to Him that 
in my afflictions I should seek some consolation from my spiritual fathers. 
He Himself sought it from His disciples, although He did not find it. I 
find it when it is His will; but if it be His will that I should suffer, then 
He will fili the greatest joy with the greatest sorrow.

Blessed H enry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, X V :

In time of affliction, remember M y consolations; and when I console 
you, do not forget the trials which you have had to undergo. This is M y 
way of teaching you not to be extravagant when you are enjoying My 
grace and of not letting you become dejected when you are in the midst 
of affliction.
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6. T iif . S i m p l e  L o v in g  G a z e  a n  U n c o n s c io u s  R e s t

Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 15:

Wlicn the spiritual person cannot meditate, let him learn to be stili in 
God, fixing his loving attention upon Him, in the calm of his understand- 
ing, although he may think himself to be doing nothing. For thus, little 
by little and very quickly, Divine calm and peace will be infused into his 
soul, together with a wondrous and sublime knowledge of God, enfolded 
in Divine love. And let him not meddle with forms, meditations and 
imaginings, or with any kind of reflections, lest the soul be disturbed,
. . . And if, as we have said, such a person has scruples that he is doing 
nothing, let him note that he is doing no small thing by pacifying the 
soul and bringing it into calm and pcace, . . . for it is this that Our 
Lord asks of us, through David, saying: Vacate, et videte quoniam ego 
sum Deus (Ps. 45: 11 ) .  As though he had said: Leam to be empty of ali 
things . . . and you will see that I am God.

St. Francis de Sales, L o ve of G od, V I, chap. 8:

When you find yourself possessed of this simple and pure filial trust 
in our Lord, remain in it, without attempting to perform any kind of 
conscious acts of intcllect or will. This simple and trusting love, this 
loving sleep of the spirit in the arms of the Savior, contains in itself as 
much excellence as you could ever hope to find. It is bctter to sleep on 
His sacred Breast than to be awake in any other place.

There, indeed, does the soul find rest from its labors and relief in 
its afflictions; and if it finds itself incapacitated for labor, it is only that 
its action may not impede or disturb that of the H oly Ghost who, 
in a hidden manner, is effecting a marvelous transformation in the 
soul. This mystical sleep is much more salutary and remedial when it 
comes upon souls that are already far advanced and are enmeshed in 
the many painful trials, darkness, and aridity which usually follow 
the prayer of quiet and the prayer of union.

Surfn, Catech. spir., I, 3:

There are three signs by which we can know that this repose, in which 
there are no distinet thoughts, is not slothfulness. The first is that during 
it the soul enjoys much peace and no boredom; the second, that the soul 
leaves that state with a strong resolution of working well; the third, that 
during the day the soul enjoys many lights whereby it is able to see how
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it should conduct itself and many powers for practicing virtue. . . . 
When this repose is acconipanied by much aridity and no knowledge, 
except a gcneral idea of God, it does not on that account cease to be true 
contemplation and to be very profitable to the soul. . . . Directors who 
try to oblige souls to leave this repose are like those who would oblige 
one to disembark from a ship that is sailing full force before the wind 
and to walk on foot.

Father Grou (Manuel, pp. 96 f.) observes that, as in the natural 
order we do many things voluntarily, such as walking, stopping, 
looking at something, without adverting to what we are doing, so 
does the same thing happen, and even more so, in the supernatural 
order. He continues:

A  person prays without realizing that he is praying; one’s heart is 
united to God without adverting to this union. Therefore one must not 
say that he does nothing or that he is wasting time in the prayer of quiet, 
for actually he works in a very real manner, although secretly, and in 
this work self-love receives no nourishment nor anything to increase it. 
The merit of such prayer is this: self-love dies, and the soul begins to lose 
itself in God. As long as the soul believes that it knows its own condi- 
tion, it is not lost; it even finds help. It begins to lose itself when the 
sensible lights vanish and, not being able to see anything, it no longer 
gazes or reflects on itself, but abandons itself to God. Gradually He 
pushes it forward along this way until, not finding any protection or 
security in itself or other men, the soul places all its trust in God and says 
with Jesus Christ, who was abandoned on the cross: “ Father, into T h y 
hands I commend M y spirit.”  . . . It is to this sublime act, so glorious to 
God and so useful to man, that the prayer of quiet leads. Of himself, no 
one could enter into it or advance in it; but when God introduces the 
soul to it, the soul must have the courage to persevere until the end.

7. Persever an ce  and th e  F r u it  of L abors 

T h e L iving Flame, II, 5:

And here it behooves us to note the reason why there are so few that 
attain to this lofty state of the perfection of union with God. It must be 
known that it is not because God is pleased that there should be few 
raised to this high spiritual state, for it would rather please Him that all 
souls should be perfect, but it is rather that He finds few vessels whicli 
can bear so high and lofty a work. For, when He proves thcm in small
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things and finds thcm weak and sees that they at once fice from labour, 
and dcsirc not to submit to the lcast discomfort or mortification, He finds 
that ilicv are not strong and faithful in the little things wherein He has 
grantcd them the favour of beginning to purge and fashion them, and 
sees that they will be niuch less so in great things; so He goes no farther 
vvith tlieir purification, neither lifts them up from the dust of the earth, 
sincc greater constancy and fortitude would be nccessary for this than 
they exhibit. . . . Oh, souls that seek to walk in security and comfort in 
spiritual things! If ye did but know how necessary it is to suffer and 
endure in order to reaeh this security and consolation, and how without 
this ye cannot attain to that which the soul desires, but will rather go 
backward, ye would in no way seek consolation, cither from God or 
from the crcatures, but would rather bear the cross, and, having em- 
braced it, would desire to drink pure vinegar and gall, and would count 
this a great happiness, for, being thus dead to the world and to your own 
selves, ye would live to God in the delights of the spirit; and, bearing a 
few outward things with patience and faithfulness, ye would become 
worthy for God to set His eyes upon you, to purge and cleanse you more 
inwardly by means of more interior spiritual trials, and to give you more 
interior blessings. For they to whom God is to grant so notable a favour 
as to tempt them more interiorly, and thus to advance them in gifts and 
deservings, must have rendered Him many Services, and have had much 
patience and constancy for His sakc, and have been very acccptable in 
His sight in tlieir lives and works. . . .  In the same way does God to 
those whom He desires to exalt with the most important exaltation; He 
makes and causes them to be tempted in order that He may raise them 
as far as is possible—that is, that He may bring them to union with the 
Divine wisdom, which, as David says, is silver tried in the fire and proved 
in the earth (Ps. 11 :7 )  . . . and purified seven times, which is the great- 
est degree possible. . . . The soul is now aware that ali has turned out 
very well for it . . . and, as the soul aforetime shared in tribulation, it 
now shares in consolation and in the kingdom; and as all its trials, within 
and without, have been amplv rewardcd by Divine blessings of soul and 
body, there is none of its trials that has not a correspondingly great re- 
ward. And thus the soul confesses that it is now well satisfied, when it 
says: “And pays every debt.”

Blessed H enry Suso, Eternal W isdom, chaps. 18 -19 :

In their many crosses and trials, My friends live happily in the hope of 
glory. They enjoy peace of heart and tranquillity of spirit and in the 
rnidst of their afflictions they are happier than the worldly ones with all
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their pleasures and false peace. . . . Hear the reason why I tempt them 
in such a manner. . . .  I dwell in the soul as in a garden of delights and 
I do not permit it to take pleasure in anything apart from Me and thus be- 
come attachcd to creatures. And because I wish to possess that soul chastc 
and pure, I encircle it with thorns and entrench it with adversities so that 
it cannot escape from My hands. I strew its path with agony and sorrow 
so that it cannot find rest in base and created things, but it must place all 
its welfare in the depth of M y Divinity. . . . The reward which I give 
to thcse souls for their least suffering is so great that all the hearts in the 
world taken together would not exhaust it.

8. H ow  L ove M ak es C rosses L ight and T hese C rosses A re 
th e  Pledge of L ove

Blessed H enry Suso, ibid., chap. 19:

“ I know, O Lord, that T h y crosses are the instruments of Thy wisdom 
and the pledges of our eternity, but they should not be too heavy for 
our strength. . . .  I believe that there is no one in the world so sorely 
tried as myself. FIow am I to endure them?” To which the Lord replied: 
“A sick man, in the midst of his suffering, always thinks that there is no 
other suffering comparable to his and every poor man thinks there is no 
misery equal to his. If I were to send thee other crosses, your complaint 
would be the same. Be couragcous, then; be firm and generous. Resign 
thyself completely to M y will. Accept wTith resignation all the crosses 
which I deem it well to send thee and refuse none of them. Thou knowest 
very well that I desire thy good and I know w'hat is best for thee. Ex- 
perience has shown thee that all the crosses which I sent thee, whatever 
they have been, elevate thee and unit thee more closely and strongly with 
M y Divinity than any other things which you might have chosen to do 
voluntarily. . . . If suffering did not molest thee, would it be true suf
fering? . . . W hy should it be strange that thy cross is heavy, if you do 
not love it? Love it, and thou canst carry it easily. . . . If I were to 
inundate thee with spiritual consolations and embrace thee with love, 
thou wouldst not profit as much as through suffering the aridities and 
trials which I send thee. . . . Live, then, in peace, certain that thou wilt 
not perish under the Cross. It is easier for ten souls, w’ho enjoy the de
lights of grace, to fall into sin, than for one soul that endures only afflic- 
tion. The enemy has no power over those who lovingly weep under the 
Cross. Even if you were the most esteemed doctor in the world and the 
most learned theologian in M y Church; even if you could speak of God 
with the tongue of an angel; you would stili be less holy and less lovable
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in My cycs than a soul that lives under the burden of my crosses. I give 
My graccs to good and bad, but I reserve M y crosses for Afy chosen ones. 
. . . Affliction weans a man away from the world and draws him to 
hcaven. The more his worldly friends abandon him, the more does he 
grow in My grace which elevates him and makes him divine. From the 
Cross comes humility, purity of conscience, fervor of spirit, peace, tran- 
quillity of soul, discretion, recollection, charity and all the blessings 
which flow from charity.”

W ay o f Perfectiori, chap. 3 2:

These, then, are His gifts in this world. He gives them in proportion to 
the love which He bears us. He gives more to those whom He Ioves most, 
and less to those He Ioves least; and He gives in accordance with the 
courage which He sees that each of us has and the love we bear to His 
Majesty. When He sees a soul who Ioves Him greatly, He knows that 
soul can suffer much for Him, whereas one who Ioves Him little will suf
fer little. For my own part, I believe that love is the measure of our 
ability to bear crosses, whether great or small.

Blosius, Institutiones, chap. 8:

There is no sign of the divine election that is more certain than humble 
and patient suffering in tribulation for the love of God. This is the pre- 
cious ring with which He espouses Himself to a soul. To suffer for God 
is a thing so great that a man should deem himself unworthy of such love. 
Even the slightest hardship endured for Him with a willing heart profits 
the soul immeasurably more than many great and good works.

St. Philip Neri says: “ Nothing more glorious can befall a Chris- 
tian than to suffer for Christ. T he greatest tribulation one can en- 
dure is not to suffer tribulations. There is no stronger proof of G o d ’s 
love than adversity.”

Says St. Rose of Lima:

O, if men only realized what a great thing is grace; how beautiful, how 
noble, how precious; if they but knew the riches that are hidden therein, 
the treasures, the joys, the dclights, they would certainly expend every 
effort and privation in seeking affliction and pains. They would walk the 
length and breadth of the world in search of hardships, infirmities, and 
torments, instead of adventure, and all this to obtain the wonderful bene
fit of grace. This is the reward and gain of suffering. No one would ever 
put aside the cross or the labors which fall to his lot if he knew the scales 
wherein they are weighed to proportion them among men.
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Advance in lllumination and Union
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T h E  first rays of divine light which enlighten and dazz.le the un- 
derstanding with a new and unknown splendor, inundate it within 
and without. T h ey  captivate and gladden it, v ivify  and illumine it, 
so that it is recollected without any effort on its part. Yet this divine 
light lasts but a short time. It comes suddenly and when least ex- 
pected; but, in the midst of the incomparable joy which it causes, 
it immediately disappears, and the soul finds itself once more in sor- 
rowful darkness. H owever, the divine light leaves the soul so ani- 
mated, so changed, and so full of life and energy, that as often as 
these illuminations are repeated or prolonged, they effect a prodi- 
gious renovation.

T he Pr ayer  of R eco llectio n

This phase is usually called the prayer of recollection. It is an in- 
fused type of prayer and is far superior to the prayer which is 
acquired by our own efforts and diligence. Human industry is 
powerless to attain it; G od gives it when He wishes and as He 
wishes. Yet we should not on that account refrain from disposing 
ourselves to receive it and we should not harden our hearts when 
privileged to hear the divine invitation. For the soul makes more 
progress and is more illumined during a single moment of that type 
o f prayer than during entire years spent in profound and prolonged 
considerations.

Such is the first degree or phase of the ciear and distinet con- 
templation which usually follows the dark and confused silence and 
the first spiritual sleep, in which the light received is scarccly pci
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ccntible cxccpt for the salutary effects it produces in the soul. T he 
praycr of rccollection produces even greater effects, and the soul 
knovvs full well that they come from God.

In mcditation the soul uses a discursive method, but in contem- 
plation there is no discursus, no comparison, no reasoning process. 
Everything is seen at once in a single peaceful gaze, with a clarity 
and effective movement which incomparably surpass anything that 
could be attained through a discursive method.1 It is true that 
discursus leads to a certain kind of acquired contemplation 2 when, 
after much consideration of a subject and a penetration of it, a 
person is able to see it all at once, peacefully and serenely, and to 
appreciate it better than if he were to examine the subject laboriously 
and in great detail. But this type of contemplation, in addition to 
being of short duration, is greatly inferior to that which is mani- 
festly infused. YVithout any effort and even without expecting it 
or working for it as such, the soul is suddenly filled with light and 
holy affections.3 T he faculties, that form erly were restless and dis-

1 “ Meditation,”  says St. Bernard (or whoever is the author of the Scala claustra- 
lium), “ is a studious activity of the mind under the control of reason which in- 
vestigates the meaning of a liidden truth. Contemplation is an elevation of the mind 
whereby it is suspended in God and tastes the joys of eternal sweetness. Reading 
seeks; meditation finds; contemplation tastes; prayer petitions. The Lord said: ‘Seek 
and you shall find; knock and it shall be opencd unto you.’ That is, seck by reading, 
knock by praying, and contemplation will be opened unto you. . . . Reading is 
common to both the good and the bad; contemplation is not, unless it is an imita- 
tion of contemplation.”

Nevertheless contemplation is ahvavs granted to those who worthily seek for it 
and who persevere in asking for it through prayer. In expounding the words of 
Psalm 38, verse 4, “In my meditation a fire shall flante out,”  St. Bernard says that 
this is to be understood as the fire of desire which leads to contemplation.

“Of itself, thinking,”  says Richard of St. Victor (Benj. major, III, 1), “is effort- 
less and fruitless; meditation works fruitfully; contemplation fructifies without 
work. Thinking explores, meditation discovers, contemplation adntires. Thinking 
is fed by the imagination; meditation, by discursus; contemplation, by under- 
standing.”

2 In a later work Father Arintero States that the term “acquired contemplation” 
is an expression that serves only to provoke fruitless discussion and has no reason 
for existing. Although at one time he accepted the term, in the second edition of 
La Evolucion Mtstica he removed it, and in his work, La Verdadera Mtstica Tra- 
dicional, he brands the term as totally useless. Cf. La Verdadera Mtstica Tradi- 
cional, p. 252; La Ciencia Tomista, “ Inanidad de la Contemplacion Adquirida,” 
May-June, August-September, November-December, 1924; January-February, 
1925. (Tr.]

8 “Meditation,” says Juan de Jesus-Maria (Escuela de Oracion, VIII, 7), “ is a 
discursus of the intellect in search of truth. Contemplation is a quiet gazing upon 
the truth discovered. Meditation is a road; contemplation is the end of the road. It
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tracted, are now truly and easily recollected because they hear the 
sweet whistle of the loving Shepherd who calls them in order to 
strengthen and illumine them.* 4

“ The soul which in the beginning was accustomed to consider and 
meditate on the mysteries,”  says Ven. M ary of the Incarnation,5 “ is 
so elevated by an attraction of grace that it is amazed to see that, 
without any labor on its part, the intellect is illumined and engulfed 
in the divine attributes and so strongly attached to them that nothing 
can separate it.6 In the midst of these illuminations the soul is un- 
able to work by its own power but receives and experiences the 
operations of God as long as it pleases His goodness to work in 
it.”  7 Says Ruysbroek:

When a good man given to the interior life is interiorly recollected 
and withdrawn from ali earthly things and when he keeps the superior 
part of his heart open to the etemal goodness of God, a secret heaven is 
manifested there, and from the divine clarity a light springs forth like a 
flash of lightning and radiates to this open heart. In that light the Spirit 
of the Lord speaks to the loving heart and says: “ I am yours, O inan, and 
you are Mine; I dwell in you and you live in Me.” At the contact with 
this sudden stroke of light so great a joy and chaste delight take posses- 
sion of the heart that the man does not know what has happened or how 
he can endure it. This experience is called a jubilation or delight which

should be noted that what has been said of meditation as the road to contemplation, 
is likcwise true of all the types of ordinary prayer, for by these, also, one travels 
to and ultimately finds contemplation. This will be well understood by one who 
has practiced the above-mentioned types of prayer and is raised by the Lord to true 
contemplation, which is in no way brought about by one’s own efforts, . . . but 
. . . by a singular grace of the Lord who elevates the soul when He so desires. . . . 
This is the divine contemplation enjoyed by the saints, to which all aspire who live 
the contemplative life.”

4 Interior Castle, fourth mansions, chap. 2: “ In this state the faculties are not, I
think, in union, but they become absorbed and are amazed as they consider what 
is happening to them.”

6 Cf. Chapot, Vie, IV , 4.
6 Alvarez de Paz, Vida espiritual, V , 2, 7: “The suspension of the mind in con

templation follows this elevation. This suspension is nothing other than a most per- 
fect attention to that which is contemplated and a forgetfulness of all inferior 
things.”

7 Cf. St. Francis de Sales, Love of God, Bk. VI, chap. 7. Father Tornas de Jesus 
says that the knowledge acquired in meditation is obscure and of little efficacy. But 
the knowledge acquired in contemplation is “truth and life, and it captivates all our 
affections. The transformation of our conduct through meditation is effected slowlv 
and step by step; but contemplation makes us run and even fly toward perfcction" 
(La meilleure patrie 011 la vie contemplatif).
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cannot bc explained by words and which no one can know, except by 
expcriencc. . . . This is the first and lowest phase of the contemplative 
life in which God manifests Himself.8

The infused light is not an occasion for vanity, however, for the 
soul realizes that this light is not proper to itself and that the soul 
can in no w ay attain it by its own power. B y  means of this light, 
indeed, the soul sees keenly its own nothingness and misery and it 
also discovers the infinite grandeur, wisdom, power, and goodness of 
God. This it is which captivates, amazes, and enamors the soul and 
makes it swoon away. A t the same time that the soul is confounded 
and humiliated, it is animated and encouraged. Contradictions! the 
incredulous will say. Marvelous realities! the experienced soul will 
reply.9

Thus does the soul alternate between the vivid illuminations of 
the mind whereby G od captivates it more and more and draws its 
intellect to Himself, and the desolations, darknesses, and vicissitudes 
through which the soul passes valiantly, animated by words of life 
which impel it to arrive at the very peak of sanctity.

Both light and the darkness contribute to the purification and 
refinement o f the soul; the latter by strengthening it in virtue at 
the same time that it rids it of all earthly attachment; the former 
by uniting it to God, disclosing His marvels to it, and inflaming it 
with His most pure love. As the soul’s detachment, purity, sim- 
plicity, and rectitude of intention increase, the illuminations by 
which God lovingly unites Himself to the intellect become more 
frequent and more prolonged. As absolute Master, He captivates it 
and draws it to Himself, both interiorly and exteriorly; interiorly 
by means of the light which He infuses, whereby He strengthens 
and moves the intellect to see the supreme Truth, something which 
creatures are unable to do; exteriorly by manifesting Himself to it 
as the only object able to satisfy the soul.10

8 La Contempl. divina, chap. io.
8 At this point the faithful soul, after much longing for the heavenly Spouse and 

much longing after His divine fragrance, exclaims: “The King has brought me into 
His storehouses. W e shall dance with joy and we shall rejoice in Him who gives to 
us of His sweetness and consolation, which are better than wine. Lord, all the right- 
eous love Thee!” See Cant. 1:3.

10 lia Hae, q. 173, a. 2: “For a man represents certain things to his disciple by signs 
of speech, but he cannot enlighten him inwardly as God does.”
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T h e  P r a y e r  o f  Q u i e t

Once the intellect is captivated in the prayer o f recollection, the 
will also begins to be captivated and gradually all the other facul- 
ties. It does not matter that at times one or other o f the faculties will 
wander or be distracted in spite of one’s efforts. Like restless but- 
terflies, they are startled by such great light, but they quickly 
return to the flower of perfect beauty and the only center where 
they can find complete rest.11

T he will particularly is established on a firm foundation. It is at 
rest and enjoys perfect delight because now it reposes in the supreme 
Good, who is the only one that can satisfy it.12 E very  time the 
intellect is illumined, the will is inflamed with new fire which sweetly 
burns and consumes it. This fire inflames the will with greater power 
and longing to love in very truth the only true Love for now it sees 
no other object worthy of that love. Thus, loving God more and 
more, the soul reposes in Him and finds its rest in Him. It melts 
and is consumed in a swoon of love. It burns with new desires to

11 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 14: ‘‘This state is a recollecting of the faculties within 
the soul, so that its fruition of that contentment may be of greater delight. But the 
faculties are not lost, nor do they sleep. The will alone is occupied, in such a way 
that, without knowing how, it becomes captive. It allows itself to be imprisoned bv 
God, as one who well knows itself to be the captive of Him Whom it loves. Oh, my 
Jesus and Lord, how much T h y love now means to us! It binds our own love so 
straitly that at that moment it leaves us no freedom to love anything but Thee. . . . 
This water of great blessings and favours which the Lord givcs in this state makes 
the virtues grow much more, beyond all comparison, than in the previous one; for 
the soul is already rising from its miserable condition and gaining some slight fore- 
knowlcdge of the joys of glory. . . . For His Majesty begins to communicate Him- 
self to this soul and wishes it to be conscious of the method of His communication. 
As soon as it arrives at this state, it begins to lose its covetousness for the things of 
earth. And small merit to it, for it sees clcarly that on earth it cannot have a moment 
of this joy; that there are no riches, or dominions, or honours, or delights which suf
fice to give it such satisfaction even for the twinkling of an eye; for this is true joy, 
and the soul realizes that it is this which gives genuine satisfaction. . . . This satis
faction resides in the most intimate part of the soul, and the soul cannot teli whence 
or how it has come to it; often it knows neither what to do, nor to wish, nor to ask. 
It seems to find everything at once, yet not to know what it has found: I do not 
myself know how to explain this.”

12 “ He who does not possess Me,” said our Lord to St. Magdalen of Pazzi (CEmrres, 
IV, chap. 1 r), “whatcver other goods he may possess, will not find rest. I alone can 
completely satisfy the heart of man. I am He who is, but he is that emptiness which 
is not. The greater the emptiness, the more do I fili it and the better does the crea
ture realize its own nothingness.”

“Thou hast made us, O Lord, for Thee,” says St. Augustine in his Confessions (I, 
chap. 1), “and our hearts are restless until they find rest in Thee.”
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lovc Him cvcn more and to make other souls love Him who loved 
us so mucli and is so deserving of our love. B y  loving the supreme 
Good and adhcring to Him so intimately, the soul is made truly 
good, capable of performing every good work and of repelling 
evcry evil. The same divine fire which purifies the soul, filis it with 
an cnergy, a courage, a zeal, a rectitude that nothing can withstand 
and that will later enable the soul to realize the greatest enterprises.

If the fire of the will grows in proportion to the light of the 
intellect, then, as the will adheres more closely to the divine fur
nace, the intellect in turn will be fillcd with new illuminations 
which spring forth in a singular w ay from the fire of love.13 But 
these illuminations, although very great, are scarcely noticed, be- 
cause all consciousness and all the powers of the soul are absorbed 
in that prodigious love which can do all things, which governs and 
enslaves all things.14

Once it possesses its unique and perfect Good, the will advances 
and far surpasses the intellect. The reason for this is that the intel
lect attracts things to itself and seeks to assimilate them, but the will 
adheres to the object itself and is more and more engulfed in the 
ocean of infinite goodness. So it is that some mystics have affirmed 
that one can have love without knowledge, although others believe 
this to be impossible. Actually it sometimes happens that a person 
loves so ardently that he is not aware of how he does so, for all 
consciousness is absorbed in love. A t times also, we love as if by a 
divine instinct because the H oly Ghost moves us to love and we 
hardly know w hy or in what manner He impels us and directs us, 
praying in us and for us with unspeakable groanings.15 “ And He 
that searcheth the hearts, knoweth what the Spirit desireth.”  16

W ho can explain this? W ho can describe the ineffable delights 
which the soul enjoys: the swoons, the sweet intoxication, the de- 
lightful sleep, the gentle divine touches, the vital transports, the

13 Dark Night of the Soul, stanza 3: “Without light or guide, save that which 
burned in my heart.”

14 St. Augustine, Manual, chap. 18: “Love captivates and enslaves all the affections 
and changes them into itself. Love is sufficient in itself, is acceptable in itself, is 
sought for itself. It is both the merit and the reward. . . . By love, we are United to 
God. . . .  In the beginning, good and honest things are done and used well through 
love, but later these same things are despised and ultimately, through love, one comes 
1:0 see the secrets of God Himself.”

15 Rom. 8:26.
16 Ibid., 8:27.
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ardent longings, the sweet wounds of love, the tender colloquies, 
and the wise madness of divine charity? T he intellect itself, which 
witnesses ali this, is so absorbed, enraptured, and obscured that it 
can neither describe it nor explain it. T h e w ill in this state is quiet 
and unmoved, in almost complete repose, yet at the same time it 
possesses a marvelous activity. Even while it rests, it loves with a love 
that is more inflanted. Loving, it swoons away, and swooning avvay, 
it cries out to all things to help it love its God. Then it can say truly 
with the spouse in the Canticle: 17 “ I found him whom my soul 
loveth: I held him: and I w ill not let him go.”  18

T h e soul may remain for hours in this delicious quietude, and yet 
to it the hours seem short. Indeed, the soul would desire to remain 
in that state forever, saying with St. Peter: “ Lord, it is good for us 
to be here.”  19 It does not wish to be moved elsewhere, for fear of 
losing so great a treasure, but it wishes to enjoy eternally those 
divine delights.

However, the sensitive potencies stili become restless at times and 
seek their particular objects, for they have not yet discovered the 
spiritual and hidden object which absorbs and captivates the will. 
Though they may molest the will, they can never disturb its re
pose. Later they will be sweetly recollected in such a w ay that the 
divine fire will reach them also.20 The Beloved Himself repeatedly

17 Cant. 3:4.
18 “O eternal God,” exclaims St. Francis de Sales (Love of God, V I, chap. 9), 

“when by Thy sweet presence Thou dost fili our hearts with T h y fragrant per- 
fume . . .  all the faculties of the soul enter upon a sweet repose. . . . The will . . . 
is sweetly intoxicated in perceiving, without knowing how, the incomparable good 
of having its God present to it.”

19 Matt. 17:4.
20 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 15: “This quiet and recollectedness in the soul makes 

itself felt largely through the satisfaction and peace which it brings to it, together 
with a very great joy and repose of the faculties and a most sweet delight. As the 
soul has never gone beyond this stage, it thinks that there is no more left for it to 
desire. . . .  It dares not move or stir, for it thinks that if it does so this blessing may 
slip from its grasp: sometimes it would like to be unable even to breathe. The poor 
creature does not realize that, having been unable to do anything of itself to acquire 
that blessing, it will be stili less able to keep it longer than the time for which the 
Lord is pleased that it shall possess it. . . . Since the will is in union with God for as 
long as the recollection lasts, its quiet and repose are not lost, but the will graduallv 
brings the understanding and memory back to a state of recollection again. . . .  It 
is very important that the soul which arrives thus far should recognize the great dig- 
nity of its state and the greatness of the favours which the Lord has granted it, and 
how there is good reason why it should not belong to the earth, since, unless its own 
faults impede it, His goodness seems to be making it a citizen of Heaven. Alas for 
such a soul if it turns back! . . .  I should call anything a real fall which made us
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stares, “ I adjure you that you stir not up nor awake m y beloved 
till she please.”  * 21

T he soul desires whatever He desires because now it has no other 
will but His. Consequently, at the price of self-violence it w ill gladly 
leave the delicious quietude of contemplation for the solicitude of 
activity (which is to leave God for G od) when charity or obedience 
deniands.22 Yet the soul will proceed to external work in such a w ay 
that its heart remains fixed on its source wherein is its only treasure.23 
It has patience for the exercises of the active life, but a strong desire 
for the exercises of the contemplative life.

Quietude may last for entire days, except for certain intervals, 
but the binding or sleep of the faculties is usually of short duration. 
Yet these brief moments are of such value that, as Sauve says,24 
“ they are able to transform the rest of one’s life.”  W hen the hour 
comes to awake from this sweet sleep and heavenly delirium (which 
occurs whenever duty or charity calls one to other occupations), 
then the soul, which to all external appearances (and perhaps, even 
internal also) seemed to be idle and wasting time, comes forth so

hate the road that had led us to so great a blessing. In talking to these souls I do not 
say that they will not offend God and fall into sin; anyone who has begun to receive 
these favours would be right in guarding himself carefully against falling; for we are 
miserable sinners. What 1 strongly advise them to do is not to give up prayer, for 
prayer will enlighten them as to what they are doing, and the Lord will grant them 
repentance and strength to rise again. They must believe, and keep on believing, that 
if they cease from prayer they are running (or so I think) into danger.”

21 Cant. 8:4.
22 St. Bernard, Sermo in Cant., IX, 8: “Do not insist too much on the eye of con

templation, for the breasts of preaching are far better.” See also, St. Teresa, Book of 
the Foundations, chaps. 5, 6.

Blessed Henry Suso States that, when there is an attachment to divine consolations, 
those consolations are of no profit so long as God calls us to something else. He who 
does not know how to leave God for God will be abandoned by God.

“ I once refused,” continues Henry Suso (JJnion, chap. 3), “ to hear the confession 
of an afflicted soul that had been directed to me. ‘Teli him to go to another,’ I said to 
the porter, ‘for I cannot hear him now.’ But I had scarcely said those words when 
the sweetness of the divine grace which I had been enjoying vanished altogether 
and my heart became as hard as a stone. Amazed, I asked God the cause, and He in- 
teriorly responded: ‘Just as you abandon this afflicted soul and send him away with- 
out any consolation, so I also have abandoned thee in that same instant and have 
raken from thee the sweetness of My grace and the joy of M y consolation.’ I imme- 
diately began to weep and beat my breast and I ran to the porter’s office to call the 
person who was leaving. After hearing his confession and bringing him consolation, 
I returned to my cell to meditate. Then God, who is goodness itself, deigned to give 
back to me the joy which I had lost by my lack of condescension and abnegation.”

23 Matt. 6 :21; Luke 12:34.
24 Etdts mystiques, p. 73.
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invigorated and filled with divine ardor that it is entirely aflame 
and there is no difficulty or work that frightens it. Indeed the soul 
feels as if it could ignite the world with that fire which it carries 
within itself.

Then is the soul amazed and sorrowful at seeing that some are 
occupied with things other than loving their highest Good and seek 
a deceptive happiness apart from Him. The soul itself, on the other 
hand, though realizing its unworthiness, is concerned only with 
pleasing Him. Seeing how others act, it is inflamed with ardent 
desires for the divine glory and zeal for the salvation of souls, 
especially for those to whom it is most closely related.

Such is the second grade of union, which is called the prayer of 
quiet. During this type o f prayer, God unites the human will to 
Himself. He captivates it not only from without, as at times created 
objects captivate it, but also from within, as the Lord and Creator 
who vivifies it, moves it, strengthens it, and inflames it with holy 
desires. Hence the will is not only attracted by the object proposed 
to it (this object, since it is infinite in goodness and beauty, en- 
raptures and captivates the w ill), but it is also moved from within, 
inflamed with the charity infused by the H oly Ghost, who dwells 
therein as a vivifying principle. Thus the soul is totally consumed 
by love and reposes in its supreme Good with indescribable pleas- 
ure.25

This kind of prayer lasts for a longer time and is repeated at more 26

26 “When the soul is United to God as the center of its rest and happiness,” said 
Mother Mary of the Incarnation (loc. cit.), “ it draws ali its faculties with it to make 
them rest in that union with the Beloved. From this point it quickly passes into a 
silence in which it does not speak even to Him who has captivated it, because He 
gives it neither the permission nor the power to do so. With much sweetness and 
dclight, the soul sleeps on His breast. But its aspirations are not thereby quieted. 
Rather, although all else is at rest, these aspirations are strengthened and they in
flante in the heart a fire which is so strong that it threatens to consume the soul. Im- 
mcdiately the soul enters upon a period of inactivity and is, as it were, consumed in 
Him who possesses it. The conjunction of these two States of the prayer of quiet is 
not so permanent in beginners that the soul does not sometimes change to a con- 
sideration of the mysteries of the Son of God or the divine attributes. But as often 
as the soul returns to the prayer of quiet, its operations are much more elevatcd 
than they were before. The Communications which the soul has experienced in the 
prayer of quiet have placed it in a marvelous fellowship with God. This has been 
cffected without labor, efforts, or study, but under the impulse of the divine Spirit. 
If the soul is faithful in the practice of the virtues that God exacts of it, it will makc 
rapid progress and will enter into a most intimate relationship with the divine 
Spouse.”
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frcqnrnt inrcrvals than is the prayer of simple recollection. Yet, 
cvcn in iis liighest state, it is stili relatively brief, although in a less 
intense degree it continues even in the midst of one’s occupations 
so that the soul is always united with God and, as it were, engulfed 
in I lim. Tliis may last for days at a time so that the soul lives as 
a stranger to those things which go on about it. H owever, union 
with God is not yet continuous, for there is stili a great deal of 
alternation between light and obscurity, tempest and calm. W hen 
the prayer of quiet ceases and the soul sees what it has lost, it 
anxiously seeks it anew on all sides and in all possible ways and 
especially through a more faithful fulfillment of its obligations and 
a careful examination of the secret places of its conscicnce to see 
whether there may be anything there which is displeasing to its 
Beloved and may be the cause of His abandonment.-6

The soul in this state begs unceasingly for Him who is its only 
good. It inquires of all its faculties if they have any news of Him .27 
lt goes forth into the streets and public places; that is, it exercises 
itself in devout practices, works of piety and charity, or meditation

26 St. Bernard, Serm. 74 in Cant.: “When the Bridcgroom departs, that is, when the 
grace of sweet contemplation ceases, the bride calls back the absent One and un
ceasingly begs His return with cxpressions of most ardent longings. . . . ‘Rcturn, 
return, my Beloved!’ (Cant. 2.) This persistent plea does not cease, because the 
feeling of desire always remains. . . . T he Bridegroom departs that He may be 
more urgently called back and, returning, be more strongly embraced. Sometimes, 
therefore, He pretends to depart a long way olf so that He may hear the words: 
‘Stay yet with us, Lord.’ ”

27 “When you find yourself in the state of abandonment, M y daughter,” said our 
Lord to Sister Mariana of St. Dominic ( Vida, p. 305), “examine your will and see 
whether you love or take pleasure in anything apart from Me. If you discover that 
is not the case, then know for certain that I am yet within your will. . . . I am a 
loving Father and, when I see you afflicted, I manifest Myself, as does a father who 
hidcs himself from his beloved son to see whether the son will seek for him. This 
is a test of the son’s love. When he sees that the son seeks for him with anxiety, the 
father reveals himself and consoles the son. This same thing I do to you. You are My 
beloved daughter whom I love tenderly. . . . Correspond with M y caresses by 
withrawing yourself from all created things.”

Espinas dei alma, dial. IV : “The pain which you experience on being separated 
from Me is the bcst way of returning to Me, if you mortify yourself by subjecting 
your will to Mine in suffering that loss. . . . Sometimes I absent Myself from your 
soul without any fault on your part, in order to test your humility, patience, and 
resignation. . . .  At other times I abandon you because of carelessness and faults due 
to your weakness, for I know that you are fragile and made of clay. . . .  In such 
instances you must be sorry for your fault, and sulfer the penalty for it, which is My 
absence. In suffering the penalty you can merit as much as by abhorring the fault. 
Repair the fault by an act of sorrow and receive the penalty with an act of love. If 
you do this, you will advance in perfection and enjoy continual peace.”
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and holy desires, wherein it is accustomed to find Him. It asks its 
friends and those who guard the city; that is, its guardian angel, the 
saints to whom it is particularly devoted, and its director, if they 
will help it to find Him.

“ I will rise, and will go about the city: in the streets and the 
broad ways I will seek Him whom m y soul loveth: I sought Him and 
I found Him not. T he watchmcn who keep the city, found me: 
Have you seen Him whom m y soul loveth? I adjure you, . . . if 
you find my Beloved, that you teli Him that I languish with love.”  28

Then suddenly, when the soul least expects it, it finds Him again, 
and He is more loving than ever, lavishing a thousand caresses of 
exquisite tenderness.29 It sees Him now, not near to it, as usually 
happens in this type o f prayer, but within the soul itself, dwelling 
in the heart as on a flowery throne. He had entered the heart 
without knocking or without being perceived and He reigns there 
as absolute Lord.

Then the soul exclaims: “ W ho could have told me, O m y Be
loved, that I would find Thee alone and would discover Thee 
in m y heart, and would embrace Thee with all my soul? Oh, who 
would find rest in T h y  bosom? W hen shall I have the good fortune 
to see Thee in m y heart, watering it with T h y  sweetness, to make 
me forgetful of all m y evils and to think of Thee alone and embrace 
Thee as m y only G ood?”  30

Nevertheless, although the soul sees Him as present, it does not as 
yet experience so intimate a union with Him that He becomes one 
with it. At other times He manifests Himself to the soul for only 
an instant, in a ray of the light of recollection, in order to infuse 
into the soul ncw longings and desires to plcase Him. He makes His 
sweet presence felt without letting Himself be seen. He hides Him
self, watching the soul as through a lattice-work, to see whether it 
will seek Him and with what fidclity it serves Him.31

28 Cant. 3:2 f.; 5:8.
29 VVisd. 12 :1: “O how good and sweet is Thy spirit, O Lord, in all things.”
80 St. Augustine, Confessioris, I, 5: “Who will grant me that Thou wilt come into 

my heart and inebriate it so that it will forget all evil and embrace Thee as the one 
true Good?”

81 Cant. 2:9: “ Behold, he standeth beliind our wall, looking through the Windows, 
looking through the lattices.”

Espinas dei alma, dial. IV : “ I call Myself in Job: tbe hidden w ord: a word, because 
I declare Myself; hidden, because 1 do not yet manifest Myself. . . .  1 iook ai my
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Snmriimr. I Ic Icis tlie soul actually feel the divine contact, and 
ii f.imts away with love and joy.32 But in the next instant the soul
i.N ulonc. Thcn it uses every possible means to find Him and 
luculis lorth in the sublime canticle of St. John of the Cross: 33

‘ ‘Whither hast thou hidden thyself, And hast left me, O Beloved, to
my sighing?

Thou didst flee like the hart, having wounded me: I went out after 
thee, calling, and thou wert gone.

O woods and thickets planted by the hand of the Beloved!
O meadow of verdure, enamelled with flowers, Say if he has passed

by you.”

T he soul at this point has recourse to spiritual reading, meditation, 
prayer of affection and supplication, or contemplation of the divine 
marvels. It asks ali creatures for its Beloved, and from ali of them 
it seems to hear this sad reply: “ W here is thy G od ?”  Each time 
the soul hears His sweet name or sees Him manifested in His works, 
it experiences an irresistible attraction to Him and it runs in pursuit 
of His fragrance. It knows well that He feeds among the lilies 34 and 
that H e is as a phial of myrrh. It desires to discover Him within its 
own heart where He will enrich its candor and purity by means of 
great privations and mortifications.35

beloved through chinks and grilles. I manifest Myself only partially so that she will 
remain with Me, and yet her thirst and hunger for Me will increase.”

82 Cant. 5:4.
88 The Spiritual Canticle, stanzas 1 and 4.
84 St. John of the Cross, in explaining the words “ And my Beloved will pasture 

among the flowers,” says: “And it is fitting to note here that the soul says not that 
the Beloved will pasture ‘upon’ the flowers, but ‘among’ the flowers, for, since His 
communication . . .  is in the soul itself, by means of the virtues aforementioned, it 
follows that it is upon the soul itself that He pastures, transforming it into Himself, 
when it is prepared and seasoned and made fragrant with the aforementioned flowers 
of virtues and gifts and pcrfections” (Spiritual Canticle, X V II).

85 Weiss, Apologie, IX, 8: “There is scarcely any virtue more disinterested than 
purity. The world despises it, and God apparently reserves for it nothing but trials. 
T o  ali external appearances, purity attracts to itself nothing but struggles, and in- 
teriorly it produces every kind of aridity. Those who think that the virgins follow 
the Spouse only because of the honey that is distilled from His lips, do not under- 
stand the ways of interior life. All other souls taken together do not experience such 
bitterness as do these virgins. God zealously watehes for their slightest infidelities 
and carefully erases even their smallest stains so that they may see to what heights of 
perfection He wishes to elevate them. Neverthcless they persist in following the

. 3 8
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Sometimes the Communications are such that the soul cannot 
withstand the joy. Deeming itself unworthy, it is forced to say with 
St. Peter: “ Depart from me, for I am a sinful man, O Lord. Grant 
these mercies to others in whom T h y  graces w ill be more fruitful. 
Else enrich and purify m y heart so that it can receive these blessings 
and profit by them. Meanwhile depart from me and let me suffer 
alone for T h y  love. ‘Flee away, O m y Beloved.’ ”  36 

A t such times G od communicates Himself to the soul more fully 
and enriches it, only to abandon it again when least expected. Then 
again the faithful spouse languishes and faints aw ay out of pure 
love. She strives to sustain herself with the flowers of the virtues 
and the fruits of good works, to please the Bridegroom and to find 
rest in His loving arms.37

Thus does our Lord toy with loving souls in order to inflame them 
the more with His holy love and to purify them from all their 
imperfections.38 T he world w ill consider this madness, but ex- 
perienced souls know w ell the profit which is derived from this 
manner of action.39 Sometimes, when they are sick, they are com- * 86 87 88 89

steps of Him who almost always hides Himself from them. They know that He 
especially loves this virtue, and that is sufficient for them.”

St. Francis de Sales, Love of God, VII, 3: “Many souls approach our Lord; some, 
to hear Him, as did Magdalen; others, to be cured, as she who was suffering from a 
flow of blood; others, to adore Him, as the Magi; stili others, to serve Him, as did 
Martha; others, to overcome their incredulity, as did Thomas; others, to annoint 
Him, as did Magdalen, Joseph, and Nicodemus. But the Shulamite seeks Him in 
order to find Him; and finding Him, desires nothing else but to hold Him fast; and 
holding Him, never to lose Him. ‘I held Him, and I will not let Him go’ (Cant. 3:4). 
Jacob, says St. Bernard, when he held God fast, gladly let Him go when he received 
His blessing (Gen. 32:26). But the Shulamite, no matter how many blessings she 
receives, will not let Him go. She does not desire the blessings of God, but she wants 
to possess the God of blessings, saying with David: ‘For what have I in heaven? and 
besides thee what do I desire upon earth? . . . Thou art the God of my heart.’ ”

86 Cant. 8:14.
87 Cant. 2: j  f.
88 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 56: “There is a game which God some

times plays in and with the soul and the game is this: He departs whenever the soul 
wishes to retain Him. But the joy and confidence which remain in the soul when He 
withdraws, say to it: He will surely return.”

89 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, Qiuvres, IV , 2: “Divine Wisdom cannot be understood 
except by those who have become insensate in the eyes of the world. . . .  It cannot 
be felt except by those who have rejected earthly wisdom, that prudence of the 
flesh which is an enemy of God. . . . O Wisdom, what great effects Thou dost 
work in us; effects which at first glance seem a contradictioni One would think 
that Thou dost play with the souls that are so much loved by Thee. . . . Thou dost 
raise up the soul, and then Thou dost cast it into an abyss. Thou buildest with eme 
hand and destroyest with the other. . . . O Wisdom, how Thou dost bury Thy 
treasure! And only they can possess it who do not deem Thee foolish,”
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plctely curcd by thcse consoling visits of the heavenly Physician. 
Ar otiicr rimes, cnamored of divine Wisdom, they receive His light 
and ali rlic fruits which His good and sweet Spirit brings.40 Even 
during I Iis repeated absences, they manifest their fidelity, consoli
dare rlicir strength, and bura with new love and more ardent 
desires.41

W hen in these visits the divine Consoler infuses Himself with 
greater intensity, the soul cannot help but recognize Him imme- 
diately. Y et sometimes the Communications of these first two grades 
of supernatural prayer are accustomed to be very desultory and 
they give rise to serious doubts, especially in inexperienced souls 
or those who are not properly disposed. Some souls, though they 
live a life of mortification, are as yet filled with self-love and worldly 
affections. W henever they experience the slightest interior delight 
or consolation in prayer, they immediately think they have been 
raised to the prayer of quiet. Therefore we must distinguish between 
ordinary affections and effects, which are to a great extent natural, 
and extraordinary ones, which are called supernatural or mystical. 
Know ing these distinctions, a person will be less prone to resist, 
through self-initiative or voluntary occupations and prayers, those 
impulses which are truly divine. Rather he will cooperate with them 
and permit himself to be led by them. H e will immediately reject all 
fcelings that bear the marks of illusion and that would serve only to 
waste time, break one’s health through vain stupidity, or fili one 
with foolish presumption.

W hen devout souls receive a visit from the Lord they strive 
earnestly to hced Him and follow His suggestions. T h ey  take 
pleasure in His mercy without any undue attachment to it. If He 
withdraws from them, they make an intensive search for Him, using 
every possible means to find Him, and they try to serve Him in His 
abscnce with even greater fidelity and disinterest.42 T he truth of

40 Wisd. 12 :1.
41 “ He departs,” savs the author of Scala Claustralium, “so that He may be more 

vehemcntly desired; desired, that He may be more avidly sought; sought, that He 
may be more happily found. He departs from us so that we may not consider this 
exile our fathcrland. But take hced, O spouse. T h y Bridcgroom is very sensitive and 
jealous. If He perceives that thou art inclined to some other lovcr; that is, to some 
consolation of this present life, He departs from thee and seeks another spouse.”

42 St. Alphonsus Liguori, Hom. apost., app. I, no. 7: “ When God does not speak, 
the soul must resort to all possible means of uniting itself with Him. It must make 
use of meditation, . . . supplications and resolutions, as long as these acts are per-
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divine Communications is demonstrated b y  a disinterested love and 
by an embracing of the cross, rather than by the keenness with 
which souls experience these salutary and delightful influxes.

St. Lawrence Justinian gives the following signs by which true 
contemplation and the divine quiet may be distinguished: “ T o  be 
prudent in conduct; to watch over one’s spirit with careful vigi- 
lance; to know how to recollect one’s thoughts; to possess a right 
intention in ali one’s actions; to apply oneself to spiritual studies; to 
desire the presence of G od; to love Him with a complete and humble 
love; to take the greatest pleasure in His fellowship; to walk in- 
flamed with the love of heavenly things; and to enjoy profound 
peace.”  43

“ Nature,”  observes Tauler, “ is unstable in its good works; but * 48

formed vvithout any violence. But above all the soul must content itself with those 
measures to which it feels itself inclined.”

On the other hand, when God does speak, the soul must listen with greatest atten
tiori and in profound silence. “ I will hear what the Lord God will speak in me: for 
He will speak peace unto His people” (Ps. 84:9).

Way of Perfectiori, chap. 3 1: “But there are persons . . . to whom the Lord gives 
tenderness of devotion and holy inspirations and light on everything. He bestows 
this Kingdom on them and brings them to this Prayer of Quiet, and yet they deafen 
their ears to His voice. For they are so fond of talking and of repeating a large 
number of vocal prayers in a great hurry, as though they were anxious of finishing 
their task of repeating them daily, that when the Lord . . . puts His Kingdom into 
their very hands . . . they do not accept it, but think that they will do better to go 
on reciting their prayers, which only distract them from their purpose.

“ Do not be like that, sisters, but be watchful when the Lord grants you this favour. 
Think what a great treasure you may be losing.”

St. Catherine of Siena, Dialogue, chap. 66: “Sometimes the soul will be so ignorant 
that, having resolved to say so many prayers vocally, when I visit her she, in order 
to complete her tale, will forego my visitation rather than abandon that which she 
had begun. In so doing she yields to a deception of the devii. The moment she feels 
her mind disposed by my visitation, she should abandon vocal prayer. Then, my 
visitation past, if there be time, she can resume the vocal prayers which she had 
resolved to say, but if she has not time to complete them, she ought not on that 
account to be troubled or suffer annoyance and confusion of mind.”

48 Vita solit., chap. 1.
Mary Agreda, Mystical City of God, I, Bk. I, chap. 20: “This is the excellence 

of the benefits which descend from the Father of lights, that they give assurance 
and confidence while making the soul humble, and that they encourage while 
exciting solicitude and watchfulness, though stili preserving tranquillity and peace 
in this solicitude; for all these effects are not incompatible in fulfilling the will 
of God. . . . T ry  to rid thyself of the inordinate disturbance of excessive fear, 
and leave thy cause with the Lord and make His cause thy own. Let fear be 
with thee until thou art purified and clcansed of thy sins and of thy ignorance, 
but also love the Lord in order that thou mayest be transformed in Him, and 
set Him as the Master and the Arbiter of thy actions without desiring to be above 
any person.”
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gracc rcmains constant both in adversity and in prosperity. Nature 
delighrs in itsclf, in the novelties of the age, in pastimes, and in 
pcrisliablc crcatures. Grace takes pleasure neither in itself nor in 
any creature, but only in G od and in holiness of life. Grace makes 
a man humble, long-suffering and just. . . . Nature wishes to probe 
curiously into everything and to be ahvays enjoying interior de- 
lights and consolations. . . . Nature says in all things: /, to me, for 
me, mine. It is ahvays seeking itsclf, and remains unmortified. But 
God and His grace always exclude this /, to me, for me, and mine.** 
Whence, it follows that in all things a man should be firm, humbly 
resigned, and mortified. . . . T he entirc spiritual life consists in 
being able to distinguish the works o f nature from those of grace.”  45

O nly thus shall we be able to renew ourselves in the spirit o f our 
mind, despoiling ourselves of the old man, with all his acts, to clothe 
ourselves anew, created anew in holiness and justice.40

“ H ow ever slightly God takes possession of a soul,”  says St. 
Catherine of Genoa, “ He holds it so absorbed in the contemplation 
of His Majesty that everything else is as nothing in its eyes. The 
soul in such a state loses all its proper characteristics. It no longer 
sees or speaks of itself. It reckons neither the losses which it has 
endured nor the pains which it is now suffering as something proper 
to itself.”  47

A P P E N D IX

i .  T h e  P r a y e r  o f  R e c o e l e c t io n

Interior Casti e, fourth mansions, chap. 3 (see also W  ay of Per- 
fection, chap. 28):

44 A subde egoism is often hidden in the emphatic use of the words “our” and 
“we.” Often a person who would not dare openly to praise himself or prefer him- 
self before others, will praise and estccni his things for the simple reason that they 
are his. Thus, one will estccm his country, his family, or his religious community 
patently because of the great debt he owes them or because they are deserving of 
praise, but actually he estecms them because he himself is included in the group. 
in the modest expression “we” there is conveniently hidden and disguised the 
crafty ego. Saintly religious, however much they love their religious institute, as 
is proper, never place their own Order above others for they realize that sincc 
these, too, bear the approbation of the Church, they are gardens of delight to the 
Savior.

45 Institutions, chap. 4.
46Eph. 4:22-24; Coi. 3 :9 f.
47 Purgatory, chap. 17.
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First of all, I will say something . . . about another kind of prayer. 

. . . It is a form of recollection which also seems to me supernatural, for 
it does not involve remaining in the dark, or closing the eyes, nor is it 
dependent on anything exterior. A person involuntarily closes his eyes 
and desires solitude; and, without the display of any human skill there 
seems gradually to be built for him a temple in which he can make the 
prayer already described; the senses and all external things seem gradu
ally to lose their hold on him, while the soul, on the other hand, regains 
its lost control.

It is sometimes said that the soul enters within itself and sometimes 
that it rises above itself. . . . Let us suppose that these senses and facul- 
ties (the inhabitants, as I have said, of this castle, which is the figure that 
I have taken to explain my meaning) have gone out of the castle, and, 
for days and years, have been consorting with strangers, to whom all the 
good things in the castle are abhorrent. Then, realizing how much they 
have lost, they come back to it, though they do not actually re-enter it, 
because the habits they have formed are hard to conquer. But they are no 
longer traitors and they now walk about in the vicinity of the castle. The 
great King, Who dwells in the Mansion within this castle, perceives their 
good will, and in His great mercy desires to bring them back to Him. So, 
like a good Shephcrd, with a call so gentle that even they can hardly 
recognize it, He teaches them to know His voice and not to go away and 
get lost, but to retum to their Mansion; and so powerful is this Shep- 
herd’s call that they give up the things outside the castle which had led 
them astray, and once again enter it.

These people are sometimes in the castle before they have begun to 
think about God at all. I cannot say where they entered it or how thy 
heard their Shepherd’s call: it was certainly not with their ears, for out- 
wardly such a call is not audible. They become markedly conscious that 
they are gradually rctiring within themselves.

One preparation for listening to Him . . .  is that we should contrive 
not to use our reasoning powers, but to be intent on discovering what 
the Lord is working in the soul; for, if His Majesty has not begun to 
grant us absorption, I cannot understand how we can cease thinking in 
any way which will not bring us more harm than profit.

When His Majesty wishes the working of the understanding to cease, 
He employs it in another manner, and illumines the soul’s knowledge to 
so much higher a degree than any we can ourselves attain that He leads 
it into a state of absorption, which, without knowing how, it is much 
better instructed than it could ever be as a resuit of its own efforts, wh 
would only spoil everything. See also Way of Perfectiori, chap. 28.

'43
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AIvnrc/ de Paz, Grados de Contemplacion, V :

It is one tliing for the soul to enter into itself through its own efforts 
and with the hclp of grace, which ingress we are able to realize in the 
state of meditation. It is far difFerent to be called suddenly by God, to be 
rccollected, and to find Him in the inner core of one’s heart and to be 
hcld fast there. Unless He should do this, we of ourselves could never 
realize it. . . . God is accustomed to call suddenly the contemplative 
soul which is freed from ali external activity or the soul which is praying 
vocally or is engaged in some useful occupation. He recollects the in- 
tellect and affections and the thoughts without the soul’s doing anything 
to contribute to this activity and He places the soul at the table of light 
and love where it receives its fili. Then the soul forsakes external things, 
not with difficulty, but smoothly, and as if drawn by something else (as 
truly it is drawn). As if by nature . . . the mind turns to interior things.
. . . This ingress of the soul into the center of the heart is a work of 
God. . . . “Therefore, behold I will allure her, and will lead her into 
the wilderness: and I will speak to her heart” (Osee. 2:14). He allures the 
soul by interior instincts and words and He beckons it with a sweet call. 
He leads it into the wilderness of solitude when all its faculties are recol- 
lected. He spcaks to its heart when suavely and lovingly He instructs it 
in the Science of purity.

2. T rue M y st ic a l  Q u ietud e

W ay of Perfectiori, chap. 3 1:

It is in this kind of prayer . . . that the Lord . . . begins to give us 
His Kingdom on earth so that we may truly praise Him and hallow His 
name, and strive to make others do so likewise. This is a supernatural 
state, and, however hard we try, we cannot reach it for ourselves; for it 
is a state in which the soul enters into peace, or rather in which the Lord 
gives it peace through His presence. . . .  In this state all the faculties 
are stilled. The soul, in a way which has nothing to do with the outward 
senses, realizes that it is now very close to its God, and that, if it were but 
a little closer, it would become one with Him through union. . . .  It 
cannot understand how it knows Him, yet it sees that it is in the King
dom . . . and it feels such reverence that it dares to ask nothing. It is, 
as it were, in a swoon, both inwardly and outwardly, so that the outward 
man . . . does not wish to move, but rests, like one who has almost 
reached the end of his joumey, so that it may the better start again upon 
its way, with redoubled strength for its task.
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The body experiences the greatest delight and the soul is conscious of 

a deep satisfaction. So glad is it merely to find itself near the fountain 
that, even before it has begun to drink, it has had its fili. There seems 
nothing left for it to desire. The faculties are stilled and have no wish to 
move, for any movement they may make appears to hinder the soul from 
loving God. They are not completely lost, however, since, two of them 
bcing free, they can realize in Whose Presence they are. It is the will that 
is in captivity now; and, if while in this state it is capable of experiencing 
any pain, the pain comes when it realizes that it will have to resume its 
liberty. The mind tries to occupy itself with only one thing, and the 
mcmory has no desire to busy itself with more: they both see that this is 
the one thing needful and that anything else will unsettle them. . . . 
Speaking is a distress to them: they will spend a whole hour on a single 
repetition of the Paternoster. They are so close to God that they know 
they can make themselves understood by signs. They are in the palace, 
near to their King, and they see that He is already beginning to give them 
His Kingdom on earth. Sometimes tears come to their eyes, but they 
weep very gently and quite without distress. . . . They seem not to be 
in the world, and have no wish to see or hear anything but their God; 
nothing distresses them, nor does it seem that anything can possibly do 
so. In short, for as long as this state lasts, they are so overwhelmed and 
absorbed by the joy and delight which they experience that they can 
think of nothing else to wish for, and will gladly say with St. Peter: 
“ Lord, let us make here three mansions.”

When this quiet is felt in a high degree and lasts for a long time . . . 
they see clearly that their whole self is not in what they are doing, but 
that the most important faculty is absent—namely, the will, which I 
think is United with its God—and that the other faculties are left free to 
busy themselves with His Service. For this they have much more capac- 
ity at such a time, though when attending to worldly affairs they are 
dull and sometimes stupid.

It is a great favour which the Lord grants to these souls, for it unites 
the active life with the contemplative. At such times they serve the Lord 
in both these ways at once; the will, while in contemplation, is working 
without knowing how it does so; the other two faculties are serving Him 
as Martha did. Thus Martha and Mary work together.

The will simply loves, and no effort needs to be made by the under- 
standing, for it is the Lord’s pleasure that, without exercising its thought, 
the soul should realize that it is in His company, and should merely drink 
the milk which His Majesty puts into its mouth and en joy its sweetness. 
The Lord desires it to know that it is He VVho is granting it that favour
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and that in ifs cnjoyment of it He too rejoices. But it is not His will that 
the soul should try to understand how it is enjoying it, or what it is en- 
joying; it should lose ali thought of itself, and He Who is at its side will 
not fail to see what is best for it.

St. Lawrence Justinian, De disc. monast., chap. 8:

In this second coming, what speech, what eloquence, or what human 
genius could capture such exuberance of love? There the intellect is ex- 
cluded, thought is deadened, and only love is the witness of the mutual 
delights. Love speaks, love reasons, love joins both together in a most 
sweet intimacy under the bond of charity. The words of the secrets of 
love are spoken, which it is not given to any man to utter and they are 
the more sweet as the affections are more vchement and the love more 
pure. In this spiritual and singular union the whole soul is absorbed in 
delight; it is totally inebriated and it faints away, passing into a swoon of 
love. There is nothing in which it delights exteriorly, while interiorly it 
feeds on the greatest goods. It has but this one dcsire: that it may ever 
increase in love. Although it is entirely consumed in charity, yet all that 
it experiences it deems as little in its desire for delight. . . .  It desires 
ever to be so (if such be lawful), because it has found Him whom it 
sought; and Him whom it loves, it tenderly embraces. Its heart is united 
to Him whom it has desired with its whole being. 3

3. T he C ertain  P ledge of th e  H o ly  G host

T h e sincere desire to suffer hardships for God, perfect conformity 
to the crosses which He sends to us, ceaseless abnegation, annihila- 
tion, and forgetfulness o f self, and total abandonment to the divine 
hands: all these indicate that we are animated with the sentiments 
o f Jesus Christ and they enable us to receive His lights and to be 
inflamed with a strong love which is pure and disinterested. T h ey 
are also an unequivocal sign that the divine Spirit is present in us.

Blessed Angela o f Foligno, op. cit., chap. 29:

“ I shall give you an unmistakeable sign which will remain in your soul 
forever and which you shall experience for all eternity. It is this: You 
will be illumined and inflamed, now and forever, and you will burn with 
love. . . . This is the certain pledge, the sign of M y presence, an au- 
thentic sign which no one can contradict. . . . For love of Me you will 
bear all tribulations. If anyone offend you by word or deed, you will ex- 
claim that you are not worthy of such a grace. This love which I give
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you is the love that I manifested for you when I carried the cross for yon 
in patience and humility. You will know that I am within you, if evcry 
contrary word and every action arouses in you, not only patience, but 
pleasure and delight.”  . . .  I felt His unction; I felt it with so ineffablc 
a sweetness that I longed to die, but to die in the midst of all possible 
tortures. I counted as nothing the sufferings of the niartyrs, for I desired 
torments even greater than theirs. I would have wished that the whole 
world should heap on me all possible injuries and all the tortures in its 
power. . . . All possible torments together were little enough in the 
eyes of my desires. M y soul realized its insignificance in the face of the 
goods promised for life eternal. I knew this for certain, and if all the wise 
men in the world had told me differently, I would not have believed 
them. I would guarantee eternal salvation to as many as go by this road. 
. . . The sign itself is the road to salvation: the love of God and suffering 
desired in His name.

T he Pr ayer  of U nion

T he soul purifies its faculties by using all of them in the search 
for the Beloved, not wishing to find rest in anything but Him and 
being attached to nothing, not even His gifts. It empties its faculties 
of all other objects so that they w ill tend to Him alone and be able 
to discover His footprints, smell His fragrance, and thus be led to 
Him. T he soul now knows by experience that its good consists in 
adhering to God and placing all its trust in Him. Apart from Him it 
desires nothing and seeks nothing, for outside of G od there is 
nothing in heaven or on earth that can completely satisfy the soul. 
Strengthened with hope and trusting in the divine promises, the 
soul yearns incessantly for Him, saying with all its heart: “ Draw 
me; we will run after Thee to the odor o f T h y  ointments.”  48 

T h e slower the soul is in finding Him, the more inflamed it is 
with the desire to see Him and with the more ardor and love, purity 
and rectitude does it seek Him. Ultimately all the faculties simul- 
taneously find Him and they are captivated by His beauty, His 
goodness, and His love. The soul is then introduced into His royal 
chamber, the mystical wine cellar, which is the third grade of 
contemplation.

Here the soul perceives that all its faculties and the body also faint 
*8 Cant. 1:3.
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away and arc, as it were, dissolved in the G od of its heart who is its 
only portion forever.49 T he w ill adheres to Him with more fervor 
than cvcr and all its companions (that is, the rest o f the faculties) 
are associated with it in this adherence. G od takes possession of the 
faculties as supreme Master, captivating them from within and with- 
out, inundating them with His divine delights, and uniting them 
to Himself by the strong bonds of charity. N ow  the soul possesses 
its G od completely; this it does precisely because it is possessed 
by Him. In all truth it can say: “ M y beloved to me, and I to Him 
who feedeth among the lilies”  (Cant. 2 :16 ) .50

A t this stage the union of the faculties with God is almost com
plete and perfect. It is a grade of prayer which is called simply the 
prayer of union because all the powers of the soul seem to be firmly 
United to God, dispossessed of everything else, and possessed by Him 
in such a w ay  that they cannot be occupied in anything other than 
giving delight to the supreme Lord with whom they have been made 
one by love.51

40 Ps. 72:26.
60 St. Bernard, Sermo 7/ in Cant., 6-10: “The soul, whose good consists in ad- 

hering to God, should not glory in being perfectly United with Him, if it does 
not actually feel that He is dwelling in it and it in Him. It will not be one thing with 
Him, as the Father and the Son are one. Rather, this adhesion to God consists in 
being one spirit with Him (I Cor. 6 :17). I who am but dust and ashes shall dare to 
say that I am one in spirit with God if I know from evident signs that I adhere to 
Him. . . . And who is it that perfectly adheres to God save him who, dwelling in 
God as beloved by God, draws God to himself by a reciprocal love. Since they are 
so closelv united by the bonds of mutual love, there is no doubt that God dwells in 
man and man in God.”

61 St. Thomas, Opusc. 61, I, cap. 27: “ In the preceding grades, the soul loves and 
is loved in turn; it seeks and is sought; it calls and is called. But here, in a wonderful 
and indescribable manner, it carries away and is carried away, it possesses and is 
possessed; it embraces and is ardently embraced; and is united to God alone by the 
bond of love.”

Sandaeus, Theologia mystica, II, 6: “The mystical union is an experimental and 
immediate knowledge of God, obtained through a secret embrace and mutual kiss 
between God, who is the Spouse, and the soul, which is the bride.”

Nouet, Conduite, V, 14: “God, who formerly resided in the just soul through 
grace as a hidden treasure, is now present to it as a treasure discovered. He illumines 
it, touches it, embraces it, penetrates it; He infuses Himself in all its faculties; He 
abandons Himself to it and filis it with the plenitude of His being. The soul, in 
turn, carried off by His attractiveness and the sight of His beauty, possesses Him, 
embraces Him, and is intimately united with Him. Entirely aflame with love, the 
soul melts . . . and sweetly loses itself in its God with sentiments of inconceivable 
joy. From this follows the diversity of names which are given to the mystical union; 
such as unction, kiss, perfume, heavenly dew, divine penetration, transformation, 
joyful love, deifying love, and other similar terms which indicate the various im- 
pressions of unifying love.”
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T he delights which the soul experiences at the divine touch, irs 
swoonings, its ecstasies, its longings for a union stili more intimate, 
its fiery impulses, its raptures, its flights o f spirit and the terrible 
wounds of love which they produce, its loving colloquies, and the 
exquisite tenderness with which the Beloved corresponds and which, 
since this tenderness is so excessive, confounds the soul— all these 
are things to be experienced and desired rather than publicized. 
T he divine love has holy secrets which no one can speak, even 
though he should wish to do so: “ Secret words which it is not granted 
to man to utter.”  52

“ W hat joy,”  exclaims St. Catherine of Genoa, “ to find one’s soul 
completely despoiled of all created things and to see a most consoling 
intimacy established between the soul and uncreated Love! A t- 
tracted by its Savior, the soul becomes regenerated and transformed 
in Him. Under the weight o f holy love, it cries out with much 
greater ardor and vehemence than it did under the weight o f its 
passions.”  53

United to God by the pure, ardent, and impetuous love which the 
H oly Ghost pours forth in it, the soul becomes truly one spirit with 
Him. It shines forth with the flames of the fiery divine charity that 
consumes and destroys all servile fear.B1

“ A fter G od has inebriated the soul in the delights o f the prayer 
of quiet, He buries it in the prayer of union,”  says Sister M ary of 
the Incarnation, “ in the wine cellar, in order to introduce it to 
perfect charity. . . . There are diverse grades which make the soul 
one in spirit with God. There are touches, interior words, and 
caresses from which come ecstasies, raptures, intellectual visions, and

52 II Cor. 12:4.
53 Dialogue, I, chap. 14.
04 St. Augustine, Manual, chaps. 19, 20: “Love does not know the meaning of 

dignity nor does respect restrain it. He who loves is drawn to God with great trust 
and he speaks to Him familiarly without doubts or fears. The soul that loves God 
can neither think nor speak of anything else. All other things cause it weariness. 
. . . God loves in order to be loved. VVhen He loves us, He desires nothing else 
than that we should love Him; for He knows that those who love Him are by that 
very fact blessed. . . . The vehemence of love, alienates the soul in such wise that 
it is no longer aware of itself but only of God . . . and it goes beyond itself to 
enjoy Him with ineffable delight. . . . Love gives familiarity with God, familiarity 
gives confidence, confidence gives a taste for God, and this taste gives hunger and 
appetite. A  soul which is touched by the love of God, can neither think of nor dc- 
sire anything else, but it frequently sighs: ‘As the hart panteth after the fountain, 
so does my heart pant after Thee my God.’ ”
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many orber cxccllcnt graces which are more readily experienced 
than dcscribcd because the senses have no part in these things and 
rhc soul docs no more than receive and experience what the H oly 
Ghost works in it.”

I Iere the soul sees itself but it does not recognize itself. It finds 
itsclf totally changed; so strengthened, so filled with light and 
ardor, so deifled, breathing forth every type o f virtue, purity, and 
holiness, that the soul perceives clearly that it is not now itself that 
works, but Jesus Christ works in it. For that reason it does not 
think of itself, but only of Him .88

T he soul sees that its faculties possess a divine power and an in- 
fallible efficacy for ali good. T he flesh seldom ventures now to 
covet anything against the spirit. T h e passions are subject to the 
will, and the will itself has no other desire and wishes no other 
desire than that of the divine will, to which it is intimately united. 
It can now say with St. Paul: “ For we are the good odor of 
Christ.”  86 Yet the soul does not glory in itself for it realizes that the 
heavenly fragrance which permeates it and radiares from it comes 
entirely from the Spirit of love who possesses it and in no w ay from 
the soul itself.87

' 5 Blessed Henry Suso, Disciplina, III: “ He who loves God dies to himself and 
abandons himself to Him who has neither depth nor end. He is so profoundly 
absorbed in God that he neither feels nor sees nor is disturbed by the extraordinary 
happenings which are taking place within himself. He rests and sleeps tranquilly in 
the abyss of the divine will. Who better than God could merit our heart and our 
pure and sincere intention, free from all self-interest, delight, seduction, or reward? 
Working thus, we can say with Jesus Christ: ‘I seek not my own glory’ ”  (John 
8:50).

50 II Cor. 2:13.
St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, I, 23: “Then the soul, giving a death blow 

to self-love, enters into an ever increasing possession of pure divine love. . . . 
A  heavenly fire inflames and consumes it and in order to alleviate its ardors, 
the soul occupies itself in its daily tasks with an amazing energy. But that inner 
fire is not mitigated. T o  complete its suffering, it is unable to speak to anyone 
of the mysterious effects of divine love. However, it is at least able to communicate 
to its body some of the vivifying ardors and to say to it: Henceforth I shall not call 
thee a human creature, because now you are totally annihilated with me in the 
Lord. I now see nothing in thee to remind me of the separation between God and 
man which was caused by sin.”

It is not possible, says Blosius (Inst. 12, 3), for the soul to arrive at mystical union 
if it has not first become totally pure and simple. The slightest affection for created 
things, an idle word, a morsel of food taken out of time, or any other light fault is 
sufficient to impede union with Him who is supreme purity, as long as that fault is 
not expiated.

57 St. Athanasius, A d Serap., 111, 3: “W e are the good odor of Christ when we 
are anointed by His Spirit.”
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Thar the soul may not be unmindful of Him, God is accustomed 
to withdraw, or pretend to do so, and leave the soul in the state of 
abandonment. As a resuit, the soul, which in the midst o f its abun- 
dance was able to say with the Psalmist: “ I shall never be moved,”  68 
is now forced to add: “ Thou turnedst away T h y  face from me, and 
I became troubled.”  I f the absence is prolonged, the affliction in- 
creases, and the soul exclaims: “ W h y hidest thou T h y  face, and 
thinkest me T h y  enemy? W h y dost Thou depart from me and forget 
me in m y need and tribulation?”  * 58 59

Thus does the soul break forth in loving complaints with a con- 
fidence and daring that seem to trespass the limits of prudence. Only 
the impetus of its sorrowful and afflicted love can excuse such bold- 
ness.60 But the Lord is pleased, as St. Teresa points out, with these

St. Cyril, In Joan. XI, 2: “Just as the sweet odor of perfume reveals its nature, 
so the Spirit is the good odor of the divine essence and He transmits to the creature 
the divine nature and makes him share in God.”

St. Teresa, Life, chap. 20: “ I believe myself that a soul which attains to this state 
neither speaks nor does anything of itself, but that this Sovereign King takes care 
of ali that it has to do. Oh, my God, how ciear is the meaning of that verse about 
asking for the wings of a dove. . . .  It is evident that he is referring to the fiight 
taken by the spirit when it soars high above ali created things, and above itself first 
of ali; but it is a gentle and a joyful flight and also a silent one. . . . From this it 
acquires true humility, which will never allow it to say anything good of itself nor 
will permit others to do so. It is the Lord of the garden, and not the soul, that dis- 
tributes the fruit of the garden, and so nothing remains in its hands, but all the good 
that is in it is directed towards God; if it says anything about itself, it is for His 
glory. It knows that it possesses nothing here; and, even if it so wishes, it cannot 
ignore this; for it sees it by direct vision, and, willy-nilly, shuts its eyes to things 
of the world, and opens them to an understanding of the truth.”

58 Ps. 29:7.
59 Job 13:24; Ps. 43:24.
60 Blessed Henry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, chap. 13: “Thou art, O my Jesus, a 

friend so sweet, so beautiful, so divine, so incomprehensible, that though all the 
angels should speak to me of Thee, they could not calm my soul nor make it cease 
to long for Thy presence. . . . Where is the fidelity of Thy love? The spouse, 
whose heart Thou hast captivated, awaits Thee and desires Thee. She sighs and 
laments and dies for Thy presence. From the bottom of her heart, she cries out: 
‘Return, return!’ (Cant. 2:17). She says to her companions: ‘Have you by chance 
seen Him? Will He come or does He not wish to come? Shall I ultimately possess 
Him in my heart, or shall I die of His absence?’ O Lord! Thou hearest the prayers 
and sighs of a soul which loves Thee and Thou dost keep silent vigil.”

St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, II, 10: “ How is it possible, Lord, that I do not 
feel Thy presence in the midst of this terrible martyrdom? . . . But I shall not 
complain, since Thou hast so disposed. . . .  As long as Thou dost decree these tor- 
ments which far surpass what man is able to suffer here below, I remain intcriorly 
resigned, and this itself is a grace which can come only from Thee. . . . Without 
giving me any sensible consolation, Thy love constantly comforts me. . . .  I know 
that Thou hast destroyed in me whatever has been sown in corruption, the mortui 
man and all the ties which bind me to earth.”
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noble fits of passion and this foolishness of love. And although He 
appcars ro abandon the soul, He does not actually do so, for in a 
hiddcn manncr I le sustains it with His grace and takes pleasure in 
sceing liovv valiantly it struggles. He does this with the intention of 
rewarding the soul with new and immeasurable favors and of making 
it feel even more keenly the unspeakable delights of His loving 
fcllowship which never palis.61 Then the soul exclaims: “ I to m y 
beloved, and his turning is toward me.”  62

Finding itself so intimately United with Him, so strong in virtue, 
so adorned with His grace, so inflamed with His charity, and, in a 
word, so divinized with the lights, virtues, and graces with which He 
has enriched it, the soul loses ali sight of self and tries to see nothing 
but Him who works in and through it. Permeated as it is with the 
fire of divine love, it becomes more and more like the iron thrust 
into the furnace which takes on the appearance of fire and not of 
iron.63 Then will the soul say with St. Paul: “ For me, to live is 
Christ: and to die is gain.”  64 W hether the soul lives or dies, what 
really matters to it and what preoccupies it, is that Jesus Christ 
should be glorified in it,65 and that His divine Spirit should animate 
it and direct it in all things.88

61 VVisd. 8:16: “Her conversation hath no bitterness, nor her company any 
tediousness, but joy and gladness.”

62 Cant. 7:10.
63 St. Bernard, De dilig. Deo, X : “As a drop of water poured into vvine loses 

itself completely and takes on the color and taste of wine; as a burning log takes on 
the appearance of fire; . . and as the air illumined by the sun takes on the clarity 
of light; . . so all human affection in the saints must lose its idcntity and be trans- 
fornied into the will of God. Othcrwise, how will God be all in all, if in man there 
remains something of man? Man’s substance, to be sure, will remain, but it will 
possess another form, a new glory, and a new power.”

64 Phil. 1:21.
St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, III, i: “If with the sentiment of pure faith 

one could see the effects of a single ray of divine love in the souls it pleases 
Me to blcss, he would not be able to live in the world, so inflamed would he 
find himself. . . . Hearts lovingly guided by the divine Spirit, who breathes 
where He will, abandon the world and its seductions . . . and choose hatred and 
contempt rather than honors and pleasures. . . .  In the splendor of His light man 
perceives the things of God and is changed into an angel and from an angel he 
becomes a god by participation. Thus even in this world man is truly transformed 
by love. From a sensual man he becomes spiritual, both as to his soul and his body. 
If he speaks, he speaks only through the power of God. . . . The words which fall 
from his lips are like a heavenly conversation. . . . When he exercises his ministry, 
he does so with the knowledge and unction which God gives him.”

65 lbid., 1:20.
66 St. Margaret Mary, Autobiography, V : “The sovereign Spirit who works in 

me, independently of myself, has acquired so absolute a dominion over my spiritual
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Then does the soul hear the divine voice of the Spouse who calls 

to it to follow H im ;67 and when He speaks, it melts aw ay.68 It 
feels certain transports of a love so pure and unselfish that they 
inflame the soul with ardent desires of being consumed as a holo- 
caust and of suffering whatever pains may be necessary for the 
greater glory of God and the good of souls. It finds itsclf equipped 
with lights and powers to realize the most noble and heroic desires.

As a resuit, such a soul occupies itself with its external duties 
with a facility and ease that cause great wonderment. In a few  hours 
it is sometimes able to accomplish perfectly what other capable per- 
sons could not do in entire days. It performs its external obligations 
without being the least bit distracted or dissipated and without ever 
losing sight of the Lord. Its heart is never separated, even for a ino
rnent, from Him whom it loves so affectionately.

United in this w ay to God, the soul possesses the light of His truth, 
and the fortitude of His divine power. As soon as the soul perceives 
the “ true truth” which preserves it from the errors and the snares 
of the world, it would, if possible, liberate all men from darkness 
and the shadows of death.

Speaking of this condition of the soul, St. Teresa says:

When a soul has reached this state, it has not merely desires to serve 
God: His Majesty also gives it strength to carry these desires into effect. 
No way in which it thinks it may serve God can be set before it into 
which it will not fling itself; and yet it is doing nothing, because, as I say, 
it sees clearly that nothing is of any value save pleasing God. The trouble 
is that no such task presents itself to people who are as worthless as 
I. . . .

Do Thou strengthen and prepare my soul first of all, Good of all good, 
my Jesus, and do Thou then ordain means whereby I may do something 
for Thee, for no one could bear to receive as much as I have done and 
pay nothing in return. . . .

and corporal being that it no longer depends on me to arouse in my heart any affec- 
tion of )oy or sorrow, save what He wills. Neither does my spirit give itself to any 
occupation save what He proposes.”  On another occasion the saint heard these 
words: “ I desire that you should live as if you did not live, letting Me live in thee.
I am thy life and you shall not live except in Me and through Me. I wish you to 
work as if you did not work, letting Me work in thee and through thee, and aban- 
doning to Me all thy cares. You must not have any will or you must conduct your- 
self as if you had none, letting Me will for thee on all occasions.”

67 John 10:27.
68 Cant. j:6 .
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Oh, what it is for a soul which finds itself in this state to have to retum 

to intcrcoursc with all, to look at this farce of a life and see how ill-or- 
ganizcd it is. . . . It is wearied by evcrything; it cannot run away. . . . 
It wandcrs about like one who has been sold into a strange land; its chief 
troublc is Hnding so few to join in its complaints and prayers. . . .

Its mind is now so used to thinking upon etemal truth that anything 
else secms to it mere child’s play. It sometimes enjoys a quiet laugh when 
it sees serious people—men of prayer, leading the religious life—making 
a great fuss about niceties concerning their honour, which it has long 
since trampled beneath its feet. They say that discretion demands this 
and that the more they have of the authority due to their positions the 
more good they can do. But the soul knows very well that if they sub- 
ordinated the authority due to their positions to the love of God they 
would do more good in a day than they are likely to do as it is in ten 
years. . . .

It is God Who is the soul of that soul; and, as He has it in His keeping, 
He sheds His light upon it. He seems to be continually watching over it, 
lest it should offend Him, and assisting and awakening it to serve Him.es*

T he soul is astonished at the divine condescension, seeing that so 
great a God does not disdain to be united to a low ly soul, to be made 
its captive, and even to be subject to it as His mastcr. W hen the soul 
completely places itself in the hands of God, it discovers that, in- 
stead of losing, it gains complete liberty. Its passions no longer dis- 
turb it, and God Himself, whom the soul truly possesses, is pleased 
to give joy to the soul and to grant all its holy desires. H e refuses 
nothing that the soul asks and, attending very lovingly to it, H e 
treats it as if it were the only thing that He loved. For that reason, 
the soul, outside o f itself, exclaims with St. Teresa:

Within this prison-house divine,
Prison of love whereby I live,
M y God Himself to me doth give,
And liberate this heart of mine.
And, as with love I yearn and pine,
With God my prisoner, I sigh:
“ I die because I do not die.”  70

W hat a sublime truth! Yet the w orldly deem it a paradox.71

a9 Life, chap. n .
70 Poems, i.
71 St. Augustine, In Joan., 16: “ Give me one who loves, and he will understand 

what I say. . . . But if I speak to one who is cold, he will not understand me.”
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In the midst o f such delights the soul suffers painful anxiety that 
it will he unable to correspond as it should with the tenderness of 
divine love. It sees that the bonds of the body hinder it from loving 
as much as it desires and from being eternally united with its Be- 
loved. For that reason, amid indescribable pangs, like one con- 
strained in a difficult captivity, it cries out with the Apostle: “ I am 
straitened between two: having a desire to be dissolved and to be 
with Christ.”  72

The soul is united to Him, but the union can stili be broken. T he 
iron can be removed from the divine furnace and thus lose its fire. 
This fear, together with the weight of the body which depresses the 
soul and weighs down the mind, filled with divine thoughts,73 forces 
the soul to cry out: “ W ho shall deliver me from the body o f this 
death?”  74

How tedious is this life below,
This exile, with its griefs and pains,
This dungeon and these cruel chains 
In which the soul is forced to go!76

Straining to leave this life of woe,
With anguish sharp and deep I cry:
“ I die because I do not die.”  76

Amid these longings, these flights and ardent impulses that make 
the heart pass out of itself; amid these wounds of love, as sweet as 
they are insupportable, which the more they pain, the more they

72 Phil. 1:23.
78 Wisd. 9: i j .
74 Rom. 7:24.
76 St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, chap. 17: “The prison in which I seem to 

be is the world and my chains are the bonds of my body. My soul, illumined by 
grace, knows what it is to be held captive apart from God and to find in itself an 
obstacle which impedes its sublime happincss and prevents it from reaching its end. 
Since the soul is extremely delicate and sensitive, this captivity causes it an inde- 
scribablc pain. In the midst of its captivity, my soul receivcs from God a new grace 
which not only makes it like unto Him, but transforms it into the same thing with 
Him by means of a true participation in His goodness.”

76 St. Teresa, loc. cit.
Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 20: “Then came the desire for death, be

cause this sweetness, this peacc, this delectation which surpasses all description, 
made this earthly life unbearable to me. . . . Ah, death! Death! Life to me was a 
sorrow greater than any other sorrow. . . .  I feli in a faint upon the earth, . . . cry- 
ing out: O Lord, Lord, have pity on me! Take me! Take m e!”

Dark Night, II, 13: “And this is that impatient love wherein the soul cannot long 
subsist without gaining its desire or dying.”
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delight, and which the soul does not wish to cure, but rather to 
irritate; the excess of love sometimes triumphs. Then the precious 
soul, so pure and fervent and deified, after perfuming the earth with 
the heavenly fragrance of its virtues and manifesting so prodigious 
an activity for men that it leaves an everlasting mark, succeeds at 
last, by a supreme effort, by one of those energetic flights of the 
spirit, in breaking the chains of its prison. It finds itself freed from 
the body and flies to be engulfcd forever in the ocean o f infinite 
Goodness, to enjoy it at will, with no more fear of losing it.

This happy transit is in no w ay like that sad death whose specter 
terrifies. It is not the dread dissolution so bitter to the sinner.77 It is, 
rather, a joyfu l farewell and a honeymoon.78 It is a renewal that is 
glorious and most joyful. It is the long-desired transfiguration; or 
better, the manifestation of the glory o f the sons of G od which the 
soul had been awaiting so earnestly.70

But if the throbbing desires of seeing the Lord are not satisfied, 
and the soul finds that it must sojourn on this earth for a while longer 
in order to perform further Services for God and to increase its 
merits for future glory, it is not on that account discomfited. It 
resigns itself joyfu lly to the will of G od .80 It tempers its longings 
by engaging in heroic deeds with a remarkable activity and with

77 Ecclus. 41: 1 .
78 The Living Flame, stanza 1: “And thus the death of such souls is ever sweeter 

and gentlcr than was their whole life; for they die amid the delectable encounters 
and impulses of love, like the swan, which sings most sweetly when it is about to 
die and is at the point of death. For this reason David said: Precious is the death of 
the righteous; for at such a time the rivers of love of the soul are about to enter the 
sea, and they are so broad and motionless that they seem to be seas already. The 
beginning and the end unite together to accompany the righteous man as he departs 
and goes forth to his kingdom, and praises are heard from the ends of the earth, 
which are glory to the righteous man.

“When, at that time, amid these glorious encounters, the soul feels itself very 
near to going forth in abundance to the perfect possession of its kingdom, since it 
sees itself to be pure and rich and preparcd for this, God permits it in this state to 
see His beauty and entrusts it with the gifts and virtues that He has given it, and 
ali this turns into love and praise, since there is no leaven to corrupt the mass.”

79 Rom. 8.
80 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 17: “For the joy is so great that sometimes the soul seems 

to be on the point of leaving the body—and what a happy death that would be!
“In this state I think it is well . . . for the soul to abandon itself whollv into the 

arms of God. If He is pleased to take it to Heaven, let it go; if to hell, it is not dis- 
tressed, so long as it is going there with its Good. If its life is to come to an end 
forever, that is its desire; if it is to live a thousand years, that is its desire also. Let 
His Majesty treat it as His own; it no longer belongs to itself; it is given wholly to 
the Lord; it can cease to worry altogether.”
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unbelievable profit for the rest of the faithful and for the entirc 
Church.81 Although it cannot die bodily, it vvill die in spirit, whcn 
it suffers the gradual mystical death which entails a complete renova- 
tion here on earth and an incredibly glorious resurrection.

Such is the culmination of the conforming union in which a 
soul, with no other desire than that of God, begins to live as the 
w orthy spouse of the W ord.82 However, the joyfu l captivity of the 
will leaves the other faculties, or at least the senses, free to a certain 
extent, so that they respond to their particular objects thus per- 
mitting the soul, when necessary, to occupy itself with various 
exercises or external works without in any w ay withdrawing the 
heart from its center o f attraction. This constitutes the prayer that 
is called the prayer of simple union, which is as yet incomplete as 
regards the union of the soul’s activity with the divine activity.

But when the soul loses the use of its senses, either partially or 
totally, and the senses themselves appear to be stupefied or dead, and 
when the interior faculties are totally absorbed in God and unable 
to attend to anything else, then is verified in the soul the complete 
or ecstatic union. In this state all the powers of the soul are engulfed 
in the Divinity and they come forth truly deified and rejuvenated 
with new vigor and facility for all things. T he will is permeated with 
an overpowering love which the H oly Ghost pours forth in it like 
a divine unction, and the intellect is illumined with the brilliant 
light of the W ord by which it perceives those wonderful secrets 
which our lips can express but rarely and with great difficulty. 
Even the memory is so occupied that it can recall nothing but the 
divine wonders.83

81 Sauve, Le culte du C. de Jesus, p. 26: “The union of the soul with God cannot 
help but be fruitful; and the more perfect it is, the more fruitful. Hence there are 
no souls more fruitful and efficacious . . . than those that are United to God by 
the incomparable intimacy of the mystical States. After the sacraments, these souls 
are the most efficacious lightning-rods of divine justice and the most powerful 
sources of sanctification.”

“The divine heart,”  says St. Margaret Mary, “desires that we love with works 
rather than words. Love seeks deeds, for love is never idle. Pure love gives no rest 
to the soul; it makes the soul work, suffer, and kecp silence.”

82 St. Bernard, Sermo 85 in Cant., 3: “ Such confonnity wcds the soul to the 
Word. . . .  I have said too little; it is a contract, an embrace wherein willing and 
not-willing are the same. The two are made one in spirit.”

83 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 21: “When my soul reached the point at which God 
began to grant me this great favour, my troubles ceased, and the Lord gave me 
strength to escape from them. Meeting occasions of sin and being with people who
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Sometimes rhe full use of the external senses is not completely 
losr. Tlicsc function somewhat, especially in the beginning, al- 
though witli difficulty. Anything spoken or sung near the person is 
heard as if from afar off, and ali objects are perceived in a confused 
nianner. T he interior faculties are not to be considered dead, but 
only asleep to everything outside. W hile the soul is thus absorbed in 
God, it has not the strength necessary to be at the same time oc- 
cupied with exterior things. I f  during this sweet captivity charity or 
obedience oblige the soul to perform some action, the soul must do 
extreme violence to self in order to accomplish the deed. This causes 
no little damage. T o  attend to external activity most souls in this 
state must relax to some extent the interior attcntion which holds 
them fast. Everything they see causes distaste and repugnance. All 
things seem strange to them; as if they had never seen them before. 
T h ey are citizens of heaven and fellow citizens of the saints; gazing 
upon the heavenly beauties, they consider this world base and vile. 
T h ey lament at seeing a prolongation o f their exile on earth where 
they consider themselves mere strangers and travelers.84 Such souls

were wont to distract me had now no more cffect on me than if they had not been 
there. Indeed, what had previously been apt to harm me now became a help to 
me; everything was a means by which I was enabled to know and love God the 
better, to realize what I owed Him and to be grieved at having been what I once 
was.

“ I understand clearly that it is all the work of the Lord. I think, thercfore, the 
souls on whom the Lord bcstows these favours, and who walk in humility and fear, 
ever realizing that all is due to the Lord Himself and in no wise to our efforts, may 
safely mix with any kind of company whatsoevcr. However distracting and vicious 
such company may be, it will have no effect on them nor will it in any way move 
them; on the contrary, as 1 have said, it will help them and be a means whereby 
they may derive the greatcr profit. It is strong souls that are chosen by the Lord 
to profit others, though their strength does not come from themselves. For, when 
the Lord brings a soul to this state, He gradually communicates to it very great 
secrets.

“ In this state of ecstasy occur true revelations, great favours and visions, all of 
which are of Service in humbling and strengthening the soul and helping it to 
despise the things of this lifc and to gain a clcarer knowledge of the reward which 
the Lord has prepared for those who serve Him.”

84 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 16: “This soul would fain see itself free: eating is killing 
it, sleep brings it anguish. It finds itself in this life spending its time upon comforts, 
yet nothing can comfort it but Thee; it seems to be living against nature, for it no 
longer desires to live to itself, but only to Thee.

“O my true Lord and Glory, what a cross—light and yet most heavy—hast Thou 
prepared for those who attain to this state! Light, because it is sweet; heavy, because 
there come times when there is no patience that can endure it: never would the 
soul desire to be free from it save to find itself with Thee. When it remembers that 
as yet it has rendered Thee no Service and that by living it can stili serve Thee, it
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are aliens amid a barbarous people and they must keep watch over 
themselves lest they fall into snares and perish or place themselves 
in danger o f losing their rich treasures.

W ere it not that such souls understand that they must leave 
G od for God (for He Himself moves them to it), never again 
would they desire association with men. W hen, moved by divine 
love, holy abnegation, and ardent zeal, they come to deal with men, 
nothing can harm them, for they are filled with the gifts of wisdom 
and counsel for knowing how to conduct themselves in all things. 
Rather, everything is beneficial to them and inflames them with 
new zeal.

Sometimes, however, if their union is not yet intense, such souls 
are liable to be led by their own individualistic spirit and purely 
human considerations. As a resuit they place themselves in great 
danger, for if they abandon the interior too much for the exterior, 
they will eventually depart completely from themselves; that is, 
from that center within themselves where the kingdom of God is to 
be found, that center which is the source of all their light and 
strength. Then, thinking themselves to be “ all things to all men,” 
they will be guided by certain w orldly views. Thus they become 
so w orldly that they are in danger of losing the spirit which they 
possess, instead of Christianizing and sanctifying others. Therefore 
prudent souls, filled with a salutary fear, do not emerge from their 
solitude unless prompted by charity or duty. Even in the midst 
of the most arduous tasks they persevere in the ineffable union with 
G od which preserves them from the dangers to which they would 
be exposed if they abandoned themselves completely to external 
things.85

T he soul living in habitual union is always drawing closer to 
God. Once it has completed its tasks and has fulfilled all its obliga- 
tions, it again returns to occupy itself solely in loving and contem- 
plating Him who possesses it so intimately. Sometimes also in the

would gladly take up a much heavier cross and never die until the end of the world. 
It sets no store by its own repose if by forfeiting this it can do Thee a small Service. 
It knows not what to desire, but it well knows that it desires nothing else but Thee.”

85 Blosius, Institutioni, chap. 2: “ Avoid dangers and occasions of sin; love soli
tude; live in retirement. In that way you will advance in true virtue. But when 
charity or some other rcasonable cause demands, converse humbly and affably with 
men. Flee from idleness as from a most harmful poison.”
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miilst o f rlicir activity and external occupations many o f these per- 
sons rcmain absorbed and work without adverting to their activity. 
Usually, hovvcver, the Lord moderates His Communications some- 
wliat at such times so that these souls will not do too much violence 
to themselves and will work with greater facility.86

Souls thus united are consumed with zeal for the glory o f God 
and the salvation of their neighbor. In exchange for their neighbors’ 
being converted and saved so that they may eternally adore Him 
whom ali tongues together could never sufficiently praise, these 
souls would joyfu lly abandon themselves to all manner of sacrifice 
and even the most rigorous torments. Seeing the great number of 
wretched sinners who are lost for all eternity, and realizing their 
own inability to remedy such an evil, holy souls suffer indescribable 
torments and blame themselves for not being able to free sinners 
from their errors nor to change their perverse wills.87 T h ey  love

86 St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, III, 7: “If God did not withdraw at inter- 
vals and if He did not temper the ardors of this love, the body would burst and fall 
to pieces. . . . The soul, freed from its bonds, would ascend to heaven. . . . But 
as yet this happy hour has not arrived. The soul must purify itself in sorrow and 
in trials. It must give even greater evidence of prayer, union with God, abandon- 
ment, and sacrifice. Sometimes the soul will appcar to the world as useless because, 
as a resuit of its raptures, it cannot occupy itself imrr.ediately in worldly affairs and 
domestic duties. . . . But this apparent idleness is not harmful either to the soul or 
to men, because it receives a secret compensation from the divine goodness for 
everything that it was unable to accomplish . . . and its trust will never be in vain.”

St. Tcresa, Life, chap. 17: “ It happens at certain seasons, very often indeed, . . . 
that, when the will is in union, the soul realizes that the will is captive and rejoicing, 
and that it alone is experiencing great quiet, while, on the other hand, the under- 
standing and the memory are so free that they can attend to business and do works 
of charitv. This may seem to be just the same as the Prayer of Quiet of which I 
spoke, but it is really different—partly because in that prayer the soul would fain 
neither stir nor move and is rejoicing in that holy reposc which belongs to Mary, 
while in this prayer it can also be a Martha. Thus the soul is, as it were, occupied 
in the active and the contemplative life at one and the same time: it is doing works 
of charity and also the business pertaining to its mode of life, as well as busying 
itself with reading. Those in this state, however, are not wholly masters of them
selves and they know very well that the better part of the soul is elsewhere.”

87 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, IV , chap. 3: “ I am an abyss of miseries and a 
cause of every kind of evil because my sins prevent me from placing myself as a 
wall between Thee and sinners, to draw upon myself all the strokes of Thy justice. 
. . . Would that I could change myself into a water that would wash all souls and 
stifle in them the ardors of pernicious self-love! . . . My impotency grieves me 
because it prevents me from correcting the evil which Thou, O divine Word, hast 
shown to me. Would that I could be in all places without being in one particular 
place. Would that I could approach to Thee, unite myself with Thee, remain in 
Thee forever to be of help to my neighbor.”
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G od with an intense, pure, and disinterested love solely because God 
merits ali their love. Hence their ardent desire to please Him makes 
them abandon their repose and the delights which they enjoy in 
His presence as soon as it is the hour to be occupied in His divine 
Service. This costs them a heroic act of courage.88

VVithout such heroism these souls would be unable to persevere in 
the state of union and unable to enjoy the interior divine Communi
cations. Seeking rather themselves and their own gain, they would 
break or weaken the bonds of that union. Thus devout souls that 
permit themselves to be led according to their own desires and their 
own spirit are gradually abandoned by G od and begin to experi- 
ence many illusions. Certain indiscreet spiritual directors (miracle- 
seekers, as they are commonly called) are greatly responsible for this 
condition. Since they are not as well versed as they ought to be in 
the things o f God, they measure the advance o f a soul by the favors 
which that soul receives, or which they think it receives, and not 
by the sacrifices which it performs. G iving importance to what they 
ought not, unwittingly they fili the soul with the smoke o f vanity 
and place it in great danger.89

T h e interior Communications o f true union are felt so keenly 
that he who has once experienced them can have no doubt that they 
are from God. H e will be able to distinguish readily between the

88 Blessed Raymond writes of St. Catherine of Siena (Life, II, i ) :  “She told me 
many times that when the Lord commanded her to leave her solitude and converse 
with men, she experienced a pain so intense that it seemed as if her heart would 
break. Only God Himself could constrain her to obey such a command. And when 
she would feel sad at being deprived of her sweet Love, He would comfort and 
console her with the words: ‘Be calm, M y beloved daughter; it is necessary that ali 
justice be fulfilled and that M y grace be made fruitful in you and in others.’ ‘Lord,’ 
she would reply, ‘Thy will, not mine, be done. I am all darkness; Thou art ali light; 
I am she who is not, Thou art He who is. I am total ignorance, Thou art the VVis- 
dom of the Father. . . . But how shall I ever be useful to souls?’ Then the Lord 
would answer: ‘In these times, when the pride of men is so very great, . . .  I shall 
send to them women who are ignorant and lowly by nature, but wise and powerful 
by grace, so that they will confuse the proud.’ ”

89 Ascem of Moimt Carmel, II, chap. 18: “ If the spiritual father has an inclination 
toward revelations of such a kind that they mean something to him, or satisfy or 
delight his soul, it is impossible but that he will impress that delight and that aim 
upon the spirit of his disciple, even without reali/.ing it, unless the disciple be more 
advanced than he; and, even in this case, he may well do him grievous harm if he 
continue therein.” He adds later (chap. 30): “Souls must not be given into the 
charge of any kind of a director, since it is a thing of such importance in so grave 
a matter whether one goes astray or acts rightly.”
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divine rcality and any type of illusion which the inexperienced will 
naivcly accept as a true union.80 True union can always be identified 
by the soul’s ardent longings for death, if it should be the will of 
God, and meanwhile the desire to suffer, to work, and to endure 
reproaches for His salte, without any regard for human considera- 
tions.

One can possibly attain some degree or mode o f the union of 
conformity by the ordinary paths o f asceticism, but the immediate 
passage to the higher degrees of this union is impossible. T he con- 
forming union completely transcends the ordinary type of progress 
and the usual manner of human operation. It is almost exclusively 
a work of the H oly Ghost, the director and rcnewer, who leads 
souls to the promised land and effects the total transformation of 
ali who abandon themselves to Him completely.

A P P E N D IX

i. T rue U nion w ith  C hrist and  t h e  F o lly  of L ove

Speaking of the prayer of union in its early stages, before it be- 
comes fused with the prayer of quiet, St. Teresa (Life,  chaps. 16, 
17) says:

This state is a sleep of the faculties, which are neither wholly lost nor 
yet can understand how they work. The pleasure and sweetness and de- 
light are incomparably greater than in the previous state, for the water 
of grace rises to the very neck of the soul, so that it is unable to go for- 
ward, and has no idea how to do so, yet neither can it turn back: it would 
fain have the fruition of exceeding great glory. . . . This seems to me to 
be nothing less than an all but complete death to everything in the world

60 Interior Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 1: “And I shall venture to affirin that, if 
this is indeed union with God, the devii cannot enter or do any harrn; for his 
Majesty is in such close contact and union with the essence of the soul that he will 
not dare to approach, nor can he even understand this secret thing. . . . God im- 
plants Himseif in the interior of that soul in such a way that, when it returns to 
itself it cannot possibly doubt that God has been in it, and it has been in God; so 
firmly does this truth remain within it that, although for years God may never 
grant it that favour again, it can neither forget it nor doubt that it has received it. 
. . . If anyone has not that certainty, I should say that what he has experienced is 
not union of the whole soul with God, but only union of one of the faculties or 
some one of the many other kinds of favour which God grants to the soul.”
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and a fruition of God. I know no other terms in which to describe it or 
explain it, nor does the soul, at such a time, know what to do: it knows 
not whether to speak or to be silent, whether to laugh or to weep. This 
state is a glorious folly, a heavenly madness, in which true wisdom is ac- 
quired, and a mode of fruition in which the soul finds the greatest de- 
light. . . .

The faculties retain only the power of occupying themselves wholly 
with God; not one of them, it seems, ventures to stir, nor can we cause 
any of them to move except by trying to fix our attention very carefully 
on something else, and even then I do not think we could entirely suc- 
ceed in doing so. Many words are spoken, during this state, in praise of 
God, but, unless the Lord Himself puts order into them, they have no 
orderly form. The understanding, at any rate, counts for nothing here; 
the soul would like to shout praises aloud, for it is in such a state that it 
cannot contain itself—a state of delectable disquiet. Already the flowers 
are opcning: see, they are beginning to send out their fragrance. The soul 
would like everyone to see her now, and become aware of her glory, to 
the praise of God, and help her to sing His praises. . . .

O God, what must that soul be like when it is in this state! It would 
fain be ali tongue, so that it might praise the Lord. It utters a thousand 
holy follies, striving ever to please Him Who thus possesses it. . . . 
What torments could have been set before her at such a time which she 
would not have found it delectable to endure for her Lord’s sake? She 
sees clearly that, when the martyrs suffered their torments, they did 
hardly anything of themselves, for the soul is well aware that fortitude 
comes from somewhere outside itself. But what will the soul experience 
when it regains its senses and goes back to live in the world and has to re- 
turn to the world’s preoccupations and formalities? . . . Oh, what great 
freedom we enjoy! It makes us look upon having to live and act accord- 
ing to the laws of the world as captivity!

In any one of these visits, brief as its duration may be, the Gardener 
. . . gives the soul water without limit; and what the poor soul could not 
acquire, even if it laboured and fatigued its understanding for as much as 
twenty years, this heavenly Gardener achieves in a moment. . . .

The virtues, then, are now stronger than they were previously, in the 
Prayer of Quiet, for the soul sees that it is other than it was, and does not 
realize how it is beginning to do great things with the fragrance that is 
being given forth by the flowers. It is the Lord’s will that these shall open 
so that the soul may see that it possesses virtues. . . . The humility, too, 
which remains in the soul is much greater and deeper than it was pre
viously, for it sees more clearly that it has done nothing at all of itself
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savc to consent that the Lord shall grant it favours and to receive them 
with its will.

This kind of prayer, I think, is quite definitely a union of the entire 
soul with God, except that His iMajesty appears to be willing to give the 
faculties leave to understand, and have fruition of, the great things that 
He is now doing.

W riting to Father Rodrigo Alvarez, St. Teresa (Spiritual Rela- 
tions, IV )  says of the ecstatic union:

Where there is union of ali the faculties the position is quite different. 
They can then do nothing, for the understanding is, as it were, dazed. 
The love of the will is stronger than the understanding, but the under
standing does not know if the will loves, or what it is doing, in such a way 
as to be able to speak of it. As to the memory, my belief is that the soul 
has none, and cannot think at ali; the senses too, in my opinion, are no 
longer awake, but are, at it were, lost, so that the soul may be more fully 
occupied in fruition.

Alvarez de Paz, D e grad. contemplat., V , Part III, chap. 5:

This union is a precious gift whereby God manifests Himself as pres- 
ent in the very center and core of the soul, by means of a most ciear 
light, and shows Himself a most tender Lover. In this union, the memory 
. . . tenaciously adheres to God thus manifested, . . . the intellect 
gazes upon Him in the most ciear light of wisdom . . . so that it is un- 
able to be diverted from Him to anything else. The will embraces Him 
with a most ardent love and, like a fierce fire, it seems to consume ali 
things so that the soul no longer lives in itself nor performs any natural 
actions, but transfers all its attention to the tender Spouse who holds it 
in a close embrace. In this state . . . the soul does not act, but it receives; 
it does not progress, but it is carried along by force and, without waiting 
for its consent (although its consent is given), it is led into the chamber 
of incredible delight. The soul does not discourse and love; rather it finds 
in itself a remarkable intuition and an ardent love of God. . . . Yet the 
soul does not lose its own being in Him, but receives a new being which 
quickly absorbs the natural being. . . . This union has two character- 
istics: the first and principal one is the love with which God loves His 
spouse and is ardently loved by her, and to such an extent that the spouse 
swoons with love; the second and less important characteristic is an in- 
ternal sweetness which filis all the powers of the soul and absorbs all its 
attention and desires. . . . Thus does the soul feel itself taken up by 
God and given the aids of His grace and a most perfect love whereby it
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is made like to Him in the purity of its life. From this can be understood 
the words: “ I am the vine; you the branches” ; and also the words: He 
that abideth in iMe and I in him, the same beareth much fruit.”  . . . 
Therefore, whatever of the spiritual or the divine is found in a man, it 
must be separated by a vivifying love from all that is earthly and cor- 
poreal. In this way a division is made between the spirit and the mind; 
that is, between spirituality and animality or sensuality. The precious is 
separated from the vile. Since God is spirit and since likeness is the cause 
of union, it is evident why a spirit thus cleansed is united to the divine 
Spirit.

2. E f FECTS OF TH E E cS T A T IC  U N IO N

St. Teresa says (Life,  chap. 19) that after this type o f prayer,

the soul is left so full of courage that it would be greatly comforted if at 
that moment, for God’s sake, it could be hacked to pieces. It is then that 
it makes heroic resolutions and promises, that its desires become full of 
vigour, that it begins to abhor the world and that it develops the clearest 
realization of its own vanity. The benefits that it receives are more 
numerous and sublime than any which proceed from the previous States 
of prayer; and its humility is also greater, for it clearly sees how by no 
efforts of its ow n it could either gain or keep so exceeding and so great a 
favour. It also sees clearly how extremely unworthy it is—for in a room 
bathed in sunlight not a cobweb can remain hidden. It sees its own 
w retchedness. So far is vainglory from it that it cannot believe it could 
ever be guilty of such a thing. For now it sees with its own eyes that of 
itself it can do little or nothing. . . . The soul realizes that it has de- 
served to go to hell, yet its punishment is to taste glory. It becomes con- 
sumed in praises of God as I would fain become now. . . .

It begins to show signs of being a soul that is guarding the treasures of 
Heaven and to be desirous of sharing them with others and to beseech 
God that it may not be alone in its riches. Almost without knowing it, 
and doing nothing consciously to that end, it begins to benefit its neigh- 
bors, and they become aware of this benefit because the flowers have 
now so powerful a fragrance as to make them desire to approach them. 
They realize that the soul has virtues, and, seeing how desirable the fruit 
is, would fain help it to partake of it.

Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 52:

The soul receives the gift of loving God and divine things with a love 
similar to the absolutely true love wdth which God has loved us. It fccl»
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that the immense God is within it, keeping it company. . . . Itperceives 
I lim in its very core, without any corporal form, but more clearly than 
onc man sccs another. The eyes of the soul witness a spiritual plenitude 
vvhicli has nothing of the body about it and about which it is impossible 
to say anything because both words and the imagination fail. . . .  In 
tliis marvelous union, which instantaneously renews the soul and makes 
the body docile, the soul acquires a certitude that the Lord is truly pres- 
ent to it, for there is no saint or angel that could perform the things that 
are effected in the soul. So ineffable are these operations that I feel a keen 
regret at not being able to say anything that is worthy of them. . . . God 
embraces the soul as no father or mother have ever embraced their child. 
. . . Truly, the embrace wherewith Jesus Christ unites Himself to the 
soul is indescribable. . . . No worldly man could ever speak this secret 
or even believe it. . . . Jesus brings to the soul a most tender love by 
which it is entirely inflamed; He brings to it a light so brilliant that the 
soul, feeling within itself the plenitude of the goodness of the omnipotent 
God, is able to understand infinitely more than it is aware of. At that time 
the soul has a proof and a certainty that Jesus Christ dwells within it.

3. E x c e l l e n c y  o f  t h i s  S tate  

Blosius, Speculum  spirit., X I:

It is a wonderful thing to arrive at the exile of mystical union with 
God. The soul, pure, humble, resigned, and inflamed with an ardent 
charity, is raised above itself and, amid the resplendent clarity of the 
divine light which shines forth in its mind, it loses all consideration for 
and distinction of things. Totally enraptured with love and, as it were, 
annihilated, it loses itself in God. Without any intermediary, the soul is 
joined to Him, becomes one in spirit with Him, and is transformed in 
Him. As iron placed in the fire becomes fire without ceasing to be iron, 
so the soul becomes one with God, but not in such wise that it becomes 
the same substance and nature as He is.

Here the soul is at rest, ceasing its own activities in order to receive the 
divine activity with unspeakable peace and joy. So great is the delight 
which the soul enjoys that it seems to it that heaven and earth and all 
things therein have melted away and vanished. . . . This is the unity and 
simplicity where God dwells. Having found the eternal Word, the soul 
possesses also His immeasurable riches.

Blessed is the soul that is raised above all created things and even its 
own activity whose memory is stripped of all sorts of images, and experi- 
ences simple purity. Its mind perccives the most brilliant irradiations of
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the Sun of justice and knows the divine truth; its will experiences the fire 
of a tranquil love, the contact of the Holy Ghost, which, like a living 
fountain, gushes forth in streams of eternal sweetness. Thus is the soul 
introduced to sublime union with God.

But souls that are admitted to this union should return to their own 
proper activity, once the divine operation ceases. They should return to 
their holy meditations, good works, and ordinary exercises, seeking to 
keep themselves humble, pcrsisting in the desire for spiritual progress, 
and conducting themselves in all things as if they were to begin a better 
life.

Says the same author (hist. spir., chap. i ) :

When the human spirit receives this mystical wisdom in the divine 
union and is illumined by eternal truth, its faith is verified, its hope is 
strengthened, and its charity is further inflamed. Therefore, if all the 
wise men of the world should say to one who has experienced this union: 
“You deceive yourself, unhappy soul, for your faith is untrue, “ the soul 
would intrepidly reply: “ It is you who are deceived. I have complete 
certitude as to the truth of my faith.”  . . . Indeed, this soul knows the 
Divinity better than all the great masters, if they themselves have not vet 
been admitted into the holy of holies and into the secret chamber of the 
eternal King. God reveals to such souls the truths of the Scriptures and 
He gives them a taste for the Gospels. Since they possess true wisdom, 
more through the inspiration of the Holy Ghost than by the reading of 
many books, they see clearly and know for certain what must be done or 
omitted.

A D V A N C E IN  ILLU M IN A TIO N  AN D  UNION

4. P e r fe c t  U nion and  D isinterested  L ove 

Sister Barbara wrote ( Vida, p. 235):

How clearly everything can be seen when God comes to the soul! I 
say this because it seems to me that I feel my God within my soul. He is 
so closely united to it and it to Him that I no longer possess my soul, but 
it is rather He who possesses it. Whether others speak to me or not, 
whether they treat me well or ili, God now possesses me, both in tribula- 
tion and in consolation. I now have no desire for anything, for I have no 
other desire than that of my God. I know not how to explain myself, 
but I feel that God is very close to me. . . .  I feel Him as if He were 
within my very soul, and my heart faints away with longings to love 
Him. . . . These longings are not for any desire of glory, they arc 
purely for God. Therefore, even if there were no heaven, I would love
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Him just thc same, bccause I love Him in a disinterested manner. . . . If 
I werc to know that I could serve His greater glory by suffering ali the 
pains of hcll for eternity, my soul loves Him so intensely that it would be 
contcnt to do just that so that my God might have that greater glory. Yet 
I know well that my God does not desire that, but I say it because I have 
a desire to suffer much for God, and this desire is so strong that every- 
thing else seems little to me.

This is the disinterested love which seeks good for the sake of 
good and not for any selfish aims. This love is not to be thought of 
as that which was invented b y  Kant and proclaimed by Seneca, for 
the very ones who vainly proposed a morality without sanction did 
not even know how to fulfill it with sanctions. N ot possessing the 
truth, they could not know what is the true good, the plenitude of 
desirable being.

Those who are perfect and whose eyes of the heart have been il- 
lumined by the ardent charity which casts out fear know the only 
true and complete Good. T h ey  see that it deserves to be loved for 
itself and not for any other motives; that it should be preferred above 
all other goods, even if there were no sanctions. Yet sanctions are 
indispensable for the imperfect, who are always in the majority and 
who practice good with the help of the law of fear which no longer 
rules the perfect. “ The law is not made for the just man, but for 
the unjust and disobedient”  (I Tim . 1 :9 ) . “ But if you are led by the 
Spirit, you are not under the law”  (Gal. 5 : 18) .

St. Bernard, Sermo 83 in Cant., nos. 4, 5:

God asks to be feared as Lord, honored as Father, and loved as Spouse. 
. . . Love is a great thing, but it admits of various grades or degrees and 
the supreme grade is that of the spouse. This love is sufficient to itself and 
it has within itself its own merit and reward. The sons love also, but they 
think in terms of the heritage and are fearful of losing it. I suspect that 
this type of love is one that must be supported by the hope of further 
goods. Pure love, on the other hand, desires nothing, for it is not a mer- 
cenary love. . . . Such is the love of a spouse, for she is what she is solely 
because of love. All her hope and all her good lies in love.

Then St. Bernard proceeds to describe the love of a mature son 
who is nourished by solid foods (great works) and does not engage 
in the doings of children (the consolations enjoyed by imperfect
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souls), but longs for the heavenly heritage on which his thoughts 
are continually centered. Then the saint adds (nos. 8, 9): “ But 
there is yet another love more sublime than this love o f a son, and 
this type of love seeks and desires nought but God alone, for the 
heart is now totally purified. The soul now seeks nothing of its own, 
neither its own happiness, its own glory, or anything at all by reason 
of any special love of itself. It dedicates itself completely to God 
in order to adhere to Him, possess Him, and find its delight in Him .”
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C H A P T E R  V

The Deifying Transforming Union
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I n  spite of the longings of the soul which “ dies because it does not 
die,”  the divine Spouse desires that the beloved should for a time 
continue to suffer, love, and progress in charity. This will continue 
until He has made it a living image and faithful reproduction of 
Himself, so that in His name and by His power the soul will carry 
on the mission which H e Himself had on this earth.

T h e  M y s t i c a l  E s p o u s a l

T o  this end, after He has purified, beautified, and disposed the 
soul, as we shall soon see, He celebrates with it the mystical espousal 
by means of a formal and solemn pact. He gives the soul the sym- 
bolic ring 1 or effects an exchange o f hearts, saying as He did to 
St. Catherine of Siena: “ Be mindful of Me, and I shall be mindful 
of thee” ; or to St. Teresa: “ Henceforth, as M y true spouse, you will

1 Dr. Imbert-Goubeyre (La stigmatisation et Vextase divine, II, 8) has compiled 
a list of 77 persons who were admitted to the mystical nuptials, although circurn- 
stances do not determine precisely whether all of these were the true and perma
nent marriage or the simple espousal. In the cases listed, there are 55 examples of 
the bequeathing of the ring, and of these instances 43 were given to stigmatics.

Sauve, Etats, p. 85: “ How full of significance is the synibol of the ring sent by 
God to a St. Catherine of Siena or a St. Rose of Lima! What marvels are contained 
in that narrow band! Yet these are nothing more than external signs, preludes to 
the perfect fusion of the soul with Jesus and His divinity.”

The rings of St. Catherine of Siena and Blessed Hosanna of Mantua were always 
visible, but to them alone, whilc St. Catherine de Ricci’s ring was often visible to 
others. It appeared to her as a ring of gold adomed with a diamond, but to others 
it was visible as a blood-red circle with a projection of the flesh similar to an inset 
for a precious stone. Sometimes she saw it emit rays of splendor and she worked 
many wonders with it. The ring was visible even after her death at the age of 
seventy-nine, and she had first received it at the age of nineteen.
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be attentive to M y honor” ; or to St. Rose of Lima: “ Rose of M y 
Heart, be thou M y spouse.”  2 He commands such souls to treat Him 
with confidence and love and always to call Him by the most sweet 
name of Spouse.3

Before celebrating this pact, God is accustomed many times to 
manifest Himself to the soul in all the splendor of His glorified 
humanity. He does this to impress the soul with His goodness and 
beauty so that, knowing the good which is promised, it w ill be 
inflamed with an ardent desire to possess Him as soon as possible. 
These manifestations are sometimes repeated at frequent intervals 
and over a long period o f time until the soul is properly prepared 
for the espousal. Thus also the soul is comforted in the midst of the 
terrible trials by which its fidelity must yet be tried before it can 
enter fully into that grade of prayer which is so eminent that it is 
actually the beginning of a life which is totally divine.'*

2 T o  which St. Rose replied: “ I am Thine, O King of eternal majesty, and I shall 
be Thine forever.”

3 Ven. Sister Barbara once heard the following words from the lips of the Savior: 
“Thou art all Mine, and I am all thine.” A  few days later, she perceived that He 
had grappled her heart with a chain and attached it to His own divine heart, saying: 
“ I do this so that you may be so United to My will in all things that you will never 
desire anything apart from Me and that you will be one with Me.” “From that 
moment,” she adds, “ I was so bound to my God and so closely united with Him 
that I can say truly that between God and myself there was but one will. There is 
no comparison between the union which 1 formerly enjoyed and the intimate union 
which I began to enjoy from that day on.” Later she saw that a white veil and a 
crown had been placed on her and the Virgin presented her to her divine Son, who 
took a ring from His finger and placed it on hers, saying that henceforth she should 
always call Him by the sweet name of Spouse and that she should take great care to 
preserve that veil intact so that she niight return it without any tears or lesions.

The Ven. Father Bernard Hoyos, after receiving Communion on the feast of the 
Assumption in 1730, heard the angels sing: “ Bchold, the Bridegroom is coming, go 
forth to meet Him” (Matt. 25:6). In a vision of the imagination he saw the Savior, 
accompanied by His holy Mother and many saints, and in an intellectual vision he 
contemplated the most holy Trinity. His enraptured soul heard the Savior say, “ I 
espouse thee, O beloved soul, in an eternal espousal of love. . . . Now thou art 
Mine and 1 am thine. . . . Thou are Bernard of Jesus and 1 am Jesus of Bernard.
. . . All Mine is thine; all thine is Mine. That which I am by nature, thou dost share 
through grace. Thou and I are one.”

* The Living Flame, stanza 2: “ And, in order that we may know what debts are 
these which the soul now recognizes as paid, it must be known that in the ordinary 
way no soul can attain to this lofty state and kingdom of the betrothal without first 
having passed through many tribulations and trials, since, as is said in the Acts of 
the Apostles, it behooves us to enter through many tribulations into the kingdom 
of the heavens; which things have in this state passed, for henceforth the soul, being 
purified, has no more suffering.

“The trials which are suffered by those that are to come to this state are of tlircr
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The words of the espousal are usually of themselves efficacious or, 
as St. John of the Cross says, “ substantial,”  because, like the fa t  
of the Creator, they produce the effect which they express. W ith 
tlic pronouncing of these words the soul finds itself transformed. It 
is now no longer what it was previously. A ll its aims have been 
changed and have become so divine that no self-interest is left in 
the soul. A ll its interest now lies in the glory of God, the prosperity 
of the Church, and the welfare o f souls. It pays no heed to its own 
interests for it has placed them in the hands of the sweet Master,* 5 6 * 
and He is charged to care for the soul and see that it is not bothered 
by these interests while engaged in His divine Service.8

kinds, namelv: trials and afflictioris, fears and temptations which come from the 
world, and that in many ways—temptations and aridities and afflictions relating to 
sense; tribulations, darknesses, perils, abandonments, temptations and other trials 
relating to the spirit, so that in this way the soul may be purged according both to 
its spiritual and to its sensual part, in the way that we described in the exposition 
of the fourth line of the first stanza. And the reason why these trials are necessary 
for the soul that is to reach this state is that, just as a liquor of great excellence is 
placed only in a strong vessel, which has been made ready and purified, so this most 
iofty union cannot belong to a soul that has not been fortified by trials and tempta
tions, and purified with tribulations, darknesses and perils, one of which classes 
purifies and fortifies sense and the other refines and purifies and disposes the spirit. 
For even as impure spirits, in order to be United with God in glory, pass through 
the pains of fire in the life to come, even so, in order to reach the union of perfec- 
tion in this life, they must pass through the fire of these said pains, a fire which 
burns more violently in some and less so in others, and for longer in some than in 
others, according to the degree of union to which God is pleased to raise them and 
conformably with the degree of purgation which they have to undergo.

“By means of these trials whereinto God leads the soul and the senses, the soul 
gradually acquires virtues, strength and perfection, together with bitterness, for 
virtue is made perfect in weakness, and is wrought by the experience of sufferings. 
For iron cannot adapt itself and be subservient to the intelligence of the artificer, 
unless he use fire and a hammer, like the fire which Jeremiah says that God put 
into his understanding, saying: He sent fire into my bones and taught me. And 
Jeremiah likewise says of the hammer: Thou hast chastised me, Lord, and I have 
been taught. Even so the Preacher says: He that is not tempted, what can he know, 
and he that hath no experience knoweth little” (Ecclus. 34:9).

5 See Ps. 54:23; 1 Pet. 5:7.
6 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 39: “Once, when I was very restless and upset, unable to

recollect myself, battling and striving, turning all the time in thought to things
that were not perfect, and imagining I was not as detached as I used to be, I was 
afraid, seeing how wicked I was, that the favours which the Lord had granted me 
might be illusions. In short, my soul was in great darkness. While I was distressed 
in this way, the Lord began to speak to me and told me not to be troubled: the 
state in which 1 found myself would show me how miserable I should be if He 
withdrew from me; while we lived in this flesh we were never safe. . . . But, He 
added, I was not to think myself forgotten, for He would never leave me, though 
I myself must do all that lay in my power. This the Lord said to me compassionately 
and tenderly. . . .
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Thus ali self-regard ceases, and the soul is concerned only with 
loving, pleasing, and serving its divine Spouse as best it can. Even 
the ardent desire which the soul form erly had— to die so that it 
might go to Hiin and find enjoyment in Him and thereby avoid 
ali danger of offending Him— even that desire comes to an end. 
The soul is inebriated with love. It seeks only to work and to suf
fer as much as possible for the glory of G od and the good of souls, 
even if it means the deprivation of all consolation.7 Suffering, 
which formerly caused great dismay, has now been changed into 
something of a vital necessity. The soul cannot and cares not to live 
without suffering for the glory of its Beloved. Because of the love 
now animating it, the soul considers insipid and intolerable any life 
which is not, like His, filled with privations and pains. The soul is 
not ignorant of the fact that, like Him, it must live as a victim of 
expiation and propitiation.8

If its own salvation preoccupies the soul, it is not out of self- 
interest but pure divine love which constrains the soul to seek union 
with its God. If it were G o d ’s pleasure that the soul should suffer 
the pains of hell for the good of some other soul and if in so doing 
it could thcre continue to love and serve God, it would offer itself 
gladly, as did St. Paul and St. Catherine, who desired to be anathe- 
matized by Christ for the good of their brethren.

“Often His Majesty says to me, as a sign of His great love: ‘Now thou art Mine 
and I am thine.’ There are some words which I am in the habit of repeating to my- 
self—and I believe I mean what I say. Thev are: ‘What do I care about myself, 
Lord, or about anything but Thee?’ When I remember what I am, these words 
and signs of love cause me the very greatest confusion; for, as I believe I have said 
on other occasions and as 1 sometimes say now to my confessor, I think more cour- 
age is needed for receiving these favors than for suffering the sorest trials.”

7 “When you see a soul abandon all things in order to unite itself whole-heartedly 
to the Word,” says St. Bemard (In Cant., sermon 85), “not to live except for the 
Word, led only by the Word, knowing through the Word what it must do for the 
Word, and able to say: ‘Jesus Christ is my life; for me, to die is gain,’ then salute 
that soul as the spouse of the Word.”

8 Sauve, Etats mystiques, p. 96: “ In order to arrive at so exalted a life, souls must 
pass through terrible purincations. From their experience of divine things, they 
draw a great appreciation and love for the cross. Mortifying every imperfection, 
they live in a manner that is much more intense than can be conceived. If the love 
of God and His cross which holds them enraptured causes you dejection; if the 
accents with which they express this love seem as so much foolishness to you; place 
the fault on yourself and know that you do not understand what it is to deal with 
infinite goodncss, love, and sanctity. Actually, only these souls are in possession of 
complete truth; they alone are logical. Those of us who are terrified by their ardent 
love and devouring zeal are poor laggards, more or less blind, cowards, lazy and 
poorly-instructed in the ways of the love of God.”
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The valor of such souls surpasses ali heroism. Once when St. 
Carhcrinc of Siena was in imminent danger o f shipwreck, she noticed 
that lier confessor, Blessed Raymond of Capua, was terrified, as 
wcrc all the members of the crew. Turning to Raymond, she said, 
“ Father, w hy are you frightened? W hat difference should this make 
to you? W e have no interests but those of God and His Church. 
He will take care of us.”  G od actually did so, and they were de- 
livered from that danger.9

T he disinterestedness of these generous souls extends even to 
their prayer and divine colloquies and it costs them dearly to aban- 
don them, for they have found there such sweet consolation and 
such great progress. But, when the Spouse calls them to sacrifice 
themselves for Him, they do not answer: “ I have put off m y gar- 
ment, how shall I put it on? I have washed m y feet, how shall I 
defile them?”  10 Rather, if the good of a soul demands it, they 
immediately and without complaint abandon the flowery couch 
o f prayer and divine consolations. T h ey  leave the pleasant repose 
of M ary for the efficient activity o f iYlartha. But they are not at all 
perturbed as was Martha herself, for in the midst of a prodigious 
external activity, internally they remain tranquil and recollected, 
conversing with God in their hearts as if they were all alone. 
There is no danger that they will soil their feet with the dust of 
earth or be contaminated by a w orldly atmosphere. Rather, they 
sanctify the ground which they tread and they purify and perfume 
the air with the virtue which they exhale.

9 On another occasion, when Blessed Raymond was rejoicing because he had not 
fallen into the hands of the enemies who were seeking to kill him, St. Catherine 
wrote to him: “You have taken great joy in the fact that God should condescend to 
your weakness. O my poor and cowardly Father! How happy should your soul 
and mine have been if your blood could have cemcnted another stone in the wall 
of our holy Church! Truly, we have cause for weeping at seeing that your small 
virtue has not merited so great a blessing. . . .  As full-grown men, let us run to the 
field of battle. Let us be hrm, with the cross in front and behind so that we cannot 
flee. . . . Submerge yourself in the crucified Christ, bathe yourself in His blood, 
clothe yourself in His blood, lanient for yourself in His blood, rejoice in His blood, 
lose your weakness and blindncss in the blood of the stainless Lamb and in His 
light run forward as a fortified knight seeking the glory of God, the welfare of the 
Church, and the salvation of souls in His blood” (Letter 106).

On yet another occasion, she wrote: “By this it will be known who are the true 
servants of God: if they abandon all consolations and the comforts of their sweet 
retirement to go forth where the good of the Church and of souls calls them” 
(Letter 69).

10 Cant. j: j.
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So it was with St. Catherine of Siena, St. Philip Neri, St. Teresa 
of Avila, and many other great saints who, at the end o f their life, 
found it necessary to sacrifice their long hours of contemplation 
for activity. T h ey  Iost nothing on that account, but they made 
great progress in charity at the same time that they helped countless 
souls.11 It is not to be wondered at that to pass from simple union 
to such a divine state they should have had to pass through great 
trials and tribulations, dying again and again to themselves in order 
to live with Jesus Christ in God.

Although the union of the mystical espousal is so wonderful and 
continual, it is not yet absolutely stable or indissoluble. There yet 
remain for the soul long periods of absence, obscurities, and desola- 
tions, and these are all the more painful as the soul’s love is more 
ardent and its longings for complete transformation are more keen. 
Moreover, the soul can stili fall into serious danger, which makes 
it necessary for it to keep a close watch over itself and to proceed 
with caution lest it expose itself to the loss o f all its good and a final 
and permanent abandonment.

That this union be strengthened and become so intimate and in
dissoluble that the soul attains full certainty of never more being 
disturbed, new proofs o f fidelity and love are required. The soul 
must be subjected to further tests and purgations which are more 
painful than anything previously experienced. However pure, 
simple, and holy the soul may appear in its sweet union of con- 
form ity with God, it is stili incredibly far removed from the purity, 
rectitude, simplicity, and sanctity which are necessary for this other 
union with G od which is so intimate, perfect, and stable that God 
becomes the soul’s all in all and the soul is completely lost to itself 
and transformed in Him. These purgations will erase the last ves
tiges of the earthly man and change the soul into an angel in human

11 Once, after St. Catherine of Siena had received a vision of the divine essence, 
the glory of the saints, and the pitiful condition of the reprobated, she was filled 
with horror at having to return to earth, but the Lord said to her: “The salvation of 
many souls demands this. You will no longer live as you did formerly. You will 
abandon your retirement and you will run through the towns saving souls. I am 
always with you; 1 shall lead you and carry you. I shall entrust to you the honor 
of M y name, and you will teach M y doctrine to both the great and the small, to 
priests and religious as well as to the laity. I shall give you words and wisdom which 
no one will be able to resist. I shall put you in the presence of popes and rulers who 
govem the Church and the people so that in this way I may, as always, confound 
the pride of the great” (Life, 11, Part V I).
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form. Thcn thc soul can say in all truth that it and G od are two in 
one Spirit.12

W ithout realizing it, the soul is filled with the remnants or traces 
of hidden imperfections. If these were seen by the soul, they would 
fili it with confusion and chagrin.13 There remains also a subtle self- 
Iove which is all the more harmful because it is spiritual and dis- 
simulated and is taken for a holy love. Amid the soul’s sighs and 
longings for God and even in the raptures of divine love, the soul 
stili seeks something of self and heeds its particular aims and inten- 
tions. It yet possesses a certain amount o f attachment to spiritual 
consolations, thinking of self and paying too much attention to its 
spiritual gifts with the resuit that it sometimes forgets the G iver of 
those gifts. G od demands that He be sought solely for what He is 
and not for any other motive. Therefore He requires that the soul 
should forget every created thing, however holy it may be and 
however necessary, so that the soul may adhere simply to the un- 
created Essence. Only in this w ay can the soul be wed to the W ord 
of wisdom.14

T o  this end God assails the soul with a sharp and penetrating light 
which illumines the most hidden folds of the heart and brings to 
light its many imperfections. By means of such a light the soul 
learns to know itself and, knowing itself, it knows Him also. It knows 
what things it must value and what things it must cast aside, purify,

T H E  M YST 1CAL EV O LU TIO N

12 Dark Night of the Soul, II, 2: “The purgation of sense is only the cntrance 
and beginning of contemplation leading to the purgation of the spirit, which . . . 
serves rather to accommodate sense to spirit than to unite spirit with God. But there 
stili remain in the spirit the stains of the old man, although the spirit thinks not that 
this is so, neither can it perceive them; if these stains be not removed with the soap 
and strong lye of the purgation of this night, the spirit will be unable to come to 
the purity of the Divine union.”

13 Ps. 18:13: “Who can understand sins? From my secret ones cleanse me, O 
Lord.”

14 Dark Night of the Soul, II, 24: “As soon as these two houses of the soul have 
together become tranquillized and strengthened, with all their inmatcs—namely, 
the faculties and desires—and have put these inmates to sleep and made them to be 
silent with respect to all things, both above and below, this Divine Wisdom imme- 
diately unites itself with the soul by making a new bond of loving possession, and 
there is fulfilled that which is written in the book of Wisdom, in these words: Dum 
quietum silentium contineret omnia, et nox in suo cursu medium iter haberet, om
nipotens sermo tuus Domine a regalibus sedibus (Wisd. 18:14). . . . The soul can- 
not come to this union without great purity, and this purity is not gained without 
great detachment from every created thing and sharp mortification.
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or rectify. So keen is this light that it dazzles and stupefies the soul; 
it strikes it like a thunderbolt and leaves it buried in the most 
frightful darkness, and during this darkness the soul experiences its 
complete renewal. It is configured with Christ and amid great 
anguish it receives the impress of His divine and living seal. In that 
state o f darkness the soul must follow Him in His passion, death, and 
burial so that ultimately it will rise again with Him, totally trans- 
figured with a life that is entirely new. The soul will not only be 
United to Him, but will be transformed and made one with Him.

W hen this union shall have been consummated and ratified by 
the mystical marriage, the soul will see clearly that God has taken 
possession of its whole being as a new vital principle which renews 
and divinizes it and that it is He who works and lives in the soul. 
T o  this are ordained all the terrible purgations and mystical opera- 
tions of the obscure and prolonged night of the spirit which we 
shall speak of later because it is usually more intense after the 
espousal, although it begins to be expcrienccd mueh earlier, during 
the prayer of union.

That this union may be changed from the conforming union to 
the transforming union, G od Himself must work in the soul in a 
manner that is hidden, mysterious, and painful. He rids the soul of 
all sensible delights which it experienced in the former union 
wherein the delight of the spirit redounded to the senses. God seems 
to hide Himself now but actually He is much more intimately 
United to the soul. T he soul is amazed at the change it now experi
ences. It believes itself to be abandoned, yet it finds that it is im- 
proved in every w ay. T he change is most profitable, but the soul is 
unable to understand how this can be so.

A t times the soul experiences G od ’s delicate touch or that most 
subtle divine contact which, on renewing the soul, produces in it 
great flights of love. But though these things are very ardent and 
cause intense pain, they are not carried over to the sensible order 
nor do they cause the slightest change in the countenance of the 
person in whom they take place. All this is a great interior violence 
which wounds even to the death in order to destroy all human im
perfections but outwardly the person remains recollected in an 
unchanging peace. Therefore the flights of the spirit are seldom
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pcrccptil)lc extcrnally although their efficacy incomparably exceeds 
thosc which were form erly experienced and which caused the soul 
to break forth in sighs and other exterior manifestations.15

In the formidable spiritual darkness wherein the soul is buried in 
its mystical cocoon and is incapacitated for working by itself or for 
possessing any initiative at all, it believes itself to be imprisoned or 
buried in hell itself. Nevertheless it is gradually undergoing the 
mysterious change from the conforming to the transforming union 
although the soul itself is scarcely aware of it. It notes only that all 
sensible Communications have vanished as well as the great delight 
of union which it form erly experienced and it hardly realizes what 
is happening until the whole transformation has taken place. In 
losing the consolations o f the former union and in receiving the 
spiritual light which is so dazzling that it appears to be utter black- 
ness and the cauterizing fire which does not touch the sensible order, 
the soul experiences a sort of martyrdom. Yet all this is the working 
of pure love, and these effects are so much loved by the soul that, 
lf it is sufficiently animated and faithful, it will not wish them to 
disappear but to be increased and prolonged. T he reason for this is 
that the soul, without knowing how, realizes that it thereby receives 
new life, new strength, and new desires which have nothing w orldly 
or selfish about them.

T he soul marvels at seeing itself so changed, so spiritualized, so 
renewed and enriched when it had thought itself miserably lost. In 
this mystical death the soul has found life and in every one of its

16 Father Hoyos explains (Life, p. 154) the difference between the sensible flights 
and the flights of the spirit in this way: “ In the flights of sense the soul is keenly 
aware of the fact that its pain is the pain of love and that it is united with the Lord 
who wounds the soul. In the flights of the spirit there is none of this, but the soul 
feels that it no longer loves and that it is separated from God. The soul is ignorant 
of the cause of its suffering. . . .  In the former type of flight, the body trembles 
and shares in the hurt, but in the spiritual flight the body does not know what is 
taking place in the interior until it is finished and it does not share in this activity 
except by a very weak overflow. Indced, the body is not able to suffer as intensely 
as the spirit. . . .  In the former, in order to reach the heart, these flights must first 
wound the breast; in the latter, it seems that they wound the heart without affect- 
ing that which is in front of the heart; that is, they wound the very core of the soul 
without touching any part of the body. In the sensible flights, although the wound 
is severe, it is not a mortal wound; but here it seems that it reduces to dust whatever 
it encounters and the wound is a wound unto the death. Indeed, one of these flights 
alone would be sufficient to take the soul right out of this life.” See also St. Teresa, 
Life, chaps. 20, 21, 29, 39; Interior Castle, V I, chap. 2, 1 1 ;  Conceptioris of the Love 
of G od, chap. 4.
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various sufferings it sees the loving touch of the divine Artist who 
is sculpturing the soul to His own taste in order to make it entirely 
like Himself. The soul has abandoned itself blindly to the hands of 
G od and joyfu lly resigned itself to let G od work in it and make o f it 
what He will, but at the same time it sees with great pain that it is 
despoiled o f self and all its affections, desires, interests, and human 
manner of working.

In the measure that the soul is purified and renewed, it is able to 
distinguish better those delicate rays of heavenly light b y  which it 
can know the divine mysteries. This same light makes the soul suffer 
greatly with painful longings because the more it filis the soul with 
the loving knowledge of God, the more empty does the soul seem to 
be. T he reason for this is that the soul sees that what it knows is as 
nothing when compared with what yet remains to be known. The 
soul deems it impossible ever to sound the depths of that adorable 
abyss which so enchants, attracts, and captivates it.

Although such souls do not advert very often to the mysterious 
work being effected in them or do not dare to give an account of 
what they are experiencing, whenever G od wills that they explain 
it (how it is He Himself who is doing this to them), then H e sug- 
gests to them the proper words by which they are able to speak 
o f such things incomparably better than any speculative theologian. 
A t other times, in order to better understand or more clearly explain 
the marvelous interior renewal which these souls perceive in an in- 
tellectual vision, the transformation is at the same time symbolized 
for them in an imaginative vision which manifests in their heart 
what is being effected invisibly and mystically in the core of their 
soul. That is how so many souls see that the Lord is carrying them 
off, changing them, inflaming them, and purifying their heart. T h ey  
understand very well the m ystery of this operation which is as pain
ful as it is delightful.

Thus is verificd the obscure and prolonged interior activity which 
renews souls that are enjoying union with G od and disposes them 
for the mystical espousal. Later it leads them gradually to the total 
transformation which is required for the mystical marriage. During 
the preparatory renewal, amid the great raptures and flights of the 
soul in the midst of its sufferings, those colloquies occur which pre 
cede the celebration of the marriage and in which the soul reccivc*
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new strcngth that it may subject itself willingly to whatever works 
the divine Spirit may wish to realize in it.

The painful darkness is intermittently broken with indescribable 
liglits and consolations. Better to say that this mystical night is a 
continuous and marvelous illumination in which clarity, ardor, and 
joy increase in proportion to the apparent darkness, desolation, and 
pain. Thus is the soul disposed and adorned with the divine fineries 
necessary to make it a w orthy spouse of the W ord. In this w ay the 
soul becomes one with Him through the full communication of 
His Spirit, and that happy union is Consolidated and confirmed by 
an irrevocable pact.

But since the pact of the mystical marriage demands that the 
renewal should be complete, before we pass on to speak of the 
marriage itself we shall attempt, with the help of those souls that 
actually experienced these things, to give some idea, however re
mote, of the mystical night wherein these mysteries take place. 
We shall speak also of the bitter pains which the privileged and 
heroic servants of God have to suffer for a long time. Ali this is 
necessary for souls if while yet on earth they are to reach a perfect 
configuration with Christ and enjoy in a stable manner the first 
fruits of glory.

APPENDIX

i. T he D ivine  E spousal

Interior Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 4:

Ali giving and taking have now come to an end and in a secret way the 
soul sees Who this Spouse is that she is to take. By means of the senses and 
faculties she could not understand in a thousand vears what she under- 
stands in this way in the briefest space of time. But the Spouse, being 
Who He is, leaves her, after that one visit, worthier to join hands (as 
people say) with Him; and the soul becomes so fired with love that for 
her part she does her utmost not to thwart this Divine betrothal. If she 
is neglectful, however, and sets her affection on anything other than 
Himself, she loses everything, and that is a loss every bit as great as are 
the favours He has been granting her, which are far greater than it is 
possible to convey.
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So, Christian souls, whom the Lord has brought to this point on your 
joumey, I beseech you, for His sake, not to be negligent, but to with- 
draw from occasions of sin—for even in this state the soul is not strong 
enough to be able to run into them safely, as it is after the betrothal has 
been made—that is to say, in the Mansion which we shall describe after 
this one. For this communication has been no more than (as we might 
say) one single short meeting, and the devii will take great pains about 
combating it and will try to hinder the betrothal. Afterwards, when he 
sees that the soul is completely surrendered to the Spouse, he dare not do 
this, for he is afraid of such a soul as that, and he knows by experience 
that if he attempts anything of the kind he will come out very much the 
loser and the soul will achieve a corresponding gain.

2. T h e  E xchange of H earts 

Says Father Weiss (A pologie, X , 21 ) :

The exchange of hearts is a common phenomenon in the lives of the 
saints. Often it was outwardly manifested in a wonderful manner, as we 
read in the lives of St. Catherine of Siena, St. Catherine de Ricci, St. Lut- 
gard, and others, but in all the saints it was, to some extent, verified in- 
ternally. Hence many things in their lives are incomprehensible, for the 
exterior is the expression of the interior.

3. Im p u l se s  and W ounds of th e  Spirit

Interior Castle, sixth mansions, chap. 2:

[Before the soul is wholly united with Him, the Spouse] filis it with 
fervent desire, by means so delicate that the soul itself does not under- 
stand them, nor do I think I shall succeed in describing them in such a 
way as to be understood, except by those who have experienced it; for 
these are influences so delicate and subde that they proceed from the 
very depth of the heart and I know no comparison that I can make which 
will fit the case.

All this is very different from what one can achieve in earthly matters, 
and even from the consolations which have been described. For often 
when a person is quite unprepared for such a thing, and is not even think- 
ing of God, he is awakened by His Majesty, as though by a rushing comet 
or a thunderclap. Although no sound is heard, the soul is very well aware 
that it has been called by God, so much so that sometimes, especially at 
first, it begins to tremble and complain, though it feels nothing that causcs 
it affliction. It is conscious of having been most delectably wounded, but 
it cannot say how or by whom; but it is certain that this is a precious
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cxpcricnce and it would be glad if it were never to be hcaled of that 
wound. It complains to its Spouse with words of love, and even cries 
aloud, being iinable to help itself, for it realizes that He is present but will 
not manifest Hiinself in such a way as to allovv it to enjoy Him, and this 
is a grcat grief, though a sweet and delectable one; even if it should de- 
sire not to suffer it, it would have no choice—but in any case it would 
never so desire. It is much more satisfying to a soul than is the delectable 
absorption, devoid of distress, which occurs in the Praver of Quiet. . . .

So powerful is the effect of this upon the soul that it becomes con- 
sumed with desire, yct cannot think what to ask, so clearly conscious is it 
of the presence of its God. Now if this is so, you will ask me what it de- 
sires or what causes it distress. What greater blcssing can it wish for? I 
cannot say; I know that this distress seems to penetrate its very bowels; 
and that, when Hc that has wounded it draws out the arrow, the bowels 
seem to come with it, so decply does it feel this love. . . .

Here all the senses and faculties are active, and there is no absorption; 
they are on the alcrt to discover what can be happening, and, so far as I 
can see, they cause no disturbance, and can neither increase this delect
able pain nor remove it. Anyone to whom Our Lord has granted this 
favour will rccognize the fact on reading this; he must give Him most 
heartfelt thanks and must not fear that it may be a deception; let his chief 
fear bc rather lest he show ingratitude for so grcat a favour, and lct him 
endeavor to serve God and to grow better all his life long and he will see 
the resuit of this and find himself recciving more and more. . . .

It may bc that you wonder why greater security can be felt about this 
than about other things. For the following reasons, 1 think. First, because 
so delectable a pain can never be bestowed upon the soul by the devii; 
he can give plcasures and delights which seem to be spiritual, but it is 
beyond his power to unite pain . . . with tranquillity and joy in the 
soul; for all his powers are in the external sphere, and, when he causes 
pain, it is never, to my mind, delectable or peaceful, but restless and com- 
bative. Secondly, this delectable tempest comes from another region than 
those over which he has authority. Thirdly, great advantages accnie to 
the soul, which, as a general rule, becomes tilled with a determination to 
suffer for God’s sake and to desire to have many trials to endure, and to 
be very much more resolute in withdrawing from the pleasures and inter- 
course of this world, and other things like them.

4. R elatio n  of th e  E spousal to M ystica l  M arriage

T h e L iving  Flame, stanza 3 (see also Interior Castle, seventh 
mansions, chap. 2):
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In this matter, however, it is well to note clearly the difference that 
exists between the possession of God through grace in itself alone and 
the possession of Him through union; for the one is a question of mutual 
love and the other is one of communication. There is as great a difference 
between these States as there is between betrothal and marriage. For in 
betrothal there is only a consent by agreement, and a unity of will be
tween the two parties, and the jewels and the adornment of the bride-to- 
be, given her graciously by the bridegroom. But in marriage there is like- 
wise communication between the persons, and union. During the 
betrothal, although from time to time the bridegroom sees the bride and 
gives her gifts, as we have said, there is no union between them, for this 
comes at the end of the betrothal. Even so, when the soid has attained to 
such purity in itself and in its faculties that the will is well purged of other 
strange tastes and desires, according to its lower and higher parts, and 
when it has given its conscnt to God with respect to all this, and the will 
of God and of the soul are as one in a free consent of their own, then it 
has attained to the possession of God through grace of will, in so far as 
it can be by means of will and grace; and this signifies that God has given 
it, through its own consent, His true and entire consent, which comes 
through His grace.

And this is the lofty state of spiritual betrothal of the soul with the 
Word, wherein the Spouse grants the soul great favours, and visits it 
most lovingly and frequently, wherein the soul receives great favours 
and delights. But these have nothing to do with those of marriage, for the 
former are all preparations for the union of marriage; and, though it is 
true that they come to the soul when it is completely purged from all 
creature affection (for spiritual betrothal, as we say, cannot take place 
until this happcns), nevertheless the soul has need of other and positive 
preparations on the part of God, of His visits and gifts whereby Fle puri- 
fies the soul ever more completely and beautifies and refines it so that it 
may be fitly prepared for such lofty union. . . .

During the time, then, of this betrothal and expectation of marriage in 
the unction of the Holy Spirit, when there are choicest unctions prepar- 
ing the soul for union with God, the yearnings of the caverns of the soul 
are wont to be extreme and delicate.

5- E n TRANCE I n TO TH E N lG H T OF TH E SP IR IT  AND TH E B e GINNING  

OF TH E TR A N SFO R M IN G  U N IO N

A  short time before receiving the religious habit, Maria Busto, 
afterward Mother M ary o f the Queen o f the Apostles, wrotc as 
follows to her director:
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The union of my soul with God seems to have become much more in
tense and intimate, although much more spiritual and imperceptible than 
formerly. I fcel as if the depth of my soul were aflame with that fire about 
which 1 have often spoken to you, though now I experience it in a dif
ferent way. It is as if the flames which consume me spring forth from 
God Himself and unite me to Him in a manner that is impossible to ex- 
plain. It is totally different from what I have told you on other occasions. 
What I experience now is something much more profound, interior, 
sccret, and hidden even from myself. The suffering in this union is not 
mixed with any of the sensible consolations which I felt on previous oc
casions, but I willingly put aside even the slightest consolation because it 
seems to me that this union would be much more pure without them. 
Another thing that causes me intense suffering is that the more vividly I 
experience God, the more I discover the infinity which I have yet to 
experience; believing my soul to be full, I find myself empty, because of 
the great longing I have to experience even more.

Therefore, when the union is increased, the derelictions and abandon- 
ments are more horrible. Many times I feel myself interiorly consumed 
by the pain of loss which results from the separation of God. I find that 
I am unable to endure such suffering and I feel a noticeable decline even 
in the body. In a word, I can say that ali the changes which I experience 
interiorly consist in suffering, but the suffering takes on various forms. 
Yet, thanks be to God, I desire nothing else because I believe that in this 
consists my only true life.

Now, Father, I notice that I am in a better state when I suffer more and, 
although the manner of suffering once terrified me (like the suffering in 
hell itself), I have almost arrived at the point of desiring it. I do not know 
if it is the suffering or myself that has changed.

T he N ight of th e  S pirit

That God may dwell permanently in the soul, that both He and 
the soul may become one, and that the soul may feel His presence 
in the depth of its being, it is necessary not only that the potencies 
be purified so as not to offer any obstacle to the divine activity or 
the manifestation of that activity through the infused virtues and 
gifts, but this purification must penetrate the very center o f the 
soul. T he soul must be raised up from the condition to which it was 
reduced through the Fall so that it may be in perfect harmony 
with the right Spirit which vivifies it and unites G od and the soul 
in one life. In this w ay the Spirit becomes “ the soul of its life and
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the life of its soul”  and the soul adheres to G od in such a w ay that 
it lives more in Him than it does in itself.

This new state requires powerful and terrible purgations which 
are incomparably more painful than anything yet experienced. 
T h ey are much more intense and subtle and so penetrating that they 
touch the very core of the soul. Like a burning fire and a divine 
astringent,18 they leave the soul entirely purified, white, and shin- 
ing. A li this takes place during the night of the spirit.

St. John of the Cross, in describing the pains of the night o f the 
senses,— which, we have already seen, are very great— considers 
thcm Iight indeed, when compared to those o f the night of the spirit. 
W hen writing of the latter, he shudders and hardly dares to describe 
thcm. He says that they are not only terrible, but almost intolerable 
and that they can be compared to no other pains but those of purga- 
tory or hell itself.17

It is in purgatory that the majority of just souls must endure those 
pains, since they did not endure them in this life. For no one can see 
God face to face, no one can gaze upon His sanctity and purity, with- 
out first dying to the old Adam; that is, without being completely 
recdfied and totally purged of the last vestige of sin and the slightest 
shadow or blemish.18 It w ill be understood, on the one hand, how 
necessary are the bitter pains which the blessed souls suffer in purga
tory and especially those souls that have undergone scarcely any 
purgation during life. On the other hand, one can understand the 
love and willingness with which these souls accept their suffering 
and the ardor with which they desire it in order to appear worthily 
before the majesty o f God and not filled with stains and confusion. 
T h ey would not be able to withstand His eternal splendor if they 
were not totally pure and transparent. Yet they cannot help but 
desire Him with a most vivid longing once His divine enchantment 
is to some extern manifested to them. So these souls seek purgatory 
as their only remedy and they look upon it as a marvelous invention

16 Cf. Mal. 3:2.
17 Dark Night of the Soul, II, chaps. 6-8.
18 Even when we seriously try to purify ourselves of all our faults, if, in spite of 

that attempt, we do not do it to such a degree that we experience even here on carth 
the sweetness of the friendship of God, “ it is to be feared,”  says Monsabre (Orae., 
V , 3), “ that He will make us expiate our indolence and carelessness in a long perind 
of waiting which entails the painful apprenticeship of longings, desires, and liitici 
ness.”
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of divine love which does not wish to deprive of eternal glory the 
im ny souls that die in the state o f grace without being completely 
purified.19

One can see from this what a low  idea o f G od ’s infinite sanctity 
and purity is held by those unfortunate heretics who attribute our 
justification to a simple imputation of the merits of Jesus Christ, 
without the removal of the stains and ugliness of sin from the soul. 
Because of this grave error, they also deny the necessity o f puratory. 
It is certain that nothing stained can enter heaven.20 Accordingly, 
as there must be a definitive degree of union and possession o f God 
which will determine the soul’s vision and glory, so also there must 
be a corresponding degree of renewal and purification. If the puri- 
fication is accomplished in this life, it increases the soul’s merit and 
union through grace; and if it is voluntary, it is much milder and 
sweeter. But if purification is delayed until after death, it will lack 
merit, and since the soul’s degree of union and essential perfection 
will not be increased, neither will its glory. As a purification imposed 
upon the soul, it will possess a certain mechanical aspect which will 
make it much more rigorous, prolonged, and intolcrable. It will be

10 St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, chap. 7: The soul in grace which, on being 
separated from the body, is not yet completely purified, “ sees in itself an obstacle 
which impedes full union with God. Realizing that the obstacle can be removed 
only in purgatory, it flings itself into purgatory with ali the force of its will. If 
the soul were not to find this invention of God which is so admirably suited for 
the destroyal of the obstacle which dctains it, it would experience within itself a 
type of hell which is much more terriblc than purgatory, sceing that there is some- 
thing that prevents it from being united to God, its true end.”

“ However great be the pains of the soul,” she adds (chap. 9), “ the ardor of its 
love for God does not permit it to take account of them. The essential suffcring of 
these souls and their only martyrdom, in a sense, is the impediment to the will of 
God which they find in themselves, for they see clearly that He is inflamed with 
the most tender and perfect love towards them. . . . This inflames them with the 
fire of a reciprocal love which is so violent that they would joyfully cast them
selves into a purgatory and a fire which are much more terrible if in this way they 
could rid themselves of the obstacle which prevents their advance towards God 
and union with Him.”

Again, in chap. 14, she writes: “ If the impossible were to happen and one of these 
souls which has yet a little purgatory to endure, were to be presented to the ciear 
vision of God, the soul itself would considor it a great injury to be presented to 
Him in such a state. . . . Seeing that God was not as yet fully satisfied, the soul 
would be unwilling to frustrate the rights of divine justice.

“These souls suffer their pain with great joy and for no reason at all would they 
wish to be rid of the least bit of it. They know too well how much they have mer- 
ited this pain and how holily it is ordained by God” (chap. 16).

20 Apoc. 11:27.
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a sort of hell where the soul suffers an anguish incomparably excecd- 
ing anything we can imagine.21

W hen, as a height of contradiction, those heretics accuse us of 
placing all religion and justice in useless works, ignoring the interior 
for the exterior rather than adoring and serving God in justice and 
in truth, they do not stop to think of the stupendous renewal which 
is experienced by souls tliat arrive at this state nor do they realize 
that such souls are living a life which is truly divine. This marvel is 
such that sincere Protestants often recognize, in spite of everything 
else, the high degree of sanctity and the sublime Christian spirit 
which is found in the great mystics of the Catholic Church and they 
cannot help but admire them.

But all our admiration is nothing compared to what is owing to 
these generous servants of G od who, determined to follow Christ 
in the agonies of the cross, strive to be perfectly configured to Him 
so that they will be entirely renewed and will have nothing to purify 
in the next world. Because they have corresponded with grace, or 
sometimes, as a singular favor, God desires to manifest Himself to 
these rare souls even in this life and to give them a foretaste of that 
which is yet to come. He infuses in them certain lights which are 
so superior to the light of faith that they almost seem to share in the 
lumen gloriae,22 and He makes them endure their purgatory on 
earth, much to their merit and profit.23

21 St. Catherine of Siena, Life, II, chap. 6: “I saw the torments of hell and those of 
purgatory and there is no word which can describe them. If men had even the 
slightest notion of them, they would prefer to endure death a thousand times rather 
than suffer the lightest of those pains for a single day.”

In the remarkable revelations of the Venerable Francesca of the Blessed Sacra- 
ment concerning purgatory, one sees how terribly even the smallest faults are puri- 
fied, especially the faults of those whose duty it is to correct and edify. Great 
prelates, most observant religious, and pious laymen pass forty and sixty years 
being purified rigorously of faults which on earth they reckoned as nothing. . . . 
The extremity of these sufferings is such that one soul said to her: “One suffers 
more here in a single instant than he would on earth in a thousand years.” Another 
said: “A moment of pain here is more terrible than suffering on earth until the 
end of the world.” Yet all these souls appeared content and wcre overflowing with 
joy at finding that they wcre now secure and that divine justice was being fulfilled. 
“W e do not ask any respite of God,” one soul said to her. “ We are content with 
what He sends us; we are satisfied that His will be done.”

22 Cf. Ila Ilae, q. 8, a. 5, ad 3; III Sent., Dist. 34, q. 1, a. 1.
23 St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, chap. 17: “The type of purification which 

I see in the souls in purgatory, I feel in myself. . . . M y soul dwells in my body as 
in a purgatory and it suffers as much pain as is possible without actually dying. My
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In this state occur most o f the sufferings encountered in the 
night of the senses: sorrows, afflictions, adversities, weaknesses, per- 
secutions, calumnies, interior darkness, aridity, and desolation. 
iMoreover, there are other pains, terrible beyond compare: the pains 
of loss which are entirely spiritual and affect not only the higher 
faculties, but the whole being, reaching to the very core o f the soul. 
The sufferings o f this “ happy night”  become so intolerable that it 
seems that there could never be any sufferings that are greater.* 24 
Nevertheless these sufferings are renewed and increased from day to 
day so that previous sufferings are forgotten and all past sufferings

anguish increases from day to day and it will increase continually until death lib- 
erates me. I see my spirit dispossessed of all things, even spiritual things, which 
might serve to strengthen it. . . . There is no power in me to take pleasure in 
anything. . . . God . . . separates and isolates me from everything and all the 
things which formerly gave me refreshment in the spiritual and bodily life, have 
little by little been taken from me. . . . The spirit proceeds with great energy and 
almost cruelty to destroy all the obstacles which are opposed to its perfection. . . . 
Not the slightest atom of imperfection can pass without being perceived and cast 
out. In regard to the exterior man . . .  it has no other comfort but God Himself, 
who works all these things with love and merev. . . . However much the soul has 
to suffer, it never desires to escape the divine disposition nor to be liberated from 
its prison. For nothing in the whole world would it ever consent to leave this state 
until full satisfaction has been made to the justice of God. All my joy consists in the 
fact that God is being satisfied, and I could find no torment more crueFfhan to find 
myself outside of these divine dispositions which I look upon as being so merciful 
and just.”

Dark Night of the Soul, II, chap. 6: “ Here God greatly humbles the soul in order 
that afterwards He may greatly exalt it: and if He ordained not that these feelings 
should be quickly lulled to sleep when they arise within the soul, it would die in a 
very few days; but at intervals there occur times when it is not conscious of their 
great intensity. At times, however, they are so keen that the soul seems to be seeing 
hell and perdition opened. Of such are they that in truth go down alive into hell, 
for here on earth they are purged in the same manner as there, since this purgation 
is that which would have to be accomplished there. And thus the soul that passes 
through this either enters that place not at all, or tarries there but for a very short 
time; for one hour of purgation here is more profitable than are many there.”

24Tauler, lnstitutions, chap. n :  “When the all-powerful God wishes to renew a 
soul entirely, He makes use of the most arduous and penetrating afflictions in order 
to purify it and make it expcrience a blessed and divine transformation. The heav- 
enly Father is not wont to wash lightly the soul which He desires to enrich with 
His most precious gifts and in which He has determined to produce such a sublime 
change. Rather, He bathes it, He submerges it, and casts it into the sea of bitterness. 
. . . No, the trial of the chosen ones is not an ordinary trial. The sufferings which 
God frequently sends to them, and often when they least expect, are so undreamed 
of and so far surpassing ordinary sufferings, that no sufferings comparable to these 
could be imagined.”

For this reason St. Teresa, in The Way of Perfection (chap. 18) and The Interior 
Castle (sixth mansions), calls these sufferings “ intolerable” and says that they can be 
compared only to the pains of hell.
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are reckoned as nothing.25 B y  this suffering and capacity and the 
w ill to suffer are increased.

T o  better understand these most painful spirirual purgations and 
the loving resignation with which they are accepted, it should be 
noted that at the vcry time the soul is casting off the remnants of 
“ the works of darkness,” it is, without even adverting to it, putting 
on “ the armor of light”  in order to battle against its enemies.26 The 
soul realizes clearly that it is in a state o f transition in which its 
renewal is stili incomplete. The more it possesses God and the 
greater proofs of His love it reccives, the more it desires to possess 
and receive, for the food of divine wisdom always produces a 
greater hunger.27 Therefore every advance in illumination inflames 
the soul with more vivid desires of being clothed entirely in Jesus 
Christ, the true Sun of justice, and of being engulfed as soon as 
possible in the ocean of the eternal light.

The habitual state of the servants of G od who ha ve arrived at 
the espousal is one of continual violence. W ith the Apostle 28 they 
groan and beg for perfect adoption, redemption from their servi- 
tude to the body, and the manifestation of the hidden glories of the 
sons of G od .29 T h ey  yearn unceasingly for a more stable union 
and a more profound transformation. Seeing in themselves the nu- 
merous obstacles that prevent them from attaining what they so 
ardently desire, they suffer, as it were, agonies o f death and the 
pains of h e ll30 at the same time that they already enjoy a foretaste 
of glory by reason of that intimate and secret union in which they

25 “ When the soul is suffering a great affliction,” says Ven. Sister Barbara, “it feels 
that it cannot make anv further increase, for it seems to have reached the capacity 
of its suffering. But this is not so; and I speak from experience, . . . for each day 
the suffering is more increased. . . . God has given me to drink the dregs of this 
most bitter chalicc and at the same time communicated a swcetncss which must be 
expcrienced to be bclicved. It is sweet and bitter at the same time. . . . M y God 
has hidden Himself from me and left me in a state of the grcatest dcsolation. If I 
look for I lim, it seems that He flees from me, as if He were angry with me. I know 
not wliere to tum my eyes, for everywhere there is darkness” (Life, 358-9).

20 Rom. 13:12 .
27 Ecclus. 24:29.
28 Rom. 8.
29 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., III, 64: “The friends of the Father follow 

His Son. Their eyes are always on the Beloved. They walk in search of their trans
formation. . . . The love of God is never idle, but it impels them to follow the 
way of the cross.”

80 Ps. 17:6: “The sorrows of hell encompassed me: and the snares of death pre- 
vented me.”
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arc gradually bcing deificd.31 Therefore in these souls is blended 
an insupportable suffcring and an indescribable joy without the 
one impeding the other. T he joy accompanies the possession of 
God and the suffering struggles to break the bonds of death, which 
arc obstacles to the complete union which the soul desires.32

The sufferings of these souls are of all kinds, but what grieves 
them most and the only thing that forces them to lament, is their 
scparation from God. T h ey see that H e apparently hides Himself 
from them as the souls themseives draw near to Him, and they fear 
that they will always be deprived of His loving countenance. 
Thirsting for love, they sigh with ardent longings for Him who 
is the eternal fount of living water and they exclaim unceasingly: 
“ W hen shall I come and appear before the face of G od ?”  Their 
tears flow without ceasing and are a continual refreshment to them, 
while other creatures ask them: “ W here is thy G od?”  33 W ith such 
thoughts they endure the bitterness of death and at the same time 
in the innermost part of their spirit they rejoice, amid wonderful 
peace, in the infinite Good for whom they long. And no one can 
take this peace from them.34

31 The Living Flame, stanza i: “But let us also now see why the soul calls this 
interior assault of the Holy Spirit an encounter rather than by any other narae. 
The reason is because, as we have said, the soul in God is conscious of an infinite 
desire that its life may come to an end, yet, because the time of its perfecting is not 
yet come, this does not come to pass; and it sees that, to the end that it may be the 
more completely perfected and raised up above the flesh, God makes these assaults 
upon it that are giorious and Divine and after the manner of encounters, which, as 
they have the object of purifying it and bringing it out of the flesh, are indeed en
counters, wherewith He penetrates the soul continually, deifying its substance and 
making it Divine, wherein the Being of God absorbs the soul above all being. The 
reason for this is that God has encountered the soul and pierced it to the quick in 
the Holy Spirit, Whose Communications are impetuous when they are full of fer- 
vour, as is this encounter, which the soul, since it has a lively taste of God, calls 
sweet.”

s- St. Catherine of Genoa, Purgatory, chaps. n ,  17: “Finding that the cause of its 
delay in union with God resides within itself, the soul suffers intolerably. . . . The 
soul is yet far removed from the qualities which its nature ought to attain. These 
qualitics are made manifest in the light of grace and not being able to achieve them, 
though capable of possessing them, the soul cndures indescribable pain which is in 
proportion to the esteem which the soul has for God.”

33 Ps. 41:3 f.
s i Dark Night, II, 23: “It is quite true that oftentimes, when these very intimate 

and secret spiritual Communications are present and take place in the soul, although 
the devii cannot get to know of what kind and manner they are, yet the great 
repose and silence which some of them cause in the scnses and the faculties of the 
sensual part make it ciear to him that they are taking place and that the soul is re- 
ceiving a certain blessing from them. And then, as he sees that he cannot succeed
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T o  attain their renewal they must yet enter into the bottomlcss 
abyss of the divine darkness where God is hidden from them. 
There, lost to themselves and deprived of ali the comforts and helps 
of their natural potencies as wcll as that positive knowledge which 
they had o f Him, they witness the destruction of everything that 
form erly gave them consolation and they suffer the horrors of 
absolute dcspoliation and toral annihilation. T h ey  helieve that ali 
is lost and that they are absolutely blind and thus they enter into 
that most wise ignorance which surpasses ali knowledge. W ith only 
one simple idea, which to all appearances is totally negative, they 
begin to possess the divine truth. T h ey are sealed with the mystic 
Seal o f the light of love. Once the eyes o f their intelligence are 
purified during that obscure darkness, they begin to perceive the 
splendor of the face of God and to see His ineffable being, which 
is comparable to nothing else. It is the eternal light which en- 
lightens them and dissipates all darkness.35 “ Then shall thy light 
rise up in darkness.”  36 * 85 86

in thwarting them in the depth of the soul, he does what he can to disturb and dis- 
quiet tiie sensual part, to which he is able to attain—now by means of afflictions, 
now by terrors and fears, with intcnt to disquiet and disturb the higlier and spiritual 
part of the soul by this means, with respect to that blessing which it then receivcs 
and enjovs. But often, when the communication of such contemplation inakes its 
naked assault upon the soul and exerts its strength upon it, the devii, with 
all his diligence, is unable to disturb it; rather the soul receives a new and greater 
advantage and a securer peace. For, when it feels the disturbing presence of the 
enemy, then—vvonderous thing!—without knowing how it comes to pass, and with- 
out any efforts of its own, it enters farthcr into its own interior depths, feeling that 
it is indeed being sct in a sure refuge, where it perceives itself to bc most completely 
withdrawn and hidden from the enemy. And thus its peace and joy, which the devii 
is attempting to take from it, are increased; and all the fear that assails it remains 
without; and it becomes clearly and exultingly conscious of its secure enjoyment of 
that quiet peace and swectness of the hidden Spouse, which neither the world nor 
the devii can give it or take from it. In that state, therefore, it realizes the truth of 
the words of the Bride about this, in the Songs, namely: See how thrcescorc strong 
men surround the bed of Solomon, etc., because of the fears of the night.”

85 Blosius, Speculam spirituale, chap. 1 1 : “ F.ntering upon the vast desert of the 
Divinity, the soul is happily lost. Enlightened with the clarity of the most brilliant 
darkness, it seems not to know whatever it knows and it remains in a state of wise 
ignorance. Though the soul does not know what God is, to whom it is united in 
pure charity, and though it does not see Him as He is in His glory, yet it realizes by 
experience that He infinitely transcends every sensible thing and everything that 
the soul might say of Him, write of Him, or rhink of Him with the human under- 
standing. The soul realizes that to Iose oneself in God is far different from perceiv 
ing Him through images or concepts, however noble and divine they may bc. 
Finally, through the intimate embrace and contact of love, the soul knows God 
better than the sun could be known through our own eyes.”

86 Isa. 58:10.
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W lien thc abyss o f their own nothingness and the abyss of the 
infinite allncss of G od are brought face to face, human nothingness 
dies entircly to self and lives now only for its God and its ali. A ll the 
elements of death and darkness, which sin had injected into the soul, 
are destroyed by this living death. N ot being able to offer any re- 
sistance, the soul’s nothingness is completely overwhelmed, inun- 
dated, and permeated with the divine A ll which deifies it.

This night does not properly consist, as does that of the senses, in 
a privation of Iights. Rather it is an excess of divine light which, at 
the same time that it enlightens, burns, and consumes the slightest 
imperfection, darkens, blinds, and completely confounds the soul. 
It paralyzes the soul’s faculties and places it in a vast darkness. 
Suspended, as it were, in a chaos, the soul, amid the horrors and 
calamities surrounding it, sees in itself nothing but the abyss of its 
own nothingness and the complete lack of all good. This prodigious 
light, which darkens the soul to all tliings else, discloses to it the 
innermost secrets of its heart and makes it know the extent of its 
own vileness. It shows the soul the hidden traces of crafty self-love 
that vitiate even the best works. It makes the soul feel keenly the 
innumerable defects and hidden vices which up to that time the 
soul did not even realize, much less root out. Seeing such an accu- 
mulation of stains and imperfections, the soul realizes that in the 
eyes of the infinite sanctity of God, it is absolutely impure and, 
even with the virtues which adorn it, is like a rag full of unclean- 
ness.37 W hen the soul sees these things and feels them so keenly, it 
believes that it is destined for hell for all eternity, and there is no 
hope for it at all. It considers itself a culprit already condemned 
and unworthy of pardon and mercy. From this proceed violent 
temptations to despair which beset the soul and cause it consterna- 
tion at the same time that they purify and strengthen it.38

87 Isa. 64:6.
38 Din k  Night, II, 10: “For the greater elearness of what has been said, and of 

what has stili to be said, it is wcll to observe at this point that this purgative and 
loving knowledge or Divine light whereof we here speak acts upon the soul which 
is purged and prepared for perfect union with it in the same way as fire acts upon 
a log of wood in order to transform it into itself.

“In this same way we have to philosophize with respect to this Divine fire of con
templative love, which, before it unites and transforms the soul in itself, first purges 
it of all its contrary accidents. It drives out its unsightliness, and makes it black and 
dark, so that it seems worse than before and more unsightly and abominable than 
it was wont to be. For this Divine purgation is removing all the evil and vicious
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The soul feels incapacitated for all that God asks of it and believcs 
itself to be lost and beyond all remedy. W ithout being conscious of 
the fact, the soul burns with a love so pure and disinterested that 
what truly afflicts it in the midst of its misfortuncs is the fear of 
offending Him who deserves infinite love and the sorrow at not 
being able to make the satisfaction He deserves. This secret love is 
changed into a cruel sword, because it manifests to the soul and 
makes it feel very keenly the baseness of its faults, imperfections, and 
evil inclinations; its incapacity for good and its propensity to evil; 
its paltry cooperation with the divine blessings; its bad use of graces 
received; the frequency with which it has resisted and grieved the 
H oly Ghost; and its weakness and remissness in following His in- 
spirations. A ll these things afflict the soul extremely. Although the 
soul does not find in itself any grave sin and is firmly resolved never 
again to commit deliberately even the lightest fault, it believes that 
the greatest sinner would have made much better use of such graces

humours which the soul has never perceived because they have bcen so deeplv 
rooted and grounded in it; it has never realized, in fact, that it has had so much 
evil within itself. But now that thev are to be driven forth and annihilated, these 
humours reveal themselves, and become visible to the soul because it is so brightly 
illumined by this dark light of Divine contemplation (although it is no worse than 
before either in itself or in relation to G o d ); and, as it sees in itself that which it saw 
not before, it is ciear to it that it is not only unfit for God to see it, but that it de
serves His abhorrence and that He does indeed abhor it.

“This cnkindling of love, however, is not always felt by the soul, but only at 
times when contemplation assails it less vehemently, for then it has occasion to see, 
and even to enjoy, the work which is being wrought in it, and which is then re- 
vealed to it. For it seems that the worker takes his hand from the work, and draws 
the iron out of the furnace, in order that something of the work which is being 
done may be seen; and then there is occasion for the soul to observe in itself the 
good which it saw not while the u'ork was going on.

“After each of these periods of relief the soul suffers once again, more intensely 
and keenly than before. For after that revclation just referred to has been made, 
and after the more outward imperfections of the soul have been purified, the fire 
of love once again attacks that which is to be consumed and purified more in- 
wardly.”

Vallgornera, Mystica Theologia, q .3, disp. 6, a. 1: “The matter or subject of the 
passive purification of the spirit is the superior part of the soul in which the two 
potencies, intellcct and will, are located, for it is to these that the purgation of the 
spirit pertains. The formal cause is a blinding light which penetrates the very center 
of the soul, makes manifest its hidden crcvices, bares its disguised defects, and makes 
known, on the one hand, the goodness and grandeur of Him whom it has offendcd 
and, on the other hand, the soul’s own baseness and malice. It filis the soul with con- 
fusion and sorrow and reduces it to a state akin to desperation. The efficient cause 
of this purgation is God Himself who thus mercifully disposes the soul for union 
with Himself. The final cause is union with God.”
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and that a rrcc as sterile as itself is good for nothing but the fire. 
It secius that it is alrcady condemned. It cannot be comforted even 
witli the most prudent advice offered by its director, for it thinks 
hc docs not understand and cannot understand. The soul thus judges 
either bccause this labyrinth is too complicated or because the soul, 
owing to the obscurity in which it finds itself, cannot explain it or, 
finally, because it fears that it will deliberately deceive the director 
in spite of its sincerity. The soul gains no comfort from hearing 
or rcading the lives of the saints who found themselves in similar 
straits, for, although this gives a certain interior security, the soul 
begins to suspect that its own case is quite different. Actually it is 
not nor can it bc exactly the same, because each soul must be 
tested in its own w ay, and the H oly Ghost, who breathes and works 
where He will, never repeats Himself in effecting these prodigious 
marvels of love.39

A s a crowning point of its sorrow and the greatest test of its 
fidelity, God makes the soul oblivious to ali the favors it has received 
and even to those favors it received but a few  moments earlier. 
Sometimes He makes the soul consider those things an illusion or

39 Dark Night, II, 7: “There is added to all this (because of the solitude and 
abandonment caused in it by this dark night), the fact that it finds no consolation 
or support in any instruction nor in a spiritual master. For, although in many ways 
its director may show it good cause for being comforted in the blessings which are 
contained in these afflictions, it cannot believe him. For it is so greatly absorbed 
and immersed in the realization of those evils wherein it sees its own miseries so 
clearly, that it thinks that, as its director observes not that which it sees and feels, 
he is speaking in this manner because he understands it not; and so, instead of com
fort, it rather receives fresh afflictiori, since it believes that its director’s advice con- 
tains no remedy for its troubles. And, in truth, this is so; for, until the Lord shall 
have completely purged it after the manner that He wills, no means or remedy is of 
any Service or profit for the relief of its affliction; the more so because the soul is 
as powerless in this case as one who has been imprisoned in a dark dungeon, and 
is bound hand and foot, and can neither move nor see, nor feel any favour whether 
from above or from below, until the spirit is humbled, softened and purified, and 
grows so keen and delicate and pure that it can becomc one with the Spirit of God, 
according to the degree of union of love which His mercy is pleased to grant it; in 
proportion to this the purgation is of greater or less severity and of greater or less 
duration.

“But, if it is to be really effectual, it will last for some years, however severe it 
be; since the purgative process allows intervals of relief, wherein, by the dispensa- 
tion of God, this dark contemplation ceases to assail the soul in the forrn and man
ner of purgation, and assails it after an illuminative and loving manner, wherein 
the soul, like one that has gone forth from this dungeon and imprisonment, and is 
brought into the recrcation of spaciousness and liberty, fecis and experiences great 
sweetness of peace and loving friendship with God, together with ready abundance 
of spiritual communication.”

19 4
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dream, until H e disengages it and then He encourages it with othcr 
more evident favors which both confuse and humble the soul. Dur- 
ing this time the soul finds itself in the midst of the saddest and most 
painful anxiety. Seeing itself so violently wrenched from its peaceful 
condition, the soul appears, in the words of the prophet of the lamen- 
tations,40 to have forgotten all good things and it feels that it can 
never more recovcr them.41 The soul’s inability to realize its ardent 
desires to improve its life makes it consider itself a maze of contra- 
dictions. It wishes to be holy, but it is filled with infinite malice, so 
inclined to evil and incapacitated for any good does it find itself! 42

40 Lam. 3:17.
41 “ While I endured that interior waiting for my divine Spouse,”  says Ven. Mary 

of the Incarnation (Life, I, chap. 4), “ it seenied as if 1 had suddenly becn cast into 
an abyss. I vvas deprived of all consolation and the very recollection of graces re
ceived increased my pains. It seemed to me that up to that time I had been a victim 
of illusions. . . . Even the advice of the confessor caused me a sort of martyrdom.
. . . VVhat most augmented my affliction was the fact that I no Ionger seemed to 
love God. I found myself full of miseries and imperfections . . . and at the sight 
of the change which had been effected in me, my heart experienced the most ex- 
traordinary sorrovvs. . . . Yet my will remained submissive.”

Dark Night of the Soul, II, 6; “But what the sorrowful soul feels most in this 
condition is its ciear perception, as it thinks, that God has abandoned it, and, in 
His abhorrence of it, has flung it into darkness; it is a grave and piteous grief for it 
to believe that God has forsaken it. . . . For indecd, when this purgative contempla- 
tion is most severe, the soul feels very keenly the shadow of death and the lamenta- 
tions of death and the pains of hell, which consist in its feeling itself to be without 
God, and chastised and cast out, and unworthy of Him; and it feels that He is wroth 
with it. All this is felt by the soul in this condition—yca, and more, for it believes 
that it is so with it forever. It feels, too, that all crcatures have forsaken it, and that 
it is condemned by them, particularly by its friends. Wherefore David presently 
continues, saying: Thou hast put far from me my friends and acquaintances; they 
have counted me an abomination (Ps. 87:9).”

42 Dark Night of the Soul, II, 8 f.: “It is God Who is passively working here in 
the soul; wherefore the soul can do nothing. Hence it can neither pray nor be pres- 
ent at the Divine offices and pay attention to them, much less can it attend to other' 
things and affairs which are temporal. Not only so, but it has likewise such distrac- 
tions and times of such profound forgetfulness of the mernory, that frequent periods 
pass by without its knowing what it has been doing or thinking, or what it is that 
it is doing or is going to do, neither can it pay attention, although it desire to do so, 
to anything that occupies it.

“Inasmuch as not only is the understanding here purged of its light, and the will 
of its affections, but the mernory is also purged of meditation and knowledge, it is 
well that it be likewise annihilated with respect to all these things, so that that 
which David says of himself in this purgation may be fulfillcd, namely; I was 
annihilated and I knew not (lxxii, 22). . . . Now this is a thing that seems incrcdi- 
ble, to say that, the brighter and purer is supernatural and Divine light, the more 
it darkens the soul, and that, the less bright and pure is it, the less dark it is to the 
soul. . . . Now this is precisely what this Divine ray of contemplation does in the 
soul. Assailing it with its Divine light, it transcends the natural power of the soul, 
and herein it darkens it and deprives it of all natural affections and apprehensions
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Yet this is not the soul’s greatest torment. For without realizing it 
and cvcn supposing the contrary, the soul stili loves God truly and 
incomparably more than it loves itself. Its greatest torment lies in 
ever having displeased Him and believing that it stili offends Him, 
howevcr much it tries to resist the temptations with which the 
enemies assail it. The soul deems that it has not loved God as much 
as it could have done and it believes that it does not love Him now 
and that it will never be able to love Him or to atone for its faults. 
Therefore, although it seems to the soul that G od is justly indignant 
with it, in the midst of its affliction and mortal agony it cries out 
with a pure and even heroic love: “ Lord, I deserve hell, but even 
there let me love Thee as Thou dost deserve to be loved, that I may 
not blaspheme T h y  holy name and that m y pains may in some meas- 
ure atone for m y lack o f love! ”

If the soul could always burst forth in such affections, it would 
be of no small comfort. But it is so oppressed and its faculties are so 
bound and reduced to impotency that it finds not the slightest 
alleviation, support, or consolation. As St. John of the Cross says:

The darkness which the soul here describes relates, as we have said, to 
the desires and faculties, sensual, interior and spiritual, for ali these are 
darkened in this night as to their natural light, so that, being purged in 
this respect, they may be illumined with respcct to the supernatural. For 
the spiritual and the sensual desires are put to sleep and mortified so that 
they can expericnce nothing, cither Divine or human; the affections of 
the soul are oppressed and constrained so that they can neither move nor 
find support in anything; the imagination is bound and can make no use- 
ful reflection; the memory is gone; the understanding is in darkness, un- 
able to understand anything; and hence the soul likewise is arid and 
constrained and all the faculties are void and useless; and in addition to

which it apprehended aforetime by means of natural light; and thus it leaves it not 
only dark, but likewise empty, according to its faculties and desires, both spiritual 
and natural. And, by thus leaving it empty and in darkness, it purges and illumines 
it with Divine spiritual light even when the soul thinks not that it has this light, but 
believes itself to be in darkness.

“ It now remains to be said that, although this happy night brings darkness to the 
spirit, it does so only to give it light in everything; and that, although it humbles 
it and makes it miserable, it does so only to exalt it and to raise it up; and, although 
it impoverishes it and empties it of all natural affection and attachment, it does so 
only that it may enable it to stretch forward, divinely, and thus to have fruition and 
experience of all things, both above and below, yet to preserve its unrestricted lib- 
erty of spirit in them all.”  See also Blessed Henry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, chap. 13.
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ali this a thick and heavy cloud is upon the soul, keeping it in affliction, 
and, as it were, far away from God.43

In another place (i b i d II, 6) the saint writes:

All this God brings to pass by means of this dark contemplation; 
vvherein the soul not only suffers this emptiness and the suspension of 
these natural supports and apprehensions, which is a most afflictive suf- 
fering (as if a man were suspended or held in the air so that he could not 
breathe), but likewise He is purging the soul, annihilating it, emptying 
it or consuming in it (even as fire consumes the mouldiness and the rust 
of metal) all the alfections and imperfect habits which it has contracted 
in its whole life. . . . Herein is understood the pain which is suffered 
in the emptiness and poverty of the substance of the soul both in sense 
and spirit. . . . Here God greatly humbles the soul in ordcr that He may 
afterwards greatly exalt it; and if He ordained not that these feelings 
should be quickly lulled to sleep when they arise within the soul, it would 
die in a very few days.44

T he soul must resign itself to the will of the Father amid this 
terrible abandonment, striving to be faithful, trusting in Hini, and 
adjusting itself to live in this new manner, with a simple intuition 
which is tranquil and unchanging, as intense as it is imperceptible, 
and with a similar type of love.45 The poor soul does not realize that

43 Dark Night, II, 16.
44 Ibid., II, 6.
Tauler, Institutions, chap. 12: “These spiritual persons sometimes experience so 

great an interior poverty that there is no temporal death so terrible that they would 
not accept it in place of it, if it were pleasing to God. Truly, that interior affliction 
consumes even the very substance of their bones. Great indeed is their work when, 
suspended or, as it were, hanging froni a gibbet, they gradually wither up and, 
though living, suffer the acute pains of death. There is no creature in time or in 
eternity that can console them. Rather, suspended between time and etemity, it 
is necessary that they be suffocatcd and oppressed until the merciful God relieves 
them. Created things are unable to alleviate the suffering of such souls; rather, they 
are an added wcight to them. . . .  In this condition, one can see who is the servant 
and who is the son, for when adversity presses, the slave runs away but the son 
remains with his father in prosperity and in adversity . . . although the father 
may be vexed at the son.”

45 Blosius, Institutio spiritualis, appendix, chap. 1: “ He who experiences these 
trials should not seek vain consolations but should be faithful to the Spouse. He 
should work manfully, conduct himsclf rightly, and be confident that God will 
help him and that all will work out well. . . . This resignation greatly surpasses all 
other resignation and to abandon a thousand worlds would be as nothing when 
compared to it. Even the act of the holy martyrs in giving their lives for God is a 
small thing when compared with this abandonment, for the martyrs. filled with 
divine consolations, lookcd upon the greatest pains as mere play and joyfully went 
to death.”
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what it considers slothfulness is the culmination of activity and 
that thc soul is now more attentive than ever to G od and more 
desirous of pleasing Him. W ith what great reason could the soul 
say witli thc prophet Isaias: “ M y soul hath desired Thee in the night: 
yea, and with m y spirit within me in the morning early I will watch 
to Thee.”  46 But the soul takes no account of these loving desires 
and for that reason it laments its misfortune with great sorrow and 
bemoans its incapacity, its abandonment, and the sad state into 
which it supposes itself to have fallen. It believes that it has lost 
God forever and it seeks Him with agonizing sighs which tear at 
its heart. Though actually aflame with His love, the soul, believing 
itself to be cold and empty, begs a little spark of that heavenly 
fire.

If the soul knew that its trials came from the hands o f God, this 
knowledge would be a great comfort and it would accept them with 
resignation. But it believes that it is forgotten b y  God and abandoned 
to the enemy who cruelly torments and persecutes it. W hile it suf
fers and languishes out of pure love, it unconsciously experiences 
the salutary effects of the hidden divine fire which renews it and 
the terrible astringent which cleanses and purifies it. Ultimately 
the soul realizes that in those bitter medicines it acquires full health 
which can be found only in true humility and purity. In that death 
of love is found the beginning of unending life.

In this w ay the soul is enabled to rise to the most sublime heights 
of contemplation and to see God in the prodigious summit of the 
great divine darkness wherein it sees the uncrcated light and hears 
the secret word of the Father. This living word of God, more sharp 
and penetrating than a two-edged sword, produces a kind of cleav- 
age between the soul and the body, between the sensible and the

This pain could not be endured if the soul did not unite itself totally with Jesus 
Christ abandoned on the cross and deliver itself with Him into the hands of the 
Father in order to be strengthened by Him.

“ I saw Him there,” says Catherine Emmerich (Vassion, 44), “alone and without 
consolation. He suffered everything that an afflicted man could suffer, filled with 
anguish and deprived of ali human and divine aid. . . . This sorrow cannot be 
expressed. There it was that Jesus obtained for us the power to withstand the great- 
est terrors of abandonment. When all thc attachments which bind us to this earthly 
life are broken and the awarencss of another life is darkened and extinguished, we 
cannot come forth victorious from this trial except by uniting our abandonment 
to the merits of Him on the cross.”

46 Isa. 26:9.
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rational parts, thus causing the terrible mystical death. Later, in 
the mystical burial, it causes another division even more profound 
between the soul and the spirit. T he spirit is henceforth engulfed 
in the divinity to enjoy a perpetual peace while the soul continues 
to suffer horribly.47 It seems to the soul that it is deprived forever 
of its G od and it suffers a total destruction amid the most profound 
grief.

That the soul may not lose life entirely because of such terrible 
sufferings, the Lord sometimcs deigns to comfort the body while He 
burns and afflicts the soul or He refreshes the soul with sweet con- 
solations while the body is oppressed with sorrows and infirmities. 
Yet the greatest suffering of all consists in the fact that the soul 
does not realize that it is God Himself who cauterizes it. If the soul 
but realized this, then that suffering would be received from His 
hand as the greatest glory. Amid this painful anxiety and these hor- 
rors of an apparent abandonment, the mystical w ork of the soul’s 
renewal and transformation is gradually consummated.48

A fter manifesting to the soul all its baseness and imperfections, 
that admirable divine light discloses to the soul in the mysterious 
darkness the infinite Good, which far surpasses everything that is 
knowable or desirable and rejects and destroys everything that the 
soul has ever desired or known. That negative vision, which far 
surpasses any positive ideas which one could form of it, leaves the 
soul astonished and humbled, at the same time that it arouses in it

47 By “ spirit”  is meant the highest part of the soul, the supreme essence or center 
of the soul, which is the proper dwelling place of God when He inhabits the soul 
through sanctifying grace. Scholastic philosophy also distinguishes between soul 
and spirit. So far as it informs, it is called soul; regarded in its superior faculties, it is 
called spirit. Applying this disdnction to Christ, one can better understand how He 
could see the divine essence and yet suffer a true agony, being sorrowful unto 
death. See appendix at the end of this section concerning the mystical cleavage of 
the soul and the spirit. [Tr.)

48 St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, II, io: “If God had made it known that He 
Himself was the author of these dark trials, there is no doubt that the soul would 
havc submitted to them with all docility. But God remained hidden and in this way 
did He complete His holy work. The body, weak and panting, was the victim of 
successive sorrows which were continually increased. . . .  I would not have been 
able to sustain them if the oppression of the soul had been added to it. Fortunatcly 
the soul was refreshed by mystical ecstasies. . . . O great prodigy which I can 
never forget! When God rigorously afflicted the body, He would fortify the soul 
with consolations; and when He would martyr the soul as an avenging God, Ile 
would refresh the body. This condition lasted for ten years, and during all this time 
I had to endure, without realizing it, the supernatural operations of which 1 WM 
the object. . . . The sanctity of God can find stains even in His angels”  (Job 4).
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a mortal eagcrness to possess such a Good. But this Good as yet 
appcars excessivcly lo fty and too elevatcd for the soul to attain. 
Secing at the sanie time its own baseness, it exclaims with St. Cath- 
erinc of Siena: “ Tliou art the absolute Being; I am nothing. Thou 
art pure Goodness; I am malice itself. Thou art all perfection; I am 
the culmination of all imperfections and miseries.”  In this absolute 
contraposition, the soul believes it impossible that such contrary 
extremes can ever be united and associated with each other. It finds 
within itself a horrible contradiction to the supreme Good and, 
being unable to rid itself of all the things that are opposed to this 
Goodness, it suffers agonies worse than death and exclaims with 
Job: 49 “ W h y hast Thou set me opposite to Thee?”  But in spite 
of this, the attraction of such Goodness captivates the soul, melts 
and consumes it in unspeakable delights while the apparent separa- 
tion makes it suffer the horrors of hell itself. Thereby the horrible 
contradiction is somewhat dissipated, and the eyes of the soul are 
enlightened to sce the divine glory more clearly and at closer range.

In the measure that the Lord begins to manifest Himself with His 
infinite enchantments during that darkness, shedding rays of light 
which reveal more and more the eternal and incomprehensible 
splendor of His infinite glory, the soul is gradually renewed and 
transformed in the midst of the most contradictory affections. A t 
the sight of such majesty, grandeur, beauty, and goodness, the 
soul is thrown into ecstasy. Yet these very delights are so painful 
that there is no other pain comparable to them. T he soul’s ardent 
flights of love infiame and pulverize it while they destroy all its 
impurities and imperfections. T h ey cause an ineffable pleasure which 
kills and an unbearable pain which vivifies. Although the soul is 
unable to endure this pain, it does not wish to be deprived o f it. 
It sees that the lovable Good, at sight of whom it swoons in ecstasy, 
manifests Himself as if He were forever to be inaccessible and 
unattainable. So the poor little soul thinks that it will never be able 
to reach Him. This delicious pain is the greatest that can befall 
any soul. Elevated above itself and raised above all created things, 
the soul is unable to find any support in anything. It feels as if it 
were suspended in emptiness and were enduring the continual agony 
of death. Creatures fili it with horror, and yet it feels repulsed by the

49 Job 7:20.
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uncreated Good for whom it longs with the most ardent yearnings. 
It finds itself in a desolation which is extreme and an abandonment 
which is most terrible. Stili, even in the midst of such a martyrdom, 
it enjoys an indescribable peace.

A t the same time, says St. John o f the Cross, the abyss o f the 
divine majesty and grandeur discloses another abyss, that of the 
soul’s poverty and misery. This is one of the greatest torments of 
this purgation, for both the senses and the spirit are oppressed 
and humbled beneath a great and invisible weight and they suffer 
such a cruel agony that, if the soul were able to make a choice, it 
would prefer death to such a state. Even the most painful death 
imaginable would be accepted as a relief. Sometimes this agony 
endures not only for days, but for months and even years, until 
the soul, totally purified, is strengthened with virtue from on 
high to receive without pain the torrents of the divine light. Then 
the soul will see, with great surprise, that the sovereign Good 
which form erly it had deemed impossible o f attainment, is now 
very close to the soul and that He filis it, satiates it, vivifies it, and 
divinizes it, being united to it so intimately that the soul is certain 
it can never lose Elim. Then the soul cries out in the midst of its 
heavenly joy: “ I have at last found Him whom my soul loveth. I 
hold Elim, and I will not let Him go.”  50

But first the soul must be engulfed in the mysterious darkness 
in which He is hidden. It must mount and surpass all things on the 
wings of the Spirit, beyond all things imaginable, all things know- 
able, all things created, all things that are conditioned. In a bold 
contemplation, the soul must be raised above all the vicissitudes of 
time. It must become totally blind, deprived o f all the natural lights 
it formerly possessed, with only the obscure and subde light of 
faith by which it is able to peer into the serene regions of eternity, 
receive the rays of the uncreated light, discover the unknowable, 
the eternal, the absolute, and see in a simple gaze at the necessary 
and infinite Being, the eternal reasons o f all contingencies, changes, 
and limitations. It must, finally, be utterly oblivious to all creaturcs, 
that it may be able to see the Creator in that indescribable abyss of 
the great darkness wherein are concealed the sacrosanct mystcrics 
which are buried in His bosom from all eternity.

50 Cant. 3:4.
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W hen thc soul is introduced to that state through the powerful 
influencc of ilic Spirit who searches the most profound things of 
God, when it is submerged in that bottomless ocean of light and 
of beautics which are unknown and unsounded by any mortal, it 
swoons away, is absorbed and annihilated. It forgets all things and, 
losing itself, it finds all goods in one as well as all the delights and 
knowledge which it could ever desire. It finds its God and its all, the

O  b

G od of its heart who is its portion forever and, with the wise 
foolishness which such a sight produces, it understands in one mo- 
ment the whole scicncc of salvation.

In that divine darkness, whose enlightenment increases in propor- 
tion to its apparent obscurity, the wondcrful grandeurs of the hidden 
God are manifested to the soul by degrees and it continually re- 
ceives the most pleasing and indescribable surprises. In that state 
God Himself gradually reveals His marvelous attributes, making the 
soul see at each moment new and inconceivable enchantments. 
There, finally, He discloses to the soul the bottomless abyss of His 
incomprehensible essence where it seems that nothing is seen and at 
the same time everything is seen. There, between the two abysses of 
His all-ness and the soul’s nothingncss, the soul finds its glory and its 
delight. Rcduced to an inability of loving and knowing as much as 
it desires, struggling, so to speak, in that ocean of light and of fire 
into which it has been thrust, the soul succeeds, in one supreme 
enlightenment, in discovering the enchantment of all divine enchant
ments: the august m ystery of the T rin ity of persons in the absolute 
unity of nature.51 Then the transformation of the soul in G od is 
completed and the soul is able to celebrate that etcrnal divine mar- 
riage in which the creature is made forever one with the Creator.

In the whole series of operations which thc I loly Spirit performs 
in the soul during the blessed night in order to effect the change 
from the conforming to the transforming union, two extremes 
which secm opposed to each other in thc highcst degrec are joined 
together: the suffering of hell and the delight of an anticipated

61 Godinez, Mist., V I, 12: “When the soul sees the divine attributes of omnipo- 
tence, mercy, and justice, its love of admiration increases, but when it arrives at the 
royal closet of the divine essence, where it sees the distinction of persons in the 
unity of nature, its admiration increases even more. The soul is rendered mute and, 
being speechless, it must speak with ciphers and symbols of love. It speaks with a 
language of fire which oniy the seraphim understand.”
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heaven. N ot only are trying afflictioris intermingled with certain 
sweet consolations which gladden and give jo y  to the soul in the 
multitude of its sorrows,52 but even in the midst of its pains and 
tribulations, the soul is secretly overflowing with jo y .53 This joy is 
so preponderant that, although the soul is experiencing affliction with 
the most profound pain, it is as if there were no pain. Rather it 
experiences an insatiablc hungcr for greater suffering in order to be 
more and more configured with Christ; to die with Him and with 
Him to resurrect each day to a new grade of glorious life.54 Since 
such souls know very well how valuable is one more degree of 
grace, they would consider well spent ali the labors o f the world in 
order to obtain the slightest sn-owth in God.O  O

In this w ay, slow ly and almost without being aware of it, the soul 
realizes in itself a marvelous renewal and transformation which are 
true prodigies of divine Wisdom. That which no one could ever 
have imagined and which every created intelligence would have 
deemed impossible (an intimate, familiar, and vital fellowship and 
an ineffable transforming union of the finite with the Infinite) is 
made possible by the good God. W hen the soul least expects it, it 
finds itself totally renewed, rectified, reformed, revivified, trans- 
formed, and divinized. Its stains and imperfections have disappeared 
like straws or drops of water in a flaming furnace and, with the 
disappearance of these obstacles, the divine Being who had seemed 
so inaccessible invades the soul, absorbs it, and assimilates it to Him- 
self, making it one with Himself.

N o w  the soul realizes that it is no longer what it was. It has be- 
come ali light and fire and is filled with divine truth, virtue, and 
strength. It is no longer the soul that lives, but God lives in it. Lost 
and utterly absorbed in the ocean of divinity, the soul seems to have 
lost its own proper being, its nature, and even its personality, for it 
is now totally renewed and despoiled o f the “ old man.”  T he old 
“ ego”  which caused conflict in all things, that selfish “ I”  which gavc 02

02 Ps. 93:19.
63II Cor. 7:4.
64 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 64: “The moment that the soul re 

ceives the vision, it is arouscd and absorbed in a great desire to complete its union. 
It is uncreated Love who works in the soul. He it is who prompts it to rctirc from 
every creature in order to increase this intimate union. . . . The love of God i* 
never inactive; it impels the soul to follow truly the way of the Cross.”
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rhc soul so much rrouble and cost it so much effort, is no longer 
evidenr. “ Thou shalt seek his place, and shalt not find it.”  U5 There 
is novv in rhe soul no other interest but the divine interest.

Yct thc soul knows well that it has maintained its responsible per- 
sonality and its own natural being, although they are renewed and 
transformed. Far from being made proud by this grandeur and these 
divine lights, the soul fu lly realizes its own nothingness and the fact 
that all the good which it possesses is due to the infinite largess and 
mercy of God who has deigned to deify it and make it one with 
Himself. The soul well knows that it is not God, because not long 
ago it had been a child of wrath, but on receiving the full communi- 
cation of the Spirit o f adoption, the soul sees that it is now deified 
with God. Such is the ideal which is realized in this marvelous 
evolution which all Christian souls are able to experience in this life. 
O progress truly divine which thus leads to deification!

B y means o f these things, nature itself, which is so mortified, is 
far from being destroyed amid the violence it had to endure and 
suffer. Rather it is rectified, renewed, and revivified. It has lost 
none of its own perfections, but these same perfections now shine 
forth with a divine splendor. N o man is so much a man as he who 
has arrivcd at this full union with God for, according to St. Augus
tine, “ there are no more perfect men than there are true sons of 
G od.”  The activities of these generous imitators of Christ are of 
great use to the millions of the ordinary faithful. Though they may 
appear useless to the world, they exercise an influence which is 
both prodigious and profitable. One saint is sometimes enough to 
reform a religious institute or even an entire nation.

The noble delicacy of the sentiments of such souls has no com- 
parison. Their nature, once it has been renewed and perfected to 
the point of obtaining a marvelous power, is enriched and trans- 
figured by certain rays of that hidden glory which, when fully 
manifest, will appear like to that of God Himself. Such a nature is 
proper to the sons of God who have been configured with the image 
of His only-begotten Son, of whose plentitude they have received 
in abundance. As a resuit they, like Him, are full of grace and 
truth.

S5 Ps. 36: IO.
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A P P E N D IX

i. V arious W orks W h ich  P recf.de th e  B etro th al

St. Teresa (Interior Castle, sixth niansions, chap. i)  remarks:

The soul is now completely determined to take no other spouse; but 
the Spouse disregards its yearnings for the conclusion of the Betrothal, 
desiring that they should become stili deeper and that this greatest of all 
blessings should be won by the soul at soine cost to itself. And although 
everything is of but slight importance by coniparison with the greatness 
of this gain, I assure you, daughters, that, if the soul is to bear its trials, 
it has no less need of the sign and token of this gain which it now holds. 
Oh, my God, how great are these trials, which the soul will suffer, both 
within and without, before it enters the seventh Mansion! Really, when 
I think of them, I am sometimes afraid that, if we realized their intensity 
beforehand, it would be most difficult for us, naturally weak as we are, 
to muster determination enough to enable us to suffer them or rcsolu- 
tion enough for enduring them. . . .  I think it will be well if I teli vou 
about some of the things which I know are certain to happen here. Not 
all souls, perhaps, will be led along this path, though I doubt very much 
if souls which from time to time really taste the things of Heaven can 
live in freedom from earthly trials, in one way or in another.

Although I had not intended to treat of this, it has occurred to me that 
some soul finding itself in this state might be very much comforted if it 
lcnew what happens to those whom God grants such favours, at a time 
when everything really seems to be lost. I shall not take these experienccs 
in the order in which they happen, but as cach one presents itself to my 
memory. I will begin with the least of them. An outcry is made by pcople 
with w hom such a person is acquainted, and even by those with whom 
she is not acquainted and who she never in her life supposed would think 
about her at all. “ How holy she’s getting!” they exclaim, or “She’s only 
going to these extremes to deceive the world and to make other people 
look sinful, when really they are better Christians than she is without any 
of these goings-on!”  (Notice, by the way, that she is not really indulg- 
ing in any “ goings-on” at all: she is only trying to live up to her profes- 
sion.) Tlien people whom she had thought her friends abandon her and 
it is they who say the worst things of all and express the deepest regret 
that (as they put it) she is “going to perdition” and “ obviously being 
deluded,” and “ this is the deviks work,”  that “ she’s going the w ay of So
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and-so and So-and-so, who ruincd their own lives and dragged good 
pcoplc down with them,” and tliat “ she takes in all her confessors.” And 
they actnally go to her confessors and teli them so, illustrating what they 
say l>y storics of some who ruined their lives in this way: and they scoff 
at thc poor creature and talk about her like this times without number.

The worst of it is, these things are not soon over—they last all one’s 
lifc long. . . . You will teli me that there are also those who speak well 
of one. But oh, daughters, how fevv there are who believe the good things 
they say by comparison with the many who dislike us! In any case, to bc 
well spoken of is only one trial more and a worse one than those already 
mentioned. For the soul sees quite clearly that if there is any good in it 
this is a gift of God, and not in the lcast due to itself, for only a short time 
previously it saw itself in dire poverty and plunged deep into sin. So this 
praise is an intolerable torment to it, at least at the beginning: afterwards 
it is less so, and this for various reasons. The first of these is that experi- 
ence shou's it clearly how people will speak well of others as readily as 
ili, and so it takes no more notice of the former class than of the latter. 
The second, that the Lord has given it greater light and shown it that any- 
thing good it may have does not come from itself, but is His Majesty’s 
gift; so it breaks into praises of God, but as though He were being 
gracious to a third person, and forgetting that it is itself concerned at all. 
The third reason is that, having seen others helpcd by observing the 
favours which God is granting it, the soul thinks that His Majesty has 
been pleased for them to think of it as good, though in fact it is not, so 
that they may be profited. The fourth is that, as the soul now prizes the 
honour and glory of God more than its own honour and glory, it no 
longcr suffers from a temptation which beset it as first—namely, to think 
that these praises will do it harm, as it has seen them do to others. It cares 
little about being dishonoured itself, provided that it can be the cause of 
God’s being even once praised—come afterwards what may.

The Lord is also in the habit of sending the most grievous infirmities. 
This is a much greater trial, especially if thc pains are severe; in some 
ways, when they are very acute, I think they are the greatest earthly trial 
that exists—the greatest of exterior trials, I mean—however many a soul 
may suffer: I repeat that it is only to very acute pains that I am referring. 
For they affect the soul both outwardly and inwardly, till it becomes so 
much oppressed as not to know what to do with itself, and would much 
rather suffer any martyrdom than these pains. Stili, at the very worst, 
they do not last so long—no longer as a rule, than other bad illnesses do. 
For, after all, God gives us no more than we can bear, and He gives 
patience first.
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But oh, when we come to interior sufferings! If these could be dc- 

scribed they would make all physical sufferings seem very slight, but it 
is impossible to describe interior sufferings and how they happen.

Let us bcgin with the torture which it costs us to have to do with a con
fessor so serupulous and inexperienccd that he thinks nothing safe: he is 
afraid of everything, and doubtful about everything, as soon as he secs 
that he is dealing with anything out of the ordinary. This is particularly 
so if he sees any imperfcction in the soul that is undergoing these experi- 
ences. He thinks that people to whom God grants these favours must be 
angels; and, as this is impossible while they are in the body, he attributes 
the whole thing to melancholy or to the devii. . . . But, when the poor 
soul, harassed by the same fear, goes to the confessor as to a judge, and he 
condemns her, she cannot fail to be upset and tortured by what he says— 
and only a person who has passed through such a trial will know how 
great it is. . . . When the confessor reassures the soul, it bccomes calm, 
though in due course it gets troublcd again; but when all he can do is to 
make it stili more fearful the thing grows ahnost intolerable, especially 
when on top of everything elsc come periods of ariditv, during which 
the soul feels as if it has never known God and never will know 
Him.

All this would be nothing to the person concerncd wcre it not followed 
immediately by the thought that she cannot be dcscribing her case prop- 
erly to her confessor and has becn decciving him; and, although when 
she thinks about it she feels sure she has not kept back even the first move- 
ment of her mind, it is of no use. For her understanding is so dim that it 
is incapable of secing the truth, but believes what the imaginatiori (now 
mistress of the understanding) presents to it and the nonsense which the 
devii attempts to present to it, when Our Lord gives him leave to test her 
soul, and even to make her think herself cast off by God. For there are 
many things which assault her soul with an interior oppression so kcenly 
felt and so intolerable that I do not know to what it can be compared, 
save to the torment of those who suffer in hell, for in this spiritual tem- 
pest no consolation is possible.

If she decides to take up the matter with her confessor, it would look 
as if the deviis have come to his aid so that he may torture her soul the 
more.

Briefly, in this tempest, there is no help for it but to wait upon the 
mercy of God, Who suddenly, at the most unlooked-for hour, with a 
single word, or on some chance occasion, lifts the whole of this burden 
from the soul, so that it seems as if it has never bcen cloudcd over, but is 
full of sunshine and far happier than it was before.
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2. T e r r ir le  S u f fe r in g s  and  T e m p t a t io n s  of T h is St a t e

The following is the testimony o f Blessed Angela of Foligno 
( Visions, chap. 19 ):

Countless torments tear at my body. They are caused by the demons 
who afflict me in a thousand ways. . . . There is not a single member of 
my body which does not suffer horribly . . . and the torments of the 
soul are yet more terrible and beyond ali comparison. . . .  I can com
pare myself only to a man who hangs from the gallows, his hands tied be- 
hind his back and his eyes blindfolded, without any protection, without 
any remedy, and without any aid. What I suffer at the hands of the 
demons is stili more cruel and desperate. . . . I am in the power of a 
multitude of demons who arouse in me all the vices which I formerly pos- 
sessed and produce others which I never had before. . . . The vices that 
I thought were dead in my soul, revive now in my body. . . .  I moan, I 
cry for death, any kind of death. . . . M y soul is deprived of the use of 
its faculties and, although it does not consent to these vices, it is power- 
less to overcome them. . . .  I see nothing but defects in both my soul 
and my body. God is buried within me, and His power and grace are 
hidden from me. . . . Seeing that I am condemned, I am not disturbed 
by the condemnation itself; I am disturbed only at my many crimes. . . . 
I am certain that no one else in the whole world is more deserving of hell. 
All the graces and favors from God but serve to increase my despair and 
martyrdom. . . . The goods which God has bestowed on me are 
changed within my soul into an infinite bitterness. . . . Though all the 
wise men of the world and all the saints of heaven were to shower me 
with consolation and assurances and though God Himself were to pour 
forth His gifts upon me, if I do not change and become reformed, then 
instead of comforting me, the wise men and saints and God Himself will 
immeasurably aggravate my despair, my frenzy, my sadness, my sorrow, 
and my blindness. . . . Ah, could I but exchange these tortures for all 
the evils of the world! I would deem these latter far more light and bear- 
able. . . . Many times have I begged that my torments be exchanged for 
any kind of martyrdom. . . . Now I understand that the soul, crushed 
betvveen false humility and pride, suffers an immense purgation through 
which it acquires true humility, without which there can be no salva- 
tion. . . . By a knowledge of its own emptiness and imperfections which 
is acquired through true humility, the soul is purged of pride and all 
demons. The more it is afflicted, despoiled, and deeply humbled, the more 
it gains in purity and the aptitude for attaining the heights. The elevation
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of which the soul is capable is measured by the profundity of the abyss 
in which it has struck its roots and made its foundation.

St. Catherine of Genoa (Dialogues, II, 2) exclaims:

How cruel is this operation of the divine Spirit! I seem to be abandoned 
in a fiery furnace wherein I cannot live, nor can I die! . . . My God! 
Thou dost close my mouth so that I cannot lament. My interior, suffer- 
ing this terrible trial, is in the haud of Thy counscl (Tob. 3) and at the 
mercy of Thy will, which is neither known nor comprehended by my 
soul but its effects are manifested in the fulfillment of Thy designs. . . . 
For my part, I must suffer in silence the things that Thou dost send me. 
Ah, if I could but express a cry of dcsolation! This would be to me a 
delicious refreshment. But Thou dost not grant this to me, O Lord, and 
once more Thy will, not mine, is done (Matt. 24).

This purgatory which I suffered on earth was at once horrible and 
swect. It was sweet in comparison with the purgatory of the othcr life 
and yet it was so rigorous that it caused both the body and the soul an 
intolerable martyrdom. But that which appears as cruelty to us in our 
blindness, is in reality a great mercy of God which afflicts us in order to 
liberate us and castigates us in ordcr to crown us . . . and after our tears 
and sighs it filis us with joy (Tob. 3). Thereforc the enlightened man 
recognizes that all the divine works have love as their beginning and their 
end. . . . Oh, how much better it is to pass through one’s puragtory here 
than in the othcr life! . . . But it is necessary to accept the purgation in 
this life with generosity, for God does not impose it on us unless we, 
corrcsponding with His grace, accept it freely. . . . How wonderful 
are the workings of the Lord! He shows the will what He desires of it 
and, once full consent is given, the divine decree binds the soul and en- 
chains it with a tie that cannot be broken.

3. T h e  M arvelo u s A d m ix t u r e  of S orrows a n d

C o N  SOL ATION S

G od hides Himself so that we may feel only the weight of His 
hand by which I le cures our wounds while He makes us break forth 
in lamentations.56 Yet He mercifully modulates His activity in such

66 “ Have pity on me, have pity on me, at least you my friends, because the hand 
of the Lord hath touched me" (Job 19 :21). St. John of the Cross comments on this 
passage by saying: “ A thing of great wonder and pity is it that the soul’s weakness 
and impurity should now be so great that, though the hand of God is of itself so 
light and gentle, the soul should now feel it to be so heavy and so contrary, though 
it neither weighs it down nor rests upon it, but only touches it, and that mercifully,
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a w ay rliar, whcn H e afflicts the soul, H e refreshes the body; and 
wlicn the body is oppressed with sorrows, the soul is inundated with 
ineffablc jo y .BT

A  certain soul who found herself in this condition, wrote as fol- 
lows to her director:

Such terrible tribulations came over me that I thought I would die.
. . . Through God’s mercy my spirit was strong and my interior joy in- 
creased in proportion to my suffering. . . . M y body was weak and 
heavily burdened, but my soul was serene and contented, filled with the 
desire to suffer more and more for my Beloved. Repeatedly I made acts 
of abandonment and love to that Lover who, amid such sorrows and af- 
flictions, caressed me delightfully and poured forth such consolations 
upon me that I am unable to explain them. See how happy I am in the 
midst of these two worlds in which I seem to dwell. Outwardly I experi- 
ence countless struggles and am engaged in multiple activities, . . . but 
inwardly I experience loving Communications with my God which an
nihilate and consume me. What strange thing is this that I live without 
living and without being aware of my own actions? I should like to ex
plain this condition of my soul, but I cannot find the phrases nor can I 
form any ideas of it. To  say . . . that it produces the most horrible suf
fering and terminates in the most wonderful consolation and happiness 
seems foolishness, but it is so certain, Father, that one doubts whether 
there was any sorrow at ali, because of the delight of tasting it, and one 
desires to suffer not only that torment, but.all the most terrible torments, 
because this produces a burning thirst for love and an insatiable suffering. 
Everything happens with such sweetness, such peace, and such total 
abandonment!

What lofty perfection the Lord inspires me to undertake, and how 
confused I find myself at the sight of my own miseries! I believe that I 
would despair if this feeling were not interspersed with interior assur- 
ances from the ineffable One during those moments in which my soul 
loses itself in the great charity of love. . . .  I believe that what most 
unites one to God is the embrace of His Cross with a pure love of suffer
ing, without tasting any consolations whatever. True love seeks no re- 
turn. It is necessary not to seek oneself in anything, but to live for Him 
alone. . . . This, to my mind, is the great secret of the soul’s being filled 
with ardent joy and the desire to suffer more, if God so wills, even when * 67

since He does this in order to grant the soul favors and not to chastise it” (Dark 
Night, II, 5).

67 See St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogues, chap. 10.
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it is already undcrgoing tremendous suffering and horrible pain. As a re
suit, the soul never ceases to give thanks to God and renews the abandon- 
ment made of itself to God. Here the soul offers itsclf to Him and begs 
Him for ali things, and especially for creatures which are opposed to it. 
. . . Our Lord asks a disinterestedness w hich is so greatthat at first terror 
is felt, but later, ah later, what great freedom of spirit is experienced! 
. . .  It is neccssary to sacrifice oneself truly and to abnegate oneself pro- 
foundly; in a word, to hate oneself with a holy hatred. . . . Such is the 
valor of grace which makes ali things easy if the soul is generous and 
faithful. Without these two wings, however, the soul cannot advance a 
single step. . . .

Knowing all this, should I not suffer? You already know, dear Father, 
how great is the suffering of love, which the soul cannot explain. It is a 
suffering sweet and gentle and filled with delights but at times it is terri- 
ble to endure. It is a martyrdom which dissolves the heart.

4. T he S o rro w ful and  Sw e e t  A ban d o n m en t  of th e  S oul

Says St. Teresa (L ife , chap. 20; see The Spiritual Canticle, stanza
15):

For, although the distress I refer to is felt by the soul, it is also felt by 
the body. Both seem to share in it, and it does not cause the same extreme 
sense of abandonment as does this. In producing the latter, as I have said, 
we can take no part, though very often a desire unexpectedly arises, in a 
way which I cannot explain. And this desire, which in a single moment 
penetrates to the very depths of the soul, begins to weary it so much that 
the soul soars upwards, far above itself and above all created things, and 
God causes it to be so completely bereft of everything that, however 
hard it may strive to do so, it can find nothing on earth to bear it com- 
pany. Nor does it desire company; it would rather die in its solitude. 
Others may speak to it, and it may itself make every possible effort to 
speak, but all to no avail; do what it may, its spirit cannot escape from 
that solitude. God seems very far from the soul then, yet sometimes He 
reveals His greatness in the strangest way imaginable—nor, I think, be- 
lieved or understood—save by those who have experienced it. For it is 
a comniunication intended, not to comfort the soul but to show it the 
reason why it is wearied—namely, that it is so far a way from the Good 
which contains all that is good within Itself.

In this communication the desire grows, and with it the extremity of 
loneliness experienced by the soul with a distress so subtle and yet so 
piercing that, set as it is in a desert, it can, I think say literally, as the Uoyal
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Pronhct said, when he was in the same state of loneliness (except that, 
heing a saint, he may have been granted that experience by the Lord in a 
higher degree): Vigilavi, et jactus sum sicut passer solitarius in tecto.
. . . The soul, then, seems to be, not in itself at ali, but on the housetop, 
or the roof, of its own house, and raised above all created things; I think 
it is far above even its own very highest part.

On other occasions the soul seems to be going about in a state of the 
greatest need, and asking itself: “ YVhere is thy God?”  . . .  At other 
times I used to remember some words of Saint Paul, about his being cruci- 
fied to the world. I do not say that this is true of me—indeed, I know it is 
not—but I think it is true of the soul when no comfort comes to it from 
Heavcn, and it is not in heaven, and when it desires no earthly comfort, 
and is not on earth either, but is, as it were, crucified between Heaven 
and earth; and it suffers greatly, for no help comes to it either from the 
one hand or from the other. For the help which comes to it from Heaven 
is, as 1 have said, a knowledge of God so wonderful, and so far above all 
that we can desire, that it brings with it greater torment; for its desire 
grows in such a way that I believe its great distress sometimes robs it of 
consciousness, though such a state as that lasts only for a short time. It 
seems as though it were on the threshold of death, save that this suffering 
brings with it such great happiness that I know of nothing with which it 
may be compared. It is a martyrdom, severe but also delectable; for the 
soul will accept nothing earthly that may be offered it, even though it 
were the thing which it had been accustomed to enjoy most: it seems to 
fling it away immediately. It realizes clearly that it wants nothing save its 
God; but its love is not centred upon any particular attribute of Him: its 
desire is for the whole of God and it has no knowledge of what it desires. 
By “no knowledge,” I mean that no picture is formed in the imagination; 
and in my opinion, for a greater part of the time during which it is in that 
state, the faculties are inactive; they are suspended by their distress, just 
as in union and rapture they are suspended by joy.

O Jesus! I wish I could give Your Reverence a ciear explanation of 
this, if only so that you might teli me what it is, for this is the state in 
which my soul now continually finds itself. As a rule, when not occupied, 
it is plunged into these death-like yearnings, and, when I am conscious 
that they are beginning, I become afraid, because they do not mean death. 
But when I am actually in that condition, I should like to spend the rest 
of my life suffering in that way, although the pain is so excessive that one 
can hardly bear it, and occasionally, according to those of my sisters who 
sometimes see me like this, and so now understand it better, my pulses 
almost cease to beat, my bones are all disjointed, and my hands are so
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stiff that sometimes I cannot clasp them together. UntiI the next day 1 
have pains in the wrists, and in the entire body, as though my boncs had 
been wrenched asunder.

Occasionally I really think that, if things are to go on like this, it must 
be the Lord’s will to end them by putting an end to my life; for the dis- 
tress I am in is severe enough to kill me, only I do not deserve that it 
should do so. All my yearning at such a time is to die: I do not think of 
purgatory, or of the great sins I have committed, for which I have de- 
served to go to hell. Such is my yearning to see God that I forget evcry- 
thing and the deserted and solitary state I am in seems better than all the 
world’s companionship. If anything should comfort a person in this con- 
dition, it would be to speak with another who has passed through the 
same torment, for she finds that, despite her complaints of it, no one seems 
to believe her.

The soul in this state is also tormented because its distress has so greatly 
increased that it no longer desires solitude, as it did before, and the only 
companionship it seeks is with one to whom it can voice its complaint.

I ask Your Reverence, what rest can I have in this life, since the rest 
which I used to enjoy, and which consisted in prayer and solitude, 
wherein the Lord would comfort me, is habitually turned into this tor
ment; and yet it is so delectable, and the soul is so conscious of its worth, 
that it desires it more than all the favours which it had been accustomed 
to enjoy. It believes it, too, to be a safer state, because it is the way of 
the Cross; and in my view it comprises a delight of exceeding worth, be
cause the body gets nothing from it but distress, whereas the soul, even 
while suffering, rejoices alone in the joy and happiness which this suffer- 
ing brings.

At first I was afraid, as I almost always am when the Lord bestows a 
favour on me, though His Majesty reassures me as I go on. He told me 
not to fcar but to set greater store by this favour than by any other which 
He had granted me; for by this distress the soul was purified, worked 
upon and refined like gold in the crucible, so that He might the better set 
in it the enamel of His gifts: it was being cleansed now of the impurities 
of which it would need to be cleansed in purgatory.

5. H ow  th e  D iv in e  T ouch D estro ys t h e  I m p u r it ie s  of th e  S oul 

Says Father Hoyos:

The divine touch is like a flash of lightning which turns to dust what- 
ever it touches. It seems to reduce the spirit to nothingness, consum- 
ing it and then immediately raising it up again so that it may undergo
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death ancw. . . . When God permits this force which is felt in the 
dcpth of the soul to be communicated also to the body, it leaves 
the body without any feeling whatever except for certain most bitter 
pains which are experienced in its very bones. . . . Together with that 
touch of the divine essence, new light and love are communicated to the 
soul, for this is the way the Lord communicates Himself to souls. . . . 
By means of this sovereign light the soul sees the infinite goodness of 
God . . . yet without noting anything in particular about Him. The 
soul flings itself into a love of God, and this abandonment to divine love 
seems to be a most subde and picrcing desire which has no fulfi liment nor 
can it have. One can readily understand what great torment this desire 
will cause the soul, seeing that its realization is impossible. Indeed, at 
times it is sufficient to take one’s life away. The soul loves very intently 
here; it finds great delight, it is intoxicated and consumed with the in- 
finity of the object of its desire. “They that eat Me,” says the Beloved, 
“ shall yet hunger: and they that drink Me shall yet thirst”  (Ecclus. 
24:29). . . . The soul sees ali creation through the light which has been 
infused in it and it sees in an instant that nothing created can satiate its 
desire but will rather impede ic. This constitutes a terrible martyrdom: 
to see that there is nothing on earth that can give comfort to the soul. 
The resuit is that the soul experiences a great distaste for all created 
things. . . .  It breaks forth into sighs: “ I shall be satisfied when Thy 
glory shall appear” (Ps. 16 :15). As completely shattered by this 
arduous struggle, the soul cries out: “ But I am straitened between two: 
having a desire to be dissolved and to be with Christ” (Phil. 1:23).  The 
soul knows that Christ is its life and it likewise sees that the body does 
nothing but hinder it from fully enjoying Him in this life. Therefore the 
lot to which the soul aspires is to detach itself from this mortal life. . . . 
The poor soul sees that it is, as it were, expiring on the cross, raised up 
above all creation and, to all appearances, abandoned by the Creator. . . . 
Then follow an abandonment, a terror, a desolation, and a tremendous 
martyrdom which I have frequently experienced. . . . But O divine 
Wisdom! When all this which I have described is taking place, who 
would not say that the soul is in great torment? And yet it is not so. Be- 
fore this condition actually comes to pass, I am horrified; but while I am 
expericncing it, I feel only that it ends and I continue to live. The soul 
loves this state far more than any of His generous gifts. It experiences a 
joy, a comfort, and a jubilation, which I cannot describe, at the same time 
that it suffers extreme pain. If it were incumbent on the soul to make a 
choice, it would choose nothing else. This union of two extremes so 
greatly opposed is truly a prodigy. . . . Although the description of my
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condition indicates violcnce, unrcst, and many similar characteristics, it 
is not at ali Iike this. Neither the body nor the external senscs pcrccivc 
this condition. It does not cause any bodily reaction; it does not break 
forth into lamentations, tears, or other manifestations of grief. It pro- 
ceeds gently and swectly as if it were happening in a dream.

From ali that has becn said, it can be seen that this state is equal to and 
even surpasses many great works. During this state the soul is purified as 
in a crucible. Actually this state is a great mercy and one of a high degree. 
It has nothing of imperfection in it as do the other fiights or forces which, 
because of their violence, indicate that they are in part material.

6. T he M y st ic a e  C eeavage  of th e  S oul and th e  S p ir it

In this state the divine W ord effects that cleavage of the soul and 
spirit of which the Apostle speaks in his Epistle to the Hebrews 
(4: 12) .  The resuit is that, while the spirit is submerged and com- 
pletely lost in God, the soul must travel on alone, suffering in order 
to purify itself.

Says St. Catherine of Genoa (D i a l II, 1 1 ) :

M y soul saw the spirit attracted to and fixed always on God and un- 
able to withdraw itself for a moment from that ecstatic ravishment. It 
never ceased to submerge itself in the ocean of happiness and uncreated 
goodness where its only thought was to annihilate itself and to be trans- 
formcd more and more into God. But God said to the soul, “ You see My 
operations on the spirit, and you envy them; but for the present I shall 
not let you share in them. . . .  It is necessary that you hold fast to the 
good which I expect from your abnegation. . . .  You will be separated 
from the spirit which I shall kcep hidden in the depths of M y being. . . . 
I have permitted you to see but a mere spark of M y glory, and it was 
extinguished immediately.”  . . . Ah, this division of the soul and the 
spirit surpasses my understanding more than heaven exceeds the earth.

. . . Yet it is a divine work and for that reason it is a blessed work. I 
continue to adore it in spite of my desolation and I teli myself that at least 
in this way I shall love, for to suffer is to love. Cf. Interior Castle, seventh 
mansions, chap. 1.

St. Francis de Sales (L o ve of G od, IX, 3) says:

The soul is sometimes found to be so overcome by interior afflictioris 
that its faculties and powers are oppressed by the privation of ali that 
might give it relief and by the apprehension of all that can afflict it. In 
imitation of its Savior, the soul begins to be troubled, to fear, and to l>c
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dlNituiyrd. Ai Icugth it becomes sorrowful with an agony which is similar 
to tlic iignny of the dying, so that it can say: “ M y soul is sorrowful even 
imto ilcath.” The soul desires and pleads with all its heart that if it be 
possible, this chalice may be taken from it. There remains to the soul only 
the supreme point of its spirit which clings to the divine will and says 
with sincere submissioni “Eternal Father, not my will but Thine be 
done.” The soul makes this resignation amidst such afflictions, contradic- 
tions, and repugnances that it hardly is aware that it is doing so. It seems 
to be done so languidly that it does not appear to proceed from a good 
heart, as it should, since what the soul is then enduring for the divine 
good-pleasure is not only endured without any delight and contentment, 
but even against the pleasure and contentment of the rest of the heart, 
which is permitted by love to bemoan itself, and to complain and repeat 
the lamentations of Job and Jcremias. Yet this is done in such a manner 
that the sacred submission stili is preserved in the depth of the soul. . . . 
But this submission is not tender or sweet although it is sincere, strong, 
and full of love. . . . The more love is deprived of all help and cut off 
from any assistance from the powers and faculties of the soul, the more it 
is to be esteemed for preserving its fidelity so constantly.

7. T h e  D a r k  and P u r if y in g  C o n tem pla tio n

W hen the soul is raised to the very high degree of contemplation 
which takes place in the darkness of the divine light, it must prescind 
completely from every image or form, whether sensible or intel- 
lectual, and from all recollection of creatures, however good they 
may be. The soul must withdraw itself even from the consideration 
of the sacred humanity of our Lord, which is the gate through which 
it enters to the secrets of the Father. As long as the soul has any of 
these images before it, the Consoler will not come. As long as it is 
fixed upon anything created, it cannot receive the uncreated light. 
Yet, once the soul has passed through this divine contemplation, it 
must return anew, as St. Teresa advises, to the mysteries of the 
sacred humanity, which is the only w ay of arriving at light and 
life.58

58 “Not only every sensible representation,”  says Blosius (lnstitutions, chap. 12), 
“but every spiritual consideration, impedes the vvork of God in the mystical union. 
Therefore, as soon as one is aware of the divine action, he must abandon every 
representation and particular consideration, no matter how holy and useful these 
thmgs may be at other times, and remain in that internal silence where God works 
and speaks. . . . But as soon as the soul perceives that God has ceased working, it 
should return to itself and resume its customary exercises.”
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Said the eternal Father to St. M ary Magdalen of Pazzi (CEuvres,

I .  2 4 ) ;

He who desires to attain to M y purity must not concern himself with 
any created thing . . . not even with the sacred humanity of My Word. 
The soul must fix itself only upon M y divine essence, rejecting every 
thought and affection that does not pertain to M y essence. The slightest 
attachment for any creature will be an obstacle to the acquisition of this 
purity or will be a stain on this purity if it is already possessed. . . . But 
to make you better understand these great truths, it is necessary that I 
blind you, for purity sees nothing, recognizes nothing, knows nothing. 
. . . Therefore you cannot acquire it except by total renunciation of 
vour being, your knowledge, and your will. Yet you must not for that 
reason cease to work according to the virtues, following the interior at- 
traction of M y grace which directs you in all things. You must work 
without having a ciear knowledge of your opcrations.

Bessed Angela of Foligno says ( Visions, chap. 26):

M y soul was enraptured, and I saw God with a clarity superior to any 
clarity I had ever known and in a plenitude far surpassing all other pleni- 
tude. . . .  I saw God in a darkness, . . . because everything that I 
could think of secmed disproportionate to Him and there was given me 
a perfect trust, a certain hope, a security . . . that was ceaseless and 
guaranteed. I recollectcd myself totally in the infinite good which ap- 
peared to me in that darkness, and in its depth I found peace, the certainty 
that God was with me: Emmanuel. . . . M y hope is buried in that cer
tain and secret good which I pcrceive in the immense darkness. In Him 
I know and posscss all that I wish to know or possess; in Him is all good. 
. . . I see nothing, and yet I see all; I have the absolute certainty of the 
Good which I possess. The more this supreme Good is seen in darkness, 
the better does the soul realize that He surpasses all goods. He is the 
hidden mystery. . . . All else is darkness; all else that can be thought of 
is as nothing beside Him. The divine power, wisdom, and will, which I 
have seen marvelously at other times, all seem much less than this. This 
is the whole, and all things else are but part of the whole. These latter 
things, do indeed bring with them a great joy which redounds to the 
body; but when God manifests Himself in this darkness, there is no smile 
on the lips, no fervor or devotion or love in the heart, and no trembling 
or movement of the body. . . . All the caresses which God has lavished 
upon me, which are numerous and unspeakable, all His sweetncss and 
gifts . . . are nothing when compared to Him whom I see through the
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darkness. . . . Alas, thc words I speak seem to me to be nothing. What 
am I saying? My vcry words cause me horror. O supreme obscurity! My 
words arc veritable blasphemy. Silence! Silence! Silencc! . . . When I 
dwell in tliat obscure darkness, I remember nothing at all of the human- 
ity of Jesus Christ nor ought of any other form. I see all things and yet I 
sec nothing. Corning forth from that obscurity, I again see the God-man, 
who sweetly draws my soul to Himself.

Says Blosius ( Institutions, chap. 12) :

The soul which contcmplates that luminous darkness or obscure light 
stvoons away and, turning back to God, becomcs one spirit with Him in 
the very depths of its bcing. Engendered there together with the Word 
which the Father utters, the soul is nobly renewed and made capable of 
every kind of good. Whence God the Father says of that soul: “ This is 
M y beloved daughter in whom I am well pleased.” . . . The soul truly 
submcrgcd and absorbed in God swims in the Divinity with an ineffable 
joy which redounds to the body so that eternal life begins for it in this 
exile. It keeps its thoughts firmly fixed on God; it possesses a certain 
supernatural unity of spirit wherein it dwells as in its proper mansion and 
it is inclined to the divine cssence, toward that supreme unity wherein 
the Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost are one. Its conversations are 
in heaven; that is, with the three divine persons; and when it is supremely 
united to God, there is no longer any past or future for it but only an 
everlasting now. In that unchangeable eternity which is God, the soul 
possesses all things and, free of all representations, it recognizes the 
supreme order and distinction of things. Thus, surpassing all under- 
standing, the soul flies to its beginning, God, where it is made light in His 
light. Before this light all the natural and even the infused lights are 
darkened just as the light of the stars is darkened in the face of the sun, 
for when thc uncreated light is born, the created light vanishes. . . . 
Now all the passions of the soul are subdued, and it is no longer motivated 
by them. Both in adversity and in prosperity, it enjoys an essential peace. 
. . . Such souls, although they are greatly illumined by the divine light 
in which they see clearly what is to be done or omitted, nevertheless sub- 
ject themselves to others joyfully and for the love of God. They give 
complete obedience in all things that are in accordance with God’s will 
and they take the lowest place. They do not become proud because of 
the gifts and talents which they have received, because they are deeply 
submerged in their own nothingness. They do not presume on them
selves for they know that it is God who works all the good they do. 
Remaining truly humble and filled with a filial fear, they consider them-
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selves unprofitable servants. They avoid even the slightest faults, arui the 
negligences which they incur through weakness are washed and expiated 
in the blood of Christ. They abandon many of the practices and customs 
which they formerly employed because now they have no attachment to 
anything. They are no longer their own, but they are Jesus Christ’s. They 
remain unknown by the world, nor is their simple and truly Christian 
conversation, which soars to heavenly things, readily heeded except by 
those who enjoy the same grace. For such souls are not accustomed to 
manifest outwardly any singular or unusual mannerisms. They appear 
sweet and kind in all their dealings and affable to all as long as the affair 
is not sinful. They are not extremely severe, but meek and compassionate. 
This is one of the proofs that they cannot be separated now from God. 
. . . But because they speak with humility and hold themselves in low 
esteem, these hidden sons of God are frequently disdained by those who 
display exterior signs of holiness and especially by those who, through 
self-will, lead a base life.

T h e  S p ir it u a l  M arriage

It will now be understood that the promises of the espousal must 
sometimes be repeated in another kind of ceremony and must ulti- 
mately be solemnly ratified in the spiritual marriage which is a per- 
fect and stable union wherein there are scarcely any separations 
or periods of dryness and desolation. This matrimony is celebrated 
and contracted before the entire august Trinity, and the soul now 
habitually enjoys the vision and familiar converse of the three 
adorable persons.

This prodigious union, which very few souls (even of those 
esteemed to be most privileged) attain in this life and which for 
that reason seems to be something proper to glory, is not restricted 
to the faculties of the soul nor does it have a transitory character. 
It is verified and manifested in the very essence of the soul, and the 
soul not only works with the divine activity which the Holy Ghost 
infuses in it rather than by its own activity, but it truly lives and feels 
that it is living more by the divine life which is communicated to it 
than by the human life which it possesses of itself. So it is that such 
souls are able to call and actually do call the Holy Ghost “Soul of 
my life and Life of my soul” ; or, better, “ Soul of my soul and 
Life of my life.” There is much more here than a perfect conformity 
of love and operation; there is a profound transformation which
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resulrs in a certain conformity of life in the mystical unity of the 
Spirit.11"

St. John of the Cross says:

It has rcmained now, for the said Spiritual Marriage to be made be- 
tween the soul aforementioned and the Son of God. This is without com- 
parison far greater than the Spiritual Betrothal because it is a total trans- 
formation in the Beloved, wherein on either side there is made surrender 
by total possession of the one to the other with a certain consummation 
of the union of love, wherein the soul is made Divine and becomes God 
by participation, in so far as may be in this life. And thus I think that this 
estate is never attained without the soul being confirmed in grace therein; 
for the faithfulness of both is confirmed, that of God being confirmed 
in the soul; wherefore this is the loftiest estate which in this life is attain- 
able. For even as in the consummation of marriage according to the flcsh 
the two become one flesh, as says the Divine Scripture, even so, when 
this Spiritual Marriage between God and the soul is consummated, there 
are two natures in one spirit and love.60

Although this may seem absurd, it should not astonish us. Rather 
it should fili us with admiration for the marvelous love which God 
manifests to us. We know that grace and the communication of the 
Holy Ghost are received, not in the potencies of the soul, but in its 
very essence or substance, for it communicates to us a participation 
in the divine nature, a truly divine life which makes us sons of God 
and therefore capable of performing works meritorious of eternal 
life.61 Living in grace, we live that divine life in all truth although

69 St. Cyril of Alexandria, In Joan. I, XI: “ It is false to say that we cannot possess 
any union with God other than that of a conformitv of wills. Over and above this, 
there is another union that is much more excellent in which man is so assimilated 
to God, through an intimate communication of the divinity, that, without Iosing his 
proper nature, man becomes transformed in Him as iron is when thrust into the fire.
. . . By means of this union our Lord desires that His disciples should be one with 
Him so that, engulfed in Him, they become engrafted on Him and intimately united 
to Him through a communication of the deitv. . . . Union with God cannot be 
effected except through a participation in the Holy Ghost who communicates His 
own sanctity to us. . . . Thus, transforming souls into Himself, in a certain man- 
ner, He impresses on them the divine likeness.”

“Since we should possess,” St. Cyril adds (Thesaur., II, chap. 2), “one and the 
same operation with God, it is necessary that we share in His very nature.”

60 The Spiritual Canti cie, stanza 22.
61 Froget, The Indwelling of the Ilo ly  Spirit, p. 147: “ Unlike actual grace, which 

is a passing help to virtue, an enlightening of the intellect, a prompting of the will, 
in brief a transient motion intended to make us produce an act superior to the 
powers of nature, grace proper, i.e., sanctifying grace, is a stable and abiding gift
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usually we scarcely take any account o f it. W e are divine and yei 
we do not realize it. W e live only according to our human life and, 
because of our lukewarmness, we smother the seed of eternal lifc 
or impede its growth, if, indeed, we do not lose it entirely.

B y  denying themselves in order to follow  the divine motions with 
all docility, the saints augment this life as much as they can and 
strive to give it a free development. Yet, as long as they proceed 
along the “ ordinary” ways, however much they give themselves 
over to holy works and however great their pious affections and 
the testimony o f a good conscience, they do not usually have a very 
ciear concept of that life or of those divine energies.

This knowledge is proper to the contemplative or mystical state 
which, according to some, is characterized by an interior awareness 
o f the divine touches through which the soul feels more or less 
clearly the presence of the vivifying Spirit. In the measure that the 
various faculties of the soul are purified, H e permeates them more 
and more and unites Himself to them in so evident a manner that 
the soul is aware o f the progress of this union. Even though this 
union existed from the very beginning, it was imperfect in the soul 
of the beginner; but as the soul is gradually perfected and strength- 
ened, this awareness springs forth more and more into the realm 
of consciousness.82 It begins, as we have said, by being felt in the 
intellect by means o f the enlightenment of the prayer of recollec- 
tion. It then invades the w ill by means of the prayer of quiet and is 
finally perceived in all the potencies together in the prayer of union.

which, received into the very essence of the soul, becomes in it, as it were, a second 
nature of a transcendent order, a principle of supernatural life, the firm root of 
meritorious acts.”

“ Ipsam essentiam animae in quoddam divinum esse elevans, ut idonea sit ad divi
nas operationes” (St. Thomas, Sent. II, dist. 24, q. 1, a .3).

“N o one can possess a spiritual operation unless first he receive a spiritual being,” 
says St. Thomas (De veritate, q.27, a.2), “ just as he cannot possess any natural 
operation unless he possess the being of that particular nature.”

Therefore, as Bacuez says (op. cit., p. 223), actual and habitual graces “tcnd to 
associate us with the intimate life of God, present in us by means of His Spirit, for 
the purpose of producing in us and through us works of eternal salvation.” Also, 
St. Thomas States (Ia Ilae, q. 114, a .3): “ If, however, we speak of a meritorious 
work, inasmuch as it proceeds from the grace of the Holy Ghost moving us to life 
everlasting, it is meritorious of life everlasting condignly. For thus the value of its 
merit depends upon the power of the Holy Ghost moving us to life everlasting."

62 Ribet, Myst., I, p. 257: “The soul will not only believe in the divine communica 
tion which is effected in it through grace, but it will see, feel, and taste that inctfable 
union which is realized between God and itself.”
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On reaching rhc espousal, tlic union is even more intimate and 
permanent, and thc touclies of the Belovcd are not only felt in the 
faculties, which they captivate and unite, but tliey penetrate stili 
furtlicr and are felt in the very depth of the soul. As the soul is more 
and more purified by those delicate touches, the awarencss of the 
divine bccomes much more evident. Souls sometimes feel not only 
that they are working divinely with ali their faculties, but that they 
actually live a divine life, although this manner of living is not yet 
continual. 1  he union is completed and perfected in the spiritual 
marriage wherein it is also made permanent. God takes full posses- 
sion o f the whole soul and unites it to Himself in a most intimate 
manner. The divine life is now manifestcd in the soul without any 
kind o f obstacle.03 The soul then perccives that God works and 
lives in it, or better, that it is completely transformed in God and 
deified.04 This takes place to such an extent that the soul loses all 
thought of self and it seems that it is no longer thc soul that exists, 
but that God lives and works in it through this new life. T ru ly , as 
St. John of the Cross says, the beloved is now transformed into the 
Beloved.65

“ Divine matrimony,”  says Ven. M ary of the Incarnation, “ is the 
most sublime of all States. G od takes possession of the soul in such a

63 Cf. St. Teresa, Interior Castle, seventh mansions, chap. 2.
64 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, Qtuvres, IV, chap. 16: “By means of the union and 

transformation of Thvself into the soul and of the soul into Thee, here on earth 
through grace and in heaven through glory, Thou dost deify the soul. O deification! 
The soul which has thc happiness of arriving at the state of being made God, like 
a sphere irradiating the rays of the sun, is made luminous and resplendent as the 
sun itself. We are transformed into Thy very image, from clarity to clarity.”

65 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 65: “Our transformation must be.en- 
tire because the God-man is all love. . . . He desires that He and ourselves should 
be made one in love. I call those sons of the Spirit who, through grace and charity, 
live in God in the perfection of transformed love. . . . Only those are vessels of 
election and sons of the Spirit in whom God has placed His love and reposes in 
them because He has been attracted to them by rcason of His own likeness. It is His 
grace and love that have formed His image in the soul. I call him perfcct who has 
transformed his life into the image of thc God-man. God asks for all our heart and 
not merely a portion of it. . . . Our God is a jealous God. . . . The first property 
of love is to transform one into the other in regard to their wills. . . . The sccond 
property is to transform the one into the other as regards their faculties. . . . The 
third is the perfect transformation of the soul in God. Then the soul is inaccessible 
to temptations because it no longer lives in itself but in Him. . . . Moreover, love 
carries with it a powcr to reveal secrets, and this obliges the soul to manifest its 
depths. This seems to me to be the primary characteristic of love and the necessary 
complement of the actions of love. . . . Love is not only a power of assimilation, 
but a power of unity which makes all things the same.”
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w ay that He becomes the very basis of its substance, and wliat tran 
spires there is so subtle and divine that it is impossible to describe it. 
It is a permanent state in which the soul lives peacefully and tran- 
quilly in perfect union with God. Its sighs and longings are for the 
Beloved, in a state free from every admixture as far as is possible 
in this life. In these sighs the soul speaks to Him without effort of 
His mysteries and of all that it desires.”  66

T he holy soul in this state melts and faints away. Dead now to self, 
it lives only for God. Having lost self completely, it is despoiled o f 
everything earthly and human and is clothed in the heavenly and 
the divine, even to the point of being transformed into God. That 
which formerly was cold is now ardent; that which was darkness is 
now light; and that which was rough is now smooth. A ll things 
possess the tincture o f heaven, for all is deified; and the very es- 
sence of the soul is blended with that of G od .67 T ru ly , the soul lives 
a life that is entirely divine. It lives as if it were in glory and has all 
its conversation there. T h e most loving Master, the W ord of the 
Father, is so intimately associated with the soul that He manifests 
to it, as to His faithful spouse, His most august secrets.68

66 Sauve, Etats mystiques, p. 90: “The spiritual marriage is here below so perfect 
an evolution of baptism, of grace, of the divine virtues, of the gifts of the Holy 
Ghost, and in particular, of wisdom, that many authors see in it a special mission 
of the divine persons who come to crown and perfect the former missions.” The 
same author says in anothcr work (Le culte du C. de ]. elcv. 26) that God “unites 
Himself to the will by the prayer of quict, to all our facultics by the prayer of union, 
and to our entire life and being by spiritual marriage. The prayer of quiet and that 
of union do not endure for a long time but they can be renewed at frequent inter- 
vals. The union of marriage, on the other hand, is habitual and permanent; it is the 
perfection of union and the perfection of freedom. The soul is then habitually 
united to God and united in such a way that it can easily devote itself to external 
things. It is a prelude to heaven where the soul will bc eternally transfixed by the 
presence of God and at the same time will be able with perfect freedom to attend 
to its rclations with the angcls and saints and to contemplate transfigured creation.”

87 Cf. Blosius, Inst. spir., chap. 12, no. 2.
88 The Spiritual Canticle, stanza 22: “VVhcrefore, since the soul now lives a life 

so happy and glorious as this life of God, let each one consider, if he can, how de- 
lectablc a life will be that which the soul lives, wherein ncither can God perceive 
aught that is displeasing to Him, nor can the soul perceive it, but the soul enjoys 
and perccives the dclight of the glory of God in its very substance, which is now 
transformed in Him. . . .  In this high estate of the Spiritual Marriage the Spouse 
reveals His wondrous secrets to the soul, as to His faithful consort, with great rcadi- 
ness and frequency, for true and perfect love can keep nothing hidden from the 
loved person. He communicates principally to it sweet mysteries concerning Ilis 
Incarnation and the ways and manners of human redemption, which is one of the 
highest works of God, and is thus most dclectable to the soul.”
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The expressioris o f the great mysties who seek to describe this 
exalted union as best they can are so overwhelming that they surpass 
any kind of exaggeratiori. T h ey  seem to make use of the expressioris 
o f pantheists or to identify this union with the hypostatic union. 
The examples of a saturated sponge totally immersed in water or 
of iron transformed into fire seem to the mysties to be very de
ficient comparisons. N or is the example of two candles which are so 
conjoined that there is no w ay of distinguishing them and which, 
thus joined, give but a single light, a Symbol which satisfies the 
mystica! writers, for this Symbol serves to illustrate only the espousal. 
The least improper symbol would be that of a drop of water placed 
in an ocean o f wine and so diffused and compenetrated that it can 
no longer be distinguished or separated; 09 or that of a particle of 
iron in a blazing furnace; or that of the rays o f the light of a candle 
that blend and harmonize with the sun’s rays which enter through 
the window. “ The soul thus United is so transformed and absorbed 
in God, in the fire of a white and melting love, that the two things 
become one . . . and the soul is transformed into its G od .” 70 

In ali these symbols we must always preserve not only the dis- 
tinction of natures, which were not even blended in Christ, but also 
the distinction of persons. However submerged in G od the soul may 
be, it always retains its own proper nature, although greatly sub- 
limated and divinized, and it always remains acutely aware of its 
own ego, if only to realize its own nothingness and the divine 
riches that are heaped upon it. It is always a human person, living 
two lives at the same time, one human and the otlier divine. The 
sublime expression o f the Apostle: “ I live, now not I, but Christ 
liveth in me,”  gives us the clearest understanding of the mystery 
of this incomparable union. The soul enamorcd of its God in whom 
it is submerged can very well say that “ the soul is not God, but it is 
deified by God; . . . and the soul and God, both are one.”  71

69 Even the liturgy uses this formula: “O God, who in a wonderful manner didst 
create and ennoble human nature, and stili more wonderfully hast renewed it, grant 
that, by the mystery of this water and wine, we may be made partakers of His 
divinity who vouchsafed to become partaker of our humanity, Jesus Christ Thy 
Son, our Lord.” This prayer is so much the more significant inasmuch as it is ac- 
companied by the solemn rite, the mixture of the wine and water, which signifies 
the union of the faithful with Jesus.

70 Nicholas Factor, Opusculos, pp. 70 f.
71 Ibid., pp. 74-84.
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Blessed H enry Suso says 72 that “ the soul that is in God in tliis 
lofty and ineffable manner becomes one thing with Him, yet it re- 
tains its particular and natural being. It does not lose its own bcing, 
but it possesses and uses it divinely. It lives in a perfect manner, for it 
does not lose that which it has and it acquires that which it does not 
have; that is to say, a divine existence. T he essence of the soul is 
united to the essence of God, and the powers and faculties of the 
soul to the activity of God. The soul realiz.es that it is united with 
Him in His infinite being in which it is given to the soul to rejoice.”

This union, as Sauve remarks, “ is so perfect and God takes such 
complete possession of the soul and its life that it seems that the life 
of God and man are morally blended and that the life of the soul is 
transformed into the life of G od.”  73

The venerable John of Saint Samson says that, because of the 
supernatural beauty and glory which irradiate from God and the 
soul, they appear to be so perfectly identified that one could say 
tliere is a transfiguration of God into the soul and of the soul into 
God. God Himself seems to live, work, and suffer in the soul. 
Ruysbroeck also teaches that our spirit incessantly receives the 
impression and divine light of its exemplar in the very depths and 
center of its naked essence. The spirit is then the permanent dwelling 
place of God, and God visits it at each instant with the brilliance 
of new splcndors. Thus does the spirit possess G od in the nudity of 
its substance, and God likewise possesses the spirit. The spirit lives 
in God and He in it.

In such a state charity is perfectly ordered, and the soul lives in 
perfect love, in that invincible divine love which cannot be ex- 
tinguished in the waters of tribulation and which has triumphed 
over a thousand and one deaths. The ardor of this charity is the firc 
of the Spirit of love who animates it and its brilliance is the flames of 
Jahweh.74

Since the soul now possesses the divine Spouse, the W ord of the

72 Etemal WisJom, chap. 32.
73 Etats, p. 91.
74 Cant. 8:6-7. The Livivv, Flame, stariza t: “This flame of love is the Spirit of its 

Spouse—that is, the Holv Spirit. And this flame the soul fecis within it, not oltly as 
a fire that has consumed and transformed it in svveet love, but also as a lite which 
burns within it and sends out flame, as 1 have said, and that flame, each time that 
it breaks into flame, bathes the soul in glory and rcfreshes it with the temper of 
Divine life.”
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pmvcr o f God 7B who is placed as a seal on its heart and its arm, it 
lovcs and works as it ought and in the w ay God wishes. The charity 
which the H oly Ghost pours forth in torrents into the heart no 
longer finds any resistance there, no obstacles or difficulties, but only 
the best dispositions, and therefore it works divinely in all things. 
The soul is completely lost in G od and transformed through love 
in the three divine persons. It is G od who works and lives in the 
soul and takes pleasure in the perfection of its divine operations. 
The soul, in turn, offers to God the virtues and benefits which He 
has communicated to it, the precious fruits of Elis Spirit, and evcn 
the Spirit Himself whom the soul has received from God as a pledge 
o f adoption and the dow ry o f eternal life. N ow  the eternal Father 
can say to the soul, which is a faithful likeness of I lis  Son: “ This 
is M y beloved daughter in whom I am well pleased,”  70 and as to a 
beloved daughter the Father reveals His most ineffable secrets. “ The 
father shall make thy truth known to the children.”  77

From this point on, the soul sees clearly the hidden mysteries of 
the spiritual life. It realizes the necessity of so many trials and 
purifications and it blesses the divine Doctor a thousand times for 
having cured all its wounds. The soul sees also the innumerable 
imperfections that form erly characterized its use of the virtues and 
even those works that seemed to be absolutely perfect. For now 
these things are not viewed through the deceitfulncss of self-love, 
but the pure truth is seen in the spotless mirror of the divine es- 
sence.78 For that reason the soul never wearies of admiring and 
rejoicing in the glorious triumphs o f that sweet Love.

70 Heb. 1:3 .
76 Blosius, Inst., chap. 12, sect. 4: “The soul which contcmplates that bright ob- 

scurity and that obscure brightness, withdrawing from self and drawing to God, is 
made one wirh Him in the depth of its spirit. Gcncrated together with the eternal 
Word of God which the Father speaks, the soul is nobly renewed and is rendered 
apt for very good work. Whencc, God the Father says of that soul: ‘This is M y 
beloved daughter in whom 1 am well pleased.’ ”

Blessed Angcla de Foligno, op. cit., cliap. 70: “M y soul has been washed and puri- 
fied in the Blood of Christ. . . . Jesus Clirist, the Son of God, presented me to the 
Father and I heard these words: ‘O My spouse and M y love, whom I have loved in 
truth. I do not wish that thou shouldst come to Me laden with sorrows, but adorned 
with inamissable joy. Lct the Quecn dress in the royal mantle, for the day of lier 
nuptials has arrived.’ . . . Thcn God manifested to me His Word so that now I 
know what the Word is and I know what it is to utter the Word who desired to 
become incarnate for me.”

77 Isa. 38:19.
78 St. Cathcrinc of Gcnoa, Vurgatory, chaps. 11- 12 : “The final act of love by 

which the soul is purificd is effected in it by the divine operation without the soul’s
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Let us hear Blessed Angela of Foligno describe the phases of 
unifying love and the successive dcvelopment, evolution, and trans- 
formation o f the soul:

The transformation of the soul in God can be effected in three ways. 
The first unites the soul to the will of God (the conforming union); the 
second unites the soul with God Himself (the mystical union and 
espousal); the third unites the soul in God and God in the soul (the 
spiritual marriage).

The first transformation is the imitation of Jesus crucified, for the 
Cross is a manifestation of the divine Will. The second transformation 
unites the soul with God and its love is then not only an act of the Will, 
but the fountain of deep feeling and immense delight is opened, although 
there yet remains room for word and thought. The third transformation 
so fuses the soul in God and God in the soul that at the great height at 
which the mystery is effected all words and thoughts vanish. Only he 
who experiences these things understands them.

At the bcginning of this love, the soul experiences a certain melting or 
dissolution, then a weakness, and finally it regains strength. . . . God 
bestows a love on the soul which is similar to crcated love. He lavishes on 
it His caresses and wonderful consolations for which the soul must never 
petition with importunity. Do not reject these things if God should grant 
them to you, for they are your mainstay and they incite you to seek Him 
and they preserve you from tedium. By means of these things the soul is 
raised to transformation and to the incessant search for the Beloved. But 
love also sometimes grows with abscnce and it begins to seek the Beloved 
for Himself. Not possessing Him as He is it feels its own weakness and 
no longer contcnt with consolations, it searches for the very substance of 
Him who grants them. The more the soul is overwhelmed with the joys

having any part in it. The soul finds itself so filled with hidden imperfections that 
if it could see them all it would dcspair. But these imperfections remain hidden until 
the fire of love has totally consumed them. Only then does God make them known 
as in a tnirror to let the soul rcalize that from Him alone does it possess that fire of 
love which destroyed all the stains which disfigured it and removed all the obstacles 
which held the soul back froin its ultimate happiness. . . . T o  understand this the 
soul must realize that what ordinarily passes for perfcction in the eyes of man is 
defective in the eyes of God. All those things which man does and which sccm 
perfect according to man’s way of seeing, feeling, understanding, desiring, and 
remembering, nevertheless cause certain stains and impurities on him as long as hc 
does not rccognize that the perfcction of his works is a pure gift of God. The truth 
is that all our actions, in order to be pcrfect, must be produccd in us without tis; 
that is, we cannot be called their principal cause. . . . Such prccisely are the opem 
tions of God in the soul whcn He effects in it through Himself alone and without 
any mcrit on the part of the soul that love so pure and free from impcrfection, of 
which we have spoken. These divine operations penetrate and inflante the soul Iu 
a wondrous manner.”
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Mh §1 mu fiuin I lini, ilic more does it pine and sigh in its growing 

11•' * lui ih ii m Im Ii is necessary is the presence of God Himself.
lui u Iu i i  ilie soul, united to God, has become firmly established in 

Ii m Ii in which it finds its rest, complaints and sighs and longings are no 
Iiinger licard, nor is there any rapture or swooning. Feeling that it is un
um thy of any good or any gift and that it deserves a hell even more 
terrible than the one which actually exists, the soul becomes so firmly 
established in stability, wisdom, order, solidarity, and courage that it 
would defy death itself by the strength of its love. It possesses the pleni- 
tude of love of which it is capable.

Then God increases the soul’s capacity so that it can receive what He 
desires to place in it. The soul then sees that only God IS and that all 
things else are nothing except in and through Him. . . . So profoundly 
does it see the majesty of order in the divine light that nothing disturbs 
it, not even the absence of God. It is so conformed to Him that it does 
not seek Him when He is absent, but places in His hands the ordering of 
all things. . . . An ardent desire springs up from the depth of the soul 
to impel it to perform with great ease the works of penitence. . . . This 
flaming love is perfect and it moves the soul to a perfect imitation of the 
crucifled Christ who is the perfection of all perfection. . . . The soul 
must advance always, bccause the Man-God never abandoned the cross 
of penance. . . . The transformation of the soul in the will of God is 
not proved by words, but by actions and the imitations of Christ.

When the transformed soul dwells in the bosom of God, when it has 
attained perfect union and the fullness of vision, it rests in a peace which 
surpasses all understanding. . . . Here it sees the Being of God and it sees 
how all other creatures receive their being from Him who is BEIN G  par 
excellence. . . . Introduced to this vision, the soul drinks a marvelous 
wisdom from the living fountain, a Science far surpassing all words, and 
a firm circumspection. . . .  It sees the perfection of all things that come 
from God and it loses the faculty of contradicting, for it sees in the 
mirror without blemish the wisdom which creates. It sees that evil comes 
from the creature who destroys that which was good. This vision of the 
supreme Essence arouses in the soul a corresponding love . . . and the 
Essence itself induces it to love all that He loves.79

Privileged souls which arrive at so sublime and happy a state 
usually enjoy, almost habitually, a certain kind of vision or ciear 
presence of the Blessed Trinity which is somewhat pronounced. 
Before this wonderful mystery in which such souls see the attributes

70 Visions, chap. 64.
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of the divine persons and their tities of honor, they swoon :nvay 
in transports of charity. Yet ecstasies and raptures are seldom cx- 
perienced in this state; nor are swoonings frequent, because the 
vvhole being has been so fortified, regenerated, and vivified tliat 
the excess of interior light, far from depriving the soul of the use 
of the senses, reaches out to fortify  and v iv ify  everything, as hap- 
pens in the state of glory.80 As a resuit, the soul loses some of its 
habitual weaknesses. W e ha ve already seen how, according to St. 
John of the Cross (Canticle, 22), this quasi-glorious state brings 
with it confirmation in grace 81 and, we may add, the complete

80 Blosius, op. cit., chap. 2, sect. 4: “ Immersed and absorbed in God, the soul 
swims hither and thither in tlie divinity and abounds in unspcakable joy. This joy 
redounds to the body also and the soul begins eternal life in this exile.”

81 Scaramelli (op. cit., tract 2, nos. 221-26) niaintains this same doctrine, basing 
his statenient on the authority of St. Bernard, St. Lavvrence Justinian, and, we may 
say, ali the mystics who symbolize this union by that of a matrimony as indissolu- 
ble as that between Christ and His Church. St. Teresa of Avila, in spite of the ti- 
midity, vacillation, and restrictions which so often conceal her thought from those 
who do not know how to rcad her, makes this fact clearly understood in the second 
chapter of the seventh niansions of the interior Castle where she says that the rela- 
tion between God and the soul in this state is like that of two married persons who 
can no longer be separated. Blosius States it in this fashion: “Whence it is probable 
that they can never be separated from God” (lnst., chap. 12, sect. 4, no. 3).

Blesscd Angela de Foligno States this truth many times and in a most energetic 
fashion, but ft will suffice for us to cite two passages: ‘ ‘I asked God to give me 
something of Himself . . . and 1 saw that Love came to me. I saw Him with the 
eyes of my soul and much more clearly than I have ever seen anything with the 
eves of my body. God gavc me evident testimony and I was satisfied. I was filled 
with a love to which I would not hesitate to assure an eternity and if any creature 
were to prophesy the death of my love, I would say to him, ‘You lie.’ And if that 
creature were an angel, I would say to him, ‘I know you. You are he who feli from 
heaven’ ” ( Visions, chap. 25). “M y soul was presented before the face of God with 
a great security, without shadow or cloud. It was presented with an unknown joy 
which surpasses all understanding. . . .  I experienced the ineffable and divine bril- 
liance. . . . YVhen, after this experience the soul returned to itself, it discovered 
that it could rejoice in any pain or injury borne for God and it felt the impossibility 
of any separation from God. For that rcason I exclaimed: ‘O sweet Lord! VVhat is 
there that can separate me from Thee?’ And I heard the reply: ‘With the help of 
M v grace, nothing can separate thce from Me’ ”  (op. cit., chap. 27).

Blesscd Ravmond of Capua, in writing of the spiritual marriage of St. Catherine 
of Siena, says that it seems to him to be a confirmation in divine grace, with the 
ring as its pledge, and that God irequcntlv reveals to His predestined ones that they 
will persevere in His love and grace. It is because God wishcs these souls to combat 
in a corrupt world that Catherine, although a woman, had to be an apostle. Tauler 
writes in his histitutions (chap. 39): “ In the supreme knowledge of God and in the 
perfect delight and union with Him, there is given this certitude of eternal bliss. 
Those who rcach this state can confidently sav with the Apostle: ‘For I am sure 
that neither death, nor life, . . . nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us 
from the love of God’ ” (Rom. 8:38). According to St. Thomas (Opusc. 61, chap.
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exemption from the pains of purgatory, for these souls are found to 
bc so pure here on earth that, when the bonds of matter are loosed, 
thcy can fly directly to the face-to-face vision of God. On the 
othcr hand, the ceaseless light which they enjoy and the stahility 
of the pact of the spiritual marriage constitute to a high degree that 
“ special revelation” which the Council of Trent speaks o f.* 82 The 
H oly Spirit Himself comes to these souls to give them testimony that 
thcy are the sons o f God and, if sons, heirs also.83

The activity which such souls manifest is infinite and truly divine. 
One such soul is sometimes able in a few  years’ time to effect a gen- 
eral reform, as we see in the case of St. Bernard, St. Dominic, St. 
Francis, St. Hyacinth, St. Anthony of Padua, St. Vincent Ferrer. 
Consider also St. Catherine of Siena, who lived a life of sickness and 
dicd at the age of thirty-three. Yet she was quick to go to Avignon 
or to Rome, or Pisa, or Florence, or wherever the good of the 
Church, the salvation o f souls, or private or public need called her. 
Her nighrs were spent in prayer and by day she visited hospitals, 
consoling the afflicted, converting sinners, and finding a remedy 
for ali manner of evils and adversities. She wrote divine books and 
dictated to four secretaries at once on matters as grave as they were

13), these enraptured souls, closely United with God, are able to experience this 
firm security even now.

The eternal Father said to St. Magdalen of Pazzi: “The knowledge and love of 
M y divine essence unite the soul to Me in so inseparable a manner that it can say 
with St. Paul: ‘Who will separate me from the charity of Christ?’ ”  (CEuvres, Part 
IV , chap. 19.) St. Rose of Lima solemnly affirmed to the ecclesiastical judges who 
were deputed to examine her spiritual life that she seemed to be confirmed in grace 
and certain of never losing God. On other occasions she not only showed herself 
certain of salvation but likewise convinced that she would not liave to suffer even 
an instant in purgatory. These are the great souls whom God, by a special grace, 
preserves and maintains in His love in such a way that they are beyond the possi- 
bility of ever being lost. (See St. Francis de Sales, The Love of God, Part IV, 
chap. 1.)

82 Sess. VI, can. 9.
83 The author of Las Nueve Pe nas (chap. 13) asks: “Who can doubt that souls 

such as these are certain of eternal happiness? Once they have become ohe thing 
with God, who can separate them from Him? God will not permit them to fall 
into the hands of the enemy because they are His dearly beloved. When death frees 
them, they fly straight to heaven. . . . They leave this life already purified and 
there remains nothing for them to expiate. . . . They are in no danger because of 
their contact with the world, for they are free from ali servile fear. They fear 
neither torments nor death nor persecutions. They have only a filial fear of not 
pleasing God enough or of not serving Him as they desire to do. . . . They deplore 
the blindness of men and the evils in the Church, and this sorrow is one of their 
greatest crosses, for it tears at their heart and brings them to the point of death.”
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varied, sending dircctives to popes and kings, princes and prelates, 
rcligious and marricd pcrsons, and ali these in a correct and elegant 
style, although slie had never learned how to read.

Consider St. Teresa o f Avila, who erected numerous monasteries 
in a fevv years and wrote her admirable treatises on the mystical life; 
and the saintly Father Hoyos, who left his retirement and in two 
years’ time traveled the length and breadth of Spain, inflaming it 
with a love for the Sacred Heart of Jesus.84

Those who believe that the contemplative life breeds slothfulness 
should consider these examples.85 T oday this type of life is despised, 
either because of blind ignorance or refined malice. Some apprecia- 
tion is shown for religious institutes of the active life whose humani- 
tarian efforts are quite evident, but some persons would wish to 
choke off the very fountain from which all those benefits flow: that 
contemplation which they despise. W ithout the contemplative 
phase, all activity would be vain, sterile, and dead; it would soon 
degenerate and cease altogether. W h y is it that no great institutes 
which exact heroic self-abnegation are to be found outside of 
Catholicism? And whence comes this heroism if not from the divine 
cnergv which the eternal Father infuses into those recollected souls 
that contemplate and copy in themselves His own infinite perfec- 
rions? 88

84 Practically the same thing occurred towards the end of the nineteenth century 
when the Ven. A. M. Taigi, a poor seamstress and married woman with a large 
family to support and educate, did so much for the good of souls that Pius IX said 
of her that she had been sent by God against the evils of the Church.

85 Weiss, Apologie, IX, n :  “There are some things that happen to saints and to 
no one else; things in which they triumph and all others fail. Filled with confidence 
in God and zeal for His honor, the saints undertake the impossible through obedi- 
cnce and they triumph. . . . They pray as if they had nothing else to do, and vet 
they write books and perform actions of such a kind that one would be tempted to 
believe that they have not a moment for prayer.”

Blosius, Institutions, chap. i: “ Neither contact with men nor external duties pre- 
vent them from remaining always in the presence of God for they have learned 
how to preserve the unity of the spirit amid a multiplicity of things. For that reason 
they enjoy a stable and basic recoilection.”

“Thanks to superior illuminations, activity becomes extremely easy. Everything 
petty, narrow, and human disappears. Fixed on God, aided by Him, and borne by 
I lim, the soul finds a facility for all things and an aptitude which is as habitual as its 
union with God” (an anonymous citation jpven by Sauve, Etats, p. 90).

88 Getino, Vida y Procesos de Fray Luis de Leon , p. 30: “There is no activity 
comparable to that of the soul which contemplates nor any concentration of energy 
contparable to its energy. Neither can history show any persons of an activity ns 
intense as that of those who, buried for a long time in the quiet of contemplation, 
go forth to infect the world, battling against all things and overcoming sot iritii
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N o, the contemplative life w ill not cease nor can it ever cease as 
long as the Church endures.* 87 If  it is torn out of monasteries, it 
withdraws again to the deserts and catacombs, like the glorious lady 
of the Apocalypse who was pursued by the dragon (Apoc. 
12 :6 - 14 ) , and to the intimate retreat of hearts where the kingdom 
of God is and wherein nothing profane can enter.

There is not one of these great souls, however sequestered it may 
be, that is not able to spread the fruit of its activity very far and, 
even in spite o f itself, to difFuse the good odor of its virtues. Amid 
the refined impiety of the beginnings of the last century, an obscure 
German nun, Sister Catherine Emmerich, confined to her house on 
a bed of suffering, exercised a remarkable influence not only on 
those around her, but even at such great distances as Berlin and 
Paris, in spite of her desire to suffer for God in solitude and oblivion. 
Put out of her convent, sick and despondent, she found a remedy 
for the ilis of her neighbor, she healed many who were contrite 
o f heart, she consoled the afflicted and edified the Church by “ root- 
ing out the thorns in the vineyard of the Lord and thus supplying 
for the neglect of many of G od ’s ministers.”

Even when they die, totally unknown, the salutary influence 
of the saints can be perceived from the moment of their death.

and customs. Peter the Hermit, Vincent Ferrer, Catherine of Siena, Teresa of Avila, 
Vincent de Paul, . . . does the vvorld know of any souls of like temperament who 
did not come forth from the oven of contemplation?”

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, II, scct. II, chap. 6, a. 1: “A  man of prayer will do 
more in one year than another will do in his whole life.”

87 Prov. 29:18: “When prophecy shall fail, the pcople shall be scattered abroad.” 
Meric, letter to Lejeune in Manuel mystique: “We shall always find in the Church 

privileged creatures who seem scarcely to live in this world. Their body is raised 
up by the force of their spirit and thcv live in those lofty and mysterious regions 
where their eyes contemplate spcctacles which we do not understand. They breathe 
an atmosphere which makcs them swoon away, and their transfigured soul causes 
to pass through their body certain irradiations which come from God Himself. . . . 
Their profound austeritics astonish the pricst who is charged with their spiritual 
direction. There is nothing that could makc us bettcr understand the blending of 
the incomparablc grandcur of our ministry togethcr with repulsive ugliness of the 
wcakncsscs which opprcss us than the radiant vision of these creatures who, in their 
difficult asccnt, ask assistancc from our hands and leave behind them, in the eyes 
that have contemplated thcin, the imperishable reflection of etemal things.”

For our part, we can never forget the indelible impression we received on seeing 
Mother Mary of the Quecn of the Apostles transfigured, as it were, on her death- 
bed. This blessed servant of God died in the odor of sanctity on the thirteenth of 
August, 1905, at the age of twenty-five. She experienced the intensity of the great 
divine darkness, joining horrible sufferings with an anticipated glory.
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W ho is it but these elevated souls, these “ lightning-rods of heaven,”  
who constrain the arm of divine justice and turn deserved chastise- 
ments into blessings? T h ey placate God and they bring down upon 
their country, indecd upon the whole world, innumerable blessings. 
Their pure and burning love weighs more in the divine balance than 
the perfidy of millions of impious men. T hey are sufficient to war- 
rant that God should look witli favor on the world. W ithout them 
the world would perish through its own wickedness. Those who 
hate the saints, hate themselves.88

Such is the power of these generous souls that, completcly re- 
nouncing ali things earthly and even themselves, they have been 
able to soar on the wings of divine love to the most sublime heights 
of contemplation. One such soul is more pleasing to God and 
is more closely united to Him than thousands or even millions of 
ordinary just souls who, however much they are engaged in good 
works, have not yet succeedcd in divesting themselves of self.89

88 Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, VII, chap. 4, a. 9: “When God bestows such 
grace upon a soul as to raise it to the highest degree of contemplation, he no longer 
refuses it anything; it commonly obtains everything it asks for. If it is requested to 
ask some favour of God, no sooner does it prepare to offer its petition, than it feels 
the Spirit of God carrying it atvay to the contemplation of admirable mysteries, 
in the midst of which it loses it self, thinking no more of the subject of its prayer, 
nor recollecting what it wished to ask; and yet God grants its rcquest, and its de- 
sires are fulfilled without its bestowing anv attention upon them. A  soul that has 
attained to this point of perfection, may singly, by its prayers and merits bcfore 
God, uphold a whole religious order or a whole kingdom.”

“ If these souls,” says the author of Leis Naeve Peiias (loc. cit.), are few in num- 
ber, they are great in merit. Upon them, as upon solid pillars, God rests His Church. 
Without them Christianity would perish and the devii would gather the entire 
world into his net. . . . One such soul that lives in this lofty height is more loved 
by God and more useful to Christian society than a thousand others who serve it 
by follovving their own inclinations. . . . They are so dear to God and they so 
greatly enjoy His favor that if one of them should ask something of God and the 
rest of Christians should ask the contrary, that one would be heard preferably. . . . 
Oh how' much better ali things would be in the Church if men in their difficulties 
w'ould take counsel of these servants of God whom God filis with so much love 
and light! But the world is so blind and so indifferent to truth that these saints in 
w hom the Holy Spirit dvvells are oppressed, scorned, and despised as the offcast 
of the world.”

Blosius, Inst. spir., IV, no. 2; “God finds more pleasure in any one of them than 
in many other men who are not intimately united to Him.”

8,1 Blcssed Henry Suso, La Uviun Divina, II; “True life of the soul is to die to self 
and to abandon onesclf to God. . . . If you w’ish to be of usc to the whole world, 
disdain all creatures and give yourself entirely to God. . . . When the potencics 
of the soul lose their own activity and when the elements of the body are purified, 
then our faculties reach their full perfection and return to their principle, who is 
God.”
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Such perfcctions shine forth in these privileged souls afrer they 
have passcd beyond the mystical espousal, and they seem to have 
copied so well the image of the God-man, that they portray ex- 
teriorly certain glorious, if not divine, attributes.80 Since God is 
activity by essence, H e gives these souls mysterious powers which 
supplement their natural weakness and even make up for the lack 
of health or sleep. Thus wc see that whenever duty or charity called 
her, St. Catherine of Siena immediately lost her fever and rose to 
make long journeys and perform grcat works. She would pass month 
after month engaged in intense activity, with scarcely any food or 
sleep, for oftcn she took no food othcr than the Eucharist and only 
fifteen minutes of rest, and that on her knecs. Similar things took 
place in the lives of many other saints, and some of them wcre even 
more amazing; for example, the amount of time spent in sleep by 
St. Ludwina over a period of thirty-five years was equivalent to 
only one full night of sleep.91

Blosius, Inst. spir., chap. i: “ It is certain that those who give themselves to God 
without measure and let Him work in thcm, are rnuch belovcd by Him and in a 
short time they bring more good to the Church than they could bring who have not 
yet reached that union.”

Sauvc, Et ais mystiques, pp. 60 ff.: “In these higher States in which the soul seems 
idle, it is incomparably more active and more influential in the Church. VVhcn God 
works in the soul, it is not to diminish its activity, but to perfcct it. These souls are 
the help of the World, and one of thcm can rcap more blcssings and give more glory 
to God than a multitudo of ordinary souls. When such souls are not dealing directly 
with their ncighbors, they are praying for thcm. They are for God the means of 
edifving His Church.”

Lejeune, Mavuel mystique, p. 27: “ After the apostlcs and martvrs, it is the con- 
templatives who constitute the power and fccunditv of the Church. The remark- 
able flowering of Christianity in the fourth ccntun' coincides with the cpoch of the 
fathers in the desert. . . . The deparrurc from the dontain of the active life, far 
from bcing a source of weakness, is a principlc of growth for that vital force by 
which the Church lives. Becausc this law or history has bccn forgotten and the 
proper emphasis has not been placcd on contemplation, many of the efforts and 
sacrifices of our centurv are sterile and futile.”

00 St. Basii, De Spiritu S.mcto, IX: "Just as hodies are made brilliant and shining 
by contact with the sun’s rays and bccomc grcatly illumincd, . . . so souls are moved 
and illumined by the 1 lolv Gliost and they manifest themselves as spiritual and 
send forth their grace to others. . . . Hcnce this is a likeness to God and, what is 
far beyond compare, you are made god.”

Terricn, op. cit., I, 344: “ In the splendor of the transfigurarion of the body of 
our Lord, the brilliance came from within, like a revelation of His divinitv which 
lay beneath the appearancc of our miseries. So also, the unusual prerogatives which 
we admire in the saints are the expansion and extenial irradiarion o f the mvstery 
which is worked in the depth of ali sanctificd souls.”  See The Lwirig Flante, stanza 7.

91 St. Nicholas of Flue took no food or drink for twenty successive vcars, cxcept 
the reception of the Eucharist. This miracle was subjectcd to a scrupulous exantina-
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Often they radiate a heavcnly light and penetrate the depths of 
one’s hcart. B y a spiritual sense of smell they can distinguish the 
sinner and even the sins which make the sinner repulsive.82 B y  a 
spiritual sense of touch or by a simple glance they can, through a 
mysterious attraction, identify objects which are sacred or blessed.* 93 
T h ey  are sometimes gifted with vision from a distance, the discern- 
ment of spirits, or agility and levitation of the body so that in their 
raptures the body ascends into the air or is drawn to the place 
where the Blessed Sacrament is reserved. There they remain, in a 
brilliant and fiery light which does not burn their clothing. And

tion even during the life of the saint and it is acccpted as an incontestahle fact even 
by Protestant historians such as Mulier. St. Nicholas received from the Eucharist a 
strength so great that his vigor was renewed and he felt no need for food or drink. 
In spite of this total abstinence, he undertook long journeys for the spiritual conso- 
lation of his countrymen and daily had to answer the questions of the many' people 
who came to consuit him in his hermitage. He became known as the prophet of 
Switzerland. Once vvhen, under obedience, he took a piece of bread, he was seized 
with such a violent fit of vomiting that his very life seemed to be in danger. He was 
never again subjccted to such a severe trial.

In the same way St. Cathcrine of Siena suffered extreme anguish whenever she 
was obliged to take anything, even a bit of bread or cooked vegetable, and there 
were long periods when her only nourishment was the Blessed Sacrament. Some
times the mere sight of the host or of a priest who had just celebrated Mass would 
produce in her the same efTects as food. Blessed Angela of Foligno passed twelve 
vears with no food other than the Eucharist, which had a special flavor which was 
so dclicious that there was nothing to which she could compare it. Lastly, St. Rose 
of Lima also experienced this same thing in her life. On entering the church, she 
would bc so weak that she could hardly stand, but after Communion she would 
become resplendent and appear like an angel. She would be so invigorated by the 
Eucharist that she could return horne with an agile pace.

02 Our Lord said to St. Catherine of Siena, “ I shall give thee My supernatural 
light which will enable thee to see the beauty or ugliness of the souls that you meet. 
Thy interior senses will perceive the state of these souls, just as thy external senses 
can perceive the condition of their bodies. And this will be so not only with the 
people with whom thou dost actually come in contact, but with all those whose 
salvation is the object of thy solicitude and prayers, though they be absent from 
thee or thou hast never seen them.”

93 VVciss, A p o lo g ie , V, 466: “The lives of the saints are filled with such things. 
Everything holv, every place or object that has been in contact with sanedty, ap- 
pears to them illuinined with a light so resplendent that by comparison the sun 
itself is obscure. . . . On entering a church they sense immediately the exact spot 
where the Eucharist is reserved. . . . They distinguish holy water from that which 
is not blessed, just as easily as we can distinguish water from wine. They know 
which host is consecrated and which is not; they can identify true relies and they 
can teli whether the remains in a tomb are of one who is among the elect of God 
or of one who is not now in the bosom of the Father. They can sense whethei a 
person is in the state of grace, whether there are hidden sins on his soul, or whotlu 1 
the sins have been taken away by the sacrament of penance. (See the manv r 111111 
ples in Gorres, M istica , II, 83-105; St. Brigid's R evelation s, pp. rt, 87; Life ol '1  
Catherine of Siena by Blessed Raymond; Catherine Emmerich, Life, ct<\)"
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when they once more descend to where they were, they seem to 
hear the soft brushing of antrcls’ wings.94 So far as they have restorcd 
order and returned to tlieir original stare, these souls recover con- 
trol over nature. T h ey  calnr the elements, they subduc vvild beasts 
and even bring them into their scrvice and, finally, tliey exert a 
boundlcss influcnce on souls.

T hey are so enrichcd with the power of their beloved Savior and 
they bear so faithful a copy of His image that this likeness some- 
times is manifested in their countcnance and their whole appear- 
ance. The contcmporaries of St. Dominic and those o f St. Francis 
de Sales were amazed to sce in them the living image of our Lord. It 
was once said about St. Catherine of Siena, “ Is it she or is it Jesus 
Christ?”  so much did she resemble I lim. So great was the power. 
scrcnity, and majesty of this wonderful saint that it is not surprising 
that when an impassioned crowd of Florcntines sought to kill her, 
they lost their ferocity as soon as they saw her. Instead of hatred, 
there were respeet and veneration.

Nature itsclf, instead of perishing as a resuit o f the difficult trials 
to which it is subjected, comes forth the gainer, for it becomes 
purified and regenerated in the likeness of what it was in the days 
of its innocence. Therefore, when the great friends of God corne 
forth as living copies of the divine Mode!, each one retains his 
individual character, for instead of losing their pcrsonal qualities. 
these individual notes are enriched through sanctification.9"' W ho

94 While in this state of suspension in the air, the saints are moved by the slight- 
est breeze, like the lightest feather. It sometinies blows them to a great distancc, 
as happened in the case of Vencrable Mary Agreda and many other mysties. At 
other times they are lifted to inacccssible hcights. “ W hen I was charged with the 
duty of sncrisran,” writes Catherine Emmerich, “ I felt mysclf suddenlv transported. 
I rose to the highcst point of tiic church, above the cornices, facadc, and framework 
of the structure to which it scemcd humanly impossiblc to climh. I clcaned and ar- 
ranged evervthing there, and it secmcd to me that good spirits elevated and sus- 
tained me.” The sanie thing happened to St. Magdalen of Pazzi. Father Weiss States 
(A p o lo g ie , Vol. X, chap. 25): “W e should not l>e surprised that Christina Mirabilis 
and St. Joseph of Cumpertino were ablc to rest like birds on the very tip of a tree 
or walk upon the waters; that St. Raymond of Pennafort could cross the sea on 
his cappa; that St. Catherine of Siena scarcely touched the stairs when she ascended 
or descended or that during her ccstasics she restcd upon a basket of eggs without 
breaking them; that Blessed Amadeus passed rapidly over the snow without leaving 
any traces. No, one should not bc amazed at these things if he remembers that in 
these souls lived the Spirit of Him who not only walked on the waves, but exempted 
St. Peter from the law of gravitv and supported him on the waters.”

95 Weiss, op. cit., Vol. X , chap. 24: “ In the life of each saint we sec shine forth 
as in a mirror the character of the people to which that saint belongs, just as we
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does not admire the delicacy o f feeling and the peculiarly Italian 
nicety of St. Catherine of Siena? In her great fondness for children 
and flowers, she never tired of embracing and fondling children 
whom she happened to meet in the streets, however dirty they may 
have been, and she always cultivated her own little garden. O f the 
exquisite sentiments of St. Teresa of Avila we need not speak, for 
everyone knows and admires them. W ho does not see in this glorious 
heroine a model of perfect Spanish womanhood? W ho can help 
but see the Spanish woman there transfigured by grace? Only the 
saints can be perfect men and truly great men because in them 
alone is nature restored to its primitive integrity. T h ey alone realize 
in themselves the Creator’s idea at the same time that they are 
configured to the image o f the W ord.* 90

A P P E N D IX

I .  COM PARISON B E T W E E N  TH E SP IR IT U A L M a RRIAGE AND THE

M y s t ig a l  E s p o u s a l

Interior Castle, seventh mansions, chap. 2:

There is the same diffcrence bctween the Spiritual Betrothal and the 
Spiritual Marriage as there is betvveen two bctrothed persons and two 
who are unitcd so that they cannot be scparated any more.

As I have alrcady said, one makcs thcse comparisons because there are 
no other appropriate oncs, yet it must be rcalized that the Betrothal has 
no more to do with the body than if the soul were not in the body, and 
were nothing but spirit. Betwecn the Spiritual Marriage and the body

can see reflccted in the lakcs of a country the color of its sky and the shape of its 
mountains.”

Caussade, A ban don m en t to D iv in e  P ro v id en ce , Book II, chap. 4, section 5: “Only 
grace can impress this supcrnatural character, which is appropriate to, and adopts 
itself to each person. This is never learnt frotn books . . . but . . .  is the effect of 
a special inspiration.”

90 There is a notable difiference betwecn the true greatness of the saints and that 
of those who are esteemed as great. The lattcr appear great only from afar, but the 
saints are great both near and far. “Though he may be great in the estimation of 
the multitude and of those who witness only the exterior results of his labors, the 
great man is often petty in the eyes of those who are nearest him and who see the 
weakncsscs of his character. . . . But the saint is holiest of ali in the eyes of those 
who live with him and who are witnesses to his hidden virtues, his unknown ten- 
derness, his valor before God, and his secrct influence over souls. The saint is 
charged to confuse the ignorance and dissipate the prejudices of those who disdain 
him” (Joly, P sycb . des saints, chap. 1).
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there is even less connection, for this secret union takes place in the 
deepest centre of the soul, which must be where God Himself dwells, and 
I do not think there is any nced of a door by which to enter it. . . . This 
instantaneous communication of God to the soul is so great a secret and 
so sublime a favour, and such delight is felt by the soul, that I do not 
know with what to compare it, beyond saying that the Lord is pleased 
to manifest to the soul at that moment the glory that is in Heaven, in a 
sublimer manner than is possible through any vision or spiritual consola- 
tion. It is impossible to say more than that, as far as one can understand, 
the soul (I mean the spirit of this soul) is made one with God, Who, be- 
ing likewise a Spirit, has been pleased to reveal the love that He has for 
us by showing to ccrtain persons the extent of that love, so that we may 
praise His greatness. For He has been pleased to unite Himself with His 
creature in such a way that they have become like two who cannot be 
separated from one another: even so He will not separate Himself from 
her.

The Spiritual Betrothal is different: here the two persons are fre- 
quently separated, as is the case with union, for, although by union is 
meant the joining of two things into one, each of the two, as is a matter 
of common observation, can be separated and rcmain a thing by itself. 
This favour of the Lord passes quickly, and afterwards the soul is de- 
prived of that companionship—I mean so far as it can understand. In this 
other favour of the Lord it is not so: the soul remains ali the time in that 
centre with its God. W e might say that union is as if the ends of two wax 
candles were joined so that the light they give is one: the wicks and the 
wax and the light are all one; yet afterwards the one candle can be per- 
fectly well separated from the other and the candles become two again, 
or the wick may be withdrawn from the wax. But here it is like rain fall- 
ing from the heavens into a river or a spring; there is nothing but water 
there and it is impossible to divide or separate the water belonging to the 
river from that which feli from the heavens. Or it is as if a tiny streamlet 
enters the sea, from which it will find no way of separating itself, or as 
if in a room there were two large Windows through which the light 
streamed in: it enters in different places but it all becomes one.

Perhaps when St. Paul says: “ He who is joined to God becomes one 
spirit with Him” (I Cor. 6:17) he is referring to this sovercign Marriage, 
which presupposes the entrance of His Majesty into the soul by union. 
And he also says: 11 Mihi vivere Christus est, mori lucrum” (Phil. 1 :2 1 : 
“ For to me, to live is Christ; and to die is gain” ). This, I think, the soul 
may say here, for it is here that the little butterfly to which we have re-
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ferred dies, and with the greatest joy, because Christ is now its life.
This, with the passage of time, becomes more evident through its ef- 

fects; for the soul clearly understands, by certain secret aspirations, 
that it is endowed with life by God. Very often these aspirations are so 
vehement that what they teach cannot possibly be doubted: though they 
cannot be described, the soul expericnces them very forcibly. One can 
only say that this feeling is produced at times by certain delectable words 
which, it seems, the soul cannot help uttering, such as: “ O life of my life, 
and sustenance that sustaineth me!” and things of that kind. . . .  It be
comes evident that there is someone in the interior of the soul who sends 
forth these arrows and thus gives life to this life, and that there is a sun 
whence this great light proceeds, which is transmitted to the faculties in 
the interior part of the soul. The soul, as I have said, neither moves from 
that centre nor loses its peace, for He who gave His peace to the Apostles 
when they were all together can give peace to the soul.

“ T he Bride has entered into the pleasant garden of her desire,
And at her pleasure rests, her neck reclining on the gentle arms of 

the Beloved”  (Spiritual Canticle, st. 22).

In explaining this stanza of the Canticle, St. John of the Cross 
writes:

The soul does not come to this garden of complete transformation 
(which is the joy and delight and glory of the Spiritual Marriage) with- 
out first passing through the Spiritual Betrothal and through the mutual 
and loyal love of those that are betrothed. For, after the soul has been for 
some time the Bride of the Son of God, in love which is sweet and per- 
fect, God calls her and sets her in this His flowering garden for the con- 
summation of this most happy estate of marriage with Him, wherein is 
effccted such union of the two natures and such communication of the 
Divine nature to the human, that, while neither of them changes its being, 
each of them appears to be God.

For the whole desire and aim of the soul, and that of God in all the 
works of the soul, is the consummation and perfection of this estate, 
whcrefore the soul never rests until she reaches Him; for in this estate 
she finds much greater abundance and fullness of God, and a peace more 
sure and stable, and a sweetness more perfect without compare than in 
the Spiritual Betrothal, since she is now placed in the arms of such a 
Spouse, Whose close spiritual embrace the soul habitually feels—a truc 
embrace, by means whereof the soul lives the life of God.
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2 . In t im a t e  C o m m u n icatio ns

Interior Castle, seventh mansions, chap. i :

Our good God now desires to remove the scales from the eyes of the 
soul, so that it may see and understand somcthing of the favour which 
He is granting it, although He is doing this in a strangc manner. It is 
brought into this Mansion by means of an intellectual vision, in which, 
by the representation of the truth in a particular way, the Most Holy 
Trinity reveals Itself, in all three Persons. First of ali the spirit becomes 
enkindled and is illumined, as it were, by a cloud of the greatest bright- 
ness. It sees these three Persons, individually, and yet, by a wonderful 
kind of knowledge which is givren to it, the soul realizes that most 
certainly and truly all these three Persons are one Substance and one 
Power and one Knowledge and one God alone; so that what we hold by 
faith the soul may be said here to grasp by sight, although nothing is seen 
by the eyes, either of the body or of the soul, for it is no imaginary vision. 
Here all three Persons communicate Themselves to the soul and speak to 
the soul and explain to it those words which the Gospel attributes to the 
Lord—namely, that He and the Father and the Holy Spirit will come to 
dwell with the soul which lovcs Him and keeps His commandments.

Oh, God help me! What a difference there is between hearing and be- 
lieving these words and being led in this way to realize how true they 
are! Each day this soul wonders more, for she feels that they have ne ver 
left her, and perceives quite clearly, in the way I have described, that 
they are in the interior of her heart—in the most interior place of all and 
in its greatest depths. So although, not being a learned person, she can- 
not say how this is, she feels within hcrsclf this Divine companionship.

This may lead you to think that such a person will not remain in pos- 
session of her senses but will be so completely absorbed that she will be 
able to fix her mind upon nothing. But no: in all that belongs to the 
Service of God she is more alert than before; and, when not otherwise 
occupied, she rests in that happv companionship. Unless her soul fails 
God, He will never fail, I bclieve, to give her the most certain assurance 
of His Presence. She has great confidence that God will not leave her, 
and that, having granted her this favour, He will not allow her to lose it.

The person already referred to found herself better in every way; 
however numerous were her trials and business worries, the essential part 
of her soul seemed never to move from that dwelling-place. So in a sense 
she felt that her soul was divided; and when she was going through great 
trials, shortly after God had granted her this favour, she complained of 
her soul, just as Martha complained of Mary. Sometimes she would say
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that it was doing nothing but enjoying itself in that quietness, while she 
herself was left with ali her trials and occupations so that she could not 
keep it company.

You will think this absurd, daughters, but it is what actually happens. 
Although of course the soul is not really divided, what I have said is not 
fancy, but a very common experience. As I was saying, it is possible to 
make observations concerning interior matters and in this way we know 
that there is some kind of diffcrence, and a very definite one, between 
the soul and the spirit, although they are both one. So subtle is the divi- 
sion perceptible between them that sometimes the opcration of the one 
seems as different from that of the other as are the respective joys that 
the Lord is plcased to give them.

3. T h e  H a b itu a l  S ta te  of Pe r fe c t  Souls

Blessed H enry Suso asks (Eternal Wisdom, chap. 33) how the 
just man who has abandoned himself to God should live among 
men, and the eternal Wisdom answers:

The just man is dead to self, to his defects, and to ali created things. 
He is humble in his dealings with ali and he gladly places himself beneath 
his fellow-men. In the abyss of the Divinity he understands what he 
ought to do and he accepts ali things as they are and as God wishes. He is 
free under the law bccause he fulfills Aly will through love, without fear 
or apprehcnsion. . . . His whole activity consists in total abandonment 
of self to God. . . . Working in this way, he rests in God and thus he 
works in a marvelous manner because that abandonment is a perfect act 
of love and virtue. He lives familiarly with ali, without retaining the 
image or remembrance of anyone. He loves them without attachment 
and he comforts them in their trials without anxiety or uneasiness. . . . 
His praver is most efficacious because it comes from the spirit. He care- 
fully examines his interior to see whether there is there any obstacle of 
attachment or self-interest which weans him from God. Alienating him
self from everything and ridding his senses of every human concept and 
attachment, he offers pure prayers, forgetful of self and thinking only 
of the glorv of God and the salvation of souls. Ali his higher faculties 
are fillcd with a divine light which testify that God is his life, his bcing, 
and his entire good; that God works in him and that he is only God’s in- 
strument, adorer, and cooperator. As to external practices, he eats, slceps, 
and takes care of the necessitics of iife as do other men, but interiorly, he 
neither eats, nor sleeps, nor bothers with the needs of his body. . . . 11<- 
speaks but little and that with ali simplicity; his conversation is ulwuys
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kind and vvhatever he says proceeds from him without asperity. His 
senses remain calm and peaceful. . . . When they weaken, these souls 
have opinions just as other men do, but whcn they are raised above self 
to God, who is the supreme Truth, they live in the plenitude of knowl- 
edge and can never be deceived for then they appropriate nothing to 
themselves nor arrogate to self what comes from God. . . .  As long as 
they do not completely divest themselves of self, they experience the 
torment of the possession of self; . . . but he who is not concerned with 
self, but remains cntirely abandoned to God, enjoys a life that is tranquil 
and unchangeable. One does not arrive at these hidden truths by study- 
ing and asking questions, but only by abandoning himself in ali humility 
to God.

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, II, chap. 19:

The fervent man wants nothing, knows nothing, desires nothing. Not 
desiring anything, he desires all things; not knowing anvthing, he knows 
all things. . . . He finds God in all things, and in all things he sees a 
means of being united to God. All men secm to him good and holy, and 
he deems them to be far more just and pcrfect than himself. He pities 
their mistakes; he carefully avoids their defects. I Ic loves solitude, but he 
takes plcasure in the crowd whcn it is asscmbled for holy exercises. He 
endures injuries paticntly and he swcetcns bitterness by his meekness and 
goodness.

Tauler, lnstitutions, chap. 37;

If a person could have the wisdom to know these friends of God, to 
be familiar with them, and to fulfill pcrfectly whatever they ask or com- 
mand, with what sanity and sanctity he would live! When they ask any
thing of God, they acquire it with little effort. But no one knows them 
well but those who are like to them. . . . Certainly they are not known 
by those whosc hearts are weighcd down with earthly things. Whatever 
they have and are is dccply hidden in the depth of their souls, and for 
that reason the exterior man cannot penetrate them. . . . Their sanctity 
raises them above every form and fantasy. . . . These souls have no 
exercise or manner of acting which is singular, and for that reason those 
who follow singular methods do not recognize these holy souls and they 
repute them as unworthy men. Finally, their exercises surpass any expla- 
nation by words, and those who strive to measure their lives by their 
speech are ordinarily very much deceived. . . . But though these 
friends of God are unknown and disdained by the world, they see and 
know the world very well. They know full well to what vices and sins
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it is subject and what a horrible judgment threatens the world if it is not 
converted and does not abandon its evil ways. All this is a source of 
greatest distress for the friends of God, and there is nothing that afflicts 
them more. They are always attentive to the present moment and they 
do not look to the past with an unwarrantcd solicitude nor are they un- 
duly occupied with the future. They see God in all things, both great 
and small, and they do not live under the law in servile fear, for what 
other men do through the constraint of obcdience, these souls do through 
pure love of God by a spontaneous resignation and that more humbly 
and with greater security. . . . Their evcry action is a continual resigna
tion and in their work they remain interiorly dctached and free to attend 
ceaselessly to God. They associate with the rest of men without any im- 
pression being made in their minds; they love the rest of men without 
any undue affection or attachment; and they pity the rest of men with
out any anxiety or disquiet.

Then a certain light is infuscd into the higher faculties by which they 
are instructed that God is their essence, life, and operation and that they 
are merely the adorers of that solemn Majesty. Outwardlv they eat and 
sleep and drink, but according to their interior aspirations it is as if they 
did none of these things for they eat and drink and sleep only for the 
glory of God. For God they do all things. They apply themselves to few 
methods or external exercises; they use few words, and these are meas- 
ured and simple. In their conversation they seek absolute honesty. . . . 
But all these friends of God do not live the same kind of life. Some live 
according to one type of life and others according to another. . . . Yet 
all of them persevere in the same essential profundity and interior depth 
and if, while they were in themselves, they had any opinions or ideas of 
their own, when they passed over to God they abandoned all opinion for 
now they know the truth with certitude and they take nothing at all as 
belonging to themselves.

4. T he L if e  of th e  S oul in  t h e  S pir itu a l  M arriage

Interior Castle, seventh mansions, chap. 3:

As we are saying, then, this little buttcrfly has now died, full of joy at 
liaving found rest, and within lier lives Christ. Let us see what her new 
life is like, and how different it is from her earlier one, for it is by the 
cffects which resuit from this prayer that we shall know if what has becn 
said is true. As far as I can understand, the effects are these.

First, there is a self-forgetfulness which is so complete that it really 
secms as though the soul no longer cxisted, because it is such that sh< Ini-.
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neithcr knowledge nor remembrance that there is cither hcaven or life or 
honour for her, so entirely is she employed in secking the honour of God. 
It appears that the words which His Majesty addressed to her have pro- 
duced their effect—namely, that she must take care of His Business and 
He will take care of hers. And thus, happen what may, she does not mind 
in the least, but lives in so strange a state of forgetfulness that, as I say, 
she seems no longer to exist, and has no desire to exist—no, absolutely 
none—save when she realizes that she can do something to advance the 
glory and honour of God, for which she would gladly lay down her life.

Do not understand by this, daughters, that she neglects to eat and slcep 
(though having to do this is no little torment to her), or to do anything 
which is made incumbent on her by her profession. We are talking of 
interior matters: as regards exterior ones there is little to be said. Her 
great grief is to see that ali she can do of her own strength is as nothing. 
Anything that she is capable of doing and knows to be of service to Our 
Lord she would not fail to do for any reason upon carth.

The second effect produced is a great desire to suffer, but this is not 
of such a kind as to disturb the soul, as it did previously. So extreme is 
her longing for the will of God to be done in her that whatever His 
Majesty does she considers to be for the Best: if He wills that she should 
suffer, well and good; if not, she does not worry hcrself to death as she 
did before.

When these souls are persecuted again, they have a great interior joy, 
and much more peace than in the state dcscribcd above. They bear no 
enmity to those who ill-treat them, or desire to do so. Indeed they con- 
ceive a spccial love for them, so that, if they see them in some trouble, 
they are deeply grieved and would do anything possible to relieve them; 
they love to commend them to God, and they would rejoice at not being 
given some of the favours which His Majesty bestow's upon them if their 
enemies might have them instead and thus be prevented from offending 
Our Lord.

What surprises me most is this. You have already seen what trials and 
afflictions these souls have suffered bccause of their desire to die and thus 
to enjoy Our Lord. They have now' an equally strong desire to serve 
Him, and to sing His praise, and to help some soul if they can. So what 
they desire now is not merely not to die but to live for a great many years 
and to suffer the severest trials, if by so doing they can become tjie means 
whereby the Lord is praised, even in the smallcst thing. If they knew for 
certain that, on leaving the body, they would have fruition of God, their 
attitude would not be affected, nor is it altered when they think of the 
glory which belongs to the saints, for they do not desire as yet to attain
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this. Their conception of glory is of being able in some way to help the 
Crucified, especiallv when they see how often people offend Him and 
how few there are who really care about His honour and are detached 
from everything else.

True, they somctimes forget this, turn with tender longing to the 
thought of enjoying God and desire to escape from this exile, especially 
when they see how little they are doing to serve Him. But then they turn 
back and look within themselves and remember that they have Him with 
them continually: and they are content with this and offer His Majesty 
their will to live as the most costly oblation they can give Him. They 
are no more afraid of dcath than they would be of a gentle rapture. The 
explanation of this is that it is He who gave the soul those earlicr desires, 
accompanicd by such excessive torment, that now it gives it these othcrs.

In short, the desires of these souls are no longcr for consolations or 
favours, for they have with them the Lord Himself and it is His Majesty 
Who now lives in them. His life, of course, was nothing but a continual 
torment and so He is making our life the same, at lcast as far as our desires 
go. In other respects, He treats us as weaklings, though He has ample 
fortitude to give us when He sees that we necd it. These souls have a 
marked detachmcnt from everything and a desire to be always either 
alone or busy with something that is to some soul’s advantage. They have 
no aridities or interior trials but a rcmembrance of Our Lord and a tender 
love for Him, so that they would like never to be doing anything but 
giving Him praise. When the soul is negligent, the Lord Himself awakens 
it in the way that has been described, so that it sees quite clearly that this 
impulse, or whatever it is called, proceeds from the interior of the soul.

The difference bctween this Mansion and the rest has already been 
explained. There are hardly any periods of aridity or interior disturbance 
in it which at one time or another have occurred in ali the rest, but the 
soul is almost always in tranquillity. It is not afraid that this sublime 
favour may be counterfeited by the devii but retains the unwavering 
certainty that it comes from God.

So tranquilly and noiselesslv does the Lord teach the sou! in this state 
and do it good that I am reminded of the building of Solomon’s temple, 
during which no noise could be heard; just so, in this temple of God, in 
this Mansion of His, He and the soul alone have fruition of each other in 
the deepest silence. There is no reason now for the understanding to srir, 
or to seek out anything, for the Lord Who created the soul is now pleascd 
to calm it and would have it look, as it were, through a little chink, nt 
what is passing. Now and then it loses sight of it and is unablc to scc any 
thing; but this is only for a very brief time. The faculties, I think, are
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not lost here; it is merely that they do not work but seem to be dazed.
And I am quite dazed myself when I observe that, on reaching this 

state, the soul has no more raptures . . . save very occasionally, and even 
then it has not the same transports and flights of the spirit. These raptures, 
too, happen only rarely, and hardly ever in public as they very often did 
before. Nor have they any connection, as they had before, with great 
occasions of devotion; if we see a devotional imaoe or hear a sermon, it is 
almost as if we had heard nothing, and it is the same with music. Pre- 
viously, the poor little butterfly was always so worried that everything 
frightened her and made her fly away. But it is not so now, whether be- 
cause she has found her rest, or because the soul has seen so much in this 
Mansion that it can be frightened at nothing, or because it no longer has 
that solitude which it was wont to have, now that it is enjoying such 
companionship.

5 . CONDITIONS AND SlG N S OF TH E S p IRITUAL M a RRIAGE

Since it is usually difficult to distinguish the habitual state of the 
spiritual marriage from some of the phases preceding it, we think 
it advisable to list the following indications whereby the mystical 
marriage can be identified. These things were written by an unlct- 
tered mystic who by 1907 had already spent three years in that 
blessed state of marriage.

Conditions for spiritual marriage: “ First, that the soul be called 
to it by G od; secondly, that the soul work without ceasing, by all 
the means at its disposal, to achieve as soon as possibe the death of 
all its appetites . . . and all its passions. When this has been ac- 
complished, the soul should root out all self-will and private judg- 
ment until it dies to self in all things. For unless it dies to all things, 
it can never attain intimate friendship with the most tender of all 
lovers. . . . Our Lord, enamored of souls, will celebrate the nup- 
tials with no soul in this life until that soul has died to all things—  
to things and creatures, whether of heaven or of earth, and to all its 
appetites. . . . This jealous Lord cannot tolerate any affection for 
created things in the heart of His beloved. So much does He desire 
this to be so that He wills that they have no attachment even for 
sanctity itself and He expressly forbids it. . . .97 H e does not cele-

97 St. Francis de Sales, T h e  L o v e  o f  G o d ,  Bk. IX, chap. 16: “The same God who 
makes us desire virtues, takcs from us the affection for virtnes and spiritual exercises 
so that with more tranquillity, purity, and simplicity we may desire nothing but
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brate the nuptials with any creature if He sees that it has not yct 
acquired the habit of ali that has just been stated; for in the question 
of love, He will not tolerate the slightcst attachment. It is His domi- 
nant passion to be the sole objcct of ali the affections of the heart 
and soul of the one He has chosen for His bride. VVhen ali this has 
been donc and when the habit has been acquired, the nuptials are 
celebrated.

“ Signs accompanying the celebration o f the marriagc: First, the 
entire Blessed Trin ity dwells in the soul as on its throne; secondly, 
the soul experiences a divine transforination which leavcs it entirely 
deified and it feels . . . that the purification and transforination 
which are experienced leave the soul inipeccable, as it were. B y  
means of the secret knowledge which is irnparted to the soul at that 
time, it clearly understands that what it is experiencing, tasting, and 
feeling is an anticipated joy of the happiness of heaven. This is the 
most certain sign of the actuality of the marriage. Thirdly, the soul 
feels that it is continually nourished and enraptured by wisdom and 
love, and tliere are infused into the depth of the soul certain secrets 
of knowledge of our holy religion and the divinity and nature of 
God. N ow  the soul is no longer burned or wounded as it was in the 
espousal . . . but tliere are divine touches which neithcr burn nor 
wound, but only deify.

“ In the spiritual marriagc the soul sees clearly that Ide who gives 
it those intimacies which it rcceives from God is the H oly Ghost, 
its only Master. . . . T he soul never gives Him any other name. 
. . . In the secrecy and solitude of the heart wherein H e dwells, 
the soul breaks into tears of tenderness and calls Him, ‘A ly Master! 
M y M aster!’ ”

Actually, that simple intuition brings with it a ciear idea of the 
divine attributes, of what is proper to cach of the three divine per- 
sons, of the creation and fall o f the angels and man, and of the entire 
marvelous process of our restoration, justiflcation, adoption, and 
deification through the blood of the incarnate W ord.

His divine plcasure. . . . The spouse of the Savior, out of love for Him, has dc- 
spoiled herself of her former affection for spiritual consolations, exercises of devo 
tion, the practice of the virtues, and even for her own advancement in perfcction 
. . . loving ali these things . . . only because the Savior’s name is sanctificd in 
them, His kingdom enriched, and His good pleasure glorified.”
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6. TRAN SFO RM ATIO N  OF THE S o U L  IN  TH E T h REE  D lV IN E  P e RSONS

T h e Spiritual Canticle, stanza 39:

This breathing of the air is a property which the soul says that God 
will give her there, in the communication of the Holy Spirit, Who, as one 
that breathes, raises the soul most sublimely with that His Divine breath, 
and informs and habilitates her, that she may breathe in God the same 
breath of love that the Father breathes in the Son and the Son in the 
Father, which is the same Holy Spirit that God breathes into the soul 
in the Father and the Son, in the said transformation, in order to unite 
her with Himself. For it would not be a true and total transformation if 
the soul were not transformed in the three Persons of the Holy Spirit, in 
a clearly revealed and manifest degree. And this said aspiration of the 
Holy Spirit in the soul, whereby God transforms her into Himself, is 
so sublime and delicate and profound a delight to her that it cannot be 
described by mortal tongue, nor can human understanding as such at- 
tain to any conception of it. For even that which passed in the soul with 
respect to this communication in this temporal transformation cannot 
be described, because the soul united and transformed in God breathes in 
God into God the same Divine breath that God, when she is transformed 
in Him, breathes into her in Himself.

And there is no nced to consider it impossible that the soul should be 
capable of aught so high as to breathe in God as God breathes in her 
after a mode of participation. For since God grants her the favour of 
uniting her in the most Holy Trinity, wherein she becomes deiform and 
God by participation, how is it a thing incrcdible that she should also 
perform her work of understanding, knowlcdge and love—or, rather, 
should have it performed in the Trinity, together with It, like the Trinity 
Itself. This, howevcr, comes to pass by a mode of communication and 
participation, which God effects in the soul herself; for this is to be trans
formed in the three Persons, in powcr and wisdom and love; and herein 
the soul is like to God, for it was to the end that she might come to this 
that He created her in His image and likeness.

And how this comes to pass cannot be known, nor is it possible to ex- 
press it, save by describing how the Son of God obtained for us this high 
estate and granted us to merit this sublime office, of being able to become 
sons of God, as says S. John ( 1 :12 ) .  And thus He prayed to the Father, 
as says the same S. John, saying: Father, I will that they whom Thou 
hast given me be also with iVle where I am, that they may see the bright- 
ness which Thou gavest me (17:24). That is to say, that they may work 
in Us by participation the same work which I do by nature, nainely, may
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breathe the Holy Spirit. And He says further: I pray not, Fathcr, only 
for these that are present, but likewise for those who shall believe in Mc 
through their teaching, that they may all be one and the same thing; so 
that as Thou, Father, art in Me and I am in Thee, even so may they bc 
one and the same thing in Us; and I have given them the brightness which 
Thou hast given Me, that they may be one and the same thing, as We are 
one and the same thing; I in them, and Thou in Me, that they mav be 
perfcct in one; that the world may know that Thou hast sent Me, and 
hast loved them, as Thou hast loved Me; namely, by communicating to 
them the same love as to the Son, though not naturally as to the Son, but, 
as we have said, by unity and transformation of love.

Wherefore souls possess these same blessings by participation as He 
possesses by nature; for which cause they are truly gods by participation, 
equals of God and His companions. Wherefore S. Peter said: Grace and 
peace bc complete and pcrfect in you in the knowledge of God and of 
Jesus Christ our Lord, according as all things are given to us of His divine 
virtue for life and godliness, through the knowledge of Him that has 
called us with His own glory and virtue; whereby Ide has given unto us 
many great and precious promises, that by these things wx may be made 
companions of the Divine nature (i, 2-4). Thus far are the words of S. 
Peter, whercin it is clearly signified that the soul will have participation 
in God Himself, and that it will be performing in Him, in company with 
Him, the work of the Most Holy Trinity, after the manner whereof we 
have spoken by reason of the substantial union between the soul and God.

O souls created for these grandeurs and called thereto! What do ye 
do? Wherein do ye occupy yourselves?

7. H ow  T h ese  Souls G lo rify  G od 

T he L iv iv g  Flame, stanza 3:

For now that these caverns of the faculties are so wonderful, and so 
marvelously infused with the wondrous splendours of those lamps, 
which, as we have said, are burning within them, they are sending back 
to God in God, over and above the surrender of themselves which they 
are making to God, since they are illumined and enkindled in God, those 
same splendours which the soul has received with loving glory; they turn 
to God in God, and become themselves lamps enkindled in the splen
dours of the Divine lamps, giving to the Beloved the same light and heat 
of love that they receive; for in this state, after the same manner as they 
receive, they are giving to Him that receives and has given with the very 
brightness that He gives to them.
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The brightness with which God visits the soul is like to the brightness 
wherewith the understanding receives Divine wisdom and is made one 
with the understanding of God; for one cannot give save in the way 
wherein is given to him. And like to the brightness wherewith the will 
is united in goodness is the brightness wherewith the soul gives to God 
in God the same goodness; for the soul receives it only to give it again.
. . . According to the brightness of the other Divine attributes which 
are here communicated to the soul—fortitude, beauty, justice, etc.—are 
the manners of brightness wherewith the sense, having fruition, is giving 
to its Beloved, in its Beloved—that is to say, giving that same light and 
heat that it is receiving from its Beloved; for, since in this state it has been 
made one and the same thing with Him, it is after a certain manner God 
by participation; for, although this is not so as perfectly as in the next 
life, the soul is, as we have said, as it were a shadow of God. And in this 
way, since the soul, by means of this substantial transformation, is the 
shadow of God, it does in God and through God that which He does 
through Elimself in the soul, in the same way as He does it; for the will 
of these two is one and thus the operation of God and that of the soul are 
one. Therefore, even as God is giving Himsclf to the soul with free and 
gracious will, even so likewise the soul, having a will that is the freer and 
the more generous in proportion as it has a greater degree of union with 
God, is giving God in God to God Himsclf, and thus the gift of the soul 
to God is true and entire. For in this state the soul sees that God truly be- 
longs to it, and that it possesses Him with hereditary possession, with 
rightful ownership, as an adopted child of God, through the grace that 
God gave to it, and it sees that, since He belongs to it, it may give and 
communicate Him to whomsoever it desires of its own will; and thus it 
gives Him to its Beloved, Who is the very God that gave Himself to it. 
And herein the soul pays God ali that it owcs Him; inasmuch as, of its 
own will, it gives as much as it has received of Him.

And since, in making this gift to God, it gives it to the H oly Spirit, 
with voluntary surrender, as that which is Elis own, that He may love 
Elimself therein as Ele merits, the soul has inestimable delight and frui
tion, for it sees that it is giving to God that which is His own and which 
becomes Him according to Elis infinite Being. For, although it is true that 
the soul cannot give God Himself to Himself anew, since He in Himself 
is ever Elimself, yet, in so far as the soul is itself concerned, it gives per
fectly and truly, giving ali that He had given to it, to pay the debt of love. 
And this is to give as he has been given to it, and God is repaid by that gift 
of the soul—yet with less than this He cannot be paid. And this He takes 
with gratitude, as something belonging to the soul that it gives to Him,
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and in that same gift He also lovcs thc soul as it wcre anew, and so at tliis 
time there is formed bctween God and the soul a reciprocal love in tlie 
agreeincnt of the union and surrender of marriage, wherein the posses- 
sions of both, which are the Divine Essence, are possessed by each onc 
freely, by reason of the voluntarv surrender of the one to the other, and 
are possessed likcwise by both together, wherein each savs to the other 
that which thc Son of God said to the Father in S. John, namely: Omnia 
mea tua sunt, et tua mea sunt et clariftcatus sum in eis ( 17 :10 ). That is: 
All My possessions are Thine, and Thine are Mine, and I ani glorified 
in them.

In this wav, the deep caverns of sense, with strange brightness, give 
heat and light together to their Beloved. . . . The soul has three princi- 
pal kinds of love which may be called brightnesses. The first is that the 
soul now loves God, not through itself, but through Himself; which is a 
wondrous brightness, since it loves through the Holy Spirit, even as the 
Father and the Son love One Another, as the Son Himself says, in S. John: 
May the love wherewith Thou hast loved Me be in them and I in them 
(17:26).
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Diversity of the Ways of the Spirit
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N o T  ali mystics pass rhrough the same trials or suffer their trials 
with equal rigor or in the same order. These vary with the state 
and destiny of each soul: what must be purified in them and the 
degree o f sanctity which they are to attain.

Purely contemplative souls are usually subjected especially to 
interior sufferings, such as aridity, obscurity, abandonment. Those 
who are at the same time engaged in the active life, and especially 
in the sacred ministry, are often subjected to exterior trials, such 
as the disturbance and labor that accompany the ministry, persecu- 
tions, calumnies, and a thousand other difficulties. Yet these trials 
are not sent for the obstruction of the vvork of the ministry, but 
rather to render it more fruitful.1 G od is able to give a certain facility 
for enduring these trials and soinetimes Me moderates the interior 
fire of the great impulses and longings of the spirit so that, however 
vehement they may be, they do not manifest themselves outwardly 
nor impede the fulfillment of one’s duties.

Moreover, the child does not need the same purgations as does 
the adult; nor the innocent soul, that has no debts to satisfy nor 
vices to uproot, the same as the penitent, who is laden with debts 
and set in his evil habits. Neither is the same purity required to at
tain the prayer of simple Union as is required for the state of the 
mystical espousal, and so on.

On the other hand, since G od is the absolute Master o f His gifts, 
H e distributes them freely and according to His good pleasure. 
As a consequence no two mystics proceed in exactly the same w ay

1 See G od fn ez, Teologia Mistica, III, chaps. 6- 8.
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or in the same order. Certain innocent souls, that reached the use 
o f reason very early, vvere immediately elevated from childhood or 
infancy to the mystical espousal. Such was the case of the Venerablc 
Micaela Aguirre, a seventeenth-century Dominican nun of Val- 
ladolid, Spain, who was raised to this lo fty state at the age of five 
and whose various trials were intermingled with wonderful favors 
all her life.2

Certain sinners, such as St. M ary Magdalen, St. Paul, and St. 
Augustine, were raised to the heights of contemplation at one stroke, 
but at the same time they endured terrible purgations and were 
prepared for stili greater ones. Thus, Magdalen suffered extremely 
during the Passion; the Apostle, before being baptized and receiving 
the H oly Ghost, passed three days in blindness, owing to the ex- 
cessive light with which the Lord had manifested Himself. He was 
prostrate and spent all this time in prayer, neither eating nor drink- 
ing (Acts 2 2 : 1 1 - 16 ) .  He then realized how much he would have to

2 Having reached the age of reason, this holy Dominican clearly understood the 
troth which she had contracted with our Lord, for she said to Him, “All is Thine; 
use it for well or ill, it is all Thine.” The Lord showed her a ring which she w’as to 
brighten for Him by her works and sufferings. The Child Jesus appeared to Blessed 
Osanna w'hen she was five years of age, but He did not celebrate the mystical es
pousal with her until she w'as nineteen years old, although she lived in aimost 
continual ecstasy. Following this espousal and the exchange of hearts which she 
experienced, Blessed Osanna spent seven years in terrible tribulations, with no 
other consolation, as she says, than the Cross.

A  stili more marvelous event took place in the case of Anna Catherine Emmerich, 
who received these favors at baptism. She herself says that she had the use of her 
faculties at that moment and that she knew what was going on around her. She 
was aware of these mystical ceremonies taking place in her, and at the time her 
eyes and heart were opened in an extraordinary manner. Immediately after bap
tism, she saw her guardian angel and her patrons, St. Anne and St. Catherine, who 
had assisted at the ceremony. She also saw the Mother of God with the Child Jesus, 
and the Mother espoused her to Jesus and gave her the nuptial ring. From then on 
she was able to distinguish immediately anything that was holy or blessed and what- 
ever belonged to the Church. She received profound and mysterious images which 
cnabled her to understand the nature of the Church. She felt God’s presence upon 
the altar and saw the relies of the saints radiant with a celestial light. Lastly, she 
saw all the dangers to which she would be exposed during her whole life.

Mother Dominic Clara of the Cross (1832-95), foundress of the Dominican Con- 
vent at Luxemburg, relates these same things about herself. An aimost identical 
occurrence took place in the life of Blessed Catherine de Racconigi. When she was 
only five years old, the Blessed Virgin appeared with the Child Jesus and said: 
“From this hour I unite thee to my Son in faith, hope, and charity.” The divine 
Child added: “ I espouse her gladly, for she is a precious pearl which I have acquircd 
through M y blood.” When the same Blessed Catherine w'as three years old, the 
Holy Ghost said to her, “ I come to dwell in thee, to purify thee, illumine thee, in
flante thy heart, and give thee life.”
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suffer ali his life for G o d ’s holy name, and for three years he re- 
tired to Arabia to prepare himself for his ministry.3

O f the few  souls that finally arrive at tlie sublime state of spiritual 
marriage, most of them pass through the terrible night of the spirit 
long after they have passed through the night of the senses, al- 
though some suffer both purgations almost simultaneously.4 Each 
of these States may be more or less constant and may last until there 
comes a long period of relative calm, filled with light and consola- 
tion, with few  absences, desolations, and aridities. H owever, there 
may be exterior works and trials, togcther with painful and delight- 
ful flights of the spirit, ardent longings, and wounds of love. More 
often the periods of purgation are interrupted and interspersed with 
great favors and consolations which strengthen and animate the soul 
to return to its trials and make the trials themselves more bearable. 
Consequently each increase in light and love and each partial degree 
o f prayer is preceded by a new crisis of sufferings, absences, and 
obscurities wherein the love and fidelity of the soul are tested.8

St. Rose o f Lima, after receiving the most signal favors, con- 
tinued every day for fifteen years, even in the midst of sublime con- 
templation, to spend one or two hours in the obscurity of the night 
of the spirit. During these times she was oblivious to ali things and 
she suffered a sort of hell, feeling that she was lost, rejected by God, 
and that no one would hear her siglis. Somctimes she was even un- 
able to sigh in the midst of such tormcnts. Y ct always she remained 
completely resigned, saying: “ T h y  will be done, O Lord .”  6

T he first phase of the night of the spirit, which is the painful an- 
nihilation caused by the excess of divine light, can begin even before

8 Gal. 1 :17  f.
* See Interior Castle, sixth mansions, chap. 1.
8 According to Cardinal Bona, who attcmpted to measure the time spent by the 

great contemplatives in these periods of desolation, obscurity, and the rest of the 
passive purgations, St. Francis of Assisi was in that condition for two years; St. 
Catherine of Bologna, five; St. Clara of Montefalco, fifteen; Father Baltasar Alva- 
rez, sixteen; St. Teresa, eighteen; St. Magdalen of Pazzi, first a period of five years 
and then sixteen more. But these estimates are not very accurate for, as St. Teresa 
States, the passive purgations are mingled with consolations until the state of spir
itual marriage is reached.

8 For ten years St. Catherine of Genoa found herself in a veritable purgatory 
which was at once so terrible and so delightful that she suffered an unbearable sor- 
row together with an indescribable joy and in such a way that the one did not im- 
pede or lessen the other. A  similar thing occurred during the last trance of Mother 
Mary of the Queen of the Apostles, at the end of her life.
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the prayer of union is reached or may continue during the prayer 
o f union, to make it more intimate and spiritual. It then grows 
stronger and stronger after the full conforming union and thus dis- 
poses the soul for the transformation it will need in the espousal.

The second phase o f the night of the spirit, which is the con- 
templation in caligine (dark contemplation),7 usually begins some 
time after the espousal and is prolonged and intensified as much as 
is necessary to cause the definitive mystical death and the complete 
renewal which is necessary for the spiritual marriage.

T h e various grades of contemplation are in reality numerous and 
difficult to distinguish because they occur in some souls imper- 
ceptibly 8 and also because they do not occur in exactly the same 
w ay nor in the same order in ali souls nor does each soul remain 
firm ly fixed in one state until it arrives at the higher one. For as 
soon as a soul arrives at a certain grade o f contemplation, it is ac- 
customed to retain in a general w ay something of the lower grades, 
according to the conditions and circumstances in which it finds 
itself.9 Thus St. Teresa, on being obliged to describe such things,

7 See Dark Night of the Soul, Bk. II, chap. j.
8 Ribet, Mystique, I, 149: “Experience shows that contemplation, like natural 

operations, appears in a genminal state, is developed by means of sudden changes, 
and is completed by the supreme union with divine charity. Those who have ob- 
served souls under this mysterious working of grace have been able to verify these 
multiple and varied elevations which are as difficult to characterize as they are im- 
possible to ignore. Therefore ali mystics admit various successive States or grades 
of contemplation which are like so many steps to the consummation of Iove.”

9 These diverse grades sometimes begin in a very remiss rnanner, and the transit 
from one to another is so insensible that many souls scarcely know how to distin
guish between them until the new state of prayer is present to them in all its char- 
acteristic intensity. They will then see that their prayer is not now as it was before 
but they are unable to account for what is happening to them until the communi- 
cation from God is more complete. It is when they arrive at a higher degree of 
prayer that they are able to distinguish well the lower grades. So it is that St. Teresa 
could recognize that when she was younger (at about twenty years of age) she 
had possessed briefiy and without realizing it at the time, the prayer of recollection 
and the prayer of quiet (Life, chap. 4). But when her fervor slackened, she had to 
wait another twenty years before she was able to possess those States of prayer 
habitually. At the age of forty-three she enjoycd the ecstatic union and then she 
began to have locutions (ibid., chap. 24).

The Venerable Sister Barbara of St. Dominic, O.P., within the space of two 
years passed from the night of the senses to that of the spirit almost insensibly, 
running through all the steps of the mystical ladder very rapidly. In July of 1868 
she found herself in the most terrible of purgations of the senses, and these were 
prolonged excessively, making her suffer indescribable torments. But in December 
of that same year, amid the most violent temptations, she obtained the true prayer 
of recollection together with something of the prayer of quiet. She herself describes
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experienced all of them anew, successively, according as it was neces- 
sary for her to write about them. It was in this w ay that she wa6 
able to describe them with such remarkable accuracy, for she had 
to do nothing but declare what she had just experienced. Often she 
experienced these things while holding the pen in her hand, and 
by a special grace she was able to express such things.* 10

T h e  G rades of C o n te m p la tio n

Scaramelli distinguishes eleven grades of contemplation. Others 
admit even more: Blessed Angela of Foligno mentions the eighteen 
steps which she took to arrive at true knowledge of self 11 and, in 
a certain manuscript in which an unlettered soul gives an account 
of its state of prayer, we were able to count fiftcen grades of prayer 
up to the wounds of love and ardent longings which follow  the 
espousal.

Yet, although many or few  may be enumerated, all the grades of 
contemplation can be reduced to the fi ve fundamental or basic 
ones which we have already indicated: recollection, quiet, union, 
espousal, and spiritual marriage. T he first three pertain to the simple

all this in these words: “ I began to feel a very great peace in my soul, and my mind 
was so firmly fixed on my God that it seemed to bc sceing Him. It seemed to me 
as if my heart would leave my breast, so great was the ardor which I felt. . . .  It 
was a strange thing; for I was aware of all that took place, but I could not move 
myself and it seemed that 1 was rooted in God. But how beautiful and tender did 
He show Himself to me! . . . He took me in His arms to let me rest on His loving 
bosom, and it seems that I could hear Him say: ‘Come, and rest on M y heart.’ I can- 
not now explain the joy that my heart felt. . . .  All the former anxieties which I 
had experienced disappeared, and I was left in an unchanging peace.” But later the 
trials returned to her with greater violence; in the midst of them, in November of 
1869, she describes the prayer of quiet and, in Ju ly of 1871, the prayer of union. 
On the fourth of December she telis how Jesus Christ purified her heart and on 
the twenty-ninth she speaks of the espousal. Afterward, enjoying at intervals the 
above-mentioned grades of prayer and the ineffable consolations which they bring, 
she lived habitually in the night of the spirit and each week she suffered the series 
of the torments of Christ’s passion undl she was crucified in Him and exhaled her 
last breath on the eighteenth of November in 1872, at the age of thirty.

10 Life, chap. 17: “For it is one favour that the Lord should grant this favour; 
but quite another to understand what favour and what grace it is; and stili another 
to be able to describe and explain it.”

11 Although some of these things at the beginning of conversion seem to be 
simple asceticism, in reality there can be discerned from the first a certain motion of 
the H oly Ghost in them which gives them a mystica! air. Actually the conversion 
begins with a holy fear; then comes filial confidence (the gift of piety), after 
which follows the movement of sorrow, tears, illustrations, and so forth.
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conforming union, and the last two to the transforming union.12 
Between the last two grades there could be placed an intermediate 
grade, the dark contemplation, which implies a union more intimate, 
though more hidden, than that of the espousal, and during this dark 
contemplation the m ystery of the transformation of the soul is 
gradually realized.13 So there will also be three fundamental grades 
of the transforming union, as in the conforming union. Except in 
the case of extremely privileged souls, the five or six grades which 
resuit are passed through in regular order the first time and the 
soul tarries for a longer or lesser period in each one of them. Later 
it reaches a certain crisis in which, laboriously and at the cost of 
great sacrifice, it is prepared to ascend to the next grade unless the 
soul, through lack of direction or especially through lack o f gener- 
osity, resolution, abnegation, and constancy in the prolonged ob- 
scurity, loses merit and falis back, as unfortunately happens often. 
For the conquest of the kingdom of God belongs only to the strong 
and ordinarily, because of human weakness, souls do not exert all 
the increasing efforts that God demands at each ascent to a higher

12 Ven. Mother M ary of the Incarnation, whom Bossuet calls the American St. 
Teresa, joins the prayer of recoliection with that of the prayer of quiet, and the 
espousal with the spiritual marriage. Therefore she lists only three mystical States 
which, as we have seen, she describes with utmost precision. “ In each of these 
States,” she says, “ there are various grades or operations to which the Holy Ghost 
elevates the soul according to His good pleasure.”

Before the time of St. Teresa, who distinguished these successive States of con
templation with such sagacity, it was customary to single out other grades of con
templation which are quite distinet. But these grades are actually phenomena which 
are gradually effected in the various mystical States. For example, in the prayer of 
union, according to Ven. Bartholomew of the Martyrs (Comp. Alyst., chap. 26): 
“There are seven grades of contemplation: firc, unction, ecstasy, speculation, taste, 
quiet, and glory. First the soul is inflamed; once inflamed, it is anointed; once 
anointed, it is seized by ecstasy, it speculates or contemplates; contemplating, it 
tastes God; tasting God, it rests in Him. These grades are gradually reached by 
those who exercise themselves in spiritual things and they cannot be understood 
except by experience. . . . You must labor for a long time if you are to arrive at 
this happy condition. . . . But persevere and hold fast to God, and your hope 
will not be in vain.”

18 The dark contemplation or vision is described as follows by Father John Sanz 
Lopez (Comp. de la doctr. mist., III, no. 663): “ It takes place when God infuses 
a light so brilliant that the soul cannot gaze on it, for it becomes blinded. Yet the 
soul realizes that God is within that inaccessible light, and from this there follows 
a loving impatience because the soul cannot see what is hidden there. It experiences 
an ardent desire to see the face of its Beloved and a confident hope that it will one 
day see His face disclosed. This contemplation is called in caligine, or in darkness, 
because the excess of light blinds the soul.” After this obscurity comes the mani- 
festation of God, who lets Himself be tasted by experience.
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state.14 Therefore Father Godfnez does not hesitate to state that 
ninety-nine per cent vacillate, become dismayed, and fall back dur- 
ing the principal crises they meet and only one out of ten that are 
called merit the call to the new grade which G od offers them.15 
T he same thought is expressed in a work 18 attributed to Blessed 
H enry Suso; and St. Teresa says that there are comparatively many 
who arrive at the prayer o f quiet but few  who pass beyond it.17

From this it can be seen that true contemplatives are very rare. 
Although it is true that G od does not immediately raise ali pious 
souls to this state, it is also true that many souls could arrive at it, 
but through their own fault they do not. Either they do not willingly 
accept the first trials or they are dismayed and overcome later on. 
T he chief cause, however, is, as w e have already pointed out, the 
scarcity of capable spiritual directors who know how to correct self- 
deception and to encourage souls so that they w ill resolve to re- 
nounce self completely and to separate themselves from everything 
that is not G od and even from undue attachment to divine favors, 
throwing themselves into His arms with an abandonment so ab
solute that they w ill think only of serving and pleasing Him, in being 
purified, and in following with all docility the motions of the Spirit. 
But without a good spiritual director, it is diflicult to avoid the reefs 
of a subde self-love which sometimes causcs the soul to be ship- 
wrecked or to lose a great part of the fruits of its labors.18 Thus we 
see that even when a soul has generously rcnounced all mundane 
delights and has crucified its body with austere penances, it some
times remains attached to its own honor and self-will or to the 
sensible pleasures which G od communicates to it. And when it be-

14 Poulain, Grdces d'oraison, 45 f.: “All the other types of prayer which the 
mysties enumerate, such as silence, spiritual slccp, inebriation, jubilation, wounds 
of love, are nothing more than manifestations of these principal types and they do 
not constitute successive grades. . . . But the principal types, according to St. 
Teresa, are true grades which constitute spiritual ages, as it were. . . .  A  soul does 
not usually pass on to any one of them without having remained for some time in 
the one preceding, and the transit is difficult. That is why many souls stop along 
the way. ’

16 Mist., VII, chap. 1.
18 D ialog o  d e  las N u e v e  Penas.
17 See L ife , chap. 15; In terio r  Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 1.
18 St. John of the Cross, Sp iritu a l Sen ten ces and M axim s, no. 6: “ He that desires 

to be alone, without the support of a master and guide, will be like the tree that is 
alone in the field and has no owner. However much fruit it bears, passers-by will 
pluck it all, and it will not mature.'’
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gins to strip itself o f all these affections, it stili preserves other hiddcn 
affections for spiritual favors, divine lights, and Communications. 
For, although it may believe itself indifferent to all things for ful- 
filling the pure will of God, it stili becomes disquieted in its desola- 
tions and, under specious pretexts, it covets the divine gifts, thus 
showing that it does not seek G od for Himself alone and apart from 
His gifts. If, moreover, the soul has the indiscretion to adhere to 
these favors in such a w ay that it feeds itself on them with a kind 
of spiritual gluttony,19 as if its progress consisted in such things, 
it w ill then be in great danger of falling back instead of progressing, 
and it may even grow  lax and, presuming on itself, w ill fall mis- 
erably. W hen such a fault is committed, G od withdraws the lights 
and graces that He wishes the soul to use and not leave them sterile. 
W ithout these lights and graces the unhappy soul, instead o f re- 
maining firm in time of trial, is exposed to all manner o f illusions and 
snares.20

Thus does the imprudence of many false mystics and deluded 
souls serve as a pretext to the slothful who use it as a means to cover 
up their own laxity and weakness and even to defame the faithful 
servants of G od whose fervor confuses them. From the great heights 
of contemplation Blessed H enry Suso saw that some souls not only 
do not ascend there because of their secret attachment to divine 
favors, but that some of them appropriate these gifts to themselves 
and fall away or that they sometimes become filled with pride and 
become dogmatic in these matters. This is what happened to Molinos 
and the other quietists. St. Teresa says that she saw some souls fall 
who had been raised to the prayer o f union.21 Yet this does not 
justify the slothful who never fall from these heights for the simple 
reason that they have never ascended to them. T h ey have never 
made any effort to ascend to them and they w ill not let themselves 
be uprooted from the earth. St. Teresa asserts that the worst fall is 
to depart from the path o f prayer, which is the path of salvation.22

From this it can be seen how necessary are the distinet types o f 
passive purgations to which G od mercifully subjects His chosen

10 See Dark Night, Bk. I, chap. 6.
20 St. Catherine of Genoa hcld that spiritual attachments are even more danger- 

ous tlian sensible attachments.
21 Interior Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 4.
22 Life, chap. 19.
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ones in order to refine them like gold in the furnace, to give back 
to them the purity and simplicity of children, and to receive them 
as a pleasing holocaust.23 For, since Hc is simplicity and purity itself, 
He cannot be perfectly united with souls that are not totally pure 
and simple. So we see that vvhat appears to us as excessive severity 
is actually an excess of goodness and mercy. One can also now under- 
stand the necessity of the succession by which is realized the union 
through which souls are made to feel the divine touches, first in 
the understanding, later in the will, then in ali the faculties, and 
finally in the very center of the soul. From this proceeds the ordered 
progress through the respective principal grades of prayer, although 
this does not prevent the method and details from varying with each 
person and that a soul, after ascending to a certain grade of prayer, 
will return to exercise the lower forms or even appeal to meditation 
wrhen it does not find itself favored with any type of infused con- 
templation.24 For the one thing essential to advancement is that each 
soul should conform to that which has been given it and should use 
it well, not remaining in a slothful state, contrary to the teaching of 
the quietists, but striving ahvays to bring the divine gifts to fruition 
as well as it can. Sloth, as Tauler and Blosius say, is a most pestilential 
vice.

Even that holy sloth which is felt in the prayer of quiet and, in- 
deed, whenever God works energetically in the soul and leaves it 
absorbed, is accompanied by a marvelous activity. This activity 
manifests itself without the soul’s being aware of it and through it 
the soul strives to receive, follow, and sccond the divine impulse. 
The soul seems to be withdrawn from ali occupation, absorbed and 
filled with light and energy, for the transports of love which it feels 
do not permit it to rcflcct or note its activity and working. This type 
of prayer is called passive bceausc of the lack of initiative on the 
part of the soul and also because of the lack of discursus and reflec- 
tion. Yet the passivity with which the soul accepts, follows, and 
seconds the divine action, by letting itself be led thereby in the best

28 Wisd. 3:9; Prov. 17:3; Ecclus. 2:5.
24 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 13: “For there is no state of prayer, however sublime, in 

which it is not necessary often to go back to the beginning.” It usually happens, 
however, that there remains in the soul some form of infused prayer which will 
enable it to proceed in a way very superior to its former manner.
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w ay possible, carries with it a remarkable activity.25 For that reason, 
Blessed Nicholas Factor ( loc. cit.) States that “ N o  mortal should 
think that the soul wastes time in that condition, for its work is 
divine.”

Actually God does His work there, putting the final touch to 
the soul’s purification and renewal, the crowning point of which, 
as St. Catherine of Genoa and Blessed Angela o f Foligno point out, 
is similar to its beginning, since it is effected “ in us without us.”  In 
this state we can contribute nothing more than complete acquies- 
cence and trusting abandonment to the hands o f the divine Artist.

Thus it w ill be seen how inferior must be the simple union of 
conformity with the divine will, which is able to take place in the 
ordinary ways, to that union which is divinely effected by means 
o f infused contemplation. If it is certain, as St. Teresa seems to 
teach,26 that we ought to strive to obtain the former type of union 
at any cost (since it is in our power by means o f ordinary grace) 
and that we should leave it to God to confer on us the infused 
union when it suits His good pleasure, it is none the less certain that 
any union which we can attain by our own efforts is in no w ay com- 
parable to that mystical quiet of the soul which Jesus Christ bestows 
on those who valiantly accept His sweet yoke.27 Stili less could any 
such union equal the fu lly infused union in which the divine Con
soler captivates the faculties and filis them with His incomparable 
unction. From this point on nothing can be obtained through the 
ordinary ways, but the soul enters upon unknown regions where 
the sole director and guide must be the H oly Ghost.28 W ithout feel-

25 Bossuet says that the mystical repose is not only “an act, but it is the most per- 
fect of acts. Far from being inactivity, it places us totally in action by means of a 
divine activity.”

Gratry, Conaiss. de Dieu, II, chap. 7: “Passive contemplation is a vigorous act of 
the spirit; a simple thought in which are contained, as far as is possible to human 
weakness, the infinite perfections of God.”

Molina, De la Oracion, chap. 7: “The potencies of the soul work in every type 
of prayer, knowing and loving God, even if that prayer is accompanied by ecstasies 
and raptures.”

26 Interior Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 3: Actually, according to St. Teresa, the 
union of conformity to the divine will is not strictly ascetical, but ascetico-mystical, 
although it is not as supernatural a union as that which is entirely passive and ac
companied by special favors.

27 Matt. 11:29.
28 Isa. 63:14.
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ing His sweet touches and delicate motions, the soul would be un- 
able to subject itself as it must in order to work in a divinely heroic 
manner where the mystical gifts intervene to perfect and complete 
the work of the virtues. Therefore he who has done all that is pos- 
sible through the virtues in order to be configured with Christ will 
not be slow to find the desired rest. One day it will be given to him 
to drink o f the fountain of living water 29 whereby he w ill be in- 
vigorated to begin a new type of life 80 and will receive wings to fly  
without tiring in order to soar to the lo fty regions where the mystical 
transformation is effected.31 T o  those who have been faithful in the 
little things, will be given new talents by which they can become 
grand and heroic in the big things.32 Up to the point of the con- 
forming union they traveled much more sw iftly and mystically by 
the aid of the gifts than they did as ascetics with the simple help of 
the virtues practiced in a human manner; but to ascend higher, where 
all is extraordinary or superhuman, they must receive impulses from 
the spirit of renewal.33

P h e n o m e n a  W h ic h  A c c o m p a n y  C o n t e m p l a t io n

Certain phenomena usually accompany the afore-mentioned 
grades of prayer. W ith the prayer of recollection there comes at 
times a delightful admiration which dilates the soul and filis it with 
joy and gladness at discovering in G od so many wonders of love, 
goodness, and beauty. A t other times a spiritual silence prevails in 
which the soul remains astonished, absorbed, submerged, and, as it 
were, overcome by such grandeur.84

28 John 7:37; Apoc. 21:17.
20 Ps. 102:5.
21 Isa. 40:31.
82 Matt. 25:21-23.
23 Arintero, Q u e stio n e s  M istica s, IV.
24 Before and during the prayer of recollection the soul usually enjoys a vivid and 

almost continual loving presence of God whom the soul seems to feel in reality, 
although in a confused way, Corning to know Him not only through the light of 
faith, but also by this superhuman type of experience. St. Teresa speaks of this 
lively sentiment of God in the second of her Spiritual Relations to Father Rodrigo 
Alvarez, where she considers this feeling as supernatural and the beginning of true 
contemplation. Father Gratian (Itiner., chap. 9) calls it “an interior attention 
whereby the soul gazes with close scrutiny without tuming away or being dis- 
tracted from the supernatural concept, which concept causes it to be more and 
more inflamed with the love of God. Since this attention is sustained and peaceful,
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W hen the will is touched and captivated and begins the prayer of 
quiet, then the happiness and joy of this admiration takes one o f the 
two forms o f the swoon of love, the one predominantly sensible 
and the other predominantly spiritual, wherein the soul, transported 
with enthusiasm and experiencing the ineffable taste of the sweet- 
ness o f God, either melts aw ay or jumps for joy and performs what 
is called the foolishness o f love. In the latter case, it may burst forth 
with songs of praise, as did St. Francis and St. Magdalen of Pazzi, 
calling upon ali created things to join in the praise o f G o d ’s good- 
ness,35 or, containing itself outwardly and without the cost of great * 85

without vacillating to many concepts, it is accustomed to be the beginning of all 
spiritual good. Some call it . . . dwelling within oneself; others, the center of the 
heart.”

Garate, Razon y Fe, May, 1907, p. 63: “Those who enjoy this divine experience 
confess that it is exceedingly easy to converse with the Lord. They say that they 
pass much pleasant time in a single petition or an ejaculation. With but little effort, 
when talking with others, they can give half their attention to the Lord. But leaving 
their occupations, they find Him again as if He were waiting for them. . . . This 
is more than the light of faith; it is the mysterious experience of something divine. 
N ow the soul can say: ‘I not only believe, but by means of that new light, I feel that 
God exists.’ This experience comes upon some souls very subtly and surprises them 
like some new thing they had never known before.”

85 Richard, Benjamin minor, chap. 37: “Sacred Scripture calls this taste of inter- 
nal sweetness now a taste, now an inebriation. It is something that is both small and 
great. It is a small thing when compared with the future plenitude, but it is great 
when compared with any earthly happiness. . . . Oh marvelous sweetness, sweet
ness so great, sweetness so small! How could you not be great, since you exceed 
all earthly sweetness? How could you not be small since you enjoy a little drop of 
the plenitude of sweetness? You instill in minds a drop from the ocean of happi
ness and yet you inebriate the mind which you infuse. Rightly is such a little of so 
much called a taste, and yet rightly also is that called an inebriation which takes one 
out of his mind.”

Speaking of these interior tastes, Father Juan de Jesus Maria (Escuela de Oracion, 
tract. 2, dist. 53) says: “ Sometimes there is perceived the fragrance of a most sweet 
odor which soothes the body and the soul. A t other times there is a taste, even in 
the bodily tongue, and this causes great refreshment. Sometimes a joy is felt in the 
interior and it surpasses all the joys of this world, and those new to the Service of 
God break forth into outward acts of jubilation because they cannot restrain them- 
selves. This is usually called a spiritual intoxication or inebriation. . . .  At other 
times there is a great spiritual contentment, a meditative discursus, accompanied by 
tears and sighs from the heart. Again, even without the effort of meditation, there 
seems to arise in the very center of the soul a fountain of sweet consolation, the 
peace and quiet of which gradually extend to all the parts of the body, and this type 
of taste or sensation seems better than the others which are felt only interiorly. 
. . . Finally, there are stili other joys of the superior part which the Lord com- 
municates in various ways, and these are most delicate and inexpressible things. 
The more they pertain to the intellectual part, the more securely are they pos- 
sessed, and these are proper to contemplation.”

Denis the Carthusian, De fonte lucis, art. 17: “Oh how good is the state of such
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self-violcnce, inwardly it breaks forth with zeal for the glory of 
G od and the good of souls.* 36 Silence is changed into a placid sleep 
in which the heart, without realizing it, stili keeps watch while it 
is inflamed with love and filled with strength.37 In this state the 
divine Lover wishes that His spouses should remain tranquil and 
that no one should disturb them.38

W hen the prayer of union begins and ali the faculties are bound 
in such a w ay that they no longer disturb the quietude of the will, 
this sleep is gradually changed into swoons of love, spiritual trans- 
ports, and ecstatic faintings and raptures. In these States the soul, lost 
in the ocean of divine goodness, is so taken out of itself, so dissolved 
and absorbed in the love o f the supreme Good because o f the long- 
ings and impulscs which overtake it, that it seems to wish to abandon 
the body so that it w ill no longer be impeded. On reaching the full 
union o f ecstasy, the body remains as if dead, cold, immovable, and 
insensible until little by little it returns to itself and becomes re- 
animated.

Admiration, in turn, is changed into raptures and flights of the 
spirit and other marvelous effects. A li of these things lead to mystical 
death and total renewal and transformation.39 T he three types of 
transport seem exteriorly to be identical and they are often given

a loving soul! How serene, how joyful, how heavenly and tranquil are ali things in 
it! Where now are the clouds of vices, the winds of passions, the whirling phan- 
tasies, the manifold distractions, the disturbing temptations? Have not all those 
things fled from the presence of the Sun of Justice, from the image and heat and 
light of Wisdom?”

36 St. Bernard, Serm . 67 in  C ant.: “During these assaults of love the soul cannot 
contain itself and, to alleviate the heart, it breaks forth into expressions of love 
which are without order, rule, or human rhctoric. It often happens, also, that the 
soul is mute and can merely give expression to sighs.”

87 Cant. 5:2: “I sleep, and my heart watcheth.”
88 Cant. 2:7: “ I adjure you, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, by the roes and the 

harts of the fields, that you stir not up, nor make the beloved to awake, till she 
please.”

39 Gratian, Itiner., chap. 10: “The affections of the soul enamored of God are 
effects of divine love and they are called: jubilation, joy, peace, inebriation, swoon- 
ing, death, fire of love, jealousy, devotion, ecstasy and rapture, absorption in God, 
and the divine union.”

St. Dionysius, D e d iv in . nom in., chap. 4: “Divine love is the cause of ecstasy; 
when it dominates, the lover.is no longer his own but belongs to the beloved. . . . 
Love is a unifying force.”

Ven. Bartholomew of the Martyrs, C om p . m yst., annot. fin .: “The love which 
always accompanies contemplation inflames, elevates, enraptures, transforms, and 
deifies.”
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the same name, but actually they are distinet. Ecstasy is an excess 
o f love and it is effected gradually and gently. Therefore the soul 
can often prevent it by trying to distract itself when it feels the 
ecstasy approaching, or at least the soul has time to hide or to 
assume an unassuming posture so that no one will be able to notice 
anything. Rapture is caused by an excess of light and wonder and 
it comes suddenly and with great violence so that there is no w ay 
of resisting or preventing it. Ecstasy makes the person swoon and fall 
to the ground as if dead; rapture elevates one, transfigures, and tends 
to lift him into the air.40 T be flight of the spirit is a rapture in which 
the soul seems to be raised to unknown regions by an irresistible im
pulse. Sometimes it seems as if the soul were suddenly torn out of 
the body, and at other times it carries the body along with it in its 
flight, a resuit of which is elevation or levitation and sometimes even 
bilocation or spiritual telepathy.41 In these cases certain persons 
seem to have a body as light as a feather (and actually it is true that

40 “During mystical inebriation the soul does not know wliat it says or does. It 
speaks sublime things and tliings which we are unable to understand, and for that 
reason such souls are either adinired or disdained as objects of scandal. At other 
times love works in a very different manner and leaves them as if they were asleep. 
Although during the inebriation the soul becomes aware of the need to work or to 
speak, during the phase of apparent sleep love produces a weakness in which the 
soul feels a repugnance for working. It loses ali consciousness, as in a true sleep, 
and it is necessary to awaken it, and this is not always easy to do. Sometimes souls 
in this state are found seated, at other times kneeling. . . .

“Since the body, though purified by penance, is stili a great weight on the soul, 
it often happens that when the soul is attracted to God the body remains not only 
as if asleep, but like something dead. The extremities are cold and there is an insen- 
sibility together with the most painful experiences. This is due to the intense appli- 
cation of the soul, for, since the body cannot keep pace with the soul, it remains 
without activity or feeling, as if it were not alive. At the end of an hour or less, 
when this state comes to an end, such souls must drag their bodies along in a most 
painful manner until little by little the natural equilibrium is regained and they 
recover their normal warmth. It is for this reason that this state is called ecstasy or 
a going out of oneself. . . .  It is recognized by the immobility and insensibility 
or, rather, the abandonment of the action of the soul on the body.

“In rapture the attraction of the heavenly beauty draws the soul in such a way 
that, rather than death, it is more like that which we shall experience in heaven 
when the happiness of the soul redounds to the body. During this state the physical 
features usually assume a particular beauty, which is much different in the case of 
ecstasy where the body seems to be abandoned like a useless garment” (Sauve, o p. 
cit., pp. 75-78).

Ila Hae, q. 175, a.2, ad 1: “Ecstasy means simply a going out of oneself by being 
placed outside one’s proper order; rapture denotes a certain violence in addition.”

41 Concerning bilocation, see Ribet, M y stiq u e  d iv ., II, 202; Seraphin, P rin cip es d e  
thSol. m yst., Meric, R e v u e  du  m o n d e  invis., November, 1898; St. Augustine, The 
C ity  o f G o d , Bk. XVIII, chap. 23.
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they can be moved by a breath of w ind), and even when they walk 
it seems that they do not touch the ground. T h ey  often seem to feel 
beneath their feet a force or power which is trying to lift them up 
and they have to exert great effort to remain where they are. A t the 
beginning of this type o f rapture they usually experience a fear and 
terror at seeing themselves carried they know not where. Later they 
again become tranquil, after discovering a world of splendor and 
enjoying G od as never before.42

** In terio r C astle, sixth mansions, chap. j: “There is another kind of rapture, or 
flight of the spirit, as I call it, which, though substantially the same, is felt within 
the soul in a very different way. Sometimes the soul becomes conscious of such 
rapid motion that the spirit seems to be transported with a speed which, especially 
at first, filis it with fear, for which reason I told you that great courage is neces- 
sary for anyone in whom God is to work these favours, together with faith and 
confidence and great resignation, so that our Lord may do with the soul as He wills. 
Do you suppose it causes but little perturbation to a person in complete possession 
of his senses when he experiences these transports of the soul? W e have even read 
in some authors that the body is transported as well as the soul, without knowing 
whither it is going, or who is bearing it away, or how, for when this sudden motion 
begins the soul has no certainty that it is caused by God.

“Can any means of resisting this be found? None whatever; on the contrary, 
resistance only makes matters worse. This I know from a certain person who said 
that God’s will seems to be to show the soul that, since it has so often and so un- 
conditionally placed itself in His hands, and has offered itself to Him with such 
complete willingness, it must realize that it is no longer its own mistress, and so the 
violence with which it is transported becomes markedly greater. This person, 
therefore, decided to offer no more resistance than a straw does when it is lifted up 
by amber (if you have ever observed this) and to commit herself into the hands of 
Him Who is so powerful, seeing that it is but to make a virtue of necessity.

“For my own part I believe that, if His Majesty were to reveal Himself to those 
who journey through the world to their perdition as He does to these souls, they 
would not dare—out of very fear, though not perhaps out of love—to offend Him.

“Turning now to this sudden transport of the spirit, it may be said to be of such a 
kind that the soul really seems to have left the body, on the other hand, it is ciear 
that the person is not dead, though for a few minutes he cannot even himself be 
sure if the soul is in the body or no. He feels as if he has been in another world, 
very different from this in which we live, and has been shown a fresh light there, 
so much unlike any to be found in this life that, if he had been imagining it, and 
similar things, all his life long, it would have been impossible for him to obtain any 
idea of them. In a single instant he is taught so many things all at once that, if he 
were to labour for years on end in trying to fit them all into his imagination and 
thought, he could not succeed with a thousandth part of them. This is not an in- 
tellectual, but an imaginary vision, which is seen with the eyes of the soul very 
much more clearly than we can ordinarily see things with the eyes of the body; 
and some of the revclations are communicated to it without words. If, for example, 
he sees any of the saints, he knows them as well as if he had spent a long time in 
their company.

“When the soul, as far as it can understand, is right outside itself, great things 
are revealed to it; and, when it returns to itself, it finds that it has reaped very great 
advantages and it has such contempt for earthly things that, in comparison with
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During the rapture and flight of the spirit the use of the senses 
may be lost, as happens in the state of ecstasy, but often the body 
remains in the same posture and the features are very animated and 
even radiant with light and supernatural beauty. N ot infrequently 
the body ceases to touch the earth or be supported by the earth, and 
it soars into the air as if attracted by a sacred magnet.

In this manner the soul is purified and illumined in the measure 
that it draws near to God and increases its union with Him. More 
and more vividly it feels the divine touches. These v iv ify  it and im- 
press on it the mystical seal, the ardent Iongings with which it is 
inflamed when it receives the darts of divine love, the burning im- 
pulses which are thereby aroused, and the sweet and penetrating 
wounds of love which they produce in it, until it is totally trans- 
formed into a loving wound wherein is found its salvation and its 
life. These delicate, pure, delightful, and ineffable touches of the 
Beloved are first felt in the faculties and later in the very substance 
of the soul. T h ey complete its purification from all earthly stain 
and so inflame it with divine love and intoxicate it with such de- 
lights that the soul is no longer able to contain itself.* 43 Like iron

those it has seen, they seem like dirt to it. Thenceforward to live on earth is a great 
affliction to it, and, if it sees any of the things which used to give it pleasure, it no 
longer cares for them. . . . The Lord’s wish seems to have been to show the soul 
something of the country to which it is to travel.”

43 lb id ., chap. 11 : “While the soul is in this condition, and interiorly burning, it 
often happens that a mere fleeting thought of some kind . . . or some remark 
which the soul hears about dcath’s long tarrying, deals it, as it were, a blow, or, as 
one might say, wounds it with an arrow of fire. I do not mean that there actually 
is such an arrow; but, whatever it is, it obviously could not have come from our 
own nature. Nor is it actually a blow, though 1 have spoken of it as such; but it 
makes a deep wound, not, I think, in any region where physical pain can be felt, 
but in the soul’s most intimate depths. It passes quickly as a flash of lightning and 
leaves everything in our nature that is earthly reduced to powder. During the time 
that it lasts we cannot think of anything that has to do with our own existence: it 
instantaneously enchains the faculties in such a way that they have no freedom to 
do anything, except what will increase this pain.

“The understanding is keenly on the alert to discover why this soul feels absent 
from God, and His Majesty now aids it with so lively a knowledge of Himself that 
it causes the distress to grow until the sufferer cries out aloud. However patient a 
sufferer she may be, and however accustomed to enduring great pain, she cannot 
help doing this, because this pain, as I have said, is not in the body, but deep within 
the soul. . . . She is conscious of a strange solitude, since there is not a creature 
on the whole earth who can be a companion to her—in fact, I do not believe she 
would find any in Heaven, save Him VVhom she loves.”

D ark  N ig h t  o f  the So u l, Bk. II, chap. 23: “As His Majesty dwells substantially in 
the soul, where neither angel nor devii can attain to an understanding of that which
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placed in the forge, the soul gives off flaming sparks of heavenly fire. 
Each touch of the Beloved impresses on the soul more vividly the 
seal of His loving Spirit, filis it with His strength, and inflames it 
vvith new longings,44 leaving in it a hunger and thirst for love which 
ever increases and can never be satiated except by the full and stable 
union in which the soul is transformed entirely into Him .45 A s God

comes to pass, they cannot know the intimate and secret Communications which 
take place there between the soul and God. These Communications, since the Lord 
Himself works them, are wholly Divine and sovereign, for they are all substantial 
touches of Divine union between the soul and God; in one of which the soul re- 
ceives a greater blessing than in all the rest, since this is the loftiest degree of prayer 
in existence.

“For these are the touches that the Bride entreated of Him in the Songs, saying: 
O sculetur m e osculo oris sui (Cant. 1:1). Since this is a thing which takes place in 
such close intimacy with God, whereto the soul desires with such yearnings to 
attain, it esteems and longs for a touch of this divinity more than all the other fa- 
vours which God grants it.”

44 Cant. 8:6: “Put me as a seal upon thy heart, as a seal upon thy arm, for love is 
strong as death, jealousy as hard as hell, the lamps thereof are fire and flames.”

45 Ruysbroeck, D e ornatu spiritualium  nuptiarum , Bk. XII, chap. 55: “When the 
soul has felt the divine touch there is aroused in it a perpetual hunger that can be 
satiated with nothing. Such is the avid and anxious love, the aspiration of the 
created spirit for uncreated Goodness. God invites the soul and excites in it a 
vehement desire for enjoying Him, and the soul in turn desires to attain this en- 
joyment. Thence come that avidity, that hunger, that nced for obtaining the soul’s 
desire, which can never be satisfied. . . . God offers the soul exquisite dishes which 
are known only by one who has experienced them. . . . But the soul’s hunger con- 
tinually increases in spite of the indescribable delights which it receives from the 
divine touches. . . . Even if God were to grant us all the gifts of His saints, if 
He did not also give Himself, we would never be satisfied. The divine touch which 
arouses this hunger and thirst both excites and exasperates the soul, and the more 
intense the touch, the more vehement is the hunger. Such is the life of love when 
the soul is raised to that perfect degree which surpasses rcason and understanding. 
Reason cannot calm this fever, just as reason cannot cause it, for this love has its 
origin in God Himself.”

St. Catherine of Genoa, P u rg a to ry , chaps. 3, 9, 10: “When a soul returns to the 
purity and fairness of its first creation, there is immediately awakened in it the 
instinct which carries it to God as its beatific goal. This instinct grows more force- 
ful continually and it works in the soul with an astonishing vehemence. The fire of 
charity which is inflamed in the soul gives it such an irresistible impulse toward its 
ultimate end that the soul deerns it an intolerable torture to feel in itself any obstacle 
impeding it in its flight to God. Meanwhile the more light it receives, the more ex
treme is its torment. . . . God meanwhile works with the soul by infusing into 
it certain rays of love which burn it and He draws it to Himself with a force that 
would annihilate it, even though the soul is immortal. The soul then becomes so 
transformed in God that it seems to be one thing with Him. The God of love 
continues always to attract and inflame the soul, without leaving it for a moment, 
until He sees that it has returned to the purity in which He created it. . . . Then 
the soul enters into a state of purity which is so absolute that, not needing any 
further purification, it rests totally in God, without having, so to speak, anything 
proper to itself, but only that which is God’s.”
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touches the soul with greater vehemence, He produces in it the 
irresistible impulses and the inexplicable wounds o f that love which 
kills and vivifies.46 These proceed from a divine touch which is so 
piercing and penetrating that the soul is, as it were, transfixed by 
a loving arrow which wounds it with a wound that gives the greatest 
delight. Therefore the soul cannot and does not wish to be healed 
by anything other than that which has so sweetly wounded it. 
W hen these wounds are renewed by new touches and new darts of 
love that are more and more fiery, the soul ultimately becomes a 
loving wound which makes it completely sound, purified, and di
vine, without any earthly stain.47

Scaramelli States that “ by adding wound to wound the H oly

46 See St. Augustine, M editations, chap. 37; St. Teresa, Sp iritu a l R clations, V.
47 T h e  L iv in g  Flam e, stanza 2: “For an explanation of the nature of the wound 

here addressed by the soul, it must be known that a burn caused by material fire 
always lcaves a wound on the part subjected to it. And fire has this property that, 
if it be applied to a wound that was not caused by fire, it is turned into a wound 
inflicted by fire. And this burn of love has the property that, when it touches a 
soul, whether this love be wounded by other wounds, such as miseries of sins, or 
whether it be whole, it leaves it wounded with love. Thus wounds due to another 
cause have now become wounds of love. But there is this difference between this 
loving burn and a burn caused by material fire, that the wounds made by the lat- 
ter can only be healed by the application of other medicines, whereas the wound 
made by the burn of love can be cured by no other medicine, but only by the 
same burn that has caused the wound. And the same burn that cures the wound 
inflicts a wound as it cures it: for each time that the burn of love touches the 
wound of love, it inflicts a greater wound of love, and thus it cures and heals the 
more inasmuch as it wounds the more; for when the lover is most wounded he is 
most whole and the cure wrought by love is the infliction of a hurt and a wound 
over and above the wound already inflicted, until the wound is so severe that the 
soul comes to be wholly dissolved in the wound of love. And in this way, when 
it is now completely cauterized and turned into a wound of love, it regains its 
perfect health in love, because it is transformed in love. . . . Yet, though the soul is 
altogether wounded and altogether healthy, the burning of love stili performs its 
office, which is to touch and to wound with love.

“Oh, happy wound, inflicted by One Who cannot but heal! Oh, fortunate and 
most happy wound, for thou wert inflicted only for relief, and the quality of thy 
pain is the relief and delight of the wounded soul! Great art thou, oh, delectable 
wound, since great is He that has inflicted thee; and great is thy relief, because the 
fire of love is infinite and it relieves thee according to thy capacity and greatness. 
Oh, then, thou delectable wound! So much the more sublimely delectable art thou 
in proportion as the burn has touched the infinite centre of the substance of the 
soul, burning ali that was capable of being burncd, that it might relieve ali that 
was capable of being relieved. W e may represent this burn and this wound as being 
the highest degree to which the soul can attain in this state. There are many other 
ways wherein God cauterizes the soul which attain not so far as this, nor are they 
like this; for this is a touch of the Divinity in the soul, without any form or figure 
whether intellectual or imaginary.”
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Ghost despoils the soul little by little o f its earthly being and in- 
vests it witli the divine. Therefore, when the soul is totally trans- 
formcd into a wound of love, then it is that it becomes completely 
healthy. Later He returns to wound the soul anew but it is not then 
to heal the soul, but rather to enrich, refashion, and sublimate it. 
This latter state is perhaps the highest which can be attained by a 
soul united to the divine W ord by perpetual friendship.”  48

Sometimes thesc wounds of the soul are carried over to the body 
also, so that the soul configured with Jesus is able to manifest ex- 
ternally the bloody and glorious symbols of His passion.49 “ The ex
terior,”  says Weiss, “ is a manifestation of the interior. H e who is 
interiorly crucified with Jesus Christ, w hy should he not also mani
fest exteriorly the stigmata of the Savior? 00 For one who under- 
stands what the saints are; that is, faithful imitators of the life, 
sufferings, and holiness of Jesus Christ, there is nothing surprising 
about the impression of His wounds.”  51

48 O p. cit., tract. 3, no. 259.
49 Dr. Imbert, who has made a profound study of these matters, enumerates 321 

cases of persons who have received this favor, cases which he considers to be 
authentic. He likewise States that there are very likely many others which have 
never been recorded or which could stili be found if one were to make a more 
thorough search through mystical libraries. We ourselves know of some cases of 
this nature in regard to persons actually living.

Of the cases enumerated by Dr. Imbert, 109 are Dominicans, 102 Franciscans, 14 
Carmelites, 14 Ursulines, 12 Visitandines, 8 Augustinians, 5 Cistercians, 4. Bene- 
dictines, 3 Jesuits, 3 Theatines, 2 Trinitarians, 2 Hieronymites, 2 Conceptionists and 
13 in other congregations, one to each. There is no record of anyone receiving this 
favor prior to the thirteenth century, when St. Francis of Assisi was so favored. 
From that time on the number increases, and in the nineteenth century, despite its 
religious indifference, there were 29 stigmatists. This seems to indicate a gradual 
growth in sanctification. Although the majority of persons so favored were women, 
Dr. Imbert mentions 41 men, and the stigmatists of both sexes who have been 
raised to the altar number 62. See Dr. Imbert’s work, La stigm atization et Vcxtase 
d ivin e.

50 Gal. 2:19; 6:17.
51 “The same can be said,” Weiss adds, “of similar incidents in the lives 

of the saints. St. Catherine of Siena showed her face to the skeptical Blessed 
Raymond when it was an exact likeness of the face of Christ. An incredu- 
lous religious attests the same fact concerning St. Catherine de Ricci. Due to her 
profound meditations on the passion of Christ, St. Colette became totally unrecog- 
nizable because her face took on the appearance of that of Christ during His 
passion.”

He who has the good fortune to see and recognize such things cannot help but 
experience a sublime, ineffable, and unforgettablc emotion as I myself felt when 
the servant of God, Mother Mary of the Queen of the Apostles, totally transfigured, 
said to me only eight months before her death: “In spite of my resistance, our Lord 
has completely triumphed over me. Now He does with me according to His will.
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If the union of ali the activities of the soul with G od is more fully 
realized during ecstasy, it is during raptures and flights of the spirit 
that the soul is best disposed to enter the mystical espousal and the 
spiritual marriage. These are always celebrated during some one of 
the great transports that the soul will better be ablc to endure the 
excess of light and grace which it then receives/’2 The espousal is 
always accompanied by a certain vision, at least in the imagination, 
of the sacred humanity o f the Savior. Spiritual marriage is ac
companied by another vision which is intellectual but o f the same 
divine W ord or even of the august Trin ity in whose presence this 
irrevocable pact is solemnized.

In the prayer of recollection the soul is illumined concerning cer
tain of the divine attributes or the mysteries of our Redemption. 
The soul perceives that G od is present but as yet it does not per- 
ceive Him as being within itself. Rather, He seems to be at the 
soul’s side or very near it by His immensity and grandeur. Almost 
always He manifests Himself under the veils of His sacred humanity.

In the prayer of quiet, once G od has captivated the will, the soul 
can occasionally see how H e begins to take control of all the other 
faculties and communicates to them an energy and facility which 
are truly divine. The soul feels Him to be very near and it trembles 
before His majesty and glory at the same time that it admires and 
loves Him. But sometimes it can see the Savior as He abides in its 
heart or itself resting on Him and it is inflamed with love for Him 
and inebriated by His sweetness.53 * 62 63

He works in me as He wishes, for now I know not how to resist Him. VVhat I do 
know is that He is pleased with my nothingness.” These words were spoken with 
a candor and humility that bore the stamp of divine testimony.

62 In terio r Castle, sixth mansions, chap. 4: “And now you are going to see what 
His .Majesty does to confirm this betrothal, for this, as I understand it, is what 
happens when He bestows raptures, which carry the soul out of its senses; for if, 
while stili in possession of its senses, the soul saw that it was so near to such great 
majesty, it might perhaps be unable to remain alive.” It is to be noted that these 
excesses of light burn the soul very keenly, that they are extremely painful, and 
they leave the body depressed, as do the transports of charity and the impulses 
of love.

63 L ife , chap. 15: “This prayer, then, is a little spark of true love for the Lord 
which He begins to enkindle in the soul, and His will is that it should come to un
derstand the nature of this love with its attendant joy. This quiet and recollection— 
this little spark—if it proceeds from the Spirit of God and is not a pleasure be- 
stowed on us by the devii or sought by ourselves, is not a thing that can be acquired, 
as anyone who has experience of it must perforce realize immediately, but this 
nature of ours is so eager for delectable experiences that it tries to get all it can.
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In the prayer of union the soul to some extent sees G od present 
vvirhin itself, captivating it completely, satiating its dcsires, and 
anointing ali its faculties with ineffable delights.* 54 But although it 
recognizes God in the profound depths o f its being and cannot doubt 
that it is Ele, yet it sees Him, to a certain extent, not yet as its Father 
and Spouse, but as the sovereign Author o f the natural order, who 
is there and in ali places by His power and presence and essence. 
“ For in Him we live, and move, and are.”  55

Therefore, in the more sublime raptures which are experienced 
during the prayer of union, the soul is able to see to some extent 
G od ’s ineffable immensity and absolute unity; in the splendor of 
this glory, the soul sees itself as deified and without stain. This fact 
filis it with confusion, especially when it recalls its former baseness, 
misery, and malice. But although it seems impossible to the soul that 
it can attain more glory than it then has, it is not yet given to it 
to contemplate God save as to His back. The soul does not yet 
distinguish nor can it even see Elis face, which is the W ord of His 
power and wisdom, nor the Spirit of love which H e exhales from 
His mouth. It sees only the unity of His nature and not the distinc- 
tion of persons wherein are contained the principal enchantments of 
the glory of the Father. It sees Him with the eyes of a creature 
and servant and not of a daughter and spouse who knows the 
secrets of the family and knows what is in the house of God.

T o  enjoy these greater privileges, the soul must pass through the 
great darkness wherein dwells the hidden God, there to receive

Soon, however, it becomes very cold; for, hard as we may try to make the fire 
burn in order to obtain this pleasure, we seem only to be throwing water on it to 
quench it. This little spark, then, planted within us by God, small though it is, 
makes a loud noise; and if we do not quench it through some fault of our own, it 
is this that begins to kindle the great fire which (as I shall say in due course) sends 
forth the flames of the most ardent love of God with which His Majesty endows 
the souls of the perfect.”

54 Vailgornera (M ystica  th eologia  d iv i T h o m a e)  States that in the prayer of quiet 
the soul experiences the presence of God as joined to itself, but in the prayer of 
union it feels God’s presence within itself. In this latter prayer all the faculties 
of the soul are for the most part suspended from their natural activity, whereas in 
the prayer of quiet this suspension pertains ordinarily to the will alone. The soul 
in the prayer of quiet stili retains some of its misgivings concerning the truth of 
that which it is experiencing. It fears the illusions of its own imagination and the 
artifices of the devii, who at times transforms himself into an angel of light. But 
in the prayer of union neither the imagination nor the memory nor the under- 
standing can present any obstacle and neither can the devii work against the soul.

65 Acts 17:28. See also In terio r Castle, fifth mansions, chap. i.
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other infusions of divine light which are so superior, so supernatural, 
and so pure that compared with them all else seems staincd, even 
that which, under an inferior light, seemed transparent and with- 
out blemish. Under the action of the light of the W ord, who is the 
true Light which illumines all our darkness, and of the blazing fire 
of His Spirit, which destroys all the impurities of creatures, the 
soul will become so purified and transformed that it will be able 
to penetrate into the sanctuary o f the innermost divine secrets and 
enjoy familiar fellowship with the divine persons.

In the transforming union of the cspousal, and even in the meet- 
ings and visits which prepare for it by showing the soul the great 
Good which is offered to it in order that it may the more desire 
and dispose itself to receive it, God presents Himself to the soul as 
the Author of the supernatural order. And if the adorable Trin ity 
is not manifested to the soul, at least there appears to the soul filled 
with lovableness and beauty, the most sacred person of the incarnate 
W ord, who is the person who directly espouses or first espouses 
holy souls, just as in His marvelous incarnation H e espoused Him
self to human nature and later with the Church. In the degree that 
it gradually dies to self and is transformed into Him through love, 
the soul sees intellectually in Christ’s humanity the divinity of the 
W ord.

But the union contracted in the espousal, although it is extremely 
intimate and is effected in the depths of the soul, is stili transitory. 
T o  be made permanent by means of the spiritual marriage, it is re- 
quired that the soul receive, in the dark contemplation, the final 
purifications of the night of the spirit. Once the marriage takes place, 
together with the renewal and transformation which this permanent 
union implies, the soul is fortified and receives all the vigor neces- 
sary to receive the excesses of divine light without any exterior modi- 
fication or change. A t this stage the soul rarely experiences ecstasies 
or raptures, but it enjoys almost continually the more or less ciear 
presence of the most blessed Trin ity and sees therein the most 
adorable mysteries and recondite secrets.56 For this reason these souls

66 Scaramelli, op. cit., Tract. 3, chap. 24: “There are two things that seem essential 
to this perfect union: first, the inteliectual manifestation of the Holv Trinity and 
the awareness of their indwelling in the center of the soul; secondly, the revelation 
of the Word, also by an inteliectual vision, with words and testimonies which in- 
form the soul that it has been elevated to the dignity of a spouse. It matters little
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can and do speak of such mysteries, not as something they have 
heard, but as a fact, as a reality they have seen and experienced, and 
no matter how incomprehcnsible and mysterious these things may 
be, they must necessarily be so.57

In this state ali the conflicts of blind reason come to an end, just 
as those of sensation cease when ali the senses are functioning 
normally. Therefore to souls filled with the H oly Ghost the dogmas 
of faith are much more than abstract truths; they are prodigious and 
vital truths that are actually felt. So it is that, as Blondel says, the 
Church does not and never will fear that she vvill ever contradict 
herself or fall into error, in spite of the wiles of her enemies and the 
forceful objections which they perpetually raise up against her. For 
the Church has complete awareness of the truth which lives and 
she knows that she cannot teach other than the pure living truth 
which she feels and experiences.* 67 68 “ That which was from the be- 
ginning, which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, 
which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the 
word of life: for the life was manifested: and we have seen and do 
bear witness and declare unto you the life eternal, which was in the 
Father, and hath appeared to us.”  59

whether these two manifestations are simultaneous or successive, as long as the 
alliance of the soul with the Word is contracted in the prescnce of the august 
Trinity. At least in the logical order, the Trinity appears nrst to prepare for this 
holy union and to be a witness to it.”

It is the habitual presence of the Trinity in the soul that best distinguishes the 
state of spiritual matrimony from the simple espousal, cspecially when the cere- 
monies of these two unions are repeated. And although both these unions are 
usually contracted directly with the Word, according to one or other of His at- 
tributes, some souls contract another type of marriage with the Holy Ghost. Father 
Tanner, in the preface to the works of the Venerable Marina de Escobar, says that 
“when God wishes to be espoused with man, He assumes the feminine attribute of 
mercy or wisdom, as happened in the case of St. John Almoner, St. Lawrence 
Justinian, Blessed Henry Suso, and others.” The Venerable Marina herself was 
favorcd several times with the cclebration of her espousal or marriage (it is difficult 
to distinguish which it was), first with the Word, in 1598, at the age of 44, and later, 
in 1622, with the Holy Ghost. In one of her revelations she was given to understand 
that the last marriage was the principal one. Blessed Angela of Foligno was also 
espoused of the Holy Ghost.

67 See In terio r Castle, seventh mansions, chap. 1; Blosius, Institutiones, chap. 12.
68 Rightfully does Joly say ( T h e  P sy c h o lo g y  o f the Saints, chap. 1) that what 

was taught by Benedict XIV concerning the beatification and canonization of the 
saints are not external rules imposed by authority for the recognition of sanctity 
but “an experimental resume of what has gradually becn revealed to doctors and 
pastors of the Church by the actions of Christianity upon succeeding generations 
and by the spontaneous development of sanctity.”

68 1 John 1:1 f.
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A P P E N D IX

i. In e f f a b l e  E cstasies and S woons of L ove

Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions and Instructions, chap. 56:

When the soul is elevated above itself and, illumined by the presence 
of God, enters into intimate communication with Him, it knows, enjoys, 
and rests in a divine happiness which it cannot express, for it surpasses 
every word and every conccpt. There the soul swims in joy and knowl- 
edge and, illuminatcd in the fountain of light, it penetrates the obscure 
and difficult words of Jesus Christ. . . . Each ecstasy is a new ecstasy 
and ali the ecstasies together are one inexpressible thing. Revelations and 
visions follow but each is distinet. Delight, pleasure, joy; ali follow at 
distinet intervals. O do not rnake me speak! I do not speak; I blaspheme. 
If I open my mouth, instead of proclaiming God, I shall perform an act 
of treason.

St. Catherine of Siena, Dialogues, II, 1 ; III, 8:

Ecstasy cannot be continual. The soul, the spirit, and the body which, 
by the abundance of these marvelous gifts, have received an increase of 
sanctity, must return to the customary works of this exile. . . . But the 
Lord w'atches over them from on high . . . and He calls them anew and 
incessantly raises their spirit to Himself until He adorns them with per- 
fect purity and makcs the soul and body equally free from all the weak- 
nesses of fallen nature. . . . It is to this point that we are led by the love 
which the Lord deigns to bestow on us. His charity is so remarkable that, 
even without awaiting the cooperation of the soul, He Iavishes on it the 
fruits of the Holy Ghost. . . . The treasures of blessings which He 
communicates to it and which contain all goods are changed into an 
ocean of love wTerein the soul is submerged in spiritual delights which 
surpass all understanding and make it Iose every vestige of its former 
existence in Adam. If even the slightest remembrance of its previous state 
were offered to the soul, it would appear as horrible as hell itself. How 
ineffable is this transformationi The soul possesses even in this life a 
participation in glory. . . . Who could worthily appreciate these 
marvelous Communications betwreen the soul and God? . . . Who 
would not be inebriated with this happiness of holy love which is a prel- 
ude to glory? . . . Ah, those joys and blessings are unknown to the 
wmrld. They cannot be known by any save the privileged lovers of the 
Savior who here below lose themselves in the ocean of illuminations and 
delights which will never end. . . . O Love! The heart which Thou
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dost posscss is so great, so generous, so magnanimous, that it would rather 
endure every type of martyrdom than to lose one atom of that sweet and 
pure peace with which Thou dost favor it. But this peace cannot be 
rightly evaluated except by those who have been made worthy of it.

Blessed H enry Suso, Union dei alma, chap. 3:

From contemplation proceeds an interior joy which produces an in- 
effable happiness. . . .  I possessed this happiness for ten years, although 
it seemed but one hour. M y heart was so overjoyed that I cannot express 
it in words. I was absorbed in God and in the eternal Wisdom. I had 
certain tender conversations with my Creator in which only my spirit 
talked. I wept and sighed; I laughed and cried. It seemed to me that I was 
raised above all space, across time and eternity, and that I was swimming 
in an ocean of admirable and divine truths. M y heart abounded with 
such joy that it seemed that it would burst within my breast, and I had to 
raise my hands there in order to restrain it. . . . Once I saw spiritually 
that the heart of my heavenly Father was joined to mine in an ineffable 
manner. Yes, I felt the heart of God, divine Wisdom without form or 
image, who spoke to me in the innermost recesses of my heart, and in the 
swoon of my joy I exclaimed: “ O my sweet Beloved and my only Love, 
see how I embrace T hy divinity, heart to heart! O my God, more lovable 
than all lovable things! He who loves remains distinet from the beloved, 
but Thou, the infinite sweetness of true love, art poured forth like a per- 
fume in the hearts of those who love Thee and Thou dost penetrate the 
total essence of their souls. There is nothing in Thee which remains apart 
from them. Thou dost embrace them divinely and remain united with 
them under the bonds of an infinite love.”

2. D ivin e  In fla m a t io n s  and  L ongings of W ounding 
AND T rANSFORMING L oVE

Blessed Angela, op. cit., chap. 57:

The sovereign Good comes to the soul and the soul feels Him . . . 
and participates in Him. Wounded by sovereign Love, wounded and in- 
flamed, it desires to possess God. It embraces Him, it presses Him to it- 
self and is pressed in turn to Him. God attracts the soul by His immense 
sweetness, and the power of His love transforms the one into the other: 
the lover becomes the Beloved and the Beloved becomes the lover. 1 he 
soul, inflamed with the power of love, is transformed into God, its Love. 
Just as heated iron receives into itself the heat and power and form of 
fire, and is made like fire, and is absorbed by the fire so that it loses its
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own proper characteristics and gives an asylum to the fire in the very 
core of its substance, so the soul which is united to God by the perfect 
grace of love is transformed in God without changing its own proper 
substance.

St Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, Part I, chap. 29:

The Holy Ghost, ever immovable and ever moving, takes from the 
glory of the Father a pure and luminous ray, and from the incarnate Son, 
a sharp and flaming dart of love, in order to enlighten and darken, wound 
and heal, inflame and chill, humiliate and glorify, the creatures into 
whose hearts they are received and to make them walk by the path of 
love. From the bond which eternally unites this divine Spirit to the divine 
persons in a unity which is the most intimate that love and likeness can 
produce, He takes, by way of a breathing, another bond of love by which 
the soul is united to God with a union similar to that of the Trinity. Then 
with perfect resignation the soul delivers to God all its faculties, now 
united among themselves—the memory, the understanding, and the will 
—so that it neither desires nor can it desire (thanks to this union with 
God) to recall, know, or wish for anything other than His unique and 
perfect love, the fount of every blessing, the divine charity. . . . Oh, 
how fortunate would one be who, in the likeness of the blessed, could no 
longer break that bond! . . . From the superabundance of the glory of 
the saints the divine Spirit gathers, so to speak, the crumbs which fall 
from the table and distributes them to His spouses who are at once rich 
and poor: rich, for having received such great benefits; poor, because 
they are always hungering for more at the same time that they realize 
they are unworthy of more. Thanks to this heavenly food, God grows in 
them and flourishes in their hearts. Magnificat anima mea Dominum!
. . . The increase of the Father in souls is incomprehensible; that of the 
Word of His love, inscrutable; and that of the Holy Ghost, ineffable.

3. D ivin e  T ouches; W ounds and F l a m e s  of L ove

St. Magdalen o f Pazzi, loc. cit.:

Oh, soft hand! For whereas Thou wert harsh and severe to Job, since 
Thou didst touch him somewhat heavily, to me Thou art as loving and 
sweet as Thou wert to him, and art laid upon my soul very firmly, but 
very lovingly and graciously and softly. For Thou givest death and Thou 
givest life and there is none that can escape from T hy hand. But Thou, 
O Life divine, never slayest save to give life, even as Thou never wound- 
est save to heal. When Thou chastiscst, Thou touchest lightly, yet Thy
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touch suffices to consume the world; but, when Thou bringest joy, Thou 
art laid firmly upon the soul and thus the joys of T hy sweetness are with- 
out number. Thou hast wounded me, O hand divine, in order to heal me, 
and Thou hast slain in me that which would have slain me but for the 
life of God wherein now I see that I live. And this Thou didst with the 
liberality of T h y generous grace, which Thou showedst me in the touch 
wherewith Thou didst touch me—namely, the splendour of T hy glory 
and the image of T hy substance, which is T h y  only begotten Son; in 
Whom, since He is Thy wisdom, Thou reachest from one end to another 
mightily. And this T h y only begotten Son, O merciful hand of the 
Father, is the delicate touch wherewith in the power of T hy burn Thou 
didst touch me and wound me.

O delicate touch, Thou Word, Son of God, Who, through the deli- 
cateness of T hy divine Being, dost subtly penetrate the substance of my 
soul, and, touching it wholly and delicately, dost absorb it wholly in 
Thyself in divine ways of delight and sweetrress which have never becn 
heard of in the land of Canaan, nor seen in Teman. O delicate touch of 
the Word, delicate, yea delicate indeed, to me, which, having over- 
thrown the mountains and broken the stones in iMount Horeb with the 
shadow of T h y power and strength that went before Thee, didst reveal 
Thyself more sweetly and powerfully to the Prophet with the whisper 
of gentle air. Oh, gentle touch, that art so delicate and gentle! Say, Word, 
Son of God, how dost Thou touch the soul so gently and delicately when 
Thou art so terrible and powerful? Oh blessed, thrice blessed, the soul 
whom Thou dost touch so delicately and gently though Thou art so 
terrible and powerful! Teli out this to the world. Nay, teli it not to the 
world, for the world knows naught of air so gentle, and will not hear 
Thee, because it can neither receive Thee nor see Thee. Only they who 
withdraw from the world and whom Thou refinest shall know Thee, my 
God and my life, and behold Thee when Thou touchest them delicately, 
since purity corresponds with purity, and thus they shall feel Thee and 
rejoice in Thee. Thou shalt touch them the more delicately because the 
substance of their souls has been beautified and purified and made deli
cate, and has been withdrawn from every creature and from every trace 
and touch of creature, and Thou art dwelling secretly and surely within 
them. And Thou hidest them in the hiding-place of Thy presence (which 
is the Word) from the disturbance of men.

Once again, then, oh, delicate touch, and again most delicate, the 
stronger and more powerful for being more delicate, that with the 
strength of T h y delicacy dost melt and remove the soul from all other 
touches of created things and makest it Thine own alone and unitest it
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with Thyself. So gentle an effect and impression dost Thou leave in the 
soul that every other touch, of everything else, whether high or low, 
seems to it rude and gross and even in the sight of other things will offend 
it and to have to do with them and touch them will cause it trouble and 
grievous torment.

Oh, then, last of all, Thou ineffably delicate touch, that art the Word, 
that touchest not the soul save with Thy most pure and simple Being, 
which, being infinite, is infinitely delicate, and therefore touches most 
subtly, lovingly, eminently and delicately!

Although this is not so in a perfect degree, there is indeed a certain 
savour herein of life eternal, as has been said above, which the soul tastes 
in this touch of God. And it is not incredible that this should be so if we 
believe, as we must believe, that this touch is substantial, that is to say, is 
a touch of the Substance of God in the substance of the soul; and to this 
many holy men have attained in this life. Wherefore the delicacy of the 
delight which is felt in this touch is impossible of description; nor would 
I willingly speak thereof, lest it should be supposed that it is no more than 
that which I say; for there are no words to expound such sublime things 
of God as come to pass in these souls; whereof the proper way to speak 
is for one that knows them to understand them inwardly and to feel them 
inwardly and enjoy them and be silent concerning them. For the soul in 
this state sees that these things are in some measure like the white stone 
which S. John says will be given to him that conquers, and on the stone 
a name shall be written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth 
it.

And in this good which comes to the soul the unction of the Holy 
Spirit sometimes overflows into the body, and this is enjoyed by all the 
substance of sense and all the inembers of the body and the very marrow 
and bones, not as feebly as is usually the case, but with a feeling of great 
delight and glory, which is felt even in the remotest joints of the feet and 
hands. And the body feels such glory in the glory of the soul that it mag- 
nifies God after its own manner, perceiving that He is in its very bones, 
even as David said: All my bones shall say, “ God, who is like unto 
Thee?” (The Living Flame, st. 2) . .  .

It will come to pass that, when the soul is enkindled in the love of God, 
although not to the high degree of which we have spoken, . . . the soul 
will be conscious of an assault upon it made by a seraph with an arrow or 
a dart completely enkindled in fire of love, which will pierce the soul, 
now enkindled like a coal, or, to speak more truly, like a flame, and will 
cauterize it in a most sublime manner; and when it has pierced and cauter- 
i/cd it thus with that arrow, the flame (that is, the soul) will rush forth
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and will rise suddenly and vehemently, even as comes to pass in a furnace 
or a heated forge, when they stir or poke the fire, and make the flame 
hotter. Then upon being struck by this enkindled dart, the soul is con- 
scious of the wound with a sovereign delight; for, besides being wholly 
moved in great sweetness, by the stirring and the impetuous motion 
caused by that seraph, wherein it feels the great heat and melting of love, 
the keen wound and the healing herb wherein the effect of the dart was 
being greatly assuaged are felt by the soul like a keen point in the sub- 
stance of the spirit, even as in the heart of him whose soul has been thus 
pierced.

If God should sometimes permit the effect of the wound to show itself 
in the bodilv senses, in a way corresponding to the interior wound, the 
effect of the impact and the wound will be felt without, as came to pass 
when the seraph wounded the soul of S. Francis with love, inflicting 
upon him five wounds, and in that way the effect of these wounds bc- 
came visible in his body, and he was actually wounded, and received the 
imprint of the wounds in his body as he had also received them in his soul. 
For, as a rule, God bestows no favours upon the body without bestow- 
ing them first and principally upon the soul. And then, the greater is the 
delight and strength of love which causes the wound within the soul, 
the more of it is manifested outwardly in the bodily wound, and if the 
one grows, the other grows likewise. . . . Wherefore it is a wondrous 
thing to feel the pain growing in the pleasure. This wonder Job perceived 
in his wounds, when he said to God: Turning to me, Thou tormentest me 
wondrously. For it is a great marvel, and a thing worthy of the abun- 
dance of the sweetness and delight which God has laid up for them that 
fear Him, that, the greater is the pain and torment of which the soul is 
conscious, the greater is the pleasure and delight which He causes it to 
enj oy.

St. Teresa, L ife , chap. 29:

No words will suffice to describe the way in which God wounds the 
soul and the sore distress which He causes it, so that it hardly knows 
what it is doing. Yet so delectable is this distress that life holds no delight 
which can give greater satisfaction. As I have said, the soul would gladly 
be dying of this ili.

This distress and this bliss between them bewildered me so much that 
I was never able to understand how such a thing could be. Oh, what it 
is to see a wounded soul! . . . Oh, how often, when in this state, do I 
remember that verse of David: Quemadmodum desiderat cervus ad
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fontes aquarum (Ps. 4 1:1), which I seem to see fulfilled literally in my- 
self!

When these impulses are not very strong they appear to calm down a 
little, or, at any rate, the soul seeks some relief from them because it 
knows not what to do. It performs certain penances, but it is quite unable 
to feel them, while the shedding of its blood causes it no more distress 
than if its body were dead. It seeks ways and means whereby it may ex- 
press something of what it feels for the love of God; but its initial pain 
is so great that I know of no physical torture which can drown it.

It pleased the Lord that I should sometimes see the following vision. I 
would see beside me, on my left hand, an angel in bodily form—a type of 
vision which I am not in the habit of seeing, except very rarely. Though 
I often see representations of angels, my visions of them are of the type 
which I first mentioncd. It pleased the Lord that I should see this angel in 
the following way. He was not tali, but short, and very beautiful, his 
face so aflame that he appeared to be one of the highest types of angel 
who seem to be all afire. It must be those who are called cherubim: they 
do not teli me their names but I am well aware that there is a great dif- 
ference between certain angels and others, and between these and others 
stili, of a kind that I could not possibly explain. In his hand I saw a long 
golden spear and at the end of the iron tip I seemed to see a point of fire. 
With this he seemed to pierce my heart several times so that it penetrated 
into my entrails. When he drew it out, I thought he was drawing them 
out with it and he left me completely afire with a great love for God. 
The pain was so sharp that it made me utter several moans; and so ex- 
cessive was the sweetness caused me by this intense pain that one can 
never wish to lose it, nor will one’s soul be content with anything less 
than God. It is not bodily pain, but spiritual, though the body has a share 
in it—indeed, a great share.

St. Gertrude once saw the Lord with a golden arrow, and He 
said to her: “ I desire to pierce thy heart through and through so 
that the wound can never be healed.”  She perceived that this ar
row of divine love produced three types of wounds: the first weak- 
cned her and made her languid so that all sensible pleasures became 
insipid and there was nothing on earth that could console her. The 
second produced a stroke o f violent fever which made her zealously 
long for a remedy for evil. A  soul in that state yearns with extreme 
longings to be united with God, knowing that only in possession
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of Him will it find salvation. The third wound produced certain 
effects vvhich are so extraordinary that one can say only that it is 
like the separation of the soul from the body with the resuit that it 
enjoys even in this life joys so great that they leave the soul totally 
inebriated. (See Revelations, Bk. V , chap. 29.)

“ H ow  sweet is that loving dart which, in wounding us with the 
incurable wound of divine love, leaves us forever sick and with 
such a violent beating of the heart that it leads to death” (St. Francis 
de Sales, T h e L ove o f G od , Bk. V II , chap. 10).

4. D iv e r sit y  of Im p u l s e s  and  W ounds of L ove

Father H oyos ( V ida, pp. 125-29) describes various classes of im
pulses and wounds of love. The first are sensible and exterior and in 
them, he savs:

the countenance is inflamed, the body seems to be on fire, the heart ex- 
periences violent lcaps. Now one brcaks forth in groans and tcars; now 
one would wish to be in a desert place in order to cry out and to give vent 
to the vehement fcelings in his breast. These movements came over me at 
times with so great an abundance and such force that they took my 
breath away and my body endured such violence that it was utterly 
fatigued. Because of the fire which burned in my heart, a blistcr appeared 
exteriorly and it grew in proportion to the fervor and left me when the 
Lord took from me that sensible devotion.

Later, when he was further advanccd, he began to experience 
other things which were the more painful and penetrating as they 
became more spiritual. He says:

It often happened, sometimes during prayer, sometimes outside of 
prayer . . . that the full force of these things came upon me suddenly 
and they passed over every part of my heart, causing a sweet pain, a de- 
lightful suffering, a painful gift, and a blcnding of joy and pleasure. My 
soul greatly rejoiced in this sorrow, although it caused a piercing pain, 
and the soul never wished it to cease; yet, on the other hand, the soul 
would not be able to endure it, had it been increased. 1  his wounding im
pulse consists in an act of love which the Lord infuses into the soul and 
which wounds the soul in many ways. Sometimes there comes a great 
desire to be separated from the body and, when the soul sees itself tied 
down, it experiences a sweet pain. At other times, it feels love divide the 
superior from the inferior parts. . . . On stili other occasions, my un-
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derstanding was illumined by a ciear light and my will was irresistibly 
drawn toward the object known and, since that light showed the object 
to be infinitely lovable, it caused the will a sweet sorrow to see that its 
smallness was not enlarged. Sometimes, besides the many other types of 
wounds which I experienced, the Lord vvould wound the very substance 
of the soul directly by a substantial touch so divine and so sweet that 
only one who has experienced it will be able to understand it.

The third type of impulse is the instrument of raptures. . . .  It con- 
sists in a sudden light which dazzles the intellectual faculty. . . . The 
light comes and immediately it snatches me by the hair as it were (as 
Habbacuc was snatched from Judea to Babylon) . . . and I am sus- 
pended between heaven and earth. Whence comes the soul and whither 
is it snatched? To Jerusalem, that is, to the vision of peace, for then it re- 
mains in a supreme peace. . . . The other flights cause ecstasy; these 
cause rapture.

T he fourth ltind of impulse “ pertains to the heights o f contempla- 
tion,”  and Father H oyos believed it impossible to describe them. 
H e was content to say:

I have suffered great abandonments, sorrows, tediousness, dismay, 
temptations, pains caused in the soul by demons, and the suffering of hell; 
but all these things are nothing when compared with what is suffered in 
this fourth type of flight. And that which I enjoy is greater also than all 
the pleasures and joys previously possessed. . . . To  speak of this ex- 
perience is more difficult because I find such great marvels in this state 
which show forth the wisdom of God. He contrived this invention in 
order to try His friends and to favor them at the same time by joining 
extreme suffering with extreme joy. Sometimes, when very discouraged, 
I feel my soul placed above all created things and even above itself . . . 
in an immense solitude as if the whole world were a desert. It loves God 
wholly, nor does it stop to consider only His goodness, His mercv, or 
His omnipotence, but it throws itself wholehcartedly on God without 
loving anything in particular about Him. Nevertheless it seems to the 
soul that it does not love Him, but that it is far from loving Him and it 
acts like one who is bcgging for a little love. O invention of Omnipo
tence! Love places the soul in the agonies of death! It is consumed in the 
desires of love, thinking that it does not love. It dies of a suffering which, 
like a double-edged knife, penetrates into the deep and hidden interior of 
the spirit. It contemplates the infinite lovableness of the infinite object 
and is snatched toward Him by such a vehement grasp that this alone 
would seem sufficient to snatch it out of the body. But . . . stili im-
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prisoned in the mortal flesh, which prevents it from being totally con- 
sumed by the infinity of its God, the soul experiences a sorrow which 
sweetly consumes it.

“ Oh, abyss of charity!”  exclaims St. Catherine of Siena (Letter 
12 3 ). “ Thou art a fire that ever burns but does not consume; a fire 
filled with joy, happiness, and sweetness. T o  the heart which is 
wounded with this arrow all bittemess seems swxet and all heaviness 
is turned into lightness. Oh, sweet love which satiates and invigorates 
our soul. And although I said that it burned and did not consume, 
now I say that it burns, consumes, destroys, and dissolves every de- 
fect, all ignorance and all negligence which were present in the soul; 
for charity is never slothful.”  “ These arrows,”  said our Lord to St. 
Catherine of Genoa (D m l III, 13 ) , “ are flaming darts of love, . . . 
of an irresistible love. W hcn, like the tongues of flame which dc- 
scended upon the Apostles on Pentecost, they penetrate the joints 
and sinews o f the heart (Heb. 4), the heart melts like wax in an oven.
. . . W hatever it possessed of mortality was absorbed and con- 
sumed in the ardors of the supernatural life (II Cor. 5) and now 
there is felt no other attraction but that of abandoning itself to Me 
and of referring all things to M y love. . . . K now  you not that it 
is written that a river of fire shall spring fortli from M y mouth? 
(Dan. 7.) . . .  These flaming darts are like waves of fire which 
proceed from that flaming current. . . . T h ey flow from M y breast 
and communicate such ardor and interior power to man that he can 
now do nothing else but love, remaining inscparably united with his 
G od.”

It is in this w ay that souls are purified, illumined, and deified. Says 
Gratian, Itin., chap. 1 r, sect. 3:

It is as if three rivers sprang forth from within. One is of crystal and 
by it a person arrives at lofty purity; the other is of light, by which the 
soul attains to light inaccessible; the third is of fire, by which one attains 
seraphic love. The indwelling of the three divine persons in the soul is 
the first phase of life with Christ. The second is the transfiguration, trans- 
mutation, or transformation of the soul into Christ. When the soul is 
raised above itself, as on a divine Mount Tabor, to a height which is much 
loftier than the soul can ever understand, . . . the countenance of its 
understanding becomes more resplendent than the sun, for it not only 
receives rays of light to become brilliant in itself, but also to enlighten 
others. The faculties become as white as snow . . . for all of them cease
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to act evilly and are employed in good works. The soul finds itself as if 
it lived amid the saints in heaven. . . . This blessed life and heavenly 
conversation are an imitation of eternal life and the highest type of life 
which the soul can attain in this life.

5. Im pression  of th e  M y st ic a l  S e a l  and  P er fect

CONFIGURATION WITH C hRIST

St. Matilda thus describes the w ay she received the impression 
of the divine seal: The Savior called her to Himself and, putting His 
divine hands in hers, He gave her all the works which He had per- 
formed in His holy humanity. He fixed His eyes on hers in such a 
w ay that she could see through those same divine eyes. He pressed 
His mouth on hers and gave her, in compensation for her negli- 
gences, all the praise, thanksgiving, prayers, and exhortations which 
had come forth from His divine lips. Finally, H e united His heart 
with hers and H e communicated to her His devotion and love and 
the plenitude of His graces. A t the contact o f the fire of His love, 
lier heart melted like wax in fire. Thus was He completely imprinted 
on her so that she was changed into the faithful image of His divine 
perfection and made one with Hiin (L ib . spec. grat., I, 1) .

St. Gertrude says (Leg. div. piet., II, 7) that the H oly Ghost 
inflames hearts with the fire of His love and Ieaves them like melted 
wax. Then upon them the Savior stamps His image like a divine seal. 
I his favor scemed to her to be the greatest of all favors.

Interior Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 2: “ Never, I think, will God 
grant this favour save to the soul which He takes for His very own.
1 Iis will is that, without understanding how, the soul shall go thence 
scaled with His seal. In reality, the soul in that state does no more 
than the wax when a seal is impressed upon it— the wax does not im- 
press itself; it is only prepared for the impress: that is, it is soft—  
and it does not even soften itself so as to be prepared; it merely re- 
mains quiet and consenting.”  6

6. O perations of th e  W ord in S ealed  and 
C oNFIGURED SoULS

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, I, chaps. 3 f:

The Word loves the soul with such a love that He gives Himself to it 
as its food. He unites it to His humanity in a most intimate manner; He
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communicates to it the ardent desires, pure affectioris, and holy words 
and works of His own humanity. In a word, He transforms it into Him- 
self. This transformation raises the soul to such a high degree of perfec- 
tion that each one of its aspirations for God draws, in a certain manner, 
the Word from the bosom of the Father into its own.

Possessing the Word, it becomcs, by reason of this intimate and loving 
union, like another Word. Just as He desircd with a great desire to give 
Himself to creatures, so does the soul experience a great desire to com
municate itself to others; that is, to communicate to them the Word 
which it possesses with all His graces and gifts, so that it can in truth say: 
‘W ith desire I have desircd to eat this Pasch with you.” The Word pro- 
ceeds immediately to the washing of the feet where He abases and hum- 
bles Himself to wash even the feet of Judas. So also docs He abase and 
humble the operation of the soul, washing and purifying it by the sprin- 
kling of His blood, of all affections and desires, giving it a most lowly 
opinion of itself. But what does the Word do next? He proceeds to the 
sermon of the Last Supper, where He lcads the soul in order to glorify it 
even here below; that is, He introduces it to His sacred heart where He 
speaks to it face to face in sweet conversation. He telis it that He is the 
way, the truth, and the life. He makes the soul know that He is the vine 
and His Father is the master of the vineyard. Lastly, He telis the soul 
that it will be persecuted and the world will rejoice.

The arrest of the Word with all its surrounding circumstances is re- 
produced in the little world of the soul. . . . He was exposed to ridicule, 
and the soul passes through the same trial when, on communicating its 
afflictions to others, instead of recciving consolation, it hears it said that 
these things are punishments for its faults. . . . Christ was placed with 
Barabbas, and the soul is compared with other persons who are less per- 
fect, and these are heaped with honors while the soul is scorned. . . . 
The Word receivcd the cross on His shoulders, and the perfect soul re- 
ceives a wcighty cross when other perfect souls refuse to believe it. . . . 
Christ died on His cross, and the perfect soul also dies by perfect aban- 
donment of itself to the hands of God. . . . The Word appeared to His 
Mother, and the soul also appears to its mother when it is forced to mani- 
fest its operation to the Church. Christ did not permit Magdalen to touch 
Him; the perfect soul imitates Him . . . when it does not permit its 
spiritual works to be mingled with perishable and earthly works. . . . 
The soul imitates the other apparitions of its Spouse when, for the greater 
glory of God, it reveals its operations to certain persons illumined with 
heavenly light, in order to comfort them. . . . The Word sent the Holy 
Ghost, and the perfect soul also sends Him in a certain measure when,
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after attracting Him by fervent aspirations, it diffuses Him, by Communi
cations and spiritual exhortations, to other souls who are disposed to re- 
ceive Him. . . . Such are the operations which the Word Incarnate 
performs in the little world of the soul. . . . He sent prophets to an- 
nounce His own coming; but He Himself descends to the soul where in 
a spiritual manner He works all the things He had really performed in 
His Humanity, from His incarnation to His death. Finally, the soul dies, 
rises, and ascends with Him into heaven, although it remains on earth.

Our Lord manifested to St. Margaret M ary (A utobiog ., III) that 
she should be before Him like a canvas before a painter so that He 
could trace on her hcart all the lines of His sorrowful life and that 
He would trace all these things after He had purified her of all 
stains, self-love, and affection for creatures. “ In a moment,”  she 
adds, “ He despoiled me of everything and, after m y heart was empty 
and naked, He implanted in it such a flaming desire to suffer and to 
love that it left me not a moment of rest.”

But in the midst of such sufferings, the favors, consolations, and 
graces are so much increased that, inundated with their delights, the 
soul is often forced to cry  out: “ M y God, hold back this torrent 
which inundates me, or enlarge my heart to receive it.”

7. M y st ic a l  D ea t h , B u r ial, and  R esurrection

Ven. Sister Barbara (Life,  pp. 271, 3 5 1) ,  while attending Mass, 
heard the Lord say to her:

“ Daughter, I wish to form in you a heart that is worthy of Me, and this 
must be done by means of sacrifices.” Having said this, it secmed that mv 
God took my heart in His holy hands and, uniting it to His own, He 
made one heart out of the two, giving me thereby to understand how 
intimate a union He desires me to have with the divine Majesty. . . . On 
another day, when I was pouring forth the affections of my heart for 
God, I saw Him approach me and He began to root out of my heart all 
its evil, leaving it superbly clcan. The sorrow and love which I tlien 
experienced I cannot describe. It is a sorrow fillcd with the happiness of 
heaven and it is in no way like anything that one experiences in natural 
sufferings. The body suffers, but all the time the soul is dilated with joy 
and sweetness. . . . M y God manifested Himself to me and fillcd my 
heart with His love and with a profound peace and great humility. I can
not explain the affections of my heart on these occasions. It is enough to
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say that I find myself filled with God and so intimately united with Him 
that I am no longer myself; I am entirely lost in God. Each day this divine 
union is augmented. I am dead to all things. But after these experiences 
the desolation and agonies of my spirit are also increased.

See also St. Catherine of Genoa, Dialogue, III, io.

Our Lord said to Blessed H enry Suso (Eternal Wisdom, p. 2 1) :

Suffer persecutions with love and humility, without thinking of de- 
fending yourself. Pray for your enemies with love, pardoning them be- 
fore your heavenly Father. In this way will you die for love on the cross. 
M y death will be repeated in yours and your patience will be a new 
flower in M y Passion.

The soul which, through the imitation of Christ, finds itself dying with 
Him on the Cross can again find itself in the depth of His Divinity, for 
He Himself has made this promise: “Where I am, there also shall M y 
minister be”  (John 12:26). The first encounter is hard and austere and in 
it are blood and crosses; but the second is full of joy and happiness. There 
the soul loses its own activity and disappears in the ocean of the divine 
Essence and in that precisely consists its salvation and happiness. . . . 
The spirit of perfect men can be raised to this abyss of the Divinity . . . 
and it can be engulfed in the incomprehensible depths of the divine Es
sence. There, bereft of all base thoughts, it remains immovable in the 
divine secrets. Then despoiled of the obscurity of its natural light, it is 
clothed in a superior light. It is attracted by God to the simplicity of His 
unity wherein it loses itself to self to be transformed in Him, not by 
nature, but by grace. In this infinite sea of light which engulfs the soul it 
enjoys a silence wherein is perfect peace and tranquillity. It understands 
that eternal and existent nothingness which is the incomprehensible 
divine Essence; that nothingness which is so called because it is nothing 
created and the human spirit can find no created thing which is able to 
contain it. It sees that this nothingness surpasses all understanding and is 
incomprehensible to all intellects. When the spirit begins to establish it
self in the darkness of the light, it loses all awareness of self and it no 
longer knows itself because it is absorbed and buried in God. And since 
in these heights it receives into its pure substance a light which irradiates 
from the unity of the divine Essence and from the Trinity of Persons, it 
loses its spirit in these splendors. It dies to self and to the use of its own 
powers and faculties. It remains enraptured and absorbed, as it were, in a 
divine ignorance and an ineffable silence of infinite light and supreme 
unity. This is the highest state which man can attain {Union, p. 6).
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Ven. M ary Agreda repeatedly experienced the mystical death, 
dying by degrees to self and to all that is earthly and human, in 
order to live more intimately with God. From each one of these 
deaths she came forth more renewed and more transformed. Cf. 
Mystical City of G od , Introduction, Part III.

St. John of the Cross gives a resume of this entire marvelous series 
of operations in this magnificent stanza in T he L ivin g  Flame of Love, 
eant. 2:

Oh, sweet burn! Oh, delectable wound! Oh, soft hand! Oh, delicate 
touch

That savours of eternal life and pays every debt! In slaying, thou hast 
chan^ed death into life.

D iffe r e n c e  b e t w e e n  T h ese  Ph en o m en a  and 
N atu r al  Ph en o m en a

Before proceeding further it is wcll to dispel at this point some 
of the confusion which has troublcd the souls of many believers on 
account of the lamentable naturalism which is rampant on all sides. 
So harmful are its effects that it destroys in many souls the idea of 
the supernatural and makes them descend from the sublime ideal 
of Christians to the low ly status o f mere deists. A ll the marvelous 
phenomena of the supernatural life that we have described are a 
reflection of the light with which Jesus Christ enlightens us and 
they enable men of good will to receive the peace of heaven and 
to glorify the Father of lights. But the rationalists cannot tolerate 
these divine splendors and they close their eyes in disdain. W hen 
they discover that this is not sufficient, they attempt to identify the 
marvels of the great saints with the disturbances of unfortunate 
neuroties, and their divine ccstasies with mental disorders, also called 
“ ecstasies,”  which are suffered naturally by certain persons, and 
especially those who are hysterical, when they fix their attention too 
mucli on one thing. It is thus that many Mohammedan fanaties attain 
and produce their ecstasies at will.

But although outwardly these phenomena appear similar and 
bear the same name, basically they are entirely distinet. It is to be 
admitted that in both these types of “ ecstasy”  the body remains 
rigid, cold, and almost dead and that sensibility and movement are
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recovered only by degrees until normal circulation is re-established, 
bodily heat returns, and the person is completely reanimated. But 
they differ in the following ways: first, in the natural “ ecstasy” the 
soul is, as it were, in a deep lethargy, without thinking of anything 
or at least without the power to recall anything; in divine ecstasy the 
soul is more full of light than ever and, on returning to itself, far 
from forgetting what has transpired, it remembers everything so 
faithfully that these things w ill never be erased from its memory. 
Thus the soul remains absorbed and possessed of the truths which 
were then communicated to it and with a jubilation so heavenly that 
it can find nothing but disgust in all things earthly. Secondly, in the 
natural “ ecstasies” the soul is dejected and its infirmities are aug- 
mented; in divine ecstasies the soul is strengthened and filled with 
health and vigor, even when form erly it may have been weak and 
sicldy.60 Thirdly, by means of the very wounds and injuries of love 
which they produce in the soul, divine ecstasies leave it entirely 
transformed, vivified, regenerated, and deified, whereas the natural 
phenomena make the soul confused, degenerated, and stupefied.

These effects, so radically diverse, should be sufficient to show 
an absolute distinction between their causes. But there are other 
evident contrasts.

1. The convulsive movements that accompany natural “ ecsta
sies”  are disordered and indecorous and they expose one to great perii. 
But in the divine ecstasies a remarkable modesty and composure 
are always maintained and there is never any danger of harm, even 
though the person should fall into a firc. St. Catherine of Siena was 
withdrawn from rcd-hot coals without any burns, and even her 
clothing was unscorchcd.

2. In the natural States the crisis follows its normal course until 
it is resolved spontaneously, unless it is provoked and directed by 
hypnosis; but in the divine States, although the senses do not func- 
tion, the subjcct, without hearing anything, returns to its senses 
when it is commanded to do so by one who has spiritual authority

60 Life, chap. 18: “This prayer, for however long it may last, does no harm; at 
least, it has never done any to me, nor do I ever remember feeling any ili effects 
after the Lord has granted me this favour, however unwell I may have been; in- 
deed, I am generally much the better for it. What harm can possibly be done by so 
great a blessing? The outward effects are so noteworthy that there can be no doubt 
some great thing has taken place; we expericnce a loss of strength but the experience 
is one of such delight that afterwards our strength grows greater.”
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over it. But this does not happen if the authority is not legitimate, as, 
for example, when the authority is delegated and the person who 
delegates the power has retracted it. Somctimes a mere mental com- 
mand is sufficient to obtain the same resuit. Yet it is not prudent to 
use these commands except for serious necessity, because of the 
great violence which the soul must exercise to return to normal and 
move its body, which is stili rigid and cold. As a resuit of prompt 
obedience to these lawful commands, the soul afterward may feel 
great weakness, pain, and even dangers to health, somctimes even 
to the point of emitting blood from the mouth because of the great 
effort which was exerted.01

W e should also note that even in the spiritual sleep the soul is able 
to return spontaneously to itself at the moment that some obligation 
presses, even though previously the soul had not thought o f it. 
Thus some souls, having charge of important affairs, may have con- 
sidered themselves incapable or have forgotten to undertake them, 
but they will remember them at the opportune moment and then, 
full of ability and prudence, they will accomplish their duties in a 
short time and with remarkable dispatch.02

61 See Gorres, Mystique divine, IV , chap. 2.
62 In spite of the usual rigidity and immobility, some souls speak and move around 

while in rapture, thus transmitting some of the light which they receive. St. Cather- 
ine of Siena and St. Magdalen of Pazzi spoke during their raptures, and in this way 
there could be written an account of their divine Communications. St. Magdalen of 
Pazzi expressed herself with such rapidity and volubility that five or six scribes 
were required to write ali that she said. She was also accustomed to walk when in 
this state. Many persons in this state appeared transfigured in a superhuman beauty 
or they shone with a heavenly light. Numerous examples can be found in Gorres, 
loc. cit., chaps. 7 f ., 21 f.

St. Catherine de Ricci not only became resplendent during her raptures, but they 
frequently overtook her in ali manner of postures. When they overtook her during 
the processions as she carried the crucifix, she remained in the procession, stopping 
at the designated places, but she seemed to be walking on air. Sometimes she would 
fall into these States when in the company of those who visited her monastery. Many 
times she spoke and explained what she had seen or she made it known by her 
gestures and movements. For twelve years, from the age of 19 to 31 (1543-54), she 
had a weekly rapture which lasted for 28 hours, from 12 noon on Thursdav until 
4 o’clock of Friday afternoon, during which she suffered the whole sequence of 
the Passion. During the scourging she was convulsed with the severe lashings which 
she mysteriously felt, and sometimes it left her body black and blue.

Other saints also experienced prolonged and repeated ecstasies. St. Joseph of 
Cupertino had them almost continually; St. Thomas of Villanova, when once rc- 
citing the Office of the Ascension, was suspended in the air for twelve hours; 
Blessed Angela had ecstasies for three days at a time; Blessed Columba de Ricti, for 
five; Marina de Escobar, for six; St. Ignatius, for eight; St. Colette, for fiftccn; St. 
Magdalen of Pazzi, for forty days (cf. Gorres, op. cit., chap. 2-4). The ecstasies
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3. Another difference is that natural ecstasies can be obtained 
or provoked. There are some persons who can experience them 
whenever they wish. But divine ecstasies are usually effected when 
least expected so that one could say that it would suffice to desire 
them in order not to have them.* 63

4. But the most notable difference is the great prudence and 
balance manifested b y  souls to whom God shows such favor, and 
above ali, the light, fervor, and salutary changes which, as a re
suit o f these favors, they preserve ali their lives. T h ey receive and 
manifest the seal of the Savior who is the light of the world, whereas 
the other souls always bear a certain stigma of mental unbalance or 
degeneration.

Those who have been visibly favored with the wounds of Christ 
confound impartial Science by their extraordinary manner of life. 
Such wounds can in no w ay be compared to the wounds that 
could be produced naturally or artificially. T hey are painful be- 
yond compare and yet, though they cause momentarily a great 
faintness of spirit, in reality they console and revivify and are 
sources o f superhuman energies.64 T h ey do not respond to any 
remedy and, great as they are, these wounds sometimes appear or 
disappear periodically of themselves, according to the mysteries

of Blessed Hosanna of Mantua were interrupted when it came time for Com- 
munion, for the Lord permitted her the use of her senses and movements for this 
act.

“Although St. Bernard says that ecstasies are of short duration,” observes Father 
Thomas of Jesus (Contempl. div., I, chap. 6) in accordance with Denis the Car- 
thusian, “ that is to be understood in regard to the weakness of the human mind and 
to that which happens more frequently, but not in regard to the divine clemency 
which sometimes preserves saints in rapture for long periods of time.”

63 Some souls had ecstasies even in childhood, others were very tardy in ex- 
periencing them. According to Dr. Imbert (La stigmat., II, 17), St. Hildegarde, 
Blessed Cathcrine de Racconigi, Blessed Dominica, and St. Catherine of Siena began 
to have ecstasies at the age of four; St. Peter Alcantara, Blessed Hosanna, St. Angela 
de Brescia, and Mother Inez of Jesus, at six; Blasa of Clatanisetta at seven; Christine 
of Stumbele at eleven; St. Inez of Montepulciano at fourteen; Mary of Agreda at 
eighteen; Veronica of Binasco at forty; and St. Teresa of Avila at forty-three. The 
Venerable Michaela de Aguirre received them at four and was then raised to the 
mystical espousal. But it is to be noted that some of these premature ecstasies which 
took place in souls that were not yet raised to the mystical union pertained essen- 
tially to the graces gratis datae and were therefore rather prophetic than mystical.

or “M y wounds,”  said St. Catherine of Siena to her confessor, “not only do not 
afflict my body, but they sustain and fortify it. I feel that what formerly depressed 
me, now invigorates me.”
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of the liturgical year.65 T h ey  bleed profusely and, though they 
are very deep and almost continual, they never become gangre- 
nous. T h ey always remain fresh wounds, without any sign of 
suppuration and certainly no putrefaction, but they give off the 
sweetest odors. Frequently they are concentrated in the heart, 
without passing to the exterior, for the heart is the organ which is 
directly wounded by the divine darts. For that reason many con
templative souls suffer excruciating agonies in their hearts and they 
realize that it has been wounded physically. This was observed 
in many persons, as in the case of Venerable Martina of the Angels 
whose heart was examined after her death. Deep wounds were 
discovered there which, if  they had been naturally inflicted, would 
have caused death a thousand times. Nevertheless such souls often 
live for years with these wounds and, although they cause terrible 
pain, from these same wounds come remarkable powers to occupy 
themselves with greater activity and zeal in all that pertains to 
the divine service.

W e shall say nothing o f the many other marvels in the lives of 
the saints which cannot be compared to anything natural. W e wish 
to add a few  words, however, about rapture accompanied by bilo- 
cation, for modern Science is able to produce similar effects but 
not in the same manner nor with the same results, and stili less 
from the same causes. Apart from the well-known cases of St. 
Nicholas of M yra, St. Anthony of Padua, St. Francis Xavier, 
St. Alphonsus Liguori, Blessed Peter Telmo, Blessed Martin de 
Porres, and others, whose presence was perceived in many places 
far removed from where their bodies were physically, there are 
remarkable incidents related about the above-mentioned Venera
ble Martina.66 Like Catherine Emmerich, she many times presented 
herself in distant places for the good of her neighbor or Christianity. 
She passed over lands and seas in these mysterious journeys and 
afterward she was able to give an exact account of various ob- 
jects and events in far-away places. She was also able to speak very 
intelligcntly about matters of navigation, though she had never 
seen the sea nor received any kind of instruction in these things.

65 These wounds disappeared from Michaela de Aguirre at the command of her 
Provincial.

66 See her Life, by Father Maya, Madrid, 1735.
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Blessed Catherine o f Racconigi also appeared many times and 
she used to let herself be seen very clearly when the necessities 
of her neighbor or the Church so required. She once appeared to 
a prince and threatened him on the part o f God, leaving him in 
great consternation.67 But one of the most remarkable and best 
authenticated cases is that of the Venerable M ary of Agreda. In 
her great raptures, by reason of the extreme zeal which she had 
for the salvation of souls, she repeatedly appeared in N ew  Mexico, 
preaching, catechizing, and converting thousands of Indians who 
later sought out missioners in order to be baptized. The fact of 
the matter is that these Indians were able to be baptized immedi- 
ately and without any further instruction, for they were already well 
preparcd. T h ey  told the missioners that from time to time a cer- 
tain woman had come to teach and counsel them and then she would 
disappear, but they never knew where she went.

The strangeness of the case called for further investigations, and 
it was ultimately suspected that it might have been Venerable 
Agreda. W hen commanded under obedience, she told the truth 
of the affair; she gave a perfect description of ali those remote 
regions and the intervening places, as if she had frequently 
traversed them. She was able to teli one o f the missioners what he 
was doing among the Indians on a certain day and at a certain hour. 
She did not venture to say whether she had been there in the body 
or out of the body, but although she went there as if by flight, she 
felt herself to be there in reality and she could physically experi- 
ence the changes in the climate and so on. Once when in this state 
she was distributing rosaries to the Indians, these rosaries disap- 
peared forever from her cell, as if the journey and the giving had 
been physical realities.08

Modern S c ie n c e  is  a b le  t o  o f f e r  u s  e x a m p le s  of t e le p a t h y  w h ic h

67 See Annee Dominicaine, September 5. St. Catherine de Ricci also frequently 
appeared to those who invokcd her and she would console and defend them and 
even accompany them on perilous journeys. Thus she communicated with St. 
Magdalen 01 Pazzi and even more with St. Philip Neri. After her death, Philip de- 
scribed her with as much exactitude as if he had lived with her and he even com- 
mented that a certain picture did not resemble her, although he himself had never 
seen her bodily. The same thing occurred with Blessed Hosanna who described 
Palestine perfectly although she had never been there.

68 For further accounts, see her life by Samaniego. For similar accounts in the 
lives of other saints, see their biographies or Meric, Vlmagination et les prod., and 
Gorres, op. cit.
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are somewhat similar to these cases described above.89 But even 
granting the existence of this entirely natural phenomenon— which 
sometimes gives suspicion of being diabolical— it almost always 
appears in neurotics or the mentally unbalanced, and we do not 
see that it produces any fruit. He who has eyes to see will observe 
how differently manifested are the works of nature from those of 
the Spirit, however much they may be confused by the profane. 
The raptures of the servants of God offer a grand analogy, indeed, 
an identity, with the deeds of St. Philip mentioned in Acts 8:26, 40.

Those who live according to the flesh, judge all things accord- 
ing to human prudence, which is carnal or worldly. T h ey  are un- 
able to feel and understand the things o f the Spirit (Rom. 8 :5-7 ; 
I Cor. 2 :14 ) . So it is that, faced with the world of wonders in which 
souls live hidden with Christ in God, the animal man is ili at ease 
and makes use of puerile explanations when he sees that denial or 
disdain avails him nothing.70

69 Since there is such a similarity, spiritual directors are obliged to proceed with 
great caution and not to take for granted as divine, apparitions or visions from afar 
which certain spiritual persons are frequently accustomed to experience. These 
things may sometimes be the resuit of the psychological state in which these peoplc 
find themselves and they may sometimes be reduced to an unusual case of telepathy. 
Let them look rather, as the Lord commands, to the fruits of sanctity, and then they 
will be able to see whether the tree is human or divine. Cf. Meric, op. cit.

70 When they notice the profound contrast existing between the divine and the 
human, even the most frantic rationalists begin to take flight and, fearful of placing 
themselves in ridicule, they no longer attempt to identify mystical phenomena with 
hysteria. Even Delacroix (“Develop. des etats myst. chez Ste. Terese,” in Bull. de 
la Soc. fr. de phil., January, 1906) had to remark that it was not his intention to 
explain by hysteria all the events in a life so grand, so ample, and so beautiful as 
that of the saint. “To teli the truth,” he adds, “ this would not be an explanation, for 
one would have to show how and by what means these effects were produced by 
hysteria, which usually produces such opposite effects.”

Montmorand (“ Hysterie et myst.,”  in Iiev. philos., March, 1906, pp. 301-8) 
shows the contrasts between the life of this saint and that of neuropathic persons. 
The latter are voluble, capricious, inconstant, lacking in sense and penetration; 
whereas in St. Teresa there was quite evidently the good qualities of the delicacy of 
good sense, the sharpness of genius, energy, and constancy. “As regards the ecstasies 
of the mystics,” he writes in the sanie review of July, 1905, “ producing as they do 
certain very beneficia! results, one has no right to confuse them with other States 
hearing the same name but which produce such contrary results.”

As regards the wounds of the saints, which are mystically impressed in the midst 
of the most lofty contemplation, there is to be found in Science nothing which even 
remotely resembles them. The stigmata produced by suggestion can almost always 
be reduced to a passing discoloration and seldom does it come to the sweating of 
drops of blood. The stigmata of the mystics produce dcep and permanent wounds 
which sometimes affect even the heart. The former stigmata disappear after a short 
time, and we do not think that they cause any great suffering; those of the saints
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But the saddest fact o f ali is that to the objections of the incredu- 
lous there is frequently added the systematic skepticism of many 
who consider themselves good Catholics, and some of these are 
religious and ecclesiastics. H ow ever much they invoke Science and 
criticism and consider themselves to have a right and serene judg- 
ment which is not a victim of illusion, they do not avoid being de- 
ceived nor do they even try to hide it. T h ey  are very much 
contaminated with naturalism or they are filled with a mundane 
spirit and their Christian sense is atrophicd and corrupted. If they 
possessed a pure Christian sense it is certain that they would bet- 
ter recognize the gifts of G od .* 71 T h ey would never suppose, as 
they do suppose either implicitly or explicitly, that the divine arm 
is shortened and that the marvels so often realized in the early saints 
are no longer in existence. A t most, they say, these marvels are 
repeated only in certain pious wornen who, however good they 
may be, do not offer sufficient proof of a sound critical judgment. 
But even if these graces were reserved only to wornen, that fact 
would prove only that in the conquest of the kingdom of God the 
weaker sex is more powerful than the stronger, and that, while 
many men are effeminate and degradcd, many wornen march 
valiantly in the footsteps o f the Savior and follow Him closely 
to enjoy His divine perfumes.72 73

Actually G od is no acceptor of persons and He is pleased with 
ali those who love and serve Him .78 Thcrefore the Church has 
always had men and wornen saints of every condition and always 
w ill have. It is also certain that these saints will be in greater abun- 
dance as they are more necessary to arrest the growing wave of 
evil. The graccs of that sovereign Spirit wrho through nations con

do not disappear, except when they are periodic stigmata, and then they are re- 
newed in their proper time and they cause suffering which is at once excruciating 
and sweet and this suffering becomes a source of strength. Furthermore, as distinet 
from the pathological wounds, which follow their natural course, the mystical 
wounds (excepting those of St. Rita from the thorns), however deep and lasting, 
do not suppurate nor give off a bad odor nor cause any morbid alteration. Some- 
times, indeed, they exhale a sweet perfume. Human Science is unable to give an 
explanation of these mysteries as can be seen from the profound studies of Dr. 
Imbert, Stigmatis, If, chap. 6, 14, and of Gombault, Vlmagin., IV , chap. 2.

711 Cor. 2:12-16.
72 “Alas!”  exclaimed St. Jerome (Epist. 46 ad Rzifinum), “the weaker sex has 

conquered the world, and the more rohust sex is conquered by the world.”
73 Acts 10:34 f-
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veys Himself into holy souls and makes the friends of God and 
prophets74 will never be exhausted and never can be. So it is that 
there must ever be contemplative souls who will raise in their hearts 
the mystical ladder by which they ascend from virtue to virtue un- 
til they see their G od and converse with Him in a stupendous 
familiarity. There will also always be other souls who, apart from 
the graces which ordinarily accompany the mystical life, will re- 
ceive the charisms and extraordinary gifts (prophecies, miracles, 
the gift of tongues, and the like) which are primarily directed to 
the good of others and the general well-being o f the Church. The 
Lord grants those remarkable favors when they are least thought 
of, thus to confound the incredulous. T h ey are signs, not for the 
faithful, but for the unbelievers. The great saints possessed these 
extraordinary graces frequently and even without adverting to 
them.75 Christ promised that His followers would realize equal 
and even greater prodigies than His own.76 But the energetic 
critics of these marvelous favors forget this fact.

God gives graces gratis datae and extraordinary favors to whom- 
ever he wishes and distributes them according to His good pleas- 
ure (I Cor. 1 2 : 1 1 ) .  But the gifts which generally accompany the 
mystical repose to which He invites ali souls,77 are given, sooner 
or later, to all who faithfully persevere in seeking it by means of 
continual abnegation, recollection, and vigilance over the senses. 
In this state no distinction exists between men and women. H e 
imposes His yoke upon ali and commands all to follow Him, each 
one carrying his own cross, under the penalty of being unworthy 
o f Him .78 T o  all He offers the fount o f living water 79 and on all

74 VVisd. 7:27.
75 “ In the history of the saints,” observes Chauvin, “there is ordinarily found a 

whole series of phenomena such as visions, ecstasies, prophecies, miracles, etc., 
which, although they are not essential to sanctity, seem to be necessary in these 
biographies, for there will scarcely be found one saint who did not experience such 
things. . . . Even among the saints in whom there are not found raptures or visions, 
they are few (indeed, none!) who did not reach infused contemplation. . . . The 
lives of the ancient saints are like a litany of miracles. . . . Today the Church re
quires the evidence of some of these graces in order to recognize officially the 
sanctity of a person and to raise him to the altars. . . . Certain gratuitous favors 
are so lofty that they are possessed only by the saints and they become the proper 
privilege of those saints” (Qu'est-ce qu'un Saint, pp. 37, 44, 53).

76 John 14:12.
77 Matt. 11:29; Heb. 4 :11 .
78Matt. 10:38.
79 Isa. 55:1; John 7:37-39.
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H e is pleased to pour forth in abundance the gifts of His Spirit.80
W e have sufficiently numerous and recent examples o f this in 

Venerable H oyos, St. Benedict Joseph Labre, Blessed James of 
Cadiz, St. John Bosco, Blessed Anthony Claret, and the remarka- 
ble St. John Vianney, the Cure of Ars. There are stili other 
servants of G od whose causes of beatification have been com- 
pleted or are far advanced.81 If, as St. Teresa noted 82 and St. 
Peter Alcantara recognized, the favors of contemplation more 
abound in humble women, the reason is, in part, that G od usually 
selects that which is most weak in the eyes of the world in order 
to confound those who presume to be strong, especially in spirit, 
when actually they lack the Spirit.83 Another part of the reason 
is that many pious men, necessarily engaged in the heavy labors 
of the apostolate, do not have at their disposal, as they would like, 
sufficient time to experience and enjoy the sweetness of intimate 
concourse with God. But G od reserves these things in great abun
dance for the end of their lives.84 Another important reason is that 
many women are actually more devout, and for that reason the 
Church speaks of them, not as the weak sex, but as the devout sex. 
W omen are, as a rule, more given to praycr, more constant in

80 Jas. i : j ; Joel 2:28-39.
81 Those who suppose that there are no saints today should remember that there 

are many nineteenth-century persons who have been raised to the altars and among 
them four Spanish Dominicans of the Holy Rosary Province who suffered martyr- 
dom in Indo-China. Further there werc in 190H. 287 cases for beatification pending, 
half of which pertained to people of the ninctecnth century. The person who be- 
lieves that sanctity is proper to women or that it has disappeared from religious 
institutes should consider that of the 287 cases mentioned above, 207 are men and 
239 are members of religious communitics.

The reader will bc fainiliar also with the recent canonization of St. Frances 
Xavier Cabrini, who lived and workcd in the United States. It will also be of inter- 
est to point out that the Master General of the Dominican Order, the Most Rever- 
end Manuel Suarez, O.P., has appointed a committee of investigation to begin the 
work of preparing the documcnts for the beatification of Father Arintero. [Tr.l

82 Life, chap. 40.
83 See I Cor. 1:27-29.
84 Godinez, Teologia Mistica, III, 6: “The contemplation which God gives as a 

reward to recollected souls after some period of abandonment, He is wont to com
municate as a consolation . . . to those valiant captains of the mixed life. . . . I 
knew some missionaries (chap. 7) to whom God communicated loftiest heights of 
infused contemplation, and they reaped in their privacy what they had sown with 
great fatigue on the missions. One of them, I know, was for three days and three 
nights in ecstasy.”
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desolation, more persevering in recollection, more vigilant in guard- 
ing their senses, more docile to the guidance of their spiritual 
director, and more solicitous in procuring perfect purity of heart 
by which they are disposed to hear and follow better the motions 
and inspirations of the H oly Ghost.

Against these advantages, which every experienced confessor or 
director will admit, many women suffer the disadvantage of not 
being sufficiently simple and sincere and of being too much taken 
up with consolations. Hence they are extremely susceptible to fall 
into illusions. Given an equality of apparent virtue in a man and a 
woman, that of the man usually inspires more confidence. It is 
proverbial that in women there is often found that duplicity from 
which the divine Spirit flees 85 and from which the evil one draws 
so much advantage. M any women have a secret desire to be es- 
teemed as favored by God, to be regarded as saints by their 
directors, and to be preferred to others who actually are saints. 
These vain desires, attachments, and fixations, which are a con- 
tinual source of jealousy and rancor, are the cause of the dis- 
dain which has been visited upon both true visionaries and the 
falsely devout. T h ey put into disrepute virtue itself and the many 
faithful souls who have successfully triumphed over ali their weak- 
nesses.

Sometimes the natural weaknesses of women need to be consoled 
by greater comforts. But actually, if they try to be faithful and 
to proceed in ali simplicity and sincerity, they will receive con
solations in even greater abundance because to a certain extent 
they will then merit them the more or they will be better dis
posed to receive them and profit from them. A  woman’s heart is 
generally more loving, more sensitive, and more delicate, and this 
condition helps them the better to feel and evaluate the worth o f 
the divine love which manifested itself so humanly in the works 
of the whole life and passion of our Redeemer. Experiencing the 
sweet odor of His name, they run after Him and love Him to 
marvelous excesses.86 W ell could our Lord reserve for them cer- 
tain charisms and extraordinary favors, for He has denied to them

85 Wisd. 1:5; Prov. 3:20; Osee 10:2; Jas. 1:8.
86Cant. 1:2.
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His priesthood and the imponderable value of the celebration of 
Mass.87

H ow  many saintly women have excelled in purity of heart and 
perseverance in prayer and as a resuit have been able to experi- 
ence and penetrate the divine truths perhaps better than anyone else! 
W ho has ever spoken of the attributes of God, the unction of the 
H oly Ghost, and the dark contemplation as did Blessed Angela of 
Foligno? W ho has ever written of the m ystery of the Incarnation 
as did St. Magdalen o f Pazzi or of the sweet enchantments of the 
sacred humanity of Christ as did St. Gertrude? W ho can compare 
with St. Catherine of Genoa in speaking of the purifications of the 
soul; with St. Catherine of Siena in speaking of the power of 
divine love? W ho has ever explained supernatural psychology as 
did St. Teresa, and who has spoken of the hidden mysteries of the 
life of our Lord and Our Lady as did Agreda and Emmerich? 88

Those who disparage the marvels of the supernatural order be- 
cause they see that they are preferably found in women are con- 
founded by the examples mentioned above. Certain it is that we 
must be on our guard in order not to become victims of illusions, 
fraud, and deeeit; this cannot be achieved by following prudence 
of the flesh, but only the prudence of the spirit.89 It is assured by

87 Agreda, The Mystical City of God, chap. 14: “Wise men will not be surprised 
that women should be so singularly favored with these gifts for, in addition to thcir 
being fervent in thcir love, God selects the weakcst things as the best proof of His 
power.”

88 St. Francis de Sales, Treatise on the Love of God, Preface: “Mystical writings 
are aided more by the dcvotion of lovers than by the doctrines of the wise. So it 
is that the Holy Ghost desired that certain women should treat of these things. 
Who better expressed the heavenly mysteries of sacrcd love than St. Catherine of 
Genoa, Blessed Angela of Foligno, St. Catherine of Siena, or St. Matilda?”

“When one loves God more ardently, so niuch the more fully does He reveal 
Himself as beloved, and when this love is more flaming, the knowledge of divine 
things is more profound and more acute. For the things that are closer to us are 
more easily known and by love God is made most close to us for love can transform 
us into God. When, thereforc, an ardent love reaches that degree which knowledge 
is unablc to attain, those who love God ardently know Him more fully then they 
could by possessing a piercing intellect. . . . This ardent love, says St. Bonaventurc, 
is formally a certain affective or experiinental knowledge. . . . Thus St. Bernard 
(super Cant.) says: ‘Whatcver we know of T h y innermost secrets, O Lord, we 
know either from Scripture or from Thee revealing or, certainly, (and this belongs 
to the perfect) by taste; that is, we are taught by experience’ ” (Ven. Bartholomew 
of the Martyrs, Comp. myst. doct., chap. 24). See also St. Catherine of Siena, 
D ialogue, chap. 85.

8a Directors incapable of knowing the things of the spirit, who contradict and 
condemn contemplative souls because they do not understand them, seeing them
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invoking the Father of ali lights, yearning and begging for the 
mystical sense,* 90 and striving to purify the eyes o f the heart so 
that they will be able to be illumined and w ill not remain in the 
darkness of death.91 Those who attempt to judge these marvels 
with only human eyes cannot avoid erring greatly, regarding as 
of little or no value those precious pearls that are not for them.92 
T h ey  presume on their own knowledge of refined critical sense 
and deem that they are able to judge of the things of God better 
than the saints themselves who were filled with the sense of Christ. 
Then, depreciating the marvelous lives of the just, they will even- 
tually have to admit, in spite of themselves, that they were mad.93 
H ow  true it is that the spiritual man judges ali things and cannot 
be understood, much less, judged, by any psychologist! 94

A P P E N D IX

i. T he D iv in e  E cstasies

Interior Ccistle, sixth mansions, chap. 4:

[Ecstasy] is not like one who suffers a swoon or a paroxysm so that it 
can understand nothing either within itself or without. . . . The soul 
has never before been so fully awake to the things of God or had such 
light or such knowledge of His Majesty. . . . When the soul is in this 
state of suspension and the Lord sees fit to reveal to it certain mysteries, 
such as heavenly things and imaginary visions, it is able subsequently to 
describe these, for they are so deeply impresscd upon the memory that 
they can never again be forgotten. But when they are intellectual visions 
they cannot be so described; for at these times come visions of so sublime

proceed with all simplicity and humility, are usually the first to give credence to 
deluded souls. Even though these souls are in good faith, they proceed with deceit 
and craftiness to find any kind of support, even if it be that of a fool.

The Living Flante, stanza 3, verse 4: “Those persons who are not spiritual enough 
to be purged of their desires and pleasures, but stili . . . follow their animal nature 
. . . may think much of the base and vile things of the spirit, which are those that 
come nearest to the sensual condition wherein they stili live, and they will consider 
them to be of great importance; while those things that are lofty and spiritual . . . 
they will count of small importance and not estcem them.”

90 Wisd. 7:7.
91 Jas. 1:5-17; Eph. 1 : 1 7 f.; Ps. 12:4; 17:29; 18:9; Apoc. 3:18.
92 Matt. 7:6.
93 Wisd. 5:4.
941 Cor. 2:15.
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a kind that it is not fitting for those who live on earth to understand them 
in such a way that they can describe them; although after regaining 
possession of their senses they can often describe many of these intellec- 
tual visions. . . . Oh, daughters, the profit is so great that it cannot be 
exaggerated, for, although one cannot describe these favours, they are 
clearly imprinted in the very dcpths of the soul and they are never for- 
gotten. . . . But, although relief comes, the ecstasy has the effect of 
leaving the will so completely absorbed and the understanding so com- 
pletely transported—for as long as a day, or even for several days—that 
the soul seems incapable of grasping anything that does not awaken the 
will to love; to this it is fully awake, while asleep as regards ali that con- 
cerns attachment to any creature.

Oh, what confusion the soul feels when it comes to itself again and 
what ardcnt desires it has to be used for God in any and every way in 
which He may be pleased to employ it! . . . Such a soul would gladly 
have a thousand lives so as to use them all for God, and it would like 
everything on earth to be tongue so that it might praise Him. It has tre- 
mendous desires to do penance; and whatever penance it does it counts 
as very little, for its love is so strong that it fecis everything it does to be 
of very small account and realizes clearly that it was not such a great 
matter for the martyrs to suffer all their tortures, for with the aid of Our 
Lord such a thing becomes easy. And thus these souls make complaint 
to Our Lord when He offers them no means of suffering. . . .  It seems 
that Our Lord wants everyone to realizc that such a person’s soul is now 
His and that no one must touch it. Peoplc are welcome to attack hcr 
body, her honour, and hcr possessions, for any of these attacks will be to 
His Majesty’s honour. But her soul thcv may not attack, for . . . He 
will protect it from the whole world, and indeed frorn all hcll.

2. T hf. M arvels of G od in th e  W eaker  S ex 

Weiss, Apologie, X , conf. 23:

Although we should procccd with a ccrtain caution in regard to the 
marvels of God within oursclves, we cannot approve of those who 
shorten the arm of God and bdieve that these things are no longer 
realized in modern times and that therefore they are to be found only in 
simple women. . . . What! Women! Are they perhaps weak beings, 
those women who so energctically restrained their passions, performed 
heroic mortifications, and served God with all fidelityr (Rivera, Vita S. 
Theresae, pp. 1, 2, 37). It is certainly not a reproach to them to say that 
they alone walk along the way of perfection with a manly seriousness.
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Nor is it any shame to Christianity that it filis with heroic women and 
virgins the vacancies left by men who have deserted. Should not those 
men feel ashamed of their weakness, rather than insuit such women and 
depreciate the teaching which God gives to them, showing Himself to 
be great in little things and making strong that which is weak? (Blessed 
Raymond, Vita S. Catharinae Senensis, 2, 11, 12). Let no one attribute to 
himself the gift of God who gives to whom He pleases (Rom. 9:18; Heb. 
5:4). And no one has any right to ask Him why He acts thus. God has 
given to men the priesthood, the mission of preaching, the public aposto- 
late, and so on. Men have enough honors, obligations, and responsibili- 
ties. In what wray is it prejudicial to men if God gives to women the task 
of ornamenting His Church and for this purpose bestowing on them 
certain extraordinary gifts? . . .  In times when many men fled from the 
Church and only a few Nicodemuses came by night to converse with 
Jesus; when even the servants of the sanctuary were paralyzed with fear 
and could do nothing but keep silent and follow the dictates of carnal 
prudence; when the faith was despised and adherence to the Church had 
become an object of ridicule and when mortification and piety were con- 
sidered old women’s fables; it seems to us that such times were the most 
fitting for God to come to the aid of His Church by extraordinary gifts.
. . . Each year that we approach closer to the end of time we are made 
to see more clearly that we have great need of saints and miracles. . . . 
Miracles can be compared to honor, which is the shadow of virtue, for a 
miracle is the shadow of sanctity. A shadow flees from him who pursues 
it and it obstinately clings to the steps of him who flees from it. The 
miraculous pursues the saints as if to recompense them for the solicitude 
with which they strive to avoid it.
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Visions and Locutions
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^ ^ P A R T  from the phenomena already referrcd to, which are 
ordinarily manifested in the progressive phases of contemplation, 
there are others which are less indispensable and which do not 
seem to be a necessary part of that progress. O f themselves they 
do contribute to its development,. but they can also prove to be 
obstacles. T h ey  vary greatly or may be abscnt altogether. For that 
reason we call them epiphenomena. T h ey  are related in a certain 
w ay to the series of graces gratis datae which do not always pre- 
suppose sanctity nor necessarily sanctify the one who possesses 
them. Indeed, they are sometimes contpatible with grave sins, as 
when they are expressly directed to the common good.1 These 
graces, since they are not necessary, but are useful, and since they 
are dangerous to a certain degree, although good in themselves, 
must never be desired, according to the doctrine which is current 
today. Therefore simple and upright souls fear them and avoid them 
as much as possible, lest they be an occasion of vanity and ruin.

Nevertheless, if they are reccived with humility and fear and 
are not desired with presumption and vanity, and if they are used 
well, they can be powerful means for animating the soul and mov- 
ing it to love and gratitude. Usually the one whom they first bene
fit is the one who possesses them. Therefore, although some of 
these phenomena are at times granted to evil persons, just as is 
the priesthood sometimes conferred on unworthy candidates, or
dinarily only very good souls receive them.2

1 See St. Thomas, In III Sent., dist. 13, q.2, a.2; In I Cor., lect. 2.
2 See Chauvin, loc. cit.; Blessed James of Cadiz, Vida Interior, III, 11.
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Among these graces which are properly graces gratis datae are 
the working of wonders and cures, the gift of tongues, of proph- 
ecy, of discernment of spirits, and so on. Since these gifts are di- 
rectly ordained to the good of others, they are comparatively rare. 
Those which are more frequent, so that they are almost ordinary 
in the generality o f mystics, are certain visions and locutions which 
are directly ordained to animate, console, direct, illumine, or rectify 
the souls themselves, although they may sometimes pertain also 
to otlier persons.3

T he last-mentioned gifts, therefore, although they are in a cer
tain manner related, or seem to be related, to the gift of prophecy, 
cannot in ali rigor be called graces gratis datae as were the former 
gifts. Actually they are simple types of illumination which are 
accommodated, as St. John of the Cross remarks,4 to the state and 
condition of certain contemplative souls. As such, they are impor
tant helps to one’s sanctification and they should never be despised 
or depreciated, however much it may be necessary to consider them 
with the greatest suspicion and caution and always with extreme 
disinterestedness.

B y  these divine illustrations the eyes of the heart begin to be 
illumined in a more distinet manner. The Apostle desires that all 
the faithful should have such eyes when he begs for all of them 
the Spirit of revelation so that they can better respond to the 8

8 Ascetit of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 24: “But over and above these graces freely 
bestowed, what we say is that persons who are perfect or are making progress 
in perfection are wont very ordinarily to receive cnlightenment and knowiedge of 
things present or absent; these they know through their spirit, which is already en- 
lightened and purged. . . . We can interpret that passage from the Proverbs in 
this sense, namely: . . . Even as there appear in the waters the faces of those that 
look thercin, so the hearts of men are manifest to the prudent (Prov. 27:19). This 
is understood of those that have the wisdom of saints, which the sacred Scripture 
calls prudence. . . . But it must be known that those whose spirits are purged can 
learn by natural means with great readiness, and some more readily than others, 
that which is in the inward spirit or heart, and the inclinations and talents of men, 
and this by outward indications, albeit very slight ones, as words, movements and 
other signs . . . according to the words of the Apostle, who says: . . . He that 
is spiritual judgeth all things (I Cor. 2 :15). . . . For it will come to pass that, when 
a person is inattentive to a matter and it is far from his mind, there will come to 
him a vivid understanding of what he is hearing or reading, and that much more 
clearly than it could be conveyed by the sound of words; and at times, though he 
understand not the words, as when they are in Latin and he knows not that tongue, 
the knowiedge of their meaning comes to him, despite his not understanding them.” 

4 Ascent of Mount Carmel, Bk. II, chaps. 11 , 17.
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divine call, see how rich is the glorious heritage of Jesus Christ in 
His saints, recognize His sovereign grandeur, and admire the treas- 
ures of Science and wisdom which are contained in Him and the 
prodigies of charity which surpass all knowledge. In this w ay will 
they be filled with the plenitude of G od.!'

More often this illumination is effected, as the Venerable Pala- 
phox points out,° by inspirations, motions, or secret illustrations 
rather than by ciear and distinet visions and locutions. But by the 
very fact that visions and locutions produce marvelous effects, it 
seems to be fitting or almost necessary on sonie occasions that they 
be clarified and perfected and at the same time testify to the soul 
that this light comes to it entirely from God. For, as the Angelic 
Doctor teaches,7 the soul does not usually have certitude of this 
fact except when the illumination is distinet.

It is true that some respected authors, in order to protect souls 
from vain curiosity and to keep them humble, say that these gifts 
are never to be desired and never to be sought, but rather that 
these lights are to be renounced. But in this matter we think that 
they are guilty of exaggeration or a dangerous confusion which 
should be dispelled. It would be unlawful to desire them, as often 
happens, when this desire springs from vanity, curiosity, or at- 
tachment to such things. But it is never unlawful when they are 
desired or sought as means of knowing, loving, and serving God 
better and of acquiring more distaste for the things of the world. 
Since these lights are such excellent and profitable helps, as St. 
Teresa repeatedly States,8 they cannot be other than desirable in 
themselves, although they should not be sought by those who are 
in no condition to use them or those who would abuse them or be- 
come too attached to them, as if in them were to be found the fruit 
of sanctification.

6 Eph. 1:17 -19 ; 3:18 f.
6 Varon dc deseos, III, 5.
t lia Hae, q. 171, a.5: “The prophet’s mind is instructed by God in two ways: in 

one way by an express revelation, in another way by a most mysterious instinct to 
which the human mind is subjccted without knowing it, as Augustine says (Gen. 
ad Iit., II, 17). Accordingly the prophet has the greatest certitude about those things 
which he knows by an express revelation, and he has it for certain that they are 
revealed to him by God. . . . On the other hand, his position with regard to the 
things he knows by instinct is sometimes such that he is unable to distinguish fully 
whether his thoughts are conceived of Divine instinct or of his own spirit.”

8 Life, chaps. 28 f.; Interior Castle, sixth mansions, ehap. 9.
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But the Apostle very much recommends not only that one should 
esteem these lights, but that he should strive for them,9 and the 
Psalniist begs for them in these words: “ Send forth T h y  light and 
T h y  truth, O Lord, for they have attracted me and led me to T h y  
holy mountain.”  10 In this light and truth we are well able to un- 
derstand the divine visions and locutions which, as St. John of 
the Cross says (loc. cit.), are the ordinary w ay by which the Lord 
usually leads souls from the sensible to the spiritual. Indeed to the 
more generous and detached souls He communicates things that 
are purely of the spirit, omitting those other means that may prove 
a hindrance to them.11

It is through visions o f one sort or another that the Lord begins 
truly to shine forth in His servants and it is by means of locutions 
that He directs them in all their works so that they may be more 
perfect and to His liking.12 That the soul may hear the mysterious

8 See I Cor. 14:1-5, 12, 39.
10 Poulain, op. cit., p. 333: “The repulsion which one ought to feel for visions 

must not extend to those which are indeicae, that is to say, of the divinity, for these 
are a type of mystical union.” The other visions, if well received, disposc for these 
latter and are of themselves ordaincd to them. Cajetan tcaches (In lia Hae, q.95, a.4) 
that the apparitions of angels and saints constitute the bcginning of happiness: Ad  
initium coelestis felicitatis, et Patriae spectat conversatio in hac vita cum Angelis, 
aut Sanctis apparentibus quandoque nobis. Therefore, whcn they are received with 
humility and one is not unduly attached to them, their effects are very profitable, 
as all admit. St. Teresa remarks (Foundations, chap. 8) that when a soul is humble 
no vision, even if it be of the enemy, can harm the soul; but on the other hand, 
if the soul is not humble, it uses all visions to its own injury.

11 For this reason St. John rigorously censures those directors as “miracle- 
mongers” who are too much attached to sensible revelations and almost seem to 
measure sanctity by such things. However much they dissimulate, such directors are 
always giving souls an occasion for vanity and pride and causing them to be ex- 
cessively attached to and fond of such favors, thereby incapacitating them to ad- 
vance farther. (See op. cit., chap. 18.)

12 Ps. 89:17. Alvarez de Paz, De grad. contempl., III, 6: “The soul in Union, and 
even in other States, . . .  is wont to hear God speaking to it in a special manner, 
and this speaking is of great benefit to it. . . . It is very evident from the Scrip- 
tures and from the Fathers that God frequently spcaks to His own in a singular 
manner.”

St. Bernard, Serm. de mult. utilit. verbi Dei: “The divine word sounding in the 
ears of the soul disturbs and terrifies it, but later, if this voice is hceded, it vivifies, 
melts, inflames, illumines, and cleanses the soul. . . . The sinner will hear it, and 
his bowels will tremble, and his carnal soul will quake. For it examines and judges 
all the secrets of the heart, this living and efficacious scrutinizer of hearts and 
thoughts. Whence it is rightfully said of him who is dead in sin: Si audieris vocem  
Filii Dei vives. . . . If thy heart is obdurate, remember the words of Scripture: 
‘He shall send out His word, and shall melt them’ (Ps. 147:18). . . . If thou art 
lukewarm and have fear of being vomited forth, do not depart from the word of 
God, and it will inflame thee, for His word is fire indeed. If thou art plagucd with
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voice with which He often deigns to speak to the heart, H e raises 
the soul to a mystical solitude.13 W hile in that state the soul must 
be attentive if it is to hear, understand, and follow what the Spirit 
says to it. It must not harden its heart, otherwise it will not eriver 
into the divine rest.14 The enamored soul cannot help but sigh for 
the heavenly Spouse and be cast into an ecstasy on hearing His 
sweet voice.15 And when He is absent from it, the soul goes forth 
in search o f Him with heartfelt sighs, asking where He dwells, 
where He pastures and rests.16

Thus does the Lord manifest His face and His mercy for the 
light and salvation of His faithful ones; for this favor the Psalmist 
pleads with much insistence.17 So also we should not only beg Him 
sincerely to teach us to do His holy w ill,18 * but also be atten
tive in order to hear what He deigns to speak to us, for H e speaks 
words of peace to His saints and to ali those who are converted in 
their hearts,18 so that they may live recollected in Him and strive 
for perfect purity.20

These interior illuminations and locutions, although sometimes

the darkness of ignorance, diligently heed what the Lord God speaks in thee, and 
the word of God will be a lamp for thy feet. The more thou grievest, the more 
clearly dost thou recognize thy sins, even the smallcst of them. But the Father will 
sanctify thee in truth, which is also His word, so that thou wilt merit to hear with 
the apostles: ‘N ow you are clean because of the word which I have spoken to you.’
. . . Behold He has prepared a table in thy sight so that thou wilt not live by bread 
alone but by every word that proceeds from the mouth of God and in the strength 
of His bread thou wilt walk the way of I lis commandments. . . . Persevere in them 
and exercise thyself in them continually until the Spirit shall teli thee to rest from 
thy labors. In this word wilt thou rest sweetly and thou wilt sleep blissfully until 
the hour comes when ali who are in their tombs will hear His voice.”

18 Osee 2:14.
14 Ps. 94 :11; Heb. 3 :1 1 ;  4 :1—11.
16 Cant. 1 : 1 ;  2:8-10; 5:6.
16 Cant. 1:6; 3:2.
11 Ps. 79:4-20; 84:7 f.
18 Ps. 142:10.
19 Ps. 84:9.
20 The Psalms never cease to recommend to us that we seek the face of the Lord: 

“ See His face evermore” (104:4) and to beg Him to manifest His face and never 
to depart from us: “M y heart hath said to Thee: My face hath sought Thee: T h y 
face, O Lord, will I stili seek. Turn not away Thy face from me” (26:8 f.). See also 
10 1:3 ; r42:7- “W hy turnest Thou Thy face away?”  (43:24.) “ I entreated Thy face 
with ali my heart”  (118:58). “Make Thy face to shine upon Thy servant” (118 :135). 
“Thou hast made known to me the ways of life, 1  hou shalt fili me with joy with 
T h y countenance” ( 15 :1 1) .
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manifested exteriorly, are ordained especially to one’s own sanc- 
tification.21 In this they differ from prophecy, which consists in 
the manifestation of divine mysteries, the future, or that which is 
in the hearts of others, and it is directed to the general ediflcation 
of the Church as a whole.22 Some of the favors which are graces 
gratis datae and not gratum facientes are usually found in true 
saints, although they may be distributed, some being manifested 
in certain saints and others in other saints. The Lord grants His 
gifts to each one as He sees fit.23 But without participating some- 
how in these gifts, according to the present discipline of the Church, 
no servant of God can be declared a saint.

W hat is important, then, is not to attach the heart to these 
means, especially as regards favors and consolations. That would 
be tantamount to seeking self and forgetting the G iver for His 
gifts. The gifts are of value only so far as they lead one to the 
Service of the Lord. W hen these lights are lacking, then the soul 
should consider itself undeserving of them and should at the sarne 
time purify the heart in order to receive them with profit when 
God sees fit to grant them. W hen these gifts are granted, the soul 
should be grateful for His m ercy and should strive to draw from 
them the desired fruit, without becoming too attached to the con
solations that accompany them. But whoever desires and seeks these 
gifts with selfishness and through vanity, rather than being favored

21 Palaphox, Varon de deseos, III, 5: “ In the spiritual Jife there are three ways of 
receiving interior communication from God. The first, in which the soul speaks of 
God; the second, in which the soul speaks to God; the third, in which the soul hears 
God.” This last one, he says, corresponds principally to the unitive way, in which 
the soul hears, understand, obeys, loves, and burns; just as in the purgative way the 
soul speaks of God because the heart cannot help but send to the lips the little love 
it possesses, and in the illuminative way the soul speaks with God because its life 
is more interior and silent. The locutions of God, he adds, work marvelous results.

“Therefore does Thomas a Kempis exclaim (III, chaps. 1-2), Blessed is the soul 
which hears God speaking within it and receives from His mouth the words of 
comfort. Blessed are the ears which receive the currents of the divine whisperings. 
. . . Speak, Lord, for Thy servant heareth. . . . Incline my heart to the words of 
Thy mouth and let Thy words rain down like dew. . . . Speak not to me, Moses 
or any of the prophets, but speak Thou, the inspirer and illuminator of all the 
prophets. . . . For Thou hast the words of eternal iife. Speak to me for the comfort 
of my soul and for the remedy of my whole life.” Cf. St. Augustine, Soliloq., 1; 
Confessions, IV, 11 ; VII, 10.

22 See I Cor. 12:7; 14:4 f.
23 See I Cor. 12 :7 -11 ; St. Thomas, loc. cit.
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by God, will be very much in danger, as St. John of the Cross 
wisely observes,24 of becoming the plaything of the illusions of his 
own imagination and o f the snares of the enemy.

The better to see which mercies are more profitable and de- 
sirable and the w ay these things can and ought ro be sought from 
God; in order also to point out which are dangerous and to be 
considered with no little fear and with a complete disinterest (as 
simple means which are of value only as they aid souls), let us see 
how many are the forms of illumination.

Both visions and locutions are of three classes: i. sensible or ex- 
ternal, that is, perceptible by sight or hearing; 2. imaginative, not 
perceptible b y  the external senses, but only by the imagination; 
3. purely intellectual, not perceptible by any sense, either external 
or internal, but received directly in the intelligence, as spiritual 
concepts, void o f every kind of sensible image or symbol.25

The first type is common to beginncrs, who have not yet suc- 
ceeded in withdrawing themselves entirely from the external senses 
and have not been completely stripped of the desire for sensible 
consolations. The second type is propcr to the more advanced, 
who have purged their sensitive facultics but stili require the help 
or attraction of this kind of light and consolation. The third is 
that of the perfect, who have purged the potencies of the soul and 
are capable of receiving purely spiritual illustrations. A li the other 
kinds of illustrations are ordained to this third type and they are 
fitting or necessary so far as they serve as means more suitable to 
one’s condition so that in the interim the spiritual light of the in
telligence is received with greater profit.26

24 Op. cit., chap. 11.
25 See St. John of the Cross, op. cit., chap. 10; Agreda, The Mystical City of God, 

I, II, 14.
26 From what has been said, one can see that the rule which held so much 

authority for many centuries; namely, that visions and locutions should not be 
desired, but should be feared and despised, is of no value per se, although it may 
sometimes be true per accidens, bccause of the hidden presumption, vanity, or 
curiosity which is frequently mixed with such desires. But since these things are 
good and useful in themselves, it cannot be otherwise than per se they should be 
desirable. For that reason St. Paul repeatedly advises that these things be desired 
and much appreciated. He says to the Corinthians: “Follow after charity, be zealous 
for spiritual gifts; but rather that you may prophesy. . . . He that speaketh in a 
tongue (locutions), edifieth himself: but he that prophesieth, edifieth the Church. 
And I would have you all to speak with tongues, but rather to prophesy” (I Cor. 
14 :1-5). Later, he adds: “Wherefore, brethren, be zealous to prophesy: and forbid
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From this consideratiori one will readily see how innocent are 
those persons who say, “ So and so is a saint; for he has seen the 
Blessed Virgin, or the Child Jesus,” and so forth. If the favor is 
certain (and there seems no indication of its beinij so if it is made 
public in such a w ay), it rather indicates that the favored one is 
stili a beginner; for if he were perfect, the vision ordinarily would 
be an intellectual one.27 In the intellectual vision, though no sensi- 
ble form or image intervenes, all objects are seen, even material 
ones, more clearly beyond compare than they could be seen with 
the eyes. Since there is such clarity and since it is an illustration most 
lofty and proper to perfect souls, no illusion or fraud is ever pres- 
ent nor is there the slightest danger of vanity.28

This excellent type of vision and locution, or spiritual knowl- 
cdge, since it is the most lofty and pure form of ciear and distinet 
illumination, is seldom lacking in a soul which has arrived at true 
and complete union, for such illustrations, according to St. Teresa, 
characterize and in a manner constitute the ecstatic union. That is 
vvhy they should be placed in the group of phenomena which is 
ordinary to contemplation. For the same rcason, although it would

not to speak with tongues” (ibid., 39). To the Thessalonians he makes these ob- 
servations: “Extinguish not the spirit. Despise not prophecies” (I Thess. 5:19 f .).

Therefore that cannot be otherwise than desirable which is so much recom- 
mended by the Apostle. It is only to be feared when it is not sought or used properly. 
In regard to the intellectual illustrations which, besides the fact that they offer not 
ihe slightest danger, directly contribute to illumination and union, there is no 
rcason why they should not be desired and sought and esteemed as they deserve, 
as St. John of the Cross gives us to understand. The sensiblc Communications are 
simply special forms of illumination which, since they are more accommodated 
to human needs and conditions, are usually of great profit to beginners who proceed 
in good faith, animated with great desires and with great disinterest. Proceeding 
in this way, they do not suffer the risks of those who are attached to such things. 
W hen by these means the soul has been sufficiently spiritualized, it will receive 
other superior lights which are proper to perfect men. So it is seen that in certain 
generous, pure, and magnanimous souls in which these helps are not needed, the 
illumination is almost from the very beginning more spiritual and there are scarcely 
any sensible manifestations to which the soul may become attached.

27 There are, nevertheless, exceptions in this regard. St. Teresa began to have in- 
icllectual visions for quite some time, but she believcs that she had gained much 
ilirough the later imaginative visions wherein the divine truths were made more 
accessible to her.

28 Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, Part VII, chap. 4, art. 5: Contemplation “is 
certain; because its objects are the supernatural truths which the divine light dis- 
closes to it; and when this disclosure is made immediately to the understanding, it is 
not liable to error. When it is made either through the senses or through the im- 
agination, some illusion may at times mix with it.”
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be presumption to desire these graces if one were not yet in a con- 
dition to receive them, when G od mercifully grants them they are 
most useful and they offer not the slightest reason for fear and no 
danger to the soul. Nature of itself can in no w ay produce such 
visions and locutions, because our natural knowledge is always ac- 
companied by sensible images. Neitlier can the enemy faithfully 
imitate them, for he also, to work upon our intelligence, must ac
commodate himself to its natural condition which requires the 
accompanying phantasm. On the other hand, these visions and locu
tions contribute very efficaciously to the progress of the soul, for 
in an instant they fili it with a light and affections which are far 
superior to any that the soul could attain by its own efforts even 
after many years of endeavor. T h ey do not lead the soul to vanity; 
rather they leave it humbled and confused, maldng it realize its 
own nothingness and knowing that such prodigious fruits do not 
proceed from its own invention.28

Though imaginative visions at times prove more profitable to 
souls, yet, in the opinion of St. Teresa,80 because they are more in 
conformity with our natural condition, they are of themselves of

29 Interior Castle, sixth mansions, chap. io: “ lt may happen that the soul will be at 
prayer, and in possession of ali its senscs, and that then thcre will suddenly come 
to it a suspension in which the Lord communientes most secret things to it, which 
it seems to see within God Himself. . . . Although I say that the soul ‘sees’ Him, 
it really sees nothing, for this is not an imaginary, but a notably intellectual, vision, 
in which is revealed to the soul how all tliings are sccn in God, and how within 
Himself He contains them all. Such a vision is highly profitable because, although 
it passes in a moment, it remains engraven upon the soul.”

30 Interior Castle, sixth mansions, chap. 9: Imaginary visions “seem to me in some 
ways more profitable because they are in closer conformity with our nature. . . . 
When Our Lord is plcascd to bestow greater consolations upon this soul, He grants 
it, in whatever way He thinks best, a ciear rcvclation of His sacred Humanity . . . 
and although He docs this so quickly that we might liken the aedon to a flash of 
lightning, this most gloriolis image is so dccply engraven upon the imagination that 
I do not believe it can possibly disappear until it is seen where it can be enjoyed to 
all eternity.

“I speak of an ‘image,’ but it must not be supposed that one looks at it as at a 
painting; it is really alive, and sometimes even speaks to the soul and shows it things 
both great and secret. . . . When the soul is able to remain for a long time looking 
upon the Lord, I do not think it can be a vision at all. It must rather be that some 
striking idea creates a picture in the imagination: but this will be a dead image by 
comparison with the other.”

Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 16: “These imaginary visions come more fre- 
quently to proficients than do outward and bodily visions . . . for imaginary visions 
are subtler and produce a deeper impression upon the soul. . . . Nevertheless, it 
is true that some of these exterior bodily visions may produce a deeper impression; 
the communication, after all, is as God wills.”
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less efficacy. Moreover, they are always very much subject to dc- 
ception. This is so because, on the one hand, they can be imitated, 
as they frequently are, by the devii or by nature; on the other hand, 
although they are lawful, they are often misunderstood and 
w rongly interpreted, especially at the beginning.

But sensible visions, although by their nature even less efficacious, 
are more secure because, though the devii can imitate them by trans- 
forming himself into an angel of light, it is not so difficult to detect 
the fraud and there is no danger that a sane and well-balanced mind 
will be hallucinated to the point of fabricating visions and later 
accepting them. But, since these sensible visions are more rare and 
extraordinary and can readily lead to vanity or undue attachment, 
they are to be less desired and, when received, they demand much 
more precaution.

Nevertheless mystics have definite rules for distinguishing the 
divine from the natural and the diabolical.31 T he divine is recog- 
nized especially by its fruits: the effects and affections which are 
produced in the soul as a resuit of the various visions and locu- 
tions. Divine visions always show the stamp of their origin in the 
good effects of humility, meekness, modesty, docility, peace, 
charity, and the like, and the stimulus for good which they pro
duce or tend to produce. However, the soul can abuse them by 
taking complacence in them, thus neglecting the fruit for the use- 
less leafage which adorns it, too much occupied with the gifts and 
completely forgetful of the Giver, or by not using these things for 
the holy purpose for which He ga.ve them. Yet these gifts remain 
fixed and indelible, ever inclining the soul to good.32 Even after

81 See Benedict X IV , De serv. Dei beatific., III, chaps. 51-53; and our book, 
Grados de Oracion, art. 4, pp. 95-104.

32 Agreda, (The Mystical City of God, I, II, 14) heard the following words from 
the Blessed Virgin: “The divine power which works in true revelations will inflame 
you with chastc love and reverence for the Almighty; will prompt and urge you 
to a knowledge of your own basencss, the rejection of earthly vanity, the desire 
to be despised by creatures, to suffer with joy, to love the cross and carry it with 
a strong and generous heart, to love those who persecute you, to fcar and abhor 
even the slightest sin, to aspire to that which is most pure and lofty in virtue, to 
deny your own inclinations, and to unite yourself with the highest and only true 
Good. This will be the infallible proof that the Almighty visits you by means of 
revelations, teaching you to be more holy and perfect.”

“Since I am Truth,” said our Lord to St. Catherine of Siena (Life, I, 9), “ My 
visions communicate truth to the soul, enabling it to know itself and Me, bringing 
it to despise itself and honor Me. Thus do My visions humiliate the soul, making
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many years, however poor of memory the person may be, he will 
recount faithfully, without altering a single item, ali the visions 
and locutions he has received. The humble soul receives these things 
with fear, but later they leave the soul filled vvith peace, comfort, 
and a security accompanied by most perfect docility. T he soul is 
unable to doubt them, though everyone should teli it the con- 
trary. Yet with ali humility and obediencc the soul will work con- 
trary to its visions or locutions if the director so demand, for it 
realizes that it is the will of G od that His representatives should be 
obeyed and that G od Himself will in time illumine them and even 
make them change their opinion at the proper time.3'*

W hen these phenomena are natural, the effccts are indifferent, 
changeable, and temporary. A fter a time they are forgotten or 
confused and, while they are taking place, though their effects may 
appear good, it can readily be seen that they are not the work of 
the Lord because of the person’s obstinacy, fickleness, sloth, 
coldness, or vanity, for such people always scck their own pleas- 
ure or convenience or try to satisfy their own self-love. Diaboli- 
cal visions, together with obstinacy, coldness, and pride, always 
leave a certain unrest, a feeling of vexation, a disguised tcndency 
to evil, although at the beginning these things were received with 
delight and with the apparent signs of good elfects.34 * 88

it realize its own nothingness. The opposite cffcct happens with the visions of the 
evil one, for since he is the father of lies and the prince of pride, he can only give 
what he possesses.”

88 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 26: “The safest course is that which I myself follow: 
if I did not, 1 should have no peace—not that it is right for women like ourselves 
to expect any peace, since we are not lcarncd, but if we do what I say we cannot 
run into danger and are bound to rcap great benefit, as the Lord has often told me. 
I mean that we must describe the wholc of our spiritual experiences, and the favours 
granted us by the Lord, to a confessor who is a man of learning, and obey hitn. . . . 
Whenever the Lord gave ntc some command in prayer and the confessor told me 
to do something different, the Lord Himself would speak to me again and teli me 
to obey Him; and His Majcsty would then change the confessor’s mind so that he 
came back and ordered me to do the same thing.” See also St. John of the Cross, 
Spiritual Sayings, p. 186; Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 22.

The reason for this is that even though the soul, through the gifts and charisms, 
possesses a superior kind of certitude which prevents it from doubting, however 
much others may contradict it, yet it is not completely satisfied until it is assured 
in a human manner by means of the virtues of faith and obedience, etc. Therefore 
it must always proceed slowly and with advice. See also Agreda, loc. cit.

si St. Catherine of Bologna was for a long time deceived by the apparitions of the 
enemy who presented himself to her in the image of the Savior or the Blessed Virgin, 
encouraging her in her holy desires and suggesting superhuman virtues or exhorting
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In themselves the divine visions are usually shorter and clearer. 
Passing like a lightning flash, they illumine and comfort and are so 
impressed on the soul that it has no roorn for doubts. Neither the 
imagination nor the devii himself could ever reprcsent things of 
such beauty and nobility. Moreover, they are sudden and are 
without the least preparation. On the other hand, if sought with 
attachment, they do not come and, if  the soul desire that they con
tinue or that it be fixed in that state permanently, they disappear. 
False visions, on the other hand, are more or less provoked by 
the soul itself. T h ey last for a long time and they can be prolonged 
and examined with curiosity. But they are incomparably less ciear 
and noble and, in spite of their long duration, they leave the soul 
disturbed and doubtful, disquieted, fickle, proud, and in bad hu
mor. In summary, the divine visions can readily be distinguished by 
the fact that they always leave the soul filled with light, prudence, 
meekness, goodness, patience, peace, joy, charity, purity, and the 
other fruits o f the H oly Ghost.* 35

From this will be understood the immense diffcrence between 
rrue and false illustrations. A n expericnced soul, especially one al-

her to perform impossible sacrifices, thus hoping to lead her to despair or to hinder 
lier by sadness. In spite of ali this, she succeeded in remaining faithful and docile 
and she was divinely freed from this deception and comforted.

“When the demon presents himself in the guise of light,”  said the Lord to St. 
Catherine of Siena (Dialogue, chap. 71; Treatise on Prayer, p. 7), “ the soul at the 
beginning experiences a certain joy which later vanishcs and is followed by dark- 
ness, tedium, and confusiori. But when I, who am eternal Truth, visit the soul, it 
experiences at the beginning a holy fear, and later confidence and joy with a sweet 
prudence. Doubting, it docs not doubt and believing itself unworthy of the favor 
received, it at once recognizes my great benignity and is humbled and gives thanks.”

35 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 29: “ I have strayed far from my intention, for I was try- 
ing to give the reasons why this kind of vision cannot be the work of the imagina
tion. . . . One can indeed make such a picture with one’s imagination, and spend 
time in regarding it, . . . But with regard to the vision which we are discussing 
there is no way of doing this: we have to look at it when the Lord is pleased to re- 
veal it to us—to look as He wills and at whatever He wills. And there is no possi- 
bility of our subtracting from it or adding to it, or any way in which we can obtain 
it, whatever we may do, or look at it when we like or refrain from looking at it. If 
we try to look at any particular part of it, we at once lose Christ. . . . There is 
nothing that we can do about them; we cannot see more or less of them at will; 
and we can neither call them up nor banish them by our own efforts. The Lord’s 
will is that we shall see quite clearly that they are produced, not by us but by His 
Majesty. . . . None the less, I could never regret having seen these heavenly visions 
and I would not exchange them for ali the good things and delights of this World. 
I always considered them a great favour from the Lord, and I think they were the 
greatest of treasures.”
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ready in the grade of union or even of quietude, which has once 
received the divine visions will be able to see readily, as St. Teresa 
observes, how different are the other visions, and, if it is docile and 
humble, it will nevcr be deceived.38

Y et the rationalists, lacking any experience, think themselves 
justified in reducing ali these marvels of divine love to purely natu- 
ral phenomena. In the nanie of Positivism they contend against the 
many experiences and observations of the great mystics who are 
ali as certain, positive, and sure as they can be. Thus Ribot, after 
nobly recognizing in St. Teresa an “ indisputable fidelity”  and a 
“ dexterity and delicacy o f spirit”  which enabled her to offer her- 
self as “ the most exact model of self-observation,” nevertheless at- 
tempts to explain all her visions, contemplations, and ecstasies in a 
natural manner. But he does this with the accuracy with which 
a blind man could judge the various shades of colors. It will suffice 
to cite the following excerpt: “ In the prayer of recollection (in- 
fused) I am unable to see more than a superior form (of simple 
meditation), distinguished by a subtle shade ( !)  and only percep- 
tible to the mystic.”  37 It is as if he were to say: “ Red and green, 
or rather, black and white, or light and darkncss, do not differ, but by 
an imperceptible shade”  . . . for one who has no sight. N o less is the 
difference between laborious meditation and infused contemplation.

T o  avoid lamentable mistakes, we should recall the three types 
of locutions which St. John of the Cross calls successive, formal, 
and substantia!.38 The first, which are always imaginative, are pro- 
duced in the form of a dialoguc, more or less prolonged, on certain 
occasions in which the soul is much engrossed in the contemplation 
of some point. In this dialoguc the soul seems to hear interiorly a

8SFathcr Hoyos ( Vidit, pp. 94-96) notes the following signs, in addition to 
others, whereby one can determine whether a vision is divine or diabolical. The 
figure in a divine vision manifests itsclf like the living reality of a glorified body; 
the figure of a diabolical vision is like something painted. St. Teresa also notes this 
distinction. See The Life, chap. 29.

St. Francis de Sales, Treatise on the Love of God, VIII, 12: “The evil spirit is 
turbulent, rough, unquiet, and those who follow his infernal suggestions, believing 
them to be inspirations from heaven, can usually be recognized by the fact that 
they are restless, headstrong, fierce, aggressive, and rebellious. Under the pretext 
of zeal they upset everything; they censure, complain, murmur about everything, 
like people without restraint, resignation, or abnegation. They are carried along by 
self-love under the nanie of zeal for the honor of God.”

87 Psycholog. attention, p. 145.
88 Loc. cit., chaps. 28-31.
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voice which resolves its doubts. B y  reason of the clarity and lofti- 
ness of the replies, the soul readily knows that they do not come 
from itself, for such doctrine had never occurred to it before, and 
therefore it must be G od Himself who speaks. Nevertheless, even 
when the soul experiences a pious movement of the H oly Ghost 
who illumines and counsels it,39 it is not necessarily He who is 
directing the soul. T he soul’s own reason is in control in this 
supernatural psychology. Hence it is the soul itself which, by means 
of the light received, composes the entire dialogue. It follows from 
this that, although this dialogue is ordained to the soul’s own good, 
it can fall into serious errors, even in the very words which it at- 
tributes to God, because, after ali, the words are the soul’s own 
words.

It is certain that similar locutions occur in the natural phenome- 
non of the dual personality. But St. John o f the Cross is the first 
to recognize this fact and for that reason he deprives such things 
of any importance and desires that at any cost they be considered 
as formally human, though they obey that pious motion o f the 
H oly Ghost, simply because it is the soul which composes these 
locutions.40 Consequently these locutions always pertain to the 
object which is being contemplated and it is easy for the soul to 
prolong this dialogue or to interrupt it by being distracted. More- 
over, such locutions do not possess great clarity and certainty, 
and after a time they are forgottcn or disfigured.

Former locutions are not provokcd by the soul. T hey wound 
the soul like arrows, and the soul does nothing to contribute to 
them. T hey refer either to truths which the soul does not know at 
all and never could have known by its own industry, or to affairs 
entirely foreign to those on which the soul is meditating. Often they 
come upon the soul suddenly and at times when it is most dis
tracted or even engaged in exterior works. A lw ays they come with 
great efficacy and clarity. The soul hears them distinctly and does

39 St. John of the Cross, loc. cit., chap. 29: “For this is one of the ways wherein 
the Holy Spirit tcaches.”

40 St. John of the Cross, ibid.: “1 am appalled at what happens in these days— 
namely, when some soul with the very smallcst expcrience of meditation, if it be 
conscious of certain locutions of this liind in some state of rccollecdon, at once 
christens them all as coming from God, and assumes that this is the case, saying: 
‘God said to me . . ‘God answcrcd me . . whcrcas it is not so at all, but, as 
we have said, it is for the most part they who are saying it to themselvcs.”
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not lose a single syllable, nor can it prevent itself from hearing 
them, no matter how much it is distracted. The soul notes and 
feels distinctly that God is speaking to it, and it can have not the 
slightest doubt of this fact, for G od lets the soul feel this with much 
evidence.41 For that reason these things are never forgotten or 
confuscd. T h ey are always true in themselves, though there may be 
some error in understanding or interpreting them.

W hen they pertain to future events they will always be fulfilled, 
though not always in the w ay expected. Therefore, no matter how 
much things may seem to work contrary to the locutions, the soul 
never loses its certainty that they will be fulfilled, though this be 
done by unexpected means or in a manner much nobler than the 
soul had imagined. These locutions, then, in themselves are always 
certain, but the saint takes counsel apart from them, not only to 
avoid errors of interpretation, but also because the more it prescinds 
from them, that is to say, the less attachment it has for them, so much 
the better is the efficacy of their effects felt.

Substantial locutions are similar to the formal but they are 
realized immediately and they have an absolute efficacy. T h ey are 
like the Creative words: “ Let there be light,”  or, like the sacra- 
ments, they effect what they signify. If God were to say to the 
soul: “ Love A4e and forget creatures,”  immediately the soul would 
feel itself inflamed with a divine and efficacious love which translates 
itself into heroic deeds, and at the same time the soul would be 
filled with distaste for all earthly things. So the Lord said to St. 
Teresa: “ I will have thee converse now, not with men, but with

41 St. Teresa, Life, chap. 25: “Whcn God talks in this way to the soul, there is 
no such renicdy: 1 have to listen, whether 1 like it or no, and niy understanding 
has to devote itself so completely to what God wishes me to understand that 
whether I want to listen or not makcs no difference. For, as He Who is all-powerful 
wills us to understand, we have to do what He wills; and He reveals Himself as 
our true Lord. . . .  If it is soniething invented by the understanding, subtle as the 
invention may be, he realizes that it is the understanding which is making up the 
words and uttering them . . . and the words it is inventing are fantastic and in- 
distinct and have not the clarity of true locutions. In sucli a case we have the power 
to divert our attention from them, just as we are able to stop speaking and become 
silent, whereas with true locutions no such diversion is possible. A further indica- 
tion, which is surer than any other, is that these false locutions effect nothing, 
whereas, when the Lord speaks, the words are accompanied by effects, and although 
the words may be, not of devotion, but rather of reproof, they prepare the soul 
and make it rcady and move it to affection, give it light and make it happy and 
tranquil.”
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angels.”  42 She immediately became transformed and freed from 
a small attachment over which she had wept for many years with- 
out being able to root it out.

St. John of the Cross also recognizes that these locutions are of 
priceless value and that they never contain any deceit in them.43 
The effect which they produce is not changeable or transient, nor 
is it inconstant and uncertain, as is the effect of the commands 
given to those who are hypnotized. The simulated locutions of 
the hypnotized are sometimes not fulfilled or they are received 
with resistance, and in every case they must be repeated many 
times in order to achieve the correction of a vice. Even then, in 
spite of all the repetitions, the correction does not become firm 
and permanent. True locutions are always certain and efficacious 
and are never erased from one’s memory. N or are they fulfilled 
automatically, as in the case of the hypnotized, but the soul is fully 
aware of the light and energy which it receives with them for their 
fulfillment.44

42 Life, chap. 24.
43 Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 31: “They are of such moment and price 

that they are life and virtue and incomparable blessing to the soul; for one of these 
words works a greater blessing within the soul than all that the soul has itself done 
throughout its life. With respect to these words, the soul should do nothing. It 
should neither desire them, nor refrain from desiring them; it should neither reject 
them nor fear them. It should do nothing in the way of executing what these words 
cxpress, for these substantial words are never pronounced by God in order that the 
soul may translate them into action, but that He may so translate them within the 
soul; herein they differ from formal and successive words. . . .  It should not reject 
them, since the effect of these words remains substantially within it and is full 
of the blessing of God. . . . Nor should it fear any deception; for neither the 
understanding nor the devii can intervene herein, nor can they succeed in passively 
producing this substantial effect in the soul. . . . And thus these substantial words 
are of great Service to the union of the soul with God; and the more interior and 
the more substantial they are, the greater is the profit that they bring. Happy is the 
soul to whom God speaks. Speak, Lord, for T h y servant heareth”  (I Kings 3:10).

44 Life, chap. 25: ‘in  the state I was in at that time, I think it would have needed 
many hours to persuade me to be calm and no single person would have sufficed to 
do so. Yet here I was, calmed by nothing but these words, and given fortitude and 
courage and conviction and tranquiility and light, so that in a moment I found my 
soul transformed and I think I would have maintained against the whole World that 
this was the work of God. Oh, what a good God! Oh, what a good Lord! What a 
powerful Lord! He gives not only counsel but solace. His words are deeds. See 
how He strengthens our faith and our love increases!

“This is very true, and I would often recall how when a storm arose the Lord 
used to command the winds that blew over the sea to. be stili, and I would say to 
myself: ‘Who is this, that all my faculties thus obey Him—Who in a moment sheds 
light upon such thick darkness, softens a heart that seemed to be made of stone,
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Thus will be seen how greatly these phenomena surpass natural 
phenomena. It will be even more clearly realized if w e consider 
the purely intellectual visions and locutions or the rest of the spirit- 
ual sensations, impressions, and concepts in which no words are 
used nor symbols nor images nor forms nor figures nor any other 
medium of sensible representation, without which no kind of natu
ral knowledge is ever effected.* 45 46 T h ey consist in the sudden in- 
fusion of a most simple mental idea, as fruitful and luminous as it 
is o f short duration. It is an abbreviated verbum  mentis in which 
the soul sometimes discovers a whole series of mysteries so far sur- 
passing human reach that, even after it knows them, most of the 
time it can find no manner of words or symbols with which to 
express or represent them.48 The loftiest language and the most 
exalted symbols, far from being satisfactory to give an approxi
mate idea, seem more like blasphemies than approximations to the 
truth. Due to the impossibility of translating these things into hu
man language, the mystics prefer to admire them in silence in order 
to benefit by them and not profane them. T ru ly , what is thus 
communicated to them, especially when the revelation comes 
through a certain spiritual sensation effected by the divine touch, 
are the secret words which it is not permitted men to speak.47

THE MYSTICAL EVOLUTION

and sends water in the shape of gentle tears where for so long there had seemed to 
be aridity? Who gives these desires? YVho gives this courage? What have i been 
thinking of? What am I afraid of? What is this? I dcsire to serve the Lord; I aim 
at nothing else than pleasing Him. I seek no contentment, no rest, no other blessing 
but to do His will.’ I felt I was quite sure about this and so could affirm it.”

45 Suarez, De religione, II, 14, no. 4: “Ali thcologians assert that there is no con- 
tradiction implied in the elevation of a man’s rnind in this life to this type of con- 
templation in which the intelligible is contemplated without any aid from anyr of 
the senses.” God is able to do this, as St. Thomas points out (lia llae, q. 173, a .2; 
cf. q.175, a.4): “by the direct imprcssion of intelligible species on the mind, as in 
the case of those who reccive infused scientific knowledge or wisdom . . .  as the 
apostles whose understanding our Lord opened that they might understand the 
Scriptures” (Luke 24:45).

46 Blosius, Institut. spirit., chap. 8: “ Whatever words are used to explain these 
things, they are not apt. What these perfect souls experience when they truly attain 
to God and are intimately United with Him, cannot be expressed in words nor can 
it be comprehcnded by the intellect. Yet perfect men never rest in any of the gifts 
of God.”

47 St. Catherine of Siena, Life, II, Part VI: “ It is impossible for me to say any- 
thing else but that 1 have seen the secrets of God. I would deem it a sin if by use- 
less words I tried to say what I have seen. I would feel that I had blasphemed.” 
Blessed Angela of Foligno, chap. 27: “So grcat is the difference betwccn what my 
soul has contemplated and what I Would be able to teli you of it, that I would feel
like a liar in speaking of it.”
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The good which these words of life produce exceeds ali evalua- 
tion and is truly ineffable. It can be known and appreciated only 
by the one who receives it.48 Therefore, when the great contem- 
platives found tbemselves obliged to indicate in some w ay and as 
well as they could what they saw or experienced, they had to re- 
sort to circumlocution and comparisons. Even then they had to 
insist repeatedly that this does not approach even remotely what 
they desired to say and that it cannot be expressed positively, but 
only negatively, as in the sublime language of St. Dionysius (M yst. 
Theol., V ) :  It is not truth nor wisdom nor goodness nor beauty 
nor light nor darkness nor spirit nor substance nor anything that 
can be said or thought, for it transcends ali our concepts and is 
infinitely more and greater than all of them.

In this ineffable manner God shows forth His incommunicable 
attributes, such as His aseity, eternity, immensity, omnipotence, 
which leave the soul full of amazement and admiration. In par-

48 Apoc. 2:17. Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, 26: “ And although at times, whei. 
such knowledge is given to a soul, words are used, the soul is quite aware that it 
has expressed no part of what it has felt; for it knows that therc is no fit name by 
which it is able to name it. . . . These lofty manifestations of knowledge can only 
come to the soul that attains to union with God, for they are themselves that union; 
and to receive them is equivalent to a certain contact with the Divinity which the 
soul experiences, and thus it is God Himself Who is perceived and tasted therein. 
And, although He cannot be experienced manifestly and clearly, as in glory, this 
touch of knowledge and delight is nevertheless so sublime and profound that it 
penetrates the substance of the soul, and the devii cannot meddle with it or produce 
any manifestation like to jt, for there is no such thing, neither is there aught that 
compares with it, neither can he infuse pleasure or delight that is like to it; for such 
kinds of knowledge savour of the Divine Essence and of eternal life, and the devii 
cannot counterfeit a thing so lofty.

“There are certain lcinds of knowledge, and certain of these touches wrought by 
God in the substance of the soul, which enrich it after such wise that not only does 
one of them suffice to take from the soul once and for all the whole of the im- 
perfections that it had itself been unable to throw off during its whole life, but it 
leaves the soul full of virtues and blessings from God.

“And these touches are so delectable to the soul, and of a delight so intimate, 
that if it received only one of them it would consider itself well rewarded for all 
the trials that it had suffered in this life, even had they been innumerable; and it 
is so greatly encouraged and given such energv to suffer many things for God’s 
salte that it suffers above all in seeing that it suffers not more. . . . These favours 
are not granted to the soul which stili cherishes attachments, inasmuch as they are 
granted through a very special love of God toward the soul which loves Him like- 
wise with great detaclnnent. It is to this that the Son of God referred, in S. John, 
when He said: . . . He that loves Me shall be loved of M y Father, and I will love 
him and will manifest Myself to him (John xiv. 2 1). Herein are included the kinds 
of knowledge and touches to which we are referring, which God manifests to the 
soul that truly loves Him.”
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ticular docs I le  thus manifest the adorable mystery of the Trin ity 
which, at the same time that it casts them into the loftiest admira- 
tion, captivates and charms them and leaves them inflamed with 
the love of the three divine persons. This is the supreme illumina- 
tion of the grcat darkness, and by its incompreheilsible light it en- 
lightens tliem and at the same time daz/.les them. In this illumination, 
though souls think they can see nothing, actually they have a better 
penetration than if they were to see with a distinet vision which 
would give them positive concepts. It is in this state that souls are 
most filled with lights and in it they form a loftier and clearer idea 
of the divine mysteries.49

Although they are unable to express the sublime truths which 
are thus communicated to them, they learn in them in a moment 
much more and in a much better w ay than they would have been 
able to learn in many years in a class of theology. Then, when they 
attempt to write in a human manner concerning the great mysteries 
of faith, though they may never have studied these subjects, they 
speak with a facility and freedom, and at the same time with a 
precision, exactitude and assurance, which amaze learned the- 
ologians. The reason for this is that in one of these compendious 
ideas which they receive and in these ineffable concepts they learn 
the whole of a Science at one stroke. W ith good reason Ribot de
clares,50 that “ only the great mysties in their lofty contemplations 
surpass the level of imagination and arrive at the domain of pure 
ideas, sometimes achieving a complete mono-ideism.”  51 But he

49 Blessed Angela of Foligno ( Visions, chap. 26), expresses it in this way: “What 
my soul sees cannot be conceived bv any thought nor expressed in words. I see 
nothing and I see all. The more this infinite Good is seen in the darkness, the more 
certain it is and the more it exceeds all things else. Compared to Him, I see that 
everything else is darkness and there is nothing that can be compared to Him. When 
the soul sees the divine poxver, the divine wisdom, and the divine will, as has hap- 
pened to me in a marvelous manner, that does not seem much to me. What I see 
now is all, and all things else are merely parts.”

Cf. La Figuera, Suma espiritual, dial. 4.
50 Psychol. de Vattent., chap. 3; Maladies de la volonte, chap. 5.
81 “With great joy 1 fixed my vision on the will of God, His power, and His 

justice, and far surpassing all my hopes, I drank with ecstasy of the understanding 
of His mysteries. But the manifestation of these mysteries is denicd to words. . . . 
Afterwards I was snatched to a greater height and there I saw nothing of all this. 
. . .  I saw a Unity, eternal and unutterable, of which I can sav only that it was 
entirely good. . . .  1 entered into the inexpressible. . . . All the States which 1 
had known previous to this were inferior. This vision caused in me the death of 
my vices and the security of the virtues” (Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., 
chap.24).
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should have recognized also that they cannot attain this by their 
o\vn eflforts, for the grcatest and most enlightened human ingenuity 
has never been able to concentrate a vast Science in one simple idea 
and in that idea to see distinctly the whole content and virtuality of
that S c ie n c e .* 52

Intellectual visions in general are the simple mental intuition, 
entirely spiritual, of some truth or m ystery which appears to be 
actually seen, not with the bodily eyes or imagination, but with 
the pure intellect, and without the intervention of any form or 
image, as in the various locutions, in which the truth seems to 
be heard spiritually. This is true even when the objects referred to 
are sensible or material. St. Teresa had for a long time such a vision 
of the sacred humanity of our Lord, whom she was most certain 
of having always at her right side, accompanying her at all times, 
animating and consoling her, although she did not perceive him 
by any sense.53 These visions can last for days and years and they

Blessed Henry Suso, l.a union divina, VII: “ In this state the soul knows neither 
forms nor images nor multiplicity. It finds itsclf in a state of forgctfulness of self 
and all creatures, because it neither sces nor knows nor feels anything but God. 
Without any effort or application it is attracted to God alone and is fused in Him 
through His grace. It is raised above itself and finds itself absorbed and buried in 
the abyss of the Divinity where it tastes all the delights of beatitude. But, alas, all 
my words are mere figures and images which are far out of proportion to this sub
lime mysterious union which is beyond all comparison, just as the sun differs from 
the darkness of night.”

52 Blosius, Inst. spir., chap. 12: “When the soul is thus excellently United to God, 
there is nothing past or future to it. It possesses the eternal ‘now’ and in the un- 
changeable eternity which is God, it possesses all things and it knows the supreme 
order and distinction of images or forms. Thus the soul, transcending the intellect, 
(lies to its idea and principle who is God and there is made light in the light. Then 
all natural and infused lights which have ever shone beneath this light are quenched 
or dimmed. . . . For when the uncreated light rises, the created light vanishes. The 
created light of the soul is changed into the light of eternity.”

53 Interior Castle, sixth mansions, chap. 8: “She was conscious that Ile  was walk- 
ing at her right hand, but this consciousness arose, not from thosc senses which teli 
us that another person is near us, but in another and a subtler way which is in- 
dcscribable. It is quite as unmistakable, howevcr, and produces a feeling of equal 
certainty, or even greater. Other things of the kind might be attributable to fancy, 
but this thing is not, for it brings such great benefits and produces such effects upon 
the interior life as could not occur if it were the resuit of melancholy. The devii, 
again, could not do so much good: were it his work, the soul would not have such 
pcace and such constant desires to please God and such scorn for everything that 
does not lead it to Him. . . .  In short, the greatness and the precious quality of this 
favour are best seen in what the soul gains from it. It thanks the Lord, Who be- 
stows it on one that has not deserved it, and would exchange it for no earthly 
treasure or joy.”
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are most beneficial and never give rise to any illusions.54 In the 
series of natural phenomena there is nothing which even remotely 
resembles these occurrences.

It is well to remark that, although successive locutions are al- 
ways imaginary, formal and substantial locutions may or may not 
be so and, if not, they are perceived by hearing or only in the in- 
tellect. Usually they are reduced to brief but energetic and lofty 
sentences, such as, “ I am here; have no fear,”  by which the soul 
is comforted and freed from all its doubts; or, “ Love M e,”  “ Serve 
Me truly,”  “ T ake up thy cross and follow in M y bloody footsteps,” 
“ Pray and suffer for the many who have gone astray,”  “ Purify 
thy heart and let Me dwell therein, for you see now how many 
close their hearts to Me.”  Or, if the soul complains, H e manifests 
Himself with His heavy cross and says, “ W hat have I done that 
they should treat Me so?”

W hen the words are formal, they teach the soul and help it 
fulfill what is said, although the soul may feel a certain repugnance 
or difficulty.65 But when the words are substantial, they are exe- 
cuted in such a w ay  that the soul finds the thing already done. 
Some teach; others w ork; others direct and illumine; stili others

M Alvarez de Paz, De grad. contempl., V , III, chap. 12: “ In intellectual visions 
of corporeal objects a triple vision must be distinguished: one obscure, another very 
ciear and intuitive, representing the object as it is in itself, and the third in between 
these two. . . . Christ, the Blessed Virgin, and some of the saints can be seen by 
the contemplating soul, though there is no image of the one appearing in the imagi- 
nation. . . .  In this way is given to the soul of a spiritual man the intellectual vision 
of Christ and the saints and by this means, without any previous imagination, the 
soul sees the Lord and the heavenly citizcns so that he is inflamed with more ardent 
and more spiritual holy affections. . . . For this there is given to the soul a certain 
light which is or is evcntually reduced to the light of prophecy by which the ele- 
vated mind so perfectly sees divine things that it seems to surpass the state of its 
mortality. Truly, sanctity of life is commcnsurate with sublimity of knowlcdge. For 
the soul then receives most potent aids for living holily and for conversing among 
men without disputes. It is remarkable what piercing eyes the soul has, so that it 
flees from the smallest and almost invisible imperfections. For the sun of justice is 
so close to it that it discloses even the smallest things. In this state good works pro- 
ceed absolutely without number so that human judgment finds in them nothing 
which can be further desired. . . .  In this vision, if it is purely intellectual, the il
lusions of the devii cannot intervene. . . . Only God can fix the intellectual mcm- 
ory on good. . . . Only He can incline the will to good without the concursus of 
the senses.”

55 St. John of the Cross, ibid., chap. 30: “This repugnance most commonly occurs 
when the soul is commanded to do things of a high order, or things of a kind that 
may exalt it; when things that make for lowliness and humility are commanded the 
soul, it responds with greater ease and readiness.”
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renew. So, with such sentences (which are not at all rare, but much 
more common than is currently thought), souls are animated and 
strengthened to follow the footprints o f the Spouse; or they are 
reformed to such a degree that they are configured to Him.

N or should it be thought that these words are contagious, simply 
because many persons in similar circumstances hear expressions 
that are almost identical. For they hear these words without know- 
ing that they have been spoken to anyone else and therefore, when 
the words are exceedingly endearing, they cause the soul much 
confusion and uneasiness. Moreover, when God manifests Him- 
self to souls and speaks to them in an entirely intellectual manner, 
Ide infuses in them that celestial light which illumines them at the 
same time that it dazzles and astonishes them. This communica- 
tion suddenly instructs them in all things, and for them it is so 
new and strange and unexpccted that there can be no question of 
contagion. On the other hand, since the communication is so 
superior to nature, there cannot be any deception or illusion.56

It is precisely these entirely spiritual locutions that are the more 
frequent and almost the only ones experienced by souls far ad- 
vanced in contemplation. These most pure Communications of 
supernatural light are never lacking in the ordinary development 
of the mystical life, though the imaginative or exterior locutions 
or visions, since they are not so necessary and are not free from 
dangers and deception, are frequently lacking.

W hat has been said thus far should be sufficient to give some 
idea of the most noteworthy phenomena of divine contemplation.

66 For that reason they are very desirable. In the preparatory praycr before Mass, 
which is recitcd by many priests daily, St. Ambrosc begs for these things bv saying: 
“Let Thy good spirit enter my heart, and there be heard without utterance; and 
speak all truth without the sound of words.”

St. Augustine, Meditations, chap. 40: “ Grant me, O Lord, the understanding to 
know Thee and the mental capacity to understand Thee. Give me ears to hear Thee 
and eyes to sce Thee . . . and dispcl the darkness of my heart by the most ciear 
rays.of Thy light.”  “ In Thy presence, O Lord,” says Thonias a Kempis (Imitation 
of Christ, I, chap. 3), “let all creaturcs be silent, and do Thou alone speak to me.”

Agreda, Mystical City of God, loc. cit.: “These intellectual Communications are 
of rentarkable use and profit to the soul, for thev greatly illumine the understanding, 
inflame the will with incrediblc ardor, rectify, elevate, and spiritualize the creature. 
Even the earthly and weighty body seems to be made light and subde in emulation 
of the soul. . . . Apart from knowledge of the Divinity, this type of knowledge is 
most noble and secure, because neither the demons nor the angcls can infuse this 
supernatural light in the intellect.”
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But since we live in an age of crude naturalism, in which it is dif- 
ficult even for Catholics to believe in these things or when it is 
considered something shameful to admit these Communications of 
the soul with God, we deem it opportune to insist on the basis of the 
illumination of souls through a participation in the eternal light 
and truth which shine forth in the face of our Lord Jesus Christ.57

A P P E N D IX

i. V isions and L ocutions as N orm al P h eno m ena

Ascent o f Mount Carmel, II, n :

Our Lord continues to prove the soul and to raise it ever higher, so that 
He first gives it things that are very unprctcntious and exterior and in 
the order of sense, in conformity with the smallness of its capacity; to the 
end that, when it behaves as it should, and receives these first morsels 
with moderation for its strength and sustenance, He may grant it further 
and better food. If, then, the soul conquer the devii on the first step, it 
will pass to the second; and if upon the second likewise, it will pass to the 
third; and so onward, through all scvcn mansions, which are the seven 
steps of love, until the Spouse shall bring it to the cellar of wine of His 
perfect charity. . . .

Then, since the order whereby the soul acquires knowledge (chap. 
17), is through forms and images of creatcd things, and the natural way 
wherein it acquires this knowledge and wisdom is through the senses, it 
follows that, for God to raise up the soul to supreme knowledge, and to 
do so with sweetness, He must begin to work from the lowest and ex
treme end of the senses of the soul, in order that He may gradually lead 
it, according to its own nature, to the other extreme of His spiritual wis
dom, which belongs not to sense. Wherefore He first leads it onward by 
instructing it through forms, images and ways of sense, according to its 
own method of understanding, now naturally, now supernaturally, and 
by means of argument, to this supreme spirit of God.

It is for this reason that God gives the soul visions and forms, images 
and the other kinds of sensible and spiritual intelligible knowledge; not 
that God would not give it spiritual wisdom immediately, and all at once, 
if the two extremes—which are human and Divine, sense and spirit— 
could in the ordinary way concur and unite in one single act, without the

67II C or. 4 :6.
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preccding intervention of many other preparatory acts which concur 
unong themselves in order and sweetness, and are a basis and a prepara- 
iion one for another, like natural agents. . . . And thus God brings man 
io perfection according to the way of man’s own nature, working froni 
what is lowest and most exterior up to what is most interior and highest. 
I 11 st, then, He perfects his bodily senses, impelling him to make use of 
good things which are natural, perfect and exterior, such as hearing 
.i rinons and masses, looking on holy things, mortifying the palate at 
uicals and chastening the sense of touch by penance and holy rigour. 
And, when these senses are to some extent prepared, He is wont to per
iret them stili further, by bestowing on them certain supernatural 
favours and gifts, in order to confirm them the more complctely in that 
which is good, offering them certain supernatural Communications, such 
ns visions of saints and holy things, in corporeal shape, the sweetest per- 
I umes, locutions, and exceeding great delights of touch, wherewith sense 
is greatly confirmed in virtue and is withdrawn from a desire for evil 
things. And besides this the interior bodily senses . . . He continues at 
the same time to perfect and habituate to that which is good, by means 
nf considerations, meditations, and reflections of a sacred kind, in all of 
which He is instructing the spirit. And when these are prepared by this 
natural exercise, God is wont to enlighten and spiritualize them stili 
more by means of certain supernatural visions which are those that we 
iirc here calling imaginary. . . . And after this manner God continues 
io lcad the soul from one step to another till it reaches the most interior 
of all; not that it is always necessary for Him to observe this order, and 
to cause the soul to advance exactly in this way, from the first step to 
i he last; sometimes He allows the soul to attain one stage and not another, 
or lcads it from the more interior to the less, or effects two stages of 
progress together. . . . Nevcrtheless His ordinary way agrees with what 
has been said.

It is in this way, then, that God instructs the soul and makes it more 
spiritual, communicating spirituality to it first of all through outward 
and palpable things, adapted to sense, on account of the soul’s feebleness 
and incapacity, so that, by means of the outer husk of those things of 
sense which in themselves are good, the spirit may make particular acts 
and receive so many morsels of spiritual Communications that it mav 
form a habit in things spiritual, and may acquire actual and substantia! 
spirituality, in complete abstraction from every sense. To this, as we have 
said, the soul cannot attain except very gradually. . . . And thus, in 
proportion as the spirit attains more nearly to converse with God, it bc 
comes more completely detached and emptied of the ways of sense, 
which are those of imaginary meditation and reflection. Whcrefore,
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when the soul attains perfectly to spiritual converse with God, it must 
of necessity have been voided of all that relates to God and yet comes 
under the head of sense. . . . I f  the soul should desire to cling to them 
for ever, and not to throw them aside, it would never cease to be a child; 
it would speak ever of God as a child, and would know of God as a child, 
and would think of God as a child; for clinging to the outer husk of sense, 
which is the child, it would never attain to the substance of the spirit, 
which is the perfect man.

2. VlSIONS AND L oCUTIONS AS Pl EDGES OF LoVE  
and  M e a n s  of S an ctificatio n

Agreda, T h e M ystical City o f G od, Part I, Bk. II, chap. 14:

W hen visions and revelations are ordained primarily to the public 
good, “ it is not necessary that they be conjoined to sanctity.”  But 
when

they are not immediately directed to the common good, but to the partic- 
ular benefit of the one who receives them . . . they have as their cause 
the special love with which God loves the soul and who communicates 
them to the soul in order to instruet it and to raise it to a higher grade of 
love and perfection. Through this type of revelations the spirit of wis- 
dom transmits Himself through the various generations in order to raise 
up prophets and friends of God (Wisd. 7:27). And as the efficient cause 
is divine love particularized in certain souls, so the final cause and object 
is sanctity, purity, and love of those same souls and the benefits of revela
tions and visions is the means whereby this is effected.

Although the concession or denial of these things depends solely on 
the divine will, there are reasons of convenience why they should be 
communicated so frequently. . . . On the part of the ignorant creature 
the method most perfect and fitting for raising it to eternal things and 
spiritualizing it so that it can arrive at perfect union with the highest 
Good, is the supernatural light of the mysteries and secrets of the Al- 
mighty which is communicated through particular revelations. . . . 
Love is impatient to communicate its goods to its friend and beloved.

3. E f f ic a c y  of D ivin e  V isions

St. Teresa, L ife , chap. 28:

The majesty and beauty of God are so deeply imprinted upon the soul 
that it is impossible to forget these—save when the Lord is pleased for 
the soul to suffer the great loneliness and aridity that I shall describe later;
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for then it seems even to forget God Himself. The soul is now a new 
creature: it is continuously absorbed in God; it seems to me that a new 
and living love of God is beginning to work within it to a very high de- 
gree; for, though the former type of vision which, as I said, reveals God 
without presenting any image of Him, is of a higher kind, yet, if the 
memory of it is to last, despite our weakness, and if the thoughts are to 
be well occupied, it is a great thing that so Divine a Presence should be 
presented to the imagination and should remain within it. These two 
kinds of vision almost invariably occur simultaneously, and, as they come 
in this way, the eyes of the soid see the excellence and the beauty and the 
glory of the most holy Humanity. And in the other way which has been 
described it is revealed to us how He is God, and that He is powerful, 
and can do all things, and commands ali things, and rules ali things, and 
filis all things with His love.

This vision is to be very highly esteemed, and, in my view, there is no 
perii in it, as its effects show that the devii has no power over it. Three 
or four times, I think, he has attempted to present the Lord Himself to 
me in this way, by making a false likeness of Him. He takes the form of 
fiesh, but he cannot counterfcit the glory which the vision has when it 
comes from God. . . .  It is so very different from a true vision that I 
think, even if a soul has experienced only the Prayer of Quiet, it will be- 
come aware of the difference from the effects which have been described 
in the chapter on locutions. The thing is very easy to recognize; and, 
unless a soul wants to be deceived, I do not think the devii will deceive it 
if it walks in humility and simplicity. Any one, of course, who has had a 
genuine vision from God will recognize the deviFs work almost at once; 
he will begin by giving the soul consolations and favours, but it will 
thrust them from it.

St. John of the Cross, Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, chap. 1 1 :

“The visions that are of God penetrate the soul and move the will to 
love, and produce their effcct, which the soul cannot resist even though 
it would, any more than the window can resist the sun’s rays when they 
strike it.”  St John continues in Book III, chap. 13: “ Though the effect of 
that apprehension be not so great afterwards, when it is recalled, as it was 
on the first occasion when it was communicated, yet, when it is recalled, 
love is renewed, and the mind is lifted up to God. . . . And thus this is a 
great favour for the soul on which God bestows it, for it is as though it 
had within itself a mine of blessings.

“When it comes to pass that any soul has such figures formally within 
itself, it will then do well to recall them to the effect of love to which I
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have referred, for they will be no hindrance to the union of love in faith, 
since the soul will not desire to be absorbed in the figure, but only to 
profit by the love. . . . Those that are natural, or that come from the 
devii, produce no good effect upon the soul, however frequently they 
may be recalled, nor work its spiritual renewal, but the contemplation of 
them simply produces aridity. . . . But the formal images which are im- 
printed upon the soul almost invariably produce somc effect in it, when- 
soever they are remembered.”

Agreda, loc. cit.:

The effects of the abstractive or intellcctual vision of the Divinity are 
remarkable, for in addition to the state which such a vision presupposes 
in the soul, . . .  it inebriates the soul with an incffable and indescribable 
sweetness and tenderness through which it inflantes the soul with divine 
love and transforms it. It produces in the soul a forgetfulness and an 
alienation of everything earthly and of itsclf, for it lives, now not in it- 
self, but in Christ and Christ lives in it (Gal. 2:20). In addition to this, 
there comes to the soul from this vision a light which, if the soul does not 
lose it through its own negligence or slothfulncss or some other fault, will 
ever lead it to the heights of perfection, showing it the most certain paths 
to eternity.

4. V a r ie t y  of J o ys and F ru its 

St. Teresa, Life , chap. 37:

It must be understood that, in thesc favours which God grants the soul, 
there are greater and lesser degrees of glory. For so far do the glory and 
pleasure and happiness of some visions cxcecd those of others that I am 
amazed at the diversity in fruition which is possible, even in this life. 
There can be so much difference bctwcen the consolations and favours 
given by God in a vision or in a rapture that it seems impossible there can 
be anything more in this life to be desired, and so the soul does not de
sire, and would never ask for, any greater happiness. At the same time, 
now that the Lord has explained to me that there is a difference in Heaven 
between the fruition that can be experienced by one soul and by another, 
and shown me how great that difference is, I see clearly that here too, 
when the Lord is pleased so to give, there is no measure in His giving. I 
wish that the same were true of the Service I render His majesty, and that 
I employed my whole life and strength and health in this.

It should also be observed that, after every favour in the shape of a 
vision or a revelation which the Lord granted me, my soul was left with
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some great gain—after certain visions, with very many. After a vision of 
Christ there remained with me an impression of His exceeding great 
beauty, which I have preserved to this very day. • • • VVhen once I had 
seen the great beauty of the Lord, I saw no one who by coinparison with 
Him seemed acceptable to me or on whom my thoughts wished to dwell. 
For if I mercly turn the eyes of my mind to the image of Him which J 
have within my soul, I find I have such freedom that from that time for- 
ward everything I see appears nauseating to me by comparison with the 
excellences and glories which I have seen in this Lord. Nor is there any 
knowledge or any kind of consolation to which I can attaph the slightest 
esteem by comparison with that which it causes me to hear a single word 
coming from that Divine mouth. . . . And, unless for my sins the Lord 
allows this memory to fade, I consider it impossible for me to be so deeply 
absorbed in anything that I do not regain my freedom when I turn once 
more in thought, even for a moment, to this Lord. . . . Once I had seen 
this Lord, I was so continually in converse with Him that my love for 
Him and trust in Him began to increase greatly. I saw that, although 
God, He was also Alan, and is not dismayed at the weakness of men, for 
He understands our miserable nature, liable as it is to frequent falis, be- 
cause of man’s first sin for which He had come to make reparation. A l
though He is my Lord, I can talk to Llim as to a friend, because He is not, 
I believe, like those whom we call lords on earth, ali of whose power rests 
upon an authority conferred on them by others. . . . O my Lord! O my 
King! If one could but picture Thy majesty! It is impossible to see that in 
Thyself Thou art a great Emperor, for to behold Thy majesty strikes 
terror. But my terror is greater, my Lord, when together with Thy 
majesty I behold Thy humility and the love that Thou bestowest on such 
a creature as I.

We can converse and speak with Thee about anything, just as we wish, 
when we have lost our initial fear and terror at seeing T hy majesty and 
acquired a deeper fear of offending Thee—but not a fear of punishment, 
my Lord, for that is of no account by comparison with loss of Thee! 
Here, then, are the benefits of this vision, setting aside other important 
ones which it leaves behind in the soul.

5 . C oM M U N IC A T IO N  OF TH E I n E F F A B L E

Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chaps. 2 1-2 7 , passhn:

God spoke to me in peace and in love. I gazed on Him and I saw Him. 
You ask me what I saw? It was God Himsclf, and I can say no more. It 
was a plenitude, an interior light which filis, and for this light there are
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no vvords or comparisons. . . .  It was that beauty which obliges anyone 
to close his lips; the same beauty on earth as it is in heaven; the supreme 
beauty which contains the sovereign good. . . . The divine operations 
which were verified in my soul were too ineffable for an angel or a saint 
to understand or explain them. . . . Even what I am saying seems to me 
a blasphcmy. . . . When I return to myself from the divine secrets, bear- 
ing them within me, I can speak some few words with certitude. But if 
one deals with ineffable operations, with the illumination of glory, let no 
human wrord dare to approach it. What I am saying at this moment causes 
me the horror of a blasphemy. . . . This manifestation of God contains 
ali truth, and in it I possess and comprehend ali truth. Ali the truth that 
there is in heaven, on earth, or in hell, or hidden in any creature, I possess 
with such certitude and evidence that if the whole world should say the 
contrary to me, it would move me to pity rather than convince me. . . . 
This is where I see the being of Jehovah, I see also how greatly enlarged 
is my capacity to know better what is in the darkness. . . .  I now see 
myself only in God, totally pure, totally sanctified, totally true, right, 
certain, heavenly in Him. I then think of no other created thing. Some- 
times the Son of God says to me when I am in that state, “ O, daughter of 
the divine Wisdorn, temple of the Beloved, His temple and His delight; 
O daughter of peace, in thee doth the Trinity dwell, in thee is all truth, 
Thou dost possess Me and I, thee.

Ven. Marina de Escobar, Vida y Obras, I, III, chap. i:

My soul was inundated and lost in that immense ocean of the divine 
obscurity and the being of God, which is neither known nor compre- 
hended. What this admirable secret is which passes between God and the 
soul and the grandeur of God which is known therein, neither words nor 
created intellect can declare. . . . My soul was completely encompassed 
by God, with a light and particular knowledge of His infinite grandeur 
and the plenitude of His omnipotence and His divine being with which 
the soul is inflamed and filled. M y soul was likewrise raised up to the 
divine being of God with a strong and powerful union and was carried 
by the Lord to the heavenly Jerusalem where for a brief space of time, 
so it seemed to me, there were mysteriouslv manifested and disclosed to 
it the treasures of His wisdorn, grandeur, omnipotence, immensity, 
mercy, and goodness. In seeing such wonderful things, I was borne to 
the immense sea of God’s being and there I was plunged into that deep 
and infinite ocean wherein my soul was submerged, swallowed, and lost, 
without knowing itself and without knowing or understanding in this 
immense sea of the divine being anything else but: “ It is more than this;
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there is more than this,”  yet without attaining it. Submerged in this divine 
obscurity and losing the vision of such grandeurs, being engulfed in 
them, the soul knows not how to say what it is, but can only say, “ I saw 
the secrets of God, great, terrible, and admirable, which no understand- 
ing or language can ever attain or explain.”
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The Spirit of Revelation

I n  order the better to understand supernatural experience, or 
rather, the mysteries of the Iife of grace, and in order to forin a 
more adequate idea o f contemplation and the mystical union, it is 
well to recall that together with the lifc of grace w e receive in 
germ ali the faculties necessary to exercise it, develop it, and carry 
it to its full completion. In this respect it is comparable to human 
life, with which we receive the bodily and mental faculties by 
which, little by little, this life is manifcsted and nnfolded. In the 
beginning, human life is lived altogethcr unconsciously, but later, 
when the exterior senses are arouscd and developed, the interior 
senses are also awakened and by thcir use consciousness is aroused.

T h e  S u p e r n a t u r a l  S e n s e s

A n analogous phenomenon talces place in the supernatural life. 
This life is received in the rcgeneration of baptism and is strength- 
ened by the power of the H oly Ghost who makes us active organs 
in the mystical body of the Savior, capable of giving testimony to 
Him in the name of His Church. But every testimony is based on 
a corresponding experience, and for this reason there is communi- 
cated to us a sense of the divine, the sense of faith or sensus Christi, 
so that we can to some extent perceive the mysteries of life which 
we have received from our Savior and appreciate the gifts which 
have been given to us, rather than proceed like those who are in- 
sensible to the things of God.

“ But we have the mind of Christ,1 that we may know the things

11 Cor. 2:16.
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that are given us from G od.2 He hath given us undersranding that 
we may know the true G od .3 And who shall know T h y  thought, 
cxcept Thou give wisdom, and send T h y  H oly Spirit from above: 
and so the ways of them that are upon earth may be corrected? 4 
VVherefore I wished, and understanding was given me.”  5

This sense is aroused, developed, and diversified by right use, by 
the stirrings of the grace of the H oly Gliost, and by our free and 
faithful cooperation. So St. Luke says 6 that the Lord opened the 
apostles’ understanding that they might understand the Scriptures. 
T h ey  already possessed that sense, but it was dormant. Therefore 
they had not yet perceived the mysteries that were hidden in the 
lessons which they had heard and therefore they did not perfectly 
understand them. But with this new awakening they began to see 
in ali the deeds of the Savior the faithful fulfillment of the prophe- 
cies and even the foreshadowing o f the life of the Church and they 
were amazed that they had previously been so blind.7

Since it is destined for the perception of supernatural things, the 
sense of Christ is completely spiritual and divine; yet in the man- 
ner in which it is perfected and diversified, it offers ccrtain analogies 
with the various senses of the body, both internal and external.8 
It sometimes manifests itself as a kind of organic touch, passive and 
confused, which enables us to experience a certain vague impression 
— pleasing or painful as the case may be— of the supernatural. B y 
means of this touch we are, without realizing it, assured of the 
mystical realities. W e experience divine motions and inspirations 
and we recognize the solidarity of the organism of holy Church 
and the influence of the various members on each other, so that 
we “ rejoice with them that rejoice; vveep with them that weep.”  9

W hen this spiritual sense of touch is developed and perfected it 
becomes so subtle and sensitive that a person feels even the slight- 
est evils of his neighbor. It is so delicate that one suffers insupporta-

2 Ibid., i j.
8 1 John 5:20.
* Wisd. 9:17 f.
6 Ibid., 7:7.
6 Luke 24:45.
7 Luke 24:31 f.; Acts 11:16 .
8 Cf. Ascent of Mount Cannei, II, chap. 13.
9 Rom. 12:15.
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ble sorrow because of the ruin of sinners and injuries to the Church. 
W hen later this same sense becomes active and conscious, it ena- 
bles advanced souls to distinguish the soft and ineffable touches of 
the Spirit o f love and the exhalations of life and grace which He 
makes circulate throughout the entire mystical body. Then they 
have full and absolute certainty of who it is that thus caresses and 
comforts them.10

So it is that such souls ardently desire the tender embraces and 
kisses of divine love, for they are now accustomed to be nursed at 
the breast.11 T h ey  know by experience that these delights far sur- 
pass all earthly joys and consolations and are “ sweeter than honey 
and the honeycomb.”  12 T he heavenly fragrance of these things 
is more attractive than all other aromas, and souls cannot help but 
exclaim: “ Let him kiss me with the kiss of his mouth: for thy 
breasts are better than wine, smelling sweet of the best oint- 
ments.”  18

Although God hides Himself from them behind the wall of this 
mortal flesh, they know that He is watching them through the 
lattice-work: “ Behold he standeth behind our wall, . . . looking 
through the lattices”  (Cant. 2 :9). Captivatcd by love, they sit in 
His shadow, under the true tree of life whose fruits are so tasty 
to the healthy palate.14

W e have, then, a type of spiritual touch, taste, and smell ena-

10 Philip of the H oly Trinity, II, tract. 3, dist. 4, a.6: “Touch in the active sense 
implies the action of God intimately touching the soul. Touch in the passive sense 
means the immediate effect of this action in the soul and properly bespeaks a most 
delicate sense of that soul caused by this action.” See also De veritate, q.28, a. 3.

11 The breasts are God’s divinity and humanity. St. Magdalen of Pazzi writes 
(I, chap. 8): “By the breast of T h y divinity, Thou dost give to the soul a milk so 
sweet and smooth that when it has tasted those delights it acts like a child who 
cries at being weaned and, weeping bitterly, it is only that it may not die of hunger 
that it accepts the bread that is given it. So dost Thou treat, O Word, the soul 
which Thou dost lead to the breast of T h y humanity; that is, to the imitation of 
Thy sufferings. What sorrow the soul experiences at seeing itself taken away from 
the sweet breast of T h y  divinity and deprived of the delights which Thou dost 
communicate to those who contemplate Thy grandeurs! It is necessary to have 
passed through this trial to understand it. When the soul proceeds from that inac- 
cessible light it seems to it that it is entering into a dark forest where there is naught 
but darkness and where there is the continual fear of becoming the prey of wild 
beasts.”

12 Ps. 18 :11 ; 118:103.
13 Cant. 1 :1  f .
14 Cant. 2:2. “The delicacies of love which the beloved Lord grants to souls,” 

says Father Hoyos ( Vida, p. 44), “are such that they are unbelievable to all except
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bling us to experience and appreciate the marvels of divine love 
which the animal man is incapable of perceiving. W e also have a 
means of recognizing and esteeming the precious pearls that are not 
meant for unclean beings. N ot only are they perceived but, since the 
spiritual man judges of all things, he can feel and appreciate them 
in many ways and sometimes by a certain analogy with the distinet 
ways of perceiving natural things. Hence, lacking other words by 
which they can express their sentiments, experienced souls, as if 
by instinct, make use of those ordinary expressions of contact, taste, 
smell, etc.1B

In the beginning this odor is as from afar off, emanating from 
some mysterious thing which attracts and captivates us without our 
knowing how or why. It engrosses us and makes us desire it, though 
as yet we cannot taste it. Thus did it draw St. Augustine * 15 16 “ like 
one attracted to the odors of something which he cannot yet 
taste.”  17

those who know them by experience. It is a spark of glory, a divine thing, 
heavenly foohshness, a holy extravagance. . . .  It is a sweet annihilation, a destruc- 
tion, a burning in the flames of love without end.”

“ I received from His mouth, milk and honey,” says St. Inez. “That mouth,” 
says St. Magdalen of Pazzi (III, chap. 16), “ is the humanity of the W ord; the honey 
is His charity; the milk, a certain taste of the sweetness of divinity, a sensation of 
divinity which the soul experiences according to its disposition. When God com- 
municates to the soul the least morsel of this sweetness, it receives such strength and 
courage that through love of Him it faces blazing caldrons, sharp swords, and the 
most horrible martyrdoms. This sensation of divinity, however light it may be, is 
enough to make the soul losc in part the feeling of pain, as has been seen not only 
in St. Inez, but in the host of martyrs whose hearts abounded with joy in the midst 
of their torments. . . . This sensation, like milk, has its origin in the interior of 
divinity. It is like an emanation from the divine substance which the soul receives 
through the incarnate Word.”

15 Ven. Bartholomew of the Martyrs, Comp. myst., chap. 13: “By means of a 
certain spiritual touch, taste, and smell, loving souls touch, taste, and smell God 
(which, however, is not given to speculative souls), and they are even said, in a 
certain way, to see God. . . . They are like an infant embracing its mother, suckling 
at the breast, who either does not see or hear many things or does not advert to 
what it sees and hears, being occupied solely in experimcntal delight and knowl- 
edge.”

St. Albert the Great, Compevd. theol. verit., Book V , chap. 56: “By the spiritual 
senses the soul perceives the spiritual enchantments of the Spouse; it tastes His 
sweetness and perceives the good odor which He exhales; it hears . . . and touches 
Him.” St. Bonaventure, Breviloquium, Part V, chap. 6: “The spiritual senses are 
mental perceptions concerning the truth to be contemplated.” See also idem, De 
donis S. S., I, chap. 3.

16 Conf., Bk. VII, chap. 17.
17 St. Ambrose, In Ps. 118, serm. 6: “The just soul is the spouse of the Word. If 

it is inflamed with desires and prays incessantly, truly tending toward Him, it will
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T h e soul that attains to the taste of the divine truth then recog- 
nizes its odor and knows from whom it proceeds. Therefore it 
exclaims: “ T h y  name is as oil poured out. . . . Draw me: we will 
run after thee to the odor o f thy ointments.”  18 T he Savior emits 
this sacred perfume through Himself and through all His sanctified 
members who can now in truth say with the Apostle: “ For we are 
the good odor of Christ.”  19 This aroma of divine fragrance exhaled 
b y  perfect Christians purifies and makes wholesome their surround- 
ings, preserves the world from corruption, and, penetrating into 
sincere hearts, wins them for Christ. Such is the living preaching of 
good example.

The odor o f divine things is followed by their taste, and after 
the taste comes a mysterious contact with divine reality itself.20 
Finally, there is an almost audible perception of divine harmonies 
whereby the justifications o f G od are made the subject of song in 
this exile,21 and the eyes of the intellect are opened to see the Truth.

“ Taste and see how sweet is the Lord.”  22 “ I have heard T h y  
hearing, and was afraid.”  23 “ B y  T h y  commandments I have had 
understanding: therefore have I hated every w ay of iniquity.”  24

Once charity has been put in ordcr with the inebriations of love, 
which leave the soul well purified, the soul is able to hear clearly

of a sudden notice that it hears His voice without sccing Him and that it experiences 
intimately the odor of His divinity. This frequently happcns with those who have 
much faith. The soul’s sense of smell is in an instant nlled with a spiritual grace, 
and feeling a soft breeze, which indicatcs to the soul the presence of Him who is 
seeking for it, the soul exclaims, ‘I have here Him whom I seek and desire.’ ”

Cassian, Conf. 4, chap. 5: “It frequently happcns during the divine visits that the 
soul is permeated with perfumes of a sweetness unknown to human industry. The 
soul, wrapped in joy, swoons away and forgcts the body entirely.”

l s Cant. 1:2 f. St. Augustine, Aleditations, chap. 35, 41, passivi: “ O Lord, let Thy 
most sweet odor descend upon my hcart and let Thy most gentle love enter therein. 
Grant me the delicious taste of Thy sweetness and the indescribable gift of Thy 
fragrance which awaken and vivify in my soul the dcsires of heavcnly things and 
draw forth from my heart streams of water running to life eternal. . . .  I am thirsty, 
hungry, dcsirous of Thee; for Thee do I sigh and lanient. I am lilce a tender child 
deprived of the presence of its loving father, weeping and lamenting unceasingly, 
but when the father again shows his face, the child embraces him with all the love 
of its heart.”

19 II Cor. 2:15.
20 Cant. 1 :1  f.; 1 : n ; 2:3.
21 Ps. 118:54.
22 Ps. 33:9.
23 Hab. 3:2.
24 Ps. 118:104. Cf. Cormier, Lettre a un etudiant en Ecr. S., p. 9.
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the voice of the Beloved and to see how H e comes, leaping over 
mountains and hilis, to visit and comfort the soul and to speak to 
its heart with intimate familiarity.25

W e see, then, that these diverse types of spiritual sensations 
gradually lead to conscious audition and sight and even to full un- 
derstanding.26 A t the same time each of the perceptions give lise 
to corresponding supernatural affections and appetites: fear of God, 
rejection of evil, love, reverence, admiration, joy, quietude, ad- 
hesion to God, and so on.

“ For Thee m y flesh and m y heart hath fainted away: Thou art 
the G od of m y heart, and the God that is m y portion forever. . . . 
It is good for me to adhere to my G od.”  27

T o  these divine senses, which are represented by the fi ve external 
senses, are added others that are analogous to the internal senses of 
imagination and memory and that reproduce, represent, or recall 
those divine impressions. There is also a kind of vis aestimativa, 
which spontaneously forebodes, evaluates, and perceives them be- 
fore the intellect knows them, to make it love and work holily as 
if by a divine instinct.28 These senses also arouse corresponding 
affections.

25 Cant. 2:6, 8, io; Osee 2:14.
26 Alvarez de Paz, op. cit., V , 3, 14: “The soul is given eyes by which it sees God; 

that is, a supernatural and divine light which suffices for such a marvelous vision. 
This is not the light of faith nor the light of wisdom only, for these do not suffice 
for such a vision. . . . But this light strengthens and perfects faith and wisdom. 
. . . So there is infused into the soul, a most perfcct and beautiful knowledge far 
beyond our industry, similar to an image of God; not, indeed, that this image is 
made by the soul, but it is suddenly infused by the power and mercy of God. In a 
supernatural manner, the soul sees this image most clearly in its innermost recesses 
and it sees it more accurately than the bodily eye sees corporeal light. It sees, in 
a word, God, both one and three; how the Father invariably and from all eternity 
generates the Son; how the Father and Son together as one principle spirate the 
H oly Ghost; that these three are one nature and one substance. . . .  It sees further 
how all creatures proceed from Them as from one creator and how They dwell 
in the soul and how true is that phrase: Let Us come to him and make in him Our 
dwelling place. The soul sees all this and much more in one intuitive vision and, 
in seeing, is inflamed with the fire of a most ardent love.”

27 Ps. 72:26, 28.
28 This instinct, accompanied by the sense of the divine, often supplies for a bet- 

ter speculative understanding. So Bainvel observes (Su m at., p. 321) that “a moral 
theologian will know that chastity cannot do or tolerate this or that, but a Christian 
Virgin feels it to be so. It is enough for her to deliberate in order to work well.” 
“Through the heart,”  writes Gardeil (Gifts of the Holy Ghost, p. ijo ) , “God 
divinizes all our activity, including our mental activity. The H oly Ghost makes His
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“ I will be mindful and remember, and m y soul shall languish 
within me. I remembered God, and was delighted. For we know 
not what we should pray for as we ought; but the Spirit Himself 
asketh for us with unspeakable groanings.”  29

Thus it can be seen that the spiritual senses are not imaginative. 
T h ey transcend the organic imagination and even the rational in- 
tellect, and that is w hy they give rise to a type of imagination and 
memory which are also spiritual and lead to a supernatural and 
divine knowledge. It is not with these senses that corporeal or im
aginative visions and locutions are perceived, for these latter are 
received into the internal or external corporeal senses. For in real- 
ity they are sensible phenomena, possessing figure, color, and form. 
But the visions and locutions of the spiritual senses, although they 
offer a certain analogy with the bodily senses, which authorizes 
the use of the same name, transcend every form and figure. There- 
fore, at the beginning these impressions disconcert souls because 
they are so new, so superior, and so delicate. T h ey are a marvelous 
“ sensation without sensation,”  a sensation of an unknown object, 
but filled with divine reality.

If mystics are accustomed to make use of these expressions, it is 
because they lack any other names. St. Augustine (Confessions, 
X , 6) refers to this very clearly whcn hc exclaims: “ W hat is it that 
I love, m y God, when I love Thee? It is not a sensible beauty . . . 
nor the melodies of a varied song nor the sweet odor of flowers 
nor the taste of manna nor bodily caresses. No, it is none of these 
things that I love in m y God. And yet, what I love in Him is a 
certain light, sound, odor, food, cmbrace, which can be experi- 
enced only in the interior. M y soul sees a light shine which is not

gifts irradiate from the hcart whcrein He resides. . . . And if natural love has such 
certain instincts and such penetrating intuitions . . . what will occur with a hcart 
which lies under the special influence of God and whose regulator, director, and 
guide is the Holy Ghost? O how infallible will be those impulses! How certain its 
instincts! How positive its intuitions! And how efficacious, in the midst of its 
sweetness is the light which the Holy Ghost thus irradiates!”

Blessed Henry Suso, Etemal IVisdom, chap. i: “From my earliest years my soul 
experienced a desire, a thirst for love, but I was ignorant of its cause. For a long 
time my heart yearned for a good which it was not given to see or attain. In this 
very instant I feel that I desire and love but I do not know what it is that I desire 
and love. But it must be something very great to draw my heart with such force 
and as long as I do not possess it, I cannot live tranquilly.”

29 Lam. 3:20; Ps. 76:4; Rom. 8:26.
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contained in space; it hears a sound which is not diminished by 
time; it smells a perfume which is not carried b y  the air, it tastes 
a food which neither diminishes nor palis.”

Scripture is filled with references to these divine sensations which 
spiritual writers have tried so diligently to describe by reducing 
them to a certain type of sense. I f  souls use them well, these senses, 
aided by the gifts o f the H oly Ghost from which they are derived, 
lead to a ciear understanding and perfect spiritual consciousness 
which are found when the gifts o f wisdom and understanding reach 
a high degree of development. Therefore, although the normal ex- 
ercise of these gifts is given to some souls by G od very quickly 
and to others, perhaps more perfect souls, much later, it is certain 
that all the saints who reached the grade of the conforming union 
began to experience the divine touches distinctly and to taste His 
sweetness. Sometimes also they heard His interior voice and they 
saw Him to a certain extent. B y  all these means they were con- 
scious of the mysteries of grace which were being worked in 
them.30

It is common doctrine that these various spiritual senses exist and 
that all just souls possess them to a greater or less degree.31 A s there 
are five senses in the body, says St. Bonaventure,32 by which we 
perceive material things, so also the soul has its manner of seeing,

30 St. Gertrude, op. cit., V I: “God makes felt in the soul certain touches which 
are so delicate that the soul experiences in its interior, and even in the body, an 
extraordinary well-being.” “1 felt my God so United to my soul,” says Sister Barbara 
(Vida, p. 342), “that it was as if I was one thing with God. I do not know how to 
explain it, but 1 felt something in my soul which only God could communicate to 
it.” “In the mystical union,” says Philip of the Holy Trinity (Disc. prelim., a.8), 
“ God is perceived by an interior touch and an embrace. He is in a certain manner 
felt in the soul. . . . The soul perceives this clearly for then God certifies to the 
soul that He is really prescnt.” Honoratus of St. M ary (Tradic., I, II, dist. 10) says 
that “the most illustrious masters of the spiritual life are convinced that the mystical 
union consists principally in the experience of the intimate senses of touch and 
smell.”

81 Cormier, op. cit.: “It will be asked whether such sentiments are the resuit of 
an arbitrary and poetic mysticism or whether, at the least, they constitute favors 
reserved only for privileged souls. That would be to hold a very weak view and to 
descend much thus to deny to the Holy Ghost the diffusion of His favors. It would 
be to reduce His action to a pious sentimentalism and to exclude irrevocably from 
His salutary influence almost the entire number of God’s people. No, it is not so. 
Each disciple of the faith, walking along the more ordinary way, and with more 
reason stili each minister of the sanctuary, can reach the States which we have just 
indicated and ought to aspire to them.”

32 Itiner, aetern., 6, dist. 2.
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hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching by which it experiences 
in a spiritual way incorporeal and divine things.33

The existence of the spiritual scnses of sight and hearing is un- 
deniable. The angels and the blessed see God and see one another, 
though they have no bodies or corporeal vision. Therefore their 
vision is entirely spiritual. In likc manner they speak and are un- 
derstood, and this not with the sound of voices but by direct 
communication of thoughts.

So also, but in a much loftier manner, does the Holy Ghost speak 
in the depth of one’s heart; “ I will speak to her heart.” 34 “He that 
hath an ear,” says the Apocalypse, “ lct him hear what the Spirit 
saith to the Churches.” 35 The Savior I Iimself expressed this when 
He cried out: “ He that hath ears to hear, lct him hear.” 30 Those 
who heard Him had bodily hearing, but there were nrany who were 
spiritually deaf.

Likewise there are few who hear the interior voice which teaches 
the divine mysteries. The sinner loscs, dulls, or perverts the Chris- 
tian sense. On hearing the voice of truth he does not understand 
it or understands it in a contrary sense.37 Therefore we ought to 
dispose ourselves, purify our hearts, enter into ourselves, and try 
to approach God in order to hear His swcct voice which is directed 
to the saints and ali interior souls.

“ I will hear what the Lord God will speak in me: for He will 
speak peace unto His people and unto His saints: and unto them 
that are converted to the heart.” 38 “Speak, Lord, for Thy servant 
heareth.” 38 “ I am Thy servant: give me understanding.” 40 The 88 89

88 “In view of the sentiment of so many illustrious Fathers, it would be temerari- 
ous,” says Nouet (Conduite, V I, 14), “ to doubt that which, together with these 
Fathers, ali mystical theologians teaeh concerning the five spiritual senses. . . . Ali 
the masters agree in saying that the most perfect union with God which souls can 
attain in this life consists in that admirable experience of the interior senses.” Per- 
fection, teaches St. Thomas (In Heb. 5 :14), consists precisely in using those senses 
well.

84 Osee 2:14.
86 Apoc. 3:22.
86 Luke 8:8.
87Luke 10; Matt. 13 :1 1 - 17 ;  Isa. 6:9.
88 Ps. 84:9.
89 I Kings 3:10.
40 Ps. 118:125.
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lioly soul swoons away on hearing and understanding the sweet 
voice of its Beloved.41

In Job we have testimony of both spiritual hearing and sight: 
“ VVith the hearing of the ear, I have heard Thee, but now my eye 
sceth Thee.” 42 But to arrive at this joyful vision of the face of 
( Jod,43 we need much experience of divine things. We must spend 
a long time in contemplation, we must purify ourselves thoroughly, 
and we must die completely to the world. “Be stili and see that I 
am God.” 44 “Man shall not see Me and live.” 45

This vision or sight is preceded by the spiritual taste which causes 
ihe soul to be enraptured in divine delights which the world cannot 
know, for they are reserved for those who fear God.46 These souls 
will be inebriated with the plenty of the Father’s house and they 
will drink of the torrent of His pleasure, for in Him is the fountain 
of life.47 Therefore does YVisdom invite her lovers, saying: “Eat, 
() friends, and drink, and be inebriated, my dearly beloved.” 48

By the sweet wine of heavenly wisdom, and not by the new 
wine of which the worldly ones mockingly accused them, the 
apostles were holily inebriated when, filled with the Holy Ghost, 
they spoke in divers tongues, inflamed hearts, and won thousands 
of souls for Jesus Christ.49 In His wine cellar the Beloved sets in 
order charity which is sustained by the flowers of the virtues and 
the fruits of good works, heroic deeds, and above ali, zeal for the 
salvation of souls.60

41 Cant. j:6 .
42 Job 42:$.
43 lbid., 33:26.
44 Ps. 45:11.
45 Exod. 33:20. In an ancient version of the Roman Missal are found the words: 

“Thou, O Spirit, purifier of ali shameful deeds, purify the eye of the interior man 
so that the supreme Father can be seen by us.”

46 Ps. 30:20.
47 Ps. 35:9 f.
48 Cant. 5 :1.
49 See Acts 2. St. Cyril of Jerusalem, Catech., 17-19: “Surely they were inebriated, 

but with the fullness of the Holy Ghost. It is not to be wondered at, then, that their 
cnthusiasm should have surpassed the bounds of human prudence. They were inebri
ated, but with the plenty of the house of God, for they drank of the torrents of His 
pleasure. They were inebriated, but with the fullness of grace which puts sin to 
death, vivifies the heart, and makes known things of which formerly they were 
ignorant.”

60 Cant. 2:4 f.
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As we have already seen, the Book of Canticles gives us many 
testimonies concerning the spiritual sense of smell. As to the sense 
of touch, St. Thomas says that it is the basis of all the other natural 
senses, and this is also true in the supernatural order. All the mystical 
States begin in some way with the sense of touch and by it they are 
completed and perfected.

The spouse of the Canticles aspires above all to the mystical kiss 
of the Spouse. On feeling the most gentle touch of His delicate 
hand which touches her in a very hidden manner, her heart and 
bovvels tremble.81 But she can be satisfied only when she finally 
rests in His divine arms. “ His left hand is under my head, and his 
right hand shall embrace me.” 52 When these mysterious touches 
are substantial, although at times they injure and wound, they are 
truly touches of eternal life and preludes to glory. So they caused 
St. John of the Cross to exclaim:

“ Oh, delectable wound! Oh, soft hand! Oh, delicate touch!
That savours of eternal life. . . 53

Sincere and fervent souls seek God by desiring to experience 
His loving presence and to live in contact with Him. “They should 
seek God, if happily they may feel after Him or find Him.” 64 
In the beginning, when they find him, they feel His presence with- 
out recognizing or distinguishing it very clearly. They perceive 
it by pure faith, in a human manner, rather than through the gift 
of wisdom, supra m odum  hum anum . But when they truly begin to 61 * 63 64

61 Cant. i : i ; 5:4.
52Cant. 2:6. Denis the Carthusian, De discret. spirit., a. 18: “When the soul has 

been purified and so burns with the firc of charity that it is now resplendent with 
the splendor of the virtues, God takes such pleasure in it that He treats it in a 
familiar fashion, as a sweet spouse, drawing it close to Him, carcssing it, embracing 
it, and giving to it of His goods.” “ There are souls,” says Blosius (lnst. spir., app. 1, 
chap. i, no. 2), “whom God loads down with delights, who are United to Him in 
an evident embrace, and who reccive from Him the most sweet kisses.”

63 The Living Flame, stanza 2. Philip of the Holy Trinity, (op. cit., III, tract. 1, 
dist. 1, art. 5) admits a type of union through substantial contact with God: “By a 
certain substantial contact of God with the soul, His presence and union therein is 
felt. This union is perfected and also the spiritual faculties of the soul, as far as the 
state of the present life will permit. They adhere to God: the intellect by a knowl- 
edge that is almost continual and, as it were, evident; the will through love, not only 
of desire, but, to a certain extent, of satiety and fruition.”

64 Acts 17:27.
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withdraw into solitude, where the Holy Ghost calls them in order 
to speak to their hearts, they experience, amid certain sensible 
fervors, the sweet outpourings of His grace which captivates and 
enraptures the senses and purifies them so that they attach them- 
selves to God and cultivate an aversion for worldly disturbances. 
Then later, during the great aridity that overtakes them in the 
midst of the obscurity which follows the privation of lights and 
sensible caresses, when they lament the loss of what they have been 
experiencing, they begin to feel with terror the presence of some- 
thing which is supernatural and divine and which gently attracts 
them at the same time that it causes them great fright. They have a 
certain feeling which they cannot identify and cannot explain for it 
far surpasses everything of the sensible order. Yet it continually cap
tivates them as if it were saying to them, “Come and see that I am 
thy God.” 55

55 Nouet (Introd. a la vie d ’oraison, Bk. III, entr. 6) remarks that over and above 
the active presence of God which all should strive for, there is a passive presence, 
either habitual or transient, which is somctimcs conimunicated to the soul when it 
least expects it. “Sometimes, after niuch suffcring froni aridity and tedium, the soul 
suddenly perccives that it is in the presence of its Spouse. It realizes this with full 
certainty, and this fact causes it a loving and respectful trembling. . . . This vision 
sometimes leaves the soul in a delightful admiration and sometimes it captivates the 
faculties as in a sweet sleep wherein it enjoys indescribable delights. . . .  In this 
way does the soul see how desirable is this visit of the Spouse, though the visit may 
not last more tlian a quarter of an hour. But it is even more precious when it is 
stable and habitual. . . . This presence is exercised by a knowlcdge, a feeling, and 
a recognition that God is certainly in the soul and that the soul is engulfed in Him.”

St. Teresa, Life, chap. io: “ I used unexpectedlv to experience a consciousncss of 
the presence of God, of such a kind that I could not possibly doubt that He was 
within me or that I was wholly engulfed in Him.”

Alvarez de Paz, De inquis, pacis, Bk. V, Part I, app. i ,  chap. 9: “This presence of 
God within us, as the experts observe, is usually granted to perfect souls in a three- 
fold manner. 1. So that the soul discovers God within itself and that it sits, as it 
were, at the side of His great majesty, but without attaining to any ciear and distinet 
knowledge of any of His divine perfections; . . . The soul realizes that God is 
present within it. . . . It cannot comprehend Him, but it lives a divine life. . . . 
2. The soul not only finds God within itself, but it knows some perfection or 
property of God by means of a lofty knowlcdge. This is not alwavs the same per
fection, for, since the perfections of God are multiple, this knowledge is multiple 
and varied. Now God appears as wisdom, now as goodncss, now as power, now as 
justice, now as mercy, and so with all the other perfections. He appears now as the 
Father, again as the Son, again as the Holy Ghost. He who is in Himself indivisible, 
seems to give Himself in parts and to manifest Himself to the soul by means of 
His various perfections. . . .  3. God reveals Himself in His totality to the soul, not 
confusedly as in the first type, but He proposes all His perfections to be scen dis- 
tinctly. In so w'onderful a manner does He present Himself to the soul that under 
one aspeet it seems that His entirety is clearly seen. The first mode is like a first
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With the dawning of infused recollection they clearly note the 
loving presence of the divine Shepherd who awakens souls with 
His soft call and calls them by name and rnakes Himself known 
to them so that they may follow Him and receive eternal life 
from Him.56 Then in the prayer of quiet and that of union they 
find true repose, resting sweetly in the arms of the Beloved and 
feeling Him rest in their hearts as in a flowery garden.57 But as 
yet they cannot feel the Word of God actively and directly nor 
hear Him, see Him, and feel Him as He is in Himself. They per- 
ceive the Word only through His sacred humanity. And though 
they advert to the presence or absence of something mysterious 
and ineffable, they cannot yet perfectly understand what they feel 
or experience.* 66 * 68 These spiritual and lofty sensations, in order to 
become sufficiently ciear, demand a complete purgation of ali 
earthly affections and total death to all that does not pertain to 
God or His divine Service. Therefore souls are not usually experi-

heaven into which many of the perfect are admitted. The second is a second heaven 
which few souls attain. The third mode is the third heaven to whose sublimity stili 
fewer souls are granted admittance.”

66 John 10:14, 27
57 Cant. 6 :1.
68 St. Bernard, Serm. 73: “I know that the spiritual man will not despise me, but 

the others will not understand me. Therefore, whcn the Word came to me, I know 
not whence He came, where He went, how He entered, or where He made His 
departure. Although I did not feel His coming or His departure, I am positive that 
He was present within me. I feel Him when He is present, and when He is absent I 
remember that He had been present.”

Hugh of St. Victor, De arrha animae, prope finem: “What is that great sweet- 
ness which touches me when I think of God? It impresses itself on me with such 
vehemence and sweetness that I begin to be enraptured and to be raised up to 1 
know not where. I suddenly find myself renewed and changed and in a state of 
ineffable well-being. My conscience cxults, I forget my past trials, my heart is in- 
flamed, my intellect illumined, and my dcsires satisfied. I feel myself transported to 
some unknown new place. I feel certain loving embraces within my interior. I do 
not know what this is, yet I do all I can to retain it and not lose it. I desire to em- 
brace Him incessantly and I am filled with an ineffable joy, as if at last I had found 
the object of my desires. Could it by chance be my Beloved? . . . Yes, my soul, 
truly it is your Beloved who visits you, but He comes in a hidden and incompre- 
hensible manner. He comes to touch you, but not to let Himself be seen by you. 
He comes to counsel you, but not to be comprehended. He comes to let you taste 
Him, but not to communicate Himself entirely. He comes to arouse your attention, 
but not to satiate all your desires. He comes to give you the first fruits of His love, 
but not to pour them on you in their fullness. Here you have a sure pledge of your 
future marriage. You are destined to see and possess Him for eternity, because He 
has given you to taste Him by that sweetness which you have experienced. So you 
can be consoled when He is absent, and during His visits you can revivify your 
courage.”
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enced until they have attained the perfect conforming union and 
are beginning the transforming union. That is to say, not until they 
have passed through ecstasies and raptures and through the terrible 
night of the spirit wherein the soul mystically dies with its Savior 
to rise again with Him to a new life. Then it is that they perceive 
clearly but inelfably that they are living hidden in G od.S9

Up to that point souls experience G od in a passive and con- 
fused manner, either extcriorly by a vague impression, as people 
in the dark by a type of touch note the presence of other per- 
sons,60 or by a contact of immersion wherein they feel themselves 
submerged and engulfed in G od ’s immensity and are batlied in the 
fountain of living water of His divine grace, as we are conscious 
of the air around us or the water in which wc bathe. Or again, 
souls may experience these things interiorly, in their very hearts 
where He pours forth His ineffable delights which are perceived 
by an interior touch of absorption or penetration 61 in which the soul 
can say, “ For Thee m y flcsh and my heart hath faintcd away; Thou 
art the God of m y heart.”  02

69Ven. Sister Barbara, Vida, p. 298: “During prayer I was expericncing in my 
soul the dcsire to love my God with more vehcmcnce and it secmcd to me that I 
was completely absorbed in God or filled with God. I trulv felt God within me. 
When God is fclt in the soul and the soul rcalizes that He is there, words cannot 
describe what then takes place. . . .  It is like a person outside himsclf. It seems thar 
it no longcr lives for it is insensible to everything. It wants nothing and desires 
nothing and is unablc to understand anything in this world. The onlv thing it feels 
is a strong desire to suffer much for God and to pleasc Him in all things.”

60 St. Teresa, Interior Castle, sixth mansions, cnap. 8.
61 St. John Vianney, Life  by Monnin, Bk. V, chap. 4: “The interior life is a bath 

of love in which the soul is submerged and, as it were, absorbed. God holds the 
interior man like a mother holds the head of her child between lier hands to cover 
it with kisses and caresses.”

“After receiving the Lord,” said Sister Alariana of St. Dominic ( Vida, pp. 291-93), 
“ I seemed to find myself cntirely enclosed by God. . . .  It seemed to me that besides 
having Him within my heart, I felt my heart United with His Majesty as in a most 
tight embrace. . . .  At other times I have felt the presence of the Lord, and He 
seemed to hold out His arms to me, but I felt myself unworthy to fling myself 
into them . . . but His Majesty embraccd my soul and held it tendcrly in His arms 
and so intimately that 1 seemed to become entirely fused with Him and, without 
knowing how, I felt myself to be entirely in the Lord, who became the soul of my 
life and the life of my soul. . . . Being consumed and incorporated with the Lord, 
like a drop of water in the ocean, I found myself enriched with eternal goods. . . . 
I desired, if it could be granted me, to go to all the corners.of the world to seek 
those who would love God. So I begged His Majesty to give me souls, even at the 
cost of much labor, sorrow, and fatigue, and that 1 was willing to shed all my blood 
that they be not lost.”

62 Ps. 72:26.
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In these various contacts God is not felt in Himself but in the 
works which He produces, in the torrents of grace which He floods 
over the soul of His loved ones, to bathe and purify them, inundat- 
ing them and inebriating them with heavenly delights, by which 
their hearts are carried aw ay in transports of divine charity. “ The 
charity of God is poured forth in our hearts by the H oly Ghost.” 63 
But when the ardor of that charity transforms them, it enables 
souls to feel God in Himself by means of those substantial touches 
which are truly tastes of eternal life.

T he soul can actually sense the contact of other souls in the 
communion of saints, of spirits, and even of God Himself.04 As 
one body touches another or is touched by another either gently 
or roughly, says Scaramelli,05 so the soul touches other spiritual 
substances and is touched by them, feeling them with a sensation 
that is accommodated to the spirit. This brings extreme pleasure 
if the one that touches the soul is God. This touch, adds Scaramelli 
(no. 122), is “ a real and true sensation, but purely spiritual, by 
which the soul senses God in the depth of its spirit and tastes Him 
with great delight.”  Feeling and tasting Him, the soul becomes more 
purified and more deified and it recognizcs Him with greater clarity 
as it becomes more like unto I lim.06 On being transformed and made 
one with Him, the soul can sometimes come to the state where it sees 
Him as Fle is, to a certain degree, discovers Idis face, hears the voice 
of His W ord, and perccives clearly the power of His Spirit who gives 
testimony to the saints that they are the true sons of G od .07 For-

03 Rom. 5:5.
64 Sce St. Teresa, Life, chaps. 25 and 27; Redactions, 8.
6r' Op. cit., tract. 3, no. 24.
66Father Hoyos, Vida, p. 13: “Without any cffort on the part of the soul, it is 

pcrmittcd to feel God who dwells in it by the union of a Spouse. He is so closcly 
united to the soul that He is felt by the interior spiritual sense of touch just as a 
body is touched with the hands, but in its own manner.”

67 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, Part IV, chap. 5: “One of the properties of 
the Word is communication. O admirable communicationi O Word! . . .  I know 
that Thou dost communicate Thyself to us to change death to life, darkness to light, 
captivity to freedom, servants to masters, and slaves to sons. I know that Thou dost 
communicate Thyself to the soul which contemplates Thee and becomes Thy 
mysterious sanctuary. 1 know also the reason why Thou dost communicate T h y
self: so that all things may become common to Thee and to the soul which now is 
one thing with Thee and to which Thou dost reveal Thy secrets . . . according to 
the words of the Gospel, ‘All that I have learned from the Father I have communi- 
cated to you.’ And in what way hast Thou communicated these things? Not only 
by the words which issued forth from T h y sacred mouth, and by means of the
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merly it perceived Him as present, but it lamented with Job * 68 
that His divine face was hidden from it. N o w  it sees Him face 
to face, the sovereign Master who teaches all truth,09 and it re- 
joices with an ineffable joy .70

T o  reach this state, souls must absolutely die to self, be purified 
from the last earthly traces, and strengthened by divine ardor and 
fire. T h ey must likewise advance by degrees, lest they become 
fatigued, for as yet they are incapable of bearing the weight of 
such glory.71 Hence those dense darknesses which confuse and an
nihilate at the same time that they strengthen, inflame, and illumine.

When, by means of those darknesses, souls gradually discover the 
divine attributes, and with indescribable pleasure perceive the 
eternal harmonies, they see also that they can never exhaust that 
immensity. T he more they see in it, so much the more do they ex- 
perience the infinite enchantments that yet remain to be seen and 
expericnced. And this, in the midst of the soul’s joy, causes them 
terrible anguish.72

Scriptures and Thy priests, but by a secret and interior voice heard only by him 
to whom Thou dost grant this grace.”

68 Job 13:24.
09 John 14:16-26; 16 :13; 17:24.
70 Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions, chap. 29: “With the eyes of the spirit I 

saw. . . . What shall I say? . . . But to use some kind of language, I shall say that 
amid the transports of an ineffable joy I saw, with the eyes of my spirit, the eyes 
of my divine Spouse. . . . But to what avail are my miserable words? They repulse 
me, they shame me, and they seem like unbecorning play. . . .  I saw that every 
creature was filled with God. . . . He said nothing to me of this in human lan
guage, but my soul understood everything and even greater things, and I felt the 
truth of things.”

Alvarez de Paz, De grad. contempl., V , 3, 14: “By experience, taste, and spiritual 
touch, the soul knows God and it knows the power of that word of God which 
the Holy Ghost spoke (John 14:17: ‘But you shall know Him, because He shall 
abide with you, and shall be in you’ ). . . . So great and evident and admirable are 
these things to the soul that, though it lacks the perfect vision of God, it cannot be 
ignorant of God’s loving presence which is manifested by its effects.”

71 Tauler, Institutions, chap. 26: “After a man is pcrfectly freed from all interior 
and exterior attachment and learns how to lean only on his nothingness, he then 
discovcrs the conversion and entrance to that pure and simple good which is God. 
This conversion is in a certain manner an essential conversion, for the whole spirit, 
without any division, is rccollected in God and on its part it never withdraws from 
God. Meanwhile God Himself always responds essentially. Here man is not trans- 
formed into God by way of images or in an intellectual manner, nor even as to taste 
and splendor, but He receives God as He is in Himself into himself and this 
infinitcly surpasses every kind of taste and every other kind of light.”

72 “ What makes me suffer much,” says Mother Mary Queen of the Apostles, “ is 
that the more I feel God the more I discover the infinity which stili remains to be
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Just when souls are experiencing with marvelous clarity some 
of thc divine perfections, though each day in a new manner, they 
entcr into that great darkness which exceeds in clarity the most 
brilliant light. “ But darkness shall not be darie to Thee, and night 
shall be light as the day: the darkness thereof, and the lights thereof 
are alike to Thee.”  73 “ A fter that,”  says Blessed Angela of Foligno 
( Visions, chap. 25), “ I saw God in a darkness, and thereforc in 
darkness, for Fle is a greater good than can be thought or imagined. 
And ali that is thought or imagined does not touch that good.” 
Therefore this night, though very sad, is the soul’s most delightful 
illumination. “ Night shall be m y light in m y pleasures.”  74

W hen souls thus illuminatcd find themselves, as it were, com- 
pletely transparent, receiving without hindrance the most vivid 
emanations of the eternal light; when they see themselves divinized 
and enveloped in that divine immensity where, as in a most ciear 
mirror, they see ali things reflected, the resuit is that, although they 
have seen the Ineffable in reality, they could not yet see His face. 
T h ey  saw only, as w e have said, His back, in the splendor of His 
glory which passed like a lightning flash.75 T h ey  saw Him, finally, 
as their Creator and most powerfui Lord, in the absolute unity of 
His nature, without as yet discovering the inner secret of the Trin- 
ity of persons, which is the m ystery of mysteries, the marvel of 
divine marvels, and the enchantment before which ali other en- 
chantments are obscured.

In order to see Him, not now as Creator, but as Fathcr and 
Spouse, and to know the intimate secrets of His house, to com
mune with Him in a familiar manner, seeing His most loving face 
— the W ord of His wisdom with whom the soul must be espoused 76 
— and to feel keenly the ineffable ardors of the charity o f His 
Spirit of love which divinizes souls, in a word, to enter into familiar 
communication with each one of the three adorable persons, souls 
must be purified and transformed even more. For this they are

experienced and, though my soul is full, I feel empty because of the great longing 
I have to experience even more.”  See Marina de Escobar, Obras, trad. 1, Bk. III, 
chap. i.

78 Ps. 138 :11.
« P s . 138 :11.
75Exod. 33:23.
76 See Henry Suso, Eternal Wisdom, chap. 1.
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assailed by a new and more delicate light, pure and penetrating, 
which comes forth from the divine face and discloses imperfec- 
tions even in the greatest saints and a thousand obscure motes in 
that which, in the inferior lights. seemed transparent. Those souls 
that were dissolved and annihilated amid affections of love, con- 
fusion, and gratefulness at seeing how through the divine mercv 
they were deified in spite of their former sins and thus attained a 
high degree of purification and sanctity, now see in their inner- 
most parts innumerable subtle impcrfections which formerly they 
had not noticed and they see that these imperfections prevent them 
from seeing the divine face. Then follows an insatiable longing 
for new purgations by which they may be purged of their imper
fections and present themselves totally purified before the divine 
Majesty and endure His resplendent face. Being assailed by an 
inaccessible light, they are then totally purified in the mysterious 
night of the spirit wherein they are transformed in God and made 
one with Him.

T h ey  can now see the divine persons and, rapt in ecstasy, they 
are completely captivated by the eternal bcauty of the YVord of 
truth, who desires to espouse them forever with Himself.77 And 
when they are well prepared, like the wise virgins, they enter, 
even while on earth, into the eternal nuptials of spiritual matrimony. 
Then it is that they participate without reserve in the divine secrets 
and, as much as is possible to wayfarers, they feel and see clearly 
and they touch and taste the divine reality itself which formerly 
was covered with the veil of faith. Then they distinctly hear the 
voice of the Beloved and they know Him as He knows the Father 
and they follow Him faithfully.78 T h ey experience His loving em-

77 Ven. Marina de Escobar, Vida, Bk. III, chap. 2: “ I was carried to a high moun- 
tain whence the whole world was revealed to me, and there came a heavenly light 
like a lightning flash by the light of which I saw the immensity of the divine being, 
and I was wrapt in wondrous admiration at such immense grandeur. . . . Then I 
was borne to a stili higher mountain . . . and there came to me another light, 
much greater, . . . and I saw the divine being in itself and the divine perfections and 
the secret judgments of God and I was stupefied at such immensity. Uniting me to 
Himself, the Lord revealed to me the mystery of the Holy Trinity. But within my- 
self I kept repeating: ‘O Lord! How incomprehensible are Thy judgments! Who 
can know them?’ And the Lord answered: ‘The little ones and the humble of heart, 
who leave all things for Me and strive only to give pleasure to Ale.’ ”  “During these 
visions,”  she adds (chap. 3), “ the soul is so changed that it seems to have a new 
being.”

78 John 10:14, 15, 17, 28.
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brace which gives eternal life and they receive His peaceful kiss 
for which they had longed, in order to return this kiss eternally amid 
great transports of love.79 Then earth itself, on which they walk 
without being stained by it, although it causes them a thousand 
afflictions by which they make satisfaction for the evils of the 
world, seems to them to have been changed into an anticipated 
heaven. From what they teli us o f heaven we are able to ascertain 
what will be the glory which awaits us.80

79 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, Part II, chap. 6: “O beloved Spouse! Thou 
art our Father, our Spouse, our Lord, and our Brother. . . . But sceing that Thou 
art so beautiful, so lovable, so good, so sweet, and so gracious, I have darcd to call 
Thee my Spouse and to consider Thee as such, to embrace Thee, to hold Thee, and 
to love Thee as my tender and chaste Spouse. Without Thee, O my beloved Spouse, 
I cannot have any peace. Without Thee I cannot live; without Thee I am nothing. 
Without Thee I can do nothing; nor do I wish to be nor to desire anything without 
Thee. Though Thou shouldst give me the nature of an angel, an archangel, a cheru- 
bim, or a seraphim, without Thee I would be nothing. Though Thou shouldst grant 
me ali the pleasures and joys that can be enjoyed on earth, a strength greater than 
that of the strongest, a wisdom greater than that of the wisest, and graces and vir- 
tues beyond ali creatures; all this, without Thee, would seem a hell to me. If Thou 
shouldst inflict on me hell and all its torments, it would seem a paradise if I could 
find Thee there.”

Father Hoyos, op. cit., p. 261: “M y soul was alone with its Beloved and it dwelt 
in His heart. How I would like to give some faint suggcstion of what I felt, saw, 
heard, touched, and tasted in that heaven informed by the Divinity, but man can
not express it. Even the memory of it confuses me and casts me into an ocean of 
sweetness mixed with confusion. . . . That sacred fire . . . consumed and de- 
stroyed all the coldness, all the weakness, all the mixtures with other things, until 
it left only my soul and nothing more. It was like the crucible which consumes all 
the dross and leaves only the gold. It seems to me that my soul was there stripped 
of the old man . . .  in order to receive the impressions of His divine heart.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions, chap. 36: “ I saw and felt Christ embrace my 
soul. . . . From that moment I was filled with a sublime joy and light in which my 
soul saw the secret of our flesh in communion with God. That delight of the soul 
is ineffable, that joy is continuous, that illumination is an enlightenment beyond all 
other enlightenments. From that instant I possesscd such certainty and security con- 
cerning the divine operations which wcre verified in me that I was astonished to 
think that I had ever experienced any doubt. If the whole world were to try to 
make that doubt recur, it would talk in vain.”

80 Poulain, op. cit., p. 83; “Many Christians have a very incomplete idea of glory. 
They picture to themselves the blessed as simple spectators of the beauty of God 
who is majestically seated on His throne. But God will be much more, f ie  desires 
to be the perfumed air which we breathe, the drink which inebriates us, the life of 
our life and our vehement Lover. He will give us ‘the kiss of His mouth’ and will 
receive that of ours. He will not be content until He has sounded the depths of our 
souls and has become identified with the soul that abandons itself to Him. He desires 
an intimate and mutual penetration. Heaven is not only the sight of God; it is a 
fusion with Him in love and joy. If there were no fusion, the soul would experience 
an insatiable thirst.”
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P r o g r e s s iv e  R e v e l a t io n s

W e have seen that in the grades prior to the ecstatic union souls 
rest in God and are subinerged more and more deeply in the ocean 
o f His charity, experiencing Him more vividly in the measure that 
they are purified and inflamed with new love. But during this time 
they have not yet reached the stage where they touch, see, and hear 
Him in Himself. H ow ever rnuch they may desire to do so, there 
is a noli me tangere which prevents them from embracing Him and 
possessing Him at their good pleasure, thus giving them to under- 
stand that they are not yet sufficiently prepared for such lofty 
Communications.81 If they see, hear, or touch anything at ali, it is 
a sensible representation, either imaginative or external, of the hu- 
manity of the Savior, although through these representations they 
feel in a passive manner and veiled, as it were, the spiritual contact 
of His divinity. T o  this are ordained sensible visions and locutions: 
to dispose the soul which is not yet sufficiently purified so that by 
means of these inferior lights which are accommodated to its con- 
dition, it will be rendered apt to feel directly the mysterious divine 
touches wherein it apprehends the “ true truth” and finds light, 
health, liberty, and life.82

During ecstasy, when the senses swoon away because they can 
no longer withstand the spiritual ardors, certain ciear concepts are 
intellectually communicated which permit souls detached from the 
earth, not only to find, but to some extent to possess and embrace 
the God for whom they long. T h ey hold Him and they desire never 
to let Him go but to bring Him into their house where He will 
teach them all things.83

When souls thus begin clearly to experience the Beloved, to hold

81 Richard of St. Victor, De grad. viol. charit.: “The Lord makes His presence 
felt without showing His face; He pours forth His sweetness in us without mani- 
festing His beauty; He diffuses His gentleness without letting us see His splendor. 
For this reason His sweet presence is felt, but one does not see His face, for as 
yet He is enveloped in clouds and obscurity. . . . What is experienced is sweet and 
full of tenderness, but what is seen is obscure because as yet He does not reveal Him
self in the light. And though He appcars in a fire, this fire heats rather than illumines.
. . . This causes the soul to say: ‘Reveal to me the splendor of Thy countenance.’ ”

82 See John 6:45 f., 64; 8:31 f.; 14:6.
83 Cant. 3:4; 8:2.
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Him in their arms, and to reccive His ineffable kiss, they also begin 
to sec and liear Him .84 T h ey sce the sparks of His light in which 
some of His divine attributes are manifested, and spiritually or in- 
tellectually they hear the words of the W ord of truth and life who, 
without the noise of voices or the appearance of forms, gives them 
an understanding of the divine secrets.

This first spiritual manifestation of the divine beauty, whose 
reality infinitely exceeds whatever w e may imagine, leaves them 
enraptured. It is the cause o f those violent and impetuous seizures 
which take them by surprise and which they are unable to avoid. 
During these raptures they receive remarkable information con- 
cerning the things of God and they know the raison d'etre of the 
spiritual and material world. Intellectually they see not only in- 
corporeal objects but also bodily ones and with greater clarity and 
certainty than if they saw such things with their bodily eyes for 
they penetrate to their very roots and comprehend them. A ll this 
takes place without the intervention of any sensitive or imagina- 
tive form .85

Thus they can see spiritually the humanity of the Lord joined to 
His divinity. But sometimes this spiritual vision of the divinity is 
perfected by an imaginative vision of the holy humanity which is 
vividly presented to them in some mystery of His holy life, with 
a beauty and majesty incomparably superior to anything they could 
ever imagine. In this w ay He is made more accessible to them, 
adapting Himself to their present condition.86 In the same w ay in- 
tellectual illustrations and spiritual concepts are sometimes further 
defined with greater precision and made easier to express when 
they are complemented by imaginative locutions, which exercise 
such a role in the lives of many of the saints, and especially in their

84 Cant., 2:10; 5:2-6.
86 Ven. Marina de Escobar, Obras, trat. II, Bk. II, chap. 34: “When in a pro- 

found ecstasy God suddcnly unites the soul to His essence and filis it .vith His 
light, He manifests to it in an instant the loftiest mysteries, together with His 
secrets. The soul sees an immense unity and an infinite majesty. . . .  It understands 
how all creatures depend on the providence of God and are conserved by Him; it 
understands how He is the happiness of the angels and the elect; it knows that He 
is the only principle and end of all things and that outside of Him thejt have no 
beginning or end; it knows that He is the first cause and has absolute dominion over 
all things.”

86 See St. Teresa, Life, chap. 28.
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writings. As a resuit, these things are more within the reach o f all 
and are more widely appreciated.

In regard to the communicable divine attributes of which we are 
able to form some idea by analogy, these souls see, by means of a 
brilliant light, how greatly these attributes exceed our poor com- 
prehension and weak evaluations. Such beauty leaves them cap- 
tivated and wounded with an indescribable pain because they are 
not yet able to endure all Ilis  splendors and also because their 
sensitivity is greatly increased. But although they see that these 
things are incomprehensible, they are nevertheless able to some ex
tern to declare these marvels by means of analogies, especially when 
God Himself suggests certain symbols which are more suitable for 
representing them. In this w ay these souls are able to express them- 
selves with inspired language and to admire the infinite goodness, 
justice, power, and wisdom of God.

But when God manifests His inner splendor to souls and dis- 
closes to them some of His incommunicable attributes, then the 
inflnitely excessive light, which is so superior and so different from 
anything they could imagine, leaves them blinded and dumb, en- 
closed in the unsoundable abyss of the great darkness. This is the 
mysterious obscurity which surpasses all light, wherein it seems 
that souls see nothing because they see so much. W hat they ex- 
perience and perceive most vividly is the absolute incomprehensi- 
bility which overwheims and confounds them and leaves them 
blinded.87 Thus, although they receive more lights, their vision 
seems more obscure in the midst of the eternal splendors of the 
divine darkness.

But it is necessary to pass through these things at any cost in 
order to arrive at the full vision and possession of Him who “ dwells 
in light inaccessible.”  88 He is enveloped in clouds and obscurities

87 “ If anyone, secing God,” says St. Dionysius (Epist. ad Cajum), “understands 
what he sees, then he does not reallv see God, but somcthing that resembles God; 
that is, some one of His divine effects.”

St. Gregory, Moral., Bk. V , chap. z6: “ Anything that the mind is able to perceive 
perfectly is not God. . . .  It is therefore true to sav that wc know about God when 
we feel plainly that we cannot know anything about Him.” “For whatever the 
human mind is able to think about God,” he says in another place (In l  Reg., chap. 
20), “ is not God.”

881 Tim. 6:16.
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and hidden in the darkness which He places beneath His feet.89 
For truly He is a hidden G od .90

Yct, God is light, and in Him there is no darkness.91 Fle is the true 
light which enlightens every man,92 but His excessive light blinds 
the undcrstanding and makes it appear to be surrounded by a heavy 
darkness.93 This darkness reaches its culmination when H e dis- 
closes His most excellent attributes which, because of their unique 
qualities, can in no w ay be participated by creatures. Since there is 
nothing in them that can be represented by analogy or give the re- 
motest idea of what they are in themselves, when they appear be- 
fore the soul such as they are, they cause it to be dazzled and 
astonished to the highest degree and to be plunged into the very 
center of the great darkness. In vain docs the soul try to speak of 
this sublime event, for, like Blessed Angela of Foligno, in so do- 
ing it is attempting the impossible.

Among these attributes are G od ’s etcrnity, immensity, aseity 
(His necessary self-existence), immutability, and the real identity 
of ali His perfections which, however, we see as distinet. Surpass- 
ing all these marvels is the m ystery of mystcries: the trinity of per- 
sons with their mutual relationships within the absolute unity of 
the divine nature. W hen these prodigious mysteries are disclosed, 
then follows a great divine enlightenment in the midst of that ob- 
scurity which surpasses all knowledge and which, though it appears 
to be ignorance, gives a glimpse of the complete Truth. But on 
seeing that sovereign reality which is so distinctly and infinitely 
superior to anything that could be said or thought of it, the soul 
cannot but be mute and blind, as St. Teresa says. Yet in its blind- 
ness, the soul sees all and in that dumbness which causes the soul to

89 “And darkness was under His feet . . . and He made darkness His covert” 
(Ps. 17:10, 12). “Clouds and darkness are round about Him” (Ps. 96:2).

90 Isa. 45:15; III Kings 8:12; II Par. 6:1.
911 John 1:5.
92 John 1:9.
93 Alvarez de Paz, De grad. contevipl., V , Part III, chap. 13: “The soul’s vision is 

called a divine darkness for, if one compares it with what is to follow, it is an ob
scure knowledge of God. Yet it is so perfectiy illumined and so admirahle that the 
soul is satiated with abundant illustrations and affections. . . .  It is an intellectual 
vision of God in the midst of darkness, an understanding by which, surpassing all 
creatures and abandoning all likenesses of even supernatural mysteries, we are borne 
to God who is incomprehensible and unknowable to us and unintelligible to us, 
and we are absorbed in Him as in the ocean of His infinite essence, of which we 
are ignorant.”
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adore in silence and wherein even the most sublime words are 
considered as blasphemies, is found the most eloquent preaching 
o f the ineffable.94

This knowledge, although it is called and truly appears to be 
negative, because it can be expressed only by negation of ordinary 
ideas, is the highest type of positive knowledge which is attaina- 
ble in this life. It implies the most solemn affirmation: the absolute 
reality which the soul contemplates and tries to express, which de
fies all limitations and, transcending all created realities, is, in its 
unique eminence, comparable to nothing else. N o comparison of 
it can be made in order to describe it. O nly the W ord of eternal 
Wisdom expresses it adequately. Its negation lies in the form of 
the human expressions, but not in the spiritual intuition, though 
this intuition itself, because of its incomprehensibility, seems to be 
dark.95

For that reason the soul remains prostrated and annihilated at 
the vision of such light, grandeur, and beauty which on the one 
hand captivates it, ravishes it, and filis it with immeasurable joy, 
and on the other hand, since the soul is unable to bear such a weight 
of glory, causes intense suffering and a sort of hell. As a resuit, with- 
out realizing how these two extremes are blended, the soul suffers 
and rejoices at the same time, without the one activity impeding 
the other. This took place for many years in St. Catherine of Genoa, 
and I saw the same phenomena take place in the angelic Mother 
M ary, Queen of the Apostles, who anxiously asked me during her 
last hours concerning such a strange manner o f living, though I 
m yself had no doubts that it was from God. Although this pain is

94 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 27: “ If I try to speak of eternal life, 
it seems to me that instead of praising it, I blaspheme. . . . But God will enlarge my 
capacity to perceive it.”

95 Tauler, Institutioni, chap. 22: “In this obscurity the divine light is found more 
clearly, and the deeper the obscurity the more true is the resultant knowledge. If 
now God docs not wish to manifest Himself, wlien His divine Majcsty does wish 
to do so who is there who can deny it? In this darkness or cloud,” he adds (chap. 
26), “God esscntially enlightens the soul. In an ineffable manner He surpasses all 
the names which one could give Him, subsisting purcly and simply in His own 
substance, for the essence of God in itself does not admit of any name. Those who 
have given it a name, have taken words which refer to creatures.”

“O most brilliant obscurity!” exclaims St. Dionysius (Mist. Theol., 1) . “ Marvelous 
obscurity which irradiates most splendid flashcs of light and which, not being seen 
or perceived, inundates blinded souls with the beauty of its splcndors and reveals 
the divine mysteries to them.”
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so stupendous and almost intolerable, these souls do not wish it to 
cease but rather that it be increased because they see that through 
it they are being configured to Christ and deified.96

In the measure that the purification and transformation of souls 
are increased, so also is their capacity. Since their obstacles are 
fewer, they see the divine reality more clearly and with less pain 
and more joy. Better and better they recognize His ineffable at- 
tributes and perfections and in their silence they already enjoy 
eternal life. As the eyes of the soul are more purified and strength- 
ened, the great obscurity is more frequently broken b y  sudden 
flashes of light, which seem to be the light o f glory, as if these souls 
were permitted for an instant to see G od as He is in Himself.97 
These flashes of light increase in clarity and duration, and the soul 
becomes inundated in an ocean of light and finds itself torally lu- 
minous, transparent, and deified, filled as it is with the very clarity, 
knowledge, power, fortitude, and charity o f G od.98

Thus the soul is disposed, as w e have said, to see the divine face 
and to discover in the abyss of the unity o f the divine nature the 
inaccessible mystery of the trinity of persons; to see the special 
relations which bind the soul to each pcrson and also the mysteri- 
ous work which each one realizes in the soul and in other souls in 
order to adorn them with the beauty o f God and to deify them.09 
It sees the ineffable tenderness of the Father who adopts the soul 
as His daughter; the enchantmcnts of the W ord who proceeds

96 These were the desires also of Mothcr /Vlary, spoken of previously. “May my 
sufferings always increase and always grow greater! . . .  I cannot live without 
them. . . . But may God give me the power to sustain them, for they are ir- 
resistible!”

97 Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions, chap. 27: “ God augments the capacity of 
the soul for pcrceiving anu possessing Him. . . . When He discloses Himself to 
the soul, He enlarges it and pours forth in it unknown joys and riches.”

98 John 17:17-26. See also IJving Flavie of Love, canticle 3, verses 4, 5.
99 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 47: “1 saw the glorious Trinity and 

I saw how It dwelt in the souls of my spiritual children and transformed them into 
Itself in various manners, according to the respective purification of each one. . . . 
I saw that this purification had three grades: 1. an austerity and fortitude by which 
sin is easily avoided; 2. a grace which makes delightful the practice of virtue; 3. the 
soul reaches the fullness of its perfection and is transformed in Jesus crucified. 
Together with these graces they received a singular beauty, and each one greater 
than the last. . . . That of the third grade is greater than anything that can be 
imagined and it reduces me to silence. . . .  I shall say only that in that transforma
tion of my spiritual sons in God I saw them disappear, in a certain way, being 
submerged and transubstantiated in Him in such a way that I now saw in them 
only Jesus, now suffering, now glorified.”
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from the Father and takes the soul as His spouse; the charity of the 
Spirit of adoption who, procceding from the Father and the Son, 
vivifies, sanctifies, and deifies the soul.100 Finally, as Tauler says, 
ihe soul sees how the whole admirable m ystery of the Trin ity re- 
cchoes and is reproduced in the soul itself.101 This is the wonder of 
ali wonders and the soul sees and feels ali this with an evidence far 
superior to that which it could have concerning perishable things 
rlirough the bodily senses. This is true to such an extent that even 
if it had never heard a word spoken about that mystery, it would 
ncvertheless understand it better than the most excellent specu
lative theologian.102 Although ali the wise men of the world to- 
gether should contradict the soul, it would stoutly defend itself 
against them, feeling confident of triumphing. Far from weaken- 
ing before their arguments, it would feel the same pity for them 
as for the ravings of a madman, if, indeed, they did not cause the 
soul to break out into Iaughter.103

One can see from this the fo lly  of the rationalists who, without

100 See St. Augustine, Meditations, chap. 9.
101 St. Mary Magdalen of Pazzi, op. cit., Part II, chap. 2: “By an entirely gratuitous 

goodness, God gives us a ciear vision of the adorable and sublime Communications 
which take place among the three divine persons; Communications which the 
soul can taste by contemplating them in a placid silence. . . . But these things can- 
not be expressed, and it is better to be silent and to admire them without wishing 
to speak. When the soul has enjoyed this communication for some time, His love 
cngenders the divine Word in the soul in a certain way and thousands of times over. 
What an ineffable favor!”

Tauler, Institutions, chap. 28: “  ‘When, rid of all its impediments and forgetful of 
sclf and all perishable creatures, thou dost rise up with all thy power, and when, sur- 
passing all time, thou dost go beyond thyself and art absorbed in Me,’ said the 
Lord to one of His servants, ‘thou dost make Me forget M y excellence to such 
a degree that I am constrained to descend to thy soul and there to be engendered of 
My heavenly Father in an ineffable manner by which action He also adopted thec 
as a son. Within thce I dispose, command, and govcrn heaven and earth.’ ”

102 “Even if the soul had never known from the Church how many persons there 
are in the Trinity and how the one proceeds from the other,”  observes Poulain 
(op. cit., p. 259), “ it would then come to know it in an experimenta! way by seeing 
it.” Sometimes, however, only one of the divine persons is manifested, and the 
otliers are not seen. This happened in the case of Ven. Marina de Escobar, who 
testifies that sometimes she savv only the Word (Obras, II, Bk. II, chap. 31) and that 
at other times she saw only the Holy Ghost (op. cit., I, Bk. II, chaps. 21, 23, 24; II, 
Bk. I, chap. 48; Bk. II, chap. 30). A similar occurrence happened to Blessed Angela 
of Foligno. We know there are very many souls that felt in a special manner the 
interior presence of the Holy Ghost as sanctifier, consoler, and master, though they 
had never heard a word about these mysteries of life in God.

103 See Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions, chap. 27; Blosius, Spec. spir., chap. 11 ; 
Inst., chap. 12; St. Teresa, Life, chap. 27; Interior Caule, seventh mansions, chap. 1.
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the slightest notion o f the supernatural, put themselves to great 
pains to philosophize on the psychology of the mystics, in the 
hope of correcting the most experienced masters. W ith much 
aplomb they state that ali those lofty contemplations, concerning 
which the masters themselves do not dare to form any ideas, are pure 
illusions and lack ali objective reality. It is to this conclusion that ali 
their speculations tend. Hence, though they claim to set forth 
the facts impartially, even without realizing it they totally distort 
the facts as Blondel accused them of doing, by presenting them 
under the presupposition that they all admit of a natural explana- 
tion.

Poor blind men! T h ey  take as an illusion that light which il
lumines all who have eyes to see. One of them descended to the 
consummate puerility of affirming that, when the saints said that 
they saw the mystery of the Trin ity, it was because the T rin ity  was 
vividly represcnted in their imagination as a block of marble on 
which three persons had been sculpturcd. Yet these men dare to 
dispute with the best theologians and to speak on the most intricate 
questions pertinent to the m ystery of the T rin ity  with that sort of 
exactness and propriety!

T ru ly  the animal man cannot perceive the rhings that are of the 
Spirit of God. The learned men who manifested such compctency 
and sincerity in their scientific investigations are utterly worthless 
here. T h ey attempt to examine these precious pearls as a brute 
would gaze upon and sniff the pages of a book of psychology, 
metaphysies, or algebra. Thcrcfore was it written: “ G ive not that 
which is holy to dogs; neither cast ye your pearls before swinc.”  104 
T h ey  would wish to evaluate the spiritual marvels of divine love 
in a carnal manner and by so doing they would trample on them 
and profane them. Such things are not for them unless first they 
purify their hearts w ell.105

104Matt. 7:6.
105 Alanv doctors and rationalistic psychologists incapable of appreciating the 

delicacies "of divine love have taken the expressions analagous to human love which 
the mystics were forced to use and have darcd to interpret them as a perversion of 
human love and pertaining to man’s basest instinets. Their hearts would not let 
them see anything else. But even William James (Religions Experience, chap. 1) has 
branded them with the stigma of “medical materialism,” saying that “ few evalua- 
tions could be more void of meaning than that,” for “ human language must avail 
itself of images taken from our lowly life.” “Divine love,” savs G . Dumas (“Com-
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Yet, the interest which mysticism arouses today among so many 
unbelievers who cannot deny the reality of these marvelous events 
and therefore try  to explain them by natural means or in any 
manner they can, should put to shame and confusion many Catho- 
lics. Among these are some few  religious and ecclesiastics who 
should know these matters profoundly in order to direct souls 
with accuracy and to orientate their own souls; instead, they look 
on mysticism with the most shameful, indeed criminal, indiffer- 
cnce. As if it were of no importance to them to know the mysteries 
of the kingdom of G od within us! * 106

The incredulous, with their obdurate hearts, however much they 
claim to be impartial, can neither see nor understand the mystery 
which is hidden in these phenomena.1117 T h ey  see the basic uni- 
formity with which, in the midst of an almost unbelievable variety 
of expressions, the mystics speak, though many of them have never 
read or heard anything of what has happened to other souls. Their 
sincerity, penetration, delicacy o f sentiment, and perfect equilib- 
rium cannot be denied. Yet the unbelievers reject ali this unanimous 
and imposing testimony. W hat is lacking that would make these 
facts credible? Nothing. Credibilia jacta sunt nimis. W hat is lack
ing is the disposition to receive these reports and the sense to ap- 
preciate them.

Yet these phenomena remain, and without the one true explana- 
tion— intimate communication with God— the facts will always 
remain enigmas. H ow  can one explain the undeniable fact that so 
many simple and unlettered souls, in a moment of their loftiest 
contemplation, acquire a prodigious knowledge with which they

ment aiment les myst.,” Rev. Deux-Mondes, September i j , 1906), “is infinitely 
richer than all human sentiments. . . . T o  form some idea of its power, one must 
not forget that they refer to eternal realities which, in the mind of the mystics, can
not be compared with anything earthly.”

106 St. Matilda, Lux. divinit., 5, 1 1 :  “ O Lord, I must complain at seeing such blind- 
ness in these persons. They are ecclesiastics, yet they fear the grace of interior 
devotion. Among this numbcr I also see religious and, among them, many who are 
considered prudent and wise. Although divine mercy pours forth rays of light 
sufficient to burn and melt the soul, human evaluation, being intransigent, wishes 
to trade the heavenly for the earthly. It is necessary that I make myself useful to 
the world by exterior works. Ah, Lord, to care for the body and to live in such 
a way that one’s example teaches the love and imitation of the mundane spirit, 
this is what those ‘prudent’ ones call practical wisdom.”

1C7Matt. 13:9-16; Mark 4:9-12.
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later astound the greatest theologians? Such souls have been nu- 
merous: Hildegard, Angela of Foligno, Catherine of Siena, Cath- 
erine o f Genoa, Catherine of Bologna, Ruysbroeck, Joseph of 
Cupertino, Nicholas Factor, Teresa of Jesus, Rose of Lima, Marina 
de Escobar, Agreda, Emmerich, Taigi, Sister Barbara, Gemma 
Galgani, Benigna Consolata, and many others; and such souls are 
in our midst today also. W e have had occasion to deal with some of 
them who, having read no other book but that of Jesus crucified, 
the true book of life, astonished us when we saw what sublime 
and marvelous experimental knowledge they had concerning the 
adorable mystery of the T rin ity and of the mysterious workings 
o f the H oly Ghost in the souls of the just.108

St. Teresa observes (Life,  chap. 27): “ T he soul suddenly finds 
itself learned, and the m ystery of the Most 1 lo ly T rin ity, together 
with other lofty things, is so clearly explained to it that there is 
no theologian with whom it would not have the boldness to con- 
tend in defense of the truth of these marvels.”

Thus, although the soul cannot express what is ineffable, when 
it speaks o f the divine attributes which are to some extern com- 
municable, it is able to find certain analogics, but it must express 
in human language and as best it can the lofty mysteries of faith. 
Appreciating that the reality infinitcly rranscends the representa- 
tion and that human words will ahvays bc deficient, nevertheless, 
according to our mode of understanding, the soul will speak with 
a loftiness and precision that ama/.cs and confounds the most learned 
masters.109 The reason for this is that in a single very simple idea 
which G od infuses in them in an instant, these persons receive the 
plenitude o f a vast Science. St. Teresa adds (loc. cit.) : “ It is like

ios Dr. Gois, Annales de phil. chret., March, 1897: “ In our age it is too often for- 
gotten that the method proper to mystical theology is experimental knowledge. . . . 
The order of grace, like that of nature, has its own laws, and they are discovered 
by observation and experience. . . . The mystic is not, as is supposed, a man who is 
raised to truths which are superior to experience, but on the contrary, he is one 
who by experience verifies truths superior to reason. . . . Today the existence of 
an invisible world is affirmed through experience, and the necessity of the invisible 
leads many contemporaries to spiritualism and occultism. This movement to pagan 
superstition makes more necessary and more timely the study of mystical theology.”

ios por that reason the theologians of the Dominican Convent of St. Paul in Val- 
lodolid, being truly prudent, did not disdain to act as humble disciples of Ven. 
Marina de Escobar who, at their request, came to give them classes and to give 
them marvelous explanations of another theology much higher than that learned in 
schools.
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one who, without having learned anything, or having taken the 
slightest trouble in order to learn to read, or even having ever 
studied, finds himself in possession o f all existing knowledge; he has 
no idea how or whence it has come.”  T he science which those 
unlettered persons thus receive and retain is possessed by means 
of an infused idea which they so assimilate that later they can use 
it as their own.110

But from the other higher and substantial concepts, souls are 
not able to retain such ciear ideas. T h ey can only recall that they 
had them and that they were fu lly aware o f seeing the Ineffable 
by means of that great enlightenment which they so marvelously 
experienced.111 But the vision passes quickly, and afterward they 
are not only unable to relate it, since it is inexplicable, but neither 
can they reproduce it interiorly, for it is inconceivable. Hence we 
must admit that it was not the light o f an infused, created idea, 
but the immediate impression o f the divine reality itself which 
later hid itself from them and left them in obscurity.112

This fact can clarify many things and perhaps even settle the 
much debated question of whether such souls sometimes see God 
intuitively, as do the blessed, or whether they see Him by means 
of an infused species. Some theologians, too much inclined to the 
speculative aspect o f theology and lacking in experience, devo- 
tion, and even the true Christian sense, have a ready tendency to 
include all these supernatural operations within the narrow molds 
of their own psychology and even to try to formulate such mat- 
ters in an adequate syllogism. T h ey  try  to reduce these things

110 Gratian, Itiner, chap. 9: “ It is a marvelous thing to see how in the blink of an 
eye God discloses more concepts and sovereign lights than can be counted. . . . By 
means of this light many things conccrning the dcalings of the world are understood 
as well as the fortunes and condition of many souls.”

111 See Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions, chap. 27.
112 Cf. Ila Hae, q. 175, a.4, ad 3. Tauler, Institutions, chap. 22: “There sometimes 

shines forth a supernatural desire which is so clcarly manifested that it cannot bc 
doubted that it is God Himself who permits Himself to be secn as in a lightning 
flash. This vision is so sudden and bricf that no iinage remains from it, and one is 
absolutely unable to know or undersrand what it was. It knows for certain only 
that there was something, but it is unable to define it. . . . The subtletv of the light 
is such that the understanding cannot comprehend it and for that reason it leaves no 
image. If anything of it remamed in a man or his intellect had seized this vision, tlicn 
undoubtedly it would not have been God, though it could have becn somrlhmg 
similar to the divine. An angel or the devii or any creature cannot enter inio the 
depth of the soul, but only that supreme Spirit who created it.”
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to “ species”  and “ forms”  and so many “ abstractive notions.”  Con- 
sequently they believe that in this life never, or at most very rarely 
and then by a stupendous miracle, can the divine essence be com- 
municated directly to the soul in such a w ay that it would serve 
the soul as an intclligible species.

But truly experienced theologians, and especially the great mys- 
tics wlio have such a vivid awareness of these lofty truths, are not 
content with speaking of “ abstractive notions”  and speculative 
concepts. T h ey speak to us also of truly concrete and immediate 
perceptions o f the divine reality itself.113 Although they frequently 
recognize the infusion of permanent ideas, they do not regard the 
great transitory visions of the divinity as essentially abstractive, 
but as intuitive; as works of that Spirit who scrutinizes all things, 
even the depths of God, and with whom these souls are identified. 
He who adheres to God is one Spirit with Him.

The concepts which souls thus receive are not abstract, but 
concrete, living, and palpitating, and the knowledge which the 
Spirit o f understanding and wisdom communicate to them is not 
speculative, but experimental. W ithout any intermediary, they feel, 
taste, see, and hear the ineffable G od Himself, G od of one and 
three, after the manner of the blessed, though much more imper- 
fectly and for a very brief time, according as the grade of their 
purification and the condition of this mortal life permit.114 T h ey  
feel that G od is truly united to their souls and intellects. T h ey  hear 
the voice of His W ord and they see and know Him with the self-

113 Sce M ary of Agreda, Mystical City of Qod, Part I, Bk. II, chap. 14. Ila Hae, 
q.175, a. 3, ad a.4, corp.: “Man’s mind is rapt by God to the contemplation of the 
divine truth in three ways. First, so that he contemplates it through certain imagi- 
nary pictures. . . . Secondly, so that he contemplates the divine truth through its 
intelligiblc effects. . . . Thirdly, so that he contemplates it in its essence. . . . Now 
when man’s intellcct is uplifted to the sublime vision of God’s essence, it is neces- 
sary that his mind’s whole attention should be summoned to that purpose in such 
a way that he understand naught else by phantasms, and be absorbed entirely in 
God.”

Alvarez de Paz, I, Part III, chap. 1: “W e know that the gifts by which God adorns 
the souls which are called to the grace of contemplation are not confined to the 
limits of nature and that, even when souls possess these gifts and are not deprived 
of the use of their external senses, they are usually bathed in such a splendid light 
and raised to such lofty knowledge that they seem to abandon the use of discursus 
and they know in the manner of the angels, whose purity of conversation they 
imitate.”

114 St. Augustine (De Gen. ad Iit, Bk. XII, chap. 28) affirms that St. Paul saw 
God with that vision with which the saints in heaven see Him.
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same clarity which He receives from the Father. T h ey  find them- 
selves made one with God, and in the divine light they see the true 
and eternal Light. In fine, they are certain, with an absolute cer- 
tainty, of seeing, expericncing, and touching G od Himself 
immediately and not through the medium of any irnage, repre- 
sentation, or abstraction, however lofty these may be.115

Therefore souls say that during such moments they enjoy a 
prelude of glory, an anticipated glory, and that God dwells in them 
as in another heaven so that what others know by faith, they know 
by vision.110 The light which they receive shares more in the light 
of glory than in the ordinary light of faith, which is through a 
mirror and in a dark manner.117 For although there is stili a cer
tain obscurity, since they cannot yet stand such splendor, what 
they see or perceive is the divine essence itself in which they are, 
as it were, transformed becausc of that intimate union which makes 
them one thing with G od .118

So the eternal Father said to St. Matrdalen of Paz/.i: “ A  fruit of 
the communication of M y essence is a kind of disappearance of 
faith. . . . B y  means of that communication I infuse in you M y 
knowledge, which is so profound, ciear, and intimate . . . that 
it seems to pertain more to vision than to faith.”  119 The Ven. 
Marina de Escobar 120 assured her confessor, Father Louis de la

115 See John io; The Ascent of Mount Carmel, Bk. II, chap. 26; Spiritual Canticle, 
14, 15, 39; Blosius, fnst. Spir., chap. 12; St. Bernard, In Cant., sermo 21; and our 
Exposition mistica dei Cant., 2, 9.

116 Interior Castle, sevcnth mansions, chaps. 1, 2; Life, chap. 27.
117 lia llae, q. 180, a.5: “The highcst degrec of contemplation in the present life 

is that which St. Paul had in rapture, whereby he was in a middle state between 
the present life and the life to come.”

118 See St. Teresa, loc. cit. T o  perceive the ineffable mysteries which it is not 
given man to speak pertains, according to St. I hornas <IIa llae, q.175, a .3), to the 
vision of the blessed. But conccrning the vision of St. Paul, he concludes: Con
venientius dicitur quod Deum per essentiam vidit. Likewise the famous Archbishop 
Pcraldo, O.P. (Summa virtutum, Part IV, Tractatus de donis, X) savs: “Therefore 
Exodus 33: ‘Alan shall not see Me and live,’ must be interpreted as referring to 
man’s living in a purely human manner, as St. Augustine savs (De Trinitate)-. ‘The 
divinity can in no way be seen by human sight, but it seems that God is seen by 
the vision of those who are no longcr men, but more than men.’ ”

“The mysterious operations of the mystical life,” says Monsabre (Oraison, chap. 
5), “drauf souls from the earth and transport them to the shores of the beatinc 
vision.” See Questiones misticas, Preamb. IV ; Vallgornera, Myst. D. Thom, q.3, 
dist. 3; a. 1 o.

119 CEuvres, IV , chap. 17.
120 Obras, I, III, chap. 1.
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Puente, that she had seen the divine essence, contemplating God 
face to face, and had noted that she saw Him as do the saints in 
heaven.121 St. Alphonsus Rodriguez made the same affirmation; 
and many years before him, the remarkable virgin of Siena testi- 
fied to it also. A ll these testimonies are well in accord with the 
doctrine of the Angelic Doctor.122

Although such souls see the divine essence directly and imme- 
diately, it is for a very short time, sometimes like a lightning flash, 
and only in the measure they are capable of receiving the light 
which G od imparts to their intellects.123 Thus is disclosed to them

121 Blessed Angela de Foligno, op. cit., chap. 27: “The lofty heights of my life 
in the past seem low when compared with this. O plenitude! Plenitude! O light 
which inundates! . . . There is nothing comparable to Thy glory. I have experi- 
enced this illumination by God a thousand times, and it has never seemed the same; 
it is always varied and ever new. . . . What I call the dazzling illumination by God 
is what the saints enjoy in etemal life.”

During the night of the spirit, says St. John of the Cross (Dark Night, II, 12): 
“ the very wisdom of God which purges these souls and illumines them purges the 
angels from their ignorances, giving them knowledge, cnlightening them as to that 
which they know not, and flowing down from God through the first hierarchies 
even to the last, and thence to men. . . .  It plunges him into darkness and causes 
him affliction and distress, as does the sun to the eye that is weak; it enkindles hint 
with passionate yet afflictive love, until he be spiritualized and refined by this same 
fire of love; and it purifies him until he can receive with swcetness the union of this 
loving infusion after the manner of the angels.”

122 St. Catherine of Siena energetically stated (Life, Part II, 6; and supplement by 
Caffarini) that she had seen the divine essence irself, the face of God, 01 which she 
was able to say only: He is supreme goodness; absolute truth. “Be assured,” she said 
to her confessor, “that I have seen the divine essence and for that reason I suffer 
greatly at finding myself chained to this body.”

St. Thomas (Ia, q .12, a .n , ad 2; Ha Ilae, q. 175, a.3) declares not only that it is 
possible but that it was actually granted to some to be raised to this prodigious vision 
even in this life. W e know, moreover, that therc are many mysties who declare 
that they have seen in the divine essence the rcasons for all things. This, according 
to St. Thomas (Ila Hae, q. 163, a. 1) , is impossible without seeing the divine essence 
itself.

Alvarez de Paz (De grad. contevipl., V , 3, 15): “According to all scholastic doc- 
tors who treated these things very accuratcly and with great finesse, it is true or at 
least probable that some souls living in the flesh can see God clearly and intuitively. 
But this doctrine . . .  is treated more at length by the mystical doctors. Some of 
them indicate that in every age of man, by means of the gift of contemplation in 
a most excellent degree, this grace has been granted by the Lord so that some have 
seen Him clearly and intuitively.” See also Denis the Carthusian, De contenipl., 
Bk. III, no. 24.

St. Bonaventure (De lumin. eccles. serm. 3 ): “Those enraptured souls do not have 
the habit of glory, but the act. And just as enraptured souls are at the dividing line 
between this world and the fatherland, so are they at the dividing line of union with 
the body and separation from it.”

123 W e read in the Book of Job (36:32): “ In His hands He hideth the light, and 
commandeth it to come again.”  This is interpreted as follows by St. Bernard in his
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now one attribute, now another. O nly after the spiritual marriage, 
in which the soul is strengthened, is the divine essence manifested 
in a ciear and permanent manner so that they enjoy a quasi-habitual 
vision of the m ystery of the Trinity. Thus whenever the soul rec- 
ollects itself it is conscious of the presence of the three divine pcr- 
sons.124 Sometimes neither sleep nor great occupations impede the 
soul from enjoying this loving vision, and the soul lives among 
men after the manner of the angels who are charged with our care.

That vision makes souls completely happy, and up to a certain 
point they are happy even in the midst of the greatest sufferings.125 
But since the vision is often accompanied by a certain obscurity 
which causes great anxiety and impulscs, and since frequently it 
is ordained to further purification or to make souls serve as expi- 
atory and propitiatory victims for the good of the entire Church, 
that ineffable pleasure is generally associated with intolerable mar- 
tyrdoms of love, at least until the spiritual matrimony is reached.

This participation in the sorrows of Christ, like the sharing in 
His glories, is characteristic of ali Elis faithful imitators who have 
reached the state of configuration with Him. St. Teresa, in the 
midst of the most delicate and almost continual favors which she 
merited, affirmed that she had not passed a single day without great 
sufferings. The very ecstasy produced by the gentle divine touch 
and especially the rapture which absorbs souls in an inaccessible 
light, although always delicious and salutary, are at the same time 
most painful. This proceeds not only from the condition of these 
souls, but also from the special attributes which God manifests 
and other complementary knowledge which He adds. When He 
discloses to souls Elis infinite sanctity and justice and His supreme 
aversion for sin, and also makes them see and fcel their own noth-

famous Epistola ad Fratres de Monte Dei: “To the elect and the beloved of God 
there is sometimes manifested a certain light of the divine face. It is like the light 
which was hidden in His hands and which is manifested or hidden according to 
the will of the one who holds it so that, when seen suddcnly and for a moment, the 
spirit is inflamed for the full possession of the eternal light. And in order that 
the soul may know what it yet lacks, grace sometimes binds the senses of the lover 
and leads him to a day that is without tumuit and to the joys of silence. According 
to its capacity, God Himself is manifested for an instant so that the soul can see 
Him as He is. Meanwhile God gradually transforms the soul into Himself so that 
it may be, as far as is possible, like unto Him who is.”

124 See Interior Castle, seventh mansions, chap. i.
126 Matt. 5 : 1 1 f.; Luke 6:22 f.
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ingness and wretchedness, then at the same time that they swoon 
aw ay in love, they are cast into a most profound sorrow. This 
sorrow penetrates to their very bones and Ieaves them prostrate for 
days, without any strength. The greater the light they receive and 
the appreciation they have of God, the greater is their prostra- 
tion, abasement, and self-contempt, and it seems to them that all 
hell would be little to atone for their ingratitudes.

Thus is understood their profound annihilation and prodigious 
humility, as deeply felt as it is sincere, which makes them regard 
themselves as nothing in the midst of the grcat favors they experi- 
ence. T h ey  see themselves sanctified and deificd and they feel them
selves radiant with divine knowledge and power; yet they are 
totally prostrated and attribute nothing to themselves. Amid the 
great divine favors which they receivc, they are confused and filled 
with ardent desires to rnake known their nothingness and the in
finite mercies of Him who has thus enrichcd them. So St. Teresa 
adverts that true humility does not consist in ignoring the excel- 
lence of the gifts received from God, but in recognizing them, in 
order to give thanks for them and not to appropriate the glory to 
oneself. “ Because Ide that is mighty hath done great things to me.”

In like manner, when God shows thcsc souls the great evils in 
the Church,128 the necessity for expiation, the crinies of so many 
Christians, the sacrileges of unworthy priests, the horror of schisms 
and dissensions which threaten to dislocate the members of the 
mystical body, and the force with which this whole weight of 
sin oppressed the Savior in the Gardcn, then they truly share in 
His agony and bloody sweat and accompany Him in all His 
sacred passion. T h ey  help Him to carry His cross, and across the 
centuries they prolong the sacrifice of Calvary.

But if they bear always the mortification of Jesus, the very life 
of Jesus is also clearly manifested in their mortal bodies. Though 
they find their w ay strcwn with crosses, through them they re-

128Alvarez de Paz, De nat. contempl., V , II, chap. 2: “This is a contemplation 
of the state of the Church militant. There is proposed to the soul, by an unusual 
light, the dignity and sanctity of its mother. How ardently she is loved by God, her 
Spouse; how stoutly she is defended from all falsity! How she is made a column of 
truth, and how faithfully she is freed from temptations and persecutions of tyrants 
and heretics; how gently she is filled with saints and perfect mcn; how mercifully 
she is sustained in the face of rebellious sons and sinncrs; how infallibly she is called 
to a reward in the predestined! . . . How different is the face of the Church when 
superficially looked upon from when it is seen through the light of contemplation!”
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ceive for themselves and for others the salvation and the life that 
w ill enable them to enjoy, in spite of all things else, an anticipated 
glory. B y  means of the Spirit of revelation which they possess, 
they are the light of the world; by means o f their continual suf- 
ferings, they are the salt o f the earth. Alas, the day when such souls 
should be lacking! 127

But such souls will never be wanting. In spite o f all the malice of 
the world, such souls will continue to appear as there is need for 
them, and more and more abundantly. M ay the Lord give us His 
Spirit of revelation in order that we may know and love Him and 
be able to appreciate as we ought the grandeur and the splendor 
which He deigns to grant to His faithful scrvants! 128

T h e saints carry on the Savior’s mission. W ith Him they are 
placed as a sign o f contradiction, and at the same time they save 
and judge the world. Fle who hears and accepts them, hears and 
accepts Christ Himself, and thus finds light, salvation, and life. He 
who despises the saints, despises Jesus C h rist129 and, not being 
nioved by their heroic example, he incurs the most terrifying 
judgment. Such a one has already judged himself.130

A P P E N D IX

I .  W IS E  IcN O RAN CE AND P r ESUM PTUO US K n OWLEDGE

St. Catherine of Siena, Dialogne, chap. 85:

The presumptuous learned ones, blinded by their pride and self-love, 
are deprived of the light by which the Scriptures were formed and de- 
clared. Thus, in their reflections they taste only the lctter and not the

127 “When prophecy shall fail, the people shall be scattered abroad” (Prov. 29:18).
128 Eph. 1:17-19 . Tauler, lnstitutions, chap. 38: “These souls, though hidden, are 

the true friends of God and by their devout praycrs they sustain Christianity. So 
great is the coinpassion which sinners arouse in them that they would gladly die if 
by their death they could lead others to the Lord. W hy do we suppose that the just 
Judge suifers sinners for such a long time and docs not inflict a chastisement? Prin- 
cipally it is because these souls, United in spirit with the wounds of the Lord, draw 
from those wounds copious graces.” See St. Catherine of Siena, Dialogue, chap. 143.

129 Luke 10:16; Matt. 10:14-40.
130 Blessed Angela of Foligno once heard the following words (op. cit., chap. 29): 

“The omnipotent God has chosen thee and has placed His love in thee. In thee He 
finds His delight, in thee and in thy company. Thv life, then, should be light and 
mercy for those who consider it; justice and judgment for those who look not upon 
it.”  Then Blessed Angela adds, “Then my soul saw that this judgment would be 
more terrible for priests than for the laity because their disdain for divine things is 
made more horrible by reason of the knowledge thev have of the Scriptures.”
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substance of the doctrine. Therefore they marvel and even murmur 
when they see that unlettered persons surpass them in the knowledge of 
truth and possess it as if they had studied for a long time. But this should 
not cause astonishment, for such souls possess the principal font of light 
from which Science emanates. . . . Therefore it is better to seek salutary 
advice from these humble and upright persons than from the learned 
persons who are proud. . . . I say this, M y daughter, that you may 
know the perfection of the unitive state in which the eye of the under- 
standing is attracted by the fire of My charity wherein supernatural 
splendors reside. By that light illumined souls love Me, because love 
follows upon understanding, and the more they know the more do they 
love, and the more they love the more they know, for the one is 
nourished by the other. By this light they arrive at the eternal vision 
wherein they truly taste Me. . . . This is that most excellent state in 
which, even though mortals, they rejoice with the immortal. Many times 
this union is so great that they know not whether they are in the body or 
out of it and they are united with Me in such a way that they enjov even 
now the pledges of eternal life.

In this w ay, by contemplation, as St. Thomas says (lia , Ilae, q. 
180, a. 4), there is effected in us a ccrtain inchoation of beatitude 
which begins here and will be continucd in the future.

2. T h e  S e c r e t  W ord an d  t h e  S e n sa t io n

OF THE In EFFABLE

Blosius, Inst., chap. 12:

Blessed is the soul that is dedicated to the cultivation of purity of heart 
and exercises itself in holy introspection, that renounces self-love and its 
own will and seeks itself in nothing. Such a soul merits to approach closer 
and closer to God until, elevated, illumined, and adorned with divine 
grace in its higher faculties, it attains to unity and nudity of the spirit and 
a pure love and simple knowledge without images. . . .  Its faculties 
shine like the stars, and it is made capable of contemplating with serene, 
simple, and joyful gaze the abyss of the divinity. . . . The natural light 
of the intellect is blinded by such clarity. It perceives nothing as temporal 
but, rising above time and place, it takes on the characteristic of eternity. 
. . .  It sees by experience that God transcends all corporal, and spiritual 
representation and all that could be said or thought of Him for it clearly 
perceives that all this is infinitely removed from the truth of the divine 
essence, which is in itself indescribable. . . .  It rests in that hidden and
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lovable God vvhom it fcels, for the divine light, by its excessive brilliance, 
is inaccessible and for that reason is called a darkness. There the soul re- 
ceives the secret word which God speaks to it in the silence of its mind 
and it experiences the close embrace of the mystical union. . . . 
Swooning away, it empties itself in God, who is its peace and its joy. 
The enamored soul is liquified, I say, and it faints away. It is, as it were, 
annihilated, losing itself in the abyss of eternal love where it dies to self 
to live in God, not feeling or knowing anything else but the love which 
it tastes. But the loss of self in divinity is rather a finding of self because, 
heing stripped of everything human and clothcd in the divine, the soul is 
transformed and changed into God, as iron placed in the fire becomes 
fire. Nevertheless the essence of the deified soul remains, just as the 
igneous iron does not cease to be iron. But that which formerly was cold 
is now inflamed, that which was formerly darkness is now light, and that 
which was formerly hard is now soft. Yet it is now of a divine color for 
its essence is absorbed in God. The whole soul is inflamed with the fire 
of divine love; the whole soul is changed and passes into God and is 
united to Him without any intermediary. It is made one spirit with Him, 
just as gold and copper are fused into the one mass of metal.

O what a happy hour is that in which the soul, experiencing the divine 
union, enjoys the prelude to eternal happiness! Then it experiences what 
no tongue can express and no reason can surmise. . . .  It is so firmly 
established in God that it feels closer to Him than it does to itself. Thus 
does it now live a deiform and superessential life, being made conform- 
able to Christ according to spirit, soul, and body. Now when it eats, 
drinks, keeps vigil, or sleeps, all these things are worked in it by God who 
dwells in the soul in a superessential manner. God teaches the soul all 
things and opens to it the treasures of spiritual and mystical knowledge. 
With great frequcncy He visits it, draws it to Himself, caresses it, illu
mines it, inflames it, penetrates it, and filis it. The soul is now a ciear and 
stainless mirror and the rays of the wisdom and charity of the Sun of 
justice are reflected in it.

Denis the Carthusian, De fonte lucis, a. 15 :

When the Omnipotent manifests this light to the mind, He conquers 
it by the enormity of His greatness and the excellence of His majesty, 
perfection, and great brilliancy. All this is done in a moment, in the blink 
of an eye, and not violently, but sweetly. He oppresses the soul so that,
. . . overcome by love and stupefied with admiration for the immense 
clarity and majesty which is contemplated and the delicious serenity of 
the deity which it perceives, it will know nothing of self. Indeed it is
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suddcnly so grcatly illumined and inflamed that it immediately succumbs 
and loscs its bodily powers and senses. Then is the mind led into the 
sccrcts of uncreated light and submerged in the abyss of infinite light. 
Enraptured, it is lost in the ocean of eternal happiness . . . not knowing 
where it is or how it arrived there. . . . Then the God of infinite pleas- 
ure makes known to the beloved that it is in His possession, and the soul, 
spurning everything carnal and transitory, desires nothing but God.

3- SU FFE R IN G S OF TH E S e RVANTS OF C h RIST

Emmerich, Life,  p. 41 (by B ren t):

I saw an enormous body horribly mutilated and raised up towards the 
heavens. . . . The torso was covered with terrible wounds. Some were 
fresh wounds and bled profusely and others were covered with dead skin. 
One side of the body was black, gangrenous, and corrupt. I experienced 
in myself ali these sufferings and then my guide said to me, “ this is the 
body of the Church.” Then, showing me each wound, he indicated to me 
a part of the world. I saw an infinite number of men and cities separated 
from the Church, each in its own manner and I felt this separation as pain- 
fully as if they had been separated from my own body. Then my guide 
said to me, “Learn the meaning of your sufferings and offer them to God 
with those of Jesus Christ for those who have been separated. One mem- 
ber must invoke another and suffer to cure him and unite him to the 
body.”

Sister Barbara, Vida, p. 444:

It is a painful sight to see souls who not only run but fly to precipitate 
themselves into hell. . . . This is a martyrdom for me because I see that 
the blood of my God is rejected. . . . With great sorrow I said to my 
God: “ Is it possible that so many souls, who have cost Thee so dearly, 
will perish? Give to me the punishment which they deserve and let them 
be saved. Put me at the gates of hell so that no more souls may enter 
therein for my heart cannot bear the pain of seeing more souls lost. . . . 
Ah, Father, how great is my sorrow when I see my God so offended and 
I am powerless to remedy it, for if I were but able, I would give my life 
a thousand times if I could thereby gain but one soul for God. . . . Will- 
ingly would I undertake great sacrifices to make Him loved, adored, and 
glorified throughout the world. Would that I could talce into my hands 
the hearts of the whole world and consecrate them ali to God.”

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, OEuvres, IV , chap. 5: “There is no greater suf- 
fering for a soul that loves Thee than to see sinners unconverted; that is, 
not to see Thee, O sovereign Good, dwelling through grace in Thy
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creature for whom Thou hast suffered so much; to see Thy blood shed in 
vain. . . . Would that it were not so, my Love. Let me rather die! I Iere 
is my body, my blood, my soul; I offer all to Thce. Let fall upon me in- 
stead all the crosses, all the punishments, all the torments of hell . . . so 
that the creatures made in Thy likeness may be saved and the lost shecp 
may return to the fold of the divine Shepherd.” 131

4. H ow  THE S a INTS S a VE AND J u DGE THE WORLD  

Weiss, A polog., X , 24:

In His merciful Providence God sent each saint to remind the world of 
its duties and to save it from its corrupt life. The saints, whose lives are a 
flagrant contradiction to the worldly spirit in general and to that of their 
own age in particular, are selected as instruments of salvation by the 
compassionate Doctor of the nations. But he who does not accept them 
as mediators, must accept them as judges, just as he must accept Jesus 
Christ, who did not come to judge the world, but to save it (John 3 :17).

“ Know you not that the saints shall judge this world?” (I Cor. 6:2.) 
And the world will be convinced of three things: of sin, of justi ce, and 
of judgment (John 16:8). The world will be convinced of sin, and this 
judgment will be passed by the world itself. For its own conscience con
vinces it of sin just as the punishments of God convince it of judgment.

But it is further necessary that the world be convinced of justice so 
that it cannot accuse God of demanding the impossible. This judgment 
is reserved to the saints. Their lives, with their defects, their conversion, 
their punishments, their great struggles, their works of supererogation, 
constitute the book by which we shall be judged (St. Gregory the Great, 
Morales, 24, 16, 18). But the saints realize this task even here below and 
very plainly, however much others may close their eyes. Yet, for those 
who receive the saints, they are a great means of salvation.

A  people will never fall hopelessly into corruption as long as they have 
a single saint. Thanks be to God, saints are immortal, and even today thev 
have not disappeared. God knows His own (II Tim. 2:19). Let it not be 
thought that they exert scant influence because they do not make a great 
deal of noise. On the contrary, the more hidden they are, the more time 
they have to work. They exercise a great influence precisely because they 
do not waste time in calling the attention of the world upon themselves. 
There is not a single saint, even the most silent and humble, who did not 
possess the characteristics of salt, for every saint has at least preventcd 
the spreading of corruption.

181 See Faber, A ll for Jesus, chap. 3.
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I m p o r t a n c e  o f  P r iv a t e  R e v e l a t io n s

From what has been said up to this point one can understand 
the supreme importance of the interior teaching of the Holy Ghost 
in the Christian life. This is manifested not only in the continual 
illustrations which just souls receive and in the marvelous assist- 
ance by which He preserves Church councils and pontiffs from 
errors, but also in His frequent revelations, sensible or intellectual, 
and in the gifts of prophecy and discernment of spirits by which 
he continually favors so many souls. For He must always be mak- 
ing friends of God and prophets 132 and pouring forth His Spirit 
on young men and old.133

One will also understand the caution with which the Church and 
all prudent souls evaluate private revelations in order to test the spirit 
and to judge whether they are of God, so as not to despise them 
or confuse them with the human errors which are liable to enter 
in or the diabolical suggestions which strivc to imitate them. These 
latter suggestions can always be identificd by their disguised and 
insidious attacks against the purity of our holy faith or pious cus- 
toms. Human errors, on the other hand, can be distinguished by 
their emptiness and futility.

We have already pointed out that the sensible visions and locu- 
tions with which God favors many pious souls in order to illumine 
them more clearly and distinctly, in accordance with their capacity, 
though of themselves very trustworthy, can nevertheless be the 
occasion of error and deception. This comes about by reason of 
the details which the soul is liable to add inadvertently or by the 
soul’s taking for a reality what is a symbol or giving a material 
signification to words which God speaks in another sense.134

182 Wisd. 7:27.
133 Joel 2:28.
134 Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, i8 f.: “Revelations or locutions which are of 

God do not always turn out as men expect or as they imagine inwardly. And thus 
they must never be believed or trusted blindly, even though men know them to be 
revelations or answers or sayings of God. For, although they may in themselves be 
certain and true, they are not always so in their causes, and according to our man- 
ner of understanding. . . .  For two reasons we have said that, although visions and 
locutions which come from God are true, and in themselves are always certain, 
they are not always so with respect to ourselves. One reason is the defective way 
in which we understand them; and the other, the variety of their causes. In the first 
place, it is ciear that they are not always as they seem, nor do they tum out as
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In successive Iocutions error and confusion can enter into their 
very substance, for the soul composes the enrire locution on its 
own account. But formal Communications, and especially revela- 
tions which are entirely intellectual (whether Iocutions or visions) 
do not of themselves admit of any deception, for the soul receives 
them from God without doing anything to contribute to them. 
Yet there can be errors in the mode of expressing these revelations, 
as well as in appreciating, interpreting, and representing them, and 
ali these errors are reducible to the human mind. In assimilating 
them for the purpose of understanding and expressing them bet- 
ter, the soul inadvertently and unintentionally introduces certain 
human elements which open the way to inaccuracies. Though the 
soul believes itself to be attempting only to understand what God 
speaks or manifests to it, actually it sometimes considers or inter- 
prets these things in its own manner. Therefore, in translating into 
human language some of the intellectual Communications which are 
expressible, in spite of the fact that they are of themselves luminous 
and lofty, the soul may distort them to a certain extent.

Far different is the case of the spiritual conccpts that proceed 
from the mysterious divine touch which makes the truth tasted. 
In that instance the soul does not assimilate or interpret in a hu
man manner but, completely governed by the Spirit of wisdom 
and understanding, it penetrates, feels, tastes, and touches these 
ineffable realities, not humanly but in a divine manner. Thus, if 
any error manifests itself at the end, it is not in that pure and spirit
ual sensation but only in the communication which is made to
they appear to our manner of thinking. The reason for this is that, since God is 
vast and boundless, He is wont, in His prophecies, Iocutions and revelations, to 
employ ways, concepts and methods of seeing things which differ greatly from such 
purpose and method as can normally be understood by ourselves; and these are the 
truer and more certain the less they seem so to us. . . . In this way, and in many 
other ways, souls are oftentimes deceived with respect to Iocutions and revelations 
that come from God, because they interpret them according to their apparent sense 
and literally; whereas, as has already been explained, the principal intention of God 
in giving these things is to express and convey the spirit that is contained in them, 
which is difficult to understand. And the spirit is much more pregnant in meaning 
than the letter, and is very extraordinary, and goes far beyond its limits. And thus, 
he that clings to the letter, or to a locution or to a form or figure of a vision, which 
can be apprehended, will needs go far astray, and will forthwith fall into great con
fusion and error, because he has guided himself by sense according to these visions, 
and not allowed the spirit to work in detachment from sense. Littera enim occidit, 
spiritus enim vivificat, as St. Paul says (II Cor. 3:6). That is: The letter killeth and 
the spirit giveth life.”
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othcrs, granted the impossibility of faithfully translating it into 
hunian language because of the necessary disproportion and inac- 
curacy of ali terms and symbols which, however noble they may 
bc, are always infinitely removed from that ineffable impression 
of the divine.135 For this reason souls thus favored feel a repugnance 
in speaking of these ineffable things for any motive whatever. They 
see clearly the inexactitude and lowliness of words which seem to 
them to be not expressions of truth, but blasphemies. Therefore 
they repeat with the Apostle: These are secrets which it is not law- 
ful to utter.

As regards more frequent locutions, when they are lengthy and 
repeated and when they are not purely intellectual, it is to be 
supposed that ordinarily they belong to the group of successive 
locutions in which are found human interferences suspect of er
ror. Therefore certain creditable writings can be distorted to a 
certain extent so far as they can be affected in this way. Even when 
the locutions have been transmitted at onc stroke, by means of 
a simple idea which the soul later tries to penetrate and express in 
its own way, the same thing may happen, for the soul must re- 
flect and compare and thus it introduces many of its own personal 
evaluations. These personal evaluations are present even when the 
manifestation is made by the soul without any force or effort and 
very graphic and expressive words come to the person’s mouth 
or pen. For basically these things represent the soul’s own resources, 
and for that reason in each compilation there is reflected the natu- 
ral character of each person.

Hence, in spite of the deserved credence which some of these
135 a , certain soul, accustomed to this type of cxpericnce, has stated that the at- 

tempt to translate these profound and intimate Communications can be mixcd with 
something natural, but the understanding and tasting of them, never. It is the divine 
touch of love and glory which is impressed on the soul to bind it with chains of 
purest gold made strong in the fire of love. For that reason the soul knows who it 
is that works and what the divine touch is, because of the effects which it expcri- 
ences: it is consumed and annihilated and knows nothing. God possesses the soul 
in such a manner that the soul has nothing and can and wishes to have nothing ex- 
cept its God.

Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 54: “ In other lower Communications, 
such as the sensible ones, God permits the soul to deceive itself and He does so to 
prevent the soul from departing from Him, for He loves the soul with a jealous love. 
Then He submerges it in the abyss wherein it learns two types of knowledge: that 
of self and that of God. Here there can be no error; the soul sees pure truth. . . . 
It sees the two abysses simultaneously, and the mode of its knowledge is a sccret 
between itself and God.”
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writings enjoy and the high esteem in which the Church holds 
them, since the human element is frequently to be found in each 
interpretation or compilation (especially if they were compiled or 
retouched by the hand of another), such writings are far from be- 
ing infallible and may easily contain certain inaccuracies or false 
evaluations. Hence they do not always agree among themselves, 
even the most authentic and highly authorized of them.136 How- 
ever precious they may be, private revelations cannot be compared 
with public or canonical revelations, whose infallibility of interpre
tation and compilation is guaranteed by the inspiration itself.

Yet private revelations do not on this account cease to be of 
great value for the edification of the faithful and the Church as a 
whole.137 They possess this value because they augment piety, ex
cite fervor, and raise the spirit of the times, and because they also 
contribute efficaciously to the promotion of disciplinary and litur- 
gical progress and even to the advance of dogmatic theology. 
Hence the Spirit of revelation which the Apostle ardently desired 
for all the followers of Christ can ncver be lacking in the Catholic 
Church.138

130 Catherine Emmerich States in her Vassion of festis Christ (sect. 28) that niany 
of the things narrated by persons favored with visions are symbolic intuitions which 
vary according to the state of the soul and that the soul can inadvcrtently take them 
for realities. This is a source of numerous contradictions.

“ I was divinely assured,” says Fathcr Hoyos (p. 263), “ that, although one’s own 
soul interjects itself in regard to certain accidcntal dctails, as happens when one 
thing is revealed and the imagination adds another circumstance to it, yet God 
would never permit such an error in regard to the substance of the thing. Nor is 
there any fault on the part of the soul in asserting as revealed by God some cir
cumstance which the imagination has added, for the soul has been convinced of this 
circumstance. Therefore all should pass through the spiritual director whoni God 
will assist so that he can discern the precious from the base. For although nten 
commonly think that it is one and the same thing to say that a certain thing 
comes from a person favored by God and that it is a prophecy or revelation, such 
is not the case. For all that the prophets said was not spoken by God. Therefore, 
though the spiritual director is certain that God is the author of a revelation, he 
must examine the circumstances and approve only what prudence, cxpcrience, and 
the like dictate. God desires all things to be subjected to His visible ministers.”

For that reason St. Paul chargcs the Thcssalonians (I Thess. 5:20 f.) not to de- 
spise prophetic lights but at the same time to examine them and retain only the 
good. St. Thomas observes (lia Hae, q.8, a.4; q.g, a.3; q-4j, a .5) that the saints 
never lack the light of understanding in regard to those things which are necessary 
for salvation, but they do sometimes lack other things so that they may thereby 
preserve humility. See also ibid., q. 163, a.4; q. 171, a.2.

1371 Cor. 14:4.
i 38p rov. 29:18; Amos 3:7. “ My divine Spouse,” says Catherine Emmerich (Life 

of Our Lord, Introd., p. xv), “gives me these visions and He has given them through
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Thus does the sovereign Spirit of wisdom take delight in con- 
vcrsing with the children of men, that Spirit who through nations 
conveys Himself into holy souls and makes friends of God and 
prophets.139 He manifests to the little ones the prodigious treas- 
ures of grace and truth which are hidden from the wise and pre- 
sumptuous.140

Who would not be filled with admiration at seeing the marvel of 
lights and the sublimity of concepts in souls thus enriched by the 
divine Spirit? Who would not be amazcd at the nobility of lan- 
guage which they spontaneously employ whenever they express the 
words spoken by God or the Blessed Virgin, while the things spoken 
on their own account are filled with simplicity and candor? Whence 
comes that loftiness of ideas and that elegance and purity of style 
in souls lacking all human culture? What power of suggestion 
could infuse in them at one stroke that remarkable Science which 
they have never studied and those sublime concepts which they 
have learned from no other person? 141 This is a positive fact against 
which all human explanations are shattercd, however much they

all the ages in order to manifest that He desires to he with His Church until the 
end of time. . . .  It is lamentable that many of thcsc revelations have been lost, 
and those who are especially responsible for this are those members of the clergy 
who, for lack of faith, did not collect them. God will exact of them a severe ac- 
counting.” It was also said to her that “ the good effects which these visions ought 
to produce are hindered to some extent by the suppressions and changes made by 
certain learned priests who lack the simplicity to undcrstand them. Many times they 
reject very precious things because they werc unable to distinguish the historical 
part of a vision from the symbolic part and the personal element which is mixed 
with it. . . .  I also saw how many precious treasures were wasted because of the 
preoccupation of certain confessors to accommodate the visions of their penitents 
to their own manner of understanding the Gospel.”

13£)Wisd. 7:27.
140 Matt. 11:25.
141 It is said of St. Brigid (Prologue of Alphonsus, chap. 4) that in one instant 

she saw all the inhabitants of heaven, earth, and hell and knew what one said to 
another. In the same place it is verified that she received instantaneously the entire 
content of the fifth book of her Revelations and the Rule of her Order which filis 
forty columns in folio edition. St. Alphonsus Rodriguez affirms that, having been 
transported to heaven, he saw and knew all the blessed together and each one dis- 
tinctly as if he had passed his whole life with them. St. Teresa says a similar thing. 
Anna Maria Taigi, in the nineteenth century, was able to see continually, after the 
fashion of a mysterious sun, all the doings, plots, and secret conspiracies of the 
enemies of the Church and the state of their souls. But although she could see 
there as in a mirror all that she wished to see, she never gazed upon it except when 
necessity or obedience obliged her.
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may appeal to suggestion, contagion, telepathy, or any other in- 
fluence which is not supernatural.142

St. Rose of Lima, afflicted at having to take aw ay from prayer 
the time required to Iearn to read and write, asked G od to instruet 
her and suddenly, to the admiration of all, she found herself fu lly 
instructed.143 St. Catherine of Siena never learned to write or even 
to read, and therefore she had to find someone to read and write 
her copious correspondence. Yet she was able to dictate at the 
same time two or even four letters concerning the most weighty 
and varied matters, without ever losing the trend of thought and 
with a remarkable speed and sureness.144 She who had always been 
so weak was able to pass long periods of time with no other food 
than the Eucharist. W ith the strength which she received from this 
heavenly food she could, in spite of her infirmities, undertake great 
enterprises and, by the light which it communicated to her, she 
was able to understand the contents of letters b y  merely glancing 
at them, although she would have been unable to spell out the 
meaning. She begged G od to give her a knowledge of Latin in 
order better to profit from the prayers of the Church, and she was 
immediately instructed in that language.145

W hat could suggestion or telepathy avail here? And these things 
are not to be considered a rare event; some of them are frequent.148

142 “For I will give you a mouth and wisdom, which all your adversaries shall 
not be able to resist and gainsay”  (Luke 2 1:15).

143 See Idansen, Life, Bk. I, chap. 28. With almost equal facility, remarks the same 
biographer (chap. 3), she learned perfectly how to perform the most delicate labors 
and she found herself versed in music, poetry, and song. She was suddenly seen 
and heard to play the harp, the zither, and the guitar, although no one had ever 
instructed her. Her remarkable Science astounded the greatest theologians (chap. 
I 5)-

144 None of her secretaries, says a biographer, ever had to wait for her and, what 
is even more remarkable, none of them ever heard what she was dictating to the 
others.

145 Life, I, xi.
148 Blessed Hosanna of Mantua miraculously learned how to read and write. She 

was taught by the Blessed Virgin, who at the same time instructed her in Latin, 
which Hosanna made rnuch use of in her letters. Ven. Adichaela Aguirre was also 
instructed in a miraculous manner in reading and writing and she promised never 
to use them except in God’s Service. St. Hildegard did not know Latin and neither 
how to read or to write, and yet she acquired all this miraculously. She read whole 
sections at once, perceiving the meaning of sentences, although unable to distinguish 
the words. She also dictated in Latin, though it was necessary to correct her style. 
She received all her doctrine from a light which she received uninterruptedly during 
her waking hours since the age of three. She called this light the shadow of the
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M any souls, on hearing certain verses of the psalms or o f the Can- 
ticle of Canticles, which pertained to them especially in their pres- 
ent state, understood these verses clearly without knowing a word 
of Latin, and not only the literal sense but even the mystical sense 
hidden beneath the letter. Others, on hearing them and not know
ing Latin, would seek someone to translate them and would then 
immediately penetrate to their spiritual meaning.* 147 148

But it is not to be wondered at that the great mystics received 
such lights when they had as their Master Llim who is wisdom it- 
self. T h ey  were so illumined that they seemed almost to have been 
granted the lumen gloriae. N or is it surprising that in the midst of 
their sufferings they should possess such powers, since rather than 
living on earth where they were stili wayfarers, they were already 
living in heaven, wherein they had their conversation and con- 
tinually enjoyed ineffable delights, the least of which incompara- 
b ly surpasses all human joys taken together and seemed to them an 
excessive reward for all their labors. In such delights they saw 
the prelude and anticipated joy of etcrnal glory whose exercise 
consists in knowing the one true God. T h ey  already knew and 
possessed Him in the depths of their hearts so that they lived in Him 
alone and were transformed in H im .14'*

living light and reserved the nnme light for a more lofty knowledge which now 
and then was comniunicated to lier about God. All that she knew of human matters 
vvas comniunicated to her, as she said, in an instant. Sce Opera, Migne, cois. 18, 13, 
103, 104, 384. Although Ven. Hyppolita Rocabcrti, O.P., knew Latin very well and 
was able to use it with great faciliry, she dcclared that she had never studied it 
but that listening to the heart of the Churcli and reposing on the breast of the Lord, 
the Paraclete breathed on her and tauglit lier not only all tliis but even greater 
things which are the mystcries contained in the words of the Churcli.

147 Gratian, Itiner., cliap. 9: “There appears within the soul a vital and efficacious 
figure which immediately passes awav like a flash of lightning, but it alvvays leaves 
a trace of much doctrinc and understanding and much movement of the will. . . . 
Somctimes tlicre are spoken within the soul ciear and fully formed interior words, 
of such dclicacv and subtlety that it seems God is writing them with His divine 
fnigcr on the tablct of the heart. . . . Sometimes it happens that the words are Latin 
and the one who knows not Latin does not understand them, but when one who 
knows Latin translates them the soul finds that they contain counsels of great im- 
portance.” See Ascent of Mount Carmel, II, cliap. 26; St. Teresa, Life, chap. i j .

148 Blosius, Institutio spiritualis, chap. 12: “ By means of a wise ignorance and an 
intimate contact of love the soul knows God better than the external eyes see the 
visible sun. It is so fixed in God that it fecis He is closer to it than it is to itself. 
Whence it then lives a life that is deiform and superessential. God Hiinself teaches 
such a soul all things and opens to it the spiritual and mystical senses. Rcpeatcdly
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O marvelous progress whose limit is G od Himself! O truly 
prodigious evolution which thus deifies us by transforming us into 
God!

W ill the enemies of light and progress stili call us retarded, 
antiquated, and reactionary? Poor nearsighted men, who do not 
see that their type of evolution is a revolution and degradation and 
that their progress is actually a retrogression. Their well thought- 
out evolution casts them into an abyss lower than the plants, and 
their exaggerated progress stupefies them and buries them in mire 
and darkness. Poor autonomous reason which attempts to deify 
itself and be the absolute norm of everything, but is incapable of 
knowing the “ all”  o f anything or of making the least correction 
or modification in the divine operation. Poor foolish reason which, 
unable to understand the most insignificant thing or a single atom, 
presumes to pass judgment on the loftiest mysteries. Poor infatu- 
ated reason, blinded by the rays of the infinite light, prefers to pro- 
nounce its judgment and close its eyes and live in darkness like a 
nocturnal bird, rather than strengthen its vision with the virtues 
of faith, hope, and charity.149 Poor misguided reason, fleeing from 
the great, the noble, and the divine, which are the only things that 
can enrich and perfect it, cannot help but be degenerated, vitiated, 
and degraded. Desiring to be sufficient unto itself, it abandons it
self to its own powers and busies itself with fatuities or bagatelle, 
if not burying itself in uncleanness which obscures and perverts it.

O reason, whatever you succeed in discovering apart from God, 
the more it enlightens you the more it will disillusion and deceive 
you. Ultimately it will avail you but little when, fleeing as you do 
from the very source of light and life, you end in the exterior dark
ness. If, by following the proud banner whose theme is “ I will not 
serve,”  you disown the loving God who redeemed you and re- 
generated you with His blood and thus lose the torch o f divine 
faith received at baptism, well can we lament over you as over the 
cruel prince to whom you have delivered yourself: “ H ow  art thou 
fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, who didst rise in the morning!

He visits the soul, draws it to Himself, kisses it, illumines, inflames, penetrates, and 
filis it. . . . Very sublimely . . . does God reveal Himself to the perfect soul.”

149 “And this is the judgment: because the light is come into the world, and men 
loved darkness rather than the light: for their,works were evil” (John 3:19).
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. . . But yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, into the depth of
thc pit.”  150

“ But we ali beholding the glory of the Lord with open face, 
are transformed into the same image from glory to glory, as by 
the Spirit of the Lord.”  151

180Isa. 14 :12 -1j .
16 1II Cor. 3:18.
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C H A P T E R I X

Doctrinal Questions
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I T  is frequently said that infused contemplation is so extraordinary 
a gift that it is reserved for only the most rare souls and that for 
the generality o f souls who are called spiritual it would be pre- 
sumptuous and futile to desire or ask for contemplation, even more 
so to try  to dispose themselves to attain it. From this follows the 
lamentable opinion which States that to be a good spiritual director 
one does not need any special knowledgc of mystical theology. As 
if it were by the greatest chance that one mcets a single soul that has 
been placed in those “ dangerous extraordinary w ays” ! Therefore, 
when a soul takes its spiritual progress seriously and, led by the 
H oly Ghost, aspires to reach a type of prayer somewhat superior 
to ordinary prayer, alas for that soul! Such directors accuse it of 
audacity and illusion and thus, as Father Lallemant remarks,1 “ they 
forever close to it the gates of these gifts; and this is a great abuse.” 

M any there are, unfortunately, who commit this abuse today, 
imitating the scribes and Pharisees whom our Lord greatly censured 
because they themselves had not entered in and those who were 
entering in they hindered.2 A s Jansenist rigorism used its subtleties 
to keep souls from frequent Communion under the pretext of un- 
worthiness and thus deprived them of the bread o f life which is the 
principal remedy for one’s weakness, so other rigorists, under pre- 
texts of false humility which are no less vain and by which they 
try to cover their own sloth and low ly aspirations, do all in their 
power to keep souls from these other Communications to which

1 Spiritual Doctrine, V II, chap. 4, art. 3.
2Luke 11:52 ; Matt. 23:13.
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the Lord is perhaps even now inviting them. B y  insisting on a “ sure” 
procedure, rhey work toward destroying the delights which divine 
Wisdom finds in dwelling with the sons of men.

T h e  D e s ir e  f o r  C o n t e m p l a t io n  a n d  M y s t i c a l  U n io n

W hatever is a true positive good is of itself desirable and we 
may ask it o f God. And if it is licit for us to ask for, to desire, and 
to put forth great efforts for the acquisition of health, knowledge, 
and sharpness of wit, so also it ought to be lavvful, as Sandeo points 
out,3 to seek, desire, and strive for so superior a good as the health, 
knowledge, and penetration which the divine Spirit communicates.4

There is not the least presumption in this if it is desired with the 
right intention, just as there is no presumption in the desire to re- 
ceive Communion in order to please God and to nourish and fortify 
our souls. Presumption lies in desiring these things from motives 
of vainglory, and not when they are sought as an aid for our weak- 
ness, to establish us in humility and ali the other virtues, to make 
us grow in the grace and knowledge of God and in ali things, ac- 
cording to Jesus Christ, until we arrive at the fullness of perfect and 
truly spiritual men. W e already know that no one can be such unless 
he is animated, directed, and governed by the divine Spirit and 
greatly enriched by Piis precious gifts.5 If the awareness of one’s 8

8 T h eo lo g ie  m ystiq ue, p. 198.
* I Cor. 14:1.
5 According to Sauve (L e  culte du C. d e  /., 61ev. 26), “we should desire from the 

mystical States only the increase of light in the intellect, of love in the heart, and of 
the union of the soul with God, and not the cxtraordinary favors. Our desire 
should be humble and prompted by the desire for our sanctification.”

Yet even those favors which are totally extraordinary can sometimes be desired 
licitly if the desire is prompted by a pure zeal for the glory of God and our own 
spiritual advancement and that of our neighbor. The remarkable humility of Blessed 
James of Cadiz did not prevent him from desiring the power to work miracles. 
St. Paul telis us (1 Cor. 14 :12), “ Seek to abound unto the edifying of the Church.” 

But for the present, Lallemant says (op. cit., seventh principle, chap. j ,  art. 3), 
“ contemplation is true wisdom. This it is the books of Wisdom, Ecclesiastes, and 
Ecclesiasticus recommend so much. They who dissuade others from it are guilty 
of a great error. There is no danger in it when we bring to it the requisite disposi- 
tions. . . . The holy Apostle exhorts the faithful to desire these spiritual gifts, and 
particularly that of prophecy, which consists not only in predicting things to come, 
but also in understanding the Scriptures, in expounding them, and instructing the 
people. . . . True it is that we must not of ourselves intrude into these kinds of 
prayer; but at the same time we ought not to refuse them when God offers them, 
nor actually do anything which may have the effect of preventing his admitting us 
to them when he pleases.” o
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unworthiness restrains him, that of charity impels him. From the 
very beginning, says St. Bernard,8 the fervent soul desires and 
eagerly begs for the kiss of the mouth of its Beloved, although in 
the meantime it is content to kiss His feet, exercising itself in works 
of humility by means of which, sooner or later, it will hear the 
voice which says: “ G o  up higher”  or “ Arise, make haste, m y love, 
and come.”

In itself the mystical union is the greatest good, exempt from ali 
dangers, and there is no reason w hy it should not also be esteemed 
and desired to the highest degree. It is true that sensible or really 
extraordinary favors, which are sometimes manifested outwardly 
in an unusual manner, and revelations pertaining to creatures, al
though good and profitable in themselves, can offer dangers and 
be put to vain uses. For that reason they are to be feared per accidens, 
though not per se. But intimate union and communication with 
God, in which lies our true happiness and sanctity, and all the 
revelations relative to G od which follow upon this union, of them
selves produce a great increase of virtue, grace, and self-knowledge 
as well as a knowledge o f God Himself, and there is nothing about 
these things that should make us distrustful of them. T h ey are 
always good and profitable, and for that reason always lovable and 
desirable to the highest degree.

It is true that these things are co a ccrtain extern gratuitous gifts 
and that God gives them, as St. Teresa observes, to whom He pleases 
and when He pleases and all our efforts would be insufficient to 
attain them. But they are not, as is ofren supposed, gratiae gratis 
datae. T h ey are favors which God bcstows only on the just, for 
G od could not unite Himself and communicate Himself so in- 
timately and in so friendly a manner with one who is not in His 
grace.7 These favors at basis are distinet types of divine touches 
because they are a consequence of the sensus Christi and of the 
gifts of the H oly Ghost which grow with charity. T hey will 
not be denied to souls that seek them with great humility and per- 
severance and that, though they may wait a long time before 
receiving them, persist in begging for them while they continue 
to serve and love God with complete disinterest.8 On arriving at

6 In Can. Serm. 9.
7 Life, chap. 34; St. John of the Cross, Ascent of Mount Cannei, II, chap. 26.
8 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEnvres, I, chap. 20, “He who desires to be visited by 

Thee, O Lord, must first, like Mary, conceive Thee by an ardent and solicitous de-
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some degree of the conforming union, although it may be b y  the 
w ays which are considered “ ordinary,”  and with a little recollec- 
tion, they immediately begin to perceive clearly the treasure which 
they possess and the mysterious transformation which the vivifying 
Spirit is gradually working in them." T h ey  now know by experi- 
ence that the God for whom they yearned reposes and reigns in 
their very hearts. Like faithful sheep of Christ, they hear His voice 
and follow Him and by means of a superior light they recognize 
Him and perceive that He gives them eternal life.* 9 10 The first thing 
these vigilant souls hear from Him can be summed up in the 
blessed words: “ Arise, make haste, m y love, m y dove, m y beautiful 
one, and come. For winter is now past, . . . the fiowers have ap- 
peared. . . .  For thy voice is sweet, and thy face comely.”  11

Although no one should attempt to place himself in that state to 
which he has not yet been called, much less attempt to fly  without 
wings, yet all souls can and should ask that the gates be opened 
to them and should beg for wings like the dove— which are the 
precious gifts of wisdom and understanding— so that they may fly  
and be at rest. T h ey should be assured that they will be filled with 
holy desires and that “ everyone that asketh, receiveth; and he that 
seeketh, findeth; and to him that knockcth, it shall be opened.”  12

sire and later give birth to Thee through pcrscvcrancc in good. Whoever desires 
to be raised to the summit of union with Thee must have a faith so strong that in 
a certain way it ceases to be faith and bccomcs ecrtitude. . . . VVhen the soul ar- 
rives at complete forgetfulness of self, it is admittcd to the divine union and con- 
firmed in faith.”  See also St. Bernard, Scrm . 32 in  C.ant.; Blessed Angela of Foligno, 
op. cit., chap. 33; Blessed Henry Suso, Sp iritu a l D iscipline, II; Im itation o f C hrist,
I, chap. 1 1 ;  II, chap. 1; Blosius, Inst. spir., chaps. 5 and 12; Bartholomew of the 
Martyrs, C om p. m yst., chaps. 26, 27; St. Teresa, W a y o f  P erfectio n , chaps. 17, 19-21; 
In terio r C astle, second mansions, chap. 1; third mansions, chap. 1; fifth mansions, 
chaps. 1, 2, 7; St. John of the Cross, A scen t o f  M o u n t C arm el, II, chap. 15; D ark  
N ig h t, I, chap. 1; L iv in g  Flante, canticle 3; Gratian, Itiner., chaps. 1, 9; Surin, 
C atechism e, I, chap. 1; II, chap. 2; Caussade, A ban don m en t to D iv in e  P ro v id en ce ,
II, chap. 1 1 ;  Molina, D e la O racion, II, chap. 6; Arintero, Questiones M isticas, I, 
chap. 4.

9 St. Bernard, Serm . 7/ in  C ant.: “The soul should not glory in itself at being per- 
fectly unitcd with God as long as it does not feel that Me dwells within it and it 
in Him.” Tauler (Institutions, chap. 27) says that in order for a good man to be- 
come better, that is, to become spiritual and interior, three things are required:
1. purity of heart, which leaves the hcart free of every earthly image or likeness;
2. liberty of spirit; and 3. to feel one’s union with God. Father Juan de los Angeles 
makes the same statement in his D ialogos  (IX, 7).

10 John 10:14-28.
11 Cant. 2:10-14.
12 Matt. 7:8. “Oh, how timid we are,”  says Ven. Rocaberti, “about desiring 

celestial things, of which the Holy Ghost says, ‘Open thy mouth wide, and I will
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Then when they begin to feel the soft breathing of the Spirit, 
the motion of those mystical wings, and the splendor of a stili more 
subde light which gives a new luster and beauty to the things of 
faith, they will be, though they may not realize it, fu lly in the 
mystical state. See Saudreau, U E tat mystique, p. 218.

B y  the very fact that this state is of such great worth and that 
we are unable to attain it by our own efforts, w e should beg for it 
with great insistence, saying with the Samaritan vvoman, “ Lord, 
give me to drink of this water.”  13 St. Teresa, in spite of a certain 
reticence and ambiguous phrases (undoubtedly, in order not to 
conflict with a contrary opinion which was then beginning to be 
in vogue), ncver tires of insinuating and emphasizing how desirable 
is this good and how, by means of humility and perseverance, it is 
ultimately attained.14 She herself never ceased from her earliest 
years to beg for that mysterious living water for which she found

fili it’ (Ps. 80 :11); that is, ‘Faithful soul, open the mouth of holy desire, and I thy 
Lord will fili it with grace and glory.’ In another place (Ps. 102:5) the Psalmist 
adds that, if we truly desire spirituai goods, we shall be renewed like the eagle: ‘VVho 
satisfieth thy desire with good things: thy youth shall be renewed like the cagleV ”

13 “For if thou shalt call for wisdom, and incline thy heart to prudence; if thou 
shalt seek her as money, and shalt dig for her as for a treasure; then shalt thou 
understand the fear of the Lord, and shalt find the knowledge of God. Because the 
Lord giveth wisdom, and out of His mouth cometh prudence and knowledge” 
(Prov. 2:3-6). “They that in the morning early watch for me, shall find me” (ibid., 
8 :17).

“M y son, from thy youth up receive instruction, and even to thy gray hairs thou 
shalt find wisdom. . . .  For the wisdom of doctrine is according to her name, and 
she is not manifest unto many, but with them to whom she is known, she con- 
tinueth even to the sight of God. . . . Search for her, and she shall be made known 
to thee. . . . Let thy thoughts be upon the precepts of God . . . and He will give 
thee a heart, and the desire of wisdom shall be given to thee” (Ecclus. 6:18-37, 
p as sim).

“Think of the Lord in goodness, and seek Him in simplicity of heart. For He is 
found by them that tempt Him not, and He showeth Himself to them that have 
faith in Him” (Wisd. 1 : 1  f .).

14 Interior Castle, fifth mansions, chap. 1: “There are really very few who do not 
enter these Mansions that I am about to describe. Some get farther than others; but, 
as I say, the majority manage to get inside. . . . Though all of us who wear this 
sacred habit of Carmel are called to prayer and contemplation . . . few of us pre- 
pare ourselves for the Lord to reveal it to us. . . . So let us pause here, my sisters, 
and beg the Lord that, since to some extern it is possible for us to enjoy Heaven 
upon earth, He will grant us His help so that it will not be our fault if we miss any- 
thing; may He also show us the road and give strength to our souls so that we may 
dig until we find this hidden treasure.

“Although this work is performed by the Lord,”  she continues (chap. 2), “and 
we can do nothing to make His Majesty grant us this favour, we can do a great deal 
to prepare ourselves for it. . . . Here, then, daughters, you see what we can do, 
with God’s favour. May His Majesty Himself be our Mansion as He is in this 
Prayer of Union which, as it were, we ourselves spin.”
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hcrsclf to thirst so greatly.15 And this living water is nothing other 
than the life of the Spirit.16 If it is not asked for ardently, that is 
only because it is not known or appreciated. “ If thou didst know 
the gift of God . . . thou perhaps would have asked of Him, and 
H e would have given thee living water . . . springing up into 
life everlasting.”  17

T o  this water He invites ali those who thirst after justice, and it 
is offered freely, together with the milk o f His consolations.18 T o  ali 
of us He says, “ Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and you shall 
find; knock, and it shall be opened to you. . . . I f  you then being 
evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more 
will your Father who is in heaven, give good things to them that 
ask Him ?”  18 “ Ask, and you shall receive; that your joy may be 
full.”  20 W hat is this but to encourage all of us, as He did the 
apostles, to ask unceasingly to be filled with the consoling Spirit 
in order to be enriched with His most precious gifts? 21

16 See Life, chap. 30.
16 John 7:39.
17 John 4:10-14, passim.
18 “ ‘All you that thirst, come to the waters; and you that have no money make 

haste, buy and eat. Come ye, buy wine and milk without money, and without any 
price’ (Isa. 55 :1). He first says water and then wine and milk. Water, because it 
quenches thirst and cools the beat of the body and refreshes the weary members and 
cleanses them from all stain. Wine, because it makes you lose your own sense and 
take on the sense of Christ. Put away your own pleasure and will and accept the 
pleasure and will and desire of Jesus Christ, our Lord and Redeemer. Who desires 
to receive that which is given away freely? . . . He speaks also of milk for thus 
does the Holy Ghost offer to the soul that which He possesses, like a child at the 
mother’s breast, and He guides, governs, and enriches the soul like a child. Thus is 
He our governor, our defender, and the instructor of our youth. . . . Who desires 
this and yet is living in sin? Who would ask for this while his heart is occupied with 
other things? . . . Ah, Lord, what is this . . . that Thou dost freely give and 
which costs us nothing?” (Blessed John of Avila, T ratado  d e i E sp iritu  Santo, 4.)

St. Francis de Sales, Love of God, V , 2: “The milk, which is the food of love, 
represents mystical knowledge; I mean the sweet gift which comes from a loving 
complacence in the perfections of the divine goodness. . . .  It has its origin in 
celestial Love who prepares it for His children even before they have thought of it. 
It has a sweet and pleasant taste . . . and it confers a joy without deviation; it in- 
toxicates without cnervating, it does not take away sense, but it elevates it.”

19 Matt. 7:7, xi; Luke 11:9 -13 .
20 John 16:24.
21 St. Augustine, Soliloquies, chap. 1: “ Disclose Thyself to me, O my Consoler; 

grant that 1 may see Thee, O Light of my eyes. Come, joy of my spirit; let me see 
Thee, delight of my heart; grant that I may iove Thee, life of my soul. . . . Let me 
embrace Thee, heavenly Spouse and my complete joy. . . . Give me the sight 
whereby I may see Thee, O invisible light. Create in me a new sense of smell, O 
perfume of life, that will draw me to Thee, borne along by the fragrance of Thy
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Is the saying: “ If any man thirst, let him come to Me, and 
drink,”  * 22 not directed to all souls? 23 H e offers His rest to all those 
who take up His yoke.24 The divine Spouse is continually calling 
all souls and He is desirous of celebrating with them the banquet 
of the mystical nuptials.25 If we do not cooperate with Him or if we 
malte ourselves deaf to His invitations, the fault is ours.26 But the 
divine Wisdom never ceases to invite the little ones and to say to 
those who do not understand: “ Come, eat m y bread, and drink the 
wine which I have mingied for you. Forsake childishness, and live, 
and walk by the w ays of prudence.”  27 This is that mystical wisdom, 
so lovable and desirable, which “ is easily seen by them that love her,

sweet aroma. Give me a healthy taste by which I may know Thee and discern how 
great, O Lord, is the sum of T h y sweetness which Thou hast rcserved for those who 
are filled with Thy charity. . . . O Life which givcst life to me; vital lifc, sweet 
and lovable and deserving to be ever in the memory! Where art Thou? VVhere 
shall I find Thee, so that I may die to myself and live in Thcc? . . . With great 
longing does my soul desire Thee. . . .  I perceive T h y sweet odor and by this do 
1 live and find my jov, but as yet I do not see Thee. I hear Thy voice and I regain 
life. But why dost Thou hide Thy presence from me? . . . Wherever there is a 
soul that does not love Thee, it is because it does not know Thee, and it does not 
know Thee because it does not contemplate Thee. . . . He who lcnows Thee, loves 
Thee, forgets self and is entirely absorbed in Thee to find his joy in Thee.”

22 John 7:57.
23 St. Teresa, Way of Perfection, chaps. 19 f.: “ W hy do you suppose, daughters, 

that I have tried, as people say, to describe the end of the battle before it has begun 
and to point to its reward by telling you about the blessing which comes from drink- 
ing of the hcavenly source of this living water? I have done this so that you may 
not be distressed at the trials and annoyances of the road. . . . Remember, the 
Lord invites us all. . . . He might have said; ‘Come, all of you, for after all you 
will lose nothing by coming; and I will give drink to those whom I think fit for it.’ 
But, as He said we were all to come, without making this condition, I feel sure 
that none will fail to receive this living water unless they cannot keep to the path. 
. . . His mercy is so great that He has forbidden none to strive to come and drink 
of this fountain of life.”

24 Matt, x 1:28 f.
25 Apoc. 3:20.
20 St. Bernard, S erv i. 2, D om . I post O ct. E p ip h .; “W e have all bcen called to 

these spiritual nuptials in which Jesus Christ is the Spouse, and the bride is our
selves.”  But the same saint observes (Servi. 32 in C a n t.) : “The kisses and caresses of 
the Spouse will be enjoycd only by the soul that seeks the Spouse by means of many 
vigils and pravers, much labor and storms of tcars. . . . Be thou steadfast in thy 
weepings, awaiting His return with certainty.”

27 Prov. 9:4-6. St. Francis de Sales, Love of God, Bk. VIII, chap. 3: “ How can 
there be more clearly demonstrated the cordial desire that one’s friend eat well 
than by preparing for him a splcndid banquet as did the king in the GospeI parable 
and then, after inviting his friend, to insist and almost force him by coaxing, ex- 
hortations, and pleas that he should come and sit at the table and eat? . . . This 
kind of beneficence, however, is offered by means of invitations, urgings, and plead- 
ing, without any force or vioicnce.”

DOCTRINAL QUESTIONS
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and is found by them that seek her. She preventeth them that covet 
her . . . preferred before kingdoms and thrones and riches es- 
teemed as nothing in comparison o f her . . . for all good things 
come together with her.”  W e must ever love and seek this wisdom 
in order to have it as our spouse and thereby communicate inti- 
mately with G od.28

If, then, we truly desire it, an understanding of the divine will 
be given us and, if w e seek it with fervor, the Spirit of wisdom will 
come upon us (W isd. 7 :7 ) .

Wisdom itself says that it finds its delight in dwelling with the 
sons of men; that it loves those who love it and will be found by all 
those who rise early to search for it; that all those who find it will 
find life, and with it salvation and justice, glory, riches, and hap- 
piness. So it is that it directs itself even to those who do not under- 
stand it or who make themselves deaf to it, so that all may come 
to it and hear it and be intoxicated with its sweetness.29 A ll are able 
to be allured and taught by G od Himself,30 for to those who are 
faithful to grace, He teaches all things through the unction of 
the Spirit.31

T he Apostle begs for all the faithful, and not only for the priv- 
ileged few “ the spirit of wisdom and of rcvclation, in the knowledge 
of Him . . . that you may know what the hope is of His calling, 
and what are the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the 
saints.”  32 In this possession of the loving Spirit and being possessed 
by Him consists true contemplation to which all arrive who drink 
at the fountain of living water.

If many souls are slow in arriving or never arrive at all, that is 
because they presume too much on themselves and do not hasten 
in search of so great a good. Some do not seek it with enough 
humility and perseverance or do not open the door when the Be- 
loved knocks; others because they do not follow after His sweet 
aroma and beg Him to draw them or because, instead of asking Him 
to send them His Spirit, they do not even stop to hear His voice and 
they deafen themselves to His repeated callings.33

28 Wisd. 6:13 f 7:8, 1 1 ;  8:2 f.
29Prov. 8:17-21, 31-36; 9:3-6; Cant. j : i .
80 Osee 2:14; Isa. 54:13; John 6:45.
811 John 2:20-27.
82 Eph. 1 : 17 f.
88 Imitation of Christ, Bk. III, chap. 3: “I have instructed prophets from the be-
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“ T oday if you shall hear his voice,”  says the Psalmist, “ hardcn 
not your hearts” 34 so that it will not happen to you as it did to 
those who were unable to enter into the divine rest. E very  day, as 
the Apostle telis us,35 G od invites us to enter into that rest. For 
us has that Sabbath day (day o f rest) been prepared. “ Let us 
hasten, therefore, to enter into that rest; lest any man fall into the 
same example of unbelief. For the word o f God is living and ef- 
fectual, and more piercing than any two-edged sword, and reaching 
unto the division of the soul and the spirit.”

But in order to hear the divine voice, and above ali, to enjoy the 
vision and loving conversation of the G od of ali consolation,36 much 
recollection and great purity of heart are required.37 Therefore the 
dissolute, the enemies o f solitude, those who spend themselves 
excessively on exterior works, however holy those works may be, 
since they do not take sufficient care to wallc in the divine presence 
and to purify their souls, are usually opposed to the mystical life. 
The same is true o f ali those who are more interested in purely 
theoretical speculations, in speaking with great ostentation, and 
in working amid the clamor of the world, rather than fceling and 
experiencing the things of God in silence.38 This is a secret wisdom * 84 * 86 * 88

ginning, says the Lord, but even now I do not cease to speak to ali. But many are 
deaf to M y voice and are obdurate.”

84 Ps. 94:8-11.
88 Heb. 3:13 f.; 4 :1-12 .
86 John 14:17-21.
81 Matt. j:8 . Cassian, Collat., X, chap. 6: “The soul is elevated in prayer according 

to the degree of its purity. The more it alienates itself from earthly and material 
things, the more is it purified and the more does it interiorly see Jesus Christ in 
the lowliness of His life and the majesty of His glory. The contemplation of God 
by means of a most pure vision is given only to those who withdraw themselves 
from base and worldly thoughts and works, to ascend with Him to the lofty 
mountain of solitude where, freed from the tumults of the passions and the slavery 
of vices, they contemplate in the light of faith and the summit of virtue the glory 
and beauty of the divine face which only the pure of heart merit to see.”

88Tauler, Institutions, chap. 23: “The principal reason why so few arrive at 
this state is that they do not persevere in seeking it and they put forth such little 
effort in the elimination of vices, in the attainment of purity of heart, and in being 
always united with God. . . . W e pour ourselves forth through the senses,” he 
says in chapter j ,  “we are slothful and lukewarm in prayer, we do not direct our 
ardent desires and aspirations to God, we do not foster an interior stability, nor 
do we strive, by means of abnegation, to corrcspond with the divine inspirations. 
W e do not advert with a lively attention to the presence of God and, because our 
mind departs from that simple light which is within us, we spend ourselves on 
other things. For that reason we are not illumined nor do we arrive at self-knowl- 
edge. Within we are variable and inconstant; without we are insatiable for things 
of the senses.”

D O CTRIN A L Q UESTIO NS
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which is revealed only to the little ones who live in obscurity and 
it is hidden from the wise and prudent of the world.* 39

But those who, because of their state in life, are continually 
occupied with works for God and, overwhelmed with occupations, 
scarcely find the time to be recollected, can truly advance in 
Christian perfection and arrive at a certain conforming union by 
the practice of good works, the exercise o f the virtues which their 
profession requires, the ever indispensable prayer, even though it 
is vocal, and the practice o f the presence of God. Then as soon as 
they are released from the excessive external activity which ab- 
sorbed their time, if they begin to be truly recollected in order 
to restore the forces of their soul, they will find, almost suddenly,

St. Augustine, Solii., cliap. 30: “When the soul desires any exterior thing, that is 
a sign that it does not possess Thee in its interior, for having Thee, it would desire 
nothing else. . . . But when it desires any creature it suffers a continual hunger 
because, although it gains what it desires, it stili remains empty, for nothing outside 
of Thee can fili it.”

Blessed Henry Suso, D isc. espir., II: “It is not sufficient to study, speculate, and 
write about the sublime virtues. . . . Those who content themselves with merely 
knowing these things are like boasting soldiers. They should pass from words to 
works. T h y should trample underfoot ali vain curiosity. They should not spend 
themselves on external things but should live recollected in God, conquering all 
their own desires by His love. The Lord once appeared to a pious person who 
ardently desired to know the will of God and had besought Him with fervent 
pravers to make it known, and said to her: ‘Subdue thy senses; bridle thy mouth; 
hold thy tongue; control thy heart; and suffer for M y sake all annovances, and in 
so doing thou wilt do My will perfectly. Renounce the images of visible things and 
turn thy gaze into thyseif to view thy interior and then thou wilt realize how true 
is the sentence of the prophet: T h e  lig h t o f  thy countenance, O  L o r d , is sign ed  
upon  us' ” (Ps. 4:7).

39Matt. 11:25. Im itation o f  Christ, I, 14; III, 43: “ If you lean more upon your own 
reason than upon the power of Jesus Christ, you wiil seldom or very late become 
an illumined man. . . . He to whom I speak, says the Lord, soon becomes wise and 
greatly advances in spirit. . . . Woe to them who seek many curious things from 
men and care but little for the manner of serving Me. . . .  It is I who raise the 
humble mind in a short time so that it acquires more understanding of the eternal 
truth than if it had studied for ten years in schools.”

Ven. Bartholomew of the Martyrs, C om p . tnyst., chap. 15: “If one seeks to know 
why many theologians do not taste the sweetness of contemplation, I shall answer 
in one word: they do not enter into it through the door which Paul points out when 
he says: ‘If anyone among you appears wise, let him become stupid so that he may 
be wise’ ; that is, let him humble himself, deeming himself ignorant in regard to the 
divine mystical wisdom. . . . The simple soul knows God better through love and 
contemplation than does the most learned theologian with his subtle speculation.”

This does not mean, however, that true theology should be an impediment to 
contemplation, as Molinos taught (cf. Denzinger, E n c h irid io n , proposit. con d. 64). 
Rather, if studied with humility, it is a great help, as St. Thomas Aquinas and St. 
Francis de Sales point out.
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that they will be raised to a very high degree of contemplation. 
For the Lord desires that even in this life they should reap to some 
extent the fruits o f the labors which they have undertaken in His 
name and should begin to enjoy the prelude of the glory which 
awaits them.40

Thus, Father Godmez States 41 that this happens to many pious 
missioners who, fatigued and grown old, have ceased their labors 
in the apostolic life. St. Teresa also mentions 42 that this occurred 
“ to a holy man and great Dominican professor.”  Blessed James o f 
Cadiz, in the midst of his continual apostolic labors, his glorious 
triumphs, and the honor and applause he received, felt nothing but 
dryness, self-contempt, confusion, and filial fear, in spite of the fact 
that he was accustomed to spend at least two or three hours in 
prayer. Actually he was a contemplative without realizing it. A l- 
though he was inflamed with zeal for the glory of G od and the 
salvation of souls, rarely could he feel or taste, until his last hours, 
the sweetness of the divine charity which prompted him. In public 
he shone forth with the gifts of knowledge, counsel, and fortitude 
and he was frequently inspired by God to say or do in his preaching 
things far different from what he had planned. But privately, hardly 
any other gifts were manifested in him save fear and piety. There 
was fulfilled in him, as in all apostolic men, the foris pugnae, intus 
timore (“ combats without, fears within” ) of which St. Paul 
speaks.43 This kept him humble and self-contemptuous before God, 
ever placing his heart, as he himself said, beneath the feet of sinners, 
while with invincible fortitude he reprimanded and threatened, 
struggling for the triumph of goodness and truth.

If, then, these faithful servants do not perceive the sweet voice 
of their Lord until a very late date, it is because they could not or 
did not know how to recollect themselves sufficiently to listen to

40 St. Teresa, W a y o f  P erfectiori, chap. 17: “Let us not be discouraged, then, 
and give up prayer or cease doing what the rest do; for the Lord sometimes tarries 
long, and gives us as great rewards all at once as He has been giving to others 
over many years. I myself spent over fourteen years without ever being able to 
meditate except while reading. There must be many people like this. . . . Be sure 
that, if you do what lies in your power and prepare yourself for high contemplation 
with the perfection aforementioned . . . He will not fail to [grant it to you] if 
you have true detachment and humility.”

41 T e o l. mist., III, 6-8.
42 L ife , chap. 33.
43II Cor. 7:5.
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Him and converse with Him in solitude.44 T o  be able to know 
Him intimately, it is necessary to seek His loving companionship: 
“ Be stili, and see that I am G od.”

Mystical knowledge, since it is a knowledge through experi- 
ence, requires frequent exercise of prayer. Those who devote them- 
selves to this practice but little or those who are not careful always 
to walk in the divine presence, should not complain at not being 
called to contemplation. Therefore the great masters of the spiritual 
life insist on recollection, introspection, perseverance in prayer, and 
frequent ardent aspirations, in order to rise us up to an intimate 
association with G od and to enjoy the delights of the mystical 
life.45

St. Augustine 46 desires us to seek G od within ourselves, assured 
that we shall find Him. In ali his Meditations as well as in his 
Soliloquies (chap. i ) he never ceases to ask for wings from the H oly 
Ghost so that by means of contemplation he may fly  and find the 
mystical rest.47

44 Origen, Homil. i in Cant.: “N ow let Him no longer speak to me through His 
prophets, but may He Himself come to me and kiss me with the kiss of His mouth.” 
Ps. 93:12 f.: “Blessed is the man whom Thou shalt instruet, O Lord, and shalt teach 
him out of Thy law, that Thou may est give him rest from the evil days.”

46 Blosius, Inst. spirit., chap. 5: “The assiduous use of aspirations and ejaculatory 
prayers, together with true mortification and abnegation, is a most certain guide 
which quickly and easily leads to perfection and the mystical divine union. For such 
aspirations efficaciously penetrate and overcome everything that lies between God 
and man. Surely the more one is withdrawn from ali transitory things and turns 
His heart entirely to God with humility and love, the more does God tum to Him 
and infuse new grace in him.”

St. Francis de Sales, Love of God, XII, 4: “As to the rest, we should observe that 
the foolish, vain, and superfluous things in which we engage ourselves divert us 
from the love of God, but not the true and legitimate exercises of our vocation. 
. . .  St. Bernard never lost any opportunity to achieve the increase of this holy 
love, although he was in the courts and armies of great princes.”

48 Conf., I, 2; X, 24-27.
47 St. Augustine, Meditations, chap. 37: “Oh fount of life, fili my soul with the 

flood of T h y delights and intoxicate my heart with the holy inebriation of Thy 
love. . . . Elevate my soul, which thirsts for Thee, the inexhaustible fountain of 
life. . . . Thou Thyself didst say: If anyone thirst, let him come to Me and drink. 
. . . Give me Thy «Holy Spirit who is symbolized by those waters which Thou 
didst promise to those who thirst. . . . Give me wings like an eagle so that my 
spirit may fly to Thee and never fall away. . . . Let my heart rest in Thee . . . so 
that I may find peace and quiet and may be embraced by Thee who art my only 
good, and when the obscurity of my restless thoughts shall have vanished, let me 
contemplate Thee clearly, sweet light of my eyes. Gather my soul, O Lord, under 
the shadow of Thy wings . . . and in that perpetual peace I shall sleep and be at 
rest. . . . Grant me, I beseech Thee, the wings of contemplation so that with them 
I can fly to the heights and reach Thee.”
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Dionysius the mystic, inaccurately called the Areopagite, singu- 
Iarly charges souls to despoil themselves of all sensible forms in 
order to arrive at lo fty contemplation.48 For G od concedes this 
mystical knowledge to souls that are well disposed and that, desirous 
of greater perfection, seek it in all humility. Thus is “ man raised by 
prayer to the contemplation o f the divine grandeurs.”  49

St. G regory the Great expresses this same idea in almost the same 
words, saying: “ It is not by visible images and forms that one can 
obtain the invisible light. He who aspires to receive this contem
plative light must be ever vigilant to preserve humility and not to 
appropriate to himself the graces he receives.”  50

“ H e who seeks G od ,”  observes St. Peter Damian, “ does so with 
the idea of finding rest one day or other and o f being submerged 
in the joy of lofty contemplation.”  51

Richard of St. V ictor 52 compares souls longing for God with the 
cherubim of the propitiatory and says that “ in desire we should 
spread the wings of our heart, awaiting the hour or the moment 
in which the divine revelation will come, so that as soon as the 
breath of heavenly inspiration dissipates the clouds of our spirit, we 
shall break forth in fiight, by contemplation, and ascend to the 
heights whence proceeds the eternal splendor.”

“ I shall not rest,”  says St. Bernard,53 personifying the soul en- 
amored of God, “ until H e has granted me the kiss of His mouth, 
which is the sweetness of contemplation o f the W ord. I give Him 
thanks for having permitted me to kiss His feet and then His hands; 
but if He is mindful of me, He will grant me also the kiss of His 
mouth. It is not presumption, but love, that moves me to this. 
Reverence restrains me, but love conquers. W ell do I know that it 
is for Him to invite me, but the force of love impels me to anticipate

48 M yst. T h e o l., I, i: “Exercise thyself unceasingly in mystical contemplation. 
Put aside the senses and the operations of the intellect; forget all sensible and in- 
telligible things, those which are and those which are not, and passing above these 
things, seek to unite thyself as intimately as possible with Him who is beyond every 
essence and every concept. For by means of this sincere, spontaneous, and total 
abandonment of thyself and all things, free and without obstacles, thou wilt be intro- 
duced to the mysterious splendor of the divine obscurity.”

49 D iv . N o?n., 1, 2; III, i.
80 H o m . 5 in  E zech . II, no. 5.
81 D e  p erfect. monast., chap. 8.
82 D e c o n t e v i p l Bk. VI, chap. 10.
83 S en n . 9 in Cant.
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tlie invitation.”  In Sermon 32 he adds that the soul whlch with 
ardcnt dcsires, longings, and tcars keeps watch and calls for the 
divine Spouse, w ill surcly enjoy I Iim even in this life.1"’4

St. Albert the Great dedicates his precious treatise, D e adhaerendo 
Deo, to the arousal of the most ardcnt desires for contemplation 
and he says that we should not rest until we have attained and 
enjoyed the preludes of glory so that, oncc having attached our- 
selves to the divine goodness, we shall always follow after it. He 
writes (chap. 7): “ Let us recollect onr heart and betake ourselves 
to interior joys, so that some time w e may be able to fix it in the 
light of divine contemplation. . . .  It is necessary that with the 
reverence of humility and with great trust the mind raise itself 
above self and ali created things through the negation of ali things. 
. . . Then is it brought out of the darkncss of the mind and raised 
higher within itself and enters more profoundly into itself. In this 
w ay it ascends even to the enigmatic contemplation of the most 
holy T rin ity. . . . W herefore, never cease, never rest until you 
taste certain— as I say— pledges or experiences of the future plenti- 
tude; until you obtain certain first fruits of the sweetness of the 
divine savor, do not cease to run after it.”

“ This ought to be,”  adds the same saint in chap. 13, “ the inten- 
tion, the effort, and the goal of the spiritual man: to try  to possess 
in this corruptible body the image of his future happiness and to 
taste in this world the pledge o f glory and celestial conversation. 
Such, I say, is the goal o f ali perfection. . . . Therefore, if you 
persevere in your introspection and recollection, it will become easy 
for you to contemplate and enjoy thcse things.”

St. Thomas admits the perfect unity and continuity of the devout 
and perfect Christian life and therefore he always considers con
templation a state to which all the faithful friends of G od ought to 
aspire.®5 T h ey  should dispose themselves for it by means o f all the

64 Interpreting in another place the desires for the Spouse, he aslts God to show 
him His face and to manifest Himself in the fullness of contemplation: “Alas, there 
is no ciear light, no satisfying food, -no safe mansion; therefore show me where 
Thou dost pasture and where Thou dost recline at midday. . . . T h y  face is as 
the midday. . . . O truly, as the midday, the fullness of heat and light, the halting 
of the sun, the dissipation of shadows! . . . Show me this place of light and peace 
and plenitude . . . so that I may merit to contemplate Thee in thy light and beauty 
through a flight of the mind” (S erm . 33 in  Cant., 6-7).

65 C on tra  G en t., IV , chap. 22: “ In the first place, mutual intercourse would seem 
to belong to friendship in a very special manner. Now, man’s intercourse with
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ascetical exercises and gradually ascend from the consideration of 
tlie divine wonders to the loving vision of G od Himself and the 
contemplation of divine truth.58

St. Bonaventure, in his famous Itinerarium mentis ad Deum, 
teaches the w ay in which one can attain mystical Science and reach 
the “ rest of contemplation.”  He expressly States that God invites ali: 
“ G od invites ali truly spiritual men to this type of rapture and flight 
of mind.”  Therefore “ ali the faithful ought to aspire to this knowl- 
edge of G od.”  57

In his opusculum, D e perfectione vitae, he says: “ Completely for- 
get everything external and strive with ali the fervor o f your soul 
to rise above self vvithout ever falling away, rising with such ardent 
devotion that you will be able to enter into the marvelous tabernacle 
where, through contemplating the Beloved and finding your joy 
in Him, you will be enraptured and transformed in Him.”  Thus do 
we see that “ mental prayer,”  as Blessed Angela of Foligno says 
(chap. 6z), “ carries one to the supernatural.”  A ll those who try  to 
pray and meditate as they ought will become contemplatives.

G od invites all, as St. Catherine of Siena tcaches.r’8 She never * 60 * * * * * * 67 *

D O C T R IX A L Q UESTIO NS

God consists in contemplating Him: thus the Apostle says (Phil. 3:20): O u r co n 
versationi is in heaven. Since, then, the Holy Ghost makes us to be lovers of God, 
it follows that by Him we are made contemplators of God.”

60 lia Hae, q. 180, a.3: “Man arrives at the perccption of a simple truth by a 
process from several premises. Accordingly, then, the contemplative life has one 
act wherein it is finally completed, namely the contemplation of truth, and from 
this act it derives its unity. Yet it has many acts whereby it arrives at this final act.”

Thcse preparatory acts whereby the soul disposes itself for contemplation include 
meditation, spirituai rcading, and the like. See ib id ., ad 2 and ad 4.

St. Thomas adds that even those souls who are very much inclined to the active 
life can dispose themselves for contemplation by the faithful exercise of the virtues: 
“Those who are more adapted to the active life can prepare themselves for the 
contemplative by the practice of the active life; while none the less, those who are 
more adapted to the contemplative life can take upon themselves the Works of the 
active life, so as to become yet more apt for contemplation” (Ila Hae, q.182, a.4, 
ad 3). Cf. also ib id., a.4, ad 2 and ad 3 where St. Thomas points out the various steps 
by which, through the consideration of created things, one can arrive at the sublime 
contemplation of divine truth.

All of this is in accordance with what Isaias says (58:10): “ YVhen thou shalt pour
out thy soul to the hungry, and shalt satisfy the afflicted soul, then shall thy light
rise up in darkness, and thy darkness shall be as the noonday.” The passage is more
properly applied to the works of charity which contemplative souls ought some- 
times to perform in the midst of their prolonged obscurities in order to strive thus 
to regain the light.

67II Sent., dist. 73, q.3, a .2, ad 6.
58 D ialogues, chap. 53. See also chaps. 59, 8j, 101.
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wearies of exhorting ali types of souls not to be deaf or lazy or 
cowardly but to seek to receive “ the bath of fire and blood”  and to 
submerge themselves and be intoxicated with the blood o f Christ.59

Blessed H enry Suso dedicates his precious book, Eternal W isdom, 
to the arousing o f hearts with the love and desire for that YVisdom, 
and in D ivine Union  he seeks to achicve that union with ali zeal.60

In his famous sermon on the text, “ Behold the bridegroom cometh, 
go ye forth to meet him,”  61 Tauler shows how these words are 
addressed to all the faithful, although vcry few  make themselves 
w orthy to hear them and dispose themselves in a fitting manner to 
go in search o f the Spouse. B y  the practice of the interior life, he 
says in his D ivine Institutions (chap. 27), “ the soul feels the union 
of its spirit with God. . . .  In this union the soul is again impelled 
to new longings and urged to interior conversation. N o w  loving, 
now working, it rises to a new union with God. Thus the work, the 
union, and the growth in God are renewed and this renovation is 
the spiritual life.”  “ If anyone should ask,”  he adds in chapter 28, 
“ how to attain that deiform life more casily and more fully and to 
become one spirit with God, I shall teli him that it is by learning 
to be a diligent dweller in himself, rccollected in himself by a 
continual introspection. For there one truly experiences the shining 
forth of the light; there one hears the inspirations, motions, and 
promptings of the H oly Ghost which man should follow with dili- 
gence, for this divine Spirit unceasingly attracts, prompts, and 69

69 L etters, 52, 57, 58, 60, 106; D ialogues, chaps. 60-63, <56, 73-79, 85 f.
60 D iv in e  U n io n , I, II, VII: “Depart from corporal things and by means of thy 

higher faculties, rush toward the heights of contemplation where our perfection 
is found. Do you not see that the active life is a desert which leads to the land of 
proniise . . . to that purity and peace which are the prelude to glory? . . . Apply 
yourself to the study of the interior life which consists in perfect abandonment and 
annihilation of self in God and a very close union of the soul with the divine es- 
sence. . . . Persevere valiantly in this abandonment and do not rest until you ar- 
rive, so far as human weakness will allow, to the perfect union of the saints, which 
union is always present, actual, and divine. . . . This sublime union with God is 
for you an obligation, because of the principle on whom you depend. . . . The 
supreme Spirit elevates man and illumines him with a divine light in order that 
he may turn to his God. But most men, disdaining this light, degenerate the dignity 
of their soul and obscure the divine likeness by busying themselves with the sinful 
pleasures of the world. . . . The discreet and prudent, on the other hand, follow- 
rng the brilliant and divine star, attach themselves to what is stable and, renouncing 
the pleasures of the senses and all perishable things, unite themselves with ardor 
to the eternal Truth.”

61 Matt. 25:6.
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urges His own. This is not understood by the exterior man. . . . 
But the interior man realizes it keenly because, feeling God within 
himself and living continually with Him, he will give w ay so that 
G od can carry His work to perfection. G o d ’s place is nothing other 
than our interior, for the kingdom of God is within us.62 He who 
refuses to go where the treasure is has no reason to complain about 
being poor. . . . He who is desirous of finding ali truth should look 
within himself, ever opening the center of his soul to God through 
loving aspirations and tender sighs, coupled with humble resigna- 
tion.”

Ruysbroeck 63 affirms that when a soul experiences ardent desires 
to see Christ, its Spouse, and to know Him as He is, climbing with 
Zacheus to the top of the tree of faith, it w ill see Him pass by with 
all His gifts and will hear from His mouth the most adorable secrets 
and will feel Him dwell in its heart.

“ Jesus Christ,”  observes J .  Lansperge, “ is saying to the soul: M y 
daughter, listen to M y voice in every time and place, which repeats 
to thee that thou shouldst enter into thyself. Here is the mystical 
theology which M y Father hath hiddcn from the wise of the world 
to reveal it to the little ones. I, as the supreme doctor, make it pene
trate their hearts when they are separated from the world, from 
themselves, and from all creatures. Call without ceasing, M y daugh
ter, longing to attain it; desire it with a profound humility, and in 
peace and silence wait for it with longsuffering and confidence.”  64

Blosius begins his Institutio spiritualis by saying that “ all ought to 
aspire to perfection and the mystical union. . . . He who attains 
this union will find and feel within himself Him whose sweet pres- 
ence will lavish goods upon the soul and fili it with ineffable joys. 
B y  this union also he will avoia pouring himself forth exteriorly, 
seeking the deceitful consolations of creatures and he will deem 
insipid and bitter everything that is not God. . . . He who ear- 
nestly longs for it, desiring to be perfect and to experience the 
intimate embrace of the divine union, should insist on the mortifica- 
tion and abnegation of self and should practice holy introspection, 
sighing for G od by ejaculations and pious desires and doing for

62 Luke 17:21.
63 O rnato d e  las bodas, Bk. I, chap. 26.
64 A llo q u io ru m , I, 16.
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Him whatever he does, desirous o f nothing other than pleasing Him 
in ali things. This and no other is the w ay by which he can attain 
perfection and the mystical union.”  65

Ven. Bartholomew of the jMartyrs repeatedly insists on this same 
doctrine and, using abundant testimony from the Fathers, tries to 
induce souls to dispose themselves for contemplation by means of 
frequent introspections.06 H e declares that all souls could attain it 
if they would seek it in solitude with bitter sorrow and firm per- 
severance.07 B y  these means the soul will most certainly reach it: 
“ He (W illiam) assigns three steps by which you will most surely 
ascend to contemplation; first, bitter contrition; second, solitude; 
third, strong and constant perseverance.”  68

Also in conformity with this the most prudent St. Teresa never 
tires of arousing and recommending the desire for contemplation, 
taking care that her daughters will dispose themselves to attain it.09

In 1548, St. Ignatius wrote to St. Francis Borgia, advising him to 
aspire to the gifts o f contemplation, not to find complacence in 
them, but that all his actions might bc more perfect.

“ Souls practiced in virtue,”  observes Alvarez de Paz, “ can ar- 
dently desire contemplation and ask for it with humility, for it is 
useful for them and a most cfhcacious means of arriving at perfec-

65 Blosius also proposed many devout prayers to be used in seeking perfection and 
mystical union. The following is an cxamplc: “Through Thy blessed wounds lcad 
me to the very nakcd essencc of my soul and transfer to Thyself, my God, the 
source of my being, so that I may feci within me the streani of living waters, that I 
mav know Thee clcarlv, that I mav ardcntly desire Thee, that I may be united to 
Thee without any medium, and in peaceful fruition rest in Thee for the glory of 
Thy name. . . . Thee alone ought I desire and Thee alone do I desire and long 
for. Ah, draw me after Thee. . . . Open to me when I knock; open to the orphan 
vvho calls upon Thee. Submerge me in the abyss of Thy divinity and absorb me 
entirely. Make of us one spirit so that Thou mayest find delight in me.”

oa In the tenth chapter of his Compendium mysticae doctrinae he says that his 
works are directed to “ inflante souls with the desire for true contemplation and to 
show how they should travel toward it.”  Chapter 13 is entitled: Quaedam media 
perveniendi ad hanc mysticam theologiam.

67 Op. cit., chap. 26: “You ntust labor for a long time to arrive at this happy state. 
. . . But persevere and trust in God, and your hope will not be in vain.”

68 Ihid., chap. 15. “Therefore, let us walk along this way. The pure soul visits 
God with pure devotion. By visiting Him, it will taste Him; by tasting Him, 
it will prove how sweet is the Lord by whom it is intoxicated with love. It will 
turn all its consideration on Him, it will pursue all its desires in Him, it will possess 
in this life nothing sweeter, nothing more joyful, than to be silent and see that He 
is God. Thus the soul most intimatcly embraces the Spouse; it captivatos and holds 
Him, saying: 'I hold Him and I shall not let Him go’ ” (Cant. 3).

ea \y ay of Perfection, chaps. 17, 19 -2 1.
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tion. . , . If, then, you feel yourself impelled b y  divine love and 
have tried to dispose yourself as far as human frailty will perniit, by 
day and by night pour forth floods of tears to attain that gift. . . . 
Do not be held back by your own nothingness. . . . Be courageous 
and say to the Lord: ‘ If I have found grace before Thee, show me 
T h y  face.’ ” T0

“ W ithout contemplation,”  says Lallemant, “ W e shall never make 
much progress in virtue, and shall never be fitted to make others 
advance therein. W e shall never entirely rid ourselves o f our weak- 
nesses and imperfections. W e shall remain always bound to earth, 
and shall never rise much above mere natural feelings. W e shall 
never be able to render to God a perfect Service. But with it, we 
shall effect more, both for ourselves and for others, in a month, 
than without it we should accomplish in ten years.”  70 71

Father Surin affirms exp licitly72 that contemplation is the mode 
of prayer proper to perfect souls, although sometimes, through a 
singular grace, it is granted to souls that are not yet perfect. From 
this follows the necessity for all to desire contemplation and dis
pose themselves to receive it, since without it they cannot know 
themselves well, much less know God and love and serve Him per- 
fectly .73

Therefore, Ven. Palaphox published his Varon de deseos, hoping 
to instill these desires in all the faithful of his diocese so that they 
might be encouraged in their march along the path of good and 
valiantly run along the three ways of Christian perfection, rising

D O CTRIN A L Q UESTIO NS

70 De natura contem plationis, Bk. V, Part II, chap. 13.
71 Sp iritu a l D o ctrin e, Prin. VII, chap. 4, art. 4.
72 C atech. Sp ir., Part I, chap. 1.
73 Ib id ., Part II, chap. 2: “As long as a soul does not reach the state of con

templation, it will not be sufficiently humblcd before God nor illumined in the 
spiritual life. Therefore, as soon as a soul is well practiced in holy meditations and 
pious readings and has acquired sufficient instruction in the things of God, it ought 
to proceed to dispose itself for that blessed contemplation which, although it can
not be taught by precepts nor acquired by our own industry, can, nevertheless, be 
rather easily attained by those who know how to avoid the many obstaclcs which 
they encounter from the beginning. Among these obstacles is that of stubbornly 
persisting in discursive meditation and confiding too much in this intellectual work. 
. . . He who perseveres will be introduced by our Lord into that sweet contempla
tion which is His wine cellar, a celiar which is obscure in appearance because of the 
universality and indistinctness of the object—like the cloud into which Moses 
entered—but which is in reality luminous, for it is the portal to the secrets of God. 
But its light is not perceived as long as the reason is stili darkened.”
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from virtue to virtue until they could see God in the pealcs of con
templation.74

Contemplation, Father Molina assures us, “ is denied to no one 
who perseveres in doing all that falis to his share.”  76 Therefore 
“ holy contemplation,”  as St. Francis de Sales teaches, “ is the goal 
and object to which all other exercises tend— spiritual reading, 
meditation, prayers, and devotions— and they are all conducive to 
contemplation.”  78 For that reason Saudreau adverts that “ it is the 
normal terminus at which all the truly faithful arrived.”  77 For, as 
Father Surin says,78 all those who use the necessary diligence to 
m ortify and purify themselves, possess God within themselves who 
filis their potencies and they find that they are enriched with His 
ineffable gifts in order to live a divine life.

From all this it is seen how that marvclous contemplation, which 
is a supernatural gift that we could nevcr acquire by our own in- 
dustry, is not only desirable, but attainable. W e not only can but 
should ask for it and strive for it, disposing ourselves so far as lies 
on our part so that we will actually rcccivc it and not impede it. 
It is the complement or fulfillment of the spiritual life and an in- 
dispensable means for arriving at truc pcrfection. Therefore God 
will not refuse it but sooner or later I le will happily grant it to all 
who seek it with the proper dispositions. As Father Joseph of the 
H oly Ghost argued so well,79 contemplation is an act of the gifts of 
the H oly Ghost, which are infuscd in us as habits together with 
grace. Therefore we can and ought to desire the act of a habit 
which has been given to us for our spiritual advancement. If it re- 
mains in the state of a pure habit and is never translated into acts, 
it w ill be a useless gift that will profit us nothing. W e should, then, 
dispose ourselves to makc this habit fructify into acts which are

74 Varon de deseos, Introd.: “Dcsires make sinners good; the good, perfcct; and 
the perfect, saints. . . .  In the first instance the soul is considered penitent; in the 
second, devout; and in the third, beloved. In the first instance the soul weeps; in 
the second, it desires; in the third, it sighs. . . .  It contemplares vvhat it has found. 
. . . The first wav is that of beginners; the second is that of the proficient; and the 
third is that of the pcrfect. . . . They are the thrce gradcs of St. Bonaventure: In 
the first . . . the soul follows after the divine Spirit; in the second, the soul lives 
with the divine Spirit; and in the third, the divine Spirit alone lives in the soul.”

75 De la oracion, trat. 2, chap. 6.
76 Love of God, Bk. VI, chap. 6.
77 Etat myst., p. 185.
78 Fundaments de la vie spirit., Bk. V , chap. 14.
79 Cursus theol. myst., trat. II, disp. u ,  no. 28.
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the true exercises o f infused contemplation.
T he gifts which G od deposits in us tend of themselves to fructify. 

I f  they do not do so and if they are not even developed, it is because, 
instead of cultivating and fostering them, we extinguish them. If, 
therefore, many “ devout”  persons never reach the mystical state 
it is because they do not sufficiently do violence to self in order to 
cease resisting and saddening the H oly Ghost. I f  they would not 
resist Him and would be docile to Him, it is certain that they would 
find rest for their souls. “ This gift of prayer,” as St. Francis de Sales 
teaches, “ is freely granted to ali those who in their hearts comply 
with the divine inspirations.”  80

So one should seldom speak o f “ ordinary”  and “ extraordinary” 
ways, but only of that which the Apostle speaks of: carnal men, or 
little ones in Christ who do not yet know how to appreciate the 
things that are from above, and of spiritual, adult, or perfect men 
who, filled with God, experience the works of His Spirit. These 
men, although they are few , are not extraordinary devout souls, 
but the only ones who are truly devout Christians and the ordinary 
faithful followers of Christ.81

“ If  the gift of prayer is so rare,”  observes Father Grou, “ it should 
not surprise us, for it is reserved for souls who are entirely of God. 
It is true that H e anticipates some souls with this grace, but He does 
so that they may the better abandon themselves to Him. If they 
do not do that, He quicldy withdraws it from them. It can be es- 
tablished as a certain rule that every soul completely abandoned to 
G od is favored with the gift of prayer, although for the souI’s own 
good God may sometimes choose to ignore it. It is equally certain 
that the soul which is not totally o f G od does not have this gift, or 
that it will not enjoy the gift very long, or that its prayer is an 
illusion. This is w hy total abandonment is the touchstone of true 
prayer.”  82

A s c e t i c i s m  a n d  M y s t i c i s m

From what we have said one can deduce that the ascetical life 
ought always to be ordained and is of itself ordained to the fullness 
and splendor of the mystical life as to its terminus, completion, and

80 O p . cit., Bk. III, chap. 4.
81 See Rom. 8:5; I Cor. 2 :14-15; 3 :1-3 ; Heb. 5 :11-14 .
82 L e  don  d e  so i-m em e a D ieu , xxiii.
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crown. Evcn in its strictest signification or most characteristic state 
the mystical life is undoubtedly nothing but the complete mani- 
festation of the Christian life or, ratlier, the development of the 
graces received in baptism. Taken in its widest sense, it embraces 
the whole supernatural life and in this sense it can hardly be dis- 
tinguished from the ascetical life except by reason of the latter’s 
imperfect and limited mode which is common in the first phases 
o f the divine life of grace. The ascetical and mystical life are so 
closely related, so compenetrated and even identified, that a person 
passes from one to the other by unconscious steps. As a resuit we can 
sometimes hardly know what pertains to the one and what is proper 
to the other. Even as respective Sciences, granted that they can be 
distinguished in the absolute, they are in reality more or less blended, 
so that mystical theology penetrares the whole of ascetical theology, 
for the simple reason that they do not study distinet objects but 
one and the same object: the true Christian life, however much 
they may study it in a different rnanner or in its different phases. 
A t most, they can be distinguished basically as different branches 
of the same Science.83

Asceticism, as it is understood today, is a simple preparation for 
the mystical life. Actually the good ascctic should at least be in the 
state of grace and possess the sincere desire to dominate his evil 
inclinations and acquire the Christian virtues in order to travel 
along the patii to pcrfection. Being in the state of grace and aspiring 
to perfection, he already securely possesses, at least in germ, ali the 
gifts of the H oly Ghost. Thcsc gifts are not given to be kept in- 
active, but to be exercised, perfected, and developed so that they 
can manifest their proper fruits: acts of heroic Christian virtue 
performed in a superhuman manner. A li the acts which the ascetic 
thus produces, although incipiently, are true mystical acts because

83 According to Ribct (M y s t I, 15), mystical theology treats of the most lofty 
grades of the spiritual life, whereas ascetical theology treats exclusively of the 
practices of the first and sccond ways. “ In this sense,” observes Father VVeiss (Apolo- 
gie, IX, conf. 4, 4, footnote), “ the distinction is well justified.”  But he adds, “ there 
is no reason to depart from the great ancient theologians according to whom mysti
cal theology is the teaching. in general, of all the exercises which constitute the 
spiritual life, and ascetical theology is that part of mystical theology whose practices 
are especiallv directed to the beginners and the proficients.” See also Antonius a 
Spiritu S., Direct. myst., I, no. 31; Philippus a S. Trin., Theol. myst. prolegom.; 
Schram, Theol. myst., sect. 2; Saudreau, Les degres de la vie spir., p. 26. The work 
of Alvarez de Paz, the most complete work of the spiritual life which has ever 
been publishcd, was written in accordance with the principle stated above.
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“the mystical act is nothing but an act realized through the gifts 
of the Holy Ghost. If these acts are multiplied and made frequent, 
we can say that the soul then finds itself in the mystical state.” 84

Therefore, no treatise on asceticism would be complete without 
taking into account the mystical element. These two elements are 
mutually blended, and the two Sciences are inseparable, as are the 
respective ivays or manners of life.85

Hence all souls in the state of grace, possessing as they do the 
grifts of the Iloly Ghost, although they must perhaps exercise 
them for many years and always with greater fervor in the ordi- 
nary practices of asceticism, already possess in themselves the seeds 
and rudiments of the mystical life and can develop and manifest 
them little by little. It is proper to this mystical life, as all admit, to 
have a mode of prayer which we cannot obtain by our own efforts, 
even aided by ordinary grace, bccause it is produced by the Spirit 
who breathes where and when He will and for that reason it is 
frequcntly experienced when the soul least expects it or least strives 
for it. It is also undeniable that this prayer can exist and sometimes 
does exist at the very dawn of the ascetical life and is experienced 
to a certain dcgree in the sensible fervors which usually abound in 
beginners but which are had when they are received, and not when 
the soul strives for them or desires them. One should recognize in 
such fervors a spccial motion of the consoling Spirit who thus re- 
news the face of our hearts.86 And if that motion or singular pres- 
ence of the loving Paraclete is not felt in itself, it can be perceivcd 
and easily recognized by its special fruits and good effects.87

84 Boulesteix, “La definitiori de la mystique,” Revue Augustinienne, November, 
1906.

85 In Ia, q. i, a.3, St. Thomas shows how all sacred doctrine constitutos specifically 
one Science.

86 Almost all fervent souls sometimes suddenly experience, and when they least 
expecr it, either a vital prcsence of God or a loving and strong call to solitudo. This 
invitation comes with such vividness that they cannot doubt that it is God Himself 
who is calling them and that they would be very culpable if they were deaf to it. 
At the same time they usually experience a lively impulse to ask for certain favors, 
with full certainty of obtaining them and actuallv they receive all that they ask 
under that movement, full of fervor and filial confidence. All these things are 
promptings of the spirit of piety or fear, of counsel, of knowledge or wisdom, and 
can be perceived even in the midst of a most active or “ordinary” life, from the 
very beginning of conversion.

st Blessed Juan de Avila, T ratado  4 d e i E spiritu  Sunto: “Does it never happen to 
you that your soul is dry, without any moisture, filled with dismay, afflicted, and 
insipid so that no good thing seems appealing? Then, while in that stare of dis- 
content and sometimes in a condition of great listlessness, there comes a holy brcezc
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Therefore the true ascetic, even the lowliest Christian, who takes 
seriously the unum  necessarium, which is the work of sanctifica- 
tion, and strives as he ought to despoil himself of self and to be 
clothed in Jesus Christ and mortify himself so as not to resist the 
Spirit of adoption who inspires and vivifies him, will frequently 
work under the divine impulses although he will not clearly ad- 
vert to it. By dint of following these impulses, sooner or later he 
will be able to experience them clearly and to distinguish them. He 
will have an ever keener awareness of them until finally he lets him
self be moved almost habitually and without resistance by that sweet 
Consoler whose divine breathing will produce remarkable harmony 
in him. YVhenever he is moved in virtue of these impulses, he will 
work mystically, he will perform a mystical act, even when he did 
not foresee it or is even now not aware of it. When he fcels and is 
aware of feeling, although perhaps in a vague and confused man- 
ner, the special influence of the vivifying Spirit, which incapaci- 
tates him to proceed in his prayers according to his accustomed 
manner and makes him use another new form, then we can truly 
say that he lives in the mystical state, however much he may 
neither intend nor desire to walk along “extraordinary ways.” 

Asceticism is principally ordained to the purification of the soul 
and the acquisition and practice of the more indispensable virtues. 
The ascetic exercises himself in the avoidance of evil and the prac
tice of good, taking as his motto: R eced e  a malo et jac botrum .68 
Persevering in that exercise, he “ seeks after peace and pursues it.” 89

. . . which gives you life, strengthens you, animates you, and makes you turn to 
yourself. It gives you new desires and ardent love, many great and holy satisfactions, 
and makes you speak words and perform works that surprise you. That is the Holy 
Ghost, the Consoler, and when He breathes upon you (and He does breathe upon 
our souls) and when He comes upon you (as He certainly does come to souls), you 
find yourself as if touched by a magnet, with new energies and works and words 
and desires which formcrly you would not have found in anything. Formerly every- 
thing hindered and irritated you; but now you find savor and contcntment in every- 
thing, you rejoice in ali things, and everything teaches you. . . . If you but had 
permission to speak, you would say marvelous and great things about what the 
Lord of ali creation has given you to know.”

St. Francis de Sales, L o v e  o f G o d , VI, 7; “ Just as when we place a magnet among 
many needles, they ali turn their points and move in the direction of the magnet, 
so also when our Lord makes known to the soul His royal presence, ali our faculties 
turn towards Him and are joined together in this incomparable sweetness.”

88 “Depart from evil, and do good.”
89 Ps. 33:15.
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Thus he insensibly comes to penetrate the mystical life in which, 
when he least expects it, he finds himself engulfed.

This new manner of life usually begins perceptibly in the il- 
luminative way and it is perfected in the unitive way. But it is 
also presaged in repeated acts of the purgative way of which it 
is the complement.

Thus these three “ways,” which are improperly so called, are 
not separate as some would think who have been deceived, per- 
haps, by the inappropriateness of that terni. Rather they blend, as 
simple phases which are part of the development of the spiritual 
life. The names designating these three ways are not so character- 
istic that they indicate something proper and exclusive to each 
of them. They merely indicate the predominance in the three suc
cessive States of one of three things: purgation, illumination, or 
union, which in themselves are always indispensable for true prog- 
ress.90

At the beginning it is especially necessary to emphasize purifica- 
tion from ali evil, which at that stage is great. Later, without 
abandoning this purification, the soul must attend more to the 
acquisition and consolidation of virtues. This latter is the true phase 
of spiritual growth which is manifested clearly once the principle 
obstacles have been removed and therefore it is rightly called the 
progressive phase or that of the proficients.91 But at the same time 
that the soul grows in virtue and sanctity and gradually arrives at 
the adult age, ali its spiritual senses and faculties are developed and 
illumined. Then, ceasing to be voluble children and lovers of con- 
solations, such souls acquire a manly fortitude and a taste for solid 
truth and the heroic virtues of the great and valiant souls. Prac- 80

D O C T R I N A L  Q U E S T I O N S

80 Palaphox, op. cit., Introd.: The mystical life is such that “he who finds himself 
in the first stage of the journey must think of the second and third, and he who 
is in the last stage must not forget the second. . . . The soul must be always weeping 
as a penitent, although it seems to have the joys of one much loved; it must try to 
love as a beloved, although it weeps as a penitent. When it desires God, it should 
at the same time fear God, and when it seems to have lofty knowledge of His divine 
Majesty, it should seek greater knowledge so that it can penetrate its own misery.” 

91 lia Hae, q.24, a.9; St. Tercsa, L ife , chap. 22. “The time which you have spent 
in weeping and expiating your faults,” said our Lord to St. Catherine of Genoa 
(D ialogues, II, 8), “has certainly not been useless, for your conversion was effected 
therein. But apart from that, it profited you nothing. . . .  It was time lost, for if 
you had not committed so many offenses, you would have been able to use that 
time in growing in love, in grace, and in glory.”
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ticing truth with ali charity, in the manner of perfect men, they 
are now fully urtited with Jesus Christ and in this way are able ro 
grow in ali things according to Him and contribute efficaciously 
to the edification of His Church.92 So, in the purgative phase the 
soul tends to be United with God by fleeing all evil and pursuing 
the good. In the progressive phase, at the same time that through 
the right practice of the virtues it is filled with light and inflamed 
with divine love, which is the bond of union, it is purified from the 
many imperfections that formerly it did not see or did not success- 
fully eradicate. Finally, when it is fully united with God, the soul 
is completely illumined and purified.93

In the purgative phase the type of prayer by which souls are 
generally illumined and inflamed with the love of God, at the same 
time that they strive to purify, deny, and conquer themselves, is 
discursive prayer or meditation. In that type of prayer the words 
of the Psalmist are fulfilled: “In my meditation a fire shall flame 
out.” 94 In the illuminative way discursive prayer is generally use- 
less to the soul and sometimes proves an obstacle. The soul is il
lumined and inflamed and at the same time is much better purified 
by letting itself be gently led by the motions and inflamed in the 
flames of love which, without their knowing how, are springing 
up in their heart, because the Holy Ghost secretly communicates 
them. Such prayer is almost entirely affective or, as is said, the 
prayer of affection or supplication, which terminates in a certain 
loving vision which is in reality a mixture, as it were, of medita
tion and contemplation.95 In that state the soul does scarcely more

92 Eph. 4 :13-16 ; Heb. 3:12-14 ; St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 106.
93 Gratian, Itiner., chap. 1: “When the soul has been well cleansed in the purgative 

way and has arrived at the divine Sun in the illuminative way, it receives in itself 
the image of Christ in the unitive way. From this union there comes to the soul 
that divine splendor which is called mystical theology. . . . The usual process 
(chap. 2) is to have walked along a good part of the purgative way bcfore entcring 
upon the illuminative way. But often God does not observe any nxed order in be- 
stowing His mercies.”

94 Ps. 38:4.
95 Gratian, op. cit., chap. 9: “Those who have traveled through meditation, God 

carries to the high and sovereign light which is the terminus and conclusion of the 
illuminative way. We can call this ‘spirit’ or contemplation. . . . He who perseveres 
will never be lacking these sovereign lights.”

Nouet, Introd. a la v ie  d 'oraison, Bk. III, entr. 1: “ After a person has made notable 
progress in meditation, he passes insensibly into affective prayer, which is the in- 
termediate step between meditation and contemplation, just as the dawn comes be-
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than burn with the affections which it has provoked or which the 
Holy Spirit has suggested to it or aroused in it.* 90 * * * * * 96 Finally, in the 
unitive way those divine motions and illuininations dominate to 
such an extern that prayer is changed, so to speak, into habitual 
contemplation.97

tween the night and the day but participates in both. . . . Then, in the measure 
that he is perfected, he Ieaves aside discursive prayer and is content with a simple 
vision, a sweet memory of God and our Lord Jesus Christ and breaks forth in many 
loving affections according to the impulscs which the Holy Spirit imparts to him. 
And when he has arrived at complete pcrfection, his affections and lights are so 
simplified that the soul sometimes remains for an hour or even a day or more in the 
one experience of love, contrition, revcrence, or whatever othcr sensation has been 
communicated to it.”

St. Francis de Sales, L o v e  o f  G o d , Bk. VI, chap. 2': “ Holy meditation is the be- 
ginning of mystical theology. . . . Prayer is callcd meditation (chap. 3) until it 
yields the honey of dcvotion and then it is changed into contemplation. . . . The 
desire to obtain the love of God makes us meditate and once this love is possessed 
it makes us contemplate, giving us an experience of a sweetness so agreeable in that 
which we love that our spirit is nevet satiated witli seeing and considering it.”

90 From this follows the great importance of this manner of prayer in which is
accomplished that whereof Ecclesiasticus speaks (2:10): “Ye that fear the Lord, 
love Him and your hearts shall be enlightencd.” Likevvise Father Le Masson (In tro d . 
a la v ie  inter., II, chap. 6) notes that “souls that feci themselves moved by affections 
should let themselves be carried along without having recourse to discursive prayer
except when they find themselves dry and arid. . . . The secret of prayer lies in 
following with simplicity the attractions of grace . . . without resorting to investi- 
gations and subtleties which perplex, preoccupy, and disturb the soul. . . . The 
soul should dispose itself to begin meditation with all humility and holy disin-
tcrestcdness and, when it feels itself drawn by certain affections and actions, it
should not resist. . . . Have no fears of illusion or deceit as long as you see that 
your heart is humble and your spirit possesses holy indifference.”

Massoulie, T r . d e  la verita b le  oraison, Part II, chaps. 10 f.: “This prayer is of great 
merit because by arousing the affections of the will, it excites love, which in turn 
produces all the other movements and is the root of all the merits we can acquire.
. . . Affective prayer can be called a continual and actual practice of the love of 
God. . . .  As often as a soul makes fervent acts of love of God, it obtains an in- 
crease of grace and rcceives the Holy Ghost in a special manner. Whcnce, during 
the time spent in holy affections which are true and efficacious, there is verified in 
the soul a continual pouring forth of the divine Spirit.”

97 Surin, C atech . sp ir., Part I, chap. 2: “There are three classes of mental prayer: 
discursive, affective, and contemplative. Discursive prayer is proper to beginners; 
affective prayer, to the proficients; and contemplation, in the ordinary course of 
events, to the pcrfect, although sometimes in His mercy God communicates it to 
souls that are just beginning.”

L iv in g  Flante o f L o v e , eant. 3: “The state of beginners comprises meditation and 
discursive acts. In this state it is necessary for the soul to be given material for 
meditation, and to make interior acts on its own account, and take advantage of 
the spiritual heat and firc which comes from sense; this is necessary in order to ac- 
custom the senses and desires to good things, so that, by being fed with this delight, 
they may bccome detached from the world. But when this has been to sorne extent 
effected, God begins to bring the soul into the state of contemplation, which is wont

D O C T R I N A L  Q U E S T I O N S
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Mysticism, thcn, without ascetical practices, is a vanity and an 
illusion; and asceticisin without mystical introspections, pious af- 
fections, and ardent aspirations for true union with God, can al- 
most be regarded as time wasted. It is work without fruit, navigation 
without a port, a body without a soul, the letter without the spirit. 
It can be reduced to a series of routine exercises which feed but 
do not vivify. True mysticism ahvays advances with the help of 
asceticism, in continual abnegation, carrying the cross with Christ 
and for Christ, and this cross is for enamored souls at the same 
time a bundle of myrrh and a cluster of cypress.08 On the other 
hand, asceticism is entirely subordinated to mysticism. By means 
of privations and holy practices performed in spirit and in truth 
it seeks the secret gift of God and the precious pearl of His king- 
dom in the depth of our hearts. The contemplative soul is “a pil- 
lar of smoke of aromatical spices, of myrrh, and frankincense, and 
of all the powders of the perfumer,” * 99 and the ascetic begs its 
sweetest Savior to draw it so that it will run after Him to the odor 
of His ointments.100

Jesus Christ is at once the way, the truth, and the life. Follow- 
ing His bloody footsteps we become illumined with the light of 
His truth, for “he that doth truth, cometh to the light” and he 
that follows Christ “walketh not in darkness, but shall have the 
light of life.” 101 By means of that life-giving light we see through 
an intimate experience that Jesus is our life. “For me, to live is

to happen especially in religious, because these, having renounced things of the 
world, quickly attune their senses and desires to God; and then they have nothing 
to do save to pass from meditation to contemplation.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno, Visions and Instructions, chap. 62: “Thus do we see 
that mental prayer leads to supernatural prayer. It is supernatural prayer when the 
soul, raised above itself by the divine contemplation and plenitude, is transported 
far beyond its nature and enters into the divine coniprehension more profoundly 
than the nature of things would otherwise pemiit and in this coniprehension it finds 
light. But the knowledge which it acquires at the sources, the soul cannot explain 
because all that it sees and feels is superior to its nature. In these three types of 
prayer (vocal, mental, and supernatural) the soul acquires a certain knowledge of 
itself and of God. It loves in the measure that it knows and it desires in the measure 
that it loves. The proof of love is not a partial, but a total, transformation. But since 
this transformation is not complete, the soul applies itself entirely to seeking a new 
transformation and to enter more intimately into the divine union.”

98 Cant. 1 :12  f.
99 Cant. 3 :6.
100 Cant. 1:3.
101 John 3 :21; 8:12.
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Christ.”  Thus faithful imitation leads infallibly to the full illumina
tiori o f the mystical union.

Jesus Christ is not divided. Although He manifests Himself only 
by degrees, first as the w ay and the rnodel, and later as the abso
lute truth and light of revelation, and finally as the fullness of life, 
H e is always at once our ali: the way, the truth, and the life. He 
is the rnodel of ali men as the divine exemplar and the splendor of 
the glory of the Father; the light for the revelation of the Gentiles; 
the power and wisdom of God; and the W ord of life which ap- 
peared among us full of grace and truth so that we ali might re- 
ceive of His fullness. In Him is the life that is the light o f men. 
If, thcn, w e encircle our body with the mortification of Jesus, it 
is so that the life of Jesus may be made manifest in our mortal flcsh; 
and if we die to the world and to ourselves, it is that our life may 
be hidden with Christ in G od .102

“ W e cannot have fire without blood,”  says St. Catherine of 
Siena, “ nor blood without fire.”  103 That is to say, there is no per- 
fect charity without sacrifices and mortification and there is no 
spirit of sacrifice without true charity, which is the divine fire which 
illumines and vivifies and unites the soul to God.

He who is the son of truth hears the voice of Jesus.104 And this 
voice calls to ali: “ If any man thirst, let him come to Me, and 
drink. He that believeth in Me, as the Scripture saith, Out of his

DOCTRINAL QUF.STIONS

102 See II Cor. 4:10; Coi. 3:3. St. Catherine of Siena, D ialogue, chap. 96. Imitation 
of Christ, III, 56: “My son, the more you strive to depart from yourself, the more 
will you enter into Me. Not to desire anything outside yourself will give you in- 
ternal peace; and interiorly abandoning yourself unites you to God. Follow Me; 
I am the way, the truth, and the life. YVithout a way one cannot progress; without 
truth one cannot know; without life the soul does not live.”

103 Letter 52: “Our divine Doctor gave us a medicine against all our infirmities: 
a baptism of blood and fire wherein He washes, purifies, and consumes all the dross 
and imperfections of the soul. The soul must pass through fire and blood which are 
not lacking when the love of the Holy Ghost, who is fire, burns. Love was the hand 
that wounded the Son of God and made Him shed His blood, and since that time 
they have always been United and in such perfect union that we cannot have fire 
without blood nor blood without fire. Each day we can reccive this baptism which 
has been given us gratuitously and not as a debt. And when the soul understands 
the excellence of this good which it possesses and sees itself burning in the fire of 
the H oly Ghost, then it swoons with love for its Creator so that it is entirely lost 
to self and, though dead, it lives and does not feel in itself any love or taste for any 
created thing but only for the divine goodness by which its love is made perfect 
in God.”

104 John 18:37.
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bclly shall fiow rivers of living water.”  105 “ Come to me, all you 
that labor and are burdened, and I w ill refresh you. Take up M y 
yoke upon you, . . . and you shall find rest to your souls.”  106

W e know that divine wisdom invites all the little ones. But if 
we do not truly convert ourselves and become as children in sim- 
plicity and innocence, so that we may be docile to the voice of 
truth; if we do not have a true hunger and thirst for justice, as 
newborn babes desiring the rational milk in order to grow  unto 
salvation in Jesus C h rist107 and to grow unto the stature of the per- 
fect man; if, finally, we do not take up the cross of Jesus and learn 
of Him meekness and humility, we shall never succeed in enter- 
ing by the narrow gate of the mystical kingdom of G od which is 
within us nor shall we ever find rest for our souls. He who does 
not take up his cross lovingly and follow the Savior is not w orthy 
of Him .108

If, then, we have not yet had the good fortune to find the hid- 
den treasure, let us not place the blame on anyone but rather on 
our own listlessness in searching for that treasure. Let us not try to 
justify our spiritual weakness, our negligences and lukewarmness, 
by the specious argument of not having been called. Let us, rather, 
examine our breast and probe our wounds, and we shall discover 
the true causes for not having heard the divine voice: the hard- 
ness o f our hearts, attachment to our own judgments, our rebellious 
will, our own tastes and attachments, our obstinate aversion to the 
cross and humiliations of Jesus Christ, our continual resistance to 
the sweet invitations of His loving Spirit, and our flight from that 
mystical solitude to which He desires to lead us in order to speak to 
our hearts.109 Let us frankly confess these sorrowful facts and let 
us reform our lives in order truly to follow Jesus and be docile to 
His Spirit, thus to find rest and the ineffable delights of His king
dom which are so little known and therefore so little appreciated 
and sought after by those who walk to perdition in search of

105 John 7:37 f.
108 Matt. 1 1 :28 f .
1071 Pet. 2:2.
108 Matt. 10:38.
109 To many souls today the sentence of St. Stephen could be applied: “You stiff- 

necked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, you always resist the Holy Ghost” 
(Acts 7 :51). Therefore does the Church plead in the litany of the saints: “From 
blindness of heart, deliver us, O Lord.”
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vanities and passing shadows.110 Meanwhile let us not aggravate 
our evil and that of many other souls by many vain excuses. Let 
us not turn our excuses into false doctrines and harmful counsels 
thereby closing, with lamentable superficiality and imprudence, 
the gate of those gifts to fervent souls that follow after the sweet 
aroma of Jesus Christ vvho sweetly captivates all who have a clean 
heart and healthy senses. Our obligation as His ministers is not 
only to invite and encourage such souls, but to oblige them to en- 
ter into the great banquet of the nuptials of the Lamb. “ Compel 
them to enter.”  If we act otherwise, we are traitors or at least dis- 
loyal servants, depriving Him of the delights He finds in dwelling 
with the sons of men. Meanwhile He Himself is incessantly knock- 
ing at the doors to enter and to celebrate the mystical banquet. “ Be- 
hold, I stand at the gate, and knock. I f any man shall hear M y 
voice, and open to Me the door, I will come in to him, and will sup 
with him, and he with M e.” 111

110 lmitation of Christ, II, i: “Learn to despise external things and give thyself to 
interior things and you will see the kingdom of God come to thee. . . . Christ will 
come to thee, manifesting to thee His consolation, if thou prepare thy interior man- 
sion worthily for Him. Frequent is His visitation to the interior man, sweet is His 
conversation, pleasing is His consolation, great is His peace, and exceeding remark- 
able is His intimacy. Oh, faithful soul, prepare thy heart for this Spouse so that 
He will deign to come to thee and dwell in thee. . . . If you reject external con
solation, you can gaze on heavenly things and frequently rejoice interiorlv.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 33: “ If anyone wishes to experience Me 
within his soul, I shall not abandon him; if anyone wishes to see Me, I would give 
him in rapture the vision of M y face; and if anyone would wish to speak to Me, 
we would converse together with great joy. . . . Those who love Me and follow 
the path which I followed—the way of My sorrows—they are M y lawful sons. 
Those who have their interior eyc fixed on My passion and death, on M y death 
which is the life and salvation of the world, on M y death and not on anything else, 
they are My lawful sons, and the others are not.”

Ven. Marina de Escobar, Obras, chap. 30: “God willed to show me contemplative 
souls who place all their efforts in pleasing Him and whom He sustains with a 
heavenly nourishment. They feel a great hunger to know the divine majesty but for 
worldly goods and satisfactions they feel only repugnance. That merciful God who 
lets Flimself be found by all who seek Him with holy perseverance gives them even 
in this life a few drops of the consolations and delights of the blessed.”

Mary of Agreda, Mystical City of God, Part I, Bk. II, chap. 13: “ If creatures 
would cease to occupy thcmselves with worldly interests and loves, they would, 
through the inestimable gifts of the Holy Ghost, share without limit in the tor- 
rents of the Divinity.”

111  Apoc. 3:20. “M y infinite love is always seeking souls to free them from con- 
demnation. . . .  I illumine them; I call to their free will with countless invitations, 
more vibrant and more varied than the radiations of the noonday sun. And when 
the soul opens itself to the brightness of My love, it is immediately inundated in the
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“ He, that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith. . . . 
And the spirit of the bride says: Come. And he that heareth, let 
him say: Come. And he that thirsteth, let him come: and he that 
will, let him take the water of life, freely. . . . Come, Lord 
Jesus!”  * 112

M any souls do not heed that sweet voice; they do not enter into 
themselves and dispose themselves to hear it by saying with the 
Psalmist: “ I w ill hear what the Lord God w ill speak in me: for He 
will speak peace unto His people” ; 113 they do not have their 
thoughts fixed on His holy commandments and their eyes on His 
path; they do not arouse in themselves the desire to drink the 
mystical living water. Therefore, and not for any other empty 
reasons, as Blosius observes,114 there are so few contemplatives 
and so many who do not even know that intimate depth of the soul 
w'herein the Lord has His kingdom, to which He invites us to con
verse with Him and to satiate ourselves in the fount of eternal life.115

fire of that love,” said our Lord to St. Catherine of Genoa. The saint herself then 
adds: “ Humanity should consider as full of shadows the sad condition to which 
pride had reduced it. In the midst of the darkness of its obscure prison it was 
ignorant of its misery and in its ignorance it did not suspect the number or the 
gravity of its wounds. But now that the Lord has deigned to illumine it, it discovers 
the dangers to which sensuality had exposed it” (Dialogues, II, 3).

Since there are few who attain to those favors, what the Apostle says is also un- 
deniably true: “For many walk, of whom 1 have told vou often (and now tcll you 
weeping), that they are enemies of the cross of Christ; whose end is destruction; 
whose God is their belly; and whose glorv is in their shame; who mind earthly 
things. But our conversation is in heaven; from whence also we look for the Savior, 
our Lord Jesus Christ” (Phil. 3:18-20).

Father Hoyos understood that “the infinite love of God for men inclines Him 
to communicate His special favors to many, but unfortunately there are very few 
who prepare themselves to receive these favors” (Vida, p. 84).

112 Apoc. 3:22; 22:17, 20. Imitation of Christ, III, chap. 34: “Purify, gladden, il
lumine, and vivify my spirit with Thy powers so that it may inhere in Thee in ex- 
cessive jubilation. Oh, when will that happy and longed-for hour come when Thy 
presence will satiate me and Thou wilt be my all in ali?”

113 Ps. 84:9. Imitation of Christ, III, 1: “Blessed is the soul which hears God who 
is speaking within it, and which rcceives from His divine mouth the words of 
comfort.”

114 Inst., chap. 12.
115 Ibid.: “ If the spiritual man continually exercises himself in tending to God 

with fervent aspirations; if with internal colloquies and ardent desires he seeks in- 
cessantly to be United with God; and if he remains constant in the mortification and 
negation of self to such an extent that neither because of many labors or innumerable 
distractions does he abandon his holy resolve, there is no doubt that he will arrive 
at the mystical union, if not in this life, then at least just before death. . . . The 
ascetic, then, should persevere in asking, seeking, calling, and hoping with longa- 
nimity. In conformity with this, St. Paul telis us: ‘So run that you may obtain. And
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T h ey fear this wisdom because it appears to them to be hard and 
difficult. Intimidated, they judge that it is not for them and thus 
they lose the peace and happiness reserved for those who per
severe.116

Some prudent and respected authors seek to avoid the excesses 
of false mysticism and of illusioned and presumptuous souls who 
wish to fly without wings and rise to the heights of contemplation 
without passing through the difficult struggles of meditation and 
the other exercises and trials of the ascetic life. W ith this purpose 
in mind, these authors deem it opportune to insist on the importance 
of asceticism and often prescind from the lofty questions of mys
ticism which pertain only to the proficient souls. But that tendency, 
like so niany others, has passed beyond what is fitting. It has es- 
tablished a complete separation between asceticism and mysticism, 
with grave detriment to both, for actually they should mutually aid 
each other. This tendency has succeeded in discrediting many 
books which should have contributed and could have contributed 
much toward the sanctification of souls. From this follows the 
many evils which Father Caussade rightly laments 117 and which 
are the natural effects of the prejudices that existed even in the time 
o f St. Teresa and that caused her much distress.118

The study of mysticism was abandoned as if it were something 
dangerous, and the books which treated of it were taken from 
the hands of spiritual persons who were very much in need of

everyone that striveth for the mastery, refraineth himself from ali things’ ”  (1 Cor. 
9:24 f-).

116 Ecclus. 6:18-37: “My son, from thy youth up receive instructiori, and even 
to thy gray hairs thou shalt find wisdom. . . . For in working about her thou shalt 
labor a little, and shalt quickly eat of her fruits. How very unpleasant is wisdom to 
the unlearned, and the unwise will not continue with her. . . . Come to her with 
ali thy mind, and keep her ways with ali thy power. Search for her, and she shall 
be made known to thee, and when thou hast gotten her, let her not go. For in the 
latter end thou shalt find rest in her, and she shall be turned to thy joy. . . . Let 
thy thoughts be upon the precepts of God, and meditate continually on His com- 
mandments: and Ide will give thee a heart, and the desire of wisdom shall be given 
to thee.”

117 “Because of these wretched precautions,” says the devout Jcsuit in his pre- 
liminary dialogue, “the reading of the mystics has been abandoned and there is not 
to be found in the cloisters so many interior souls, dispossessed of all things and 
dead to the world and to themselves. On the other hand, wherever the love of 
reading such books has been fostered, we find in an equal proportion recollection, 
abnegation, humility, and evangelical simplicity.”

ns W ay of Perfectiori, chap. 21.

DOCTRINAL QUESTIONS
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them. There were even some who with the greatest reluctance per- 
mitted such reading to those who themselves were to become 
directors of souls, thus systematically making them “ the blind leading 
the blind.”  110 The resuit was a general forgetfulness of the Science 
of the saints,119 120 if not, indeed, a positive disdain for the knowledge 
of the ways of the Lord, to whom they were saying implicitly: 
“ Depart from us, we desire not the knowledge of T h y  ways.” 121 
The persons who acted thus were like those rejected ones of whom 
Osee spoke,122 who could not help but become destroyers instead 
of builders.

N ot finding in the mouths of so many priests of God the knowl
edge which they had a right to expect,123 many souls, who other- 
wise could have arrived at great heights, were led astray, remained 
stationary, or retrogressed.124 The fault was also theirs in part be- 
cause they knew not how to persevere and because they did not 
heed the Father of lights and fervently ask for the Spirit of coun- 
sel, fortitude, and wisdom, who would have led them sweetly and 
freed them from deception.125 But the majority, if they should 
have had the good fortune to find a competent director, would 
have avoided that delusion and they would have found the light 
and counsel they needed.126

W here there is good direction and the stimulus of holy examples 
and sound books of mysticism, contemplative souls abound. Where 
these advantages are lacking, such souls are extremely rare. Only 
a few  souls who are much stronger and who are able to navigate 
against the wind and the current, succeed in reaching the heights. 
Thus ninety-nine per cent, says Father Godinez, are wrecked in 
the various phases of trial. It is well known how much poor di-

119 Matt. 15:14.
120 VVisd. 10:10; Prov. 30:3.
121 Job 2 i: 14.
122 Osee 4:6.
123 Mal. 2:7.
124 Father Pozo, Vida de la V. Micaela Aguirre, II, n :  “How many souls would

be good if there were someone to iinpart to them the bread of doctrine! How many 
would advance in perfection if there were someone who for the love of God and 
without self-interest would apply himself to direct them! . . . The majority flee 
the task and, of the few who do apply themselves, many do not have a pure 
intention.”

126 Jas. 1:5, 17. See St. Vincent Ferrer, The Spiritual Life, chap. 4.
128 Godinez, Teologia mistica, VII, 1.
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rectors impeded St. Teresa, whereas most of her disciples, as, for 
example, St. Jane Frances de Chantal, entered quickly into the 
heights of contemplation.127 W hy did not so many other souls enter 
who were filled with holy desires? Because they lacked the light, the 
direction, the example, the stimulus, or the aid which they normally 
required. It is not in vain that the Apostle desires and charges us 
not to ignore spiritual things, but that we should appretiate them 
well and even desire and strive to procure them and aspire, for our 
own betterment and the edification of the Church, for the greatest 
charisms.128

T he resuit of the total separation of mysticism from asceticism 
is the belief that only the latter is of importance to us and that 
we have no reason to aspire to the heroic virtues of the great con- 
templatives nor feel that we have a vocation to ascend to such 
heights. But what saint is there who, at least at the end of his life, 
was not in his own w ay a contemplative? And what Christian is 
there who is not obliged to imitate the perfection, not only of 
the great saints, but of the heavenly Father Himself? 129

127 St. Jane Frances once said that in the gencrality of cases the Daughters of the 
Visitation felt an attraction for the most simple presence of God and that she had 
observed that ali who dedicated themselves to prayer as they ought Jater felt this 
sanie attraction.

i2s “ Now concerning spiritual things, my brethren, I would not have you ig
norant. . . . But be zealous for the better gifts. . . . Follow a/ter charity, be zealous 
for spiritual gifts; but rather that you may prophesy. . . . Fle that speaketh in a 
tongue, edifieth himself: but he that prophesieth, edifieth the Church. And I would 
have you all to speak with tongues, but rather to prophesy” (I Cor. 12 :1, 31; 14:1, 
4 f .) . “O f spiritual th ings," comments St. Thomas (In  I C o r. 12 , lec. 1), “that is, of 
the gifts of graces received from the Floly Ghost, m y breth ren , I  w o u ld  n ot h ave  
y o u  ignorant. For it is the greatest type of ingratitude to be unmindful of benefits 
received, as Seneca says in his D e  ben efic iis  And therefore, in order that man may 
not be ungrateful to God, he should not be ignorant of spiritual graces. N o w  w e  
h ave rec e ived  . . . the S p ir it  that is o f  G o d ;  that w e  m ay k n o w  the things that 
are g iv en  us fro m  G o d  (I Cor. 2 :12). T h e re fo re  is m y p eo p le  led  aw ay captive, b e 
cause th ey had n ot k n o w led g e , scii., of spiritual things”  (Isa. 5 :13).

Concerning the incredible harm caused by this ignorance of the ways of God, 
see Meynard, T ra ite  d e  la v ie  in terieu re, I, no. 167, where he discusses the confusion 
experienced by souls at the novelty of the first acts of contemplation, and telis how, 
believing themselves to be wasting their time in slothfulness, they struggle in vain 
to meditate and wear themselves out in resistance to the Floly Ghost. Then their 
directors, instead of enlightening and encouraging them, begin to cause them even 
greater confusion and to fili them with dismay to the extern that many of these 
souls acquire a distaste for prayer and finally abandon it altogethcr.

129 Weiss, A p o lo g ie , IX, 4: “The Savioi imposes on all who hear His words the 
obligation to strive to be perfect as is His heavenly Father (Matt. 5:48). Note well 
that He did not impose this obligation on the apostles alone or on any select people,
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W e have seen that contemplation is both desirable and attainable. 
W e are all called to it and we should all aspire to it. For the very 
reason that it is recommended to us and offered to us as the crown 
of ordinary prayer and the ascetical life, there can be no complete 
separation between asceticism and mysticism.

But today we see many who obstinately separate these two phases 
in theory and then later in practice confuse them so excessively 
and unfortunately that they call mystical what is in reality only 
the rudiments of asceticism. Thus they label as mystics any souls 
that try  to avoid dissipation, laxity, and slothfulness. T h ey  them- 
selves shun mysticism as something “ superior and extraordinary,”  
to which they do not think themselves called; they end up in 
being neither the one nor the other, without mysticism or asceti
cism. T h ey desire to be considered very good Christians, exemplary 
priests, or model religious, but actually they are completely mun
dane. It could not be otherwise, since they separate what is essen- 
tially one and they divide the unity of Christ, who is the w ay, 
the truth, and the life. H e who does not strive to live united with 
Christ, who does not imitate Him as he ought, w ill never truly 
know Him and will despise His truth. He who does not aspire 
to true sanctification which is found in mystical union with Christ, 
that is, in living a life that is totally vivified and directed by the 
H oly Ghost, will never be a good Christian in the true sense.130 * 180

nor did He give it simply as a counsel. No, it is a command which applies to all 
those to whom He directed it: to all those who hear His words. What is of real 
importance in supernatural virtue is sanctity. N o man is more complete than the 
perfect man; nor is there any Christian more perfect than the saint. The reason 
why there is such a small number of true Christians is owing to the scarcity of 
perfect men.”

Sauve, Etats, p. 1 1 5: “Every soul that earnestly desires to arrive where its faith 
leads it is a saint. The H oly Ghost placed in the soul, at baptism, all that is needed 
to reach that state and He is ever present to make the soul live, if it so wishes, with 
a perfection which is greater than ordinary. It is sufficient for this soul to abandon 
itsclf to His direction and impulses. . . . All of us could experience those special 
touches, those directions, those impulses of the Spirit of wisdom, of understanding, 
of fear . . . if we so desired, every day, every hour, without ceasing.”

180 Grou, L e  d o n  d e  soi-m em e, x: “As men, we ought to follow reason in all 
things without ever permitting ourselves anything which reason rejects. As Chris
tians, we should foliow the Spirit of God in all things without ever separating 
ourselves from Him. Any interior disposition or external action which the divine 
Spirit does not recognize as His own is blameworthy in a Christian or at least does 
not merit any praise and is altogether useless for his salvadon. According to this 
rule, which is undeniable, how many works will be counted as lost to heaven! How
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So we see that modern asceticism, which caters to the indolem 
and those who disdain mysticism and mysties, is, as Father Weiss 
says,* 131 nothing other than the “philosophy of a life of com- 
fort.”

The great masters of earlier times made no distinction between 
asceticism and mysticism, for to them the former was the founda- 
tion of the latter. For that reason, they used the two names indis- 
criminately. They would counsel the ascetic or beginner to practice 
holy introspection in order to prepare himself to enter into the 
secret contemplation, and they would command the contemplative 
to proceed as the perfect ascetic.

Blosius follows this same line of thought when he observes:

All should aspire to perfection and the mystical union. . . . They are 
much to be pitied who, preoccupied with sensible things, spend their 
whole lives on external exercises and are forgetful of the center of their 
soul and that blessed union with God. . . . They say with their heart, if 
not with their words: “Let him who wishes unite himself to Him; we do 
not care for that because we do not feel so inclined.”  . . . Exterior prac- 
tices are good and pleasing to God, . . . but more valuable beyond 
compare are internal exercises; the fervent desires whereby the soul is 
directed to God, not by sense impressions and images, but in a super- 
natural manner so that it may be intimately united with Him. . . . 
Those who despise this union will have much to suffer in purgatory. . . . 
God desires to w ork in them and He waits to see w7hether He will find 
them disposed and free of obstacles. Meanwhile He leaves them to their 
exercises and opinions because He does not wish to force anyone. He 
wishes to draw them all to His knowledge and to unite Himself with 
them if they do not prevent Him. He takes it very ili that we are content 
with so little when there is so much that He wishes to give us, for He 
desires to give us Himself and that in a most excellent manner. . . . How 
great, then, is our blindness and indolence, we who have been made to 
enjoy God, to know the abyss of His goodness even in this exile and to 
be united with Him in such a manner that we shall begin here to taste our 
future happiness!132

DOCTRINAL QUESTIONS

many wasted hours there are in the lives of most Christians! And whence comes 
this immense loss, if not from the lack of abandoning oneself to God to be com- 
pletely governed by His Spirit?”

131 Apologie, IX, 6.
132 Institutio spiritualis, chaps. i, 5, passim.
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Let us not excuse our slothfulness and laxity under the vain pre- 
text that we were not called to those “ extraordinary w ays,” for 
God calls all of us to His sweet rest.133 Therefore let us not imitate 
the Pharisees and close the gates o f the kingdom to others because 
of our pseudo-ascetical doctrines, besides resolving not to enter 
ourselves. There is only one asceticism and that is the one which 
teaches us to deny ourselves and embrace the cross of Christ in 
order to be despoiled of our vileness and to be configured and 
united to Him. He who truly does this will receive the hundredfold 
in this life and sooner or later will enter into intimate union and 
communication with G od .134

Today, fortunately, now that the centuries-old error in this 
matter— which catered to the slothful, utilitarian, and lazy— is rec- 
ognized, there is a definite attempt to remedy it. Thus we see a 
marvelous rebirth of mystical studies which are now judged in- 
dispensable for the good direction of all pious souls and for one’s 
own spiritual progress. The R evue Thomiste o f March, 1907, says 
in this regard:

The mystical life is the normal crowning of the Christian life. Every 
Christian here below ought to tend to a life of perfect union with God, 
and the life of union is the mystical life. This life is offered to all, though 
few attain it. But it is to be believed that many fervent Christians do at-

133 Actually, the Scriptures do not speak of extraordinary ways, but only of the 
ways of peace, of justice, of prudence, and of wisdom; or rather, of the narrow 
path of abnegation and the acceptance of one’s daily crosses by which the soul is 
disposed truly to follow Christ, being docile to the divine motions and inspirations 
which are offered to all and without which no one can be sanctified. We should all 
exert ourselves to enter by the one narrow gate which leads to true life, or rather, 
to the divine rest of souls in union with the Savior. He who does not endeavor to 
enter, however much he may believe himself secure in the ordinary ways, will be 
counted among the many who travel the broad path which leads to perdition.

134 Blessed Henry Suso, Disc. spir., II: “ If the soul endeavors to engrave on itself 
the image of Jesus Christ, it is in order to draw close to the divine Word and 
through Him to be united with the persons of the most holy Trinity. He who does 
not attain this grace during life, will attain it after death or at the moment of death. 
And even if he does not attain it, so lofty a union should be greatly desired, and 
one should direct to this end all the longings of one’s heart, because God never 
leaves unrewarded the ardent desires of holy souls.”

St. Hilary, De Trinitate, II, io: “ If I begin to walk, Thou dost run, and I cannot 
overtake Thee. But though I know I shall not arrive, it shall please me that I have 
walked. For he who aspires to the infinite, though he does not reach his goal, will 
profit much froin walking.”

Rodriguez, Ejercicio de perfecciun, I, tr. i, 8: “ It will help us greatly to reach 
perfection if we always keep our eyes on lofty things. . . . Be mindful of that 
which the Apostle counsels us: ‘Be zealous for the better gifts’ (I Cor. 12 :31). 
Undertake great and excellent things. This means is of much importance.”
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tain to the lower grades. . . . The mystical state is, then, an eminent 
grace and greatly to be desired. Its beginnings are manifested much 
earlier than is commonly believed. The mystical state is not usually 
habitual, except in souls that have reached the perfection of the unitive 
way; but even in the illuminative way, and sometimes in the purgative 
way, the soul that is faithful to grace works mystically from time to time. 
. . . How is it possible, actually, that the gifts of the Holy Ghost could 
remain inactive in the soul; simply as habits, without performing any 
acts, until the unitive state?

In the preface to La vie avec Dieu, by Pere Faucillon (pp. 33-36), 
Father Schwalm says:

Contemplation enters into the normal development of virtue and the 
Christian life. . . .  It is not, of course, the general state of souls in grace, 
but it is the peak to which they tend by the good exercise of the virtues. 
It is the effect of triumphant divine love. . . . The Dominican mysties 
were unanimous in arousing the desire for this grace. But it is not merely 
a tradition of the School. It is a doctrine shared with St. Bonaventure, St. 
Bernard, Richard and Hugh of St. Victor, Cassian, and St. Gregory the 
Great. The Fathers of the Church had shown them the way . . . Tauler, 
Suso, and St. Catherine of Siena deduced practical conclusions and 
showed their readers how to dispose themselves to receive the gift of 
contemplation . . . joyfully considering it an obligation to attract fer
vent souls to it.

W e can terminate this discussion by stating categorically with 
Father Weiss: “ Mysticism is truly the flower and terminus of the 
Christian life. It is Christianity in its full development. . . . There- 
fore it is the concern o f all who wish to accept Christianity in 
its fullness. Mysticism is for all. . . . T o  withdraw oneself from 
its obligation is to disregard one’s salvation. . . . There is no con- 
dition, state, or occupation which authorizes anyone to say that 
mysticism does not concern him.”  135

T h e  M y s t i c a l  Q u e s t io n

So intermingled are asceticism and mysticism and so difficult is 
it to distinguish them with precision and characterize them that, to 
assign to each its true differential characteristics, has become the

135 Apologie, IX, V .
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object o f lively discussions. It is to be hoped that such discussions 
will be productive o f practical conclusions.

W hat is disputed in the mystical question is the true concept 
which we should formulate about the mystical state and the defi- 
nition which most properly fits it. Once its constitutive elements 
are known, one can better discover whether it is frequent, attain- 
able, and desirable and how we ought to dispose ourselves to reach 
it.136 This, of course, in a practical w ay is of the greatest interest.

The complete mystical and ascetical States are sufficiently dis- 
tinguished by the provisional definitions we gave at the beginning 
of this book. W e said that asceticism is the theoretico-practical 
Science of the ordinary ways of Christian perfection in which the 
supernatural life is lived as yet unconsciously and ?nodo himmno. 
Mysticism, on the other hand, is the experimental science o f the 
“ extraordinary”  or supernatural w ays in which that life is lived 
more or less consciously and supra modum humanum.

According to these definitions the difference appears to be great 
and does not allow for any confusion of the full or complete States 
and their characteristics. Yet, when these things are studied more 
profoundly, it is discovered that there is no discontinuity, no di- 
versity, but a perfect unity, a blending of the whole long series 
of gradual transitions between the two States which, at first sight, 
seem quite unconnected. If in human life there is a perfect con- 
tinuity from the unconscious state of early infancy to the full 
consciousness of the adult age, it is no less evident in the corres- 
ponding successive States of the supernatural life. This is true to 
such an extent that it is impossible to identify the precise moment 
at which the one terminates and the other begins. In reality, the 
life of grace is a complete unity, from the pouring of the baptismal 
waters until its full expansion on the eternal shores.

Actually no one would deliberately attempt to say when the 
ascetical state ends and when the mystical state begins because, in 
truth, the ascetical state cannot and should not cease entirely. Fur- 
ther, the mystical state does not begin with the termination of 
the ascetical state, but during it. A t most there is a preponderance 
of the one and a lessening of the other. In the period of purgation 
there is a predominance o f the activity o f ascetical initiative; in

136 See our work Cuestiones Misticas, where these points are treated extensively.
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the state o f union, the passivity of trusting abandonment or the 
gentleness of the sweet mystical repose; but in the phase of il
luminatiori or advancement, there is a compenetration, and some- 
times an alteration, o f the two States. Therefore, when the breathing 
of the divine Spirit ceases or is lacking, the soul should, contrary 
to what is taught by the quietists, make use, as much as lies in its 
power, of ali the ordinary recourses, occupying itself in medita- 
tion, spiritual reading, particular examination, holy affections, and 
the various exercises o f the active life until it again experiences the 
divine motion and finds the repose of contemplation.137

Saudreau, who rightly considers asceticism the preparation for the 
mystical state and therefore ardently defends the view that the mys
tical state is attainable and desirable, characterizes it in ali its phases 
by two elements: a superior but confused knowledge and an in
tense but semi-conscious Iove or alogo, as the ancients would say. 
These are the only two things which he regards as essential ele
ments in the whole process of the mystical life; the rest he con
siders nothing more than accessories. “ There are,”  he says, “ in any 
mystical state these two elements: a superior knowledge o f God 
which, though general and confused, gives a lo fty idea of His in- 
comprehensible grandeur, and a non-rationalized but intense love, 
communicated by G od Himself, a love which the soul could never 
attain by its own powers.”  138

But these two characteristics are constitutive elements only so 
far as they are perfect, and not in regard to their imperfect or 
confused forms. In the latter state, they characterize only the be- 
ginnings of the mystical life and the phases of aridity and obscur- 
ity. But when the gifts of wisdom and understanding are manifested 
in a very high degree and the soul, by a ciear intellectual vision, 
perceives the divine attributes and, loving with ali its strength, 
laments that it cannot love God as it sees that He deserves to be 
loved, its love is no longer alogo nor is its knowledge confused. 
But the summit of this mystical state is yet much higher.

One cannot, then, consider as merely accessory that which is 
manifested and made more and more secure with progressive de-

137 See St. Teresa, Life, chap. 13; Bartholomew of the Martyrs, Comp. Myst., 
chap. 18; Molina, De la oracion, tr. 2, chap. 6.

133 UEtat mystique, p. 1 1 1 .
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velopment, although sometimes, in periods of trial or desolation, 
it seems to be hidden. O nly the particular phenomena of each 
phase, which later disappear into other new ones, merit this quali- 
fication. But what is manifested actually in any phase, having begun 
virtually in a preceding phase and persisting eminently in a succeed- 
ing phase, belongs to the very essence o f the mystical life.

Boulesteix ( loc . cit.), recognizing that mysticism can be defined 
as the experimental Science of God, more accurately States that 
this Science consists in a “ mysterious knowledge and love which 
enables us to perceive God in a truly ineffable manner”  and which 
is an effect of the gifts of the H oly Ghost.139 Hence the more 
ineffable the knowledge and love, the more positive and elevated 
they are, for they presuppose a very lofty communication of the 
gifts. Likewise the better these Communications are experienced, 
the worse they are expressed, because they do not fall into human 
words.

Poulain, who believes in an essential distinction between mys
ticism and asceticism and thinks that the ascetical state can reach 
to the prayer of simplicity, characterizes the mystical state, or rather 
“ the common basis of all the grades of the mystical union,” as a 
certain spiritual sensation, like an interior touch, of the presence of 
G od .140 But in this there is contained only the cognoscitive element 
and not the affective element, which is equally, if not more, impor
tant. Moreover, as Saudreau replies, that presence is not perceived in 
the night of the senses which, according to Poulain himself, and 
also St. John of the Cross and Father Surin, belongs to the mystical 
state. Finally, if the prayer of simplicity leads, as he himself ad- 
mits (p. 12 ) , “ as on a smooth incline to the mystical state,”  it is be
cause there is no discontinuity between the two States, and that 
prayer is partly acquired and partly infused, for it would not offer 
the sweetness which is had in the loving presence of G od with- 
out a higher impulse o f the Spirit of piety and wisdom.

Thus, already in the prayer of simplicity or of simple atten- 
tion or loving gaze, there should be a certain divine contact, taste, 
and odor, though the soul is unaware of them. Later, in the night of

139 In some articles which appeared in Razon y Fe, Father Garate also maintains 
that the essence of the mysticai state consists in the “ ineffable knowledge of God, 
produced by a certain supernatural light which is communicated in a stable manner.”

140 Des graces, p. 78.
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the senses, there is a change of aspect and intensity in these spirit- 
ual senses, and they are felt as privations because of the aridity, 
distaste, and annoyance which resuit from a strong divine action 
which is painful to the soul not yet purified and disposed to receive 
it with pleasure.

In reality, what constitutes the mystical state is the predominance 
of the gifts and their effects— the fruits of the H oly Ghost— over 
ordinary living faith and the corresponding works of hope and 
charity, while the predominance of the latter over the former con
stitutes and to a certain extent characterizes the ascetical state.

But sometimes the ascetic, moved by the divine Spirit, can work 
in an entirely mystical manner, though he does not advert to it. 
On the other hand, when the H oly Ghost temporarily departs 
from mystics, although they may be very elevated and enriched 
with His great effects and fruits which give all their acts greater 
intensity and value, they must to a certain extent proceed after the 
manner of ascetics.

T he gifts are infused, as we have seen, with sanctifying grace 
and they grow in proportion as charity grows. As Father Weiss 
observes,141 the gifts are necessary not only to arrive at true sanc- 
tity and to be able to perform certain difficult actions, but also to 
practice the Christian virtues with the required perfection and 
even to attain salvation.142

B y  means of the gifts all the faithful who live in grace can some
times work heroically and m ystically.143 So, in the very dawn 
of the spiritual life, the mystical life is begun although in a very
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141 Apologie, IX, 3.
142 See Ia Ilae, q.68, a.2; q.69, a .i ;  lia Hae, q. 139, a. 1; III Sent., dist. 36, q. 1, a.3.
143 “No one can say,”  he States (ibid., no. 6), “ that he does not need the gifts of 

the Holy Ghost or that these gifts are not offered to him with grace or that with- 
out them he is able to practice the various grades of Christian virtue as his condi- 
tion demands. Everyone is not obliged to arrive at the heights of perfection im- 
mediately, but all are obliged to conform to the impulses of the divine Spirit and 
strive to reach a highcr grade. All possess these gifts, but in different degrees of 
fullness, as long as they are in the state of grace. Therefore all are able to become 
better if they permit themselves to work and proceed in accordance with these gifts. 
All can perform heroic acts and can become perfect and saints if they place no ob- 
stacle to the gifts of the Holy Ghost.”

These gifts, according to St. Francis de Sales (Love of God, XI, 15), “are not only 
inseparable from charity but, if rightly considered, are the principal virtues, proper- 
ties, and qualities of charity. . . .  As regards its effect, wisdom is nothing else than 
love which enables one to taste and see how sweet is the Lord.”
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remiss state. In reality, the mystical state comprises the whole de- 
velopment o f the Christian life and the entire w ay of evangelical 
perfection, however much its principal manifestations are reserved 
for the unitive w ay in which the soul possesses, as it were, the 
habit of heroism and of the divine and, exercising itself perfectly in 
the most difficult acts of virtue, it works clearly supra uiodum  
humanum. In the purgative w ay and even to some extent in the 
illuminative w ay the soul, struggling with difficulties, overcoming 
obstacles, and avoiding impediments, must work by the light of 
faith and under its own initiative in a human manner (modo hu
mane>), without experiencing very clearly (or at least without 
knowing that it feels) the hidden motion o f the Consoler and the 
taste, sweet or bitter, He infuses in it with the gift o f wisdom.144 
For since this taste or fervor is as yet sensible, being manifested in 
the inferior rather than the superior part of the soul, although at 
times it is perceived clearly, whether it is divine or natural is not 
yet clearly recognized.

But from time to time, in the midst of its efforts, the faithful soul 
perceives certain impulses or delicate attractions and certain tastes 
or distastes in which it distinguishes, recognizes, or at least sus- 
pects a mysterious divine odor or taste. W hen the soul advances in 
the interior w ays and in the fruits of life which that motion leaves 
in it, it cannot help but recognize the special impulse of the H oly 
Ghost.145

So the soul which as yet proceeds along the ordinary paths some- 
times produces truly mystical acts, just as the mystic on many 
occasions, produces ascetical acts and the mystical acts are gradu- 
ally increased until the soul is purified and illumined and then they 
become almost habitual. W hen this happens, when the soul habitu- 
ally produces heroic acts of virtue, and, dead to self and offering

144 Denis the Carthusian, De contempl., I, 41: “The gift -of wisdom in its first 
stage constitutes the first grade of contemplation.” And since the gifts are necessary 
for salvation, it follows that even for this there is required some mystical act.

145 Gardeil, Gifts of the Holy Ghost, pp. 154-56: “Oh, most consoling doctrine! 
Since the Holy Ghost dwells with His gifts in all just souls, it depends on us to 
make use of them under the influence of grace. But, you will ask me, ‘W ho will 
give us that grace?’ You already have it if you sincerely desire it. . . . Tum , then, 
your eyes to that interior Guest . . . and when the movement of your souls turns 
to contemplation you will discover expansive horizons, heights, and depths that you 
never suspected; which faith alone never revealed to you, and which you have come 
to know with the eyes of the heart.”
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no resistance, lets itself be moved by the impulses, touches, and 
breathings o f the Spirit who, as on a delicate musical instrument, 
strokes the soul at His pleasure and draws from it divine melodies 
(St. G regory Nazianzen), then we can say that the soul is fu lly 
in the mystical state although at times it must stili descend to the 
ascetical state.

The habitual mystical state begins fully with the prayer o f union, 
although there are stili great interruptions until the soul reaches 
the full and stable union. But the mystical state is initiated in the 
affective prayer and then, in the night of the senses, however much 
the soul is unable to recognize the fact, it is accentuated more and 
more. This is marked on the one hand by the increasing difficulty 
or impossibility of meditating in the ordinary w ay and on the other 
hand by the continual vision or the loving or painful presence of 
G od .146 Then it will be manifested clearly, although briefly and 
at great intervals, in the state of infused recollection and much 
better and more so in the prayer of quiet. These are already mys
tical States but short and interrupted, and therefore many authors 
are accustomed to identify the mystical life with union, regard- 
ing the other phases merely as preparations.

Since the time of St. Teresa all the successive phases which fol- 
low after a person begins clearly to experience supernatural or 
infused prayer (which he can never attain by ordinary means no 
matter how much he may try) in which the soul must be governed 
by other laws which are far superior to those of the habitual ascetic, 
are considered as belonging to the mystical state. The saint saw 
that this new manner of prayer was verified in the prayer of recol
lection, which was therefore called infused. This differs from the 
prayer acquired by our own efforts, which costs much labor and

148 Dark Night of the Soul, I, chap. i :  “ Into this dark night souls begin to enter 
w hen G o d  draw s them  forth  from  the state o f beginners— w hich  is the state o f 
those that meditate upon the spiritual road— and begins to set them in the state o f 
progressives— w hich  is that o f those w ho are already contem platives— to the end 
that, after passing through it, th ey m ay arrive at the state o f the perfect, w hich  is 
that o f the D ivine union o f the soul w ith  G o d . W h ere fo re , to the end that w e m ay 
the better understand and explain w hat night is this through w hich  the soul passes, 
and fo r  w hat cause G o d  sets it therein, it w ill be w ell here to touch first o f all upon 
certain characteristics o f beginners . . .  in order that, realizing the weakness o f the 
state w herein  they are, they m ay take courage, and m ay desire that G o d  w ill bring 
them  into this night, w herein  the soul is strengthened and confirm ed in the virtues, 
and m ade read y fo r  the inestim able delights o f the love o f G o d .”
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is much inferior and less fruitful, whereas infused prayer, as a work 
properto the H oly Ghost, is effected without any effort and some- 
times when it is least expected and it is always most profitable.

Since the Spirit breathes where H e will, without our knowing 
whence He comes or whither He goes,147 some receive this prayer 
very early and with great frequency, and others, more retarded 
souls, very late and at long intervals. But if souls do not correspond 
well, then even though they have experienced this prayer habitu- 
ally, the H oly Ghost withdraws from them for a time, or for many 
years, or sometimes permanently. During these absences the lov- 
ing soul which knows through experience the caresses of the Be- 
loved, tries unceasingly to find Him in the streets and broad ways, 
that is to say, in the ordinary works of the active life, in every type 
of ascetical practice, but especially in prayer and frequent aspira- 
tions and introspections.148 149

The soul asks for Him from the keepers of the city, its spiritual 
directors, and if the soul is very perfect, then God, instead of con- 
soling and directing the soul, will permit it to be tormented and 
despoiled o f its veil of good reputation, disconcerting it and even 
discrediting it.140 But if the soul remains faithful in seeking Him, 
it will not be long in finding Him in the flowery garden o f its heart 
and will communicate itself to Him more than ever.150 151 And when 
the soul is not yet strong enough to endure such trials, there will 
not be lacking those who will teach it how to find Him. “ When 
I had a little passed by them, I found him whom m y soul loveth.”  181

These absences and delays— at times definitive owing to lack of

147 John 3:8.
148T auler, Institutions, chap. 23: “ W h en  w e find ourselves obliged to be engaged 

in exterior things, w e must return to the interior as soon as possible. . . . T h is 
introspection should be made w ith  all one’s efforts . . . and w ith  the w hole soul. 
Since it is so excellent and so profitable, w h o  can explain it? I f  it w ere  possible to 
renew it a thousand times a d ay , cach tim e there w ould  issue forth  new  light, new 
purity, new grace and new  virtue.”

149 See C anticle  o f C anticles, 5 :7 . “ T h e  W o rd ,”  says St. M agdalen o f Pazzi 
(CEuvres, I, 4 ) , “ w as despoiled o f H is garm ents and the same thing happens to the 
soul when it is prevented from  w alk ing in the w a y  o f G o d  accord ing to its in
terior inspiration and the liglits w hich  H e com m unicates to it and is obliged to 
fo llow  another direction. A n d  in the exam ple o f the W o rd , the soul despoils itself 
o f self w hen it preserves its hum ility and w o rk s co n trary  to its ow n  opinion.”  See St. 
Thom as, ln Cant., loc. cit.

160 Cant. 6 :1  f .
151 C ant. 3:4.
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fidelity and diligence in seeking Him—have made souls believe that 
He communicates Himself mystically only to certain privileged per- 
sons and not to others, however good they may be. But such souls 
should examine their consciences well and consider their weakness 
and infidelities, their deafness to divine inspirations, their slothful- 
ness and lack of perseverance during obscurities in seeking Him 
on the couch of prayer and, when unable to find Him in prayer, 
calling at the same time on works of charity and mercy.132 Hav- 
ing done this, they will understand that if they are not numbered 
in the small group of the chosen ones, it is not because they do not 
belong to the many who have been called, for ali those who thirst 
have been called.153

So the true ascetical life tends of itself to the mystical life as 
to its flower and crowning. There is a gradual transition from the 
one to the other. The faithful ascetic, under the unconscious or 
unexpected impulses of the divine consoler, practices the mystical 
acts more and more until, purified in the shadow of Him whom it 
desires, that Wisdom does not enter into a malicious soul nor dwell 
in a body subject to sin,154 manifests itself clearly and brings the 
soul into the storerooms and even to the wine cellar to set in order 
charity in the soul.155 W hen this infused prayer begins, the mys
tical and the ascetical States are intermingled and at times fused un
til in the prayer of union the mystical state predominates, in the 
espousal it becomes habitual, and later it becomes permanent.

But that which is noted clearly and positively in the prayer of 
recollection was already indicated amid the contrary effects of the 
night which preceded it and prepared for it just as it will again be 
noted in the obscurities, aridities, desolations, bitterness, fears, trials, 
and other painful and extraordinary sensations which follow it. It 
is precisely in these conditions that the soul usually performs heroic 
acts which, as true fruits of the divine Spirit, testify to the presence 
of His gifts. Here the soul exercises fortitude, picty, counsel, and 
fear, and it gathers from them the fruits of patience, loganimity, 
faith, continence, goodness, meekness, and so on. They lead the 
soul to joy amid tribulations, to peace amid contradictions and

132 Cant. 3:1 f.
163 Isa. 5 5 :1-9 ; Jo h n  7 :37 ; A p o c . 2 2 :17 .
154 W isd. 1:4 .
155 Cant. 1:3; 2:4.
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strugglcs, and to true chastity, modesty, and benignity and, finally, 
to perfect charity which casts out ali servile fear. Thereby the 
soul attains a higher degree of the gift of knowledge, learning in its 
trials to know God better, seeing His paternal hand even in the most 
subtle malice of creatures, and acquiring a new hunger and thirst for 
justice. It also possesses in a higher degree the gift of understanding 
by which through the darkness it discovers and penetrates the divine 
secrets. Finally, there is an increase of the gift of wisdom which for- 
merly saturated the soul with salutary bitterness in order to purify it 
and enable it to taste the ineffable sweetness of the God of all con- 
solation.

Thus, what is truly characteristic of the mystical state, either in 
act or in habit, is the superhuman mode which is realized and rec- 
ognized: in prayer, by sonie special manifestation of the lights and 
affections produced through the various gifts of the H oly Ghost; 
in operatiori, by some noticeable acquisition of the twelve fruits; 
in knowledge and volition, by some positive or negative, pleasing 
or displeasing, function of the spiritual senses and sentiments; that 
is, of the various conscious forms o f the sensus Christi which make 
us perceive, appreciate, love, and desire God ineffably.158 There 
are also other special manifestations of the gifts of understanding, 
knowledge, and wisdom, and so on. In all this the soul manifests 
itself as directed and moved by the H oly Ghost, proceeding in a 
superhuman manner under the divine initiative and according to 
divine norms; in the ascetical state the soul proceeds humanly, un
der the government o f reason itself, more or less Christianized, and 
as if by its own initiative.156 157

Sometimes the soul believes that it does not feel God, that it 
does not appreciate Him, love Him, or follow His impulses, and all 
this because of the aridity, bitterness, and difficulties which it en- 
counters. But it does feel at least the painful emptiness of His ab- 
sence, an ardent thirst for His love, and the painful awareness of 
its own ugliness and weakness by means of the secret divine light 
which discloses these things. W hat is essential is some special mo- 
tion or illumination of the Paraclete, although it may be so dis-

156 “ M ystica l th eology,”  says V e n . Jo h n  o f  Saint-Sam son (Maximes, chap. 2 1 ) ,  
“ is the ineffable perception o f G o d .”

157 C f. op. cit., chap. 3.
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simulated that it w ill hardly be noticed. Nevertheless it will be 
accepted and felt as a kind o f interior touch which is most spiritual, 
and, however much the soul may believe that it is not experiencing 
it, it is working under its influence unconsciously. Thus, under the 
secret touch of God, the soul sometimes finds itself moved and 
directed without knowing how or whence. It is moved to love or 
fear intensely, but it knows not w hy.158

So it is that many mystics speak with full conviction that some
times they love without understanding, and all mystics in general 
maintain at the very least that love goes much farther than knowl
edge and exceeds it beyond compare.159 Meanwhile purely specu
lative theologians, not understanding these mysteries, reply to this 
by invoking the axiom: N ihil volitum, quin praecognitum .18° But 
here the one who knows is the H oly Ghost, who breathes where He 
will and without our knowing where He goes; who pours His 
divine charity into our hearts in order to inflame them with His 
sweet fire, without our being aware o f it. H e pleads for us with 
unspeakable groanings for that for which we know not how to 
ask.161 The greater part of His ordinary inspirations are realized

158 “ H o ly  inspiration,”  said our L o rd  to St. C atherine o f  G en oa (Dialogues, III, 
1 3 ) ,  “ never fails to accom pany the ra y  o f love b y  w h ich  I arouse hearts to love. 
So  delicate is the m ystical e ffect o f this light that the heart w hich  receives it can- 
not help but love although as y e t it know s not p recisely  w h at it loves. But if it 
gives m anifestations o f that good  w ill o f w h ich  the angels sang at M y  entrance at 
Bethlehem , its g ro w in g  faithfulness w ill disclose M y  secrets to it little b y  little. . . . 
I f  men fo llo w  the im pression w h ich  attracts them to M y  uncreated light, th ey  are 
m ade blind to everyth in g  earth ly  and they lose sight o f all earth ly things. . . . N o t  
on ly  do I m ake those rays o f light touch the heart o f man, but I cast them  like 
flam ing arrow s w h ich  pierce and burn and m ake them ard en tly  long fo r  M e. . . . 
M an does not yet kn ow  w hat I desire, but the w ound o f  love w hich  he bears w ithin  
him self places him in a h o ly  fear w hich  is converted into a ferven t desire and rnakes 
him ascend from  grade to grade . . . up to the v e ry  throne o f fire  Whence proceeds 
the great vo ice : ‘Behold  the tabernacle o f G o d  w ith  m en, and H e w ill dw ell w ith  
them ’ ”  (A p o c . 2 1 :3 ) .  See also D an. 7.

169 See St. Francis de Sales, Love  o f  God, V I ,  4. Dark Night, II , 13 : “ It is m ore 
usual fo r  the touch o f the enkindling o f love to be fe lt in the w ill than fo r  the 
touch o f intelligence to be felt in the understanding.”  In his exposition o f the third 
stanza o f the Dark Night, St. Jo h n  o f the C ross sets dow n as one o f the properties o f 
the spiritual night that the soul journeys w ith  no other guide o r light but its love 
w hich  burns and m oves it and rnakes it soar upw ards tow ards its G o d .

100 “ N o th in g  is w illed  unless prev iou sly  know n.”
161 Spiritual Canticle, stanza 26: “ H ere  it is to be know n, w ith  respect to  the 

sayin g  o f some that the w ill cannot love, save w h at the understanding first under- 
stands, that this has to be understood after a natural m anner; fo r  in the w a y  o f 
nature it is im possible to  love i f  one understands not first that w hich  one is to 
lo ve ; but in the supernatural w a y  G o d  can read ily  infuse love and increase it w ith -
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unconsciously, working as if by instinct; that is, by a true divine 
instinct, as St. Thomas calls it. T he soul feels moved by a vivid 
desire without knowing w hy, and many times it works without hav- 
ing more than a vague idea of the object proposed.* 162 So our w ork
ing well ultimately reduces itself to letting ourselves be carried by 
that sweet breathing and cooperating faithfully and without the 
least resistance with the mysterious impulse which we experience 
for the supreme good.

This sensation of the divine is what makes us recognize ourselves

out in fusing or increasing distinet kn ow led ge. . . . A n d  this is the experience o f 
m any spiritual persons, w h o  oftentim es find them selves burning in the love o f G o d  
w ithout having a m ore distinet know ledge o f  H im  than aforetim e; fo r  th ey  can 
understand little and love m uch, and th ey can understand m uch and love little. 
But habitually those spiritual persons w h o have not a v e ry  excellent understanding 
concerning G o d  are w ont to excel in w ill; and infused faith suffices them in the 
stead o f intellectual kn ow led ge; b y  means o f w hich  faith  G o d  infuses into them 
charity, and increases it w ithin  them , together w ith  the act thereof, w h ich  is to 
love m ore, even though their kn ow ledge be not increased, as w e have said. A nd  
thus the w ill can drink o f  love w ithout the understanding drinking anew  o f  k n ow l
edge.”

A lvarez  de Paz, De inquisit. pacis, B k. 4, P art III, chap. 8: “ M an y o f those w h o  
state that love is experienced w ithout kn ow ledge are v e ry  learned men. . . . B y  
experience they acquire m ore concerning the nature and q uality  o f internal acts 
than any philosopher ever acquires, even though he should be w ell versed in the 
schools. A nd  th ey see that these things are to be adm ired and seized, as it w ere, b y  
the hands, w hich things the inexperienced deem illusions. . . . T h e re fo re  those 
spiritual m en w h o  are such explorers and investigators o f internal acts assert w ith 
out any fear that they kn ow  these things through experience, fo r  th ey  lo ve  G o d  
w ithout any kn ow ledge w hich  precedes or aids their love. G o d  touches the v e ry  
summit o f the w ill and unites it to H im self b y  a most ardent love. . . . Indeed St. 
T h om as speaks on ly  o f the natural and com m on w a y  o f lov in g  and perhaps, i f  asked 
about supernatural love, he w ou ld  not deny it.”

162 Fath er A . M ercier, “ Les actes surnaturelles,”  Revue Thomiste, M arch , 1907, 
p. 56: “ T h e  supernatural life  o f m an here b elow  is g reatly  instinctive and subcon- 
scious. . . .  In particu lar the g ifts o f the H o ly  G h o st are almost p u re ly  instinctive, 
analogous to natural instincts, but th ey  operate w ith  a certainty and p o w er fa r  su
perior to conscious perception o f  the m otives o f the divine ord er to w h ich  they 
correspond. T h ese  m otives are kn ow n and desired b y  G o d , w h o  opportu nely  m oves 
the soul, and the acts realized b y  H is m otion are so m uch the m ore supernatural as 
their m otives are m ore exclu sively  divine. . . . T h e  true m otives o f human actions 
are oftentim es hidden and fa r rem oved from  the consciousness o f him w h o  w orks. 
So  it can happen that under certain facts o f natural appearance w h ich  prom pt our 
determ inations there is hidden a special m otion o f G o d ; just as, on the con trary, 
it can happen— and all too freq uen tly  does happen— that believing w e are w o rk in g  
fo r  supernatural m otives, w e  actu ally  w o rk  fo r  other m otives that are quite d if
ferent.”

“ Ju st as our p rim ary  w id e-aw ake consciousness throw s open our senses to the 
touch o f things m aterial, so it is lo g ica lly  conceivable that if there be higher spiritual 
agencies that can d irectly  touch us, the p sych ological condition o f their doing so 
might be our possession o f a subconscious region w h ich  alone should y ie ld  access 
to them ”  (W illiam  Jam es, The Varieties of Religious Experience, p. 242).
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as partakers with ali the faithful, so that we personally and truly 
grieve over their spiritual losses and rejoice in their gains. W e note, 
though unconsciously, that they pertain in some w ay to the wholc 
organism of the mystical body in which any experience of any 
member constitutes a true progress.103 From this proceeds the mu- 
tual and mysterious influence of one on the other and the fact that 
in the measure that the union of charity and holy solidarity increase 
among many, there is also increased in them as Moehler notes,164 
illumination, so that they are much better able to know the Head 
together than they would separately. From this it also follows that 
certain great saints, even though they had never met before, rcadily 
recognized each other and contracted intimate spiritual friendships. 
T hey are organs which form a part of the most pure heart of the 
Church wherein the H oly Guest dwells in a singular manner, finding 
His delight there and pouring forth the torrent of His graces so that 
through these organs, as through a network whose mesh extends 
throughout the whole world, He may seek and captivate another 
multitude of souls. Hence, in the measure that the perfection of a 
Christian increases, so also does his charity and solidarity with all 
Christians grow. He feels himself more bound to them as a mem
ber of Christ and is much more vitally interested in each one of 
his neighbors.165 He has a greater influence on the common good 
and he contributes in an extraordinary manner to the edification of 
the Church of Christ in charity and to the evolution of the Church 
in all the forms of its progressive development.

D O CTRIN A L QUESTI ONS

A P P E N D IX

i. D ivin e  Inspirations and S piritu al  D ea fn ess

Fenelon, Sentiments de pie te; La par ole interi eure:

It is certain that the Spirit of God dwells within us; that He works and 
pleads without ceasing; that He groans and begs and desires what we do

183 C f. W eiss, Apologie, IX , 3.
164 L'unite dans 1’Eglise, p. 129.
166 St. M agdalen o f Pazzi, (Euvres, III, chap. 5: “ Ju st as the W o rd  is b y  nature so 

com m unicative that H e gives to us w h atever H e has, so grace m akes the soul so com 
m unicative that it pours forth  on others w hat it receivcs from  hcaven and it w ould  
even wish to g ive  ltself fo r  the salvation o f its neighbor.”
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not know how to ask for; that He moves us, animates us, speaks to us in 
silence, suggests to us ali truth, and unites us to Himself in such a way 
that we become one spirit with God. This is what faith teaches us and 
what even the doctors farthest removed from the interior life must 
recognize. . . . We are, then, always inspired, but we continually stifle 
this inspiration. God does not cease to speak, but the noise of creatures 
from without and of our passions from within deafen us and prevent us 
from hearing Him. One must hush creatures and silence oneself in order 
to hear in the silence of the soul the ineffable voice of God. One must 
listen attentively because His voice is soft and delicate and is not heard 
except by those who can no longer hear anything else. How rare it is for 
the soul to be silent enough as to let God speak! The least murmur of our 
vain desires and self-love muffles all the words of the divine Spirit. We 
realize that He is speaking and asking something, but we do not know 
what He is saying and sometimes we do not wish to find out. The least 
resistance, the least fear that the Lord is asking of us more than we are 
ready to give, is sufficient to obscure the interior word. W hy should it 
be strange, then, that so many pious persons who are filled with affec- 
tions, vain desires, and self-confidence cannot hear Him and even look 
upon His words as a chimera? . . .  It is certain that we do not live the 
life of grace except in the measure of that interior inspiration. But how 
few Christians experience it, because there are so many who smother it 
by their voluntary dissipation or resistance!

Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, IV , III, 3:

It is asked, why the generality of religious and of devout persons who 
lead a tepid life form so few acts of the gifts of the Holy Spirit, since, as 
they are in a state of grace, they possess them.

The answer is, that this proceeds from their keeping them, as it were, 
bound down by contrary habits and affections, and that the numerous 
venial sins which they commit every day shut out those graces which are 
necessary in order to produce acts of the gifts of the Holy Spirit. God 
refuses them the succour of his graces, because he foresees that if he be- 
stowed them upon them in their present disposition, they would be of no 
use to them, their will being bound with a thousand chains which would 
prevent their yielding their consent.

When we have lived a long time in such tepidity, performing at the 
same time, nevertheless, many good works, the way of escaping from it 
is to cultivate purity of heart; this is the surest road. The devii lays no 
snares therein, for it is impossible he should prompt souls to purify them- 
selves.
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Let us apply ourselves in earnest and without intermission to this holy 
exercise, with a will determined to refuse God nothing which he asks of 
us in order to lead us to a higher perfection; thus we should be the sooncr 
delivered from those chains which render the precious gifts of the Holy 
Spirit within us of no avail, and shall behold ourselves enriched with their 
fullness.

It is astonishing to see so many religious, who, after having lived in a 
state of grace some forty or fifty years, saying Mass every day, and 
practising ali the holy exercises of the religious life, and consequently 
possessing the gifts of the Holy Spirit in a very high material degree, and 
corresponding with that sort of perfection in grace which theologians 
call gradual or physical increase—it is astonishing, I say, to see these re
ligious displaying nothing of the gifts of the Holy Spirit in their actions 
and in their conduct; their life is wholly natural; when they are blamed 
or disobliged, they show their resentment at it; they exhibit so much 
eagerness for the praises, the esteem, and the applauses of the world; they 
take so much pleasure in them, and are so fond of their own comfort, and 
seek it so carefully, as well as everything that flatters self-love.

There is no ground for astonishment in all this; the venial sins which 
they continually commit keep the gifts of the Holy Spirit tied up, as it 
were; so that it is no wonder that the effects are not visible in them. True 
it is that these gifts increase, like charity, habitually and in their physical 
being, but not actually, and in that perfection which answers to the 
fervour of charity, and adds to our merit; because venial sins being op- 
posed to the fervour of charity, consequently prevent the operation of 
the gifts of the Holy Spirit.

If these religious cultivated purity of heart, the fervour of charity 
would increase in them more and more, and the gifts of the Holy Ghost 
would shine out in their whole conduct. But while they live in this way, 
without recollection or attention to their own interior, letting themselves 
follow the bent of their own inclinations, avoiding only the most 
grievous sins and neglecdng little things, these gifts will never be very 
manifest in them.

It is past all conception, says St. Lawrence Justinian, how our heart be- 
comes filled with sins unless we take care to be continually cleansing it. 
It is a filthy ditch which always requires emptying. The most spiritual 
and most perfect are not frce from this defect, but ever feel the infirmi- 
ties and wounds of corrupted nature, which are never entirely cured.

The reason why we are so illuminated by the lights of the Holy Spirit, 
and so little guided by the motions of his gifts, is, that our soul is sensual 
beyond measure, and full of a multitude of earthly thoughts, desires, and
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;ill< < i imis, which cxtinguish within us the Spirit of God. Few give them- 
•■« Ivrs wliolly to God and abandon themselves to the leadings of the Holy 
Spirit, so tliat he alone may live in them and be the principle of all their
nctions.

As all who are in a state of grace possess the gifts of the Holy Spirit, 
they sometimes make acts of the same; but it is only, as it were, in passing, 
and so rapidly that they are scarcely aware of them. Thus they remain 
cvcr in the same state, without sharing the bounty of the Holy Spirit, 
owing to the opposition he meets with in them.

See also Agreda, Mystical City of G od , Part I, Bk. II, chap. 13, 
no. 110 .

St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, Part I, chap. 30:

“ O eternal Word, grant that I may know the obstacles which impede 
T hy Spirit, so fruitful and active, from fully realizing His work in souls. 
He is so sweet and lovable. How is it that His gentle operations are 
known to so few? ” . . .  “Those obstacles, M y dear spouse, are as varied 
as they are serious, because of the various States in which creatures find 
themselves. . . . Some are separated from Me because the malice which 
filis their hearts is an obstacle which prevents M y Spirit from resting in 
them. In some souls the obstacle is their self-will; in others it is not only 
self-will but also their opinions and natural prudence and the notion they 
have that they can serve Me as they please. Others desire M y Spirit but 
they wish Him in a way that suits them and when it fits their convenience 
and thus they make themselves inapt to receive Him. Others, who are 
closer to Me, place an obstacle which is no less disagreeable to Me than 
the preceding: the cursed lukewarmness which makes them believe that 
they serve Me while actually, though they realize it not, they live only 
for themselves.”

On one occasiofi the Lord complained to a certain religious, says 
Tauler (Institutions, p. 28), and enumerated six faults by which 
His friends usually annoy Him:

“The first is that although they do not seek consolation in anything 
apart from Me, they do not lament with Me alone over all their adversi- 
ties and labors so that I, who desire to be their only support, may console 
them. The second is that when they gather together they speak vainly 
about many things but hardly ever mention My name. The third is that 
when I come to them to fili their heart, their soul, and their senses with 
Myself, with all delight and love, I find them so occupied and distracted, 
embroiled in so many things and painted images, that I am compellcd to
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leave at once. The fourth is that beneath the religious habit they sm> 
Me in a delicate, false, and tepid manner, for there are few who follow 
Me with love and a pure intention. Each one, though he dissimulatos, 
seeks in Me his own profit and cherishes his own honor rather than Mine. 
The fifth is that they do not wish to serve Me at their expense, but it is 
necessary to buy their fidelity, either by consoling them or granting them 
something; and when these remunerations cease, ali their solicitude and 
diligence fade away. The sixth is that in offering unceasingly to their 
hearts ali My love and consolation and gifts and goods, and exhorting 
them to desire to receive Me poor and begging but as a faithful counselor, 
they pay hardly any attention to Me. They love not Me, but My gifts, 
and it is those that they seek. Not realizing the ardent love I have for 
them, they do themselves indescribable harm.”

2. W h y  D oes G od Pr efer  t h e  L it t le  O n e s ?

Weiss, Apologie, IX , 3:

It avails us little that God give to us His Spirit with His gifts if we do 
not accept them humbly and piously. Since our pride and coldness are 
obstacles to receiving them, the Lord bestows them on the little ones.
. . . Then the vanity of the wise, wounded to the quick, is accustomed 
to say that it is always the good women and the simple religious who 
possess such lights. These recriminations are not new, . . . but neither is 
the reply: “Wisdom will not enter into a malicious soul, nor dwell in a 
body subject to sin”  (Wisd. 1:4). Because the little ones, the women, the 
virginal souls, have a heart more pure, or more generously do violence to 
their passions, the Holy Ghost can make His light shine forth in them. 
The words of the sixth beatitude: “ Blessed are the clean of heart: for 
they shall see God” (Matt. 5:8) here find their application in this life. 
Therefore ordinary men and great geniuses have no reason to accuse 
women for that, but rather they have good reason to accuse themselves. 
It is not an exclusive privilege of the little ones and women to see super- 
natural things better, but it is a castigation for men and the wise so that 
they may bc humbled. And if it does not effect that, at least it puts them 
in great confusion, as the Savior said to St. Catherine of Siena. . . .  St. 
Teresa asked our Lord that instead of bestowing such favors on her He 
should dispense them to wise men, priests, religious, and theologians. But 
He answered her: “These have neither the time nor the inclination to 
pursue rclations of confidence with Me. Since they always disdain Me, I 
must direct Myself to simple women if I would have the consolation of 
treating of My interests with men.”
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3. A u , C ould A rrive at  C o n tem pla tio n  if  T h e y  W ould

R eno unce  S e l f  and  A l l  E a r t h ly  C onsolations to D e
vote T hEMSELVES TO THE IMITATION OF C hRIST AND THE
M otion of H is S pir it ; bu t  F e w  A rrive at  T his S ta te  

Becau se  F e w  D o T h ese  T hings

Blessed Angela de Foligno, op. cit., chap. 57:

Truly there is no other way open to the sons of God; there is no other 
means of finding Him and possessing Him, than the life and death of 
Christ crucified. This is what I call the book of life. It can be read only 
by continual prayer which illumines the soul and elevates and trans- 
forms it. The soul illumined with the light of prayer sees clearly the path 
of Jesus prepared and marked with the feet of the Crucified. . . . To 
know God and to know oneself, this is . . . all perfection and all good. 
. . . But this manifestation is made only to the legitimate sons of God, to 
the sons of prayer and the fervent readers of the book of life. . . . There 
one drinks the Science which does not puff up and all truth necessary for 
oneself and for others.

Imitation o f Christ, Bk. II, chap. 1 ; Bk. III, chap. 3 1 : “ Leam  to 
contemn external things and to dedicate thyself to interior things, 
and thou wilt see how the kingdom of God will come to thee. . . . 
Therefore are there so few  contemplatives because there are so 
few  who are completely detached from creatures.”

Surin, Catech., I, chap. 3: “ The fact that there are so few  who 
arrive at contemplation proceeds from the fact that there are also 
very few  who flee earthly consolations to devote themselves to 
mortification and the exercise o f the Christian virtues.”

Caussade, Abandonment to Divine Providence, II, chap. 1 1 :

The divine action incites souls to aim at the most eminent sanctity; all 
that is required on the part of the soul is abandonment to this action. It 
is only from want of knowing how to make use of the divine action that 
so many Christians pass their lives in anxiously pursuing a multitude of 
methods which might prove useful if ordained by this divine action, but 
which by preventing a simple union with it, become positively harmful. 
All this multiplicity fails to impart that which can only be found in the 
principle of all life, that which is continually present with us, and which 
stamps each of its tools with a character of its own and makes it work 
with an incomparable fitness. Jesus is sent to us as a Master to whom we
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do not sufficiently attend. He speaks to every heart, and to each 11 
the word of life, the only word applicable to us, but we do not hca, 
We want to know what He has said to others and do not listen when I Ie 
speaks to ourselves. We do not sufficiently regard things as having been 
supernaturalized by the divine action. . . . Yes, divine Love! to what 
heights of supernatural, sublime, admirable and incomparable virtue 
would all souls arrive if they wrould but be satisfied with Your action! 
Yes, if they would leave the matter in this divine hand they would attain 
to an eminent degree of perfectioni Everyone would arrive at it because 
it is offered to all. . . . Every soul possesses in You an infinitely perfect 
model, and by your action which works ceaselessly to this end, is ren- 
dered like this model. If all souls were faithful copies of this divine ex- 
ample they would all speak, act, and live divinely. They would not 
require to copy each other, but would be singled out by the divine in- 
fluence, and each would be rendered unique by the most simple and 
ordinary things.

Blosius, Institutio spiritualis, chap. 12:

Few there are who rise above their own strength and arrive at the 
knowledge of simple intelligence, the peak of the spirit, and the hidden 
depths of the soul. Rather, it is difficult to convince them that it exists 

. . . this simple and uniform depth where the kingdom of God is 
within us. But when it is discovered, radiating as always the uncreated 
light, it greatly impresses and enchants them. Oh, most illustrious depth 
wherein the Trinity abides and wherein is tasted eternity itself! One per
fect conversion to God in this state avails more than many pious exercises 
and good works and can repair the time lost for ten years or more. For 
there springs forth the fount of water which springs to life eternal and 
it is of such sweetness and efficacy that it readily destroys the bitterness 
of vice and quiets rebellious nature. As soon as it is drunk it is diffused 
through the whole soul and body, giving them a marvelous purity and 
elegance. We ought not, then, cease our prayer until we merit to drink 
at that fountain. For when we shall have drunk a single drop we shall 
have no more thirst for vain and perishable things, but for God alone 
and His love. And the more we grow in that love, the more shall we 
progress in the divine union; and the more perfectly united we are to 
God and the more perfectly submerged in Him, so much the more 
clearly shall we know God in Himself and through Himself; and finally, 
the better we know Him, with the more ardor will we love Him. Some 
sooner and some later, arriving at that stream of living water, are re- 
markably illumined with the supernatural light. Some God carries
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quickly to perfectiori; and as they advance toward Him, He draws them
to Himself with such vehemencc that they cannot resist Him. But happy 
is he who after many years of labor and effort at digging, finally merits 
to discover at the depth of the soul the stream of living water. Here is 
found the object and end of ali spiritual exercises, all the Scriptures, and 
ali the commandments.

Interior Castle, second mansions, chap. i :

Let them place their trust, not in themselves, but in the mercy of God, 
and they will see how His Majesty can lead them on from one group of 
mansions to another. As to those who lead Christian lives, the saint con
tinues (third mansions, chap. i) : “ There seems no reason why they 
should be denied entrance to the very last of the mansions; nor will the 
Lord deny them this if they desire it. . . . This is a very good beginning; 
and, if we persevere in it, instead of going back, even if only in desire 
. . . there is no doubt that, by persevering in this detachment and 
abandonment of everything, we shall attain our object.”  In the fourth 
mansions, chap. 2, the saint adds: “You will desire, then, my daughters, 
to strive to attain this way of prayer, and you will be right to do so. . . . 
It is certainly desirable that we should know how to obtain this favor. 
. . . As well as acting, then, as do those who have dwelt in the mansions 
already described, have humility, and again humility. It is by humility 
that the Lord allows Himself to be conquered so that He will do all we 
ask of Him. . . . I am sure that if any of us achieve true humility and 
detachment . . . the Lord will not fail to grant us this favor, and many 
others which we shall not even know how to desire.”  Cf. fifth mansions, 
chap. 1; Way of Perfection, chap. 10.

Finally, in the seventh mansions, chap. 2, St. Teresa States;

For it is quite certain that, when wre empty ourselves of all that is 
creature and rid ourselves of it for the love of God, that same Lord will 
fili our souls with Himself. Thus, one day, when Jesus Christ was pray- 
ing for His apostles . . . He asked that they might become one with the 
Father and with Him, even as Jesus Christ our Lord is in the Father and 
the Father is in Him. I do not know what greater love there can be than 
this. And we shall none of us fail to be included here, for His Majesty 
went on to say: “Not for them alone do I pray, but also for all who be- 
lieve in Me” ; and again; “ I am in them.”

Oh, God help me! How true are these words and how well the soul 
understands them, for in this state it can actually see their truth for itself. 
And how well we should all understand them were it not for our own
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fault! The words of Jesus Christ our King and Lord cannot f:u 
because we ourselves fail by not preparing ourselves and departing i 
all that can shut out this light, wre do not see ourselves in this mirror into 
which we are gazing and in which our image is engraved.

St. Teresa also States that all of us, if we dispose ourselves as we 
ought, can reach this high grade of prayer to which she refers, which 
is nothing less than the spiritual marriage.

St. John of the Cross exclaims in the Spiritual Canticle (chap. 
30): “ O souls created for these grandeurs and called thereto! W hat 
do ye do? W herein do ye occupy yourselves?”

Molina, D e la Oracion, trat. II, chap. 6:

The goal and terminus of mental prayer is contemplation. . . . All 
should strive for it as far as they are able. . . . Generally it is given after a 
man has faithfully persevered for a long time in mental prayer and morti- 
fication. . . . This grace is so great and so excellent, of such high esteem, 
that it cannot be too greatly valued or exaggerated. . . . Nor will it 
ever be possible for one who hast not experienced it to esteem it as it de- 
serves. This is the wisdom of which Solomon speaks (Wisd. 7), that it 
is to be preferred to kingdoms and riches and is to be esteemed more than 
health, beauty, honor, and power. All the gold, silver, or precious stones 
or all the riches of the world in comparison with it are but a little clay; 
but together with it, all good things come to the soul. The sweetness and 
delight which the soul receives from it, says St. Thomas (lia Ilae, q. 180, 
a. 7) exceed all delights as greatly as does the spirit the body. Actually, it 
is to live in the mortal flesh the life of the angels, a life similar to that of 
the blessed. . . . From what has been said, it follows that anyone who 
leads a life of prayer ought to arouse a vivid and generous desire and a 
great determination to do whatever is possible and not to rest until he 
has received this mercy of God who is prepared to grant it to all who dis
pose themselves. He is no acceptor of persons, and His hand is not 
shortened so that the mercies which He granted to His saints and which 
He now grants to many of His servants He would not offer to all who 
do all in their power. . . . Never lose the hope and desire of attaining it 
nor the zeal to do all that lies on your part. Many times God delavs in 
granting it for reasons which He alone knows; but when it comes late, 
He repays one so abundantly that He makes up for all that has been en- 
dured in waiting for it. . . . The soul should have the desire of passing 
much higher, . . . for however high the grade in which God has placed 
it, . . . there are other grades even higher to which it can reach and
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other mercies more excellent which it can receive . . . and when it re- 
ceives them it will seem to the soul that those received previously were 
nothing by comparison, for in this there is no limit or measure as long as 
they are in this life. Since God is the infinite good, He has an infinite 
variety of ways of communicating Himself to His creatures, some higher 
and more excellent than others. For these desires it is of profit to read 
books which treat of the modes of supernatural prayer. . . .  I believe it 
to be certain it will be denied to no one who perseveres in doing all he 
can.

4. T h e  G rades of P r a y e r

To pray is to converse with God, entering into fellowship with 
Him by means of faith, hope, charity, and the gifts of the Holy 
Ghost. V ocal prayer, in which that conversation is carried on by 
means of the customary symbols of language, is within the reach 
of all and it constitutos the first grade of prayer. There are some 
persons who, to manifcst thcir scntiments to the Lord, can seldom 
do so without words.

There are others who pray bctter with only the heart, whose 
affections and desires God hears vcry well without any need of 
verbal expression, and this conversation or m ental prayer, which 
is usually done more in spirit and in truth, constitutes the second  
grade. Here, however, there are ordinarily required certain pre- 
paratory acts of composition of place, rcading, meditation, reflec- 
tion, and so on, which are instructions, as it were, so that later 
one may know how to converse with affections, supplications, 
resolutions, thanksgiving, and the like, in which consists the essence 
of prayer.

But when the soul knows well how to do this and does so with 
facility and without need of an apprenticeship, it should rest 
from these acts and attend to what is essential. So the Holy Ghost, 
as Master of all truth, incapacitates the soul so that it wdll not 
waste time in preparatory steps which are now useless, as would 
be those used in search of the fountain when the soul is already 
there and needs only to take of the water. This is the beginning of 
the mystical state as is also the fervor which comes when the Holy 
Ghost breathes and inflames the soul with love or moves it to pray 
or work according to His pleasure. Since these affections and sup
plications are essential, if they are lacking there is no true prayer;
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and one of them well observed, although nothing else is done, con
stitutos a very good prayer. This affective prayer, or that of the 
acts of virtue as some call it, in which it is now difficult or impossi- 
blc to meditate, is what constitutes the third grade.

When therein is found great aridity, in which there is experi- 
enced no affection or resolution, the soul must again arouse itself 
with reflections, meditations, or brief readings. But if these things 
are forgotten and there is no means o f reflection, we must strive to 
rcpeat some pious affection which is most suitable to us and which 
has been previously prepared or we should use the Our Father 
and the like. And if even this fails and there is no capacity for say- 
ing a single thing, and at the same time there is a hidden desire to 
rcmain silent before God, then the soul remains in that sweet lov- 
ing presence, without arousing its faculties so that its peace will 
not be disturbed. In that state the heart speaks only its mute lan- 
guage and it listens to what G od speaks within itself in its heart, for 
G od then is secretly suggesting to it all truth and teaching it to 
rcmain in that calm of the passions and senses so that it can attend 
only to what He desires of it and learn to do in all things what 
is most in conformity with His divine good pleasure. Such is the 
fourth grade of prayer, which some call the prayer o f simplicity 
and others the simple loving vision and which is really more infused 
contemplation than it is ordinary prayer. For the divine Spirit is 
then working, moving, and inspiring in silence by means of His 
gifts o f fear, piety, knowledge, fortitude, and counsel.

But that those gifts may develop and work freely and that through 
them the superior gifts may be more clearly manifested, that is, the 
gifts of understanding and wisdom, there is required the purgation of 
the night of the senses and a part of the purgation of the night of 
the spirit. This must be done because the inferior lights must be 
extinguished so that there can shine forth and be perceived the 
superior lights. T he sun must be hidden in order to see the stars 
which are high in the heavens. That illumination which, by means 
of the gifts, so purifies, inflames, elevates, and strengthens the facul
ties and enables them to converse with God in a truly heavenly and 
divine manner, begins to be had manifestly in the prayer o f recol- 
lection and even more so in the prayer o f quiet and that of the 
conform ing union; and finally, beyond all compare better and al-
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most continually in the transjorming union. This is the mystical 
repose to which all are invited and where alone is given to us to 
find true rest for our souls.

Once anyone enters fully into the mystical state and has perfect 
docility, human instructions are laid aside, for in that state the H oly 
Ghost Himself is the director, governor, and master of the soul. 
W ith His unction H e gives vigor and He illumines the soul, giv- 
ing it a discernment and facility for all things, filling the heart with 
light and holy jo y  and also with fortitude and life.

W hat is of great importance is that the soul abandon itself totally 
and without reserve; that it confidently place itself in His divine 
hands and that with all fidelity and constancy it persevere always 
in abandonment and self-annihilation. It strives to correspond with 
generous magnanimity to the divine gifts, letting itself be led 
without any resistance by the holy motions and illuminations, and 
to be molded by the secret action of the divine renewer and vivifier. 
The more blindly and the freer from resistance the soul gives itself 
to Him, so much the better; with less effort and more quickly the 
soul is reformed, refined, illumined, and vivified and finally trans- 
figured from clarity to clarity in the divine image of the incarnate 
W ord, and becomes one spirit with Him.
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C H A P T E R  X

Integral Life and Collective Evolution
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T h E  Church is the vastest, most complex, and in every w ay the 
most admirable of ali living organisms. As the mystical society of 
ali the Christian faithful it enjoys a real and true life and not merely 
a moral life as do merely human societies, because it has Jesus 
Christ as its Head and His divine Spirit as its soul. The Church 
evolves in a prodigious manner both in doctrine and organization 
for, like Jesus, it grows in age and wisdom. A li its doctrinal, dis- 
ciplinary, and organic progress is ordained to mystical growth, to 
the increase of grace and sanctification, or rather, to the augmenta- 
tion of the supernatural life which the divine Paraclete is con- 
tinually imparting to it so that it may have life and have it more 
abundantly (John 10 :10 ) .

Pure doctrine, however lofty it may be, if it lacks the spirit which 
vivifies, is an empty word and a dead letter which often kills.1 
Likewise all the Sciences, human and divine together, if not inspired 
and informed by charity, are vain fantasies and fickle wind. T h ey 
puff up, but they do not edify, much less v iv ify .2 But the Spirit

1 II Cor. 3:6.
2 See I Cor. 8 :1; St. Augustine, Confessioris, V , 23; Imitation of Christ, I, 1-3. 

“Do not seek progress in empty knowledge. A progress which consists in a better 
knowledge of what is good and just, but which does not make one more faithful 
in the fulfillment of duty, deserves the name of retrogression rather than progress. 
Knowledge alone does not make a man better; it does no more than aggravate his 
sin and increase his responsibility and his chastisement (Luke 12:47).” (Weiss, 
Apologie, X , 18.)

lia Hae, q .82, a.3, ad 3: “Science and anything else conducive to greatness, is to 
man an occasion of self-confidence, so that he does not wholly surrender himsclf 
to God. . . . If, however, a man perfectly submits to God his Science or any other 
perfection, by this very fact his devotion is increased.”

St. Francis de Sales, Love of God, V I, 4: “Of itself, knowledge is not opposed to
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vivifics and charity edifies. W ithout the Spirit, who diffuses the 
charity of God throughout the organism, the organism itself would 
be uscless. “ It is the Spirit that quickeneth: the flesh profiteth 
nothing.”  3 Therefore, “ unless the Lord build the house, they labor 
in vain that build it.”  4

YVhen the various members o f the mystical body of the Church 
have been vivified, animated, and quickened by the Spirit of Jesus 
and when they have been developed, edified, adapted, correlated, 
subordinated, and Consolidated by charity, the Church as a whole 
grows and develops. In this consists its mystical evolution and 
and progress.

V lT A L  SoLID ARITY OF THE C h RISTIAN F a ITH FU L

Together with the Church, we can also say that Jesus Christ Him- 
self evolves and increases as the invisible Head who diffuses His 
power to ali the members and is incorporated in them and formed in 
them. W e can also say that in a certain manner the H oly Ghost 
evolves and expands in the Church, as the soul which vivifies it, as 
He gradually manifests and lets shine forth His divine energy, mak- 
ing more rich and abundant the diffusion of His gifts in the measure 
that the particular members become more numerous and robust and 
are diversified, adapted, and made more apt and w orthy.5 6

As the Church grows, progresses, and luxuriantly develops, we 
can say that Jesus Christ also progresses anew in it “ in wisdom, in 
age, and in grace before G od and men.”  And as that same Church is 
matured, fu lly developed, and filled with vigor and life, variety and 
beauty, we can say that it is Jesus Christ Himself fully grown and 
perfect,® extending to us His beneficent activitiy, prolonging His 
stay on earth, and performing through His ministers and ali the 
faithful, as through so many organs, ali the functions and works of

devotion; rather, it is very useful to it, and if the two are joined together they aid 
each other remarkably. But through our weakness it often happens that knowledge 
impedes the birth of devotion by filling men with pride and haughtiness.”

8 John 6:64.
4 Ps. 126:1.
6 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, I, 33: “ By enlarging our hearts, O Lord, Thou 

hast given the Holy Ghost the power to extend Himself in us, since He now finds 
a Container sufficiently ample and capable of receiving His gifts and favors.”

6 Eph. 1:23.
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I lis redemptivemission. Such is the doctrine of the Apostle, St. Paul.7
But just as the soul is at the same time w holly in the entire body and 

whole in each of its parts, so also the Spirit of Jesus, who animates 
the Church, is entire in each living member of the Church. As long 
as the members do not resist Him, He refashions them into the image 
of the divine Model. He thus enables each one to put on Jesus Christ 
that Christ be fonned in them (Gal. 4 :19 )  and that each in his w ay 
will continue the mission of the Savior and complete His work, so 
that Christ works and suffers anew in each one and in ali. For what- 
ever is done or suffered in the supernatural order is done and suf- 
fered through the power and grace of the Redeemer and therefore 
it merits eternal life.8

7 Bacuez (Manuel biblique, IV , no. 587) makes this interesting resume of the ec- 
clesiology of St. Paul: “ He represents the Church as a great body whose head is 
Christ and whose soul is His Spirit. . . . Between the Church and its Founder there 
is not only a moral relation, as exists between a prince and his subjccts, but there 
is a real bond, an intimate conncction, an active influence, an incessant communica- 
tion, as exists between the body and the soul (II Cor. 13 :13 ; Phil. 2 :1) . . . . For 
that reason he habitually calls the Church the mystical body of the Savior (Eph. 
1:23) . . . and he calls Christians members of it or of Him (I Cor. 6 :15; Eph. 1:22; 
4 :12-16 ; Rom. 12 :4 f.; I Cor. 6 :15 ; 12 :12). Thus considered in its totality, the 
Christian Church is Jesus Christ, grown, developed, complete, extending and per- 
petuating His life on earth (Eph. 1:23; 4:12). St. Paul rcpcatedly States that Christ 
is multipiied and that He resides and works in all the faithful (Gal. 2 :19 f.; 3:27; 
Eph. 3:17; Coi. 3: 1 1 )  . . .  and that each one of the faithful serves Him to continue 
His mission. It is true that we are not United to the Word as was His humanity, 
hypostalically; nevertheless baptism unites us to His person and places us under 
His control. Christians are, so to speak, engrafted on Jesus Christ and incorporated 
in Him (Rom. 6:5; Gal. 3:28) . . .  in such wise that they participate in His life 
and that of His Spirit (Rom. 8:9-14; I Cor. 1:5, 30; 12:4-44; Eph. 3 :17 ; Phil. 4 :13).
. . . So the divine Spirit whose plenitude was received by the soul of the Savior 
becomes the Spirit of the Holy Church (John 1:16) . . .  and by pouring forth His 
light on us, penetrating us with His sentiments, and making His virtues rule in our 
hearts (I Cor. 3:16 f.; 6 :1 1 ;  Gal. 3:26; Eph. 2:4-7; 3:l8 ; Phil- 1:5) • . . He tends to 
become the soul of the human race, its higher and universal soul, for He is the 
supernatural life of all its members (I Cor. 2 :12-16 ; Eph. 1:16 -2 1; Coi. 3 :10 -12). 
. . .  In this sense it can very rightly be said that Jesus Christ lives and dwells and 
prays in us (Eph. 3 :17 ).”

8 Hettinger, Apolog., conf. 32: “As the history of the sons of Adam is the con- 
tinuation of the history of sin, so the history of the kingdom of Jesus Christ is the 
history of Christ Himself continumg His incarnation in each man in particular.” 
Unfortunately, Christ is not able to grow and develop in all nor in the way He 
would desire, for there are many who resist the Spirit and are held back in the first 
stages of spiritual formation. “There are some,” savs St. Bernard (Serui. 44), “ in 
whom Christ is not yet born; some in whom He has not yet suffered; others in 
whom He has not yet risfen, and stili others to whom He has not yet sent the Holy 
Ghost ” But unless a person reproduces in himself all these mysteries, he will never 
be able to glory in being a perfect Christian. As St. Augustine says, “Whatevcr 
took place on the cross of Christ, in the tomb, in His resurrection on the third day,
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AII work pleasing to God and all the means of realizing it, says 
St. Gertrude,* 9 come only from Jesus Christ and His grace. YVith His 
grace we do all that we are able to do as if they were His own works, 
and G od accepts them as such. Certain actions of man can be very 
good and honorable; but only if  they are performed in intimate 
union with those o f Jesus Christ do they have infinite value in the 
eyes of God.

“ W hen a living member o f the mystical body o f Jesus Christ,”  
observes W eiss,10 “ performs a good work with the power which he 
receives from the Head, then that is a w ork of the Head performed 
through that member and, as the work of the Redeemer, it greatly 
increases the treasure of merits which He acquired for us during His 
holy life on earth. Just as the effects of the Redemption did not 
cease with the life of Christ on earth, so neither is the treasure of His 
merits replenished solely with what He realized while living in the 
flesh, but it is always increasing with what He continues to suffer in 
His members. The Head did what was His to do; the members must 
effect that which falis to their part.11 T ru ly  it is Jesus Christ who 
does all things but He does not do them all personally. Some things 
He did while H e lived on earth, but the rest He effects through His 
members here below. But for Him there is no difference, so inti- 
mately is He joined by love to this body. Thus He places the merits of 
His members in the same treasury with His own as if they were all 
one.

From this accumulation o f merits comes the marvelous condescen- 
sion which holy mother the Church manifests toward sinners, recon- 
ciling them in virtue of the blood of Jesus Christ in the sacrament of 
penance as often as they truly seek it and even remitting the satisfac- 
tion (which usually is nothing at all when compared to public 
penance in the early Church) by virtue of the many indulgences 
which they can so readily gain. These indulgences consist precisely 
in the application of the superabundant satisfactory merits of the 
saints, together with those of the Savior and the Blessed Virgin, to

in His ascension into heaven and His sitting at the right hand of the Father, was 
done so that the Christian life might be mystically configured not only in words but 
in deeds” (Enchirid., 14). See also Olier, Catech. chret., I, chaps. 20-25.

9 Legatus divinae piet., pp. 4, 9, 13, 34, 44.
10 Apolog., X , 16.
11 St. Augustine, In Ps. 86: j ;  100:3; 122:1; In Serm. 261, 14.
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the needy faithful, for all are members o f the one body and thus 
some can in great measure supply and satisfy for others.12

Hence Christ considers as done by Himself the least work per- 
formed by His servants, and all their works and sufferings He 
reckons as His own and He complains at being persecuted in 
them.13 The blood of the martyrs is His blood flowing anew. 
“ These are they who have come out of great tribulation, and have 
washed their robes, and they have made them white in the blood of 
the Lam b.”  14 Christ Himself, in the person of his vicar, St. Peter, 
is crucified again: “ I go to Rome to be crucified again.”  Therefore 
he who hears His ministers who are charged to speak in His nam e; 
His martyrs, who give testimony of His truth and power; or His 
confessors and virgins, who bear witness to His holiness and purity, 
for the glory of God, hears Him; and he who despises these, de- 
spises Him .15 W ith even greater reason, he who hears the Church 
and is united to it, hears and is united to Jesus Christ; but if not, he 
denies Christ and is separated from Him .18

Hence heretics and schismatics, who refuse to hear the Church, 
are necessarily separated from Jesus Christ. T o  desire to be united 
directly with Him without being a subordinated part of His mys- 
tical body, is folly. T he amputated member is no longer in com-

12 St. Catherine de Ricci suffered terribly for forty days in order to release a soul 
from purgatory, in addition to what she was continually suffering to atone for the 
faults of others and to gain them pardon for their sins. In the Life of St. Catherine of 
Siena one can see the incredible martyrdoms which she suffered in her last days 
to remedy as much as possible the evils of the schism, and she also suffered greatly 
to expiate for the sins of others.

13 Acts 9:5. “ He does not say: W hy do you persecute M y saints, or why do you 
persecute My servants, but why do you persecute Me; that is, why do you perse
cute M y members? The head calls for the members. When by chance in a crowd 
you hurt your foot, the tongue says: You kicked me. One does not say, You kicked 
my foot, but that he was kicked” (St. Augustine, In Ps. 30, Sernt. 2).

14 Apoc. 7:14.
16 Luke 10:16; John 13:8, 16 f.
18Bacuez, loc. cit.: “ In virtue of the union of the Savior with the Church there 

is established between the two a type of solidarity or a communication of properties 
(communicatio idiomatum). T o  hear the Church is to hear Christ, and to abandon 
oneself to Christ is to be united with the Church (I Thess. 4:8; Luc. 10:18). . . . 
The same relationship exists between Christ and His members. He who helps a 
Christian, helps Christ, and he who persecutes a Christian, persecutes Christ (Acts. 
9: j ;  I Cor. 8 :12). . . . Nothing supernatural is effected in them, through them, or 
for them, unless Christ does it; that is, unless His Spirit concurs as the principal 
agent (Rom. 8:14-26; I Cor. 12:3 f.; Phil. 2 :13). . . . Therefore all the works of 
the faithful, if they are performed in a Christian manner, have a superhuman dignity 
and merit a part of the rewards of the God-man.”
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munication with the head; it receives no life from the soul and 
normally it cannot be reanimated and reformcd as long as it does 
not adhere to the body.

So the Protestants, in denying the authority o f the Church, were 
logical— with the logic of error— in denying also the necessity of 
good works or of imitating the divine Model. T h ey  do not wish 
mortification, they do not wish to be crucified with Jesus Christ, 
they do not aspire to put off the old man and be clothed in the new, 
because actually it is impossible that Christ be formed in them as 
long as they are deliberately separated from that which is His body 
and His plenitude.17

But if we remain United in the one faith, rooted and established 
in charity, then Christ will be in us and we in Him as His living 
members. Then will He strengthen us with the power of His 
S p ir it18 and He will not look on us as strangers. Rather H e will 
nurture and feed us with His own flesh, He will strengthen and 
invigorate us with His sacraments, especially that of the Eucharist, 
and He will bestow on us His gifts and graces and the care with 
which He watches over us. “ For no man ever hated his own flesh; 
but nourisheth it and cherisheth it, as also Christ doth the Church: 
because w e are members of His body, of His flesh, and of His 
bones.”  19 Under the action of His Spirit, we shall become His feet, 
His hands, His tongue . . . and if we succeed in separating the 
precious from the vile, we shall be as His very eyes.20

1T “And they that are Christ’s, have crucified their flesh, with the vices and 
concupiscences” (Gal. 5:24). But “the Protestant does not say: ‘I suffer that which 
is lacking in the passion of the Savior.’ Rather, he says to Christ crucified: ‘Suffer 
alone, Lord.’ Such is his dogma, if not his practice. Protestantism is essentially the 
abolition of sacrifice” (Gratry, Sources).

18 Eph. 3 :16  f.
19 Eph. 5:29 f.
90 Jer. 15:19. St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, I, chap. 29: “The Holy Ghost takes 

the souls which have received Him and carries them to the presence of the Word 
in order to place them . . . where? O divine Love! O f what art Thou not capable? 
. . . He places some souls in the sacred head, others in the venerable mouth, some 
souls are so pure and resplendent that He dcigns to place them in His radiant eyes. 
What am I saying? These souls become the very eyes of the W ord and, what is 
more, the pupils of His eyes, so that they see all that the Word sees in the measure 
that a creature can. T o  such souls in particular apply the words: ‘He that toucheth 
you, toucheth the apple of my eye’ (Zach. 2:8). The desires of such a soul are 
so inflamed that the soul would be ready to give its life a thousand times, if neces- 
sary, for each one of his neighbors. . . . He creates them in His heart with ardent 
sighs, like him who desired to be anathema for the salvation of his brothers (Rom. 
9:3) and said: ‘M y little children, of whom I am in labor again, until Christ be
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In this w ay shall Jesus Christ be magnified in our bodies, whether 
it be by life or by death, for He is our life,21 and the Church “ is 
I lis body and the fullness of Him who is filled all in all.”  22 “ W ith- 
out the head,”  says Bacuez, “ the members could have neither move- 
ment nor life; and without the members, the head could not 
rcalize all its functions. Therefore, the members are its completion 
at the same time that they are its organs. . . .  St. Paul says that 
God desires to reunite and restore all things in Christ and that 
He made Him the head not only of men, but of angels.”  23 So it 
is that all the power with which we work for eternal life proceeds 
from Him, and only in Him can we live for God.

Therefore we should beg Him that we may be filled with the 
knowledge of His will, in all wisdom and spiritual understanding; 
that we may walk w orthy of God, in all things pleasing, being 
fruitful in every good work and increasing in the knowledge of 
G od .24 Therefore also w e must m ortify our self-love and self-will 
and bear joyfu lly, or at least resignedly, all the sufferings necessary 
to purify ourselves and become adapted perfectly to the office or 
ministry that is entrusted to us. O nly thus can we fili up those 
things that are wanting to the sufferings of Christ in our flesh, for 
His body, which is the Church.25

formed in you’ (Gal. 4 :19). And what were the sharp pains of this childbirth? 
Those indicated by these words: ‘W ho is weak, and I am not weak? Who is scan- 
dalized, and I am not on fire?’ (II Cor. 11:29.) And these sorrows do not last but 
a little while, for a soul is hardly created when already there are conceived, be
cause of the ardor of its longings, not only thousands, but millions of others. The 
zeal of these souls is so great that they are not content with one, two, or three 
cities, but they covet the whole world, and they are not satisfied with creatures 
actually present, but they reach out to all those who will yet exist, so much does 
love enlarge their heart where these longings are engendered.”

31 Phil. 1:20.
32 Eph. 1:23.
38 Bacuez, op. cit., pp. 405 f.
24 Coi. 1 :g f.
251 Coi. 1:24. “The crown of thorns which caused the Spouse to suffer much 

is for the beloved a sweet refreshment. . . . That august head was not pierced by 
each one of the thorns of the crown, but some remained outside. And these thorns, 
O beloved Spouse, Thou hast reserved for Thy chosen ones so that they can par
ticipate in Thy sufferings and through their pains attain merit and valor by uniting 
them with Thine. . . . If Thou hadst kept them all for Thyself, these souls could 
not have shared in T h y pains and they would have been deprived of the immense 
treasures which are hidden in T h y sacred head. But the thorns which actually 
pierced T h y head made apertures through which pious souls can see the treasures 
of T h y  wisdom” (St. Magdalen of Pazzi, CEuvres, 1, chap. 17).
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This is a hidden m ystery which is revealed only to the saints who 
recognize the prodigious riches and secret glory of the life of Jesus 
Christ in pious and just souls. T he mission of His ministers is to 
employ the power which they have received from Him, “ admonish- 
ing every man, and teaching every man in ali wisdom, that we may 
present every man perfect in Christ Jesus.”  28 Therefore, as the 
Apostle says, “ Let no man seduce you, . . . walking in the things 
which he hath not seen, in vain puffed up by the sense of his flesh, 
and not holding the head, from which the whole body, by joints 
and bands, being supplied with nourishment and compacted, 
groweth unto the increase o f G od.”  27

It follows from this that no one should depart from his respective 
post nor assume functions of other members which appear more 
noble. The perfection of each one lies in being faithfully adapted 
to his destiny, according to the divine will, in maintaining a har- 
mony with the other members so as not to impede them, but to 
aid their activity as much as possible and they to do likewise for 
him.28 Thus harmony, health, and prosperity will reign if we ali 
conduct ourselves worthily according to our vocation, with all 
humility, meekness, and patience, suffering with charity one for 
another, solicitous to preserve the unity of the Spirit in the bond 
of peace. For we all form one body, we all have one spirit, and 
the one and the same hope encourages us in our calling. There is 
one Lord, one faith, and one baptism; one God and Father of all, 
who distributes to each one of the graces according to the meas- 
ure of the giving of Christ, who descended to the earth— and even 
to the infernal regions— and then ascended to heaven to make all 
things perfect.28 He gave somc as apostles, some as prophets, others

26 Coi. 1:26-28.
22 Coi. 2:18 f.
28 St. Ignatius Martyr said that the collcge of presbyters ought to be in accord 

with their bishop as are the strings on a lyre. The Lord promised to be in the midst 
of those who are gathered together in His name. For that reason prayers said in 
common are more efficacious than those in private. In virtue of this solidarity, when 
a soul commends itself to the prayers of others, even when they forget to fulfill 
the charge, the soul is truly aided and travels much more securely, as our Lord 
manifested to St. Gertrude.

29 Emmerich, Life of Our Lord, p. lx: “The descent of Jesus into hell is the plant- 
ing of the tree of grace destined to communicate His merits to suffering souls. The 
continual redemption of these souls is the fruit which that tree produces in the 
spiritual garden of the Church. The Church militant must care for this tree and 
gather its fruits to communicate them to the Church suffering in purgatory which
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as evangelists, and others as pastors and doctors, so that the pcr- 
fection of the saints might be consummated in the works of thcir 
respective ministry, and thus the whole body of Jesus Christ might 
grow prosperously until, United by faith and knowledge of the 
Son of God, all o f us bear the image of the perfect man and we 
are no longer like children carried about with every wind of doc- 
trine.* 30

In this w ay we see, as Scio says (loc. cit.), that “ in the mystical 
body of Jesus Christ and in each one of His members there should 
occur the same thing that took place in His natural body. The faith- 
ful must grow continually in faith and in charity until they arrive 
at the status of perfect Christians. . . . This increase of powers 
in each of the members will make the body o f the Church attain 
its ultimate measure and perfection.”  31

Terrien says:

Since we have been baptized in Christ in order to be regenerated, in 
Him we have been born to the divine life and it is only in Him that we 
can live it. If, then, we wish to find the new son of God who comes forth 
alive and pure from the baptismal waters, we must not look outside of 
Christ. This new son of God is in Christ and is vivified by His Spirit as 
flesh of His flesh, bone of His bone, and an integral part of His mystical 
body. If in this body there are all types of organs, as the Apostle enumer- 
ates, it is so that all of them may contribute to the perfection of the saints 
by fulfilling well the functions of their respective ministries for the edi- 
fication of the body of Christ. And when will this work cease? When 
“ we all meet into the unity of faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of 
God, unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the age of the fullness of 
Christ.” That is to say, when His body, by the conjunction and develop- 
ment of all the members, shall arrive at the plenitude of its predetermined 
perfection. Meanwhile this body of Christ is as yet incomplete: it is in the

can do nothing to help itself. The same thing is true of all the merits of Christ. 
T o  share in them it is necessary to work for Him.” See also Faber, A ll for Jesus, 
chap. 5.

30 See Eph. 4:2-14.
31 Moehler, Uunite dans fEglise, p. 73: “The Church in general is the prototype of 

each of its members in particular and so each of thcse members ought to be aware of 
his proper character which consists in reproducing in himself the whole. So as an 
interior necessity—the love in Jesus Christ through the Holy Ghost—unites each 
one of the faithful with the community of his contemporaries, so also does it unite 
him with the faithful who preceded him and it obliges him to maintain identity 
with them.”
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way of formation. His natural body has already reached its full develop- 
rnent and it does not change, grow, or become any more perfect than it 
was when it came forth gloriously from the tomb. But this other and 
more extensive body, in view of which He deigned to clothe Himself in 
the first, His human body, must be formed throughout the centuries. So 
Jesus Christ is formed and grows within us, and we grow in Christ,32 and 
it can truly be said that the supernatural growth of the members in union 
vvith the Head is an increase of God, of the incarnate God: incrementum 
Dei.33 If we walk along the paths of God and are firm in faith, living in 
charity, we live also in Christ34 and, reciprocally, He it is who suffers 
and is persecuted in us.35

Therefore we should present our bodies, as a living sacrifice, 
holy and pleasing unto God, our reasonable Service. W e should not 
be conformed to this world but we should be reformed in the new- 
ness of the Spirit in order to prove what is the good, acceptable, 
and perfect will of God. W e should not aspire to that which does 
not concern us, but we should be content with the grace that He 
gives us, for as in one body we have many members, but ali the 
members have not the same office, so we being many, are one body 
in Christ and every one members of one another, having different 
gifts, according to the grace that is given us.38

So Jesus Christ will always w ork in us and through us if we 
faithfully strive to follow the motion of His Spirit in all our re- 
spective mysteries. In this w ay His work will be perfected in each 
one, and throughout the whole organism His action will be in- 
creasingly more full and perfect. “ St. Paul expressly telis us that 
the sacred functions and spiritual gifts are distributed among the 
ministers o f the Savior in such wise that all contribute to the 
edification of the Church and the formation of saints and that this 
ministry has for its object to unite souls in the one faith, to make 
known in all parts the Son of G od made man, to communicate His 
Spirit to all His members, and to make of each one of them and of 
the Church as a whole a perfect Christ, virum  perfectum , having 
full possession of His life, His power, and His virtues.”  37

32 I Pet. 2:2.
83 Coi. 2:19.
84 Coi. 6:7.
85Terrien, op. cit., I, 316 f.
86 Rom. 12:1-6.
37 See Bacuez, op. c it ., p. 410.
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O r g a n iz a t io n  a n d  D i v e r s i t y  o f  F u n c t io n s

Since organization presupposes inequality, diversity o f elements, 
and subordination, the perfection of an organism does not consist 
in the perfection o f one member, however noble it may be, nor 
in various equivalent members, but in the harmonious combina- 
tion o f many members of unequal nobility and of diverse func
tions In the Church the members that serve for movement are 
represented by the faithful who are dedicated to the active life, 
and among them there will be inferior and superior, as in our natu- 
ral body we have hands and feet. The organs of sensation serving 
for perception represent the faithful of the contemplative life, the 
eyes; these are the great doctors, the truly illumined wise men who 
see and contemplate truth. The ordinary masters, who are entrusted 
with teaching truth, are the tongue. And the ears are the disciples 
who hear the truth and also those who listen to the voice of the 
Spirit.38

T he Church must have masters and disciples, otherwise it would 
be an incomplete organism, like a man who is all eyes, without a 
place for ears. And if all were reduced to these two organs, where 
would be the other necessary senscs: smcll, touch, and taste? In 
the Church there are many who are as yet incapable of compre- 
hending the words of divine Wisdom; these words they perceive 
as from afar and they are attracted by the sweetness of His fra- 
grance.38 Thus did it happen to St. Augustine when he bore only 
a loving remembrance and, as it were, a desire to smell the fra- 
grance of that which as yet he was unable to taste.40 But others 
not only smell, but they taste and relish in silence the tenderness 
and sweetness of God, though they are unable to express these 
marvels. W hen they taste Him through their experience of Him 
they acquire a remarkable knowledge: gustate et videte. Stili others, 
mute and blind in the presence of the ineffable, blinded by such 
great light, confounded by such grandeur, terrified by such power, 
and harassed by the bitterness o f their own miseries, neither see 
nor hear nor taste nor even smell the divine truth. Yet they feel

88 Apoc. 2:3.
80 Cant. 1:3.
40 C onfessions, VII, 17.
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it as an infinite reality whose weight crushes them and whose good- 
ness and truth completely captivate them and are impressed on 
them with tangible evidence. G od decreed that in the mystical 
body of His Church there should be a prodigious diversity of mem- 
bers necessary to carry out its complex and varied functions. He 
decreed that there should be every kind o f sensory, motor, and 
regulatory organ which with the passage o f time should develop, 
and become Consolidated and interrelated. He decreed that there 
should be a beautiful variety of internal senses and external senses, 
with their respective cerebral and cardiac centers (the souls hid- 
den from the eyes of the world, but very active and filled with 
life in the divine eyes) and He made these multiple and diverse, 
not that they should be useless and separated, but that they should 
be united and correlated in harmonious activity. Thus the one 
completes the other, and no single one is sufficient to itself, but all 
unite in mutual solidarity and contribute more efficaciously to the 
common edification. The merit and reward will be proportionate 
to the vitality and activity and real influence of each one.

“ Contemplatives,”  says St. Magdalen o f Pazzi, “ w ill find rest 
in the eyes of the W ord; doctors in His mouth; the merciful in 
His breast; the just in His hands; the active in His feet; the patient 
in His shoulders; the virgins, His spouses, totally inflamed with love 
and perfectly resigned to His will, in His ever open heart so that 
they will be able to enter therein and find their repose.”  41

For an organism to be perfect it must be made up o f many and 
various members. So the Church must be made up of members of 
distinet orders and of every state and condition in order to manifest 
better the various virtues and graces. W ith the diversity o f char- 
isms, she shall appear clothed with varieties 42 and b y  means of 
hierarchical subordination and the perfect disposition of the whole 
composite, she is terrible as an army set in array.43 A ll the mem
bers, then, are necessary and, although some seem to be or actually 
are less noble than others, these are usually the most indispensable, 
as are the entrails in a natural body. N o member, however noble in 
itself, can ever say to another: “ I do not need you.”  T h e eye can-

41 O p. cit., III, chap. j .
« P s .4 4 :.5.
48 Cant. 6:3.
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not speak thus to the hands, nor the ear to the feet, nor the head to 
the members. T he contemplatives, symbolized by sight and hear- 
ing, need the feet and hands of the active members, who procure 
the necessary nourishment for them.44 On the other hand, the 
active members need the heat, light, and direction of the contem
platives. In the same w ay, the head must make use of the members 
in order to work, and its glory is the multitude and diversity of 
members.45

If in our body, as the Apostle remarks, we treat with greater 
honor and care the members which seem to be less decorous, 
adorning them and covering them out of decency, the same thing 
happens in the Church of God. W e consider tbe ears less noble 
than the eyes, and therefore they are adorned with earrings while 
the eyes do not admit of any adornment. T he feet are covered with 
rich sandals, sometimes covered with precious stones 46 while the 
hands are left uncovered. So in the Church it is fitting that the im- 
perfect members be given greater consolations and gifts than the 
more perfect, who no longer need them.47 And if the less decorous 
members o f the body require a watchfulness and covering which 
are not necessary for the more decorous parts, so also in the Church 
those who have committed a fault must be admonished and guarded, 
whereas the innocent do not require this.

A li are members of Christ and, although they are not equally 
worthy, they must not on that account cease to be United in soli- 
darity. Charity teaches us to treat all our neighbors, whether good 
or bad, healthy or ili, in a w ay requisite or necessary to each one. 
Hence it is sometimes necessary to act with greater consideration 
toward sinners than toward the just; to unworthy ministers of 
the sanctuary, who by their conduct dishonor it, than to w orthy 
priests whose virtues captivate hearts. For ultimately all are mem
bers, organs, or ministers of Jesus Christ and only as such, in virtue 
of the relation which they have or can have to Him, do they merit 
or demand of us the love of charity. Evidently the weak, sick, or 
dying members require more care than the robust, healthy, those 
full of life. It is also true that the more united they are actually with

44 Luke 10:39.
45 P ro v . 14:28.
46 Cant. 7 : 1 .
41 Isa. 4 0 : 1 1 ;  I Pet. 3 :7 .
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Christ, the better does He work through them and the more fully 
it redounds to Him whatever we do for them. Therefore the just 
and the saints merit our veneration, for in them Jcsus Christ shines 
forth. Furthermore, many of those organs that are injured, sick, 
almost dead, or even corrupted, sometimes fulfill interesting func- 
tions for the common good by reason of their ministerial power 
which vvorks independcntly o f life.48 Aided by these healthy and 
robust members, they will fulfill their tasks well enough; without 
their help, they will work so poorly that, if there is not someone 
to supply or compensate for their defects, they will cause a gen- 
eral unbalance in the body because of the lack of a function which 
is more or less necessary to the organism.

Moreover, if the human body has a great number of organs and 
many organic elements or anatomic elements with diverse func- 
tions, how much more so in the case of the vast body of the 
Church? In the brain alone we have many millions of cells or 
neurones without any one being superfluous or lacking its particular 
function. Each tiny element has its proper office with its particu
lar nuance distinguishing it from the others. A li are necessary if 
the natural life is to be fu lly manifested and if from that variety 
solidarity and harmony are to resuit. W ith even greater reason, that 
the divine life may be perfectly manifested in the prodigious or
ganism of the Church, each element, each one of the faithful, must 
have his special mission to which he must be completely attentive 
in order to be perfect in his order and according to his measure and 
thus contribute his part to the whole mystical body.49

48 See St. T hom as, In 111 Sent., dist. 13, q .z , a .2.
49D enifle, Das Geistliche Leben, chap. 3: “ W e  should content ourselves w ith  

discovering to w hat task G o d  has destined us and w hat grace H e deigns to grant us. 
F o r  every  m in istry or talent, h ow ever hum ble, is another grace w h ich  the H o ly  
G h ost distributes fo r  the good o f souls. . . . E ach  one ought to ap p ly  him self to 
that office fo r  w h ich  G o d  has given  him an aptitude. . . . The foot and the hand 
should not t ry  to replace the cve. L e t us w o rk , each one, at the task to w h ich  H e 
has assigned us; h ow ever lo w lv  it is, pcrhaps w e are the on ly  ones able to do it.”

St. Fran cis de Sales, Love of God, II, 7: “ T h e  C hurch  sings on the feast o f a con
fessor: None aras found like to him. A n d  since in heaven no one know s the new  
narae save he w h o receives it, fo r  each o f  the blessed has his ow n  particu lar name 
w h ich  befits the new  glorified  being w hich  he acquires, so also on earth each one 
receives a particular grace w h ich  is not like that o f any other. . . .  A s  one star 
d iffers from  another in splendor, so one man w ill d iffer from  another in g lo ry , 
a certain sign that th ey also d iffered  in grace. . . . T h e  C hurch  is a garden o f d if
ferent flow ers in w hich  there is an infinite variety  o f sizes, colors, and odors and
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Each member, by the mere fact that it is a member, should con 
tribute whatever it can to the harmony and well-being of thc 
whole, adapting itself more and more to the proper office or par- 
ticular ministry which has been entrusted to it through confirma- 
tion, holy orders, or a secret charism, in order that it may be 
completely perfect and as useful as possible.50 It should subor- 
dinate itself and, if necessary, sacrifice itself for the common good 
because in the end this w ill redound to the benefit of each one in 
particular. Even the organs that seem to be sacrificed receive new 
solidarity, vigor, and an increase of life; but if  any organ functions 
badly, it immediately begins to deteriorate, as also do the others, 
because o f the inequilibrium which is caused. Those that have 
received greater talents, gifts, graces, charisms, or dignities have 
the greater obligation to work and sacrifice themselves for others, 
under pain of being considered unfaithful servants who appropri- 
ate to themselves what is not their own and do not strive to care 
well for the house of the Lord.

Here is the very raison d ’etre and the basis of the heroic Chris- 
tian abnegation, the spirit of sacrifice, and the excessive tortures 
and afflictions of all kinds which many innocent souls prefer to 
endure and, apparently, without fruit, while other souls, less per
fect and even lukewarm or weak, seem to produce plentiful fruit

different perfections. A ll  have th eir value, their grace, their luster, and all, taken 
together w ith  their differences, are a m ost agreeable perfection  o f beauty.”

St. T hom as, In l  Cor. 12, lect. 2: “ Ju st  as there is no m em ber in the b od y w hich 
does not participate in som e w a y  in sensation or m otion through the head, so there 
is no one in the C h urch  w h o  does not share in som e w a y  in the graces o f the H o ly  
G h ost, accord ing to M att. 25: ‘H e  gave to e ve ry  one accord ing  to his p roper ab ility ,’ 
and E p h . 4: ‘B ut to every  one o f  us is g iven  grace.’ ” T h is  distribution o f  grace even 
reaches sinners, w ith  the exception  o f sanctify ing grace w h ich  makes us pleasing to 
G o d . “ It pertains to grace  g ratum faciens that through it the H o ly  G h ost dw ells 
in the soul. T h is  does not pertain to grace gratis data, but o n ly  that through it the 
H o ly  G host is m anifested, as the in terior m otion o f the heart is m anifested b y  the 
vo ice . . . . T h e  H o ly  G h o st is m anifested b y  these graces in a tw o fo ld  m anner: as 
dw ellin g  in the C h urch  and teaching and san ctify in g  it, fo r  exam ple, as w hen a 
sinner in w hom  the H o ly  G h ost does not dw ell perform s m iracles to show  that 
the faith  o f the C hurch  w h ich  he preaches is true. . . . T h e  second w a y  the H o ly  
G h o st is m anifested b y  this grace  is as d w elling in him  to w hom  those graces are 
granted. W h en ce  it is said (A cts  6 ), ‘A n d  Stephen, fu ll o f grace and fortitude, did 
great w onders and signs am ong the people.’ . . . B u t such graces are given o n ly  to 
the saints. W h ence it is said (I C o r. 14:12): ‘Seek to abound unto the ed ify in g  o f 
the C h urch .’ ”

601 C o r. 12 :4 -30 ; I Pet. 4 :10 .
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with but little cffort. T he former, the pure souls, are the true liv- 
ing sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God. Their sufferings are more 
than purgations; they are propiriations which make them suffer so 
that other members may be relieved and cured, and w ork with 
greater facility. I f  these other members seem to produce fruit, the 
former, however hidden and submerged they may seem, have re- 
served to them almost all the reward, for everyone shall receive in 
proportion to his labor.51

T he chief mission, though a hidden one, o f all these victim souls 
is to continue the expiatory, propitiatory, and reparatory w ork of 
Calvary; to placate the wrath of G od and merit pardon and graces; 
to do what M ary did at the foot o f the cross; to cooperate in the 
work of our redemption, regeneration, vivification, and sanctifica- 
tion. In a mystical manner they comfort and relieve Jesus by being 
associated with Him in His sufferings. T h ey  make reparation for 
the offenses, forgetfulness, disdain, and blasphemies of the w orldly; 
they intercept the chastisements of God and turn them into bless- 
ings; they obtain pardon for sinners, constancy for the just, health 
for the infirm, consolation for the afflicted, and a suitable remedy 
for all their needs.52 These souls are the blessing of the earth, be- 
cause in their pure and humble hearts He finds His delight, He who 
is a bundle of myrrh and who grazes among the lilies. One of these 
victims brings down more blessings from heaven than thousands 
or millions of the ordinary just souls who do no more than purge 
their own faults and imperfections.53

611 C o r. 3:8.
52 C atherine E m m erich  felt and rem edicd the needs o f others even during sleep 

and m any times slic w as afflicted w ith the sym ptom s o f various diseases in order 
to relieve those w h o suffered from  them and later, as if b y  m agic, she w ould  be 
freed  from  them. M oth er M ary  o f the Q ueen o f the A postles told m e that the ter- 
rible sufferings she endured during hcr last illness w ere  exacted o f her b y  our L o rd  
fo r  the good  o f certain souls w h o resisted H im  greatly . T h e  Savior once presented 
H im self to V en . Francisca o f the Blessed Sacram ent, covcred  w ith  w ounds and 
shedding m uch blood, and H e told  her that the sins o f Christians did that to H im . 
But H e did not lay  w aste the w o rld  because o f the good souls in H is C hurch  w h o 
tied H is hands, as it w ere, to prevent H im  from  dcstroying the w orld .

T h e  eternal Father once said to St. Catherine o f Siena: “ T h e  prayers o f M y  
servants and friends w h o, through the grace o f the H o ly  G h ost, M y  clcm en cy, seek 
M y  g lo ry  and the salvation o f their ncighbors and plead fo r  their salvation w ith  
inestim able ch arity , restrain M e, placate M y  w rath, and tie the hands o f M y  justice 
under w h ich  I w ould  crush the sinner. Because o f their continual tears and heart- 
fe lt  supplications b y  w h ich  th ey strive to placate M e, they fo rce  M e to restrain 
M y se lf”  (Dialogue, chap. 14 3).

53 St. C atherine o f G enoa, Dialogues, III, 1 1 :  “ It is undeniable that if  m en ltnew 
h ow  to  appreciate the value o f these intercessions, all the veneration and gratitude
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A s examples o f such souls we may look to St. Catherine o f Sicna, 
who was always suffering, praying, and working marvels; and St. 
Ludwina, who was prostrate on a bed of pain, covered with wounds, 
unable to eat or sleep, but who passed her life joyfu lly and to the 
great consolation of others; or the angelic St. Rose of Lima, St. 
Margaret M ary Alacoque, and Catherine Emmerich, whose lives 
were continual peaceful holocausts. T he former, though they in- 
nocently suffered all manner of martyrdoms, were at least able to 
see a measure of the fruits o f their works, but the latter saw noth- 
ing until almost the end o f their lives.

Other souls gathered their fruits after their lives had been spent, 
such as Ven. Sister Barbara who, candid and innocent, passed her 
life in sorrows and prolonged martyrdoms which seemed to her 
small in comparison with the desires which she experienced to suf
fer for her Beloved. She endured great sufferings exteriorly and 
even more interiorly until her last breath at the age of thirty years. 
“ A re you not yet satisfied with such suffering?”  they asked her. 
“ N o ,”  she replied. “ More. Stili m ore!”  So saying, she expired. 
Then all Seville, as if driven by a mysterious force, came to venerate 
the body of the holy nun who in life was unknown to them. Crowds 
of the faithful remained at the body for a week and would not 
permit it to be buried. T he body itself, so mortified in life, seemed 
to be alive; it was fresh and beautiful and filled with a heavenly * So

w h ich  they cou ld  show  to these servants o f  G o d  w ould  seem but little. T h e y  w ould  
p ay  them a cu lt o f honor, veneration , and invocation that w o u ld  be a consequence 
o f  the adoration w hich  th ey  g ive  to the L o rd . B ut these p rivileged  saints w h o  are 
buried  in them selves as in a paradise o f  peace and benediction are alm ost a lw ays 
ignored . . . . G o d  hides from  them  the p o w e r w h ich  H e heaps on them  and, al- 
though H e  wishes to inebriate them  w ith  H is h oly  love, H e  does not spare them  
any kind o f contradictions. H e  crushes them  w ith out m ercy  in the press o f H is 
justice so that there w ill rem ain in them no trace o f the stains o f  sin.”

T a u ler , Institutions, 16: “ T r u ly  those w h o find them selves in this state are the 
m ost noble m en. In one b rie f hour th ey bring m ore pro fit to h oly  C h urch  than do 
all other just souls in m any years, fo r  in this depth o f the soul and G o d  H im self 
one introspection is m ore profitable and excellent than are m any great exercises and 
w o rk s perform ed w ith ou t it. O n ly  in the depth and center o f the soul is found 
certain peace and the tru ly  d eiform  life .”

So it is that the m ystical life , w rites V en . B artholom ew  o f the M artyrs  (Comp. 
Myst., chap. 13 ) ,  “ purges, illum ines, and perfects the soul; it  delights, satiates, 
strengthens, and aids not one or another neighbor, but, b y  means o f a certain v iv ify -  
ing influx, it nourishes the entire m ystical b o d y  o f the C hurch . In the m ost extensive 
w om b o f  m aternal benevolence it em braces all the m em bers o f  the C hurch  and their 
w ork s, o ffering them to G o d  and supplicating and pleading fo r  them  as most 
pleasing interm ediaries fo r  the need y to supply their spiritual w ants.”
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fragnncc. W hile this nun was enduring her most terrible suflfer- 
ings, far away the Vatican CounciI was in session.54

“ W hat souls are those,”  ask the rationalists, “ who can break into 
tcars before a crucifix but remain unmoved at news of a great public 
calamity?”  Unmoved! Those who truly live crucified with Christ! 
Those who weep before the crucifix and beg for a remedy for all 
the evils of the world! Those who, loving G od with all their heart, 
feel as their own all the infirmities o f their neighbor and can even 
say with the Apostle: “ W ho is weak and I am not weak?”  55 56 * * * W ho 
is it that seeks and finds an apt remedy for all public and private 
calamities, but the holy Church in whose mystical body those souls 
form the most sensitive, the most vital, and the most delicate or- 
gans? 60 Are these things remedied perhaps by those haughty free- 
thinkers with their coldness, pride, and refined self-love? Rather, 
by commenting on them as sensational news they aggravate and fo- 
ment them. T h ey  hail the one who triumphs and censure and 
ridicule the oppressed, but never do they manifest a sacrifice or 
show any gratitude. T h ey weep, perhaps, at the hero of a novel or of 
the theater, but they are unmoved by persecuted virtue and even less 
by the bleeding image of Him who for love of us was weighed down

54 A  sim ilar case w as that o f M other M a ry  Q ueen o f the A postles w h o  died at 
the age o f tw en ty-five  after o ffering  herself as an exp iatory victim  fo r  sinners. She 
died suffering extrem e pains fo r sinners, as she herself confessed to me, and she had 
announced n fteen  days b efore  that she w ould  spend the feast o f the A ssum ption 
(1905) in g lo ry .

55 Blessed A n gela  o f Fo ligno , op. cit., chap. 63: “ T h e  transform ed soul loves all 
crcatures as G o d  loves them , fo r in every  creature it sees on ly  G o d  and there reads 
H is nam e. So the soul shares the joys and sorrow s o f its neighbors. T h e  faults o f 
men do not m ake it haughty or incline it to contem pt; . . . rather, th ey  aid the 
soul to enter into its ow n  nothingness. . . . Such  souls also experience the evils 
w h ich  their neighbor suffers in his b od y and they suffer w ith  him as did the A p ostle .”

“ A h , L o rd ,”  exclaim s St. Catherine o f Siena (Life, pro logue, 15 ) ,  “ H o w  can I  rest 
as long as a single soul, created in T h y  im age, is in danger o f perishing? W o u ld  it 
not be better that all m en should be saved and that 1  should be dam ned, on the con- 
dition that I cou ld  keep loving T h e e ? ”

56 C hauvin, Qu’est ce qu’im Saint, p. 34: “ Since the love o f neighbor translated into
action is the best criterion o f perfection , all the saints w ere  in a certain m anner great
benefactors o f hum anity. N o  physical or m oral need w as hidden from  their zeal:
the protection o f infants, teaching in all its form s, intellectual and m oral culture, 
agricu lture, industry, care o f the sick, the old, orphans, and the oppressed, assist- 
ance to the p oor and w ork ingm en, state paw nshops and popular savings banks, all 
these things they anticipated or established. T h e  greater part o f  philanthropic insti- 
tutions w ere  orig inally  organized b y  saints and n ow  w e  do nothing m ore than co n 
tinue their w o rk  and sometimes w ith  less am plitude and poorer results.”
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with the burden of our sins, and who by His wounds gave us life, re- 
generated humanity, and changed the face of the earth.

A P P E N D IX

i .  I n c o r p o r a t io n  w it h  C h r is t

St. Matilda, L iber spec. gratiae, I, 24-37:

If you wish to arrive at true sanctity, adhere to Him who is truth it- 
self and who sanctifies all things. Unite yourself to Him, and the ocean of 
His purity will wash away your faults and cure you of all your weak- 
nesses. Yes, unite yourself intimately with Him, and His divine power 
will pass into your interior, for His love reserves nothing for Himself 
alone, but communicates itself to those who love Him and accept his 
gifts. . . . Such souls feel the divinity circulate within themselves and 
they pour themselves into Christ as water into a canal when the gates 
are opened. Love for their Master so inflames their hearts that all the 
works they do are wood which feeds the fire until it reaches to the 
divine heart.

Weiss, Apolog., X , 2 1:

St. Gertrude regards herself as a tree which had sprouted up in the 
wound in Christ’s side, the leaves and branches of which were so pene- 
trated with the power of His divinity and His humanity that they shone 
forth like gold through glass. So sweet a perfume of Christ was diffused 
by its fruits that to the souls in purgatory was borne a certain sweetncss 
in the midst of their pains, to the just an increase of grace, and to sinners 
the salutary remedy of penitence. Because of this union, her works were 
gazed upon by the most blessed Trinity with such pleasure as if they were 
works proper to the power of the Father, the wisdom of the Son, and the 
goodness of the H oly Ghost.

St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 137:

I desire to see you united and transformed in the inestimable charity of 
Christ in such a way that we, who are sterile and unfruitful trees, may be 
engrafted on the tree of life and thus bring forth tasty and sweet fruit, 
not of ourselves, but through the Author of grace who dwells in us. For 
as the body lives for the soul, so the soul lives for God. . . . Oh, abyss of 
charity! That I might never be separated from Thee, Thou didst desire
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to rnake a grafting of Thyself on me. This was effected when Thou didst 
sow the secd of T hy Word in the field of the sweet Virgin Mary.

Thus we see how “ through the power of grace man feels that 
Christ is so closely united to him that his body and ali its mem- 
bers seem to be those of Christ. In his imagination and feelings he 
no longer sees himself, but only Jesus Christ. This seems to be what 
the Apostle experienced when he said: ‘I live, now not I, but Christ 
liveth in me.’ This it is that enables the saints rnany times to work 
in Christ with the same confidence of the Apostle, who added: 
‘Do you seelt a proof of Christ who speaketh in me?’ ”  (II Cor. 
13: 3. ) Surin, Catech., V II , chap. 8.

2. C hristi an  Solidarity

St. Gertrude (R evel., III, chap. 76) once saw our Lord who 
manifested to her, under the symbol of Elis corporal body, the 
mystical body of His Church. H e appeared before her with His 
right side highly ornamented and adorned, but His left side naked 
and covered with ulcerous sores. T he one side represented the just, 
full of virtues, the other side represented the imperfect, the vicious, 
and the corrupt. She noticed that those who honor the good but 
who so severely reprimand the evil that instead of correcting them 
they exasperate them, adorn one side of the Savior’s body while 
they so afflict the ulcers of the other side of the body that they 
makc the putrid contents fly into His face. In the same w ay those 
who greatly cstcem virtuous prelates and disdain the imperfect and 
evil, adorn one half of the Savior’s head with precious stones while 
they cruelly bufTct the other side. T he saint understood that so 
intimate is the union of the members with the divine Head that 
we are obliged to treat them ali, whether well or infirm, with the 
solicitude owing to each one. Those who, instead of attempting to 
correct the faults of their neighbors, by their silence suffer them 
to increase, aggravate the wounds of the Savior. Those who correct 
others with but little patience and charity produce deep wounds 
while they appear to cure the surface wounds. Those who do not 
take care to give good example, inflame the Savior’s flesh with their 
poisonous breath. But He wipes aw ay the stains of the left side with 
the cloth which He carries in His right hand, thus applying to the 
infirm the merits of the holy and the just.
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“ I promised thee and I stili promise thee,”  said our Lord r<> St. 
Catherine of Siena (Dialogue, chap. 166), “ that I shall reforni JVly 
spouse through the sufFerings o f M y servants, whom I invite to 
expiate with Me by means of sorrow and tears the iniquity of M y 
ministers. I have shown thee the dignity with wrhich I have invested 
these ministers and the respect which the faithful owe to them and 
I have already told thee that their faults give no motive for respect- 
ing them less.”

3. T he  E xpiato ry  M in istr y

In T he L ife  of O ur Lord, Introd., X I, we read of Catherine Em- 
merich that,

destined to exercise unceasingly the ministry of expiation and satisfac- 
tion, she was able to embrace whole centuries and all the parts of the 
Church in its development through time, to penetrate them as if she were 
actually present to them, to see even the most humble and unfortunate of 
its members, to approach them and place herself in relation with them. 
. . . In spirit she visits the poor and infirm in prisons, in hospitals, in the 
hovels where their misery and despair is hidden, in the houses of correc- 
tion, in the galleys, and even in the ships of pirates. She consoles the af- 
flicted, the forgotten, the vanquished, whether they live close to her or 
in the heart of Russia or China or on the unknown islands of the Pacific. 
. . . She instructs them, she makes them enter the bosoin of the Church, 
and she opens the gates of heaven to them. She assists the sick in their last 
agony, she protects souls from danger, she prevents crime and leads the 
sinner to the path of righteousness. . . . But the principal object of her 
visions and her works and sufferings is the dangers which threaten the 
Church: the brutal violence, the attacks of impiety, the infidelity and 
worldly spirit of priests and bishops, the indifference and corruption 
of Christians, and the abuse of precious graces. She struggles constantly 
against the mysterious powers of the Masonic lodges, that diabolical 
church whose history and ramifications she knows and which forms a 
horrible spider-web which covers the world. At the same time she offers 
herself for the faults committed during the celebration of the Mass, 
against the Rules of Orders, and all profanations of the Eucharistic mys- 
teries. She prevents sacriligeous thefts and intervenes in Ecclesiastical as- 
semblies to oppose the advancement of absurd exegesis and ridiculous 
and impious Systems of education. . . . She sees the baseness with which 
certain priests, slaves of the world, sell their souls. . . . She sees the 
graces which are lost through the fault of such priests. She suffers for
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seminaries and communities of religious and during the last years of Pope 
Pius VII, she went every day to Rome to console the Holy Father, to 
enlighten him, and to disclose to him the plots of unbelievers. . . . From 
her infancy she had so vivid an awareness of the bonds which unite the 
various members of the sacred body of the Church and so ciear an under- 
standing of what one member can do for another through prayer, suffer- 
ing, and various works of penance, that public calamities, the miseries of 
sinners, and their needs tore at her heart. Thus did she feel herself ir- 
resistibly drawn to pray without ceasing for the unfortunate and to offer 
herself as a victim of expiation.

On a certain occasion the Blessed Virgin said to her (chap. 12): 
“Whatever one wholeheartedly desircs to do for God and neigh- 
bor is really effected through prayer; you are then able to do what 
you desire to do and you also see what you do.” “Not being able 
to realize my pious desires physically,” she adds, “ I must realize 
them in spirit.”
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Process of the Evolution of the Church
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T H E  integral process of the collective evolution of the Church is 
extremely complex and it depends upon a multiplicity of factors. 
However, it is sufficient for our purpose to point out that this evo
lution is a resuit of the individual perfection of each of the faith- 
ful, of their specialization and adaptation as elements or organs in the 
mystical body of Christ, and of the collective functions of ali the 
members together. That is to say, this evolution proceeds from the 
right administration of the sacraments, which are the channels 
through which the vivifying blood of the Savior circulates through- 
out the entire organism, and from the good use of the divine talents, 
charisms, and graces which are ordained especially to the good of 
the composite. The functions of the collective life, whether visible or 
invisible, ministerial or charismatic, presupposing, of course, the 
consummated perfection of the saints in the works of their respec- 
tive ministeries, are what most directly influence the edification 
of the body of Christ. On the other hand, if those functions are ill 
performed, owing to the lack of the requisite perfection or the neces- 
sary dispositions in the organs or ministers, great upheavals or a 
general disedification results.

C au ses of Progress and  R etrogression

The progressive adaptation, differentiation, and specialization of 
ali the members under the motions of the Holy Ghost, who through 
them distributes His graces, gifts, and charisms, produce solidarity 
and harmony. They likewise increase the vigor and beauty of the 
members and bind them more tightly with the sweet bonds of per-
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fection which are peace and charity. When peace and charity reign, 
therc is licalrliy increase, prosperity, expansion, and propagation, 
accompanied by a copious fructification. Ali this contributes to 
thc production of many saints who are the lawful frnits of the 
Spouse of the Lamb, and one saint produced by her in perfect con- 
fonnity with the divine model would suffice to honor her and even 
to justify the work of creation and redemption.1 In spite of the 
evils which wre lament, in each century the Church sends to heaven 
a great multitude of those who are the joy of the world, the salva- 
tion of the earth, and the incomparable glory of the true Church 
of Christ.2

Under the influence of the divine Spirit, the Church produces 
or germinates from time to time as nurseries of saints and means 
of reformation, certain organizations which seem to be innova- 
tions but which in reality are simple expansions of some word of 
life that came forth from the lips of the Savior. They serve to fili 
a vacant place in the organic plan of the Church, to accomplish a 
new function, or to perform some important task for the good of 
ali. The elements or organs which compose such organizations are 
united among themselves by the bonds of an intimate and singular 
solidarity. All of them, if faithful to their calling, share in a cer
tain special communication of the spirit who inspires and vivifies 
the whole organization. Their object is to contribute in a new and 
special way to the edification of the Church, and without this mo- 
tive they would have no reason for being and would be extin- 
guished. Under this class are all the religious congregations which, 
not by human will, but by divine inspiration, appear from time to 
time as there is need for them. They are the flowers of the divine 
Wisdom whence they bring forth fruits of honor and riches.3 It 
follows that the Church is able to judge infallibly in the solemn

1 One saint is sufficient to illumine a century. If from the world which has been 
made in such a marvelous fashion, with the multitude of men who have been and 
shall be born into it, no other fruit should come forth but a single saint, it would 
have been an effort well employed. And even if the life and death of our Lord 
Jesus Christ had gained nothing more than a single saint, it would have been a work 
worthy of His greatness to die to make such a one” (Historia de Sto. Domingo y su 
Orden, II, chap. 22, by Castillo).

2 W e have already seen that of the causes of canonization or beatification under 
consideration at the outset of this century, half of them, 287, are of servants of God 
who lived in the nineteenth century.

3 Ecclus. 24:23.
4 7 0
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approbation of religious institutes, as it does in the canonization of 
saints, because this is to determine the legitimate expansions of the 
tree of life and the true fructification of the sacred deposit which 
the Church must guard and cultivate.

Yet, in spite of the many fruits of benediction which the Church 
is continually producing, this holy mother walks sad and sorrow- 
ful, and her lamentations, sufferings, and bitterness come not only 
from persecutions from without but also from the evil conditions and 
disorder within. There are so many unfaithful, ungrateful, and 
unworthy children who live entirely according to the flesh or who 
are guided by worldly prudence, having a horror for the cross of 
Christ and the prudence of the Spirit. Besides, there are the many 
lazy and negligent ministers and servants who do not try to put 
off the old man or to purge themselves of the vain and poisonous 
elements of the world in order to perform their respective func- 
tions worthily. Both classes are the causes of countless infirmities, 
upheavals, organic unbalances, and miseries, which are usually the 
hidden occasions of the persecutions that God sends in order to 
purify the Church, to revive its dead activities, and to provoke 
salutary and energetic reactions.4

The unfaithful servants who do not make good use of the graces 
received but let them remain idle or use them only for their own 
interests, according to selfish and worldly standards, are like para- 
sites that sap the vital energy of the organism and cause a state of 
anemia or weakness in all the surrounding organs. The greater the 
gifts they have received from God and the greater the benefits they 
receive from other members, so much the more responsible will 
they be for the evils of the Church which they were unable to 
remedy because of their indolence, not to mention those evils which 
they directly cause by the contagion of their bad example. And 
those who, though not living in idleness and not guilty of evil con- 
duct, let themselves be led by an individualistic spirit and do not 
sufficiently subordinate themselves and adapt themselves to their 
respective ministries, they, when they are the more active, are

* St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 93: “The more the Church abounds in tribulation 
and bitterness, the more the divine Truth promises to make her abound in sweet- 
ness and consolation. And this will be her sweetness: the reformation of good and 
holy shepherds. But the fruit of this Spouse does not need to be reformed because 
it does not diminish nor does it fall or rot because of evil ministers.”
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likely to cause more disturbance and damage. Further, all unfaith- 
ful and disloyal sons who do nothing but resist and sadden the 
Spirit of adoption, not only do not despoil themselves of the old 
man with all his evil tendencies, but are themselves infected with 
the mental and moral vices of the world. They become debilitated 
and seriously ili from sins which they call “ light” simply because 
they do not kill, and this sickness disposes for death and is an ob- 
stacle impeding the vital impulses of the divine Consoler. In a short 
time they lose the inestimable life of grace by dying through mortal 
sin. Then, accumulating sins upon sins, they are so corrupted that 
they contaminate and poison everything else.

The Church, as a loving mother, strives to imitate her Spouse, 
the Good Shepherd who goes in search of the lost sheep and joy- 
fully carries it back to the fold on His shoulders, although for this 
one He has left the ninety-nine in the desert (that is, He has left 
many faithful souls in abandonment). So the Church does not re- 
ject but tries to attract by all possible means and to clasp to her 
breast all those prodigal sons, hoping to heal and revivify them. 
Only in extreme cases, when she sees that they no longer hear or 
recognize her and there is no hope of leading them along the right 
path, or when the damage which they inflict causes great contagion, 
only then is she forced to cast from her breast these sons of perdi- 
tion. Then, with the sword of an anathema, and with great agony 
in her entrails, she cuts them off and flings these putrid members 
away.

Meanwhile, oppressed with the weight of the countless infirm, 
wounded, agonizing, and dead which she carries in her arms; bent 
down with the care that all these and the little ones exact of her; 
handicapped with the paralysis or heaviness of useless or malformed 
organs, she advances slowly, her divine beauty disfigured, her face 
soiled, her body covered with the mud which her enemies fling at her, 
and her heart torn with sorrow at seeing how, amid the ridicule, 
jeers, and persecutions, her enemies say to her: “Where is thy 
Spouse now?” But although sad, she remains serene, for how- 
ever blackened and soiled she may be, she is always beautiful.5 
With the ceaseless tears of her faithful children and with her own

5 Cant. 1 14.
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blood which her persecutors make flow in torrents, she washcs 
away her stains and is purified. She is, as it were, reborn, like the 
phoenix, from her own ashes, to resume her journey with gigantic 
strides and to soar aloft in glorious flight. But however much she 
rises aloft in this place of our pilgrimage, she must always drag ali 
those members along who, though they are alive and know how 
to walk, do not resolve to deny themselves sufficiently to let them- 
selves be borne by the divine Spirit and to be able to fly with His 
mystical wings. And however much she rejoices in her prosperities 
and triumphs, while her tongue intones hymns of praise and jubila- 
tion, her eyes are filled with tears at the loss of so many unfortunate 
sons, the deserters who with refined malice become her cruel per
secutors. Her heart is lacerated and a fainting takes hold of her 
because of the wicked that forsake the law of the Lord.6

She suffers these sorrows principally in her healthiest mem
bers which are full of life and feeling and which constitute, as it 
were, her maternal entrails and are within her very heart. These 
must suffer as expiatory victims for the malice or lukewarmness 
of the rest. They suffer incessantly so that all may be healed and 
the Church may be purified.7 They sometimes lose their vigor in 
order to impart it to others so that all may be improved, established, 
and made joyful in the Lord.8 And so far as they nourish others

6Ps. 118:53. “Sce, M y daughter,” said the Lord to St. Catherine of Siena (Letter 
93), “ how the face of the Church is staincd with the baseness, uncleanness, self- 
love, pride, and avarice of those who are suclded at her breast. But take thy tears and 
perspiration which spring from the fount of charity and wash her face, for I as- 
sure thee that her beauty will not be restored by the sword nor by cruelty nor by 
war, but only by peace and humble prayers, by the sweat and tears of M y servants. 
And I shall fulnll their fervent desires, and in nothing will M y divine providence 
be wanting to them.” See also Dialogue, chap. 86.

7 Blessed Angela of Foligno, op. cit., chap. 70: “M y soul was greatly favored by 
God when for all the sins of others I wept and suffered more than for my own. 
The world would laugh if it could hear me say that I wept more for the sins of 
others than for my own, because this is not natural. But charity is not a daughter of 
the world.”

St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 105: “Oh, eternal God, receive the sacrifice of my 
life in this mystical body of holy Church. As I have nothing else to give, Lord, save 
what Thou hast given me, take from me my heart and press it firmly over the face 
of Thy spouse.”

8 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, GEuvres, I, 6: “ If anyone wishes to know how pleasing he 
is to God, he can discover it by the enjoyment he finds in communicating his goods 
to others, both spiritual and temporal, both those which he possesses and those 
which he desires.”
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wirh rhc brcad of holy words and comfort thcm with the good 
odor of Christ, they are compared to a “heap of wheat, set about 
with lilies.” 9

The pcrfection of the Church and its true progress are measured 
by the fruits of life, benediction, and sanctification which it pro
duces; that is, by the number, grandeur, and singular excellences 
of the saints and the holy religious institutes which the Church 
bears in her bosom. These are the ones who, with the superabun- 
dance of life and divine energies, most forcefully oppose evil 
and promote good. They are the ones who, in a mysterious and 
hidden manner, as all things most fundamental to life are mys
terious and hidden, provoke those great vital reactions in which 
not only equilibrium is re-established and lost health recovered, 
but vigor is renewed and well-being, energy, beauty, and prosperity 
are increased.

Those holy members or organs that are so influential in the com- 
mon edification, can hold any visible post or office, and the more 
humble, the better. For what makes them so great and vigorous is 
being dead to the world and configured with Christ in order to 
live with Him hidden in God and to worlc entirely with the invisible 
and insuperable power of the divine Spirit who is the living seal of 
their fortitude.

As these more important members and organs of the Holy Church 
are increasingly purified, illumined, strengthened, sealed, trans- 
formed, and adapted for their divine work, so the entire mys- 
tical body will be established, rooted, and edified in charity.10 Thus 
the Church is developed sound, robust, beautiful, and radiant with 
graces; it is purged more and more of stains, imperfections, weak- 
nesses, and infirmities which disfigure and render useless weak or 
poorly adapted members. Ultimately the Church is complctely 
renewed and it can be presented to the divine Spouse pure and 
immaculate, without the slightest imperfection or blemish, present- 
ing in the whole composite and in each particular member the living 
image of the perfect Man who is the incarnate Word of God.11

St. Paul, as we have seen, teaches that the divine Spirit distributes

* Cant. 7:3.
10Eph. 1:18} 3:16-19; 4:15 f. 
1 1 Eph. 4 :12; 5:26f.
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His gifts in various w ays to the faithful according to the measurc 
o f the giving of Christ.12 Thus all being adapted to their respec- 
tive ministry and each being assigned a particular function, they 
need one another and help one another mutually, forming a solid, 
perfect, and harmonious organism. Thereby all can be perfected in 
sanctity, arriving fully at their respective destinies, and contribut- 
ing, in accordance with the vital laws of divine grace, to the edifica- 
tion of the body of the Savior. Since this edification is especially 
effected through grace and charity, the principal end o f the Church 
should be the sanctification o f all its members.

A s the perfection and plenitude o f Jesus Christ, this sacred body 
ought to progress in wisdom and grace together with age and in 
wisdom with greater reason than did Christ. For according to St. 
Paul, it should be ever increasing in and through all things, and 
more particularly in the grace and experimental knowledge of the 
Son o f God, as St. Peter commands. It should, then, grow  in peace, 
solidarity, charity, harmony, and divine beauty, and consequently 
in justice and sanctity, according as it is purificd from all its stains, 
as it rectifies and orders defective members, vivifies and re-establishes 
those who were dead or infirm, and climinates or restores the 
wounded members and regenerates the amputated ones. Thus all 
the members become completely clcan, hcalthy, robust, and well 
adapted, and in all of them are fu lly manifested the treasures of gifts 
and grace of the Spirit of renewal and sanctification who dwells in 
them to animate, teach, govern, and sanctify them.

C oRR ELA T IO N  AND SO LID ARITY

Granted the perfect organic solidarity of the mystical body of 
the Church, we shall see that in it, as in the human body, there is 
no reason w hy the members should envy one another, but there is 
much reason w hy they should mutually aid and assist one another. 
Some have a noble position, others a hidden and humble one. But 
none can say to his companion that he has no need of him. T he eye 
needs the hands, and the head the feet. Though some members 
are more important, stili none are despicable, for all are useful or 
necessary, and usually those most hidden and more low ly in ap-

12 I Cor. 12:14.
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pearance are the most necessary.18 Those who w ork always in 
silence and whose fruits are scarcely noticed are the most vital and 
active and are always influencing the common good. A ll the great 
mysteries o f life are realized in silence and obscurity. W hat is 
clearly visible is the expenditure of work and energy. It is, as Claude 
Bernard points out, a phenomenon of death and not a vital synthesis, 
a dissolution and not a true evolution. L ife  consists in evolution, 
in silent creation or organic constitution.

A ll members must aid one another and mutually suffer one an- 
other. T h e y  must adapt themselves in order to work, each one for 
the benefit o f the others. If one is sick, it reflects on all the others; 
if one prospers, it redounds to the profit o f the others. The more 
they devote themselves to their function, letting themselves be 
molded by the impress of the H oly Ghost, the better they 
serve one another and the less they impede one another. The 
more they depend on one another, the more solidarity they 
enjoy. It does not matter that one does the work and the 
other has the glory, for if all wish to be eyes, there w ill be no 
hearing nor smell nor taste nor touch nor organization nor life nor 
fruits of life. A ll our glory lies in being members of Christ and form- 
ing together the mystical body. Therefore the members ought to 
be numerous and varied so that that mystical body may be formed 
perfectly and harmoniously. In it G od places each member where 
H e will, where it is most fitting, in order that there may be no dis- 
sensions among them but that all may conspire to the common good 
b y  aiding one another. I f  one suffers, the others suffer with it; if 
one is honored, all the others rejoice with it.14

13 St. Clement, Ep. / Cor., chaps. 37 f.: “The great can do nothing without the 
small, nor the small without the great. All the members are interrelated for mutual 
assistance. The head is worthless without the feet, and the feet without the head. 
Even the lowliest members are necessary for the organism, and all work together 
for its good and to keep it healthy. In this way, by the mutual dependence of the 
faithful, the mystical body of Christ is preserved. Each one, according to the gift 
which he has received, must be subject to his neighbor. The strong does not dis- 
dain the weak, and the weak respects the strong.”

14 Cf. I Cor. 12:12-27. The various members of a body not only influence one 
another, but they have a natural tendency to aid one another in order to conserve 
unity and harmony. Thus we see that the hands spontaneously come to the protec- 
tion of the head and the aid of the other members. The members of the Church 
ought to do likewise (Gal. 6:2; Eccles. 17 :12) and they do so when they are filled 
with the Spirit of Jesus Christ. If one member suffers, the others suffer with it and 
try to alleviate it, compassionating the afflictions of their neighbor (Job 30:25). For 
when one member is very sick, the whole organism is weakened, and the vital 
powers are localized for the healing of the wounded part.
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Thus, when ali the members perfect themselves, adapt them- 
selves, diversify and dedicate themselves more and more to thcir 
particular functions, the mystical body o f the Church progresses. 
W hen the hidden glory o f the sons of G od is manifested, it w ill be 
seen that the most glorious are those who, b y  their sufferings, la- 
bors, and privations, have contributed more to the common prog- 
ress, although many of them may have been concerned only with 
bettering themselves by fulfilling in ali things the duty of their par
ticular mission.

Each one should strive to be perfect in his own order and in the 
faithful performance of all his functions; in this w ay he will arrive 
at the degree and form of sanctity to which he has been destined 
and will contribute as much as possible to the common edifica- 
tion of all. T ru e individua! progress always efficaciously affects col
lective progress. It is a vain illusion for a man to attempt great social 
reforms which do not depend on him, while he disregards what is 
in his power: his own reformation. B y  his conversion he can soon 
prevent many evils and can give much good example. Let many 
members of a society perfect and reform themselves, and soon the 
benefit o f this reform will be felt. W hen a soul aspires to Christian 
perfection, it always inspires others by its good example and 
leads them after it. And those examples will be the more efficacious 
as the configuration of that soul with the sufferings of Christ is 
greater.15 Also, since the Church as a whole is bettered in this way, 
its collective progress w ill in turn redound to all the members 
and particularly to those who have caused it.

A ll, therefore, should let themselves be carried b y  the action and 
inspiration of G od who at each moment determines what they ought 
to do or suffer in order to be reformed and configured to the image 
of the new man and thus realize fu lly  the adorable designs of 
Providence. T h ey  should let themselves be penetrated with the 
unction of the H oly Ghost, who will caress and comfort and fortify 
them, making them docile to the voice o f truth and firm in its 
practice. Let them place themselves in the hands of God, saying 
with St. Paul: “ Lord, what would you have me do?”  or with the 
Psalmist: “ Teach me to do T h y  w ill.”  Having their hearts pre-

15 St. Teresa, Life, chap. n :  “ If by the help of God the beginner strives to rcach 
the summit of perfection, I do not believe he will ever go to heaven alone but will 
always take many others with him.”
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pared to intone in all their works and thoughts a perpetual hymn 
of praise,16 17 the sovcreign Artist, the Spirit of the Lord who filis the 
whole world, contains all things, and has knowledge of the voice,1T 
will begin to wound all their fibers with a divine delicacy, draw- 
ing from them as from a well-tuned lyre, melodies so inspired, so 
original, and so celestial, that they are not proper to this world. In 
each heart H e inspires a new canticle and, if they let themselves be 
tuned and played upon by Him who directs them, then like the 
choirs of heavenly companies,18 they will produce all together and 
without discord the marvelous concert o f the glory of God. Each 
one must contribute his note at the moment he is touched by the 
divine finger. I f  he resists, he will cause dissonance. And he must 
not take into account what G od desires and disposes in regard to 
the others, for it is not his affair to direct the symphony. It is 
sufficient for him to know what is demanded of himself and to be 
careful not to refuse.

T hat is how the eternal Master o f truth makes us hear at each 
moment the voice which w ill free us from the slavery o f error 
and sin so that in hearing it we no longer walk in darkness but have 
life-giving light. Thus the eternal Judge sees and judges the deep 
root, swect or bitter, of the intention from which our works pro- 
ceed and which outwardly appear beautiful,19 but within are viti- 
atcd by sclf-love and w orldly vicwpoints. So the eternal Truth 
speaks to each one and at each moment the only word which it 
needs and which is proper: the word of life. A ll must be attentive 
so that they can hear their rcspcctivc words if they wish to be dis- 
ciples of the Truth and taught by G od Himself.20 Finally, that is 
the w ay our Lord engraves His sweet law on our hearts 21 with let- 
ters of lovc which are the touches of the Spirit.

A ll of us are obliged to scc what in each case He asks of us or ex- 
acts o f us so that each will not follow his own caprice, but the 
internal law. It is not enough that something in general be of coun- 
sel and that it is not imposed on others, in order that we may be

16 Ps. 56:8; 107:2.
17 Wisd. 1:7.
18 Cant. i :8.
19 St. Augustine, Soliloquies, chap. 14, no. 4.
20See John 6:45, 64, 69; 8:12, 31-36; 10:17 i.
21 See Heb. 10:16.
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free to follow  it or not. I f  the interior voice imposes it on us at a 
given moment, w e shall be obliged to do it under pain of resisting 
the will of God and making ourselves unworthy to enter into His 
rest because we have a hardened heart. Others do not have this 
obligation because the will of God does not impose it on them or 
because, perhaps, He imposes on them the contrary, for all the 
strings of the lyre do not have to give off the same note. It does 
not matter to us to know what God exacts of others but only to 
be prompt to execute what He demands of us. “ I will have him 
to remain till I come, what is it to thee? Follow  thou Me.”  22 So 
it is that each one by following his vocation or the divine motion 
and inspiration will become a worthy member of Christ, remain- 
ing in the post which has been assigned to him and faithfully ful- 
filling his respective mission.23

In this w ay the true saints have proceeded and will always proceed. 
W ithout copying one another but each one offering an original 
and singular aspect, they all become w orthy sons o f God because 
they know how to let themselves be fashioned, carried, moved, di- 
rected, and animated in all things by His Spirit. Here, then, is the 
great secret of sanctity: to dcny oneself in ordcr to do the divine 
will in all things and through all things as it is manifested to each 
one and in each instance.24 This is w hy all the saints are intimately

22 John 21:22.
23 Thus is explained how in some what is a great fault is in others nothing more 

than an imperfection, if even that. What is good in an adolescent or child or at most 
constitutes imperfections which are proper to that age and which disappear with 
that age, would be a reprehensible fault in an adult. The same thing is true of the 
various ages and conditions of the spiritual life.

24 Caussade, Abandomnent to Divine Providence, II, chap. 12: “The divine action 
beholds in the Word the idea after which you ought to be formed and this ex- 
ample is always before it. It sees in the Word all that is necessary for the sanctifica- 
tion of every soul. The holy Scriptures contain one part, and the workings of the 
divine action in the interior of the soul, after the example set forth by the Word, 
complete the work. . . . The wisdom of the just soul consists in being content with 
what is intended for it, in confining itself within the boundary o f  its path, and 
not trespassing beyond its limit. It is not inquisitive about God’s ways of acting, 
but is content as regards itself with the arrangements of His will, making no effort 
to discover its meaning by comparisons or conjectures, but only desiring to under- 
stand what each moment reveals. It listens to the voice of the Word when it sounds 
in the depths of the heart, it does not inquire as to what the divine Spouse has said 
to others, but is satisfied with what it receives for itself, so that moment by moment 
it becomes, in this way, divinised without its knowledge. It is thus that the divine 
Word converses with His spouse, by the solid effects of His action which the 
spouse without scrutinizing curiously, accepts with loving gratitude.'. . . We mtist 
make use only of that which God sends us to do or to suffer, and not forsakc this
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related and feel this solidarity, because they really perfect one an- 
other and call upon one another. Together they form a marvel- 
ous harmonious whole which is the body of the almost transfigured 
spouse of Christ.23 * * But the many Christians who do not abandon 
themselves to G od and thus resist the voice and inspirations of the 
H oly Ghost, are always a heavy weight on the others and on the 
Church as a whole, which, like the woman in the Apocalypse, 
cries travailing in birth and cries to be delivered.26 T he Church is 
always suffering the pains of this parturition in which she strives to 
give birth for God to the innumerable sons who, b y  resisting the 
vivifying Spirit, do not become spiritually formed but always re- 
main diseased or monstrosities, because they do not let Christ be 
formed in them.27

The ili adapted member who lacks the spirit of charity and self- 
abnegation and does not adapt himself with the others to contribute 
with them to the common good fails in everything. He labors and 
suffers with little fruit and he causes others to suffer greatly. B y  
not aiding them as he should, he hinders them. Therefore, when

divine reality to occupy our minds with the historical wonders of the divine work 
instead of gaining an increase of grace by our fidclity.

“The marvels of this work, of which we read for the purpose of satisfying our 
curiosity, often only tend to disgust us with things that seem trifling but by 
which, if we do not despise them, the divine love etfects very great things in us. 
Fools that we are! We admire and bless this divine action in the writings relating 
its history, and when it is ready to continue this writing on our hearts, we keep 
moving the paper and prevent it writing by our curiosity, to see what it is doing 
in and around us. Pardon, divine love, these defects; I can see them all in myself, 
for I am not yet able to understand how to let You act. So far 1 have not allowed 
myself to be cast into the mould. I have run through all Your workshops and have 
admired all Your works, but have not as yet, by abandonment, received even the 
bare outlines of Your pencil. . . .  I will now become Your disciple and will frequent 
no other school than Yours. . . . For love of You and to discharge my debts I 
will confine myself to the one essential business, that of the present moment, and
thus enable You to act.”

26Joly, Psychology of the Saints, chap. 2: “ In the life of the Church there are 
found lineages of saints who personify, some affective and tender action, others 
energetic action and the vigorous spirit of propaganda. Can we not contrast St. 
Francis of Assisi with St. Dominic, St. Bonaventure with St. Thomas, St. Vincent dc 
Paul with St. Ignatius, as we contrast Bossuet with Fenelon? . . The differcnce is 
that in the saints diversity does not break out in struggles and controversies, but 
rather in the need which they feel of relying on others and of mutually aiding one 
another. If Bossuet and Fenelon, besides being great geniuses, had been true saints, 
instead of writing against each other they would have felt the urgent need of uniting 
and each one accepting from the other what he himself lacked.”

26 Apoc. 12:2.
27 Gal. 4:19.
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he is so maladjusted that he does nothing to further his dcsriny, 
he must be replaced by others; if he is healthy, he can at times bc 
reduced to an inferior role and be used for a lower end. Otherwisc 
he will have to be eliminated or amputated so that he w ill not hin- 
der others and do them harm.

On the other hand, among those members who are well adapted, 
some suffer little and work much by means of the help which they 
receive from others; others who are perfect in their class suffer and 
w ork continually without any fruit being apparent, for their mis- 
sion is to work and suffer for others. T h ey  are protective organs, 
organic defenses, which are as necessary as they are hidden. Some 
preside and govern with glory, others are subordinated and obey 
with docility. Some are hidden in the brain or the heart, ever 
watching over the common good and invisibly emanating a pro- 
digious vital activity; others, under their impulse, are occupied and 
consumed in external works. But all these offices and ministries are 
necessary, and each organ has a merit in proportion to its Services. 
That member which serves for nothing (in the divine eyes, that is, 
for human eyes judge very differently) is an unfaithful servant 
and will be cast into the outer darkness. A  debtor to the benefits 
of its companions and lacking the bowels of m ercy to compas- 
sionate with them and cooperate with them, it w ill have to pay the 
debt in the obscure prison until the last penny.28

Each organ must sacrifice itself for the sake of its proper func- 
tion and live only for that, because in that is contained its reason 
for being. It is only that it may contribute to the common good by 
fulfilling its function faithfully that it receives such a variety of 
Services from the rest of the members. If this is true of the ordinary 
simple faithful, it is truer of those who are especially consecrated 
in one w ay or other to the divine service, and for that end they 
receive special benefits or alms. But if instead o f identifying them- 
selves with their office and thinking only o f the fulfillment of 
their ministry in the house of God, they rather think of them- 
selves and make themselves their own goal instead of means, and 
appropriate to themselves for their own personal and human in- 
crease the Services which they receive, then the more benefits they 
accumulate, the greater will be their degradation and so much the

28 Matt. 18:32-34; 25:24-30.
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more inapt do they render themselves for the performance of 
their respective offices. T h ey  hypertrophy themselves as human 
organs and atrophy as divine organs, changing the spirit into flesh, 
and the grace of G od into lechery. T he more important or cen- 
trally located the organ or partial organ which accumulates bene- 
fits to the detriment of its function, the more is it perverted and the 
greater the unbalance, upheaval, and weakness which it causes in 
the mystical body.29

But the organ that is identified with its function and that grows 
only in and through that function, redounds with energies. Pos- 
sessing the life of the composite, it functions spontaneously and 
automatically, for its reason for being is to depend on its function. 
Therefore it has no time to reflect or introspect on itself. It does not 
think o f self or realize its own merits. It is absorbed only in the 
faithful performance o f its mission in which it finds all its glory. 
This same thing happens with natural organs which are centrally 
located and act as regulators. T h ey  function automatically and tend 
to their object with complete forgetfulness of self. The same thing 
happens, to some extent, in social organismis so far as they resemble 
natural organisms. And such should always be the case in the mys
tical organism of the Church which is truly real and physiological, 
unlike the purely social organisms. In social organisms, which are 
purely psychological, excessive specialization can make an indi- 
vidual incapable of performing the other functions which are in- 
dispensable for the attainment of his proper goal, from which he 
can never abdicate, because he is a member of the organism pre- 
cisely to foster the attainment of the end and not to impede it. But 
in the Church, whose solidarity equals and surpasses that of natu
ral organisms, each member is better able to attain his proper end 
and realize his individual pcrfcction when the organic whole has 
more solidarity and when the particular member more intimately 
and more perfectly lives the life of the whole and is more identified

29 We see the same things in many human societies which are infected with the 
cancer of bureaucracy wherein those who should simply be means are posited as 
ends. There accumulates a wide variety of useless employments, and great sums 
of money are expended. This, however, is not for the benefit of the common good, 
but only to maintain and effect the prestige of certain organs which formerly were 
perhaps important but now are without any function. When those organs display 
greater splendor and when they would have others consider them of great im- 
portance, their role of parasite is the more pernicious.
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with the order of its own function which places it in intimate con- 
tact with the other members. The great evils which the Church has 
had to suffer come precisely from the fact that certain important 
organs thought too much of themselves, their human grandeur, and 
forgot the sacrifices which their ministry imposed on them for the 
honor of G od and the good of Christianity. T h e y  were too much 
taken up with the accumulation of benefits and forgetful of the 
right performance of their offices. T h ey  degraded themselves as 
organs or members of the Church in order to figure as great men 
of their century. As a resuit they were transformed into parasites 
and false shepherds who, instead o f giving their life for their sheep, 
impoverished them in order to prosper and increase themselves, 
without any profit to the flock of the Lord. T o  such as these He 
threatens terrible punishments through His prophet EzechieI: 
“ W oe to the shepherds o f Israel, that fed themselves: should not 
the flocks be fed by the shepherds? You ate the milk, and you 
clothed yourself with the wool, and you killed that which was 
fat: but M y flock you did not feed. . . .  I will require M y flock 
at their hand.”  30

T h e inertia of these organs, degraded by hypertrophy, is com- 
pensated by others who are filled with the spirit of charity and 
sacrifice. B y  their abundant virtues and graces they supply for 
what is wanting in their neighbors. Thus organic equilibrium is 
restored when anything has disturbed it, and the organism is main- 
tained in a holy harmony.

Those who accuse the Church o f paralyzing piety with external 
practices and human intermediaries and who think that this im
pedes the adoration in Spirit and in truth and the direct intercourse 
between the soul and G od ignore not only this marvelous economy 
of the organization o f the mystical body of Jesus Christ which was 
so much spoken of by the Apostle but also the needs of the human 
state.31 God works immediately in all the faithful, as the soul does in 
the body, but only on condition that the members are united and 
subordinated to the directive organs and each one exercises its 
proper function in works proportionate to its condition.

T o  prescind from external practices which maintain our activity,

aoEzech. 34:2-10.
81 Cf. Faber, All for Jesus, chap. 4.
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arouse fervor, and visibly tighten the relations among the faithful, 
is to quench the fire of the spirit and also to loosen or break the 
bonds of peace and charity. N orm ally man cannot work without the 
body, and in all his mental operations he must make use of the senses. 
W hat Protestant, with all his pretensions o f pure spiritualism, has 
arrived at the liberty of spirit and the high state of contemplation of 
our mystics who were so attached to the practices o f the Church and 
so submissive to authority? 82 The true saints lived intimately united 
and subordinated to the Church because they knew very well that 
in her they could find life and that only in her was the H o ly  Ghost 
with all His graces.33

32 The great contemplatives were accustomed to follow faithfully the course of 
the liturgical year, contemplating those mysteries which were being celebrated by 
the Church. Yet in these contemplatives the Protcstants themselves recognize the 
most faithful expression of the Christian spirit. That is why, as Fonsegrive notes 
( L e  C atholicism e, p. 45), “the rites, formulas, and sacraments have as their object 
and effect the increase of religious life. The mystics, arriving at the highest grades 
of contemplation, are so united to the life of the Church that her sacraments and 
all her external formulary do nothing less than vivify their interior flame. They 
rejoice in supreme liberty and admirable autonomy because their communication 
with Jesus Christ and the Church is so complete and full that their will is that of 
the Church. They see the daughter in the Father, and in their immediate union with 
the heavenly Father they sense the reason for being united with the Church. So 
it is easy to see in the great mystics how ample is their liberty in the midst of their 
perfect docility.”

Blessed Angela of Foligno, o p. cit., chap. 62: “ Do not trust those who pretend 
to have the spirit of liberty as long as their life is a living contradiction to Christi- 
anity. Jesus Christ, the founder of the law. subjectcd Himself to it, and being free, 
He made Himself a slave. His disciples should not seek liberty in license which 
breaks the divine law.”

Im itation o f  C hrist, III, 13: “ He who tries to withdraw from obedience, with- 
draws from grace, and he who wishes to have things in private, loses the common
possessions.”

83 St. Irenaeus, Adv. haer., III, 24: “The Church vivified by the Holy Ghost has 
the mission of vivifying in turn her members. Through her is established the con- 
tinual communication between Jesus Christ and men. She possesses the Holy Ghost, 
the pledge of immortality and salvation, and she fortifies our faith and guides us 
and aids us in our rising up to God. God, as St. Paul says, has established His apostles 
in the first place in His Church, in the second place the prophets, in the third the 
doctors and other organs of operation of the Holy Ghost, from whom are excluded 
necessarily all who are separated from the Church and by their conduct they pro- 
nounce their own condemnation. For where the Church is, there is the Holy Ghost, 
and where the Spirit of God is, there is the Church and the mainstay of all graces. 
. . . Those who have no part in this Spirit, are not permitted to drink the milk of 
life from the breasts of the common mother nor to taste the waters of the ineffable 
fount of immortality.”

St. Augustine, In  Jottn., 24:13: “Only the body of Christ lives by the Spirit of 
Christ. . . . He who wishes to live, has the wherewithal to live. Let him approach; 
let him believe; let him be incorporated, and he will be vivified.”
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St. Githerine of Siena told Blessed Raymond that God had mani- 
fested to her in his inaccessible light “ the necessity o f the holy Church 
and how no one could taste the divine beauty in the abyss of the 
T rin ity  without the means of the Church, His sweet spouse. For all 
must enter by the gate of Christ crucified, and this gate is found 
nowhere else but in the holy Church. I saw that this spouse gives 
life because she has so much in herself that there is no one who can 
kill her. And I saw that she gives strength and light and that there 
is no one who can weaken or blind her. I saw, finally, that her fruits 
will never fall away but will always increase.”  34

Weiss 35 observes:

The saints have always been the most faithful sons of the Church, the 
most zealous guardians of her rights, and have observed her least precepts 
most scrupulously. . . . The more united anyone is to the Church, the 
more certain he is of union with her Founder and Lord, the author of all 
graces and the model and end of all sanctity. Supernatural virtue and the 
certainty of salvation diminish in the same degree that one alienates him- 
self from the Church. The more tightly one is bound with the mystical 
body of Jesus Christ, the more he adheres to this divine Head, by which 
the whole body is influenced through its ligaments and joints in order to 
grow according to God.sa

On the other hand, not all the members are in the brain, nor can 
all souls reach the heights of contemplation from the very beginning. 
And even the few  who actually do attain it, when they lack the 
lights which enable them to work as angels, have to descend to work 
as men, making use of the resources at their disposal, under pain of 
not working well or becoming beasts, and causing the spirit to be ex- 
tinguished.

Christian subordination does not restrict, but it directs, stimulates, 
and encourages. It makes each organ aid rather than impede the rest 
and it makes all of them continue to adapt and perfect themselves 
according to their respective destinies. As long as they proceed thus, 
good direction consists in observing and letting progress continue, 
taking care to stimulate only when necessary or to set it right when 84 * 86

84 Letter 105.
86 Op. cit., X , 13.
86 Coi. 2:19.
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it is misguided.37 The good spiritual director takes care to restrain 
the legitimate impulses which animate souls that have already been 
tested but that desire to convince themselves that they are moved by 
the H o ly  Ghost. His work would be impeded, so far as lies in man’s 
power, if  the director were to spend unnecessary efforts testing and 
resisting.38 Seeing that souls are animated and on the right path, he 
is content to encourage them, without meddling in anything that 
may perturb them. H e who knows that all souls do not travel along 
the same w ay, must let each one go its own w ay, as long as it travels 
well and must not impose too many restrictions and rules, though 
these m ay have been very useful for beginners. T o  act otherwise 
would be to try  to tow them against the wind of the Spirit and to 
impede their progress rather than assist it. Interfering with the work 
of the H oly Ghost, they would oblige Him to complain: T h ey  have 
destroyed m y vineyard.39 Therefore St. Ignatius prudently coun- 
sels, “ Leave the soul with G od .”  A s Lallemant points out, he also 
“ lays greater stress on the interior law which the H oly Spirit writes 
in the heart, than on the constitution and exterior rules.”  40

Those who try  to subject all souls, however advanced they may 
be, to identical procedures, are the worst kind o f directors, for 
they ignore specialization.41 Souls already highly specialized have, 
under direction and prudent vigilance, remarkable initiative in 
which “ the spiritual man judgeth all things; and he himself is

87 Palaphox, Varon de descos, III, j :  “ In this state the soul will have such a good 
Master that by letting itself be govcrncd by its holy impulses and divine inspirations, 
it will not need our advicc."

88 With good reason docs the Didache say: “ Do not test the prophet who is al
ready provcn but hcar him with rcspect and receive him as the Lord as long as he 
imitatcs His works.”

88 Jer. n :io .
40 Lallemant, Spiritual Doctrine, II, chap. 6, art. y.
41 Surin, Catech., II, 2: “W e do not condemn the precepts and methods which 

are useful for forming souls and accustoming them to holy exercises. But they must 
not be used violcntly or inflicted on souls when the Holy Ghost by His grace moves 
them to procecd more freely. This happens when He calls them to a sweet repose 
which is the truc fruit of the spirit of piety and makes one’s own action cease so 
that God can work. Then the soul must accept this liberty which the divine Spirit 
grants to it and enter into that familiarity which is so highly recommended by the 
saints. . . . This will make their commerce with God sweet and pleasing . . . and 
easy to progress more. Thus in a short time they will acquire the gift of prayer, 
because this procedure makes them docile to the motions and inspirations of the 
Holy Ghost who, finding nothing more definite than their great will to please God 
and converse with Him, breathes where He will and moves the soul in conformity 
with His desire.”
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judged of no man.”  42 O nly when they notice a disorder do the 
Central and superior organs have the right to moderate or chcclc 
the inferiors just as they ought to stimulate and urge them when 
they notice any slothfulness or heaviness.

But spiritual souls show themselves to be animated by the true 
Spirit in hearing and obeying the lawful representatives of God. 
“ H e that knoweth God, heareth us.”  43 Although these some- 
times through their carelessness can be mistaken, all will work out 
at the end to the profit o f him who follows them in good faith, 
for the obedient man is always victorious,44 and the submission of 
one’s own will is the greatest of sacrifices. But disobedience is like 
the crime of idolatry,45 for the disobedient man prefers his own will 
to the divine will, and by his insubordination he tends to tear the 
mystical body of the Savior and he pours forth, renders useless, 
and despises His blood which is communicated to us through the 
sacramental organs on the condition that one is in perfect union 
with that body from whose invisible Head our hierarchical superiors 
receive all power and authority by which they command us. He 
who is not subject to them and does not adhere to them, and es- 
pecially he who does not respect the Supreme Pontiff, disdains 
and positively resists Christ Himself.46

Therefore the great servants of God, filled with the Spirit of 
wisdom and a Christian sense, lament the evils of the Church, the 
tenderest and holiest of mothers, and they understand the evils of

421 Cor. 2 :i j .
431 John 4:6.
44 Prov. 21:28.
451 Kings 15:22 f.
46 Luke 10:16; I Pet. 4 :io f.; I Cor. 4 :1; II Cor. 3:6; 5:20; 13:3. St. Catherine of 

Siena, Letter 210: “If you are against the Church, how can you participate in the 
blood of the Son of God? For the Church is nothing other than Christ Himself. He 
it is who gives and administers to us the sacraments which vivify us through the lifc 
which they receive from the blood of Christ, for before this blood was given to 
us, neither virtue nor anything else was sufficient to give us lasting life. Then how 
can we be so rebellious that we reject that blood? And if we say: I do not rejeci 
the blood, I say that is not true; because he who rejects the vicar, rejects the blood, 
and he who acts contrary to the one, acts contrary to the other, for the one i* 
united and incorporated in the other. How can you say that if you offcnd the body 
you do not offend also the blood contained in that body? Do you not Itnow thm
the Church, of which he is the visible head, is a mystical body which has in .... II
the blood of Christ? On the other hand, if you reconcile yoursclf with tln popi 
you will make of yourself a grafting by planting yoursclf and grafting youisi II 00 
the tree of life.”
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their neighbors as if they were their own. In nothing do they suf
fer so much as in those insubordinations which cause a dislocation 
and separation of the members of Jesus Christ; 47 the terrible pains 
and sad afflictions which they suffer enable them to be configured 
with Him in the whole series of the mysteries of His sacred pas- 
sion. In the Garden our loving Redeemer sweat blood when He 
saw how His blood would be despised and poured forth in vain 
by the dissensions and rebellions o f so many ungrateful sons and 
how they would profane the sacrament o f His love which is the 
very center o f the union between souls and the heart of His holy 
Church. But in that same Garden He was comforted by an angel 
who showed Him the copious fruits of blessings which His blood 
would produce in all those who would receive it with love and 
how there would spring forth from His wounds so many foun- 
tains of life and grace. Thereby thousands and thousands of martyrs 
and confessors, virgins and pious widows, would be filled forever 
with vigor and fortitude and merit the eternal crown and by which 
the purification o f souls in purgatory would be shortened.

The three Churches— militant, suffering, and triumphant— form 
the complete body of Christ, and in a form conducive to these three 
States they receive the influxes from His divine head and the 
vivification of His Spirit. T h ey  are all solidly united by means of 
that superior solidarity which is called the communion of saints and 
thus they all share in the same goods.48 W hat we do or suffer in a 
Christian manner benefits all the sons of God, wherever they may 
be. Our good works, prayers, and privations, however small, aid

47 Weiss, op. cit., X , 3, app. 1: “ The saints experienced grace so keenly that their 
souls seemed transfigured. All their members were agitated with emotion in the 
presence of God . . . and they felt in themselves the pulsations of the heart of the 
Savior. . . . They were so united to Jesus Christ that sin, the great destroyer of 
this union, seemed to them to be an act which tore members from the Savior. . . . 
Any injustice or violence committed against one of the faithful was in their eyes 
a crime committed against Jesus Christ Himself.”

48 Sauve, op. cit., p. 46: “Nothing is more sublime than this flowing back and 
forth of prayers and graces which proceed from the heart of Jesus to the Church 
militant, triumphant, and suffering; from the three Churches to the heart and Jesus, 
and from one Church to another. It is certain that the aspect of purgatory is not the 
least sublime in this mystery and it is the most moving, for souls suffer much more 
there than in this vale of tears. Few souls ha ve been as immolatcd here below as 
St. Margaret Mary. She said, however, that the terrible impressions made on her 
by the infinite holiness was no more than a little token of what those souls suffer 
there. Their sorrow, so remarkably profound and resigned, will move us all the 
more as we share more in the heart of Jesus.”
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our neighbors, gladden the dwellers o f heaven, and alleviate the 
lot of the suffering souls. And the prayers of these souls, especially 
the triumphant souls, aid those of us who are stili on the journey.49 
Finally, the merits of all the just are gathered with those of Christ, 
by whose virtue they were gained, and jointly they serve for our 
benefit. Therefore the Roman Pontiff, as supreme dispenser of the 
divine treasures, can decree the honors which are owed to the saints 
and can apply indulgences to the souls in purgatory, for what- 
ever he looses or binds on earth is loosed or bound in heaven.60

Therefore also the Lord will ask of His unfaithful scrvants and 
ministers a striet account of their bad administration of His rreas- 
ures, o f the graces which they could have fostered and made fructify 
but which through their negligence remained useless or produced 
but little fruit. He will also demand an account o f the souls that 
by their negligence, imprudence, or culpable ignorance lost or did 
not increase what they should have, demanding at their hands the 
blood of those who perished through their fault. On the other 
hand, He will recompense with divine generosity the diligent and 
faithful servants who knew how to fructify the talents He con- 
fided to them. The least Service done for the Church w ill receive 
a glorious reward just as the slightest injury will receive the most 
severe chastisements. T he Lord will not permit anyone to look 
upon His spouse with indifference. He will terribly castigate those 
who do not love her, for they abhor Himself, the Savior of all men 
who saves them through her. W hat they do to the Church, they 
do to Him who is its head and they do to all Christians who are 
its members. He who does not love her, cannot love his neigh-

49 In the life of Ven. Francisca of the Blessed Sacrament, who was favored with 
many visions of the saints, one can see how they are greatly interested in us and 
especially in the mission which they had received from God during their lifetime. 
So the apostles and doctors often recommended that she pray for the needs of the 
Church. St. Catherine of Siena, as an apostle and doctor, made the same recom- 
mendation to her, for she had in her life been interested in a general reform. The 
holy founders asked her to pray for their respective orders; St. Thomas of Cantcr- 
bury asked her to pray for the conversion of England. One can also see the many 
favors, consolations, and encouragements which she received from the souls in 
purgatory and how well they repaid her for the many sacrifices she offered for 
them. “They take such good care of me,” she says, “ that I know not how to repuy 
them. When they see that I am sad, . . . they come to console and encourugr me 
and they call me their friend and benefactress. 1 owe very much to the souls In 
purgatory.”

60Matt. 16:19; 18:18.
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bors as he ought nor truly desire their salvation, and thus he shows 
that he completely lacks divine charity.

A P P E N D IX

I. SORROWS AND WoUNDS OF DlSSENSION

Catherine Emmerich, Passion of Our Lord, I:

I saw the Chureh as the body of Jesus and a multitude of men who 
were separated from her and they were tearing off great pieces of her 
living flesh. . . . Jesus looked upon them with tenderness and wept to 
see them lost. He who had given Himself to us as food in the Blessed 
Sacrament, in order to unite in the body of the Chureh, His spouse, men 
who are divided and separated from the Chureh, saw Himself despised 
in this same body. His principal work of love, the Eucharist, where ali 
men should be perfected in unity, would be turned, through the malice 
of false doctors, into a stumbling block and separation. In this way I saw 
entire peoples torn away from His breast and deprived of participation 
in that treasure of grace bestowed on the Chureh. Finally I saw all those 
separated from her submerged in incredulity, superstition, heresy, and 
false philosophy. Filled with fury, they banded together to attack the 
Chureh, aroused by the serpent which had been raised up in the midst of 
them; it was the same as if Jesus Himself had been torn to pieces.

2. T he F ruits of th e  Passion

Catherine Emmerich, ibid:

The angels presented to Jesus in the garden all the legions of the blessed 
who, joining their combats to the merits of the Passion, would be united 
through Him to the heavenly Father. It was a beautiful and consoling 
vision. He saw salvation and sanctification flowing as a torrential river 
from the dam of redemption which was opened after His death. The 
Apostles, the disciples, the virgins and holy women, all the martyrs, the 
confessors, the hermits, Popes and bishops, and a multitude of religious, 
in a word, the whole army of the blessed was present to His sight. All 
wore crowns on their heads and the flowers of these crowns differed in 
color, form, odor, and virtue according to the variety of their sufferings, 
combats, victories with which they had gained eternal glory. All their 
lives and all their actions, all their merits and all their efforts, and all the 
glory of their triumphs, come solely from their union with the merits of
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Jesus Christ. The reciprocal action and influence which all those saints 
exercised on one another and the manner in which they shared in the onc 
fountain of the Blessed Sacrament and the Passion of the Lord was a 
tender and marvelous spectacle. Nothing in them seemed fortuitous. 
Their works, their martyrdoms, their victories, their aspects, their ves- 
ture, all, though greatly diversified, was blended in an infinite harmony 
and unity. And this unity amid variety was produced by the rays of the 
unique stfn, through the Passion of the Lord, of the Word made flesh in 
whom was the life and light of men which shone in the darkness and the 
darkness did not comprehend it. It was the communion of the future 
saints which passed before the spirit of the Savior.

3. G races W hich A re L ost or Bad ly  U sed

Brentano, L ife  of Em m erich, p. 44:

Various symbols represented to her the negligences of the Chureh 
militant and its servants. She saw how many graces were not cultivated 
or fostered and how many had been lost. She was taught that the Re- 
deemer had placed each year in His Chureh a complete treasure of merits 
to supply for all needs and expiations. Despised, lost, and wasted graces 
(and they are sufficient to raise up the most fallen man or to free from 
Purgatory the most forgotten soul) should be sought with greater 
energy. The Chureh militant was punished for these negligences and in- 
fidelities of her servants by oppression from her enemies and temporal 
humiliations.

4 . L oVE FOR TH E C H U RCH

St. Catherine of Siena, Letter 33: “ You cannot have a desire 
for the salvation of souls unless you have a desire for the holy 
Chureh, because she is the universal body of all the creatures which 
participate in the brightness of the holy faith. . . . If the Chureh 
is reformed, there will follow benefits for the whole world. . . . 
Anyone who serves her with reverence w ill be rewarded for the 
slightest Service done.”

T h e  C hurch  as th e  G arden  and L iving  T e m p l e  of G od

W e have seen that the Apostle makes frequent use of the anthro- 
pological organic symbol and endeavors to show the great diversity 
of ministries which must be performed in the Church of God. From 
this symbol he strives to deduce the obligations o f all the fairhful
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and with them the whole of Christian moral and all progress in the 
spiritual life. For everything can be reduced to this statement: 
“Conduct yourself as living members of Christ, animated with His 
Spirit.” It is not necessary for us to dwell on the visible growth of 
this mystical organization, but it is well to recall some of the other 
symbols of the Church, since the one perfects and clarifies the 
other. In this way we shall see how the Church ought to grow and 
how necessary are solidarity, mutual dependence, multiple corre- 
lation, and perfect hierarchical subordination.

In the sociological symbol the Church appears as a kingdom, the 
kingdom of heaven, the kingdom of God on earth. Whence it re
quires a perfect ruler with the corresponding ministers and a visible 
representative of God.51

In the agricultural symbol the Church figures as a field planted 
by the heavenly Father who sends His workers to cultivate it. In 
that field,is the select vineyard and the garden of the delights of 
the Lord. It is also the mystical wine cellar where entirely spiritual 
souls are inebriated with divine charity which is prepared for them 
there. In that field, that garden, that vineyard, there are plants 
and flowers to be cared for and there is one who cares for them 
and cultivates them. The true caretaker and gardener is the heavenly 
Father who makes them grow, but He also sends workers with the 
power to piant and transplant, to engraft, prune, purify, and 
water.62 Yet all this is the agriculture of the Lord, and His helpers 
also are His plantings.53 The just man is like the tree planted near 
the stream of running waters.54

The souls which are more distinguished by the flowers of their 
virtues are transplantcd to the garden of delights so that there they 
may blossom and fructify with greater luxuriance and exhale a 
heavenly fragrance,55 which is the good odor of Christ with which 
they perfume the world and save it from corruption.

All the plants which grow and fructify in this field and especially
61 “Let a man so account of us as of the ministers of Christ, and the dispensers of 

the mysteries of God” (I Cor. 4 :1) . “For Christ therefore we are ambassadors, God 
as it were exhorting by us. . . . Do you seek a proof of Christ that speaketh in me?” 
(II Cor. 5:20; 13:3.)

63 Jer. 1:10.
631 Cor. 3:6-9.
64Ps. 1:3 ; Jer. 17:8.
53 Ecclus. 24:17-23; 39:17-19.
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in the garden are copiously irrigated with the mystical waters that 
spring forth from the fountains of the Savior.56 As organic associa- 
tions they protect one another and foster one another’s growth. 
The more vigorous give something of their strength for the bene
fit of the others because the breathing of the Holy Ghost, which 
gives life to all of them, thus distributes it for the common good. 
Therefore some of the plants are carried from the garden to the 
field, not to be cast away, but to be considered by God, because 
they participate greatly in Him, as fountains of salvation for others. 
They feel themselves alienated from Him who feeds among the 
lilies and they do not realize that they are now configured with 
Him who is the flower of the fields and the lily of the valleys and 
that they perform His office of savior by living among the thorns.87 
He is the true vine on which are engrafted all the branches or sap- 
lings which are able to produce fruit.58 So we return again to the 
perfect union and solidarity of some of the faithful with others and 
of all of them together in the common trunk who is our divine 
Head, Jesus Christ, Son of the living God. The dry or sterile 
branches are cut off and cast into the fi re. The plants of the garden 
which do not flower abundantly to beautify and perfume that 
garden are unworthy of remaining there and are cast into the fields 
where, through lack of care, they are in great danger of wither- 
ing away or becoming the food of beasts.59 Then many other wild 
flowers are translated to the garden to take their place.

Frequently the Church is also considered a spiritual house or the 
living temple of the Holy Ghost who constructs it little by little 
as a dwelling place of God.60 The Architect, who is at the same 
time the cornerstone, is the incarnate Word. With Him are asso- 
ciated many workers and secondary architects who under His di- 
rection and influence build so much better when they try to edify 
or sanctify themselves. They are said to work for the edification 
of the Church when they work for their own sanctification, when 
they adhere more and more to this living cornerstone. All should 
build solidly on the foundation of the apostles and the prophets of

86 Isa. 12:3.
57 Cant. 2:1 f.
88 John 1 j :  i - i <5.
89 Isa. j : i - j .
601 Pet. 2:j ;  I Cor. 3:16 ; Eph. 2:20-22.
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the Lord who now form one thing with Him. Those apostles exist 
now and they will exist forever because there will always be those 
in the Church who, by their ministerial succession and sacramental 
power, inherit the apostolic power. There will always be many 
souls filled with God who, through a charismatic communication, 
will inherit, as did Eliseus from Elias, the spirit of those prophets 
who so abounded and found themselves so copiously enriched and 
were of such great influence in the edification of the primitive 
Church where they figured at the side of the apostles.61 These new 
prophets of Jesus Christ are today the invisible mainstay of His 
holy Church while the successors of the twelve apostles and all the 
other ministers of the sanctuary aid the Church visibly. Theirs is 
the mission of governing; but those who are filled with the Holy 
Ghost, whatever their state or condition, are the ones who truly 
edify the Church.82

That the edifice may grow solidly in conformity with the divine 
plan and there may not be anything to be cast out, the various stones 
must occupy the place which belongs to them. And for this they 
must be chiseled and polished in such a way that they will be well 
adjusted and not misfits and at the same time will aid and adhere 
to one another, suffering one another with all patience and being 
united one to another with the bonds of peace and the cernent of 
charity. Only thus can there be solidarity, unity, and beauty.6* 
And only thus can souls be “built upon the foundation of the apos
tles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief cornerstone: 
in whom all the building, being framed together, groweth up into 
a holy temple in the Lord.” 64

61 Eph. 2:20; 3:5; 4 :1 1 ;  I Cor. 12:28.
62 I Cor. 14:4: “He that prophesieth, edifieth the Church.” Suso, D ialogue, XIII, 9: 

“ Upon these souls, as upon solid columns, God sustains His Church. Without them 
Christianity would perish and the entire world would fall into the net of the devii.”

Such aid is given especially by those who possess in a high degree certain charisms 
of the Holy Ghost and transmit them to a whole spiritual progeny (Isa. 59:21) by 
forming a religious congregation which is perpetuated for the good of Christianity 
and the edification of the entire Church. Therefore are the great religious founders 
placed in the columns of the Vadcan, as true foundations of the temple of St. Peter.

63 St. Magdalen of Pazzi, op. cit., IV , 1 1 :  “ In order to construet a beautiful 
edifice,” said our Lord to the saint, “ it is necessary that the stones be placed one on 
the other, that they mutually support one another, and that they be joined together 
by means of cernent. So, in order to construet the mystical Jerusalem, it is necessary 
that souls, who are the stones, be united by means of peace and that they support 
one another, bearing one another’s defects.”

64Eph. 2:20-22.
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Hermas, a disciple of the apostles, admirably develops this simile 
in the famous vision of the tower which represented the Church. 
This tower was built upon the waters, being constructed bit by bit 
on Jesus Christ and the apostles who together form a monolithic 
foundation. The construction will continue until the end of the 
world, and the world must end when it is finished.65 For this work 
the Lord commands His ministers to find new stones in far-off 
and inaccessible quarries. He charges them to dig them out, to 
select and transport them, to chisel them, to burnish them and polish 
them well. For this there are special workers who reject the unfit 
and accept the good. Then the virtues give to the stones the nec- 
essary luster and color so that they can be used in the construc
tion. Placed in their respective positions, they appear to be so well 
fit into place and so united that they form a beautiful monolith, ali 
brilliant and of the same color.

Now and again the Lord comes to examine the work and to 
test the stones with the rod of His power. As a resuit of this 
testing, some become even finer, more brilliant, and better united 
so that there is now no sign of a juncture between them and other 
stones, no contrast or diversity of color. Others, on the contrary, 
crumble or are blackened, so that the Lord commands that they 
be cast into the abyss as being totally useless. Stili others, although 
more or less delicate, do not harmonize or are maladjusted; they 
appear discolored, dull, rounded or slightly cracked. The Lord 
commands that these be taken out and put to one side to see if they 
can be used later. Meanwhile He sends His workers to find new 
stones at a far distance in the mountains and valleys, and, 
where they are least expected, many excellent stones are found. 
Further, when the ministers see that some of the stones in the vi-

66 Hermas saw (S h ep h erd , III, 8-10) that this mysterious tower is being con
structed on the waters because the water of baptism is the only fountain of life 
and salvation. It was constructed of square stones, white and perfectly joined to
gether, which “represented the apostles, bishops, doctors, and deacons who dis- 
charged their mimstries with purity and of whom some have died but others stili 
live.” Other stones represented the martyrs and holy faithful. At the base of the 
tower could be seen the stones that were rejected as useless, the false faithful, that 
is, those who believed with hypocrisy, without abandoning their evil works; those 
who believed and did not persevere; and those who, having faith, denicd the Lord 
in the moment of tribulation. For these, he says, there is no salvation. But between 
the saints and the reprobate are the believers who, having sinned, desire to be con- 
verted. These, if they are converted promptly, will be accepted for the tower. But if 
the tower is finished before they are converted, there will be no place for them.
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cinity are abandoned, though they seem good enough, they beg 
the Lord to let them polish and work over them carefully to see if 
those stones can be put to some Service, without going to the dis
tant quaries. Having obtained permission, they put themselves to 
the task and they then discover that the rounded and dull stones 
are not fine. Many of them crack and becoine useless, and others 
are incapable of any luster. But some of them can be worked upon 
and polished and finally they are of some use for a less important 
place in the inside of the tower.

The rounded stones are usually very fine, for they have been tried 
with the water of many tribulations. But they are too self-willed 
and they do not wish to lose anything of their natural goodness. 
But seeing that they are nevertheless so fine in texture, the ministers 
polish them carefully and in this way, at the cost of much effort, 
they wear them down and shape them so that finally the majority 
of them are used to good advantage in the tower, either on the out- 
side or within. Although much reduced in size and placed in a less 
important place, they can now withstand the testing of the divine 
rod. But some of these stones never let themselves be worked upon 
and polished but they crack and become useless and they have to 
be rejected definitively and thrown into the abyss.

In this remarkable simile is clearly represented what happens to 
souls that make up the mystical tower of the Church which is 
able to withstand all the attacks of the world and hell. It is the 
living temple of the Lord, the heavenly Jerusalem, at once the 
mansion and spouse of the divine Lamb, full and radiant with His 
eternal brightness. Only by labors, tortures, and violence are those 
living stones rightly prepared to occupy their assigned places.88 
Those which are of no use for that office, must be worn away stili 
more to be adjusted to an inferior role under pain of being rejected 
entirely. Those which are used for the exterior of the tower, in 
the walls of the new Jerusalem, are at once the most beautiful and 
durable.87 They withstand all the trials and attacks without suf-

86 Office of the Dedication of a Church:
T u nsio n ibus, pressuris 
E x p o lit i lapides,
Su is cooptan tur locis  
F e r  manus artificis.

8T Apoc. 21:10-24.
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fering the least harm, without losing their luster, and without be- 
ing soiled. They suffer because it is their mission to suffer and 
protect, but their sufferings make them stili more precious.

The union of the stones is effected through the blood of the 
Lamb mixed with charity and the sufferings of souls charged to 
unite themselves in His passion. The rocks are ali the faithful, and 
they occupy a place which is the more important as they are more 
consecrated to the divine Service or more adorned with virtues and 
graces. The workers are the ministers of the sanctuary. St. Cather- 
ine says in this regard:

Since God knows how to build well and to grant us whatever is neces- 
sary, when He saw that water is not good for compressing and mixing 
the lime to hold the stones together, He gave us the Blood of His only- 
begotten Son for the water. . . . Let us admire the inestimable charity 
of God who, seeing that the water of the holy prophets was not living 
and did not give life, sent us His own Son with the power and virtue of 
His love and placed Him as a stone in our edifice without which we could 
not live. . . . He made Him jointly master and servant and a worker on 
this edifice and He mixed His Blood with the lime so that nothing would 
be lacking for our edification. Let us be glad and rejoice, for we have 
such a sweet Master, stone, and worker and He has made us a wall with 
His Blood and has made our wall so strong that neither the demons, nor 
creatures, nor hail, nor tempest, nor wind can ever move it if we our- 
selves do not wish it.68

Speaking along these same lines, St. Magdalen of Pazzi says:

In order to build the mystical Jerusalem the Holy Ghost comes and 
selects industrious masters, zealous workers, and dexterous stone masons. 
. . . The architect is the eternal Word. The masters of the work are the 
priests, without whom no stone could be put in place. The workers who 
continually carry the materials to the structure are the confessors, and 
the stones which should serve as ornaments are the contemplative re- 
ligious. The cernent which holds them together is composed of the lime 
of the holy virgins, the sand of the holy hermits, and the blood of the 
immolated Lamb. But how many enemies rise up to destroy this edifice, 
the stability of which defies ali their efforts! If it is shaken in any part, the 
fault must be placed not so much on the stones themselves as on the 
stonecutters and the lime. Ah, that T h y priests and spouses, M y God, 88

88 Letter 34.
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should think that they honor Thee in loving themselves and basely de- 
ceiving themselves!69

APPENDIX

T he C u ltivatio n  of th e  G arden  of th e  C hurch

St. Magdalen of Pazzi writes (ib id .):

I see the divine Spirit come forth from the bosom of the Father, enter 
into the side and heart of the Word, and then descend upon us. Oh, what 
riches He brings us! Blessed are those who receive Him! From the bosom 
of the Father He takes power and a treasure of graces more numerous 
than the stars of the heavens. From the side of the Word He takes a love 
more fruitful than the flowers of springtime. . . .  I see Him speed 
through the heavens and the earth. I see Him cultivate the delicious gar
den of the Church. . . . His powerful breathing attracts to this garden 
certain plants from sterile and dry soil of infidelity. There they are 
watered by five streams, that is, the five wounds of the Word who waters 
them not with water, but with His own blood. The Holy Ghost takes 
what superabounds to the graces of His chosen ones and communicates 
them to these new plants because without this transfusion it would 
sometimes happen that the chosen ones, not being able to bear their heavy 
weight, althought it is a sweet weight, of heavenly graces, would be op- 
pressed by them.

There are stili other plants in this agreeable and fertile land of the 
humanity of the Word. The divine Spirit transplants them also, some be
cause of their weakness, others because of their vigor which would make 
them fructify too quickly. The vine which matures too rapidly becomes 
sterile. God, who is eternal, desires that the creature, in His example, 
should work incessantly and perseveringly. He wishes that their works 
should be perfect, without any mixture of self-love. Therefore He some
times puts it aside without withdrawing from it and plants it in the gar
den of His Church, where it shares more in aridity, that is, in the trials 
and tribulations which the Church has suffered and will always suffer. 
It there shares in the aridity of other plants and it communicates to them 
something of its own vigor. This transmission gives glory to God and 
benefit to souls.

The Holy Ghost also withdraws others from the humanity of the 
Word in order to give them to the human race. A friend who has precious 
fruits in his garden, however much he may esteem them, does not hesi-

89 Op. dt.y III, 4.
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tate to deprive himself of them to please his friend. And this is what the 
Holy Ghost does. When a soul is United to Him through love, He has 
great affection for it; but, wishing something for the human race, He puts 
this soul apart from Himself by the withdrawal of sensible graces, in 
order to give that soul to the world. The soul believes itself separated 
from God because now it no longer tastes Him, but it is then that the 
soul is most intimately united with God. Did not the Holy Ghost do the 
same thing with the Word when He took Him, so to speak, from the 
bosom of the Father in order to transplant Him in this miserable world 
and deliver Him into the hands of perverse Jews? But these did not 
know how to appreciate so inestimable a fruit. . . ,

When the Holy Ghost descended for the first time on the apostles He 
gave them the power of transplanting all men in the garden of the 
Church. An immense grace of which many are deprived because of their 
ingratitude! But He is not content with transplanting them in the gar
den; He wishes that they pass from there to paradise, that is, to the re- 
ligious state, and from there to the garden of the Friend, that is, the 
humanity of the Word, and not to rest until He has conducted them 
there . . . where He enables the soul to know His divine attributes and 
to teach it the truth.

G rowth  in  S a n c t it y

Mystical progress is the only true and integral progress. It is the 
only one in which nature really attains the plenitude of its per- 
fections at the same time that it is enriched with divine splendors. 
It is a continual increase of life and energies in which, growing in 
all things according to the true Exemplar, we can arrive at the status 
of the perfect man. By this progress is explained all development 
that takes place in the Church without any danger of falling into 
the modern aberrations which would reduce them to a series of con- 
tradictions and destructions. All true progress is the increasing 
manifestation of some aspect of the Christian life which always 
grows and is not a diminution or destruction. Therefore in the 
vital or mystical progress is contained all progress. This is the prin- 
ciple and end and supreme reason of all the rest, and not to grow 
in some way in the grace and knowledge of the Son of God is to 
flee from light and life and to advance along the path of darkiu-ss 
or into the shadows of death. Our only progress consists in pai 
ticipating more and more in the fullness of Him in whom \va% limii 
the beginning the life which is the light of men; of I lim who r.iim
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into this world to be the only way which leads to the perfectiori 
of progress, the only truth which destroys error and makes men 
free, the only life by which one truly lives without walking in 
darkness, but proceeding as sons of the light who flee from the 
shadows of death.70

Growing in the divine life, one grows in all things. Without this 
growth, since one cannot remain stationary in this life, everything 
is retrogression and degeneration. Nevertheless there are some who 
think that, although all the members of the Church should increase 
in life, or what is the same, in virtue and sanctity, the Church it- 
self cannot increase or mystically evolve, for it was holy from the 
very beginning and it is not to be supposed that now she would have 
greater saints or more abundant charisms than she had before. But 
then, neither can the Church be said to grow in unity and catho- 
licity, for she was always, at least virtually, one and catholic. Never
theless the Church does increase in these notes as she is extended 
and propagated and as, through great organic development, she 
fastens and tightens the bonds of solidarity of all the members 
among themselves and with the Head.

She should grow in all things because she must always be edi- 
fied more and more. This edification is effected principally in 
charity and, therefore, in sanctity and justice. This is her primary 
end: the progressive sanctification of all her members. The Savior 
Himself came to give to all of us, and therefore to the composite 
of the mystical body, a life which is ever more abundant. He placed 
the fire of His Spirit on the earth, desiring that it be kindled and 
that this divine fire should increase more and more. He shed His 
precious blood through love of His Church in order to sanctify 
and purify it more and more until it would be totally pure and 
beautiful. For that reason the Church begs in her official prayers, 
for example, in that of Blessed Gregory X, “to receive ever new 
increases of faith and sanctity.” He who is now holy must be sanc- 
tified yet more, and the just man must be progressively justified.71 
The Christian ideal is not a limited perfection but the true deifica- 
tion or the greatest possible assimilation and union with God. To 
achieve this we must strive to be identified in a certain manner with

70 Rofn. 13 :12 ; Eph. j :8 - u .
71 Eccles. 7:17.
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His infinite sanctity, letting ourselves fully possess His Spirit of 
sanctification and be configured in all things with the incarnate 
Word.

As a great number of the faithful is truly sanctified by realizing 
this sublime ideal, it is ciear that the integral life and therefore the 
true sanctity of the whole mystical body are increased. However 
holy were the first organs, which had to serve as the firm founda- 
tion for her later development, the Church was stili in a rudi- 
mentary state, like the grain of mustard seed. As she developed she 
manifested more and more her vitality, which consists especially in 
true sanctity. The first organs of that little body were of necessity 
embryonic and, no matter how much vitality they had and how 
much activity they manifested, they were not able to manifest 
fully the plenitude of life which was latent or contained in them. 
They had to wait until new organs appeared so that they could 
be developed and diversified according to the vital plan and to 
manifest themselves progressively. Thus we see how “the word of 
the Lord increased” with the increase of workers, as St. Luke says.72

During this development the perfection of the saints is effected 
more and more in the worlts of their ministry, and new and precious 
fruits of sanctification are continually appearing and ripening on 
this tree of life. We have seen how the intimate progress of the 
configuration of souls with the Savior is translated to the exterior 
in the increasing number of those who receive the stigmata. In each 
new saint we can say that there appears a new form of sanctity, and 
in all of them together is manifested more and more clearly the 
treasures of virtue and life which are buried in Jesus Christ.73

So it is that the entire organism of the Church is able to “grow 
up in Him who is the head, even Christ: from whom the whole 
body, being compacted and fitly joined together, by what every 
joint supplieth, according to the operation in the measure of every

12 Acts 6:7. Rose, A ctes, ib id : “The institution of the seven is a new phase for the 
Church and, by the addition of their activity to that of the twelve, the fervor of 
the Church and its propagation was increased.”

78 Olier, Lettres, II, 475: “ In a certain sense the feast of All Saints seems to me to 
be greater than that of Easter or the Ascension because this mystery perfects our 
Lord. But Jesus as Head is not perfect except in union with all His members, who 
are the saints. . . . This feast is very glorious because it is an external manifestation 
of the life hidden in Jesus Christ, for all the excellency of the perfection of the 
saints is nothing more than an emanation of His Spirit poured forth on them,"
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part, malccth increase of the body, unto the edifying of itself in 
charity.” 74

Animated as it is with the Spirit of renewal and sanctification, 
it is ceaselcssly being renewed and sanctified and as it proceeds ever 
in geometric progression, when some organ visibly disappears from 
it, some vital cell which is transfigured by passing into glory, then 
by a mysterious germination other cells appear to fili the empty 
place and to distribute the offices and powers of that which has 
disappeared, just as the powers and charisms of the apostles were 
by a vital law distributed among the pastors, doctors, and prophets. 
Thus the mystical body manifests in a fuller manner and in a more 
ample and varied way the powers that formerly were contained 
virtually in the primitive organ. Thus with each renewal the or- 
ganism acquires an increase of actual life and of true sanctity. On 
the other hand, the organs which visibly disappear through their 
transfiguration do not thereby break their bonds with the mys
tical body nor cease to exert influence on it. Rather, since they are 
now perfect, they influence it in an invisible manner by their in- 
tercessions and the accumulation of their merits without being an 
impediment or causing a state of unbalance in the organism.

It is not true to say, then, that there will never be greater saints 
than the early saints, and it is not enough to say that no saint can 
compare with Christ, the Blessed Virgin, the apostles, and the early 
disciples, in order to prove that the Church does not progress in 
holiness nor evolve mystically. This would be to reduce the whole 
edifice to its most solid foundations and the heavenly Jerusalem to 
doors and walls and the quickly maturing tree which, with its 
leaves and mature fruits, gladdens the earth, to its primitive seed, 
as small as the grain of mustard seed. The numerous flocks of Christ, 
beautified with the blood of martyrs and the virtues of so many 
confessors and virgins would be reduced to the little flock of the 
primitive Church, and the whole brilliant mystical body of the 
Church, adult and robust, possessing various organs and a diversity 
of functions, would be reduced to the simple embryonic members. 
How is it possible that as the number of holy members has in- 
creased, with the prodigious and various forms of heroic virtues 
which they manifest, that the sanctity of the whole body would

74 Eph. 4:16.
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not also increase? And how is it possible that the body would not 
continue to increase in the measure that this number increases and 
the infirm or stained members are cured and cleansed, and that 
the whole organism should remain healthy and pure, without spot 
or stain?

Jesus Christ, the Founder of the Church, was and is always the 
Head of this mystical body which He directs and governs and 
keeps united. He distributes to it energies and graces; He watches 
over its prosperity; and with His Spirit He animates it and impels it 
to develop and grow in ali things. He is with us today as yesterday 
and He will remain with us always,76 according to His promise: “ I 
am with you all days, even to the consummation of the world.” 76 
He gave solidity to the firm cernent of the apostles, but these are 
not the entire tower or holy house of the Lord nor even its entire 
foundation. Aiding them, upon the Cornerstone, are all the new 
apostles and prophets in the Spirit.77 He concentrated in them 
and in the first believers, as the embryonic organs, all the vital 
energy or first fruits of the power of His Spirit. But the first 
fruits, though precious, are not the full maturity, the richness, 
variety, and excellence of the fruits. These first organs, so full of 
life, however great the potential virtuc they possessed, are far re- 
moved from the perfect organism with all its power actualized, 
manifested, diversified in the prodigious variety of functions which 
we now see and which will be seen even better at the end of time 
when the leafy tree of life shall have finished giving forth earthly 
fruits and will flower for all eternity.78 There is nothing in this

7» Heb. 13:8.
16 Matt. 28:20.
77 Eph. 2:20; 3:5.
78 In spite of the fact that the present economy must endure forever, it is the 

opinion of St. Thomas that the status of the new law will vary according to place, 
time, and persons as the grace of the Holy Ghost is possessed more perfectly. He 
then States the principle that a thing is more perfect as it is closer to its ultimate 
end. (Cf. Ia Hae, q. 106, a.4.) From this it is deduced that, as the body of the Church 
approaches its ultimate end, d o n ec  occurram us om nes in v iru m  p erfectu m  (Eph. 
4 :13), so much the more perfect will it be in all things, though under the same law 
of grace. That is why, in spite of having received the plenitude of the Spirit of 
sanctification on Pentecost, it receives it anew when it gives solemn testimony of 
the Savior (Acts 4:31) and it has always been receiving it in an invisible manner. 
Therefore the sovereign Spirit dwells in it to teach and sanctify it (St. Thomas, 
In  I C o r. 12 , lect. 2) and to direct it ceaselessly along the paths of truth and good- 
ness, pouring forth on it new torrents of graces in the diversity of its members. 
Therefore the Church puts this prayer in the mouths of her ministers: "Almighty
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tree which was not there virtually contained in the seed. But to 
grow and fructify so greatly it had to assimilate many things and 
absorb and vivify them.

Little by little the divine ferment pervades the mass of humanity 
and transforms it into itself, and this deifying fermentation must 
be ever increasing. He who knows how to make sons of Abraham 
out of stones is continually dragging them forth out of the hu- 
man quarry and shaping them, making them polished and perfect 
in order to place them in the tower of the kingdom where they 
will shine for ali eternity in perfect sanctity and justice. Until this 
happens, the Church will ever increase and progress, strictly- 
speaking even more than did Jesus, in wisdom and age and grace be- 
fore God and men. He Himself will direct our feet along the 
paths of peace, of holiness, and of perfection.79 In these paths we 
shall have no other norm, no other light, and no other power but 
that of the divine Master who is the way, the truth, and the life. 
No fixed limit will be set to our progress other than the perfection 
of the heavenly Father incarnate in that Exemplar who is the splen
dor of His glory and the figure of His substance, whose glory we 
saw was that of the Only-begotten, full of grace and truth and of 
whose plenitude we shall all receive, until the perfection of the 
saints is consummated in the works of their ministry and the en- 
tire body is well organized or edified in charity.

Although the sanctity of the apostles, who were the founda- 
tion stones of the Church, will never be surpassed by anyone, the 
sanctity of the whole mystical body does not on that account cease 
to increase unceasingly, as it is developed and perfected in its en-

and everlasting God, by whose Spirit the whole body of the Church is sanctified and 
ruled: mercifully hearken to our supplications for all orders therein, that by the 
gift of T h y grace, all in their sevcral stations may give Thee faithful Service” (For 
all the ranks in the Church).

It will perhaps be objected, “Who has ever loved Christ as did the twelve apostles, 
the early martyrs, and the virgins of the primitive Church? Where can one see that 
halo of primitive Christianity when the faithful had but one heart and one soul and 
lived in a kind of ecstasy, the ecstasy of love in its first hour?”

“It is true,”  replies Bougaud (L ’E g lise , p. 231), “that this beginning is ineffable, 
as is every beginning of love. But I hear Renan say: ‘Jesus Christ is loved a thousand 
times more today than when He lived’ ; and I hear Flavet repeat; ‘Never was Jesus 
loved as He is loved today.’ There is, then, a certain progress in the love of Jesus 
Christ and of souls, and evidently that progress must be true, if such blind men 
were able to notice it.”

T9 Luke 1:73-79.
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tirety. For, as we have said, in this integral progress the Church 
militant forms one body with the Church triumphant, and the new 
saints are added to the communion of the old. For each member 
or each anatomical element which is transfigured or made glorious, 
we see appear again two or more who come to take their place in 
the yet passible organism and there to fulfill their functions with 
greater variety and perfection, thus dividing the physiological la
bor. And the vital activity which is manifested by that continual 
and progressive specialization and division of functions is much 
greater and fuller than that which one alone could manifest, how- 
ever centrally situated he might be. Thus the vital actuality and 
true sanctity cannot but increase more and more in the Church as 
there is an advance in differentiation, specialization, and the con- 
sequent organic and physiological progress.

For that reason St. Hildegard sees how that marvelous body of 
the Church has yet to be fully developed, perfected, completed, 
purified, and sanctified until the end of time. “ She has not yet 
reached,” St. Hildegard writes, “the full power of her constitution 
nor the full brilliance of her splendor, for during the time of the 
son of perdition who will bring error into the world, she will suf
fer the fiery and bloody agony of most cruel perversity in all her 
members and, having been led to perfection through that calam- 
ity with bleeding wounds, she will be near the heavenly Jerusa- 
lem.” 80

Father Hoyos also saw in spirit those happy times when all the 
prophecies would be fulfilled and all nations would serve God. On 
another occasion he was given to understand how, by means of 
the new devotions which are ever springing forth in the Church, 
the Savior discloses to us new treasures of His goodness and new 
perfections which we should copy in ourselves in order to become 
more like Him and to arrive at a perfection similar to that of the 
blessed. So he States how our Lord manifested to him the glory 
that those souls would have through knowing and loving the affec- 
tions and movements of His sacred heart which He manifests to 
the Church so that the faithful may fashion their hearts in the like- 
ness of His. Thus many souls will learn from this divine heart a 
perfection which is much higher in love and suffering.

80 Scivias, II, 3.
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In conformity with this, St. Vincent Ferrer81 announced that 
the time would come when a great multitude of Christians would 
have no other words or tastes or affections but those of Jesus Christ. 
And in more recent times, Ven. Anna Maria Taigi, whom Pope 
Pius IX called a providential woman, prophesied that the time was 
not far distant when there would be a marvelous increase in the 
Church.82 Thus is sanctity ever increasing because charity cannot 
remain idle.

Abbot Perreive observes: “Love cannot live unless it grows. It 
must grow; it must rise; it must be strengthened through joy and 
suffering, it must be firmly rooted for its well-being and ever more 
firmly established througb trials and sacrifices. In a word, it must 
always progress and advance and at each step be increased in the 
grandeur of its conquests and its gifts.”

The love of the Spouse for Jesus Christ is always increasing and 
ever seeking new ways to please the Beloved. It will always be of- 
fering Him new flowers of virtue and sanctity, without depreciat- 
ing the old ones. Why should there not be saints as great as or 
even greater than in other times, when the general progress of the 
Church (especially in regard to sacramental discipline and theology, 
a better knowledge of ascetical and mystical theology and the whole 
progress of the spiritual life) has facilitated and multipled the means 
of sanctification? Now as always God is sharing with souls His 
intimate friendship and in the great facility which He gives them 
to purify themselves frequently in the sacrament of penance and to 
replenish and nourish themselves by daily Communion, He offers 
them efficacious means for arriving promptly at the heights of 
sanctity, if they wish to correspond with the inventions of His love 
and not be deaf to His sweet calling. Let us learn how to corre
spond with love and generosity, and He will be able to work in 
us His unheard-of marvels. His treasures are never exhausted, and

81 V itae Sp irit., 19.
82 St. Hildegard, Letter 94: “After this effeminate epoch there will come manly 

times. Then great combats will be waged. Men will not be like little children, as 
they are now, thinking only of pastimes and pleasures. They will be vigorous men. 
The fear of God and severe discipline will reign again, and many lay-people will 
live like saints. That desire for sanctity will last a long time. The clergy will be a 
model of virtue. Health, vigor, and fortitude will reign in the people of God to 
such an extent that numerous martyrs will be seen.”
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from them there are always proceeding new prodigies with which 
He continually renews His Church.83

In this regard, Caussade says:

O unknown Love! it seems as if Your wonders were finished and noth- 
ing remained but to copy Your ancient works, and to quote Your past 
discourses! And no one sees that Your inexhaustible activity is a source 
of new thoughts, of fresh sufferings and further actions: of new Patri- 
archs, Apostles, Prophets, and Saints who have no need to copy the lives 
and writings of the others, but only to live in perpetual abandonment to 
your secret operations. W e hear of nothing on ali sides but “ the first 
centuries,”  “ the time of the Saints.”  What a strange way of talking! Is 
not all time a succession of the effects of the divine operation, working at 
every instant, filling, sanctifying, and supernaturalising them all? Has 
there ever been an ancient method of abandonment to this operation 
which is now out of season? Had the Saints of the first ages any other 
secret than that of becoming from moment to moment whatever the 
divine power willed to make them? And will this power cease to pour 
forth its glory on the souls which abandon themselves to it without re- 
serve? . . . Not by Consulting Your former works shall I become what 
You would have me to be; but by receiving You in everything. By that 
ancient road, the only royal road, the road of our fathers shall I be en- 
lightened, and shall speak as they spoke. It is thus that I would imitate 
them all, quote them all, copy them all.

This is how the spiritual house of God will be built. No other 
foundation is needed than the one set down by Him: Jesus Christ, 
the apostles, and the prophets. On this foundation we must all build 
in order to complete and perfect the edifice as far as lies in us. But 
we must look well how we build, for the works of each one will 
be tested by fire. Only those materials that can withstand this test 88

88 “ I dwelt in the apostles,” said the divine Paraclete to Blessed Angela of Foligno 
( Visions, chap. 20), “and they did not experience M y presence in the way that you 
do. Enter into yourself and you will find a joy without any comparison. It will not 
be the sound of M y voice in your soul; it will be Myself. . . .  I love with an im
mense love the soul that loves Me without any simulation. If I find a soul possessing 
perfect love, I will bestow on it even greater graces there than on the saints of 
centuries past. . . . God does not ask anything of the soul but love, and the soul’s 
love is God Himself.” “Ponder these last words,” adds Blessed Angela, “weigh them 
well; they are profound. . . . M y soul understood with certainty that in Him there 
is nothing but love. He complained that now He finds so few in whom to dcposit 
His grace, and He promised to give to His new friends, if He finds them, greater 
graces than He gave to the ancients.”
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by fire will be able to remain. The fire of tribulations in this life 
continually purifies the work, and only that will remain for ali 
eternity which cannot be destroyed by the fires of purgatory but 
will rather thereby obtain new glory.84 Therefore, during this 
earthly existence the spiritual edifice is continually increasing not 
only in grandeur and magnificence, but also in splendors of virtue 
and sanctity.

Here alone is the reason for our passing existence. The Church 
stili remains and withstands all persecutions because it must pro- 
gress and be perfected completely and especially in sanctity. For 
that did Jesus Christ establish His Church “that He might sanctify 
it, cleansing it by the laver of water in the world of life: that He 
might present it to Himself a glorious Church, not having spot or 
wrinkle, or any such thing; but that it should be holy, and without 
blemish.” 85 It is true that this will not be attained until glory; 
but in order that all may be reunited there, it is necessary that the 
Church finish her course,86 that the number and perfection of all 
her members be completed, that all should be transformed in 
the sanie divine image from glory to glory;87 and that all should 
be sanctified,88 so that in all of them she may be healthy, purified, 
and sanctified. We see how as yet there are many members in this 
mystical body who are infirm and weak and almost dead.89

It appears that much is yet lacking for the complete fulfillment 
of the prophecies concerning the general effusion of the gifts of 
the Spirit as announced by Joel, which began to be fulfilled in 
the Cenacle; for the arrival at their plcnitude of the Communica
tions of the Holy Ghost and the reign of perfect justice, so that 
vision and prophecy may be fulfilled and eternal justice may be 
established, as Daniel says, whcn all the kings of the earth will 
adore Him and all nations will serve Him,90 and that peace and 
sanctity may reign in all parts according to the magnificent prophe
cies of Isaias.

But first of all it will be necessary to effect the congregation
84 I Cor. 3:10-15.
85 Eph. 5:26 f.
88 II Tim. 4:7.
8T II Cor. 3:18.
88 I John 3:3.
891 Cor. 11:30.
90 Ps. 7 1 :1 1 .
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of Israel, and then ali nations will be gathered together to serve 
the Lord. Today, instead of that unanimous adoration, we are pre- 
sented rather with a general apostasy. We see reason filled with 
pride, raising itself up and opposing ali that is from God.91 But in 
spite of the persecutions and apostasies, the number of Catholics 
continues to grow. The frequenting of the sacraments and the 
fervor of many souls is a consolation in the midst of so many de- 
fections.

In spite of ali this, the mystical tower continues to rise steadily. 
When its construction is completed, this world will no longer have 
a purpose for existing; it will be the general consummation. The 
faithful servants will be placed in charge of the goods of the Savior; 
the virgins who are ready with the oil of charity will enter with 
the Spouse into the etemal nuptials; but the careless and those who 
were not prepared will be left outside. They will be cast into the ex
terior darkness.

Our enemies persecute us with increasing fury. Thinking that 
they do us injury, they do nothing but work, without realizing it, 
for the construction of the house of God. They contribute to the 
burnishing and polishing of the useful stones and cause the use- 
less ones to crack and be cast out. If they render useless the stones 
of one nation, they thus arouse the zeal of the evangelical workers 
to go to far-off places to find even better stones. If some nations 
are rendered unworthy of the kingdom of God, it will be taken 
from them and given to another nation that will bring forth fruit.92 
A terrible truth for many nations in Europe!

Frequently God castigates His people by the hands of the enemy, 
and those castigated and corrected are much beloved children who 
enter into the glory of God the Father while the persecutors will 
be the “ rods of indignation” which afterward are good for noth
ing but the fire.93 The blood of the martyrs is ever seeking venge- 
ance, but it must wait until the number of their brethren will be 
complete.94 Then will appear the sign of the Son of man who will 
come to renew ali things and to give each one His just merits.

Thus will be made known the false progress so much boasted of
8 1II Thess. 2 :3 -11.
82 Matt. 21:43.
83 Isa. 10:3-27.
84 Apoc. 6: to f.
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by reason which, not recognizing anything above itself, closes its 
eyes before the center of light and life, Jesus Christ, our Savior, 
in whom is the perfection and consummation of all things. Then, 
seeing the just souls reigning with Him, it will cry out with the 
impious: “We fools esteemed their life madness, and their end 
without honor. Behold how they are numbered among the chil- 
dren of God, and their lot is among the saints. Therefore we have 
erred from the way of truth, and the light of justice hath not 
shined unto us, and the sun of understanding hath not risen upon 
us.” 95

Today those who are insensate in the eyes of the world are grow- 
ing in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior.98 They 
taste and see how sweet He is and they can say with all confidence: 
“Behold what manner of charity the Father hath bestowed upon 
us, that we should be called and should be the sons of God. There
fore the world knoweth not us, because it knew not Him. Dearly 
beloved, we are now the sons of God; and it hath not yet appeared 
what we shall be. We know that, when He shall appear, we shall be 
like to Him: because we shall see Him as He is. And everyone that 
hath this hope in Him, sanctifieth himself, as He also is holy.” 97

Let us sanctify ourselves in truth by following faithfully the mo- 
tions and inspirations of the loving Spirit of adoption and sanctifi- 
cation. Thus shall we contribute efficaciously to the edification of 
the holy Church, growing in all manner of perfections, according 
to Jesus Christ, our Head, from whom the whole body receives, 
by joints and bands, the necessary nourishment to grow unto the 
increase of God.98

96 W isd . 5 :4 -6 .
96II Pet. 3:18.
971 John 3 :1-3 .
98 Coi. 1 : 19.
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Abandonment of self, II, 30, 52, 97 
Abandonment of soul by God, I, 247; II, 

37, 198 ff., 211 -13
Abandonment of soul to God, II, 45 
Abnegation; see Mortification 
Active life and contemplation, II, 392 
Activity, divine: our participation in, I, 

195 ff.
Activity, quasi-divine, II, 230-37 
Adolescence, spiritual, I, 21, 269 
Adoption, divine 

characteristics of, I, 86 
essence of eternal life, I, 135 
fruits of, I, 137 
and justification, I, 86 ff. 
obligations proceeding from, I, 103 
reality of, I, 26-28, 44, 137, 348 
role of divine persons in, I, 144 ff. 

Amendment of life, I, 307 
Angels, role of the, I, 106 
Annihilation; see Humility 
Appropriation; see Attribution 
Artifices of divine love, II, 43 
Asceticism, I, 270; II, 422: and mysti- 

cism, I, 17-19, 256; II, 403-33 
Ascetics: activity of, I, 19; II, 87; reason 

for, II, 87; as a Science, I, 17; II, 404; 
their mode of prayer, I, 17 

Aspirations, I, 302
Attributions: ordinary and proper, I, 

141 ff.
Awareness of God: in divine indwell- 

ing, I, 241-43; II, 33, 37, 71, 136-38, 
144, 164 ff., 219 ff.; through gifts, I, 
2 1; II, 135, 340 ff.; through grace, I, 
24 note 22

Baptism: importance of, I, 319; as re- 
birth, I, 102; role of Holy Ghost in,
I. '78

Beatitudes, I, 202
the clean of heart, I, 280 
and fruits, I, 276 ff. 
the meek, I, 280 
the merciful, I, 280 
merited de condigno, I, 278 
the peacemakers, I, 279 
the poor in spirit, I, 280 
and religious vows, I, 312 
those who hunger and thirst after 

justice, I, 279 
those who mourn, I, 279 
those who suffer persecution, I, 281 

Beauty of just soul, I, 46, 89, n j- 17  
Betrothal; see Espousal 
Bilocation, II, 293
Blessed Virgin: devotion to, I, 326; and 

H oly Eucharist, I, 337 f.; predesti- 
nation of, I, 106

Blood, precious: power of, I, 345

Ceaseless struggles, II, 120 
Charity

and communication with God, I, 140 
definition of, I, 205 
degree of; in souls on earth, I, 122, 208 
Gardeil on, I, 208 note 39 
increased through Eucharist, I, 338 
source of merit, I, 293 
stability after death, I, 130 

Christ:
configuration with, II, 285-87, 367-69 
as cornerstone, I, 156 
as good shepherd, I, 155 
as head of mystical body, I, 80 ff.; 157 

60
incorporation in, I, 48 ff., 102-4: obii 

gations based on, I, 104 
as key to supernatural ordcr, I, 50 II 
as Lumen gloriae, I, 126 
as our brother, I, 152-55
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our death in, I, 101 
as our model, I, 60 
our rebirth in, I, 62 f f ,  75 ff., 146 
as spouse of souls, I, 156, 160-69, 1 7 1 -  

73
Church, the (see also Mystical body) 

as bride of Christ, I, 157 
diversity of functions in, II, 454, 457- 

64
evolution of, II, 469-90 
ideals proposed by, I, 98 
increasing sanctity in, II, 504-8 
inner life of, I, 1 
living temple of God, II, 491-98 
love for, II, 491
mutual relation of members in, II, 457-

<Sj, 4 7 5 -9 0
as an organism, I, 267 ff.; II, 447 
perfection of members in, II, 454, 474 
progress in, II, 469-71, 474, 477 
progressive perfection of, II, 455 
retrogression in, II, 471-73 
Sabatier on, I, 99 
sanctification of, II, 499-510 
symbols of, I, 11- 13 ; II, 492 
vital life of, II, 448-56 
vital organism of, II, 457-64, 474 

Cleavage of soul and spirit, II, 215 
Communications, intimate, II, 240 
Communion: effects of, I, 338 ff., 344; 

frequent, I, 341, 343; of saints, II, 
488; spiritual, I, 323

Compendium of the spiritual life, II, 48 
Confessor, knowledge requisite in, I, 324 
Configuration with Christ, II, 285-87 
Confirmation, sacrament of, I, 320 
Confirmation in grace, II, 228-30 
Conforming union, II, 147-57 
Conscience, II, 24
Consolations: desire for, II, 12 1; in night 

of senses, II, 139 ff.; 209-11 
Constancy in trials, II, 98 ff. 
Contemplation

acquired, I, 17; II, 128 
and active life, II, 134, 145 
aids to, I, 284 
and apostolic life, II, 392 
dark and purifying, II, 216-19 
dawn of, II, 95-126 
desire for, II, 384-403 
grades of, II, 256-62 
rnfused, II, 127 ff. 
in mystics, I, 17 
obstacles to, I, 284

Contemplation (continued) 
passivity of, I, 243 ff. 
phenomena accompanying, II, 262-88 
possible for ali, II, 438-42 
prelude to, II, 95-100 
prerequisites for, II, 393-403 
St. John of the Cross on, I, 249 ff. 
signs of call to, II, 100-102 
source of action, II, 230-37 
true, II, 141 

Contemplatives 
and ascetics, II, 87 
definition of, I, 17 
glorify God, II, 249-51 
power of, II, 230-37 

Contradictions, II, 104-8 
Conversations, pious, I, 313 
Cowardly, the, II, 83 ff.
Crisis, II, 76 ff., 83 ff.
Cross, the way of the, II, 59 ff.
Crosses: made light, II, 125; the pledge 

of love, II, 125; and trials, II, 19 ff., 
22, 30, 72-78, 104-12

Deafness, spiritual, II, 433-37 
Death: longings for, I, 139; II, 156; 

mystic, II, 287-89
Degrees of union, II, 155 ff., 17 5 ® ., 219- 

. 39Deification 
Bainvel on, I, 352 
Bellamy on, I, 37 
and eternal glory, I, 121 
by Holy Ghost, I, 23 
Meric on, I, 357 
and nature, I, 57
notions of the Fathers on, I, 29 ff. 
Passaglia on, I, 37 
process of, II, 3 ff.
progress of, II, 5 ff., 16 ff., 31 ff., 95 ff., 

127 ff., 171 ff., 219 ff.
Ramiere on, I, 38 
role of divine persons in, I, 144 ff. 
role of Holy Ghost in, I, 30-33 
role of Word in, I, 33 
St. Augustine on, I, 36 note 61 
St. Cyril on, I, 35 note 59 
St. Dionysius on, I, 65 
St. John Chrysostom on, I, 34 note 57, 

J<5
St. Peter Chrysologus on, I, 33
St. Thomas on, I, 30 note 39
and Son of God, I, 33
status of this doctrine today, I, 38-40
and union with God, I, 54 ff., 143, 353
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Derision, II, 104-8 
Devotions, routine, I, 305 
Dignity: of Christians, I, 28; of conse

cra ted virgins, I, 169-71 
Directors, spiritual 

attitude of souls toward, I, 311 
function of, II, 486 
incompetent, II, 82, 89 ff., 383 
lack of, I, 3
necessity of, I, 308; II, 76, 82 
need of, II, 258
need mystical theology, II, 360 
qualifications of, I, 309-12 
reasons for incompetent, II, 415 ff. 
rules for, I, 244 f f 316-18 
St. John of the Cross on, I, 316 ff. 

Dogma and true progress, I, 98-102 
Dryness, spiritual, II, 98-100

Ecstasy, II, 264, 273; natural and super- 
natural, II, 289-95, 301 

Ecstatic union, II, 157-62, 165-67 
Ejaculations, I, 302 
Epiphenomena, II, 304 ff.
Espousal of Christ with just souls, I, 

162 ff., 171-73; II, i70-75, l8° ’
189 ff.

Espousal, the mystic: works preceding, 
II, 205-7 

Eucharist, Holy
cause of union and transformation, I, 

329 ff.
center of mystical life, II, 116 
food of the soul, I, 328 
fruits of, I, 338-42 
function of, I, 319
importance of, I, 297, 319, 321-23, 

328 ff.
marvels of, I, 344 
and mystical marriage, I, 333 
reception of, I, 343 
as source of blessings, I, 344 
and union with Father, Holy Ghost, 

and Blessed Virgin, I, 335-38 
Evolution, mystical: definition of, I, 2, 

16; importance of study of, I, 3 ff.; 
marvels of, I, 28; true, II, 381 

Examination of conscience: and confes- 
sion, I, 324; general, I, 307; particu- 
lar, I, 307

Exchange of hearts, II, 181 
Experience of divinity, II, 353 ff. 
Expiatory ministry, II, 467, 473 
Extreme unction, I, 320

Faith
definition of, I, 205 
and the gifts, I, 120 
and good works, I, 98, 101 
growth of, I, 130 
guidance of, II, 96
and knowledge of God, I, 140, 205,

354
loss of, I, 204 
necessity of, I, 206 
unformed, I, 198, 206 
virtue of; and glory, I, 79, 206 

Falsely devout, II, 31 
Fasting, merit of, I, 285 
Father (God): divine patemity of, I, 

150-52; our generation by, I, 147; 
union with, through the Eucharist, 
I. 336

Fathers (Church): on deification, I, 
29 ff.; on grace, I, 82 ff.

Fault, dominant, I, 307 
Fervor, sensible, I, 270 
Few chosen, II, 93
Few tliat persevere, II, 78 ff., 83-87, 94 
Filiation: natural and adoptive, I, 84;

see also Adoption 
Fire of love, II, 132 ff.
Flight of spirit, II, 264 ff.
Folly of divine love, II, 45, m ,  139 ff., 

149, 151 ff., 162-65 
Folly of the cross, II, 25 ff.
Fomes peccati, I, 93 
Fortitude: acquired and infused, I, 212; 

definition of, I, 206, 209, 303; gift of 
(see Gifts of Holy Ghost) 

Friendship, divine, I, 132-35, 184, 351, 
354

Friendship: with God, I, 45, 140; with 
persons of the Trinity, I, 59, 186, 
35°

Friendships, holy, I, 313 
Fruits of Holy Ghost, I, 202, 273 ff.; II, 

315: and beatitudes and gifts, I, 
276 ff.; enumeration of, I, 274, 279

Gifts of Holy Ghost 
in ascetics, I, 20; II, 405 
chained, II, 434-36
compared with fruits and beatitudes, 

I, 276 ff.
compared with virtues, I, 216-20, 226 
constituents in mystical life, II, 425 
contemplation and, II, 402 
counsel, I, 21, 233, 258, 263, 280; II, 
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exccllence of, I, 231, 263-67 
exercise of, II, 429
existence in just souls, I, 228; II, 425 ff. 
fear, II, 429, 433 
fear of the Lord, I, 261, 279 
fortitude, I, 234, 258, 262, 280; II, 429, 

433
Froget on, I, 226 
function of, I, 115, 200 
GardeiI on, I, 201 note 28, 230 note 23, 

234> 239
importance and nature of, I, 201 ff., 

229-32
knowledge, I, 21, 205, 258 ff., 262, 279; 

II, 43°, 433
manifestation of, I, 261-63 
M ary Agreda on, I, 227 
mode of operation, I, 232-36 
mystical body and, I, 296 
mystical life and, I, 220 ff.; II, 425 ff. 
necessity of, I, 224-28 
piety, I, 260, 262, 279; II, 429, 433 
in the saints, I, 236-38 
special work of each, I, 257 ff. 
spiritual senses and, II, 340-52 
understanding, I, 21, 140, 205, 232, 257, 

263, 280, 355; II, 364, 386, 430, 433 
why they do not fructify, I, 284 
wisdom, I, 21, 140, 142, 205, 257, 263, 

280, 355; II, 364, 386, 425 note, 430, 
433

Glory; grace and life of, 24, 13 1; and 
virtues of faith and hope, I, 79 

God: personal distinctions in, I, 59; 
presence in just soul, I, 108; sim- 
plicity of, I, 58 

Grace
abuse of, II, 491 
actual, I, 49
assurance of being in, I, 217
Bellamy on, I, 76
confirmation in, II, 228-30
Council of Trent on, I, 292
definition of, I, 67, 81
and divine indwelling, I, 107 ff.
as divine life, I, 41 ff., 49
elevating, I, 62
Fathers of Church on, I, 82
Froget on justification through, I, 69
Gay on, I, 203
and glory, I, 24, 119 flF.
increase of, I, 46
infinite value of, I, 24-26
life of, I, 347 ff.

Grace (continued) 
loss of, I, 26 
and nature, I, 71 ff. 
nature perfected by, I, 199 
operation of, I, 115, 195-97 

ower of, I, 25, 90-93 
rotestaut teaching on, I, 74, 75 note 
27

St. Thomas on, I, 68 note 3 
sanctifying, I, 67 f.: effects of, I, 68- 

7i
source of merit, I, 293 
stability after death, I, 130 
and works ad intra, I, 140 

Graces gratis datae, I, 115 ; II, 304-33 
Growth, spiritual

in grace, I, 195 ff., 291; Council of 
Trent on, I, 292 

of individual soul, I, 294 
as members of mystical body, I, 295- 

98
and merit, I, 290-94 
necessity of, I, 289 
sacraments and, I, 295 ff.
Terrien on, I, 289 
virtues and gifts and, I, 294

Happiness on earth and in heaven, I, 
121-24

Heart, purity of, II, 65 ff.
Hearts, exchange of, II, 181 
Heretics, separated from Christ, II, 451 
Holy Ghost

Bellamy on participation in, I, 85 
communication of, I, 79 ff. 
coopcration with, I, 284 ff. 
and deification, I, 30-33, 50: St. Basii 

on, I, 35 note 61
direction by, I, 219, 249 ff.: Lallemant 

on, I, 252 ff., 270 
as dispenser of grace, I, 80 
docility to, II, 14, 22, 32, 34, 51, 60, 63, 

83, 95, 221, 260, 390, 412 ff. 
and Eucharist, I, 336 
as fount of living water, I, 175 
as gift of God, 1, 175 
gifts of; see Gifts of Holy Ghost 
influence on Christ and faithful, I, 

181-87
inspiration of, I, 239: Caussade on, I, 

254 ff.
marvelous works of, I, 187-94 
mission or giving of, I, 1 1 1  ff. 
as mystical unction, I, 180 
participation in, I, 85
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H oly Ghost (continued) 
pledge of the, II, 146 
relations with just souls, I, 173 ff. 
role in baptism, I, 178 
as source of sanctity, I, 176-80; II, 13, 

17, 162
as spirit of adoption, I, 146, 180 
as spirit of love, I, 173-75; 132-35,

146
Terrien on, I, 181 
vivifying action of, I, 109-11 
working in souls, I, 281 ff., 284-88 

H oly Ghost, indwelling of, I, 36, 106 ff., 
1 1 1  -13, 148 ff., 182 

Froget on, I, 36
Gardeil on, I, 113 note 34, 132, 218 
Gay on, I, 85 
and grace, I, 107 
obligations resulting froni, I, 103 
St. John of the Cross on, I, 220 note 66 
Sauve on, I, 107 note 2 
teaching of Fathers, I, 37 note 63 

H oly orders, I, 296, 320 
Hope: definition of, I, 205; and glory, 

I, 79; loss of, I, 204; necessity of, II, 
83 f.; unformed, I, 198 

Humility, I, 306: basis of sanctity, II, 
50 ff., 61

Illumination, II, 30-44, 65 ff., 129 ff. 
Illuminative way, II, 406-12 and passim 
Image of God in us, I, 60 ff. 
Imperfections in beginners, II, 28 
Incarnation, I, 105 ff.: influence of Holy 

Ghost in, I, 187; necessity of, I, 97, 
105; Sauve on, I, 97 note 45 

Indwelling, divine (see also H oly Ghost 
and Trinity), I, 72: awareness of, I, 
241-43; and charity, I, 134; St. 
Teresa on, I, 117 ff.; Weiss on, I, 114 
note 38

Infancy, spiritual, I, 20, 269 ff., 272 
Infused recollection, II, 35 
Intimate Communications, II, 240

Joy  in suffering, II, 43 
Justice: acquired and infused virtue of, 

I, 212; definition of, I, 205; falsity 
of imputed, I, 93 f.

Justification
and adoption, I, 86 ff.
Council of Trent on, I, 94 
Froget on, I, 69 
greatness of, I, 26 
by the Holy Ghost, I, 23

Justification (continued)
Protestant teaching on, I, 93 
as renewal and growth, I, 94-97 
and sanctification, I, 90 ff.

Knowledge, infused, II, 361 ff. 
Knowledge of God: through faith and 

gifts, I, 130, 140; natural, I, 61; 
speculative and experimental, I, 134; 
supernatural, I, 119, 137, 354

Life
divine: in itself and in us, I, 58-60 
etemal, I, 24, 120
excellence of contemplative, I, 304 
of grace, I, 1, 347 ff.: Gardeil on, I, 131 
of grace and glory, I, 24, 132 ff., 137 
mystical: and the gifts of the Holy 

Ghost, I, 220 ff.; general idea of, I, 
16, 18 note 8

of soul in spiritual marriage, II, 243-46 
Life, supernatural 

concept of, I, 42 ff., 347 
elements of, I, 42
in essence and by participation, I, 58 
and the Eucharist, I, 323 
as kingdom of God on earth, I, 135 ff. 
nature, function, and growth of, I, 

136 ff., 353 ff.
participation in divine life, I, 43-45 
relations flowing from, I, 103 

Little ones preferred, II, 437 
Little things, fidelity in, II, 24 
Locutions, II, 305-33 
Love

artifices of divine, II, 45, 1 1 1 ,  139 ff., 
149, 151 ff., 162-65 

crosses made light by, II, 125 
disinterested, II, 19, 167 
fire of, II, 132 ff.
folly of divine, II, 45, 1 1 1 ,  i39ff., 149, 

151 ff., 162-65 
swoons of, II, 275
wounding and transforming, II, 276-

85
Love of God: in glory, I, 135; Hugueny 

on, I, 138 f .; in natural state, I, 61; 
supernatural, I, 119, 137, 353 

Loving gaze, a mystic sleep, II, 122 
Lukewarmness, II, 80, 84 
Lumen gloriae, I, 124 ff.

Man: the new, II, 5; the old, II, 5 
Marriage: Eucharist and the mystical, I, 

329-35; the spiritual, II, 219-39, 246
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Mary; see Blessed Virgin 
Matrimony: sacrament of, I, 297, 320;

spiritual (see Marriage)
Maturity, spiritual, I, 21, 270 
Meditation, laborious activity of, I, 

243 ff.
Merit, I, 290-94: and good works, I, 123;

sources of, I, 293 
Mortification 

advantages of, II, 62 
constancy in, II, 27 
exterior, II, 54 
fruits of, II, 58 ff. 
interior, II, 55
necessity of, I, 306; II, 5 ff., 53 ff., 410 
need for guidance in, I, 307 
and renewal, II, 5-16 

Mystic death and resurrection, II, 287-
89

Mystic espousal, the, II, 170-75, 180, 
189 ff.: works preceding, II, 205-7 

Mystic seal, II, 285-87 
Mystical: meaning of term, I, 16; state,

I, 27°. 355 
Mystical body

Christ acting in, II, 450, 456 
Christ as head of, I, 157-60; II, 448, 

5°3
Christ perfected in, II, 448, 453 
diversity of elements and functions in,

II, 457-6o, 477-85
growth in sanctity of, II, 499-510 
growth of, I, 295-98; II, 469-75 
influence of Holy Ghost on, I, 187 
mutual relation of members, II, 475-

90
obligations of members of, I, 104; II, 

449. 454. 46 i>.474
spiritual transition of members of, I, 

267 ff.
unworthy members in, II, 471, 481 ff. 
a vital organism, II, 447-65 

Mystical phenomena, II, 40 ff.
Mystical quietude, II, 144-46 
Mystical sleep, II, 103, 122 
Mystical theology, contempt for, II, 

360
Mystical union, desire for, II, 384-403, 

419-21
Mysticism: and asceticism, I, 17-19, 256; 

II, 403-21; and asceticism compared, 
II, 421-33; definition of, I, 17; II, 
403; true characteristics of, II, 430 

Mystics: definition of, I, 17; language 
of, I, 45, 48, 355

Night of the senses, I, 22, 222, 272; II, 
95-104: sufferings in, II, 208 

Night of the spirit, I, 22, 223; II, 183-204

Obedience, Lallemant on divine inspi- 
ration and, I, 238 note 117 

Office, the Divine, I, 325 
Operations, divine: ad extra, I, 140; ad 

intra, I, 140 
Original sin; see Sin

Passion, fruits of the, II, 490 
Passive purification, II, 63 ff., 95-112, 

175-204
Peace of sons of God, II, 70 ff.
Penance

practice of; see Mortification 
sacrament of: function of, I, 63, 92, 

297, 320; importance of, 323-25 
virtue of, I, 307, 324 

Perfect souls, habitual state of, II, 241-43 
Perfect union and disinterested love, II, 

167-69
Perfection: and exterior works, I,

303 ff.; of members in Church, II, 
450, 454; obligation to strive after,
I, 291 note 14; rules of, I, 314-16 

Perseverance, II, 123-25 
Phenomena: accompanying contempla-

tion, II, 262-88; natural and super- 
natural, II, 289-95, 301-2; in our day,
II, 296-303

Philosophy, and knowledge of God, I,
57. 65

Pledge of love, II, 125 
Pneumatic psychology; see Psychology 
Possession, diabolica!, I, 240 
Potencies, supernatural, I, 47, 49, 197 ff. 
Prayer

of ascetics, I, 17
continua! II, 45
grades of, II, 262-74, 442"44
mental, I, 300
and mystical life, II, 119
of mystics, I, 17
necessity of, I, 300, 302; II, 76 ff., 259 
perfect, II, 118 
qualities of, I, 301
of quiet, II, 131-42, 144-46, 263, 271 
of recollection, I, 118; II, 127-30, 142- 

44, 262, 271
of simplicity, I, 17; II, 122 
strength in trials, II, 113-18 
unconscious, II, 45 
of union, II, 147-62, 264-74 
vocal, I, 301
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Preaching, ministry of, I, 313 
Presence of God in just soul, I, 108, 117-

'9
Presence of Trinity; see Trinity 
Process of renewal and deification, II, 

3 ff-
Progress, meaning of, II, j  ff. 
Progressive revelations, II, 353-69 
Progressive transformation, II, 221 
Prudence: acquired and infused, I, 212; 

definition of, I, 205, 209; of the flesh,
I, 2 1; human, II, 91; of the spirit, I, 
21

Psychology, pneumatic, I, 238 ff.: and 
organism of the Church, I, 267-73 

Purgation: fruits of active, II, 58 ff.; pas
sive, II, 63 ff.

Purgations, II, 175-80, 185 ff., 205-15: 
necessity of, II, 259; passive, II, 63 ff. 

Purgative way, the, II, 50 ff., 406-12 
Purgatory on earth, II, 185 ff. 
Purificationi and mortification, II, 50- 

60; necessity of, I, 91; II, 7 ff.; pas
sive, II, 63 ff., 95-112, 175-204; pro
gressive, II, 16 ff., 31 ff., 108 ff. 

Purity: exterior, I, 306; interior, I, 306 
Purity of heart, II, 65 ff.

Quiet, prayer of, II, iji-42 , 144-46, 263, 
27>

Rapture, II, 264, 354 
Reading, spiritual, I, 314 
Reason, insufficiency of, II, 381 
Recollection: infused, II, 35; prayer of,

II, 127-30, 142-44, 262, 271 (see also 
Prayer)

Recollection in God, I, 299 
Religion (virtue), I, 303 
Renewal: and mortification, II, 5 ff.; and 

transformation, I, 22 
Reparation, necessity of, I, 104 
Resurrection, mystic death and, II, 287-

89
Revelation: spirit of, II, 334-52; and 

union with God, I, 57 
Revelations: private, II, 374-82; progres

sive, II, 353-69
Restoration and elevation, I, 62-64 

Sacramentals, I, 325
Sacraments: functions of, I, 296 ff.; and 

spiritual growth, I, 49; 318 ff. 
Saints: devotion to, I, 326; rare discre- 

tion of, I, 236 ff.
Sanctification and justification, I, 90 ff.

Sanctity: growth in, II, 499-510; secret 
of, II, 23, 48

Satisfaction for sin, I, 307 
Schismatics, separated from Christ, II,

. 451Science of the saints, II, 15 
Seal, mystic, II, 285-87 
Secret: of progress, II, 46 ff.; of sanctity, 

II, 2 3. 4 8
Selection, gratuitous, II, 87-89 
Senses, supematural, II, 334-52 
Silence, spiritual, II, 103, 122 
Simplicity, prayer of; see Prayer 
Sin: effects of actual, I, 92; effects of 

original, I, 62; and Incarnation, I, 
105; reparation and satisfaction for,
1, 104, 307

Sleep, mystical, II, 103, 122 
Sleep of faithful soul, II, 45 
Sloth, enemy of progress, II, 260 
Son of God (Word) and deification, I, 

33
Sons of God; see Adoption 
Soul and spirit, cleavage of, II, 215 
Species, infused, II, 362 ff.
Spirit, night of the, II, 183-204 
Spirit, wounds of the, II, 181 
Spiritual marriage, the, II, 219-39: con- 

ditions and signs of, II, 246; life of 
soul in, II, 243-46 

Struggles, interior, II, 108-12 
Suffering: joy in, II, 43; necessity of, I, 

64; of saints on earth, I, 122 
Sufferings, II, 19 ff., 30, 59, 72 ff., 175-80, 

185 ff., 205-13, 367 ff., 372, 461-64, 
4 6 7 . 473

Supematural order: Bainvel on, I, 54- 
57; harmony with natural order, I, 
54 ff-. 349; meaning of, I, 43 

Symbols of the Church, I, 11-13 , 48

Temperance: acquired and infused, I, 
213; definition of, I, 205, 209, 303 

Temptations, II, 19 ff., 32 ff., 104-12, 208 
Tepidity, II, 80, 84
Theology, mystical: contempt for, II, 

360
Theology, spiritual: definition of, I, 17 

note 4, 18 note 8; importance of, I,
2. 324

Three ways, the, II, 49 
Touches, divine, II, 277-82 
Transformation: of deified souls, I, 46; 

process of, II, 30-44; summit of, II, 
248
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Transforming union, II, 170-251
Trials, II, 19 ff., 32 ff., 72 ff., 175-80, 

185 ff., 205-13: constancy in, II, 
98 ff.; continual, II, 104-12; interior, 
II, 108-12; strength in, II, 113-18

Trinity: distinction of persons in, I, 59; 
indwelling of, I, 113 ff.; and our 
adoption, I, 147, 349; supematural 
life in essence, I, 58

Union
conforming, II, 147-57 
degrees of, II, 127, 135, 147, 155 ff., 

175 ff., 219-39 .
degrees of mystical, II, 35 ff. 
desire for mystical, II, 384-403, 4x9-21 
effects of ecstatic, II, 157-62, 165 
excellence of ecstatic, II, 166 
Gardeil on, I, 129
between God and soul in heaven, I, 

128
with God, I, 57: and desires for death, 

I, 139; and revelation, I, 57 
perfect, II, 167-69 
prayer of, II, 147-62, 264-74 
process of, II, 30-44 
transforming, II, 37, 170-2 51

Unitive way, II, 406-13 and passim

Valiant, the, II, 83 ff.
Virgins, dignity of consecrated, I, 169- 

7i
Virtues

acquisition of, I, 213 ff.
Cardinal, I, 205: St. Augustine on, I, 

205compared with gifts, I, 216-20 
difference between acquired and in- 

fused, I, 212
infused, I, 49, 204: in ascetics, I, 19; 

division and number of, I, 205 ff.;

Virtues (continued)
Froget on, I, 72 note 18; growth of, 
I, 212; necessity of, I, 115, 197 ff., 
209-16; Terrien on, I, 211 

moral, I, 199, 209 ff. 
mystical body and, I, 296 
natural and supematural, I, 199 ff. 
necessity of acquired and infused, I, 

115, 209-16
necessity of growth in acquired, 1, 214 
testing of, II, 19 ff. 
theological, I, 206 ff.: need of, I, 206 

Vision, beatific, I, 124-28, 135 
Vision, spiritual, II, 354-59 
Vision of God, II, 363-67 
Visions, II, 271, 305-33 
Vows, religious, I, 312: and beatitudes, 

I, 312; and perfection, I, 170; re
ne wal of, I, 169, 312

W ay, ordinary and extraordinary, I, 
16 ff., 19 ff.

W ays of spirit and human prudence, II, 
91 ff.

W ays of the spirit, diversity of, II, 252- 
74

Women and divine favors, II, 298-303 
W ord; see Christ 
Works, good, I, 303 ff. 

excessive attachment to, I, 305 
and grace, I, 195 
and merit, I, 292 ff., 303 ff. 
and perfection, I, 303 ff., 316 
Protestant teaching on, I, 93, 98 ff. 
Tauler on, I, 123 note 11 
value of, I, 46, 123 
Weiss on, I, 123 note 11 

Works, divine: ad extra, I, 140; ad intra, 
I, 140

Wounds of love, II, 276-85 
Wounds of the spirit, II, 181

i
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T H E

M YST IC A L
EYDLUTKN
in the Development 
and Vitality of the Chi1 rch

B y Fr. John G  Arintero, O.P

There is no other book quii e like The M ystical 
E volu tio n . Not only does it explain in profound 
and intimate detail the nature of the 
supernatural life in ali its glorious 
ramifications for Christians in general, but it 
also recites a lived and familiar lexicon of the 
sometimes torturous steps of the spiritual life, 
as the individual sees it, while progressing 
through the famous three ways. The M ystical 
E vo lu tio n  is unique because it is thorough and 
because it is written by one who both knows 
intellectually whereof he speaks, but at the 
same time bas experienced the subject of his 
writing over a long period. (In fact, Father 
Arintero’s sanctity has led to promotion of his 
cause.) Unl.ke most writers of spirituality, the 
author quotes copiously from the Bible, the 
Fathers and Doctors of the Church, and from 
ali the great mystics and spiritual writers of 
the Church, makir^ this v’rtually a mystical 
encyclopedia. The m_6 'ituae cr the book is 
exhaustive, its discussion minutely informative, 
and its style common, so that anyone can 
understand. The spiritually oriented reader will 
dwell long and with rich reward in the pages 
and amidst the thought of Father John 
Arintero.

The cover art is an enlarged, 
im pressionistic picture of the author.
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